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of those municipalities is required to file annually with the State
comptroller a sworn statement covering in detail the financial opera-
tions of the previous fiscal year. In addition, expert auditors from theState comptroller's office examine the books of these various munici-
palities to verify the correctness of these statements and offer con-
structure guidance in their financial management. So that we have
a constant and intimate association with, and expert knowledge of,
the fiscal problems of the States governmental subdivisions.

I speak of experts, because the business world frequently comes in
and takes these men because of their complete knowledge of the
situation.

About 2 weeks ago I considered it my duty as the State's chief fiscal
officer to communicate to these 1,600 fiscal officers some of my
thoughts-purely from an economic standpoint-concerning the legis-
lation now under consideration by your committee. With your per.
mission, and with the thought that you might like to have these views
before you on the record, I should like to take this opportunity to read
that letter at this time. I quote:

DxAR Sin: You are, of course, aware of the current proposal in Congress to
remove by statute the tax-exempt feature on future issues of Federal, State, and
.munolpalsecurities. You also know that our attorney general has organized
some.4Q other State attorneys general In oppositlon~to this proposal on constitu-
tiona and legal ground.

I do not consider myself competent, nor do I propose to discuss its consti.
tutional or political aspects. But, as chief fiscal officer of the State of New
York, I do consider It my duty to forewarn you of the serious financial burden
such a statute would inflict upon your municipality.

May I simply remind you of these facts:
1. Existing tax exemption makes a price difference of about three-fourths of

I percent on bond interest per annum. Therefore, on the basis of a 3-percent
coupon, this obviously means a 25 percent increase in interest charges-with
-nothing in the way of jobs or services to show for it.

2. Bonds totaling approximately $500,000,000, still unissued, have been
authorized by vote of the people of this State. Assuming an average life of 20
years for these bonds, an additional three-fourths of 1 cent in interest charge,
tould obviously add as much as $75,000,000 to the ultimate cost of completing
this financing.

S. But that is not the only serious aspect. Under the proposed statute the
States "theoretically" Would be given reciprocal powers to tax Federal securi-

'ties. , While such "reciprocity," dien as concerns the States, is largely one-sided,
the very theory of reciprocity would not extend to municipalities. To them the
increased interest costs would mean a dead loss. Are they prepared to assume
, 4. It Is estimated that by doing away with the tax exemption on State and

municipal bonds the Federal Government's revenue will ultimately be increased
thereby by approximately $800,000,000 annually. Even assuming the correct-
ness of this estimate, nobody ever collects money without somebody else paying
its equivalent. Who pays it in this Instance? The ordinary local taxpayer upon
wnoaP ptorrty the tax differential would have to be assessed by the issuing-municipali t; •ulobed u r aia
. S.,ome authorities argue that taxing public bonds would force capital to
,venture Inre into private enterprise. But It is difficult to conceive how the mere
Addition of a ta handicap to the one type of security would of itself reduce the
iisks inherent In the other. Certainly such a tax would not alter the relative
tueriti of existing Credits.
S)o"peaking generally, no proposal in modern times has been so fraught with danger
to the American fiscal system or to the fundamental American principle of decen-
tralised powers. Cartnly no legislator, either'State or Federal, who can truly
stanh to present the constituents who elected'him, can possibly favor a statute
-f such terfous consequences.
.,If Tyou agree with these observations, I hope you will make it your business
peroally to convey your views in no uncertain terms to the United States
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Senators from Now York State and to the Representative in Congress from your
district.

Very truly yours, Monis S. TizMAJNU,

Comptroller of New York Stare.
The views expressed in the foregoing communication are based

upon conclusions reached after mature and careful consideration and
upon long years of experience in the practical business of public
finance.

I might add, there is no spot in the world where you can get greater
knowledge of the fiscal affairs of a municipality than you can get in
the comptroller's office.

In formulating them I have had available studies made by the able
staff of fiscal experts in the comptroller's office at Albany, and also
an excellent and most competent report prepared at my request and
after months of research and study by Dr. Harley L. Lutz, Professor
of Public Finance at Princeton Ufiiversity.

On behalf of the State of New York, I would like to submit Dr.
Lutz's report to the committee, with the request that it be made a
part of the record of your proceedings. The report is, quite naturally,
rather voluminous, but I believe we have sufficient copies to satisfy
the requirements of the committee.

In the letter of transmittal, which you will find at the beginng of
the report, Dr. Lutz has summarized Ids principal conclusions, both
fiscal and economic. I suggest that the Senators will find it a con-
venient summary of the points made in the report itself.

However, we have asked Dr. Lutz to come here today, and, if it
please the committee, I request that at this point he be given an
opportunity to place before you a brief review of his studies and
methods of analysis, and an explanation of the conclusions to which
those studies led him.

May I say in introducing him to the committee that Dr. Lutz has
been professor of economics at Obelin College and Stanford University,
and professor of public finance at Princeton since 1928. He was an
advisor to the Washington Tax Invest gating Commission of 1922, a
member of the Commission on Financial Advisors to Chile in 1925,
and to Poland in 1930. He was an advisor also to the Tax Investiga-
tion Commission in Utah in 1929, and the director of the New Jersey
Tax Survey Commission of 1930. He is the author of many works
on econoniics and taxation including the standard text on public
finance, and was the president of the National Tax Association in
1928.

It is now my pleasure to introduce Dr. Lutz.
Mr. ToDBt. May we ask that the economic report of Dr. Lutz

be printed as a part of the record of this committee?
oft is very important, we believe, and it is a very voluminous studyof this matte.
The CRAInMAN. It is voluminous. I have read the letter of trans-

mittal, and scanned through the rest of the report. I rather think
we can put it in, but I want to leave the matter in abeyance until I
have an opportunity to consult with the rest of the members of the
committee before we decide.

(Subsequently the fiscal and economic study prepared by Dr. Lutz
for Hon. Morris Tremaine, Comptroller of the State of New York
and submitted to the committee by the comptroller was ordered
incorporated in the record.)
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THE FISCAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE TAXATION
OF PUBLIC SECURITIES
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Hon. Monis S. TnzNAINH#
Comptroller of the State of New York,

Albany, N. Y.
SIR: I transmit herewith a study, made at your request, of the fiscal and

economic aspects of the taxation of public securities. As the report is somewhat
voluminous-necesearily so because of the ramifications of the subjeot-the
principal findings and conclusions are listed below for your convenience:

1. Federal taxation of State and local sWourities would cost the States and
municipalities a minimum of $113,000 000 annually in increased interest cost (p.
114). 'The Federal revenue from such axes is estimated at an average of $95,000,-
000.(p. 122).

2. If taxation of securities now exempt were made reciprocal, so that the States
could tax interest on Federal securities, the conclusion is reached that the States
could not collect, on the 1087 basis, more than $17,000,000 from that source
(p. 123), as against their loss of $118,000,000 above.

8. State taxation of Federal interest would cost the Federal Government
$80,000,000 annually in hi her interest costs (p. 125), as compared with a yield
to the States of $17,000,000 from that source.

4. Furthermore, if the net gain to the States from a tax on Federal interest it
$17,000,000, and if the loss to the States from higher interest on their own debt
is $118 000,000, then reciprocity would cost the States a net loss of $96,000,000

. Te Federal Government would not fare much better. If it should derive

the averaged figure of $95,000,000 from the taxation of State interest, and also
gain $109,000,00 by removing the exemption of Federal securities ,16. 188),
the total apparent Federal gain would be $204,000,000. But offset a t*ft
would be a Federal loss of $167 000,000 in added interest cost due to Federal
taxation of Federal interest (p. 189), plus a Federal loss of $80,000,000 due tO
state tax on Federal Itnrest (par. 8 above), a total Federal lomof $187,00000
wiping out nearly a tht) total apparent pin of $24 000,000 (p. 140) '' "

6. Thus, using the aireraged figures, the proposal w now recommended' t tho
Special Committee of the Senate on Taxation of Governitental Securities by the
lTeasur Department, would Indicate a combined net 6s "to the Federat and
State Governments of $79 000,000-the excess of the net loss to the States bv
the net gain to the Federal Government (p, 140),

7. The Treasu's assertions that wealthy people are loading their estates' withexempt securities are erroneous. Pot example, capital stood of cotporatlohs
exceed by several thiines the total amotint of exam t se urties in estares of everysize. A study of 8,044 estates 000, itha total gros value of $10,888,000,00, shoed only $1,088 00000U)or'ls than one-tenth, i State and loca-
bonds (p. 117). If we include in the stud 106,409 smaller estates gregathig$21,000,000 000 we find $798,820,000 in State and iecal exempt bond hi sue
states or 6.0 1 percent of the total, Taking both the large and small eetatei

the ratio of the State and toal exempt securitles to the total gross estate is only
5.03 qpeent (.117).

8. The relative number of people in'the'high surtax groups who 6oill benefitfromi the ownership of tax-exempt securities is small. Itibozily above an Income
level of approximately $60,000 a year that the investor' df ta-6free sMouritis
begins to gain on the basis of the average yield spread n 1088 (p. 142) Yet all
tUeevidence (par. 7 above) is that the persons who could benefit from t owner-
ship of tax-free securities have not sought complete escape, in the haven of the
tax exempt. Ownership of these securities in large estates is deflniAt.y incidental
to tMir cororate and other private investments (p .117).
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0. The proposal would bring about gross discrimination as between the States
because of the uneven distribution of Federal security holdings (p. 126). In
only a few States is the revenue from State Income taxes substantial in amount
(p. 127), and 12 States have no income tax at all (p. 129). For example, in Dela-
ware the income tax yields 6.40 percent of total taxes whereas in Arkansas, it
yields but 1.09 percent in Alabama 1.60 percent and in South Dakota, 0.30
percent-but agaln, in ew York, it yields 10.83 percent. There was no income
tax In 1937 in 12 States: Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Michigan, Nebraska,
Nevada, Now Jersey, ]Rhode Island, Texas, Washington, and Wyoming (p.
127.

The unfairness and discrimination as between States is also illustrated by the
fact that in Louisiana the added cost of interest would amount to 09.4 percent
of the total income taxes collected, while in Wisconsin it would be 8.2 percent

10. 2 y revision of the existing doctrines of Intergovernmental immunities

should take into consideration the loss which the States now suffer as a result of
Federal real-estate holdings. There are many hundreds of millions of dollars'
worth ofFederal property located in the States the exemption of which from tax-
ation causes the States and the municipalities a huge tax loss. The States
and the cities might properly resent the exclusion of this factor from consideration
In any reciprocity scheme.

11. I have mentioned the gross discrimination that such a proposal would en-
tail as between the individual States. The effect upon the cities would involve
not only discrimination, but irreparable fiscal injury. Municipal debts total
nearly 10 billion as compared with State debts of only a little over 3 billion.
Local governmental subdivisions of the United States are limited, in their exercise
of the taxing power, very largely to the property tax. A perpetual struggle goes
on, between the cities and their taxpayers, on the one hand, and between the
cities and their respective States on the other. The taxpayers resist increase
of the property tax, and the cities are pressing for larger participation in the
State-colleoted taxes.

The extent to which the cities might share in any income-tax receipts is prob-
tmtical. In a few States the yield of the income tax Is shared, in others it is a
State revenue. In all of the latter States such gains as would be realized from
thi State tax on Federal interest would go into the State treasury, while the oner-
ru task of meeting the higher costs caused by the Federal tax on local bond
interest would fall without even the hope of compensating advantages, on the

Woal governing bodies (p. 181). The amount by which theproperty tax levy would
have bqen increased, under the conditions prevailing in 1036, would have ranged
rem 4 oents per $1000 in .Milwaukee to $2.10 per $1,000 in Detroit (p. 132);

, .ao0uld be noted furthermore, and as a typical example of the pilingg up'
o these diso rinations, that Detroit would ve no opportunity of recovering
gny part of th Increase through the taxation of Federal interest, since Michigan
42 no State incme tax.
12. You will be interested in the effect upon your own State. The Increased

tnteret cost on the State debt of New York would be $4,412,000 and upon munlo-
iPal'and local debts $22,833 000 a total Increased burden on New York State
and its municlp flties of $27 246,060. This burden is so large that it would of course
require addit nal taxation io make up the loss As a matter of fact, the Federal tax
w0uld cse, n increase of Now York's debt cost greater than the increase caused

by:ddltional borrowlng during the porlod of 6 years from 1982 to 193, What I
mean by this I. that in 1982 the State of New York and its municipalities paid
$145,749,000 in Interest charges and in 1937, $169,060,000, a gain of $23,823,000
in interest* oerges, due n" i ly to relief and other expenses caused by current
economic condition. But the inqreased cost resulting from Federal taxation
would be $27,245,000, which is approximately $4,000,00 in excess of the heavy
increase in interest cost during the 6-year period mentioned. The additional
Interest burden on the taxpayers of New York State alone would be equal to the
amount which all of the States combined could expect to receive from the taxa-
tion of Federal securities (p. 184).

1$. Taking a neighboring State, New Jersey, we find that N ~ew Jersey was able
reduce ltState and local intelot charges by approximately $1,000,000 between

an 1037,thuas Improving itsfinano'al condition to that extent. This saving
0d be wiped out more than seven times by an increased Interest burden of

0,00, reulting from F federal taxation. To be more specific Now Jersey's
total Interest, includIng both' State andi municipalities, was $54,870,000 in 1932
abd $53,769,000 in 1987, a saving of $1,101,000, but the additional interest caused
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by Federal taxation would be $7,970,000. The increased burden on Now Jorsey
taxpayers would be almost hmlf the amount namely, $17,000,000, which all States
combined might expect to derive from the taxation of Federal interest (p. 134).

14. As to partfcular cities, New York City alone would have an added Interest
cost of $14,293,000 as compared with the sum of $10,697,000 which it received in
1037 as its share of the State personal income taxes and as compared with $5 675
000 as its share of the State business corporation tax. Buffalo would pay $87,00
in additional interest as compared with $620 000 as its share of the Sat personal
income tax and as compared with $528 706 as its share of the State business
corporation tax. Roclhester would pay $463,700 in additional interest as compared
witl $401,000 and $365,000. Syracuse would pai' $243,200 as compared with
$238000 and $143,00. Yonkers would $2140 as compared with $203 000
and $35,400. Albany would pay $234,100 as compared with $149,000 and $87,b00.
Utica would pay $252,700 as compared with $84,100 and $34,500 (p. 133).

15. As to citis in New Jersey, which has no income tax, the increased interest
cost would be as follows: Newark, $885,000; Jersey City $553 000; Paterson,
$197,000; Trenton, $126000; Camden, $168,00; Elizabeth, $105,600 (p. 133).

16. The immediate efcot of the Treasury proposals on the refunding programs
of the States and municipalities is critical. Thus Detroit has outstanding $118,-
00,0 of bonds at 4 percent or higher, of which $74,000,000 bear 4% percent or
higer. The city has $80,000,000 additional which it called for payment in recent
years out of the proceeds of refunding bonds sold at much lower interest rate and
as a result the city is saving $1,142,000 in interest annually. It desires to continue
this refunding which promises to save an additional $1,000 000 each year. The'
entire State debt of Michigan matures in 1044, some of which must be refunded
because certain bonds held n the sinking fund will not have matured at that time,
and these bonds cannot be sold except at a heavy discount (p. 162).

17. The gross discrimination as between States is further shown by the fact
that the majority of the States, and also of the important counties and cities
have very little prospect of fiscal advantage from the suggested waiver of Federal
tax immunity. The total State revenue from the taxation of Federal interest
would be small in any case and it may vanish entirely under the social-security
F program. Such revenue as may be collected will be heavily concentrated in the
Vow States In which the bulk of the individuals and corporations that own these
bonds are domiciled. Elsewhere, the Interest cost will greatly exceed the possible
revenue gain (p. 127).

18. In view of the importance of the housing problem in New York State,
recently forwarded by the amendment to the State constitution, you will, I am
sure, find helpful the analysis on pages 163-164, which indicates that the advance.
ment of low-cost housing will be seriously interfered with if the policy of tax
immunity is to be altered. Here again the loss to the States and cities is obvious
for the States will have to find the money for additional subsidies or grants.

10. The figures shown in this report, and thosesubmitted to the special Senate
committee by Mr. John W. Hanes, Under Secretary of the Treasury, relative to
the ownership distribution of Federal and local securities, are In substantial
agreement (p. 170). My estimate of total Federal revenue, namely, $204 000 000,
is within Mr. Hanes' estimates, which covered the wide range of $170,000,060 to
$337,000,000. My estimate of $113,000,000 as the increased interest cost to the
States and their subdivisions is to be compared with Mr. Hanes' upper estimate
of $105 000,000 Our figures are far apart as to the effect of the removal of tax
exemption upon the cost of the Federal debt, but Mr. Hanes' estimate of this
cost does not reconcile with his statement that interest rates, except on the
Treasury bills and certificates will be Increased by one-fourth to one-half of 1
percent, My estimate of the increased Federal interest cost allowed no effect on
the floating debt, and assumed interest rate increases of one-fifth of 1 percent for
the short-term debt, and of one-half of 1 percent for the long-term debt. Mr.
Hanes' acceptance of one-half of 1 percent for the effect of a Federal tax on the
interest cost of long-term debt gives supportto my assumption that the average
Increase for State and local debt will be 60 points, or three-fifths of 1 percent.

20. It is said that the immunity of State and local bonds must be ended to
curb extravagance. To be effective as a curb on local borrowing, the tax must
materially increase interest cost.. But Mr. Ianes' statement before the special
Senate committee emphasizes the view that only a moderate increase of interest
rates will occur. The main purposes of State and local borrowing have been the
provision of services required by the people or by the forces of socil change.
While a real, or an apparent, necessity for such improvements exists, the borrow-
Ing will go on, regardless of the interest costs. Taxation will simply add to the
burden of debt financing (pp. 168-164).
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21. The claim that tax immunity diverts funds from enterprise also Ignores the
facts. Virtually the whole of the existing State and local debt was created before
1980, a period in which there was no lack of enterprise capital. Total State and
local debt increased by less than $150,000,000 from 1932 to 1037. If enterprise
capital has been lacking during these years, one must look elsewhere for the
reasons (pp. 158-164.

22. As an economic and social question, the taxation or exemption of public
securities is not altogether one of so-called tax Justice. The Congress has author-
ined other exceptions to strict progression, in the belief that both the public
interest and the public revenue would be better served by such a policy, Exam-
pies of these exceptions are the treatment of long-term capital gains and the deduc-
tionze for charitable contributions. The exemption of public securities involves
also a balancing of different interests, including those of the public revenue. The
effects of removing this exemption cannot be confined to the few individuals most
directly involved in the issue of tax Justice and progressive taxation. These
effects extend to all taxpayers, who stand to lose more, through higher taxes for
debt interest than the Federl Government will gain in additional tax revenue(p3. 146-1471.

8. The estimates of largo revenue loss from tax immunity are a product of
wishful thinking. They rest on the assumptions, (1) that a huge proportion of
the public securities are owned by wealthy individut,, and (2) that these persons
will continue to hold large amounts of such securities after the tax is imposed.
The first assumption is not supported by any available data (pars. 7 and 8 above).
While no prediction can be made as to the second of these assumptions, the present
ownership distribution of the partially exempt Federal securities does not support
it. It is quite likely therefore, that the actual revenue lose would prove to be of
small proportions. T h present interest saving, caused by the holdings of Indi.
viduas with large incomes, is a real saving to all other taxpayers (pp. 148,149).

You will note that for the purposes of this study I have considered it necessary
to make the following basic assumptions-they are simply the establishment of a
fixed basis upon which to formulate estimates:

(a) Any change of tax policy to be made will apply only to future debt Issues.
(b) Existing tax rates and other taxation provisions are used in formulatingestimates,
(e) The calculations are made on the assumption that substantially the present

level of national income will prevail.
(d) A refunding issue Is deemed to be a new issue, and hence taxable, although

it may merely replace an issue that was originally exempt. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the volume of State and National obligations will remain constant,
and that they will not be further withdrawn from the Federal and State taxing
powers.

These assumptions mean also that it will require more than 40 years at the
normal rate of refunding for the effects of the tax proposals to become fully real-
kied. During the interim period the results will gradually approach the final
calculations herein submitted.

The assumptions made ((a), (b), (c), and (d) above) will also be affected by a
variety of unpredictable circumstances. If for example, the Government were
to put a larger proportion of its Issues into te socai-seourity fund naturally, the
States could collet no revenues from such holdings; and sinco It Is the policy of
the Federal Government to put more and more securities into the social-security
fund, the promise of additional revenues to the States might turn out to be illusory.
It would certainly be les than I have shown In my calculations. In using these
figures, therefore, you will bear in mind that they are calculated upon assumptions
that may turn out to be very much worse for the States in their reallsation than
the figures would otherwise show.

I have summarised here only some of the more important conclusions to which
the studybrings me.

SRespebtfully submittedL ". .

4 . I-
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INTRODUCTION

This report deals with some of the fiscal and economic aspects of the question
)f tax exemption as it relates to the income from Federal, State, and local scu-
Ilies. The whole field of tax exemption and tax immunity is a wide one and the
iraotices that have developed within it, in the application of Federal, Slate, and
local taxation, are so diverse and involved as to produce an exceedingly compli-
cated situation. The aspect of the subject to be considered in this report has
received more attention than any other, yet the consequences of some other phases
of tax immunity under the Federal-State relationship are of fully as much impor-
tance as are those which involve the income tax. They include such things as
Federal taxation of State trust-fund revenues, municipal utility revenues, and
other receipts. All Federal property is immune from local taxation. To the
cities, which depend so heavily upon the property tax, this fact looms larger than
any privilege of taxing the interest received by those who may hold Federal bonds.
Federal vehicles need not carry State motor-vehicle licenses, which means that
the license tax is not paid. Nor is the State gasoline tax paid on the fuel which
is used to operate those Federal vehicles. In the sales-tax States, sales that are
made directly to the Federal Government or its agencies are not taxable. In
short, the problem of intergovern mental tax relationship is Iae and complicated.

Moreover, it is, in many respects, an integral problem. While certain phases
of the subject can be isolated for discussion, as is done here, it Is by no means
certain that an acceptable solution can thus be found. On the surface it may
seem to be a simple matter to dispose of the immunity of State and local bond
interest from Federal income tax. But in fact, even this one aspect of intergov-
ernmental immunity raises complex and far-reaching issues. Such a tax change
would imply a termination of the rule of State immunity from Federal taxation.
But if this rule of State immunity goes, does it follow that the other part of the
same rule, namely, Federal immunity from State taxation, may also go? The
principal argument for holding that the partiotilar taxation change which is
desired, from the Federal point of view, namely the extension of the Federal
income tax, can be accomplished by statute is that the reciprocal immunity rule is
a court-made doctrine, and hence it can be unmade by the same court that
created it.

A very important issue is at once raised. If State immunity is gone or if it
can be ended by court decision, what will happen to Federal immunity which is a
part of the same rule? If the termination of the reciprocal immunity doctrine
can be evidenced by Federal taxation of State and local bond interest, will it
'ollow that the cities are to be free to tax post offices and other Federal property
indor nondiscriminatory property taxes? If not, why not? Can the doctrine
)f intergovernmental tax immunity be both discarded and retained at the same
time?

The Department of Justice suggests that Federal immunity must remain, but
offers as a palliative a congressional permission to the States to tax Federal
securities. It is immediately obvious that such a permission could be withdrawn,
and indeed might have to be withdrawn, by a subsequent Congress.

The latest phase of the discussion was opened by the President's mesa eof April25,
1988. This message was followed, a few months later, by a study published by the
Department of Justice, and by a statistical summary of the volume and ownership of
public-debt obligations prepared by the Treasury Department.' While the above
I The Immunity Rule and the Sixteenth Amendwent, by th department of Iustioe aud Swutltosa

Exempt From the Federal Income Tax of June 3Oh1937. by the TrQ'ury Departmelnt For convenLence
and brevity of station, those documents are Identiid here as the Whit B8ook nd the Treasury Grey
Book, respectively.
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documents have suggested that the States may also tax Federal interest, it is

clear that the discussion of Intergovernmental immunity which they present is
limited to the Federal viewpoint, and it is further limited to the come tax,
as if this were the only matter involved in the doctrine of reciprocal immunity.
It is necessary to point out that if the major premise is valid, then many other
things may follow than a more extension of the Federal and State income taxes.
This major premise is that reciprocal immunity is gone but gone only far enough to
permit Federal taxation of the States. But if reciprocal immunity is gone, then
far.reaching questions at once emerge with respect to the tax jurisdiction of the
States. It is not simply a question of making a sufficient crack in the wall of
Intergovernmental immunity to let the Federal. income tax through. It is a
-question of tearing the wall down.

No one has considered, as yet, all that can happen under either Federal or
State taxation, if the immunity wall is entirely destroyed. No attempt I made in
this report to deal with all of the issues that are obviously involved. The objec-
tive here is that of examining the various aspects of the taxation of the income
from public securities, from the standpoint of the States and cities as well as from
that of the Federal Government. Every effort has been made to weigh, carefully
and objectively, the gains and losses that may be experienced on both sides.

The subject of tax exemption was actively discussed in the early twenties, but
the problem was believed to be limited to the narrow field of the tax-exempt
security. An amendment was discussed but it was not submitted to the States.

."This amendment aimed simply at a reciprocal waiver of tax immunity as regards
the taxation of public-debt interest. It did not contemplate complete elimination
-of intergovernmental immunity. One of the principal Influences in support of
the amendment was said to be the private utility Interests, which saw in the tax
immunity of State and local bonds a factor that would be favorable to the spread
-of municipal ownership.$

It would be possible today to narrow the subject to the same field of public-debt
interest, If action were to be taken through an amendment. But If action Is to be
sought by statute, on the only ground that would support statutory action,
namely that the immunity rule is gone, then it is hardlypossiblo for the develop.
monte to be restricted to the field of income taxation. A Pandora-s box of taxa-
tion possibilities and taxation mischief will be opened.

Exemption or immunify.-It seems proper to raise, at the outset, a question of
terminology. The expression, "tax-exempt securities" has been applied without

-discrimination to all debt issues which have riot been subjected to the Federal
income tax. The question is whether or not it is strictly correct and proper to
speak of State and local securities as being "exempt" from the Federal taxing
power. Exemption means a deliberate remission of a tax which government has
power to impose. It is an act of grace, an indulgence which is granted for such
purposes, and which is motivated by such considerations as may have seemed
adequate and proper. A government cannot exempt those things or persons which
it has no power to tax. They are immune from its taxing authority. Despite the
position taken by the Department of Justice, it is lmpwnible to concede that the
immunity rule has entirely disappeared. In any event, it has been settled con-
stitutional doctrine for a long time that the States, and their instrumentalities
and agencies, are immune from the Federal taxing power.$ Until this matter has
been definitely determined, it is still true that the State and local debt obligations
are immune, rather than exempt, from the Federal taxing power.

This technically correct terminology has been used in the following report ex.
-cept for occasional lapse into popular usage in order to avoid misunderstanain
It is fundamental to recognize that with respect to Federal taxation and the whoe
field of public securities there are two distinct problems, namely the exemption of
Federal bond interest from Federal income tax and the immunity of State and
local bond interest from that tax. One is a master of statute while the other In-
volves a constitutional Issue that goes to the heart of the Federal system of gov-

.eminent.
In one respect this difference is vital for it means that the two problems must

be dealt with in different ways. That is, the exemption of Federal interest from
Federal tax is a matter of statutory change, whereas the removal of the immunity
hitherto accorded to State and local bond interest is a matter of constitutional
change. In another respect, however, the two issues have A common denominator,
which makes it possible to discuss them together. That common denominator,

a0. 0. Hardy, 'sx.xIempt 8ecuritim and the Surtax (I*2) pp. i7_29.
89U 2dYs SOV dhjfU, U. am29 &I8 U,48 I. II~ Na % IIws C. U-IU
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with which this report deals, is the comparative gains and losses, fiscal, economic
and political that are involved.

Plan off Ixe report.-The report is divided into two main sections. Part I
presents such evidence and argument as it has been possible to assemble relative
to the comparative revenue gains and losses that can be traced to the exemption
and the taxation policies respectively. Part II will review some of the pertinent
considerations of a broader and more general economic character that may have
influenced, in part, the development of the existing policy and that should be held
In mind in arriving at a judgment respecting the change, if any, to be made in this
policy.

Some basic assumption.-Tho calculations and estimates thit are offered in this
report are based on certain assumptions as to legislative policy and general eco-
nomic conditions. This is in no sense an attempt to forecast either policy or
conditions, but simply the establishment of a fixed basis upon which to formulate
estimates. In the degree to which legislative policy or general economic con-
ditions should vary from those now prevailing, corresponding modifications of the
calculated results of a given taxation policy would be implied. The principal
assumptions made are the following

(1) Any change of tax policy that may be applied to the interest on public debt
obligations, whether by statute or by constitutional amendment, will affect only
those obligations to be issued in future. In other words, retroactive taxation is
not dealt with here as among the practical possibilities.4

(2) Estimates of future effects Involve a projection of existing tax rates and
other statutory provisions, into the future.

(8) The estimates indicate results which might be expected, in future, from the
operation of the existing tax law upon a national income of substantially the
present volume.

(4) Since the interest on future debt issues only is to be taxed, all estimates and
calculations purport to show the ultimate effects, after there may have come into
existence a mass of debt obligations equivalent to that now outstanding. This
does not imply, necessarily, an indefinite continuance of State or Federal indebted-
ness for precisely the same purposes or services, in the performance of which the
existing debt was incurred. It merely assumes that eventually, whether for
renewal of wasted assets or in the performance of other services requiring the
provision of improvements a volume of new debt issues may emerge in an amount
equivalent to the present debt. Should this not be the case, then all estimates of
revenue and increased interest cost would be modified correspondingly.

(5) Under a normal process of retiring presently outstanding debt and creating
new debt for the same, or for new and additional public purposes it would require
upwards of 40 years to transform a mass of debt equivalent to the existing total
into taxable securities. This process will be considerably hastened, however, by
the refunding which must occur with respect to a large proportion of the Federal
debt, and to a smaller, yet substantial proportion of the local debt. It is necessary
to clear up very definitely the tax status of refunding issues.

In some directions it has been contended that the refunded debt is merely an
extension of both the obligations and the privileges attaching to the original issue.
An example is the question of legality for savings-bank investment. If the
original issue had this privilege, it might be deemed to be carried over to the
refunding issue.

Does the tax exemption or immunity of existing issues likewise carry overinto such
refunding as may occur? In this report it has been assumed that the tax privilege
will not be extended forward, but there has been no declaration of policy on this
point. The subject is of sufficient Importance to require express clarification in
advance of any promulgation of policy.

PART I. THE FISCAL ASPECTS OF TAX IMMUNITY AND TAX

EXEMPTION

SUMMARY

The fiscal aspects of the taxation of public-debt Interest are considered in part
. The following optional approaches are distinguished:

(1) - Federal tamtion of State and local bond interest with no reciprocal waiver
of Federal immunity from State taxation, and with continued exemption of Federal
interest from Federal taxation.
1#0 hbb'ied01 ho~,4vev~ltat fntibis eent study Made bytheDeartmeotlutceuu( r., V. 100)

It old that the lUovQrnent he Power to tax outstabliafn state aad OWt seurlfees welt
oee totbe Issued future. a study recommends, as a matter of polloy, that the Suggeted legLiatlon

limited to future Issues.
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(2) Reoiprcity of taxation between Federal and State Governments, but with
continued exemption of Federal interest from Federal taxation.

(3) Elimination of the exemptions now granted to Federal securities under
Federal law. This option might be applied alone, as the only stop to be taken,
or it might be applied in combInation with options (1) and (2). Federal taxation
of Federal interest is a matter of statutory change only. It can be done at any
time, and it involves no constitutional questions, such as are involved in any
change of the relationship between Federal and State Governments.

Option 1. Federal taxation of State and local interest.
(1) The States would get no revenue, as they are assumed to have no privilege

of taxing Federal interest' (p. 10). n
(2) The effect of the Federal tax on State and local bond interest would be to

cause some change or adjustment of yield basis on these securities. Agreement
is quite general on this point, but opinions differ as to the amount of the yield
bas change.

A canvass of expert opinion consideration of existing market differentials, and
a deduction as to what would happen If investors succeeded In shifting the tax to
the debtor governments lead to the conclusion that an average yield basis of
adJustment of 60 points would result in the case of the long-term State and local
debt. For the short-term debt, the corresponding adjustment would be 20 points.
This means that a city which might borrow today on a 3-percent basis would
Probably have to pay about 3.6 percent after the tax became fully effective (pp.

On this basis, the cost of carrying a volume of State and local debt as large
as that now outstanding would be $f13,000,000 above the present interest cost of
that debt, If the yield basis adjustment should prove to be 75 points, the cost
to the States and cities would be approximately $140,000,000, and if it should be
as much as 100 points, or 1 percent additional, the cost would be $185,000,000
(p. 118).

(3) The Federal revenue from the taxation of State and local bond interest
would depend, first, upon the amount of interest paid, and second, upon its dis.
tribution among categories of investors. As of 1937, the total State, local, and
territorial interest was $803,000,000. The distribution of this amount is estimated
to have been as follows:

Amount
in miilirn

Public trust and Investment finds --------------------------------- $180. 0
Institutions exempt from Federal ta ------------------------------- 60. 6

Total excluded from Federal tax ----------------------------- 240. 6
Taxable corporations ------------------------------------------ 200. 0

Individuals with net income tinder $5,000 _----------------------- 25. 0
Individuals (including partnerships, estates, and trusts) with net income

of $5,000 and over --------------------------------------------- 337. 4

Total taxable State and local interest _--------------------- 562. 4

Total State and local interest ------------------------------- 80& 0
(4) On the basis of the corporate record of the 10 years, 1927 to 1936, Inclusive

it is estimated that as an average, only 60 percent of the State and local Interest
received by corporations will be received by those corporations having not income.
Hence, only 60 percent of the amount imputed to the corporations would be tax-
able. Assuming this interest to be taxed at 1634 percent, the Federal revenue
would be $19,800,000 (p. 120).

(6) The State and local interest received by individuals with net incomes under
$5,000 would be mingled with the vast pool ofincome received by these taxpayers,
and subject to such deductions and allowances as they are permitted to make,
In 1036 the highest effective rate of income tax paid by. persons In these net In-
come groups was 0.84 percent. (The effective rate is obtained by dividing the
taxable income Into the amount of tax paid.) This part of the tax would therefore
be $210,000 (p. 120).

The tax on that part of the State and local interest imputed to the net Incomes
of $5,000 and over Will depend upon the ownership distribution of these securities
after the tax is imposed. flepoita of such interest received are made, for infor.
nation, with income-tax returns, but the reporting is incomplete since no tax
liability is involved.
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A special examination was made of all estate tax returns filed In the period
1926 to 1938, inclusive. The details are shown In appendix D, and a summary is

given in table V, on pate 117. This analysis disclosed:
(1) A tendency for te proportion of gross estate invested in State and local

bonds to rise as the estate became larger. But there was no uniform tendency
toward such concentration, as many large estates evidently held quite small
amounts of such securities.

(2) A definite preference for corporate bonds over all classes of tax exempt
bonds In the net estates below $1,000,000, and a definite preponderance of cor-
porate bonds over Federal bonds in all estates.

(8) The capital stocks of corporations exceeded, several times, the amounts of

all classes of tax-exempt bond In estates of every size. There are individual
exceptions, but the general picture obtained from the estate tax data does not
reveal any strong or marked tendency for wealthy individuals, taken as a wholP,

to convert their entire estates into tax-exempt securities.
No satisfactory evidence exists to indicate just what the ownership distribution

pattern for State and local bonds would be after their subjection to Federal
Income tax. The two clues to this distribution that were used In estimating the
tax field were

(a) The existing distribution of partially exempt Federal securities, and (b) th&
present distribution of taxable corporate bonds as revealed by the estate tax
data. The detailed calculations of tax yield are given in appendix 0. A com-

p site result of these calculations, Including the estimated Federal tax on the

additional State and local interest to be paid as a result of the tax, produces an

estimated Federal revenue of about $120 000,000 (p. 121).
This estimate Is probably too high, or It rests on the assumption that all

State interest not otherwise accounted for In the available surveys is received

by the individuals with net incomes of $5 000 and over. An estimate made In

1937 by Dr. Roswell Magill, then Under Aecretary of the Treasury, placed the

probable revenue at $70,000,000, An average of these results would be a Federal
revenue of $95,000,000, which is to be set against the estimated Increase of State

and lool Interest cost of $113,000,000 (p . 21, 122).
Option I. Reciprocal State and Federal taxation of bond interest.-This option

introduces State taxation of Federal interest, with Its revenue results for the

States and its probable effect on Federal interest costs.
(1) Not all of the States have income taxes and the ratei; used by those which

do apply this tax are quite variable. It Is estimated that $839,980,000 of Federal

interest was paid, In 1937, to taxable investors the remainder going to public
investment funds and to exempted Institutional Investors. The corporations are

estimated to hive received $565,000,000 of which 60 percent Is assumed to be

taxable, through being reported by corporations having net Income. The remain-
der of the taxable Federal interest was received by Individuals.

Using a typical State corporation tax rate of 4 percent, and a typical State

personal Income-tax rate of 5 percent, the maximum Stat-revenue as of 1937
would have been some $27 000,00. But the 12 States ;which had no Income
tax would reduce the actual re'eipta by about 25 percent, on tho basis of 1938

rsonal income taxes paid to the feder l Government. Hence, after allowing
Ior the graduated rates, lt .19on1 ed. that the States could not have collected
more than $17,000,000 under 190 co nditions (p. 123).

(2) The privilege of taxing. Federal Interest would operate very unequally

among the States. In only a few States is the present State Income tax a revenue
measure of'aby importane. These States, such as New York Massachusetts,
WiscoisIn , and Delaware, might expect the larger share of State gain from the

t ration of Federal Interest. None of the States with substantial State and local
debt would have a chance of obtaining additional revenue In anything like the

propotionate increase.of their debt costs under the Federal tax. The 12 St.4tes
tith no income tax have almost 80 percent of total gross State and local debt.

In these States alone the increased debt cost caused by the Federal tax on State
Interest would be dome $31,000,000 annually, or almost double the amount that

all of the incomP-tax States could expect to gain from the taxation of Federat
interest.

(3) The position of the cities would be even worse, for they must now carry
the bulk of the debt costs. Further, they would be obliged, Inmost of the States,
to pres for a sharing of any revenue that might be obtained from a State Income
tax on Federal inerest. On the basis of 1936 figures, as published by the Bureadt

oft the Census, the following changes Of' local tax rates would be necessary to

absorb the increased Interest costs, assuming an average yield basis adjustment
of 60 points for the debt:
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Iu T T
oly als city rate ad

1938" increased 1 V3 inre
interest cest Interest cost

New York City, N. Y.... 2 714 01 Camden NI ........... $ $4 is
Chcago, I0 a h ............ %4 82
D0M ......... onLTex...........San FrancscO, Calif ...... TIPRVS........6.1 44
Newark, N. ........... 3.18 16

(4) The States must also consider the possible effect of the social security
p rogramj which as originally enacted contemplated a huge old-age reserve fund,
nvested in Federal seouritieq. Unless this program is radically altered, as now

recommended by the Advisory Council, it may be that within 40 years virtually the
whole of the Federal debt will be beyond the reach of their income tax, through
acquisiJon for the old-age fund. The cities must consider the effect of removal
of tax 'Immunity upon their plans for extending municipal ownership of local
utilitfQs. Finally, if the extension of tax jurisdiction is made by statute as the
Department of Justice proposes, there can be no guaranty that a future Congress
will not revoke the waiver of Federal immunity (p. 124).

(5) The effect of the State taxation of Federal interest Is assumed to produce
an average-yield-basis adjustment of some 7 points, which would result in an
increased Interest cost to the Federal Government of some $30,000,000 annually.
The financial result of reciprocal waiver of tax immunity would therefore be, under
p resent conditions, a State revenue gain of some $17,000 000, as against a Federal
loss, in higher interest costs, of some $30,000,000 (pp. 13, 125).

Option III. Elimination of Federal exemption for Federal interest, with or
without reciprocal waiver of intergovernmental ta immunity.

The results of Federal taxation of Federal interest, calculated by the methods
which were used in the case of the Federal taxation of State interest, would be a
probable revenue of $109,000 000 The effect of complete Federal taxation of
al Federal debt interest would be an estimated yield basis change of 50 points in
the case of the long-term debt, and of 10 points in the case of the short-term debt.
On this basis, the increased interest cost would be some $157,000,000 (pp.

Summary of the net results under the three options

(All figures In millions of dollars)

STATZ8
Gain: Tax on Federal interest ......------------------ I?
Loss: Federal tax on interest-_--- ---------.-... ........ 118

Net loss to States.............................................. o

FEDERALj OOVURNIAENT

Gains: Loss:
Tax on State interest: State tax on interest ----- 30

Estimate (a) --------. 120 Federal tax on interest__ .. 157
Estimate (b) ........ 70
Estimate (c) ---------- - 95 Total Federal loss ------- 187-

Tax on Federal interest ...- 109

Total Federal gain:
Estimate (o) ....... 229
Estimate (b) ---- 179
Estimate (c) ....... 204

Net gain (or loss) to Federal Government:
Estimate ()gain ............................................ 42
Estimate (b) loss ............................................ I8
Estimate (c) gain............................................ 17

Balance of State and Federal gain or loss:
Under estimate (a), a combined net loss of 84 (excess of net State loss over net

Federal gain).
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Under estimate (b), a combined net lose of 104 (sum of State and Federal net
losses).

Under estimate (c), a combined net loss of 70 (excess of State not loss over
Federal net gain).

The outlook for net fiscal advantage from any sort of change in the tax-exemp-
tion or tax-immunity situation is not particularly attractive. One reason for
this result is the amount of State, and of Federal interest respectively, that is
received by agencies and institutions excluded from income tax. Otherwise
there would doubtless be at least a fairly even balance between revenue gain and
increased interest loss.

Some such result is what might be expected from a deductive approach, if it
be assumed that those who were made subject to a tax from which they had
formerly been immune, would make an effort to shift it. The continuing presence
of a field of tax exemption, over against the remainder of the investment field
for which there is no exemption, creates a differential in favor of the tax-free
investments. Withdrawal of the tax preference would tend to wipe out this differ-
ential, not by causing the acceptable rate of investment return in the taxable
field to drop to the level which had proved to be acceptable in the tax-free field
but by the reverse process of causing the yield basis in the formerly exempt field
to rise to a level approximating that in the investment area which had always
been subjected to taxation. If it be assumed that such part of the yield differ-
ential as may be ascribed to the tax-exemption privilege be eliminated as a result
of the tax, then there would be a tendency for the revenue and the increased interest
cost to equal each other. Those who believe that the effect of a steeply progressive
tax would be to produce far greater revenue than the increased interest cost must
first show that a large proportion of the public securities will remain in the large
incomes and be taxed there at very heavy rates.

TnE FISCAL AsPECTs OF TAx IMMUNITY AND TAx ExzuPTIoN

The strictly fiscal side of the tax-exemption policy Is the question of gain or
loss, in dollars and cents, for the various governmental unite which may be
involved in the particular policy adopted. The gain would be expressed as the
additional revenue to be secured through an extension of taxing jurisdiction to
the income received as interest on any class of public securities, and the loss
would be expressed as the additional amount that would be required to be paid
as interest on this class of public securities after that interest had been subjected
to income taxation. The extent of these gains and losses would of course depend
upon the specific form of the tax program under which the existing exemptions
or immunities were to be modified or removed.

No definite pronouncement or program has as yet been promulgated relative
to the specific nature of the taxation changes that may be advocated. There are,
however the following options in making these changes: ,

I. Federal taxation of State and local bond interest with no reciprocal privilege
to the States for the taxation of Federal bond interest. That is, an extension of
the Federal taxing power with no reciprocal extension of the States' taxing
power.

II. Reciprocity of taxation between the Federal Government and the States,
with respect to bond interest but with continued exemption fof part, or all, of the
interest on Federal obligations from Federal taxation. I

III. Elimination of the exemption now granted to Federal securities under
Federal tax laws. This option could be applied in two ways, namely (a) it
could be combined with options I and II thereby eliminating completely all
tax exemptions and immunities, or (b) it could be introduced by simple statutory
revision, as the only change to be made in the existing policy. In this form it
would avoid all problems of a constitutional nature with respect to the field of
Federal or State taxing jurisdiction.

Each of these optional ways of dealing with the problem of tax exemption
involves the question of relative gains and costs. The procedure to be followed
here is that of presenting the data relative to gains and costs under the above
options, in the order in which they are given above.

Omox I. Tnu FISCAL EFFECTS OF FEDERAL TAXATtON OF STATN AND LOCAL
BOnD INTEREST, Wr No ]RECiPROCAL STA i TAXATIOm OF FEiDERAL

INTEREST

In discussing this option there is no need to inquire whether It Is one that would
be seriously considered by Congress, or one that might prove acceptable to the
country as a solution of the problem It is a logically possible alternative and
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for this reason must be examined. Such examination is not waste effort even
if there be no thought of applying it, for the data to be presented here will havetheir place in the complete canvass of possibilities.1. The t on State revenues.-Under the first option, the States would ev

dently obtain no additional revenues. It is assumed that they would not have
the privilege of taxing the interest on Federal bonds, and the revenue gain will
inure solely to the Federal Treasury.

2. The effect on State and local interest cot8.-The first effect of the subjection
of income from State and local bonds to Federal income taxation would be to
diminish the net return or not yield which investors would realize from this
form of investment. What would be the effect of this diminution of net Income,
after taxes, upon the general investment attitude toward these bonds?

This attitude has always been a composite of various influences. The resultant
of these forces has led to some degree of preference for public as against private
debt issues, and therefore to some difference in their respective price and yield
bases. Such differentials existed prior to the development of heavily graduated
income taxes, although it was never a fixed or constant spread. Even in those
days the private bonds were theoretically taxable under State property taxes, but
the laxness of administration was such as to afford virtual exemption of these
bonds, and of all other intangible property, in most jurisdictions. For practical
purposes, therefore, the great bulk of the pre-war private debt obligations were as
effectively exempt from taxation as were the public debt issues. The fact that
the price and yield spread between public and private bonds could, and at times
did, virtually disappear before the beginning of vigorous income tax administra-
tion would indicate that the elements of security and marketability, which wer
supposed to make the public debM issues a superior investment, were not 6t all
times sufficiently important to be a decisive tofor in the market valuations

The relative unimportance of the nontax faotdh prior to the income tax is4 0bwr
in the comparison of bond yields given in tabb I.'

TABLE I.-Comparison of railroWalnd municipal bond bases prices

Issue 1902 1912 192

Percent Perctnt PpcN
All railroad bonds ..................................................... 8.75 4.26 &97
Firut-race railroad bonds .................................... ....... .2 4.00 5.6
The Bond Buyer's Index (20 munipals) ....................... 8 . 4.0 0 .00

From this comparison it appears that prior to the introduction of the Federal
income tax the difference between the general market estimate of the investment
value of the first-grade railroad bonds and the first-grade municipal bonds was
negligible. In fact, it disappeared entirely in 1912. By 1922, however, a definite
differential had emerged. The growing financial difficulty of the railroads would
invalidate any further use of railroad bonds as reliable index of the relative invest-
ment value of taxable and exempt debt issues, but it is significant that in the
years when there was general confidence in the ability of the railroads to support
their debt and when there was no complication in the form of comparative taxa-
tion, the investment rating of good public and good private issues was so close
together.

The yield spread or differential between public and private securities has been
more persistent, however, since the development of progressive income taxation.
The concurrent circulation in the same market of securities that are taxable and
of other securities that are exempt would tend to create an investment preference
for the latter. It is true that the private securities which are taxable and the
public securities which are exempt are not alike in other respets. If it had Always
been true that these differences, which have always existed, had always accounted
for a definite differential In favor of the public debt issues, then it would be more
difficult to establish that the differential which has become so marked under the
income tax is attributable In any material degree to the effect of the tax.

There is fairly general agreement that the effect of a tax on the income from a
class of public securities which the investing public has for long regarded as non-
taxable would be an adjustment of price and yield basis that would represent an
effort by the Investors to recover part, or all of the tax from the debtor govern-
ments. Insofar as this effort is successful, the result is that the debtor govern-

$ Dats supplied by The Bond Buyer (Now York City).
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ments will pay more for the funds which they borrow, after the tax and as a con-
sequence of Its imposition, than they would have paid had there been no tax.

The adjustment could occur in one or other of two ways. The first would be
an Increase of the coupon rates of Interest demanded before the taxable bonds
could be sold at the prices which they commanded prior to the tax. The other
would be a downward adjustment of the market price, assuming no change in
the level of coupon rates. The revision of price would mean shrinkage or disap-
pearance of the premium In cases where a premium would be paid for the tax-
exempt bond, or sale at a discount instead of at par in cases where par could have
been obtained for the exempt security. However, the adjustment might occur
It would mean, in effect, an increased cost of borrowing, expressed either in direct
form through a rise of coupon Interest rates, or in indirect form as a decline in
price which would compel larger nominal borrowings in order to realize a given
amount, and thus to larger aggregates of interest to be paid.

Many competent persons have said that removal of the tax-exemption privilege
would Increase the cost of borrowing, In 1922 Mr. Andrew Mellon testified as
follows: I

"Mr. GAitNEn. The farm loan bonds would have to absorb this tax In an In-
creased rate of interest, would they not?

"Mr. MELLON. They would have to pay an Increased rate of interest, un-
doubtedly. They always would. It might be a lesser or a greater amount of
rate of Interest and eight not be higher than the rates now prevailing but it
would be somewhat higher if this exemption were not allowed than with the ex-
-emption, naturally, and so would all Government issues.?

"Mr. FvnAn. Does not this question arise then, Mr. Secretary, that there is an
assumption that the 34-percent tax-free security of the Government can be put
out at par? Is that true?

"Mr. MZLLON. Probably.
"Mr. FJEAR. That is true today, that the Government can issue 3%-percent

tax-free securities?
"Mr. MELLON. Perhaps. Now to ela security at par that is not tax free the

Government would have to pay a rate of interest today of more than 4 percent
of course.

"Mr. CnisP. More than what?
"Mr. MELLON. More than 4 percent. I suppose it would depend upon the

length of time they would have to run, but It would be somewhere from 4q to
perhaps 5 percent, depending on the length of time they would run." I

Secretary Mellon also submitted a letter from the Government actuary, Mr.
J. S. McCoy, which gave certain estimates of the amounts of tax-exempt securities
then outstanding, and concluded as follows:

4"Therels little doubt that under these conditions the future investor in what
are now tax-exempt securities would demand that they have a higher rate of
interest or be sold at a discount sufficient at least to meet the tax." I

In his pioneer study of the subject of tax-exempt securities, published in 1926,
Dr. C. 0. Hardy u.ed a yield differential of 84 points to measure the saving In
interest for the States though the immunity of State and local bonds.10 The
committee on taxation of the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York,
in a report dated January 24 1923, estimated that Federal bonds Issued on
a wholly taxable basis would reflect an increase of 1 percent In the rate of interest."
Mr. L. H. Parker, chief of staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, recently testified as follows: Is

"It is the opinion of this office that if the Income tax were applied in full to all
future Issues of these bonds the increased interest cost would nearly offset the
additional revenue secured,"

S0 0. Hleirlng before the Committee on Ways and Means on Tax.xempt Securities. January 16, 18, to,
92.

Ibd ., 21.See aho, The Federal hart book Issued under the di tion of the industrial Committee
.of th, 'l Rsources Ctommite,/p nuar 4. A chart swlng the differential In Yield be-
tween to & od privte bonds Iiexpl rln as fo ows:

"Th ftld o lon-.tern 11~. S. G0ovrMentA bonds ea always lower thin the yieldoncor~porate bonds,
airt lot thb tax-exemption features, lower risks and other special features at c ng to Treasury 8eo.

tri, Ti-Eamp Seurfties Ind the Surtax (192),; o.
mmeroe or the State 6f New York, Monthly, lletin, tot, 14, No,?~3.it Hearings before the subcommittee of the Committee on the ludiciary, Unite States Senate, June 24,
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Finally a report of an address by Senator Pat Harrsoii, of Mississlppi Chair
man of the Senate Finance Committee, before the Economic Club of betroit,
contains the following: 18 ,

"The Senator discussed the liberalization of estate taxes and the legislation
recommended by the President, proposing the taxation of Income derived from
future Issues of Federal, State, and local securities, as well as ending the present
tax exemption on Government salaries -of all kinds-Federal, State, and local.
He said: "

"' The effect of taxing the Income from Federal, State, or local Issues wil
Inevitably make them lesi attractive to the Investor ond therefore make it more
difficult for the respective governments to market the obligation. So, while It In
difficult to prophesy what the Congress will do, Its Imy opinion that In the end an
opportunity ma be afforded the States and the people to pass on this question
lby eonstitntona amendment.'"1

(a) The ,neasuretqent of increased interest coe.-While there Is fairly general
agreement that the position of a tax on the Interest to be derived from public-
,debt obligations that are now nontaxable would be to shift the tax, wholly or In
part, to the debtor government, there is lm ertAinty as to how much yield
adjustment will actually occur.' This aspectof thbproblem is complicated by
various matters, such as the rate at which the taxal securities are to appear, the

prvailing prospects of profitable returin'n Industry , 'the stability and prospects
f'or the current outstanding supply of taxable private bends, the financial strength
and security of the debtor government, the Imminence of g eneral price Inflation
or of frther currency devaluation and so on. It is also complicated by the
attitude of investors (n different categories, and particularly by the policy to be
adopted by the individuals with large incomes. No -definite predictions are
possible as to the investment behavior after the tax becomes effective, of any
of these groups. , y an

Since investors have not been confr6nted- M'yet with the problem of com-
paring securities which are identical except for the' tax privilege, it becomes
necessary to rely on opinions and on inferential evidence as guides to the probable
effect of the removal of tax immunity upon the yield basis of these securities' 4

When the amendment to abolish tax-exempt udcuritibs was under considera-
tion, in 1022, much testimony was taken befr6 cbhgressional committees, and
.the subject was discussed at some length on the lodt;of bach House. Apropos of
the estimate as to the effect of a Federal tax on the cost of State and local debt,
the following passage from the remarks of the Honorable John N. Garner, then a
Member of the House of Representatives, is of interest: ,

"The advocates of this amendment talk about it from an economic standpoint.
I can demonstrate, and the estimator for the Treasury Department will bear
it out, tht for every dol k-rs worth of taxes you get In the way of taxation by
virtue of "this amendment the Interest paid will be four time. that tax$ The
people pay this in the long run, whether the bonds are issued by the Federal
Government the State government, the county, the school dtrict, the road
district, the irrigation district, the drainage district or by whatever other political
subdivision. The people pay for it after all. Why do you want to aidopt a
system by which for every dollar you get into the Tasury of the United States
$4 will have to be paid by the public in the form of added interest?" ....

Some direct opinion evidence has been collected in the course of this investiga-
tion. A list of representative State and municipal issues, with fairly long maturity,
was sent to a group of investment house that specialize in such securities, with
the request that they express a considered opinion as to the effect of Federal taxa-
tion on the yield basis of these securities. The replies. were solicited and given
under a pledge of confidence as to the names of those reporting, but an average
of the estimates was an increase of 0.614 points in yield rates." That is, on the
average, it was believed that the maintenance of the existing price structutefor
these bonds would require an average increase oi 0.61 points in the interest rates.

Is Quoted fron the'WashintooSt, Deember 10 1038.Ifomie evidence ha4 come in rolative to the effects 4t other ae.~enOi ttpre tha t t l
Incotn~ ax oft8peroeuse as muacht as~ 80 1i bd hae by io eond s I Ioistrlots. Data sbmitted by, . Xr. rshnr$ Sertaryof the OQ atso Tec ers l~mont Sytem, Colwu Ohi. o In Masusetts, d~ro tt ssue su s 0ctt the State ioom;laxandotersexept st~l i heocal haret on a 1 yil ilrnilo5t 0pItS Data submitted

by ~~~ ~ ~ bt teorg esc. Riectbtesrr f5
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As Indicated above, the corresponding adjustment in prices instead of in the
yield basis would involve the same relative increase in cost for the debtor units."

A similar canvass was made of several large insurance companies, as being
representative of the whole group of institutional investors in State and municipal
securities. The average of insurance company estimates of the necessary increase
of yild basis was 0.682.

While these figures constitute opinion evidence on , they deserve considera-
tion in view of the sources from which they come. Vet they may be criticized
as inconclusive, notwithstanding the peculiar qualifications which may be pos-
sessed by those who responded to the questionnaire. Another and more objective
test is sup plied by the bond market itself. Since this market has not as yet
been called upon to register its reaction to the effect of Federal taxation, it be-
comes necessary to infer, from the spread which it now establishes between the
nontaxable securities and the highest grade taxable securities, what might be
expected to happen If the immunity were to be removed.

In order to test the market appraisal of the differential between exempt and
taxable bonds, two oompaio have been made. One is the relation between
the Bond Buyer index for4 titles selected for high credit standing and Moody's
index of triple A oerpoe.booaf. The other is the relation between the yield
bases of hih-grade nutA bonds and A1+ corporate bonds, compiled by
Standard Statistics, Inc. These tompalons are presented here in graphic form
and the yield data used in prA1ng th charts are given in appendices B and
C, respectively. Chart I, which hows the relative trend of yield bases accord-
ing to the Moody and Bond Buyer indices, begins with 1928. To it has been
added also, the T ury Department's calculation of the yield basis of Govern-
ment bonds with a maturity longer than 8 years. Chart II, which shows the
Standard Statistics yield estimates, covers the years 1936-8.

In reading these tables and the charts which present the same material in
graphic form, the significant thing to observe is the spread between the yield
basis of the taxable and the exempt securities. This is the Important factor in
measuring the fletr on Interest rates, when a shift is made from exempt to tax-
able status, or vft vers The yield trends rise and fall with general economic
eonditlon -id y tUM anormality of the period from August 1981 to July
1984, W clearvyb . Disregarding such extremes it is significant that
the spread ii fairly sableether interest rates in general are falling or rising.
Tlere is a somewhat widw4pd after 1934, as the present level of surtax rates
came into effect, than there was In the late twenties, when the maximum surtax
rate was much lower than it now is.

The effect of the Federal tax on State Interest costs may be measured In still
another way. This Is by estimating the change of yield basis that would be
caused by an attempt of investors to shift the tax. Actually, all of the above
estimates represent the opinions of various groups as to just how much shifting
a be accomplished. A measure of this shifting can be sought in the tax rates

ves. In part 11 below evidence is given to show that the income level at
Investor begins to gain through the purchase of nontaxable securities

$5,000 to $0,000, if the yield differential be such as prevailed during
1 .WkThe surtax rate at the $55,000 level is 85 percent. This rate is also ap-

. proxir~ly the average or effective tax rate which would have been levied on
all State Interest deemed, in later sections of this report, to have been received
In 1937 by individuals with net incomes of $5,000 and over. The average or
effective rate Is obtained by dividing the total taxable income into the total tax.
On the other hand, corporations are liable to pay a tax rate of only 16% percent,
assuming that they are able to comply with all of the conditions for deductions
set out in the Revenue Act of 1988.
* According to the data given in appendix B the average yield of high-grade
municipal bonds In 1938 was 2.60 Jpercent. That Is, $100 so invested would
produce annual income of $2.60. Therefore, If individual Investors who would
have to pai, on the average, 35 percent of this income as a Federal Income tax
should seek to shift this tax through a corresponding yield-basis adjustment it
would require a yield change of 35 percent of $2.60 or some 91 points In the
yield cost. For the corporations, the change would4e 163 percent of $2.C0 or
4I points. An average of these extremes would be 66 points, which almost

t Aquestionnalre was i rcul|e among 8tatq ad iocal fnauoe offimor in the autumn of 193. These
aIs are ndiet contact withe hond market and with the firms which buy their respective Issues.

Teopnion, as expreed in drplfes to the questionnaire, Indicated a belief that the eat of a Federal tax
Woud be to eause a yield adjustment of even greater degree than the fgr given in the text.I, aft, V. 147.
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coincides with the average of the Insurance-company estimates of the effect ot
the Federal tax."

Combining the evidence from these various sources, it is suggested that a fair
measure of the difference In Interest cost for the States and their subdivisions,
after the subjection of the Interest on their bonds to Federal income taxation,
would be an increase of 60 points in the interest rate. If they are able to borrow
today on an average basis of 8 percent this would mean an average basis of 8.60
percent after the removal of tax exemption.

It should be noted that the foregoig estimate of yield differential refers to
the adjustment to be expected In the price of the eat IState and municipal
issues. A greater relative adjustment might 'occur in the case of the weaker
issues. If the change of yield basis for the best municipal obligations were to be
only 60 points, the corresponding change for the poorer grades of these securities
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could be as much as 75 or 100 points. In this comparison the quality of a State
or locd debt obligation depends on such things as the total debt of the debtor
community, the past record of debt payment, the total tax rate the record of
tax collections, the economic and business conditions and prospects, the purpose
of the loan, and other factors which would indicate ability to maintain Interest
and principal payments without delay or Interruption.

(i) The effect of the tax on Ihe yield of short-term debt.-Some question may arise
as to the-effect of the tax on the yield of short-term debt. This paper consists
largely of tax anticipation notes and other temporary loans, and it Is likely to be
held mainly by the banks and other financial Institutions, Consequently the
amount of tax to be paid is more accurately to be measured by the rates at which
corporations are la $ than by thSim to which idividual investors are subject.
While'the cost of temporary borrowing depends oh current market conditions the
rates tend to be somewhat easier than for'the long-term loans. In the case of the
Federal short maturity obligations the Interest rate in some cases is virtually nil.
The States and cities do not use the Treasury bill, however, and they would not

to SpaM p. 1.
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In any case get as favorable rates as the Federal Treasury obtains on short-term
loans. One clue to the cost of these loans for the larger cities is shown by the
average interest cost of floating debt for the cities with a population of 100,000
and over. In 1030 this average interest cost was 2.2 percent figured on the nom-
inal or par value of the floating dept.t . If the corporate purhasers of the floating
debt paper of States and cities were to attempt a shifting of their Income tax on
this paper It. would require a yield basis adjustment of some 33 points. For the
purpose of the present computations, however, an average yield adjustment of 20
points is taken in the case of the short-term loans.

(b) The effect of Federal taxation on the cost of state and local borrowing.-In the
preceding section it was concluded that a fair measure of the change of yield base
caused by the Federal tax would be 60 points for long-term debt and 20 points
for short-term debt, These figures are not intended as maxima, for a reservation
was made with respect to the lower grade issues. In the absence of any ade-
quate classification of State and local debt Issues which would indicate the rela-
tive proportion that might suffer greater yield basis change, it is necessary to
proceed as if the figures to be used here were proper averages for the whoe of
that debt. The results to be obtained may therefore understate the effect of
the Federal tax, since they may not provide, in fact, proper allowance for the
market reaction to the lower grades of State and local securities.

Before proceeding with the calculations, it may be well to recall an assumption
laid down in the introduction, to the effect that the results to be shown here are
intended to describe the ultimate rather than the immediate effects of any change
of taxation policy.

(i) Slate and local debt as of June 80, 1937.-The first step in computing the
effect of the Federal tax on the cost of State and local borrowing Is to ascertain
the volume of State trnd local debt. In table II there is presented a summary of
State and local inter(st-bearing debt as of June 30, 1937."1

TABLE If.-State and local interest-bearing debt, 1937

[Millions of dollars

Division Long Short Total
term term

States ..................................................................... 8,084.0 157.6 3.241.6
Counties ...................................................... 2,27. 8.5 2, 323.5
Mu4 .4n839pal8i9es ................................................. 4.1 4. 0.0Ieoo districts ........................................................... 1' 72&. 8 1403.0 t m140.5 1,884,8
Other districts ............................................................ 1,751.7 23.0 3,754.7

Total .......................... ........................ s, 214 90.5 in ,52.0o

This mass of debt is composed of a huge variety of issues, with widely differing
terms such as coupon rates, maturities, call and redemption provisions, and so on.
The prices at which these various issues sell also vary widely, being governed both
by such local factors as the volume of tax collections the ratio of-total debt to
borrowing capacity and the previous debt record of the debtor community; and
also by such general or external factors as the coupon rate, the size of the issue and
the condition of the general money market at the time.

Each issue represented in this aggregate had its price when issued and this will
be true of the new issues that will replace old ones. It would be inaccurate to say
that every new State or local bond issue, after the removal of tax immunity, will
require a uniform mark-up of the interest rate in order to sell at the prices for
which equivalent issues may have sold prior to the changed taxation policy.
Some of these Issues will require a greater mark-up than others. As Indicated
above, since this range cannot be forecast, the only available procedure for esti-
mating the total ad tional Interest cost s by applying a reasonable average to
the whole volume of indebtedness outstanding,

(i) Iticreased interest cost on the basis of 60 points iceeass for long-term debt.-
The calculation of increased Interest cost Is made by applying the assumed change
of yield basis to the gross amount of debt outstanding. It may be objected that
no[ all of this debt is held by investors who would be subject to Federal income
tax. But the fact is that as each State or local issue is offered1 those investors who

N g.Bureau e! the 4nsus, Pinaneil StteUo * of CtW* M M tablet 16 and 2 .
8 rM ahe ,usury Gray Book, p. 52.
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would not be liable to Income tax, such as mutual savings banks and university
endowments could not afford to Ignore the possible effects of the tax. Those
effects could safely be ignored only If there were positive certainty that the
exempted institution were to hold the particular issue to maturity. Otherwise
at any future time when the bonds had to be sold for cash, they would be subject
to a material discount because of the fact that the interest thereon was subject to
Federal Income tax.

Moreover these exemptions are simply a matter of statute, and while their
presence in tie Income tax law from the beginning creates a presumption that the
practice will be continued, it (tocs not constitute a guarantee. The exempted
institutions could not afford, therefore, to buy taxable securities on a basis other
than that established by the general market price structure.

Using the State and local debt figures given in the preceding table II, the
following effects of the Federal tax are obtained, assuming 60 points increase for
long-term debt and 20 points increase for short-term debt:

TABLI IlI.-Estimated increase in the cost of State, local and Territorial debt,
resulting from the removal of tax immunity, on the basis o an average increase of
60 points in long-term yield basis

Increased In. Increased in-
terest east n orest coat of Total all.

short-termtedincrese
Debtor division long-term debt, debt, assuming lcraassuming 60 -int In. interest costpoints Increase rei men

crease

state ................................................... $1, W4000 $315,00 $19,819,000
County ................................................. 13,427,000 171,000 13, 9s,000
CIty...................................... 911,000 07 8000 87,88,000
School .................................... 10,343.000 201,000 10,624,000
Other divisions ......................................... 10,390,000 46,000 10,430,000
Tertitorlal .............................................. 882,000 9,000 891,000

Total ............................................. 111,457,000 1, 800,000 113,287,000

The result of subjecting the Interest on State and local debt to Federal taxation
as measured by the assumed change of yield basis, would be an annual increase of
some $113,000,000 in the cost of that debt. The yield adjustment assumed
namely 60 points for the long-term debt, is lower than that which competent
persons in close touch with the bond market have suggested. If the actual effect
of the Federal tax on the long-term debt yield basis should be as much as 70 points,
the total increase in cost, still assuming only 20 points increase for the short-term
debt, would be $130,600,000. On the basis of an adjustment of 75 points, the
cost to the States would be $139 000 000, and on the basis of 100 points, or 1
percent, the cost would be $185,9060,00 in round figures.

Summary of assumptions and findings as to the effect of a Federal income tax on
the cost of State and local borrowing.-On the basis of the following assumptions:

(1) That the removal of tax immunity from State and local bond Interest will
result in a rise of at least 20 points in the cost of short-term debt and of at least
60 points In the cost of long-term debt, both increases being expressed in the
effective interest rates;

(2) That eventually there will be subject to the tax the interest on a volume of
debt substantially the equivalent of the present outstanding State and local debt;

It is found that the increase of interest cost to the States and their subdivisions
would be of the magnitude of $118,000,000 annually. If the yield adjustment for
long-term debt should be as much as 75 points, the additional Interest cost would
be $139,000,000 and if that adjustment should be as high as 100 points, the total
added cost woufd be $185,900,000, in round figures.

Under the option that is here considered, namely, that there is to be no waiver
of Federal tax immunity, the States would derive no additional revenue as an
offset to the increased cost of supporting their own debt,

S. Federal revenue from the taxaiion of interest on State and local bonds.-In ap-
proaching the problem of the Federal revenue yield from the taxation of State
and loeaf securities, it is necessary to discover, so far as may be possible, where
these securities are now held. Beyond doubt, their subjection to Federal Income
tax will cause some shifts of ownership and there can be no certainty that the exist-
Ing pattern of ownership distribution would be duplicated in the future. Entirely
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too little is known, even of the present ownership distribution, to permit more than
a tough guess with regard to It and with regard, therefore, to the Federal fitx yield.
(a) Io of ownership.-Three general types or classes of ownership bl State

aud icl bonds may be distinguished. These are: (1) Public trust snking, hnd
Investment funds; (2) institutional investors now exempted from Federal Inoome
tax by statutory provision; and (3) corporations and individuals subject to income
tax.

Both the first and the second of the above general classes of investors are now
excluded from the scope of the income tax. The State and local trust and sinking
funds have heretofore been deemed to be immune from the Federal taxing power,
but there is, in the minds of some Federal officials, some doubt as to whether this
immunity can longer be sustained. In the present report it has been assumed
that the Federal tax jurisdiction does not extend far enough to compel States and
cities to pay income tax on the revenues received by their own investment funds.
Were thfs conceded It would be logically necessary to go farther and include also
the State and local revenues of every description, including the tax revenues."

It is also assumed here thAt the current Federal policy with respect to exempted
institutional investors will be maintained, -although it has been indicated above
that no guaranty of such continued exemption has been, or can be given

The first step, therefore, in a calculation of the Federal revenue from the taxa-
tion of State and local bond interest is to trace the ownership of these bonds, In
order to make an allocation of the Interest paid thereon to those investors who are
now subject to the Federal income tax.

(b), State and Federal bonds held by governmental funds and agencies.-The
amounts of State, local, and Territorial securities held by governmental funds and
agencies as of June 30, 1937, were as follows:" 2 , i

TABLE IV. Amounts of 8tate, local, and Territorial bonds held by governmental funds
and agencies, as of June $0, 1087

Type of ownership:
State and local sinking funds -------------------------- $1,401,000,000
State and local trust funds ---------------------------- 2, 279, 000,000

, Federal agencies ------------------------------------- 6 28,000,000
Territorial sinking funds ------------------------------ 26, 000,000

Total -------------------------------------------- 4, 324,000, 000
(c) State and local bonds held by exempted institutions.-No complete record Is

available to show the amount of State and local bonds held by exempted Inetitu-
tions. The Treasury Gray Book contains a compilation of the recorded or re-
ported tax-exempt holdings of selected categories of Investors, which indicated the
following: 2

Amount of
Category of Investor Date IoaI and

reported

Mutual savings banks ...................................................... June 3%137 $831,000.000
Foundations .............................................................. Dee. 11 8 4=0, 000

This compilation revealed further that as of December 31, 1936, the fraternal
benefit societies held $550,60 000 of tax-exempt securities, and that the univer-
sities held $25,000,000. The fraternal benefit societies apparently invest chiefly
in State and local bonds, for Dr. Carl 11. Chatters estimated their holdings of

"The assertion recently made by the Department o flustice alt to the extent of the Fediral power under
a literal interpretation of he sixteenth amendment would seem to Include the taxation of State and loca
reVenues. Cf.the following: 1* 0 the court in ItIrtring v. Gerhardt seems to have rejected the recipro.
cal test of tax immunity and returned to Chief Justice Marsbali'a understandin1 that the principle of Ia-
munity protected the Federal aoverment agist taxation by the States but di not necessarily shield the
States against the exercise of the delegated, and supreme, taxing power of the central Uovernment. 6p

ln1pa recent address, the Chief Counsel of the Bureau of Internal Revenue asserted "the DOW r of tb
National Oovernment totsx the people and the institutions of the State." Address of (John Pblip Wencw
before the investment bankers of America, October 28, It8.

4 Treas ry rayl Book, pp. , 63.,
" Op. Ci., p. 11 .
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these securities as of December 31 1932 at $500,000,000.u 'In this report it is
assumed that as of December 31, 1037 the fraternal benefit society holdings of
State and local bonds were $550 000,0d0, end that the university holdings were
$13,000,000. 1ence the aggregate holdings of exempted Institutions In 1907 maybe put at $1,458,000,000.

(d) ,State and local bonds held by investors subject to Federal income tax.-It is
obvious that investors subject to income tax must own all of the outstanding
State and local bonds which cannot be assigned to either of the above immune
or exempted categories of owners, The taxable investors are either corporations
or individuals, Including in the latter catercry estates, trusts, and the membersof parterships.( ) oings corporations.-The Treasury Gray Book contains figures rela-

tive to the tax-exempt holdings of corporations subject to tho Income tax. The
amounts, and the dates as of which the reports were made, are as follows: 16

Amount of
Category of Investor Date State and local

bonds hold
sanka (excluding mutual savings) ........................... une I ,1937 aZ 7 r,000,000

Lif, inurance compares ................................... IDee. 31,1937 1, 424, 000 000
Other Insurance companies .................................. Dec. 1,1938 32,000,000
Nonflnanoe corporations .................................................. De. 81,1936 359, 000,000

(i) Holdings of individual.-Individuals are asked to report, for information,
their holdings of tax-exempt securities together with the interest received thereon
in making income-tax returns. Since no tax liability is involved in the case of
State and local bonds, the amounts of both the principal held and the interest
received are undoubtedly incomplete. This conclusion Is supported by the fact
that after allocating all reported or recorded holdings there remains to be ac-
counted for a much larger total of State and local debt obligations than is reported
by those who make income-tax returns.'

From the standpoint of the proposed changes of taxation polio , chief interest
attaches to the holdings of wealthy individuals. The motive of ?ax reduction is
supposed to be stronger for this group than in the case of other classes of investors.
Banks and insurance companies are interested in this feature of any public security
which they may own or buy, but they are also concerned with some other features,
such as relatively assured yield, supported by the taxing power, comparative
steadiness of price, ready marketability and so on. They are Influenced also
by the need of diversification of holdings and In some eases by statutory limita-
tions or requirements as to the type of asset held.

(ill) Distribution of State and local bonds as revealed by the Federal estate-tax
returns.-One indication of ownership distribution for the tax-exempt securities
is provided by the Federal estate-tax returns. The annual Statistics of Income
presents a digest of the estate-tax returns filed, by calendar years. The net estates
are classified into size groups, and the investments which make up the gross
estate are shown, as aggregates, for all estates within each group.

An examination of the year by year returns will reveal some curious variations.
Some large estates evidently hold substantial amounts of tax-exempt securities,
while others, equally large, contain little or no such property. There certainly
is no absolutely uniform degree of concentration of tax-exempt securities into
the large property holdings. In order to obtain a larger sample than is afforded
by the estate-tax returns for any one year, all of the returns reported upon in the
annual Statistics of Income for the years 1026 to 1930, both Inclusive, were
thrown together. A summary of the results is presented in table V.

Is Of. Municipal Debt Defaults, Their Prevention and Adjustment, edilted by Carl It. Chatters (193),
p..Pbltc Admininstration Service Bulletin, Ne. 33.

.e For ta1bulstlon of the reports of tat-exempt principal and Interest for 1038, Cf. Statistics of Income,
19K p. 30.
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TABLE V,-SUmmary of certain itvestment items in estate tax retturns filed in the

calendar years 107-37, inclusive I
(Dollar amounts In thousands)

All estates Ratio to All estates Ratio toAbove
Number or amounts $1,000,000 of gross Totalumbrom s Osate e e net estate estate

Number of returns ................... 105,499 .......... 3,044 .......... 108,49

Amount Ratio

Federal bonds:
Wholly exempt .................. $22 , 860 1.03 $389,997 3.69 $610,867 1.0Partially exmpt ................ 40 2.48 59 2.03

State and local bonds ............... 793,320 8.6 1,0308 " 9 13
All either bonds ................ 1,8 868 8.46 007,976 4.80 23634 7.27
Corporation capital stocks ......... 7,940 261 36.14 5,845,438 &.23 13, 78,99 4.35

Total grow estate ............ 21,90,4w 2........ I10,as%3........32,M%2,840 .

I A more detailed exhibit of the results obtained from the analysis of the estate-tax returns Is presentedIn appendix D.e total gros estate Includes all other items, such as real estate, mortgages, cash, eta. It does not

represent the total of the holdings riven In the table.

The summarizing of estate-tax returns over a period of years Is useful for the
purpose of obtaining a more adequate sample but the results should be used with
a certain caution. The total wealth, or total assets, which have passed through
the records of the Federal estate tax collectors in this 1 -year.period probably
constitute from one-fifth to one-fourth of the aggregate that wll be dealt with
and levied upon by these collectors in the course of a human generation. The
data therefore represent a sufficiently laro proportion of the total to be reasonably
tyfical of the character and the distrution of wealth ownership In general
While the discussion of the material at this point relates simply to the ownership
of State and local bonds, as evidenced by the estate-tax returns, the analysis aq a
whole extended to the ownership of Federal bonds also and the results are included,
for convenience, in this table.

The broad cro.i-sotion of security ownership which is presented in table V
would probably afford a certain aid and comfort to either side of the argument
regarding the ownership distribution of State and municipal bonds, and also of
Federal securities. It reveals, for instance, that there is some concentration of
these bonds into the larger estates. The distribution according to the estate
brackets used by the Statistical Section of the Income Tax Unit in compiling the
returns shows a fairly regular progression in the amount of such holdings as the
size of the estate increases, but with some curious variations which are to be ex-
plained by the limited number of estates in those particular size groups2a More
than half of the total of State and local securities held by the estates which have
been accounted for to the Federal Government in this 11-year period have been
in the estates of more than $1,000,000. But, on the other hand, the concentration
of these securities into the large estates is not excessive. All of the estates
reported upon during the 11-year period hld an aggregate of $1,832,028,000 of
State and local bonds, Of this total, $793,820 000 or 43.S percent, were in estates
with a net value of $1,000,000 or less, while Si 038 708,000 or 50.7 percent,
were in estates with a net value above $1 W00000. The State and local bonds
ho've likewise constituted a larger proportion of gross estate in the cae of the
large than of the small estates. For all estates over $1,000,000 this ratio was
9.81 percent, as against 3.81 pere el for the small estates and an average ratio
of 5.63 percent for all estates. But there are many, no doubt, who will learn
with some surprise that less than 10 percent on the average of the investments
of estates above $1,000,000 was in State and local bonds. the public has been
inclined to accept the view that the very rich people own very little else since
the very rich are supposed to be more concerned about escaping the Federal
income tax than with anything else.

" Cf. appendix D.
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Some of the peculiar variations In the distribution of State and local bonds,
as shown In appendix D, should be mentioned. There were, In all, 87 estates
of $10,000,000 and over, in the 11-year period, The average ratio of State and
local bonds to gross estate In these largest fortune was only 7.55 percent, and
In the 13 estates between $9,000,000 and $10,000 000 the average ratio was only
3.20 percent. But in the 25 estates between $8,0 W0o 0 and $9,000,000 the ratio
was 21.30 percent, and In the 32 estates of the next smaller bracket, $7,000,000
to $8,000 000, the ratio was 15.03 percent, It dropped to 6.76 percent, however,
for the 56 estates with gross value of $6,000,000 to $7,000,000.

The final column of table V is particularly significant however, as a general
or over-all picture of the relative holdings of State and federal sccurite.q by all
classes of investors. The wholly exempt Federal bonds were only 1.9 percent
of total gross estates, while the partially exempt Federal bonds were 2.03 percent
of gros estates. State and local bonds constituted 5.83 percent of all gross
estates. All classes of exen.pt securities together comprised 0.58 percent,' but
it should be particularly noted that the holdings of taxable bonds represented,
In all, 7.27 percent of gross estates, or almost as largo a proportion as all of the
classes of exempt securities combined.

In all of these high brackets, the total number of cases, even over an 11-year
period Is rather small, and it can always be said that the sample is not repre.
sentative. But the absolute number of such ases In the entire community Is
not large, and a sample of any size would, perforce, Include them all. The evi-
dence seems to indicate that there simply is no fixed rule of Investment, and above
all it demonstrates that the large estates do not Include, without exception, a
huge block of State and local securities held for the purpose of large-scale tax
avoidance.

It Is also brought out by the estate-tax data that the State and local bonds
have been a larger proportion of gross estates than Federal bonds, at least so far
as the mortality experience of this 11-year period goes. The partially exempt
Federal bonds have been a very small factor In the large estates, for obvious
reasons. While the wholly exempt Federal bonds are of somewhat greater
relative Importance in the large than In the small estates, It Is rather surprising
that they do not constitute as large a share, anywhere, as the State and local
bonds. This may be ascribed In part to the comparatively limited supply.

(e) Relation of nontaxable and taxable securities in estate tax reurns.-VThe anal-
ysis extended also to the bonds and stocks of corporations and some Interesting
points are brought out. The proportion of all estates whether large or smai,
that has been Invested In the capital stocks of corporations Is very much larger
than that invested in any kind of tax-exempt security. Also, for the large estates
In the aggregate the bonds of corporations have been as Important a part of the
gross estate as the total holdings of Federal bonds, including both the wholly
and the partially exempt Issues. For the estates under $1,000,000, the bonds of
corporations have been relatively more important than all classes of public se.
curities combined. If these figures accomplish no other purpose, they should
demonstrate, first, that the very wealthy do not own all of the tax-exempt securi-
ties, State or Federal and second, that the whole of every large estate has not
been converted into iax-exempt securities to the neglect of all other forms of
investment.

There is another side to this matter of investment in the debt obligations of
governmental units. It will be recalled that during the war there was great
pressure upon every one, regardless of his Income, to subscribe to the war b6nds.
This became a measure of one's patriotism. It is often said that the ownership
of tax-exempt securities by the wealthy constitutes a source of social unrest.
But if the wealthy did not own any of these bonds, it would be very easy to turn
this feeling into a wave of criticism against the wealthy "slackers" who refused
to help the Government by buying Itsbonds,

(f) An analysis of estate tax returns in Massachusetts,-An analysis of 1,090
Massachusetts estates which passed through probate In the period December 1,
1931, to November 30, 1934, has recentlybeen published. The author has the
following to say aboui the distribution of all classes of tax-exempt security in
these estates:'

"Now it has been alleged that the extreme Inc, eases In the rates applied In
recent years under the Federal income tax must of necessity precipitate a flight
on the part of the wealthy investor to the haven of refuge offered by the tax-
exempt security. The present statistics indicate that the Importance of Gov.

Pt. Butne H. Oake, "The Llluldlty of Laegsstates In Mussachwtts, 1932-1934," in bulletin otthe
National Tat Association, "L XX UI, pp. 29-28 1W38).
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eminent securities increases rapidly with the size of the estate. They also
indicate, however, that the concurrent increase in the listed stock category has
kept the Government bond in a subordinate position in most of the really large
estates. The faots at hand do not seem to bear out the prediction of a flight to
tax-exempts." to

(g) Summary of the estimated ownership distribution of State and local bonds and
of the interest thereon.-The various figures given in preceding pages relative to
the probable ownership distribution of State and local bonds, by categories of
investors, are brought together In table VI.

TABLE VI.-Assuined ownership distribution of State, local, and, Territorial debt
in 1937, and of interest thereon

Dollar amounts In millions)

EstimatedEstimated litot ntrestre.
Category of ownership principal otaldo to rved onpriial db celved on

owned pro rata
basis

Public trust and Investment funds ........................ $4,324 22.41 $180.0
Exempt institutions (mutual savings banks, fraternal benefit sodic.

ties, foundations, universities) .................................... I, 446 7.65 60.6

Subtotal, held by nontaxable institutions ........................... 6,782 29.06 240.6

Taxable corporations (from appendix E) ........................... 5,013 26.14 200.0
Individuals with net Income under $3,00 ............... 00 3.11 25. 0
Individuals with net Income of $5,000 and over (Including partner.

ship estates and trusts) ........................................... 7,873 40.79 337.4

Subtotal, held by taxable corporations and Individwils .............. 13,516 70. 04 W2.4

Grand total ................................................... 19, M 100.00 803.0

The procedure followed in allocating State and local bonds to personal owner-
ship in the foregoing table is to assume that individuals own all of these bonds
which cannot be assigned to any other category. It has been impossible to con-
sult original sources in preparing this report and it has therefore been necessary
to rely heavy upon such data as have been released by the Treasury Depart-
ment. Since these data are most specific in the case of various types of corporate
and institutional ownership the writer was obliged to be most vague with respect
to individual ownership. The flures given in table VI make no allowance for
foreign holdings of State and local bonds. They are therefore an inflation of the
amount actually owned by individuals with net'icomes of $5,000 and over to
this extent, and also to whatever degree that further, more intensive research
into the question of ownership distribution may bring to light other blocks of
these securities owned by some investor category not fully reported upon. A
warning Is therefore giveni here to the effect that the estimates of Federal fax yield
given below, and based upon the ownership distribution assumed in table VI
will therefore be somewhat inflated by reason of the over imputation of State and
local interest to the individuals with large incomes.

The amount assigned to the net income groups below $5,000, namely $600,000 -
000, Is possibly too low, Accordingto the Treasury Gray Book the total hold-
ings in these income groups as of December 31, 1034, was $50i,000,000. This
figure was obtained through a special sampling of income tax returns for 1934,31
It Is assumed that by 1937 this total would have r)sen to $600,000,000. Naturally
it follows that all of the bonds which cannot be placed elsewhere are assumed to
be owned in the net income groups above $5,000. Insofar as the amount thus
allocated may be excessive by reason of omissions in the reporting at other
points, the estimate of tax yield given below will be distorted upward.

It should be noted, further, that the estimated interest which is allocated to
corporations and to individuals with net incomes of $5,000 and over does not

WLoc. it.., p. 275.
11' Tr n ty...Book. p. 101. In December 1038 the Trsry reported that total ales ofsavings bonds

had passed the tMlOn mark. Such sae bad been made hietly to persons with small Incomes, aqeording
to a samtl)h of he elders by means o( a questionnaire. If the persons with small an4 moderate Incomes
boughtabt ,$1260,000,000 of these boqds between March 1, 13M. and December 1937 It is not unreasonable
to assume that the same persons may bavs Increased their holdings of State and local debt obligations by
ome $93,000,000 In the same period.
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correspond exactly with the relative amounts of principal assigned to those classes
of owners. As explained in appendix E, a certain reconciliation and adjustment
of State interest estimated to have been received by corp orations in 1937 was
necessary. The result of this adjustment was to impute a larger proportion of all
taxable Atato interest to the not income groups of $5,000 and over than would be
proper on a strictly pro rata basis. In consequence, there is some inflation of
tIle estimate of Federal revenue yield from the taxes on these net income groups.

4. Estimates of yield of Federal tax on State and local bond interet.-It is next in
order to proceed toward an estimate of the yield of Federal taxation of State and
local bond nteresti In doing this it is necessary to work from, and on the basis
of, such data as are available relative to ownership distribution of these bonds.
Since the yield of the tax will depend on the taxable status of those who receive
the Interest on these bonds, and since there are no complete records, by classes of
owners, of the actual receipts of such interest, it has been necessary to approxi-
mate the distribution by ownership.

(a) The tax yield from corporations.-With respect to the $200,000,000 of State
and local interest assumed to have been received by taxable corporations, allow-
ance must be made for the amount received by corporations having no net income
and hence having no income tax to pay. In appendix E are presented the details
of a computation, based on the corporation tax returns for 1935 and earlier
years, which leads to the conclusion that on the average only 60 percent of this
State and local bond interest paid to corporations was received by corporations
having not income. The computation is erroneous to the extent that the inclusion
of this interest as taxable income would have changed some of the reporting cor-
porations from a deficit to a net income status, but there is no known way of
correcting the result for this error and it is not attempted. On the basis assumed,
therefore, only 60 percent of the $200,000,000 of interest received by corporations
would have been taxable, or $120,000,000. The tax on this amount is computed
at 16% percent, which is the ordinary rate of tax on corporate net income under
existing law In case all earnings are currently distributed. The yield of the tax
would therefore have been $10,800,000.

(b) The tax on individual incomes below $5,000.-The individuals with net
incomes under $5,000 would not have been subject to surtax under the current
schedule, except for the few cases in which the inclusion of State and local interest
as taxable income would have shifted the recipients into a materially higher
income bracket. In 1030 the highest effective rate of tax on all incomes under
$5,000 was 0.84 percent On this basis the Federal taxation of the $25,000,000
of interest allocated to this group would have produced $210,000.

(c) The tax on State and local interest in individual incomes of $5,000 and
over.-In table VI the total amount of interest from State and local bonds that
was imputed, as of 1937, to the net incomes of $5,000 and over was $337,400,000.
This is almost' double the amount of such interest that was voluntarily reported
by taxpayers in 1936." It has been explained above that the amount actually
reported is not necessarily correct, since no tax liability is involved, and It has
also been explained that all interest on State and local bonds which could not
satisfactorily be assigned to other categories of Investors has been imputed to
this particular class of taxpayer.

The amount of tax that would be paid depends, however, on the distribution of
the bonds, and hence of the interest receipts, according to income brackets. If
the entire amount of such interest were received in the very high income bracket$
the tax would obviously be more than if it were all received in the brackets subject
to low surtax rates.

It is clear that this matter of individual ownership distribution is the key to the
problem of tax yield, for the bulk of such revenue as may be expected from the
taxation of State and local bond interest must come from the individuals with
net incomes of $5,000 and over. There is little room for doubt that the tax will
cause some shift of ownership, but the direction and volume of this shift are quite
unpredictable. There are, however, two rather frail indices which suggest what
the ownership distribution of the taxable issues of State and local debt might be.

One of these indices is the ownership distribution pattern of the partially exempt
Federal bonds interest on which is now subject to surtax, and exempt only from
normal tax." The other index is the existing ownership distribution pattern for
corporate bonds, as revealed by the estate-tax returns. Neither of these indices
can be relied upon as being anything more than a hint as to the kind of distribu-

UOf. tMIstics of Income, 1931 p. 39. "The effective rat" of noorme tax Is obtained by dividing the en-
tire taVhle Income into the total amount of lax collected thereon.

#The total reported for l9S6waa$152,9.e000. f. Statistics of Inome, 1938, p.30.
MI The Interest on a principal amount of $3,000 for each holder is wholly exempt.
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tion to expect, but they are used hero for lack of any other, more tangible clue as
to where tie taxable State and local bonds are likely to find lodgment in individual
investment portfolios.

The detailed process of calculating the tax yield is shown in appendix F. nore
the results only are Important. The assumptions made In this calculation are also
important, and they will be restated:

(1) Assuming that individuals with not incomes of $5,000 and over shall receive
as much interest from state and local bonds as is imputed to them in table VI.

(2) Assuming that the ownership distribution pattern for State and local bonds
will correspond with that of the partlally exempt Federal bonds as revealed by the
distribution of partially exempt Federal interest reported in 1936.

Then the tax to be collected on the $337,400,000 of State and local Interest
imputed to individuals with net income of $5 000 and over would be $77,055,000.

But if the ownership distribution pattern be assumed to correspond with that
for corporate bonds, as revealed by the estate tax returns, then the tax yield would
be $93,990,000.

The foregoing calculations of cost and revenue yield have been based on the
conditions assumed to prevail when the volume of State debt subject to taxation
becomes as large as the present immune debt. At that time the interest costs to
State and local government should be about $118,000,000 annually above the
figure reported as Interest payment in 1037. Assuming a distribution of debt
ownership similar to that of 1037, only about $79,100,000 of this additional in-
terest would be paid to persons and corporations subject to Federal tax.

Using the methods employed here, the tax on this amount would be: On corpo-
ration Incomes, $2 924,000; on individual incomes: (a) According to distribution of
partially exempt )Federal bonds, $11,259,000; (b) according to distribution of
corporate bonds, $13,491,000.

The total Federal tax on State and local interest on individual incomes of
$5 000 and over, under the new conditions, would therefore be (1) assuming a dis-
tribution corresponding with that of the partially exempt Federal bonds,
$88,314 000, (2) assuming a distribution corresponding with that of corporate
bonds, 107,490,000. An average of these results would be $97,902,000.

Summary of estimates of Federal tax yield from State and local bond interest.-
The results of the estimates of Federal revenue from the taxation of all 'State and
local bond interest are brought together in table VII.

TABLIO VI.-Estimated yield of Federal tax on State local and territorial bond
interest, including additional tax on assumed increase of interest cost caused by
tax

Class of taxpayer:
Corporations (including tax on additional interest) ---------- $22, 724, 000
Individuals with net incomes under $5,000 .................. 210 000
Individuals with net incomes of $5,000 and over ............. 97, 902, 000

Total --------------------------------------------- 120, 836, 000
It will be recalled that cautions were given above relative to the possible infla-

tion of the tax leld which would result from the imputation of more State and
local bonds to the individual net incomes of $5,000 and over than are actually
owned in these income groups." The degree of inflation cannot be ascertained,
but it is sufficient to prevent the acceptance of a figure of $120,800,000 with any
assurance. If the holdings of foreigners should prove to be substantial, and this
possibility is suggested by the steady Influx of foreign liquid capital for a number
of years, then the foregoing estimate is too high.

Further evidence that this figure may be too high Is found in the following
passage from an address given in 1987 by Dr. Roswell Magill, then Under Seore.
tarw of the Treasury: I*

'Although exact data as to the distribution of State and local bonds by types of
investors are not available, the best information which we have available leads us
to estimate that if the Federal Government were authorized to collect Federal
income taxes upon the interest of State and local bonds now outstanding the
additional revenue at existing levels of income and under the provisions of the
present revenue law would be approximately $70,000,000 annually."

It is not easy to reconcile two estimates when one Is some 71 percent greater
than the other. Certainly the layman should not regard lightly an Cst;mate

MSupra, pp. 119-120.SNational Tax Associatlon, Proceedings of Thirtieth National Conference, 1937, p. 393.,
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offered by a responsible Treasury official as having been prepared on the basis of
"the best information which we have available." Granting that Dr. Magill's
work was carefully done, the only inference that remains is that-the present writer's
calculations have gone astray somewhere. An average of the two results would
be an over-all Federal revenue of $95 00000 from the taxation of the interest on
State and local bonds as of the conditions prevailing In 1037.

SUMMARY OF OPTION I

The results of the option which assumes Federal taxation of State and local
bond interest with no waiver of Federal immunity from Sthte taxation, are
brought together as follows:

Loss to the States: Increased interest ------------------------ $113, 000, 000
Gain to the Federal Government:

Increased revenue ------------------------------------- 1120, 000; 000
Do --------------------------------------------- ' 170, 000, 000
Do ......................-------------........... 05, 000, 000

I Revenue gin, as estimated In the present report.
I Revenue gain, as estimated by former Under Secretary of the Treasury, Dr. Rosweli Magill (supra,

' Average of the two estimates.

From the discussion to this point it appears that the Federal revenue prospects
from the taxation of State and ocal bond interest are somewhat variable, although
all of the estimates are so low as to be disappointing to many, for there is a fairly
general Impression that the Government is experiencing a huge revenue loss
through the tax immunity of State and local bonds. This loss would be substan.
trial If the entire State and local debt were actually hold by wealthy individuals
and if they were to continue to hold all of it after the tax had been imposed.

On the assumption that the tx may be shifted to the debtor governments,
there is some reason to accept Dr. Magill's estimate of the tax revenue as being
more accurate than the one arrived at in the present report. In table VI it was
shown that some $240,600,000 of the State and local interest paid in 1037 was
received by agencies and institutions not subject to the Federal income tax. If
this amount, on which no tax has been computed in any of the estimates, had in
fact been taxed at the minimum rate applicable to corporations, i. e., 163 percent,
it would have produced approximately $40,000,000 in revenue. Adding t&is sum
to Dr. Magill's estimate of $70,000,000, it produces a total Federal revenue from
the taxation of all State and local Interest of $110,000,000. This practically
balances the estimated interest increase of $113,000,000.

In other words, if the total State and local interest paid had been taxable, and
If the tax had been shifted in its entirety to the debtor governments, the revenue
gain and the increased interest cost should about balance, and this balance is
obtained if Dr. Magill's estimate of the revenue yield from the taxable interest
be accepted.

On the other hand, if the revenue estimate arrived at in this report be accepted,
the taxation of the total State and local Interest would have produced a revenue
in excess of the interest increase to the States. In view of the various assumptions
which have been necessary in arriving at the estimate of revenue gain in this report
no opinion can be ventured regarding its superiority over that made by an official
of the Treasury Department.

The next step of the inquiry is to bring into the account the effects of State
taxation of Federal Interest,'in order to ascertain wherein this extension of State
taxing Jurisdiction may modify the outlook, on the fiscal side. This is done by
an examination of the second option suggested above.$?

OPTION II. RECIPROCAL TAXATION OF BOND INTEREST BY THE STATES AND
TII FEDERAL GOvzRNMENT, WITH CONTINUED PARTIAL OR TOTAL ExEMPTioN
or FbERAL BOND INTEREST PROM FEDERAL TAXATION

Under the second optional approach to the problem of tax exemption certain
facts in the situation would be much the same as in the first option, discussed
above, That is, the Federal revenue gain, whatever it may turn out to be, would
be the same as if the States had not been given power to tax the interest on
Federal bonds. Likewise, the effect of the Federal tax on the cost of State and
local borrowing would be the same.

I upsa p. 10.
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Two new factors are introduced, however, by the extension of the States' taxing

power under this option. First, under certain conditions the States would
realize some additional revenue and second, the interest cost of the Federal debt
would be somewhat increased. The results of these changes, when added to those
produced under option I, would lead to a revision of the summary statement
given above.

. State revenue from taxation of Federal bond interest.-Tho question of how
much the States might expect to gain from tile privilege of taxing the interest on
Federal bonds is peculiarly complicated. Not all of the States now have income
taxes, and it Is evident, therefore, that not all of them could take Immediate
advantage of any waiver of Federal tax immunity. In a few cases it would require
amendment of 'the State constitution before income tax legislation could be
enacted, and in certain States vcry strong pressure would be required to persuade
the people to accept a State income tax. In other places additional legislation
would be required because some of the so-called State income taxes apply only to
the income of business corporations. A considerable amount of recasting of
State tax legislation would therefore be Involved. In order to take advantage of
the Federal waiver, every State would be obliged to enact a tax applicable both to
personal and to business incomes, for the ownership of Federal securities will
extend to business concerns as well as to individuals.The problem of estimating possible State revenue gains from the taxation of the
Interest on Federal bonds is further complicated by the fact that no two of the
State income-tax laws are alike. While all of the States have been obliged, by
the growing weight of the Federal income tax, to keep their own rates of income
taxation within moderate limits, some of them have applied progression and there
is complete lack of uniformity in the rate brackets and in the steepness of the
progression.

(a) Federal interest subject to State taxation.-The tax base which would become
subject to State taxation is the total amount of interest paid on the obligations
of the Federal Government and of its various agencies, less the interest receipts of
(1) the several funds and agencies which hold certain amounts of these obligations,
and (2) the interest receipts of exempt institutions. A computation of the
apportionment of Federal interest paid in 1937, as between tile public funds and
exempt institutions on one hand, and private investors who would be subject to
tax on the other, indicates that about $839,980,000 of this interest would be in
the taxable category.

As shown below, some $565,000,000 of this amount was probably received by
corporations in 1937, and the balance, or some $273,500,000, was received by
individuals." It is brought out in appendix E that year by year about 40 percent
of the corporate receipts of Federal interest will be received by corporations having
no net income. Hence the amount of taxable Federal interest received by cor-
porations as of 1937 would have been some $339,000,000.

The typical maximum rate of State corporation income tax is about 4 percent
and the typical maximum rate of individual income Is about 5 percent. There-
fore the maximum State income-tax revenue as of 1937 would have been:

TapyrTaxable Rate TaxTaxpayr ainome

Corporations . ........................ 0.................... $339000,000 4 $15 U10, 000
Individuals ......................................................... 273500.000 5 13,875.000

Total tax ...................................................... 27, 2&% 000

But in 1937 there were 12 States which had no State income tax. In 1936 the
individual taxpayers of these States paid 25.5 percent of the entire Federal tax
on personal incomes.3' If the above maximum State income tax be reduced in
this ratio, it leaves $20,290,000 as the maximum State revenue from the taxation
of Federal interest as of 1937. In view of the general graduation of rates below
5 percent, if the States had realized $17,000,000 from such a tax in 1937 it would
have been a matter of congratulation to them.

41 intre p 187, and appendix E.
aof. Waitics of Income, 1936e p. 82.
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(b) The ffea of the sodia security program on the future Federal interest taxable
by th States.4--The complete redemption of the Federal debt would of course,
reduce to zero the revenue prospects of the States from this source. While there
is no Immediate danger of a complete disappearance of the Federal debt, there is
one possibility that much of It may disappear from the possession of those In
whose hands the Interest thereon would be subject to State taxation, This
possibility is offered by certain aspects of the present plan for financing old-age
benefits under the Social Security Act. According to that act, the excess of the
appropriations to the old-age reserve account above current benefit payments Is
to be invested In debt obligations of the United States, or in those debt obligations
of Federal agencies which are fully guaranteed as to principal and interest -by the
United States. Such Investment must be on a 3 percent yield basis. If no
eligible Federal securities can be bought on this basis in the open market, the
Secretary of the Treasury is required to issue to the old-age reserve account
special Treasury obligations bearing 3 percent interest.

To the present, the market yield basis of long-term Federal bonds has been
below 3 percent and no open market purchases of Federal securities have been
made for the account. If and when the Federal budget is again in balance, there
will be no pressure to use the funds borrowed from the account through the issue
of special obligations for current deficit financing and such funds will then be used,
presumably for debt reduction. This process means, In effect, a transfer of the
Federal debt from the public to the old-age reserve account. But if, in future, the
Interest on Federal bonds should be made subject to State taxation, and if, also,
the exemption from Federal taxation which is discussed under option III below
should be removed, then it Is more than likely that the yield basis of Federal
paper would rise to 3 percent or more. In such case, It would become profitable
t use the old-age reserve account funds to purchase Federal debt obligations Inthe market.

As this process went on, resulting in a transfer of Federal debt from the public
to the account, the tax base available to the States would be reduced and their
revenue from Federal bond Interest would also be reduced. In fact, If the goal
set up by those who designed the social security program were to be achieved over
the next 40 years, It is possible that a largo part of the then existing Federal debt
might be held by a Government agency. Should this happen, the Federal waiver
of tax Immunity would be an empty gesture. The Federal debt would be as
great as ever, for the large reserve plan -or old-age benefits contemplates a reserve
of $47,000,000,000 by 1080' but being in the possession of a Federal agency the
Interest paid on It would still be immune from State taxation.

In weighing the fiscal aspects of such an apparently liberal and equitable
proposal as reciprocal waiver of immunity, therefore, the States should consider
most carefully the program that is likely to be developed in the field of social
security financing.

(i) Possible revocation of immunity tvaiver.-The States should also consider
with some care what their position is likely to be in any case, assuming that the
waiver of Federal Immunity is to be accomplished by statute only, rather than by
constitutional amendment. It is a settled constitutional principle that no legisla-
ture can bind its successors. Without the protection of a constitutional guarantee
any future Congress could revoke such authorization as might have been extended
by an earlier Congress to the States respecting the application of their Income tax
to Federal bond Interest. Under these circumstances the waiver of immunity
would also be an empty gesture.

2. The effect of State taxation on Federal interest costs.-Accordlng to table XV,
the total interest cost of the debt issued by the Federal Government and Its
agencies was $1,148 000,000 in 1937. The computed rate of Interest on the
direct Federal obligaiions was 2.582 percent In this year, and on the obligations of
Federal agencies the rate was 2.140 percent. The actual coupon rates on this
debt varied from 4Y4 percent on some of the earlier Treasury issues down to the
inordinately low rates of discount at which the Treasury bills have been sold.
The average investment yield basis of the longer maturity Treasury issues during
1938 has been about 2.40 percent. Assuming that under the average State Income
tax law the interest return from investment InFederalsecuritles would be exposed to

Tbe advisory council on the social urlt prrm has just issued a report, December 193, In which
band nment of the large reserve for ojd-e benfs is recommended. If this plioy should be adopted,or to the extent to whiolh It may be sdopg., the situation dicuse in this section would not arise. To

whatever extent the Federal debt may be held by any of the security reserves In future, however, there
would be a withdrawal from the effective tax Jurisdiction of the States.
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a maximum tax rate of 5 percent"41 the yield adjustment required in order to offset
the tax would be some 12 points ?n the rate. But a substantial part of the Federal
debt is in short term low yield obligations and the yield adjustment required to
meet the State income tax would be much less than the 12 points which might
emerge in the case of the long-term debt, Taking into account, therefore the
whole mass of long- and short-term Federal debt, and the proportions ol the
two forms, it is suggested that 7 points would be a reasonable average correction
of yield basis. This average yield adjustment, applied to the total debt of the
Federal Government and its agencies, as of 1037, would have produced an increase
of interest cost amounting to $32,400,000. This figure will be rounded off to an
estimate of $30,000,000 for the purposes of the present report.

Some question may arise as to whether the whole of this interest increase is to
be expected in view of the fact that one-quarter of the States have no income tax.
It is doubtful if this condition would affect the situation, for the following reasons:

(1) Tie procedure of marketing Federal securities could hardly be adjusted so
as to sell part of a given issue in one State on one interest basis, and the remainder
In other States on a different interest basis. The whole question of additional
interest cost Is settled, once for all, when the terms of issue are established. All
that the Treasury could do would be to announce the terms, and in fixing them it
would be necessary to consider the probable attitude of investors who would be
subject to the State taxes.

(2) Even if Investors in the non-income-tax States were willing to accept a
different yield basis, they would thenceforth be obliged to carry the securities
bought until they matured, or sell them within the State, or take a loss in selling
them in an Income-tax State. This fact would tend to temper their attitude
toward a yield basis greatly different from that prevailing generally.

(3) The Investors In the non-income-tax State would have no incentive to
overbid those In the Income-tax States, or at least there would be no necessity of
overbidding to the full extent to the necessary yield differential. All they would
need to pay would be one-eighth, one-sixteenth, or even one-thirty-second, more
than anyone else to got what they wanted.

(4) Finally, all Investors in the States which now have no income tax would
need to be on guard against the possible enactment of such a tax at some future
time.

Consequently, It appears more logical that Federal bond prices and bond yields
in the non-income-tax States would follow closely the price and yield structure
established In the States which taxed Federal Interest rather than the other way
round. If this position be correct, then the fact that some of the States do not
now tax Incomes would make little If any difference, In the effect of State income
taxation upon the Interest cost of the Federal debt.

SUMMARY oF RnsuLTs UNDER OPTION II

States: Federal Government:
Gain ------------- $17,000,000 Loss -------------- $30,000,000

Restatement of combined results under options I and t1

States: 
[MllonsI

Loss, from option I --------... ........ .----------- -........ $113
Gain, from option II ------------ --.---- . .------------------ 17

Net loss --------------------------------------------------- 0 9
Federal Government: (a) (b) (q)

Gain, from option I ---------------------------------- $120 $70 $065
Loss, from option II --------------------------------- 30 30 30

Net gain ------------------------------------------ 0 0 40 65
evenue gain as estimated In this report.
elovenue gain as estimated by Dr. Magll (supra, p. 121).

Aveisgee f estimates (a) and (6).

It appears from this restatement of the results which may be expected under a
general waiver of tax Immunity as between the Federal Government and the
States, that under the most favorable assumptions, the net loss to the States
41 In 23 States, the maximum rate of personal IWome tax was m percent or me as of 1037. In 7 States itwas 4 percent to4.8 percent, and In ony 3 States wis It below 4 parent. Maximum rates of corporaton

Income tax werIn gneal somewhat lower, but in 13 States this maximum was a percent or above In 1937.
Cy. Commerce Clearing House, Tax Systems of the World, Seventh Edition (1), pessim.
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would exceed the net Federal gain by the small margin of some $0 000,000 annu-
ally. Under less favorable conditions which are established by the estimate of
Federal revenue gain published a year ago by a high Treasury official, the Federal

not gain would be less than half of the probable not loss to tie States. If the
Federal net gain be taken as an average of Dr. Magill's figure and that arrived at
in the present report, the result would still be less than the cost of the tax changes
to the States.

Incidence of the gains and losses.-A balancing of the gains and losses sach as Is
given here might be said to support either side of the argument. That is, if
reciprocal immunity be waived, the losses may be offset, III substantial part, by
the gains. Or If the present status be maintained, tie revenue loss would be
counterbalanced by an advantage in the forn of lower interest costs.

It is significant, however, that these gains and losses, respectivolv would fall
upon different groups of citizens. The additional revenue ga i would Ie obtainedfrom the relatively small number of persons whose Incomes are such as to subject
them to the higher rates of Income tax. The additional Interest costs, especially
in the ease of the States and cities, would be paid by the millions of persons withI
small Incomes, small properties, and small businesses, who now pay tile bulk of all
the taxes for the supportrof State and local government.

Reduced to its fundamentals, therefore the fiscal side of the tax-revision issue
which Is presented under options I and 1Is a question of Increasing the taxes
paid hy all of the citizens who now support State and local government, in order
to increase the taxes of those few other citizens who are not now paying quite as
much as they otherwise would pay to the Federal Government because of the
loans which they have made to the States and cities. More will be said oil this
subject in pat, Ii below.42

3. Further consideration of the effects upon the States and cities.-It is obvious
that an extension of Federal taxingjurisdiction to include State and local bond
interest will result in an Increased burden for interest costs that will materially
exceed any revenue which the States can hope to obtain by taxing Federal interest.
It is Impossible, and likewise unnecessary, to attempt a detailed apportionment
of the relative gains and losses to each 8tate. In general, the following factors
should be considered:

V1) The non-income-tax States will have no gain in revenues from the waiver
of ederal immunity, but the extension of Federal taxation to the interest on their
bonds will increase proportionately the cost of their State and local debt. A
suggestion may emerge in the course of the discussion of this subject, 0 the effect
that the States and cities should be reimbursed from the Federal Treasury for
the Increased debt cost caused by the tax. Only a most incredibly naive p;rson
would assume that an equitable apportionment of this grant coufd be made, in
view of the great number and variety of local units to be dealt with in the distri-
bution. Since there could not be even a beginning of an equitable reimburse-
ment the outcome of a Federal subsidy of this sort, granting that the state of
the federal finances warranted its appropriation, would be a distribution on such
basis as the Federal Government might determine, or as the local units might
obtain through the political influences at their command.

There has been too much of the Federal subsidy, as such, for the maintenance
of the healthy morale of the States and cities. The privilege of borrowing
without the restrictive interference of Federal taxation is likely to appeal to these
units as a bettor way of serving the local advantage than a Federal grant to meet
a burden caused by a Federal tax.

(2) The majority of the income-tax States may expect very little advantage
from the Federal waiver because there is no material concentration of Federal
bonds in the estates of their citizens. The State income taxes are of minor im-
portance today as a source of revenue, in all but a few of the States in which this

x is found. It Is extremely unlikely that the relative fiscal significance of this
tax would be greatly altered tor these States simply by permitting them to include
Federal bond interest In the taxable incomes of their people. But the interest
costs of all of the minor income-tax States would also be proportionately affected
by the Inclusion of State Interest In the taxable incomes of Federal taxpayers.

In fact it is quite possible that some of these Staten and their subdivisions
would suffer an increase of interest costs materially abive that which has been
assumed here as an average, Nation-wide rise. It is a well-known fact that the
credit rating of both the States and the cities varies considerably, The com-
parlson from which was deduced an average increase of 60 points in'State lhterest
cost, under the Impact of Federal taxation, was based oil tile highest grade

U Inri, pp. 147,148.
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municipal securities. As the credit rating declines, the relative cost of borrowinggoes up, and it may rise more than proportionately. Here, at any rate, is some-thing for a considerable proportion of the States to consider rather carefully In
weigh ing the fiscal pros and cons.(3) A few States would reap the great. bulk of any revenue advatitago thatmight flow from State taxation of Federal bond interest. Such is the case today,with respect to State income taxes, for it Is only in these few States that tieincome tax supplies a proportion of State and local revenue of any consequence,In some cases it is possible that the revenue gain to a State might equal or exceedthe additional cost of carrying the State and local debt. Should this occur inany instance, it would be the result of a fortunate combination of very large hold.ings of Federal bonds, together with relatively low debt costs. The 'gain of sucha State could only be at the expense of many other States in which the rise ofdebt cost exceeded the revenue gain from taxing Federal interest.In connection with this point, a summary statement of total State and localdebt as of some date In 1037, together with'the income tax collections and totalState and local tax collections as of 1936, is presented in table VI1.43

TABLE VIII.-State and local groas debt, income tax collection. and total tale and
Ioedl tax cllclions

IThousands of dollars)

1936 tax collection Percent.
I agoTotni State incomestrtate anti loal Total In- and local tax tax tod t,7 Personal come t x collcted tottil

come collected taxed

Alabama ................ 2A 170 4? 38 em 4,8 1.6MAqteona ................. ft,39 408 40? 818 27.05 3. 00Arkansas.............. I2 1 181 189 70 33,917 1.09Colorado'.. ......... 1,1,030 14,989 ,826 21,518 32,80 . 68oloa e ............... 0,2 .......... ....... ........ .Connecticut............ .81,03 39Delaware................ 24.80 ............ . . 910 1, 9 0.40Forid8 ................. 4 . . 97, 9 ......
eorgia ........... I 4l1 0,

8t4y8..... 78 78 -. s773, an9 3W 94 33,33 185
Jil......... 1,19,427 ............ .... ..... .4,27 ..........
aine.... .. 1 ........ 746nlac '..........,.. 138............. ...... . ... 1.. ..........uis........... ..... 47 1,7 k28 2,199 79 zo413n.. .......... 88,787.. .1 • . . 428 3.

i808i 3...................
Mashusett 67......278i 2,25 18,870 1,82 80341 .Ioitan ............... 7 , . . .Nebraska44 .......... I 9 .1

ine ................. .. ............ 84 . 4, 22 ..........wshi e0...........1 73.377. 14

Nea da .............. .. 1,1 ............0 .New 1ah..e.......... 74.. . ....... 4 ........ i . ...

se ok ............. " , 4.6270t/ , 0 10

n 2 1.47Ohi, 3.............771 3.......... .. .
eOklso .............. ,3. 4,6 83 31,.77 83

]P nylana-re820,804...... 8,3 1,729 7.,8883 82, .448........ 91D 2 37 10o9h0o.......... .1 ...... . ........88 K6 ,06 . .........

Neal dl14,a ........ 1 %963.. ......... . ...... .1 3 7,9 4.
8ot12o 4.39Tenneme * ............... 3,78 83 4 2. 95

es.. .............. ......... .......... 2 i .........

These States eaed Income tax laws in 1087.
_ he State and local debt figures arxe =from the 'reasur/ Ojy B~ookr. 8tte income tax collections, and
Noraeu ethhem eh t i w g e Twenteth centuryy ukatl publ9ct on

Facnloea ............. $11e hgefiuewsudiodrtnak thelbst posibl shoin forti0preenGSat inco.....e _ta81 8.
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TAITJU VII--State and local gross debt, income ta. collection, and total State and
local tax collections-Continued

(Thousands of dollars)

1930 tax collection f Percent.
age

State and local Total In. Total State income
gross debt, 1937 C come tax and local tax tax to

Personal collected collected totaltioin- Income taxesome collected

Utah ............... 47, 499 1,00 28k 3.79Vesont ................ 2,9 Wo M9 490 17, 8 2.7
VWniro ................ 203,074 1,800 91, 2,822 4.1
Wasington........... 2878 ........ ........................ 914.
West Virginia ......... . 1 ...... ... 1,15 1,10 81, .42
Wi.eonsn ............. I , W,68 5,987 12,&8 161 7.0
Wyoming ............... 9 ................................ 11,23 . .........

Total ............. 1,6,88 10,24_2 14,843 23,S5 8, 811,758 3.84

(a) Minor fiscal importance of State income Iaxes.-This table confirms what
has been said regarding the minor fiscal importance of the State income taxes.
In only one State was the proportion of income tax to all State and local tax
revenues above 10 percent in 1030, and in only 6 States was the proportion above
6 percent. It is evident that the fiscal situation of the great majority of the
income tax States would not be materially altered by extending to them the
privilege of taxing the interest on Federal securities. Furthermore, 16 States had
no Income tax at all In 1936, and in 2 States, Connecticut and Pennsylvania the
tax applied to corporation incomes only. At present, there are 12 States with no
income tax.

The gross State and local debt situation is in ifhterestjng contrast with the State
income tax possibilities. In Alabama, Arkansas, Oh10, 'a Tennessee, for in-
stance, the debt total is relatively large while income tax receipts are but a small
proportion of total tax receipts. North Carolina's income tax is a somewhat better
revenue producer, in relation to total State and local tax collections, but the
gross debt of the State and its subdivisions is also substantial.

The prospects that the leading income tax States might be able to collect enough
tax on Federal interest to offset their respective interest costs may be considered
by comparing the probable increase of their interest costs assuming an average
increase of 60 points in y ield basis with the amount which they are now collecting
in Income tax. This is done in table IX.

TABt, IX.-Comparisons of gross State and local debt, assumed increase of interest
coal, and current income tax collection, in certain Slates

Assumed In. Ratio of in.
crease of Inter. Income tax terest increase

state Gross debt est cost on collections In to total 1938
avenge rise 1936 Income tax
of 60 points collection

California ..................... $1,61,030,000 $9,09, 000 $21,615,000 42.2
elaware. ......................... 24,840,000 149,000 910,000 18.3

Maausctt.........................672278,000 4,034,000 18,828,000 21.4
New York ...................... 4,534,264,000 27, 200,000 130,060,000 20.8
North Carolina .................... 20, 804, 000 8,122, 0o 7, 888000 41.2
Wisconsin ................................ 171,893, 000 1,030,000 12, 5, 000 8.2

The States in this table are those in which the total income tax collections
amount to more than 6 percent of all reported State and local tax collections.
From the standpoint of their relative Income-tax coUections, they may be called
the leading Income-tax States, although this merely emphasizes the comparative
unimportance of the State income tax as a revenue resource, for New York is the
only State in the list which collects income taxes to an amount exceeding 10 per-
cent of total taxes. Delaware and North Carolina may be ranked among the lead-
ing income-tax States because of the relatively low total tax collections rather than'
because of large income-tax receipts. The other four States stand out, despite
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large total taxes, on account of the comparatively large number of large incomes
received by their respective residents.

In table IX the increased interest cost, based on an average of 60 points in the
ybild rate of all State and local debt, reveals how much more each of the above

tates would be obliged to obtain from its income tax than was collected in 1938,
in order to break even if Federal bond internist were made taxable. The four
States in the above table which have the best prospect of breaking even, through
collecting enough more in income tax to offset the estimated increase of interest
are Delaware, Massachusetts, New York, and Wisconsin. But if New York
were to succeed in collecting enough from a tax on Federal interest received by
her residents and by the corporations doing business in the State, to offset her in-
creased interest cost, It would be necessary to equal the total revenue estimated
to be collected by all of the States on the entire amount of Federal interest.

(1) Position of the non-income-tax States.-The States which have no income tax
must either forego all chance at revenue from the taxation of Federal interest, or
take such steps as may be required to compel local acceptance of this form of taxa-
tion, The debt position of these States, and the probable effect of a Federal tax
on their interest costs, are shown in table X.

It appears that almost 30 percent of the gross State and local debt Is carried by
the States which now have no income tax, and that the increased interest cost of
carrying this volume of debt, on the basis of an average increase of 60 points,
would be $31,453,000 annually. This increase is, in Itself, considerably more than
all of the States could reasonably expect to obtain from the taxation of Federal
interest under existing conditions.

TABLE X.-Groee State and local debts, and probable increase of interest costs, in the
non-lncome States, as of 1037

Increased in.
State Oross debt rest cot ofbasis of 60-

point spread

Florida .................................................................. $482346,000 $2,774,000
Illinois ......................................................... ,, I ),427,000 7,077 ,000
Indiana ....................................................... I ,000 940,000
Maine ................................................................... 6 7,000 413,000
Michigan ............................................................... 744 681,000 4,488,000
Nebraska. ............................................................... 104.04,000 624,
Nevada ................................................................ 12.1 000 0000
Now jersey .............................................................. 1,328,887,000 7 7 O00
Rhode Island ..................................................... 149, 677,000 897, 000
Texas ............................................................ 76,741,000 4, 84 000
Washington ............................................................. 240578,000 1,443.000
Wyoming ............................................................... 39,961,000 240,000

Total .................................................... 1 6,242345.000 81,483,00

In the light of the evidence supplied in table X, and on the basis of the probable
total revenue which the States might expect, it would be futile for many of the
States which now have no income tax to introduce one simply for the purpose of
equalizing, or attempting to equalize their revenue gain with their increased
interest cost. In a few of the non-income-tax States the gain from such a tax
might be sufficient to diminish materially the extra burden caused by the Federal
tax on their own interest costs. In other States it is quite out of the question to
expect any such equalization.

It is however a rather cold-blooded position to take, if it be insisted that
every State should have an income-tax law, or that each of the 48 States should
have exactly the same kind of revenue system in all other details. To be valid,
such a position must rest on the assumption that the economic and business con.
editions in the several States are sufficiently similar to warrant complete uniformity
of taxation methods. For various reasons some of the States have preferred to
deal with the same problem in different ways. For example, some States have
undertaken to tax intangible property of every sort through an income tax, while
other States have preferred to use a system of classified property taxes. One
method Is as good as the other for the purpose. Some of the Income-tax States
are using both an income tax and ad valorem taxes on intangible property. It
Is extremely doubtful If any State would be permitted to tax Federal bonds under
a property tax. If Federal immunity Is waived, they must use an income tax
or nothing. Insistence upon uniform application of the income-tax method is
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a kind of compulsion exerted against all of the States to adopt one, and only one,
method of dealing with the problem of taxing intangible property Including public
securities, regardless of the wishes, preferences, constitutional provisions or other
local conditions which have caused, historically, the ei ,ergence of variations in
the taxation methods of the several States.

The tax-exemption amendment that was discussed in 1022 limited the reciprocal
waiver of immunity to the income tax. The writer of this report criticized the
form of that proposal as follows: it

"This amendment was defective in that it restricted the States to income
taxation. It should have permitted the States to tax either the income from

deral Pecurities or to tax such securities as property under a classified property
at the same hat rates as might be Imposed on other classes of securities in

that State."
In connection with the discriminatory treatment of the States which any single

form of Federal waiver may take, the following extracts from the hearings on the
amendment of 1922 are a ropes: "3

1"Mr. GARNER. Now, Mr. Mills, is It not fair to refer to the p hase of this proposed
amendment which permits States and counties to tax Federal bond? I have
never heard you express yourself on that phase of it.

"Mhr. MILLS. Well, I take it that we have got to consider this proposition as
representatives of the National Government. What the States will do with It
afterwards Is a very different question, and I think my vote In the State legisla-
ture might possibly be different from my vote In the National Legislature, although
I do not want to commit myself on that point. We have got to look at this from
the national standpoint. We are giving to the States the privilege to be sure of
taxing national securities, but in return, we are getting a greater mass of securities
that on the whole are going to constitute a much larger tax basis than the Federal
securities are. And what is more, we are asking for the benefit--and we are
getting the benefit-of taxing them at a much higher rate than the States are
likely to do. You are only giving to the States the privilege of taxing income
from these bonds.

"M. GARNER. That Is what I was going to call to your attention.
"Mr. MILLS. And there are only four States in the Union today that have

income taxes. All of the other States, or the majority of the States, tax securities
as property, which they generally classify as the property tax.

'Mr. GARNER. We are asking the States In this amendment to surrender their
right to issue tax-free securities.

"Mr. MILLS. Yes, sir.
"Mr. GARNER. And to invest unlimited power In the Federal Government for

tax purposes?"Mr. MILLS. Yes, sir.
"Mr. GARNER. But we are not giving to the States the same right that they

are extending to the Federal securities. We are limiting it to an income tax.
"Mr. MILLS. You can tax them under an Income-tax provision.
"Mr. GARNER. And the States and counties, of course, levy direct taxes on

property. That Is the only method they have for collecting taxes. I do not
know whether that is the system in your State, but that Is the only method we
have In Texas.

"Mr. MILLS. No- we have an income tax.
"Mr. GARNER. We have direct taxes. That is the only way they have of

collecting taxes. For instance, if I give you a note you will have to pay taxes
on that note as such.

"Mr. MILLS. You tax It on the same basis as real property."Mr. GARNER. If we are going to give the States that 'power, why limit the
States in their privilege of taxing Federal securities? Why not give them the
entire right to tax them.

"Mr. M ILLs Now Mr. Garner, I think you are arguing from the Standpoint
of the State, and I think when it comes to ratification that the States will be
very able to take care of themselves. What we are going% to do Is to consider
it from a national standpoint and from that standpoint w ich will produce the
moat revenue and is most economically correct. There Is not the slightest question
that this great tax exemption evil should be done away with. And the only way
that the State can remedy that is to pass an income tax law.
I " ff. L. Lu ,WI Fn ,ce 2d Ed..19'0). p. 684.
i$ l&r1Vp orethe Committee on ways and Means on Tsx.Exempt 8ecurities, 67th Cong., 2d ses.,19A. p. rd,.
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8Of course, that brings pressure to bear on them to tax incomes under this
plan. We have an income-tax law. Massachusetts followed and also Missouri,
bt they are only four States that tax Incomes.

"Mr. OLDPIELD. What States are they?
"Mr. MILLS. Missouri, Massachusetts, New York, and Wisconsin.
"Mr. COLLIER. Mississippi has an Income tax,
"Mr. OLDFIRLD. And I believe Oklahoma has an income tax.
"Mr, MILLS. But they have not substituted the Income tax for the other taxes?
"Mr. COLLISR. No; they have not done that.
Mr. Mills' position In the above colloquy was engagingly frank, but obviously

disingenuous, lie virtually admitted that as a national legislator he was urging
something of which he would disapprove as a State legislator. Moreover, had
the amendment which he was supporting been submitted to the States, their
only method of "taking care of themselves" would have been to reject It. Cer-
tainly It would have been too late then to open the way for the procedure which
Mr. Garner was proposing.

The conclusion arrived at by Mr. Mills, that the only way of ending the "tax-
exemption evil" is for the States to pass an Income-tax law, Is a complete non
sequitur. These alleged evils can be quite as effectively removed, so far as con-
cerns tho States by authorizing them to tax Federal bonds~ without 4iscrImlnation
as other Intangible property is taxed, as by authorizing them to tax the Interest
on these bonds tinder an income tax.

(o) Position of the oities.-The fiscal effects of the proposed tax changes upon
the local governmental units, particularly the cities, should be especially considered
In any balancing of the gains and losses, The situation involves, among others,
the following elements:

(i) Local debts are far more, in the aggegate than the State debts and the
cities are the largest single debtor class in t e ocal group. According to table II
the debt of all local units in 1037 was $15,911.3 millions, or 83 percent of the
total. It follows, therefore, that 83 percent of any increase in interest costs
following the imposition of a Federal tax will be borne by the various classes of
local debtor units, and that more than half of the total increase will fall upon the
budgets of the cities;

(I0 Local governmental subdivisions In the United States are limited, in their
exercise of the taxing power, very largely to the property tax. A perpetual
struggle goes on, between the cities and their taxpayers on one hand, and between
the cities and their respective States, on the other. The taxpayer resist increase
of the property tax, and the cities are pressing for larger participation In the
State-collected taxes. Various schemes are In operation for grants to local units,
and for sharing the State-administered taxes, but nowhere can there be found a
completely satisfactory solution for the combination of difficulties which besot
the cities:

(ill) Many local unit would be obliged to pay more than the average Increase
of 50 points in order to market bonds subject to Federal taxation. It is possible
that some of them would encounter serious difficulty In finding buyers at all
under existing legislative restrictions as to interest rate and terms of sale.# For
all such communities the Increase of interest cost would be far greater, propor-
tionately, than that which has been assumed In this report to be a national
average'

(iv) 'he extent to which the cities might share In any income-tax receipt. is
problematical. In a few States the yield of the income tax is shred, in others
t is a State revenue. In all of the latter States, such gains as were realized from

the State tax on Federal interest would go into the State treasury, while the
onerous task of meeting the higher costs caused by the Federal tax on local bond
interest would fall on the local governing bodies.

(d) ffect of Federal taxation of Stale and local interest upon the lax rates of
certain cities,--The best method of visualizing the effect of Federal taxation of
State and local interest is to consider some specific cases. The matter comes
closest home in the case of the cities. The table which follows gives certain

b. An Inttresting case of Jugling to circumvent statutory restrictions is reported by the New York pedal
Joint CommLsion. An amendment to the New York tax la% of IM2 provided that the insurance companies,
banks and other 11nan il corporations owning New York Stat.securities on which the Interest did not
exceed percent, sho-ild have a credit of I percent of the par value to b appied agaist franchise taes
paybole by such corpotlions. The explanation was that certain 3.percentondt were not marketable
at that rat ine.nee an indiret subsidy was provided making the actual interest rate equnvaletto4t C. Special Joint Committee on Txation and fietrenenment, Tat Exemtptlon n tate of New York
(12-, pp. 89, 2-.

1226--pt. 2--4
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pertinent data for all of the cities having a population of 500,000 and over In

TABLU XI.-Oroas debt intereselaid in 1036, increased interest coat that would
be catmsed by Federal taxation oh municipal interest, tax levy per 01,000 in 1986,
and effect of ths Federal tav on the local tax levy

Increased
Interest

cost
assuming ~ lv60 o Tax levy

Grossdt Interest paid 20ponts evy adjusted toCity and State Ir ebt 0 38 d hT 1, nclud(000) yield be I I 36 increased
for Iong, and Interest
short-t rM

debt re~peo-

ww York NY........... 62407 9 $1
hl 7a0o 2I6 1...... . 701Ir95 1,8 14

P hfiTaelphfa, Ph............. 6A329 26,19 20.4 21.27
Detroit, Micnh. ............. 443,107 29,879 2Z 27.00 10.60

Ange l2 12,442 1 ,.29.32.08 3301o lg pn340Io .............
vcld~ho 7001 930 29.81At. Los, ................. 8 37

Baltimoro 198,789 7,0 1,133 21.89 22.19
etn, Mass.................... i8,f 8,3 1,060 a8.

Pittsburgh, Pa 8,4.... la 44 931 37.14 87. 9
Snals ............. 17 2 7,7% 1,09 287 27.68
Milwau ................. 9 057 9 32.27 82.89
Buffalo,. Y ... 5............... A 1 ,746 870 3.9 34.87

The last two columns of the above table tell the story of the effect of a Federal
tax on the interest paid on municipal obligations, on the assumption of a 60
point increase of the interest rate, and of 20 points increase on the short-term
debt. The amount by which the property-tax levy would have been Increased,
under tht conditions prevailing In 19 6 would have ranged from 42 cents per
$1,000 In Milwaukee to $2.10 per $1,000 in Detroit. It should be noted, further-
more, that Detroit would have no opportunity of recovering any part of this
increase through the taxation of Federal interest, since Michigan has no State
income tax.

The especially unfortunate position of the non-income-tax States has been
referred to above. It Is desirable to observe the effects of the Federal tax upon
the local tax rate in some of these States. The effect upon Chicago, Detroit,
and Baltimore is shown in the above table. The situation In all of the remaining
cities with a population of 100,000 and over which are located in States having
no income tax, is given In table XII.

it Data for the next two tables in the text are from Financial StAtbtic of Cities, 1938, Lsued by the Bureau
of the Census.

In the case of the three cities-Los Angel., Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh-the amount xIVn above as
the tax-rate levy for 1938 was computed by divdlingthjtotal _aessment o real and persnal property into
the total amount of taxes raised. As reported by the uen.'us Bureau, certain portions of the tax were not
extended alaist the entire mas of the property assessment.
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TABLE XII. Effect of the Federal tax on the interest cost and local tax rates in certain

cities located in States having no income tax

Increased In-
teret cost,

and 20 P0,nats Tax Ile axy
Gross debt Interest id anau a of er $1 Z

City and State (000) 1IM (00w) yield CA of asseaisea include
Or long -and Yalue, IM 0ahorttm interest
debt respeo.
tively (000)

Qksonve, s.................12 4.4
? ................... , , , $.3 "419&q ... 4.......= 4.46

Peor . 83................1 3 .o.22
40029.70 30.18

Fort Waynb, Ind ................ ,282 23831 23.70 23.07
SUthBend, Ind ............... 9 29 34 24.59 K4$a

oaty Ind.................... 33.2D 83.47
_vavile,I ................. , 03 3Q34 3002
(Iran Rfh icds h ............. 1645 781 97 21 2704
F10nt MI.... "9."01'gel 114 20.22 20.89
Omaha, Ne4.........0,0 1,7 188.4NewaNe,.................... , ... 3 "8 73.1
Near 1 1 k5.8
Jersey lti :N.3 4: . . . 41811
Person. .................. 32812 1 197 43.92 4
Trenton, N. J ................... 22 ,453 20 120 8.87 87.81
Camden N. j ................... i,00 1,1 168 43.15 44.88

............... 17,634 040 105 SSO 829
Providence . I ............... 409 378 19.79 20.8
Houston 'ex ................. 0, 2817 859 44.62 45. 88
Dallas,~o.. 39,234 1, 73 23 34.5 35.38
Ban Antonio, Te ........... 30,417 1,47 17 3. 34 75
Fort Worth, Tex ................ 2004 1,205 100 41.38 4140
El Paso, Tex .................... 8,9 452 51 34.98 35. 0
Seattle, Wash ................ 103,288 4,43 673 2.54 542
Spokane, W4 ........ 4,593 183 20 45.47 45.83
Tacoma, Wash .................. 1,850 722 90 57.82 50.64

The last two columns of this table tell the story of the effect that will be pro-
duced in the larger cities by the Federal taxation of the interest on their bonds.
The property tax rates would probably be increased in some of these cities by
more than the amounts shown in the above table, for the estimated increase of
interest cost was computed in every case on the basis of a 00-point advance in
the yield rate. Some of the cities in the above list are not in the top grade, from
a bond investment standpoint, and they would in all probability pay more than
60 points in excess of the present yield basis of their loans after the interest
thereon became taxable.

In contrast with the situation in the States having no income tax, it will be
worth while to consider how some of the cities in New York State would be
affected. The following table contains some relevant data:s

TA13LE XIII.-stimated increase of interest, effect on tax rates, and amount received
under existing State income tax, in the cities of New York State with a population
of 100,000 and over

Amount received In 1937 as

Estimated Tax rate, Tax rate ad- a distribution of-Oity Interet ,t,, d t.o u In - _ _ _
sensed value eat Increase Personal In- Business oor.

come tax poration tax

New York Oily. ....... $14 24w V 4 $ g $06 $,7Buffalo .................... $ 1,,000 $2?.06 14 $28.01 $10

Rochester..... ............... 483,70 30.93 37. 0,0 38A300Sacuse ..................... 22 30.20 28 ,800 143,500Yoner ........................ 2152.6 3. 20330 ,k 40
Albany. .......................... P 33.8 149,900 87,300
Utica ........................... .. 3A.2 41.01 42. 84100 34, 00

41 Data used In the Art three columns from the Census Bureau's publication, Financial Statistics of
Clues 1930 Data for the last two columns, from the Report of the New York Tax Commission, 1937,
table $3.
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The effect on the tax rates of New York cities, when adjustment is made to
provide for an increase of tax levy sufficient to cover the higher interest cost, is
Iound to be about the same as it would be in other States. In the last two
columns of the table are given the amounts which these cities actually received,
in 1937, as their respective shares of the State taxes on all personal and business
net incomes. It is significant that the estimated additional interest cost is
greater than the amount now being received as the local share of the entire State

x on personal incomes, notwithstanding that this tax was collected in 1937, at
the specially increased rates which have been imposed as a temporary measure.
Assuming that New York would continue the present policy of sharing income-tax
receipts with the local units, in the event that Federal immunity were waived, it
Is clear that none of these large cities could expect to receive more than a small
fraction of the amount by which their interest costs would be increased. It will
be noted that In the case of Utica, the increase of interest cost exceeded the city's
share from both of the State taxes levied on net incomes in 1937. Albany's share
of both taxes waq barely more than the interest increase, and even in the case of
New York City, the excess of total income-tax apportionments over the estimated
additional Interest was only a little more than $2,000,000.

The effect of the Federal tax and debt costs ana local tax rates in the leading
cities of New York and New Jersey is shown in tables XII and XIII. It will be
interesting to consider the over-all effects of the tax on State and local interest
costs in these States, in the light of the developments in State and local borrowing
from 1932 to 1937. The significant figures are given in table XIV."

TABLE XIV.-ntereat paid in New York and New Jersey in 1982 and 1087, by
classes of Fovernmental subdivisions, and increased interest costs of the 1987 debt
on the bases of a 60 point rise in interest rates

NEW YORK

Addition nalflat vu
Actual Actual Actual In. point

Interest paid Interet paid Crew. 1937 in1ernt
1932 193 over 1932 Interest 9on 1037

debt total

tate debt ..................................... $17, 762, 000 $20,145. 000 $23,03,000 $4,412,000

Municipal debt ............................. 110; N .5 000 12278,000 1241.000 18,097,0c 0

Other 16a debt ................................ 17,61,000 28,184,000 8. 613,000 3.8K88000

Total .................................... 145,743,000 180,08, 000 23,323.000 27, 245,000

NEW JERSEY

Sdebt.....................................7SK000 P623000 $1.037,000
municipal debt ............................... W 10,00, 768;000 1205.000 6,081,000

Otherlocal debt ................................ 1, 044,00 11:8t0 14,419,000 1, 882, 000

Total .................................... 54,870, 000 83.700,000 11,101,000 7, 70. 000

I1Dee='el8e,

The Federal tax would cause an increase of debt cost, for New York, greater
than the actual Increase from additional borrowing during the 5 years. The total
interest payments in New Jersey actually declined by more than $1,000,000 from
1932 to 1937, but the Federal tax would increase the cost over the 1037 total by
almost $8,000,000. The additional burden on the taxpayers of New York State
alone would equal all that all of the States could reasonably expect from the tax-
ation of Federal interest assuming universal use of State income taxes. The in-
creased burden on New Jersey taxpayers would be almost one-half of the amount
which all of tb .--i States that now have income taxes could expect to receive from
the taxation o4;- aderal interest.

It is clear, also, that in these States as In others, the bulk of the increased burden
would fall on the municipal and other local budgets.

(e) The local consequence of increased local tax rnte.-The effects of local tax
rate increases shoulder considered in connection with the efforts that are being
made in various places to put local financial management on a better basis. In

it Data from the Tresuty Gray Book, p# 8.
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New Jersey, for Instance$ laws were enacted a few years ago which looked toward
a cash basis for current county and municipal operations. In substance, the local
budgets were required, by this legislation, to carry two new items; (a) an appro-
pration item entitled " reserve for uncollected taxes;" and (b) a receipts item en-
titled "anticipated delinquent tax collections." If the two items should balance,
no effect on the tax rate would ensue, but if the collection of delinquent taxes
should fall below anticipation, the tax rate would go up in the next year to cover
the exce&q of appropriated reserve over actual receipts.

Property-tax delinquency, in New Jersey and elsewhere tends to vary with
the tax rate.60 The effect of the Federal tax would be to Increase the local tax
rates, as the volume of debt subject to the tax rose, and this upward movement
of the tax rates would produce relatively greater tax delinquency. The cities
would be obliged to increase their appropriated reserves for delinquent tax col-
lection, since the collection would be slower and more uncertain. The difference
between appropriated reserve and actual delinquent collections would compel
the budgeting of a tax overlay In subsequent years, and this would in turn cause
a further rise of the tax rate that would intensify the difficulty. With the "snow-
balling" effect thus produced, It might be impossible for many communities to
maintain a cash basis budgetary position.

Were an effort made to counteract the rising tax rates and increasing tax
delinquency through more rigorous enforcement of collection procedure, the result
would be a larger number of tax sales and a relatively larger loss of equities in
homes and other small properties through final foreclosure of the tax title liens.

(f) Tax exemption and municipal ownership.-When the tax-exemption amend-
ment was under discussion, in 1922, it was opposed by those who favored the
municipal ownership of various utilities, such as water and electric power.*0 It
was reported at the time that the private utilities favored the amendment in
order to end the advantage which the cities enjoyed, through tax Immunity, In
their loans to Introduce municipal ownership.

This subject is again to the fore, for the Federal Government has been actively
engaged In furthering municipal ownership, in the area served by the Tennessee
Valley Authority and elsewhere. The present report takes no position on the
municipal ownership Issue, but it should be pointed out that the Federal taxation
of State and local bond interest would accomplish much of what it was said that
the opponents of municipal ownership hoped for from the earlier amendment.

(g) State and local agencies without the taxing power.-In various States there
are public agencies which are authorized to Issue bonds, and which are required
to use this method of obtaining capital funds, but without the power to levy
taxes. Their revenues are derived from tolls or service charges. Examples are
the port authorities, bridge commissions, and different special district authorities
established to provide and manage sewer, drainage, irrigation, and other services.
These agencies are relatively powerless to increase their gross revenues, which
depend on the volume of traffic or business done. The increased interest charges
on the bonds issued by these agencies would materially delay amortization, and
hence would delay the time when the tolls or charges could be reduced or elimi-
nated. In some cases, at least, such a policy is regarded to be advantageous
to the public, and in considering the future effects of the proposed extension
of Federal taxation, the added delay in achieving this goal must be taken into
account.

Summary of the position of the States and cities.-It Is fair to say that the majority
of the States, and also of the Important counties and cities, have very little pros-
pect of fiscal advantage from the suggested waiver of Federal tax immunity. The
total State revenue from the taxation of Federal interest would be small In any
case and it may vanish entirely under the social-security program. Such revenue
as may be collected will be heavily concentrated in the lew States in which the
bulk Of the individuals and corporations that own these bonds are domiciled.
Elsewhere the interest cost will greatly exceed the possible revenue gain. Even
in the few States that may be regarded as fortunate from the standpoint of revenue
gain, there is no assurance that alI of the local subdivisions will find their budgetary
problems eased by the tax change. These subdivisions must first obtain from
their respective States a share of the new revenue, and they must then make cer-
tain that their own share counterbalances the increased cost of their loans. Finally,
the non-income-tax States must decide between adding a State income tax to the
load which the Federal Government Is now placing on all incomes, and foregoing

.4 Tax delinquency varies also with general business conditions, and with the vigor of the collection ad.
ministration, But In soy giren business oondltlon, and with any Ivan degree of vlror in collection, It is
still true that the difficulty of collection tends to vary with the weight of the tr burden.

1 Hardy, op. ef., pp. 27, 39.
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entirely any prospect of sharing In the meager total revenues that may be openedup to Them.

OPTION I1. RECIPROCAL FEDERAL AND STATE TAXATION OF BOND INTEREST,
WITH COMPLETE REMOVAL OF FEDERAL TAX EXEMPTION PRIVILEGES NOW
ACCORDED TO FEDERAL BONDS

The third option that Is available for dealing with the tax-exemption problem
is discontinuance of the practice of exempting the interest on Federal obligations
from Federal Income tax. This option can be exercised in combination with the
other two, or It can be exercised alone. Since It Involves the Federal Government
only, it is a step which can be taken at any time by statutory change. No questions
of constitutionality or of tax encroachment are Involved.

The practical result of an elimination of the exemption now allowed to Federal
interest, with respect both to the Federal revenue and the added Interest cost,
would be the same, whether this step were to be taken In combination with the
changes which have been designated as options I and 1I, or as an Independent act.
Accordingly, the discussion wll proceed with the estimates of revenue gain and
added interest cost as if this were the only action to be taken relative to tax
exemption. At the end of this section, these results will be combined with those
obtained earlier. Thus two contrasting policies may be compared. One Is the
policy to be dealt with here, which Involves the Federal Government only. The
other Is the policy of complete elimination of tax Immunities and tax exemptions,
which would be applied by a combination of the three options outlined.

1. Federal revenue from the taxation of Federal interest.-The revenue which the
Federal Government would collect by subjecting the Interest on Its debt obliga-
tions to Income tax naturally depends on the amount of interest and on Its distri-
bution among the categories of Investors. Some of this interest is received by
public funds and agencies, and some by institutional Investors exempted from the
income tax. While both of these groups are at present excluded, there Is no
guarantee that the policy will be maintained Indefinitely. It was pointed out
above that the absence of guarantee, especially for the State and local investment
funds, gives particular emphasis to the importance of putting whatever policy
may be considered upon a firm constitutional basis." In this report, however, It
is assumed that both the public agencies and the exempted institutional investors
will continue to be excluded from the application of the Federal Income tax.

(a) The amount and distribution of Federal interest as of 1987.-The total interest-
bearing debt of the Federal Government and of Its agencies In 1937 was $46,350
millions. On this debt the interest payment amounted for the year to $1,148,-
000,000.61 It is necessary to resort to some assumptions at certain points in order
to arrive at an allocation of this Interest among the various categories of investors.
Since the methods employed are rather technical, they will be presented in an
appendix.U The apportionment of Federal interest as of 1937. to the several
investor classes, exempt and taxable, is shown in table XV.

TABLE XV.-stimated ownership distribution of Federal interest as of. 1937, by
categories of investors

IMillions of dollars)
Category of ownership: I Amou,

Public investment funds -------------------------------------- $241. 9
Exempted Institutional investors ----------------------------- 62. 3

Subtotal, Interest not subject to income tax ................... 304. 2

Corporations ----------------------------------------------- 565. 0
Reported in 1936 by individuals with net Income of $5,000 and over:

Wholly exempt --------------------------------------- 42. 5
Partially exempt .................................... 43. 1

Reported In 1936 by Individuals with no net Income ------------- 1. 3
Imputed to Individuals with net Incomes under $5,000 ----------- 33. 8
Imputed to Individuals with net Incomes of $5,000 and over ------ 158. 1

Subtotal, interest subject to income tax ...................... 843. 8

Total Federal Interest in 1937 ............................... 1, 148. 0

aSupra, p. 124.
H Treasury GrayBook, pp. 11, 12.ISee appendix E.
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(b) The probable revenue Yield from Federal taxation of Federal interest.-It

now remains to estimate the revenue which the Federal Government might expect
from a volume of its own interest payments, to investors subject to income tax,
as large as that shown in table XIV, and distributed to classes of Iwstors in
accordance with the assumptions indicated in the preparation of that table. The
procedure followed here will be similar to that used earlier in estimating the yield
of a Federal tax on State and local bond interest.$

(i) The corporation tax.-As indicated in appendix E, the corporation Income
tax returns for 1936 appear to warrant the assumption that on the average, only
60 percent of the interest received by corporations from their holdings of Federal
bonds will be received by corporations having net Income, On this basis, the
Federal tax would have applied to $339 540,000 of the amount shown in table XV.
Usin a corporation tax rate of 169 percent, the revenue would have been
$56 24 000

(Ii) he ax on individual incomes.-It is necessary to deal separately with the
several classes of interest income assumed to have been received by individuals.

First, the Interest receipts in individual net incomes under $5,000 would be
would be merged with the vast mass of net income in these low brackets. Since
there is no way of knowing how many persons would be involved, and hence no
way of knowing to Just what extent deductions and allowances would enter, it is
assumed that the highest effective tax rate on net incomes under $5,000 for 1988,
namely 0.84 percent, would apply for 1937.5 On this basis, the tax yield from this
category of individual incomes would be $284,000.

Second, the partially-exempt interest reported, being already subject to surtax,
would become subject only to the normal tax of 4 percent, as additional taxation,
If the exemptions were removed. Disregarding any possible deductions or offsets,
this part of the interest income of individuals would produce $1,728 000

Third, there remains the wholly-exempt interest reported by individuals with
net incomes of $5,000 and over, and the additional Federal interest deemed, for
the present purpose to have been received by this same group of taxpayers a
total of $200,800,006. As in the case of the Federal tax on State interest, the iax
will be computed in two ways. One is to assume that the $200,600,000 of Federal
interest which has been imputed to the individual incomes of $5,000 and over,
consisting of $42,500 000 of wholly exempt interest reported in 1936 and $158,-
100,000 of additional Interest imputed to these net income groups, is to be received
by Income groups in the same relative proportions as was the amount of partially
exempt Federal interest reported in 1936. As explained above, the present
distribution of Federal interest receipts which are subject to the whole weight of
the Federal tax except for the small normal tax affords one clue to the possible
distribution of the individual holdings and interest receipts when they are sub.
ected to normal as well as surtax. The other method of calculation is to assume

that with the removal of the exemption, the investment distribution pattern
for Federal bonds would conform to that for bonds now taxable as revealed by
the analysis of estate-tax returns.

Under the first method, which assumes that the entire amount of interest
allocated to the larger individual incomes as of 1937 will be distributed through
the several income brackets in the manner revealed by the reported receipts of
partially exempt interest in 1936, the yield of the tax would be $45 661,000.
Under the second method which assumes that the Impact of the tax will lead to i
distribution pattern for Federal bonds similar to that now found to exist for
taxable private bonds, the yield of the tax would be $55,886,000.6? An average
of the two estimates would be $50,773,000.

The results of these estimates of the Federal revenue to be obtained from the
complete removal of tax exemptions from all Federal interest are summarized
in table XVI..

TAD3La XVI. Results of estimates of Federal revenue from taxation of Federal-bondinterest, as of 1087
Class of taxpayer:

Corporations ------------------------------------------- $56, 024,000
Individuals with net incomes under $5,000 ----------------- 284, 000

Partially exempt interest ------------------------------------ , 726, 000
Wholly exempt interest, in net incomes of $5,000 and over

(average of two estimates) .................................. 50, 778, 000

Total estimated revenue ------------------------- 108,807,000
USupra pp 120.
8 statisls oflnooms, 1, p. 39.

I In appendix F the methodof calculation b shown In detail.
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In compiling the general results, the total, as shown in table XVI, will be
rounded off to $1 09,000,000.

If may seem strange that the estimates of Federal revenue from a total Federal
interest payment of $839,400,000 to Investors liable to income tax should be less
than the estimates given under option I of the Federal revenue from some $574,-
000,000 of State and local interest paid to taxable investors. The explanation
lies in the different proportions found to have been received by corporations in
the two cases. It was found that corporations received about 71 percent of all
Federal interest that would have been taxable, as of 1937, and only about 35 per-
cent cot all State interest that would have been taxable in this year, Naturally,
the less that is received by individuals subject to high surtaxes, the less must be
the tax.

2. Estimated increase of Federal interest cost.-There Is no reason to anticipate
that investors will regard a removal of tax exemption from Federal interest any
differently than they would a removal of tax immunity from State and local interest.
That is, they will revalue the Federal debt paper on a basis which will throw as
much as possible of the burden of the tax upon the debtor Government. The
difficult element in the problem is to approximate the degree of readjustment of
yield basis that may be expected to occur.

That there will be some readjustment of this sort seems clear. To hold other-
wise would be equivalent to saying that there has never been any fiscal advantage
to the Federal Government from the exemptions granted under the income tax.
It would be equivalent to saying that the JFederal Government could have sold
its bonds and notes, through all the years since the war period, at exactly the
same terms as they have been sold, whether the interest thereon were taxable
or not. No one believes that such would have been or could have been, the case.
The Government has definitely benefited, through lower interest rates, from the
tax exemptions granted.

It must be equally evident that a reversal of this tax policy would result in
some readjustment of yield-basis rates, and that it would therefore cost the Gov-
ernment more, In interest, to carry a given volume of indebtedness than it now
does. In discussing the effect of the Federal income tax on the yield b4sis of
State and local bonds, in earlier pages of this report is it was concluded, on the
basis of such evidence as could be assembled from statistical sources and from the
opinions of experts in the bond field, that the impact of the Federal tax would cause
a readjustment of at least 60 points in-yield basis for the long-term debt and of 20
points for the short-term debt of the States and their subdivisions.

The degree of readjustment, In the case of the yield basis for Federal debt
obligations, will depend on the strength of the market demand for these obliga-
tions, and particularly on the comparative influence of corporate and Individual
investors respectively in establishing the market prices of the several issues.
The burden of the Federal tax will not be the same for corporations as for indi-
viduals, taking the latter all together on an average basis of tax burden. A
corporate owner of Federal securities would need to shift a tax which absorbs
some 16% to 19 percent of the income received, while the whole group of high-
net-income individual 3-h I irs must reckon on shifting a tax which would absorb
on the average some 2, - _ nb of the interest income received.6' If the new yield
bmsis were to be one w...-1 would allow complete shifting of the tax back to the
Federal Government, it would require an adjustment of the present long-term
yield basis which is 2.40 percent, amounting to 16 percent of 2.40, or 39.6
pOints in the ease of corporations, or of 26 percent of 2.40 or 60 points, in the case
of individual Investors. An average of the two requirements would be 50 points,
which would mean a yield-basis rate of 2.00 percent for long-term Federal debt
after the tax had been imposed, as against the present yield basis of 2.40 percent.
The establishment of a 2.00 percent yield basis would mean, further that the
market competition between corporations and individuals had resulted in a shift-
Ing of part but not all of the tax' burden falling on the general group of individual
investors, and in the shifting of somewhat more than the full burden of the tax
imposed on the corporate investors.

This is not an unreasonable or impossible outcome. The calculations just given
as to yield basis change, if full shiftin of the tax were to occur, indicate that cor-
porat onswould need to buy taxable ederal bonds on approximately a 2.80 per-
cent yield basis instead of a 2.40 percent basis' in order to realize about the same
net return as at present. But they would not bid the prices to this level unless

Is UPMs p. 110-1124
S8uupa, p. 187. The results of estimates, presented there show that Inlvidusls with net Ifloomes of

,000 and over would pay total tax of $,0,77,000 on s total Federal Interestincome of $200,60,000. This
i an average tax rate of 26.3 percent.
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other competing investors made it necessary. Their only competitors of conse-
quence would be the individual investors, for whom, on the average, a yield basis
of approximately 3 percent would be required to provide the same net return
after paying the tax as is now received. But the fact that corporate buyers coula
afford to push the bidding for any given issue to a 2.80 percent basist if necessary,
would prevent individual investors from establishing a 8 percent yield baste.
The actual price and yield basis levels would therefore tend to be a compromise
which when expressed as an average would be 2.00 percent. Thus there is sup-
port, 6y deduction, for an average yield-basis change of 60 points in the interest
cost of the long-term debt,

In the case of the short-term Federal debt, no definite yield basis data are
available. This debt is in two main categories, namely, the Treasury bills and
certificates, maturing ordinarily in about 90 days, and the Treasury notes, with
maturities of 3 to 8 years. The interest terms and the yield basis of the Treasury
bills have been extremely low. Since the investors 'who bury this paper are now
receiving almost no interest income, the effect of a tax would be slight, To be
sure, such interest income as is received would be subject to the same rates of
tax as any other income, but the yield figure is already so near to zero that the
impat of the tax would be negligible. 0 If the effect of the tax on the cost of
issuing Treasury bills and certificates be entirely ignored, it would not mator-
ally affect the general result, as long as the current competitive situation for
the marketing of the paper prevails.

The case is different with respect to the Treasury notes. The interest rates on
these issues range from 1% to 1S percent, and an average yield basis from 0.80
to 1 percent would probably be notfar from the mark. Since corporate investors
appear to dominate the market for the Treasury notes the impact of the tax on
corporate net income would be of greater controlling influence on the yield adjust-
ment than that of the tax on individual investors. If the present yield basis for
Treasury notes is from 0.80 to 1 percent, an adjustment of from 12 to 10.6 points
would be required for complete shifting of the tax. A fair figure for use in the
present calculation would be 10 points.

On the basis of the assumptions made here as to yield-basis changes, the effect
of the Federal income tax on the cost of the Federal debt would be as set out in
table XVII.

TABLE XVII.--Etimated increase of interest on the Federal debt after subjection of
that interest to Federal income tax

Character of debt Amount Yield.tbels Increase of tn-

adjustment rWtest cost

Loni term .................................................. $*651%00,000 0 $14% M% 000
Shotterm: iioo1 5,000N otes .......................................... .... 16, 185000, 000 10 1 14 0

Bills ......................................... Z53. 000; M00 ()

Total ................................................. 4 . OD, 000 ............ 17 , 4.000

I As Indicated In the text, no attempt it made to measu the Impact of the tax on the oesL of bill and
certificate financing. While some adjdstment might in fact occur, it would be so slight as to have only a
eligible effect on the total cost of worrying the Federal debt. The item "Bills" alsd includes ettcs.

SUMMARY Or OPTION II
Revenue gain to Federal Government.... - .................- $100, 000,000
Increased interest cost to Federal Government---------------167, 000,000

Net loss to Federal Government..-.................... 48, 000,000

It comes as something of a shock to discover that the removal of the Federal
tax exemption from Federal interest would cost more In additional interest on the
Federal debt of $48,350,000,000 than It would produce In additional revenue.
But this is not so unreasonable when the following facts are considered:

(1) Of the total Federal interest paid in 1937, $308,600,000, or almost 27 percent
of the whole, went to exempted or immune classes of investors. Part of this

0 In December 10. Treasury bills were sold at a premium, which meant negative interest for the pur.
chasers. This unusual situation was produced by the desire of the banks to effect certain advantageous
year-end adjustments.
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interest could be taxed by repealing the tax exemptions now allowed to philan.
thropy. The remainder can be taxed only by completely breaking down the
tax Immunity of-the States for all of their institutional revenues. Should this be
accomplished, it would enable the Federal Government to tax, not only the
investment Incomes of the States and cities, but also their incomes from water.
works, electric light, and power systems, and even their revenues in the form of
taxes on property,gaoline and other tax revenues.$'

If the exempted Federal interest paid in 1937 had been taxed at the corporation
rate of 16% percent, the yield would have been $50,000,000, or about enough
to balance out the gain and loss as shown by the above summary.

(2) More than half of the entire Federal debt is held by corporations.u Taking
Into account the degree to which corporate tax liability is affecteoI by business
conditions, and the rates applicable to corporate net incomes, it Is clear that the
revenue possibilities in this direction are not large. In fact, reference to table
XV 6 discloses that individuals with large incomes do not receive a large portion
of the taxable Federal interest.

SUMMARY OF OPTIONS I, it, AND it

The fiscal results of the examination of the several possibilities for dealing with
tax exemption and tax immunity will now be brought together, singly and in
combination. All figures are in millions of dollars.

Option I (from p. ISO above)

States: J Federal Government:
Loss ....................... I l ] e e a G oenm .. .. ..: ( ) (C

Los----------11 Gain ---------- 10 70 9

Option II (from p. 195 above)

States: . Federal Government:
Gain---------- ..-.-.- 171 ....................... 80

Option Il (from p. 180 above)

Federal Government:
Gain ---------------------- 109
Loss --------------------- 157

Net loss ---------------- 48

Combination of the three options

STATES
Gain: Tax on Federal interest. .. . . . . . .-17
Loss: Federal tax on State interest-------Ia13

Net los to States .............................................. 96

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Gain: . Loss: Increased Interest cost:
From tax on State Interest Ia hiI...............;.. 12 By State tax ................ 80

---------------- 70 By Federal tax .............. 157
............----------05

From tax n Feral Interest-1Total Federal loss ......... 187

Total Federal gains: (a) 229, (b) 170, (q) 204.
Net gain (or 1oss) to Federal Government:

Under estimate (a) of option I- ............................ 42 gain,
Under estimate (I) of option I ............................ 8 loss.
Under estimate (c) of option I ............................. 17 gain.

o' Sumra p. 118, note.
# S Appendix H.
a Buprs, p. ISO.
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Balance of State and Federal gains or lopmes
Under estimate (a), a combined not 1o* of 54 (excess of State net loss over

Federal net gain). I
Under estimate (b), a combined not loss of 104 (sum of State and Federal net

losses .
Under estimate () a combined net loss of 79 (excess of State not loss overFederal netg ain).In short, the outlook for not fi', advantage from any sort of change in the

tax exemption situation is not p& tioularly attractive. The combined balances
of gain and loss that emerge from the calculations offered here indicate varying
amounts of not loss, depending on the estimates that are used as the probable
Federal revenue from State and local bond Interest. It seems that one source
of this not loss is the fact that a considerable proportion of State and Federal
interest, respectively, is being received by agencies and institutions which are
excluded from the Federal income tax. It is probable that if this interest were
to be taxed, there would be a fairly close balance of the gains and losses.6'

After all, some such result is what might be expected from a deductive approach
'to the problem, If it be assumed that those who were made subject to a tax, from
which they had hitherto been immune, would make an effort to shift it. The
continuing presence of a field of tax exemption, over against the remainder of
the investment field for which there is no exemption, tends to create a differential
in favor of the tax-free investments. Withdrawal of the tax preference would
tend to wipe out this differential not so much by causing the acceptable rate of
investment return in the taxable field to drop to the level of that which had proved
to be acceptable in the tax-free field, but by the reverse process of causing the
yield basis in the formerly exempt field to rise to a level approximating that in
the investment area which had always been subjected to taxation. Such differ.
ential as would continue when both investment fields were taxed on the same
basis would be attributable to whatever superiority, from the standpoint of
security of principal, certainty of return, and effectiveness of the processes avail-
able for enforcing payment, that the investments in one field might still present
over those in the other field.

In the estimate presented here, no assumption has been made to the effect that
with the removal of tax exemption, the yield basis of Government securities will
completely coincide with that of the best private securities. It has been assumed
that this spread will be reduced, and such approxhnations as have been offered
here have been based upon calculations, intended to be reasonable and probable,
of the influence of the tax exemption in causing this spread, and therefore of the
influence of removing the exemption upon its diminution.

The effect of the social-seourity program which is now in operation upon the
whole future of the exempt security problem must be mentioned again. The fore-
going summary of the results that may develop under the several available options
presents the situation as it may exist some 30 to 40 years hence. If the present
p~aUs for a large old-age reserve fund are carried out, they will also require some
40 years for their com lete development. Consequently, the situation which may
exist, say, in 1980, is that a Federal agency, namely, the old-age reserve accounI,
may be the sole holder of Federal debt. The practical result of whatever taxation
changes might be made would be, therefore, Federal taxation of State and local
bond interest with no counterbalancing taxation or adjustment of any kind. In
other words the practical result would- be that outlined under option I.

This would be the case, regardless of the manner in which the tax changes are
to be made, whether by statute or by constitutional amendment, and regardless
of the guaranties which might be held out to the States with respect to reciprocal
taxing powers. If no Federal debt is to be held by any investor subject toa
State or a Federal income-tax law, all guaranties and all waivers of immunity Will
have no significance,

As a practical fiscal matter, the wisest procedure would be to neglect entirely
al of the elaborate calculations that are made here, or that anyone else may make,
relative to options II and II or any modification of these options, and conoen-trate attention upon the effects that are likely to be produced under a future tax
situation which would be the equivalent of that outlined under option 1. Unless
the financing provisions of the Social Security Act are profoundly modified, there
is little use to consider any other fiscal situation resulting from the removal of tax

4In a much more elaborate study of the subject than Is here undertaken Dr. 0. 0. Hardy came to the
conclusion some year ago that the revenue pins and interest costs wouid about equal each other, of.,
0. 0, Hardy, tax-exempt securities and the surlas (1M), pp. 9P, 100.
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immunity or tax exemption. For this reason It is particularly important that the
States have ample time and opportunity to consider Just where they are likely to
come out, as a result of any changes that are to be made.

PART II. THE GENERAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF TAX
IMMUNITY AND TAX EXEMPTION

SUMMARY

This section of the report deals with the general economic and social aspects of
the taxation or exemption of public securities, with particular reference to the
problem of Intergovernmental relationships. The Federal Government is privi-
leged to tax or exempt its own securities without giving rise to the issues that are

reelpitated by the relations between State and Federal Government. Much of
the discussion about this subject has implied, however, that State and local secu-
rities constitute the villain in the play. Yet, because of the many points of un-
certainty with respect to the rights of the States and the limitations to be imposed
on any extension of Federal taxing power, there is no reason whatever for refusing
to proceed with sufficient caution and deliberation to make certain that an equi-
table adjustment of these difficulties is proposed in advance. The only way of
doing this is by consideration of a constitutional amendment. It cannotbe done
merely by a statutory change.

As a preliminary- t the discussion of appropriate amendments, it is proper to
examine the case that is advanced to demonstrate that some sort of action should
be taken. This part of the present report is devoted to an examination of the so.
called "tax-exemption evil" from various viewpoints. The preceding part of the
report has indicated that the fiscal results are inconclusive, except to indicate that
more is likely to be lost than gained, from the standpoint of all taxpayers. It now
remains to consider what are the grounds for insisting upon a program that will
inflict these net losses, because of the other advantages and Improvements that
will ensue.

(1) The leading argument for the elimination of tag exemption and tax Im-
munity is that this must be done in the interest of progressive taxation. The tax-
free bond is said to be a form of investment which makes It easy for investors to
avoid the payment of heavy surtax, or indeed to avoid the payment of all income
tax. Two issues emerge here, one relating to the ease of tax avoidance, and the
other to the paramount importance of progressive taxation.

(a) The ease of tax avoidance through the tax free security.-The tax exemption
problem must lie whittled down to its proper size by eliminating all of the
Federal and State interest except that which is received by the few individuals
with large incomes. Other investors are accepting a yield on investments of this
character, which offsets, or more than offsets, the tax that they would pay if
taxable securities were owned instead. While these investors do not, in fact,
contribute to the Federal Government, they are contributing as much or more
to the relief of other taxpayers as they would otherwise contribute in Federal
tax. Since all grades of government must be supported, there is no real case of
easy tax avoidance with respect to a large proportion of the interest paid on the
public debts.

The breaking point of advantage in taxation through ownership of tax-free
securities depends on the yield basis level and on the spread between the yields
on exempt and taxable investment. Under the conditions prevalent through
much of the year 1938, and with the tax rates then applicable, this breaking point
would come at an income level of some $55,000 to $60,000. It is only above
some such income level that the investor begins to gain through ownership of
the tax-free security.

No definite information exists as to how many persons are involved, above
this level, through the ownership of tax-free securities, or how much tax-tree
income is involved. Even more uncertain Is the question of how much of this
income would remain in the high-income brackets for taxation If the policy were
changed. In 1036 there were 12,975 individual returns of $60,000 net income and
over. These returns reported a total net income of $1,595,000,000, and a total
tax of some $651,000,000 was levied upon that income. In any event, the
persons who could benefit from the ownership of tax-free securities have not
sought complete escape from Federal income tax In the haven of the tax exempts.
All of the evidence indicates that the ownership of tax-free securities is, in the
main, incidental. It is not a road to wealth. those with large estates acquire
some of these securities, but in general the progressive Income-tax system remains
intact. It has not been destroyed, or even seriously Impaired, through these
investments.
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Even so, it would be worth considering what might be done, if only the effects

of the tax policy could be confined to the few persons who do escape some part
of their tax. This raises the question of the relative emphasis upon tax progres-
sion, as against other considerations, for the subjection of all persons to strict
progresion may have other consequences that ought to be considered.

(b) The case for progressive taxation.-The primary purpose of all taxation is
to provide public revenue, but the Incidental and collateral effects of the revenue
system must not be ignored. In fact the Congress has already modified the
progressive principle, in recognition of theso collateral effects.

One case of modified tax progression is in the treatment of long-term capital
gains, which may be realized without subjection to the complete and rigorous
scale of surtax rates. Another case Is the deduction for charitable contributions
up to 15 percent of the net income. At bottom, the justification for each of
these modifications is that the public revenue benefits ultimately, through the
recognition of public interests other than those of a hypothetically just system
of taxation, A freer capital market will contribute eventually to larger national
income, and thus to larger revenues. Hence, It is wise to moderate the tax on
capital gains in the interest of free capital transfers. Gifts to education and
plillanthropy mean that the State must spend less on these services, and thus
the exemption of such gifts results in savings to other taxpa era,

So it is with the tax-free securities. Investors through their competition,
establish a lower interest-cost level for these securities, and thus save other tax-
payers from costs that they would otherwiM pay. The fundamental issue here
is whether it is more advantageous that the millions of these other taxpayers

should have such relief as is thus afforded, or that the very few persons for whom
the tax-free security does represent a saving should be brought strictly to book.

The modern income-tax policy has overemphasized progression under a mis-
taken impression that by so doing the principle of ability to pay was being
served.

(2) A second argument for the elimination of the tax-free security Is that it
diverts funds from productive private investment. Literally there is a diver-
sion, since the same money cannot be simultaneously invested In municipal and
in corporate bonds. Practically, the issue is whether the growth of public debts
and particularly of State and local debts, has been a hindrance to the growth of
private capital.

The greater part of the State and local debt now outstanding was issued during
the twenties, All of the evidence that is available indicates that this was also a
period of rapid business expansion. Those who believe that the collapse in 1029
was caused by overinvestment would probably argue that there should have been
a greater diversion from industry than in fact occurred. Moreover, the Federal
Government was paying off its debt at a substantial rate from 1920 to 1930, and
much of what the States and cities borrowed may be regarded as simply an ab-
sorption of the funds released by Federal debt payment. There has been very
little net increase of State and local debt since 1932, and also very little addition
to the capital fund. The fact is that in prosperous times the Nation's productivity
can support both industrial growth and the expansion of public services, but In
depressed times, it can support neither on the accustomed scale.

(3) A third argument is that much State and local borrowing has been wasteful,
and elimination of the tax immunity would curb local extravagance. Reference
to the purposes of State and local debt issue indicates that it has been Incurred in
the provision of facilities and the performance of services that were demanded by
the people, or by the forces of social change, such as the motor vehicle and the
needof improved highways. Very little of this debt has been issued to pay for
current operating expenses.

In weighing the relative advantages of strict taxation and of the incidental
benefits to the millions of taxpayers who now support State and local government,
the future must be considered, for it is quite likely to bring new problems, in the
solution of which further use of public credit will be required. An example of
these future needs is provided by the program for low-cost housing. An examin-
ation of the National Housing Act of 1937 reveals that it is filled with conditions
and assumptions of tax exemption. It is indeed strange to find certain depart.
ments of the Federal Government pressing so zealously for the elimination of all
tax exemptions and immunities, while at almost the same time the Congress is
passing new and forward-looking legislation, the very success of which rests upon
extensiv use of the lower'rates of interest to be obtained through tax exemption.
New York officials estimate that the removal of tax immunity from housing-
authority bonds will add as much as 8I per month vor room to the rentals which
they must obtain. This would be a definite blow to the goal of low-rent housing,
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unless it is intended that other State and local taxpayers shall be called upon to
supply a subsidy that will offset this increase.

The main object of this report Is to set out all of the principal issues that are
Involved in the problem of Inter-governmental tax immunity. If it appears to
stress those elements of the problema which reflect the State and local viewpoint,
it is because no one has as vet undertaken to set forth such arguments an con-
siderations as should be examined in arriving at a matured judgment.

One of the most fundamental of all considerations Is that action should be
taken in such manner as will preserve the Federal experiment and promote its
lasting success. The Supreme Court has often been criticized for its tendency to
modify the Constitution through judicial construction, Yet here is a case in
which the Department o" Justice and Treasury rely upon judicial elimination of
a doctrine, more than a century old, for the purpose of obtaining a further exten.
sion of the Federal taxing power. If after weighing everything that can be
brought out on both sides, the people should decide that it is better for tile mil-
lions of small taxpayers to have their burdens increased than it is for a few hun-
dreds or a few thousands of investors to escape Federal income tax on a small
part of their incomes, then the only right and proper procedure is to formulate
and submit to the States a constitutional amendment, under which Federal and
State taxing powers shall be carefully stated, and as carefully limited, to accom.
plish the purposes desired.

TEn GENERAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OP TAX IMMUNITY AND TAX
EXEMPTION

Since no clear-out case exists, tn terms of dollars and cents, for extending the
Federal taxing power to the interest on State and local bonds, it becomes necessary
to consider what reasons, other than those of a financial sort, might be advanced in
support of such a change. These reasons will be reviewed here. The discussion
of this aspect of the subject will be directed chiefly at the Federal-State relation-
ship and the implications that arise from the proposed elimination of the immunity
rules. The grounds for this delimination are the following;

First, the States are directly affected by and concerned with the proposal to
extend the Federal taxing jurisdiction to the interest on their bonds. They are
not directly concerned with anything that may be done with respect to the axa-
tion status under Federal laws, of interest on the Federal bonds.

Second, it Is the State aspect of the problem which gives rise to controversial
issues of authority, legal and constitutional. No such issues can arise with
respect to the Federal tax policy toward Federal interest.

Since a grant of authority to tax State instrumentalities in a manner that will
affect the terms and conditions of their use by the States, will directly influence,
and possibly interfere with, the performance of State functions, the reasons that
are advanced in support of such a grant become of the greatest importance.
The relations of Federal and State Governments will be profoundly affected by it,
whether the extension of Federal power be made by a statute which would become
permanent if it were sustained by the Supreme Court, or by constitutional amend-
ment. The question of procedure in such an important matter admits of only one
reasonable answer which is that such change as must be made, if any, should be
by amendment. There are far too many points of uncertainty, and far too many
hazards involved for the States, to warrant their passive acceptance of a mere
legislative extension of Federal power.

While the amendment process would presumably assure certain essential
guarantees to the States and would set limits to Federal taxation which would
protect their own governmental revenues from such taxation, the suggestion for
an amendment does not go to the root of the matter. It is necessary, first of all,
to discover what sort of case can be made for the proposed expansion of the
Federal taxing power. The results of an examination of the project from the
fiscal side are quite inconclusive, except to indicate that more is likely to be lost
than gained, from the standpoint of all taxpayers.

Tun ARnUmNm' YOU THE ELIMINATtON or TAX IMMUNITY AND TAX EXEMPTION

1. The argument that to immunity and tai exemption must, be eiminated in the
interest of progressive tazation.-There is only one argument of Imo stance which
has been advanced in support of the proposed extension of the Federal Taxing
power. This i the, argument that tax immunity and exemption must be eliminated
in order to make progressive taxation operate with mathematical precision. The
policy of exempting the interest onFederal bonds was introduced during the wtr
as one plank In the program of selling the war bonds at lower rates of iterest
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than would have been possible otherwise. Naturally, the interest on State and
local bonds has been considered immune from Federal taxation since the beginning
of the income tax in 1913. As the surtax rntes were increased, the advantage of
owning a tax-free bond became greater for the recipient of a large income. This
advantage has been offset in part by the premiums which the highest grade
tax-exempt bonds commanded and by the decline of coupon rates on such bonds.
The discussion of the subject has been characterized by many generalities which
were not and in some cases could not be, substantiated. The principal emphasis
in that discussion has been upon the extent to which the policy has undermined
the income tax.

A recent representative expression of thLM viewpoint occurs in the address by
Dr. Roswell Magili before the National Tax Association in 193, He said: 03

"Progressive surtaxes cannot be made to operate effectively so long as govern-
ments themselves provide this easy mode of escape for them.,

TIhe Implication of this and many similar 'statements is that the whole Federal
income-tax system has been broken down by the existence of the tax-exempt
securities and also that there is here provided an "easy," that is, an entirely
painess or burdenless way of evading income tax.

Two separate contentions or arguments are Implied here. One is that the
strict application of progression is always paramount to every other issue in
taxation. This will be dealt with below. The other contention, to be discussed
immediately, is that the presence of tax-exempt securities provides an easy escape
from progression.

(a) Scope of tax immunity and tax exemption as a Mal and economic problem,-
Before it is possible to proceed with the argument that tax immunity and tax
exemption constitute a serious menace to the operation of the income tax, it is
necessary to see more definitely the dimensions of the problem. In all of the
popular discussion and in some which has been contributed by responsible per-
sons this matter of the alleged escape from the full effects of progressive taxation
has been set forth as if it were coextensive with the whole volume of public debt
obligations. Since the total of Federal, State, and local debt, as of 1087, was
some $85,000,000,000, it is implied that the escape of wealthy individuals from
the progressive income tax is of a similar relative order of magnitude. That Is,
it is implied that all of the Interest paid on this huge debt amounting to some
$1951,00 000 in 1937, was received by persons who should have been paying
substantial rates of progressive taxation. Carelessness in definingthe real prob.
lem has been responsib e for much of the unrest and discontent at are said to
have been provoked by the existence of tax-exempt or tax-immune securites.

The figures that have been given in part I indicate clearly that the real prob-
lem of escape from income tax is of considerably smaller dimensions than would
be indicated either by the principal of or the interest on the public debts, Thus,
there is no question of progressive taxation involved in the interest that is re-
ceived by the public trust and investment funds o4 their holdings of public debt.
Nor does this question enter in the case of the exempted philanthropic institu-
tions or the ordinary business corporations, In fact, it is only that part of this
interest which would be received by individuals with large Incomes that does
involve the issue of "tax justice," or progressive taxation.

It is impossible to ascertain just how large a proportion of the exempt and im-
mune interest is being received by the individuals with large incomes. These
persons make certain Informational reports, in connection with their income.tax
returns. Except for the partially exempt Federal interest there is no tax liability
and hence no enforced obligation to make a complete return. For the year 1036
the individuals with net incomes of $5,000 and over admitted receipt of State and
Federal interest as follows:
Interest on State and local debt ............................. $182, 793, 000
Interest on Federal debt:

Wholly exempt------------------------------------- 42, 619, 000Oarlly exempt ...................... ................. 482,1,000
tally exempt-------------- - - -............ A -43, 152, 000

Oe National Tax Association, eo. cit. 0f.1 also, Facin oublbod by hestheA Tx Problem, ~hd 1hT nlothCentury Fund, 1937, pP.. , for a 1.alded d0i IM 
attention Is given to any ether p ases of the matter elt he .from ItW Jute" which I
In he epe of certain portions of certain lam Incomes rem the strict applica iton of tbe'progreVsive tax

Hit should be said that the Treasury Department haa compiled data which help to correct thi fmpres.
aont. They bave. ben issued In temporary form, and ha e used freely In this report, the citation

here 0I te Treasury oray Book. Bupra, p. too.
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For reasons that are set out In part 1,,1 It was not possible to accept these figures
as an accurate reporting of the wholly exempt interest from Federal and State
debt obligations. In tables VI and XV the following amounts of State and
Federal interestwere imputed to individuals with net incomes of $5,000 and
over:N
State and local bond interest ................................ $348, 900,000
Federal interest ........................................... 105, 800,000

Total ............................................... 544, 700, 000
This is a substantial amount, but the caution was noted as the figures were

offered that complete accuracy was not claimed for them. The error, If any, Is
that they overstate the amount of interest income received by this particular
group of taxpayers. The correct amount of interest received as of 1037 by Indi-
vidual investors was probably somewhere between the lower limit of the total
actually reported in 1036 and the upper limit of the receipts Imputed to them in
this report.

But not all of such tax exempt interest as may actually be received by the indi.
viduals with net incomes of $5,000 and over is Involved in the real problem of
pro give taxation.

None of It is taxed, to be sure, but the recipients of a substantial portion of It
are paying a heavier price for the receipt of a tax-exempt income than they would
ay for the ownership of taxable bonds. That is, they are out of pocket more,
n consequence of the low yield of the public securities, even if no income tax is

paid, than they would be if they had bought taxable bonds and Raid the tax.
For all such persons, the exempt security does not provide an "easy escape from
income tax, but a relatively hard way.

In effect, the acceptance of a lower-yield rate on a tax-exempt investment Is a
kind of taxation at the source. Part of what would otherwise be income is taken
from the investor who buys a tax-exempt bond in the form of a lower rate of
Interest than would be payable if the return were subject to income tax. The
investor in State or local bonds Is not contributing directly to the Federal Govern-
ment, but he is contributing handsomely to the support of State and local govern-
ment. In fact, he is doing more toward the tax relief of those who must support
State and local government than he would do If the tax immunity were removed.
Since the citizens of the States and the citizens of the United States are, after all,
the same body of persons, does it really matter so much whether the contribution
which each one makes In support of government Is made to the Federal or to the
State government? It is possible to-be over-zealous In looking out for the taxing
authority and the taxation interests of one government, to the neglect of the
interests of the other governments In the Federal system.

If the investor buys Federal tax-exempt bonds,, he is contributing Indirectly
to the support of the Federal Government, through a kind of withholding from
his income at the source. The figures given In part I show that the indirect
contribution of all investors is greater In the aggregate, through their acceptance
of lower interest returns than It woufd be If the tax exemption were removed.'Looking at the matter, however, directly from the standpoint of the portionof the tax-exempt and tax-immune interest that is received by persons who gain
more through such investments than they would by owning taxable investments
and paying taxes, it is evident that the positive advantage appears only at a
certain level of income. In fact, it may be rather surprising to some to find that
the breaking point between advantage and disadvantage in the ownership of
tax-free securities lies as high as it does in the income scale. Its exact location
will depend on the yield spread between the exempt and the taxable securitti

This point can e illustrated as follows. According to the investment yield
given in appendix B, the average yield basis for high-grade muncipas

ding 1038 was 2.60 percent and for triple A corporate bonds it was .20 percent.
If during 1038 one had had the choice of buying either municipal or corporate
bonds ,n these respective yield bases, the result, from the income and taxation
standpoint, would have been as follows. It is assumed that the purchaser is
married, without depended and that no other deductions are made from income
exceptor marital status. It is also assumed that he has no other income, al-

though this Is done Only to simplify the illutration.
* p .,r tabl V.( ad t 19 (oi table XV,,, '0 thi, summary or Opitioft HI, supre. p. 129.
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Excess of . aln, after
Income taxes,

Amount Invested from oor. Income through
tax purcha

of taxable
bonds

~80.................................. 1000 10..91! 1
10, 7 0 0 ,0....0 0. 10,200 10,88 '15

I LOss,

The breaking point rises as the yield spread widens. With a municipal bond
yield of 2.60 percent, and a corporate bond yield of 3.35 percent, or a spread of 76
points, the positive advantage from acquisition of tax exempt securities would
begin at just under an Investment of $2,000,000, or an income of $67,000.70

If the investor has other income, his calculation of the advantage or disadvan-
tage from the purchase of tax-exempt securities would naturally take into account
the taxes to be paid on that other income, but the above figures indicate that there
is no tax advantage from converting his estate into exempt securities until after
the income has passed the level of $54,000 or thereabouts, It the yield bases and
differential are as they were, on the avers e, during 1038; or the level of $67,000
or thereabouts if the yield spread should e as much as 75 points in favor of the
corporate bonds on a 2.60 percent basis for the municipal bonds.

Consequently, the undeserved escape from progression is a matter which should
give rise to concern only in the case of those with net income above the level of
some $50,000 to $60,000. Below that level, the advantage from tax-exemption
which may accrue to any taxpayer if he has other incomeIs not of great relative
importance. It is impossible for anyone to say just how much of the total tax
exempt and tax Immune interest is now being paid to individuals with a net in-
come of $60,000 and more. If this amount could be ascertained with any cer-
tainty, it would be possible to get a definitive measure of the tax loss which is cor-
rectly attributable to the defective operation of the progressive system. As has
just been pointed out, the inapplicability of the progressive income tax below the
$00,000 level or thereabouts is a matter of no concern in the present connection,
for the investor Is giving up, in income, more than he would were he subject to
Income tax.

Even if it were possible, however, to ascertain exactly how much interest income
is being received in the income brackets above $60,M00 it would be quite another
matter to do something about it in a manner which would confine the effects simply
to the few persons Involved. If the action were to be taken along the line of
eliminating the tax exemption or immunity, the-bad effects on a large number of
other taxpayers would offset the supposedly just results obtained In a few cases.

Here is the practical as distinguished from the abstract and theoretical, aspect
of this problem. The benefits of the present system of tax immunity and tax ex-
emption are not confined to a few wealthy Individuals. They are shared by all
taxpayers in the form of lower taxes to support the public debt. If the claims of a
vague and abstract tax justice are made paramount the increased tax burden
cannot'be restricted to a few wealthy individuals. It also will fall on all of the
other taxpayers,

The charges that have been made relative to the evils of tax exemption carry
implications that are not sustained by the available evidence. The Implication Z
that wealthy individuals are more concerned with an escape from heavy income
taxation than ith anything else. If this were correct, then there should be an
extreme concentration of the exem t and immune securities in the large estates,
and the owners of these estates should have divested themselves of all other Invest-
ments in order to buy these tax-free Investments.

There is no evidence t sustain the implIcilon that thi tax-free securities are all
owned by wealthy individuals, or to suoliort the suggestion that these persons
prefer such investments above all others. Since the privilege Is worth more to
themthan to corporations or small investors, rthey colld easily enough acquire
the outstanding supply If they chose to embark q thlo kind of investment policy#
as they could afford to outbid everyone else for them.

M On the bases assumMd, the exces of Income from the corporate bonds would be $15,000. The total
Income from the corporate bonds Is $07,000, and the tax on $81,50o (187.000 loss personal credit of $2.0) is
$16,218.

122256-S--pt. 2-5
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I The few wealthy individuals have not, In faot, pursued such a course. The

estate tax data summarized In appendix D reveal an upward movement of the ratio
of tax-free bonds to gross estates as the size of the estate Increases, but on the aver-
age the proportion of such Investments Is always far below the proportion of cor-
poration stoks held. While there doubtless are individual instances of large es-
tateswhich are invested entirely in tax-free bonds, the general or over-all picture
is quite different In its emphasis. In fact, the estate tax data support a view-
point which is suggested by common knowledge and obseravtlon to the effect that
he purchase of tax-free securities Is not what makes one wealthy. Ratherthe

situation is that as one's wealth increases, there is a tendency to invest some part
of it in securities of this sort, partly, for reasons of tax relief and partly for other
reasons. The basic source of wealth and income is the country's productive
Industry, and the persons who own consilderable wealth Indicate very clearly their
strong preference for ownership of the forms of property right which grew out of,
and rest upon, the economic pursuits of the community.

In addition-to the evidence of the estate-tax data, which is so clearly against the
notion that the wealthy over-stress tax evasion there is also the evidence of the
income-tax statistics. This evidence, it should be said, constitutes one answer to
the charge that the very wealthy Individutals are escaping the operation of the
income tax through the avenue of the tax-free securities. It is worth while to see
Just what the tar. situation is in the upper-Income brackets.

According to the Statistics of Income for 1030, there woere 12,075 returns of net
incomes in the brisokets of $60,000 and over, which 'was 0.24 percent of the total
number of return filed. The total net Income reported In the returns of $60,000
and over, in 1036, was $1,594,580,000." This was taxable net Income, Evidently
those persons for whom escape from progression was easy did not regard the tax-
exempt field as sufficiently Importantor attractive to warrant them in deserting
the business and Industrial Investment field simply to go 'A refuge from progressive
taxation in the haven of the tax exempts.

Further, the 12,975 persons who made a net income return of $60,000 and over
In 1936 were assessed to pay, on the face of their return and prior to audit, a total
Income tax of $650,869, 0. This was an average tax per return of $50 163, as
compared with an average tax per return of $104 on all persons with not incomes
below the $60,000 level. The tax paid on incomes above $00,000 represented
40.8 percent of the net income reported, while the tax paid on incomes below
$60,000 represented 8.19 percent of total not Income In those brackets. Despite
the omission of comparatively small amounts of exempt or immune bond interest,
there is still plenty of progression In the Income tax, according to these figures.

When there is other Income, the breaking point of advantage In holding tax-
exempt securities may drop to the net income level of $20,000 or therabouts,
although the exact point will depend on the relative yield of exempt and taxable
investments. As indicated above, the relative gain from such investments by
persons whose net Income may be between $20,000 and $50 000 Is not large and

becomes smaller in proportion as the income Itself diminishes. In 1936 there
were 84,565 persons who reported a, net income of $20 000 and over. The total,
net Income reported by these persons was $3,847,21,000 and the tax levied
thereon was $949 276,000.

Opinions will differ as to whether the presence of as much income from tax-
exempt sources as may be received, either by those In the net income brackets of,
$60,000 and above, or by the somewhat larger group in the net income brackets
of $20,000 and Above, means so great a degree of failure in the application of
progression to all incomes as to constitute a break-down of the progressive prin-
ciple. go far as concerns relative magnitudes, It does not make a very strong case&
for the collapse of the progresive poliy, either with respect to the number of*
taxpayers Involved, or w th respect to the proportion of the total net Income in
these higher brackets. Much depends upon the weight that is allowed to some
other factors in tbe situation. The rinclpal other factor is the effect on taxpayers
In general that will be produced by the higher cost of the debt, once the tax policy
has been changed.

Final, theloss of revenue is, in considerable degree, a aront rather than real.
Any estimate of a large revenue loss must be. based on ?he assumption that the.
individuals with net Incomes above, say, $50,000, will continue, o hold public.
bonds after the tax is imposed, in the sme albunts as they are now supposed to
hold tem. Such an assumton is only wishfulthinking. if the present holders.
should make extnsiV eaidustmentu, the potential revenue will shrink rapidly..
Moreover, without the market demand such as Is now supplied by this group,.
Hp 0., 9.0 04a.
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interest rates would be even higher because of the inability and the disinclination
of small investors to absorb large quantities of these securities except at attractive
rates of return.

Thus, the service of the large investors in keeping down interest costs s a real
service, while the Government's revenue loss caused by the exemption of their
holdings is, in considerable measure, a paper or hypothetical loss.

Sotne exceptions to the progressive prneiple.-From a practical rather than an
abstract standpoint, it should be clear that a policy of taxation must be so shaped
as to obtain the necessary public revenue In the manner that will best serve the
general public interest, and that the requirements of public interest are at times to
be put ahead of strictly theoretical considerations.

Rigid and unvarying enforcement of progression is one of these theoretical
principles It is a goal which may be sought, provided there are no other suffi-
clently important considerations of public advantage that should come first.
It is necessarily a theoretical goal, for no one can prove the absolute superiority
of one scale of progressive rates over any offher scale. The present income-tax
law contains some Instances of the recognition of regard for the public interest, a
regard which has led to relaxation of the strict progressive principle at certainpoints.() Strict progression waived for capital gains.-For many years the Federal

income tax law has mitigated, by one device or another, the full rigor of the
rogressive scale in the case of capital gains, especially the long-term gains.

Thes6 gains have not been included, to their full extent, as taxable income.
Obviously, in whatever degree or by whatever device the amount of such gain is
scalel down for tax purposes, It constitutes an abandonment of unflinching
progression. This polley has been adopted because it was generally agreed
that the current tax rates would he a serious hindrance to the free transfer of
'capital assets, and because it was generally agreed that a free capital market was
more in the public Interest than the claims of abstract tax justice. It was de-
liberately Introduced to further certain definite ends, notwithstanding the fact
that it constitutes a clear and deliberate interruption of the principle of progression
in the higher income brackets whenever capital gains may be realized. In
making this change the Congress very properly decided not to let blind adherence
to a fixed idea of taxation stand in the way of modifications which seemed to be
in the best interest, not only of the public but of the revenue.

(ii) The case of charitable conlributions.-At another point, also, the income tax
law has always disregarded strict progression. This is the provision which author-
izes deduction of 15 percent of net income for gifts to education and philanthropy.
It means that those with large Incomes are not held to strict account for a pro-
gressive tax on their entire net incomes. It is clear recognition of the proposition
that the public interest is broad enough to embrace other matters than rigorous
and unflinching taxation at progressive rates. There is a definite revenue loss
involved In this concession, too, but the gains at other points in the economy,
including the Indirect revenue gains, are deemed to be worth more than this
loss."

(iii) The immunity of State and local bonds also involves the public interel.-In
the case of the immunity of the interest on State and local bonds from Federal
taxation, another issue of relative gains and losses is presented, which is simply
another way of saying that here, also, Is a matter which touches and Involves the
public Interest. It has been shown in part I that the interest costs to the States
would be Increased by about as much as Federal Government could expect to
to gain in revenue from taxingthat Interest. But it also appears that a few thou.
sand persons who happen to own some of these immune bonds, though by no
means all of them, are not being taxed on the Interest thereform at the rate to
which the progreslve scale rise under the Federal income tax. The hue and
cry has been raied that here are some tax evaders who should be brought to book
and made to pay In full. If this be done it may produce some additional Federal
revenue and the theroretlcal requirements of the progressive system will be more
fully satisfied. But it wil also mean an increase of State and local taxes on the
many millions of persons with small. properties and small Incomes who are nowcarrying, the heavy load of State andlocal taxation. It will add about as much

their burdens as will be collected from the few who have bought the bonds of
h tates and their subdivisions.

SIn to& ibdIvdualsa ported total contdbutiona of M attlos or Inone 1* t I,00.
Tha toeitaltendleoslIotetwtimputedtoD lvd h eeor 0 ov, ,owas
$337,400,000. Of. table VI, p. 119, t85,.
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Th&relative ~Increase' of the tax load at the bbttbomiof the tax scale Isa kind
ofregrehslve taxatoh. = Now the one thing whloh the ardent devotee of progres-
lve station abhors above all else Is regressive taxation. Yet In, this case ho
ttw the paradox of causing/noreased regression In one place by Insisting upon
t itrict application of pro sio ion another place,.,
Incident yth i pard al result moa beqnmore wide read th an may' hav

boon realize The comparative futil of tate income taxation was ohned
out in part L One reaon for this result is the-extent to which lhe deral in,
come tax, with its extremely high rate scale, has monopolized the ncoie tax
field,,, In consequence, the Stared have been driven to develop other revenue
which are regressive in relation to Incomes. The advocate ofprogresson at all
costs has overlooked the vicious circle thus created, for the growth of regressive
State taxes, being stimulated by~th6 Federal income tax policy, jeads to a demand
for more severe progression which in turn compels more intensive regression, and
so on."

This Issue of the immunity of State and local bond interest nvolves the puhto
welfare in & degree whioh tranends such questions as tM supremacy 0 the
Federal taxing power and the fiscal gain or loss to either Goyernment, It In-
volves the integrity the independence, and the service responsibilities or the
States under the FeAeral system., Ules clear and definite limits are set to any
such extension of the Federal taxing power as is here contemplated, the financial
freedom gnd ndependence of the States are in Jeopardy..

The ari ument in the study published by the Department of Justice Is intended
to show that the sixteenth amendment gave Congress an unlimited and unre-
strlcted power to tax Income from whatever source derived.?$ But he net reve-
nue of a city waterworks system is income, and the receipts of a public trust fund
are Income. If the sixteenth amendment i to be conafrued as the Department
of Justice cOntends, it must apply to buch income, for the position is that this is
an unconditional and unlimited grnt of power to tax income, .Unless the rights
of the States are definitely clarified and established, it Is entirely possible that
thin interpretation of the Federal taxing power would lead, before too long, to a
Federal tax on all State and local revenues. This, it Is submitted, Is a matted
of the public interest which i superior to any questions regarding the operation
of tho progressive income tax.
(b) Progressive taxation, and ability to pau.-The principal reason for the In-

astenoe, on progressive taxation is that its supposed -o be the only, correct
method of Inposing taxation according to ability to pay, The concept ofi ability
has never been precisely defined, andihis vageneso ha no doubt contributed to
its widespread acceptance, since each one could give to it such meaning a best
Suited own convenience or specfal-interot. It haa also contributed, e _qnd
doubt, to Wthe transfer of emplais from g Ilty to progrsslon, as Ift the two ideas
were equivalent, and interchangeable,. In, oneqqence, tlhe importance of pro-
gression has been exaggerated, It thmer than abfity, lm come ;o be a cep
as the really sgificant thing.. Prorepsion ha come 6t be regarded as nakid
of eleventh commandment, the one and only test that some persons are wlllrog
t lyi ing udgment upon either a or atax system.

We tor's op niooi, an extreme emp a upon progr- _n is not neceary
to bing income taxatio nte line wtlr ab lityr tp py. Onthecontrary , a

ted.emphufismay, produce o tle, The reason fo, this

(1),O Pclley~of~progreion " requl0ri, for* adminstrAtivo raon, ttit" 04Ui .

ministrively impossible, to tax separate w Ai Of AnOn rep as tMlie ,

.tumpt a tai o, 0,n,
ear-na'phrh

rets~rncorectl c~Seyea t1
tsatptogreeslve rates, su t a f.~

asu&i0ton, v crthers donox"04 (i

. he assumtionsare contray t fat. A the, p lglo*, t~letI

'. romnai income items over a& oslenar year does not-relieet or A.eaoirs *r, t 6 "'f linO . Beauef theeonvenient iauenes

tiiinitmunlty rul and the iteenth amendment, prit d
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@Ion, with a permanence which It does not po os-p., There is nothing in the lastmysterious about the ability topay taxes, It is of the sime tuf1Y ox1tlyfaheability to buy ordinay goods and service. Anyone, w1 iadi tt g~time when a person can buy good, Or pay bills, 1 when ho has the money I -hand
or at, s dposal, No one would make the mistake of thing tlt a ers0¢
could ajy hi grocery bill, long after he hvd spent his money for other ting.Yet this appears to be assumed with reject to the tax bill. The ablity topyfor things i the -market comes with the reeip6 of Income and goes with the spend.ing of income. When the incomes gone, the purchasing ability that it indicated
is also "gone with the wind,' '

Likewise there is an ability to pay tax that comes with the receipt ofincOe and,goes wth Its spending, It is As transient as the wind, and the procedure ofhummarising al Income receipts over a calendar year, to the sum of these incomeItems Indicated a cumulative aggregate ability as of a date beyond the end o7that year, means that,the taxpayer Is alleged to have ability at one tume becausehe hid-and spent-varlous Items of income receipts during a past.,perlodlofjtim e,1 '. : ,
One obvious reply to this critlism Is that the taxpayer should be aware of hifuture tax liability and should set vo from his Income, as it Isreceived, Such a policy can be , d l - o Ollowed by those whoreceive large Incomes. But ilter's concern here ts th the few personswho 'have -large Incomes o who can and do employ o tants, lawyerand others to asit in management of their estates nd the I e theretrom,While the argument e, so far as con he quo$ Ion f lity, to threceipt of large as as small ite fine e, rds ip a ro sionIts incongruity as method of ta crdi to 0 a mo parent

In the case of th great mass m in p r.b raWith respect all of th rso pro io a tax reserve is b dilfl.cult and unlike. That t ori tnot greatt fore ughtfor any sort future obgs y legri n bears nem.That it is fut to ask the works, fh
share of the tributions under thi a brn ou h h eere o batshare at the urce. T method inc e tax o omplo d in the ciaiSecurity Act, r that is wh Is, definite va superior themeth e edunder he xs d asthe gesare paid, and .lsthoref taken t of Income a thep o and relypoint of time hen he be sal have t to pay it. It rueof the work it is equall true a ry lar pro those who a nowpay under the come tax y a re mo t, some a hp

a rather t V ke s crl co rlbu.o but all of em exactly the same ki peoplewith a- e of v mor
or s cloely -a sted to Income, utinr uP, oilh say ildatpInclude all of the ome tax ay ept a f thous the top ao e scale,the imposition ofa post oe, a v hed 1 eisa case mistakenIdentitY. ,.A pr e tax system staken for a sy of taxation

rit to -Atd~ p ce, otion tat in some mystro'us wa fifty, ndthcoogh
It actualZ comes and goes the reei ptuanda ndin pi ewinoverto theda af fiig income-ta rg~a ganed it ausie of, aminwider,standing and misuse of the, 4oe this term Is usedIIn.me tax laws it mea.s grososvenue or g" receipts less al of thelcost, aii .ncue I n the. press of acquirinx~the gres Ineoe.,,i this .p99 fei ome s a: concept appropriate~to a, uuneaseand not ,toan cmilvcll. ,Tibusiness conoe m operate through the year, and t euoesful -it emer u atl*ndfwith a net income. ;This netlnoome,1i actually In band, except i or rl
distributions duringitheyear, .

1t4* li i w 4f t fPced bid '644cn 1r ~~ itle n t a v~ ~ ~ost R p o t i o f i e e ai

pr se t a poleyigs th t thl i s ns -cid a vo t up tax1l s.,v befret6m ak n h ia gL n V 'sm u g

m.en~eluqtsrqe, - cse el) nfrees h ysmao~et h ntie rw

Nbsrvo s ~n6 re i*m1h~1,ref, ja bi45. t4 I M I
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In applying such a net income cbncept to the Individual, it is evident that he
is looked upon as being In some way almost wholly analagous to the business
Unit, and that he Is regarded, therefore as a human machine for producing income.
This analogy is indicated by the deductions allowed individuals from gross income.
They are the same as those allowed to the business unit, and they are all of a
character appropriate to a business undertaking rather than to an individual as
such. No other costs of income production such as would be peculiarly appro-
priate to person as a person, rather than as an Income-producing machine, are
allowed to him. In lieu of all of these peculiarly personal costs of producing a per-
sonal income, the individual is allowed only certain small, arbitrarily determined
amounts,

Since the ultimate purpose of individual effort in production is the satisfaction
of wants through consumption, it is likely that a considerable proportion of all
but the largest incomes must be consumed as received in order to enable the sev.
eral recipients to continue to earn their respective incomes. There can be no
positive generalization with respect to these peculiarly personal costs of income
production, but some concrete illustrations of tho sort of thing that is Involved
will make the point clear. Thus, a bad toothache or an illness may completely
destroy one's efficiency for a time. Hence, one's dentist bill and doctor bill should
be as legitimate charges against gross personal income as the maintenance charges
for the upkeep of machinery in the factory. If a person breaks his leg, the costs
of repair should be as legitimate a charge as would be the cost of repairing a
broken machine in the factory. The individual cannot depreciate his training or
skill, which are his wurking capital, but he can anticipate their decline by carrying
insurance, the cost of which should be as legitimate a charge against gross personal
income as the depreciation of wasting assets in a business.

Again, those who receive substantial incomes, such as professional men and
business executives, are obliged to maintain a certain standard of living and of
social relations in order to command that income, For such persons the small
fiat allowances on account of marital status and dependents bear no accurate
relation whatever to the actual cost of producing an income of, say, $20,000 or
even $50,000 a year. Those who receive such incomes from any kind of personal
services simply cannot escape a substantial burden of cost which is really a costof p reducing the income.

Consequently, much of what is summarized as personal net income for income-
tax purposes is pure fiction, in a real sense of this term when applied to individuals.
Because it is fictional, the use of progresive tax rates over a substantial part of
the personal income range rests on a fictitioas conception of ability to pay. A
much closer approximation personal tax ability would be attained by abandon-
Ing progresIon for all but the largest incomes and substituting a ptoportiotial tax,
collected at source in the greatest degree possible. This method of tax collection
imposes the tax at-the only moment of time when any given item of income receipts
reflects or indicates individual ability to pay the tax.

An exaggerated emphasis on progression and ability to pay, even with respect
to the largest incomes, is likely to reduce bad economic results, and any policy
which produces bad economic results will in the end produce bad fiscal results.
In enacting tax laws, legislatures have been persuaded, by those who have been
capable of coking at only one part of the picture, to levy excessive taxes on large
incomes on the ground that the ability to contribute to government is the sole
obligation of these persons. Such an attitude completely neglects another obli-
gation of those with large Incomep, which is to supply a substantial part of the
additions to the country S capital fund. This second obligation has been stressed
paiztoularly by Mr. Hantes, Under Secretary of the Treasury, and by Mr. Wenohol,
chief counsel of the Bureau of Interpal Revenue, in their testimony before the
secial Senate committee Both of these witnesses have deplored the lack of
enterprise capital and the failure of those With large incomes to provide more of
it. Neither of them has indicated any realization of the connection between the
present tax policy and the ability to supply enterprise capital, assuming that
the tax policy did not destroy the incentive to provide it. Extreme emphasis
.on'the rlity to support government has led to tax rates which disregard the
ability and the obligation to support the eoonoznio system that must produce
all income,

A goetnfient Is justified! In such a tax policy only if itproceeds,, deliberately
and successfully -to supply the enterprise capital which the tax policy has pre-
vented individual from supplying. No one can contend that Ith the possible
exception of Russia, there is any country now using severely progressive tax
rates, which is filling the gap by providing enterprise capital on an adequate

lnfim, pp. 163, 157.
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scale, Everywhere there is a suspicious correlation between excessive taxation
of the savings fund, unemployment, and the public relief load.

The conclusion Is that we have fussed and worried too much about tax progres-
sion, Under a different attitude and a more nearly rational tax policy, the mag-
nitude of the alleged escape from taxation through the ownorhalp of tax-free
securities would diminish and a more realistic basis would be established on which
to judge of the relative advantages and disadvantages of this policy. By com-
parison with the larger benefits of a sounder tax policy, however the contribution
of such a change to iho solution of tax exemption would be only a minor
accomplishment.

2. The argument that the exemption or immunity of public securities from taxation
diverts funds from private flnancing.-Another argument that has been advanced
in favor of the elimination of tax exemption and tax Immunity Is that the avail-
ability of such securities tends to divert from the field of private investment funds
that would otherwise flow into that field. When Dr. C. 0. Hardy investigated
the subject more than a decade ago, he dismissed this contention as of minor
Importance." Consideration of it at this time indicates that it is still of minor,
or even of negligible, significance.

This argument has been advanced, however, from the early days of the discus-
sion of the whole subject. Thus, Mr. Andrew Mellon in a letter to the chairman
of the Ways and Means Committee dated January la 1922, said.S

"This process (i. e., of issuing State and local securities) tends to divert invest-
ment funds from the development of productive enterprises, transportation,
housing, and the like, into nonproductiv'e or wasteful State and municipal expendi-
tures, and forces both of the Federal Government and those engaged in business
and industry to compete with wholly tax-exempt issues, and on that account to
pay higher rates of interest."

The above passage contains certain allegations relative to the economic value
of State and local expenditures which will be dealt with later." Before proceeding
with an examination of the argument that business and industry have been ad-
versely affected, a more recent opinion will be presented. In an address by Mr.
John Philip Wenchel chief counsel of the Bureau of Internal Revenue before
the Investment Banfers' Association of America, at White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va., on October 26, 1038 the following passage occurs: 0

"It is extremely important that our economy have an adequate supply of
'risk' or 'enterprise' capital. There is at the present time no shortage o' senior
capital but there is an acute shortage of risk capital. The most promising source
of risk capital is the savings of individuals in high income brackets, but the policy
of extending tax exemption to public securities attracts much of this capital instead
to a practically risklcs field which might much better be filled by the savings of
persons less able to afford to take a chance. If the tax exemption privilege were
eliminated from future issues of public securities, we might expect, over the next
generation a gradual transfer to use as risk capital of a large proportion of the
proceeds oi such securities now held by individuals in the upper brackets. Thus
it would appear that the effect of the existence of tax-exempt bonds upon the
business life of the country is decidedly bad."

From these two quotations it appears that the emphasis of the fund diversion
argument has shifted. Mr. Mellon thought that the whole supply of funds for
private investment had been unduly diminished by the State and local borrowing
while Mr. Wenchel now holds that it is only the supply of "risk capital" that has
been depleted. He grants that the supply of "senior capital" is adequate...

The force of the diversion argument whether It be set out in the terms used by
Mr. Mellon or in those used by Mr. Wenchel, depends first, on certain matters
of Interpretation, and second, onptrtain matters of fact.

It is of course true that any particular sum whIh" Is available for investment at
a given time cannot simultaneously be invested in public securities and in private
securities. In this elementary literal sense, any sale of. a public debt Issue,
whether Federal or local, woU.d absorb funds that could otherwise have been
absorbed by industry. A qualification is necessary here In recognition of certain
restrictions on the investments made by the Federal Reserve banks, the ordinary
commercial banks, the publIb trust funds and the insurance companies. These
agencies are not wholly free to supply What Mr. Wenchel 'calls iisk capital."

tt 0. 0. Hardy, op. cit . ch .V.
t$ notedd I fa por o the Wa and Means Committee on Taz-Exempt Saritles, aury 1, IO24,
h orn, .s p op If. M .0 ddrs,

Q1uoj from a mimeographed copy Of'*, Wenoh's 'aaddress.
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Hence, when any governmental unit soils its bonds to a bank, a teachers' pension
fund or an insurance company, it is not really diverting funds from industry, and
certainly not from the risk or equity capital of industry, It Is only In so far as
individuals may select public bonds Instead of, industrial investments of any sort
that there can be said to be an effective diversion of capital from private business.
But the validity of the diversion argument depends on what is expected to be

the effect of the tax. If the tax is to restrict, effectively and materially, the
amount of public borrowing, this can only happen through a substantial rise in
the interest rate as the tax goes into effect. If the tax were to have no effect on
the Interest rate as some Government officials have implied, there is no reason to
suppose that such borrowing as has occurred, or as will occur in future, would have
been, or will be restricted." And if there be no restriction, then the taxation of
the interest on the public debt would be of no avail so far as concerns an increase
of the funds available for industry.

The effect of that tax upon the volume of public borrowing would depend on
the strength of the forces that have caused governments, Federal and local, to
borrow. If the loans have been issued simply because relatively cheap money
has tempted all governments into extravagance, then a rise of interest rates caused
by the impact of the tax might exert some restraining influence. But if govern-
ments have borrowed in order to make more adequate provision of services that
were demanded by the people or by the forces of social change, then the increased
interest rates would not have checked the borrowing materially. That part of
this question which affects the States and cities is dealt with in a later section."
Here it should be pointed out that any application of a diversion argument would
involve the Federal borrowing in even greater degree than State and local borrow-
ing, for the Federal debt is now considerably more than double the State and local
debt.

The force of the diversion argument rests also upon certain matters of fact.
During the twenties the Federal Government was reducing its debt, and the only
net increase of public borrowing that occurred was that engaged In by the States
and cities. What evidence is there that this borrowing produced an actual short-
age of funds for private investment which was acute enough to be a source of
embarrassment to industry?

According to the Census Bureau, the gross debt of the States and their sub-
divisions increased as follows from 1022 to 1932: 83

Year and amount of gross dcbt
1922 -------------------------------------------------- $10, 255, 000, 000
1932 -------------------------------------------------- 19, 5760, 000, 000

Increase ----------------------------------------- 9, 321, 000, 000

That is, State and local borrowing went on during this decade at an average
rate of almost a billion dollars a year. But from 1022 to 1030 the Federal Gov-
ernment was releasing funds, through debt retirement, at almost as great a rate."1

Federal interest. Gro.s FederalYear bearing debt debt

19 ............................................................... ". VA 711 ,OO, 000 $2 O4,000 000
1930 ................................................................. 15, 921, 000, 000 10.85,000,000

Total decrease ........................................ 790 000, 000 - . .00, 000
Annual average ........................................ 845 700, 000 847,400.000

Therefore, a large part of the funds obtained by the States and cities from 1922
to 1930 may be saidto have been simply an absorption of the public debt capital
that was being currently released by the Federal debt retirement operations.
The roblemi , fromthe standpoint of the fund-diversion argument to what
degree did this absow'tlon of ftids by the States and cities hamper the growth
of Industrial capital tirough'the same period?

I Qf. Tat Immunity and the Sixteenth Amendment, by the Department of Justice, especially p. 00.
SInfrea, 168, ff.
I tlnited States Buresuof the Census Wealth Debt and axaton 1922, volumeentltled "Public Debt,"
p F/nantal Statistics of States, CitIes, Coun les, and Other Looad Subdivisions, 1932, pp.8 2.

Annual Report of the Secretory of the Treasury# 1937, pp. 410.411.
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A convenient measure of the growth ot industrial capital is provided by the sum-
mary of balance sheet items published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue from
the tabulation of income-tax returns. This tabulation began with the year 1926,
and therefore does not supply information as to the effects upon industrial growth
prior to that date. The following table gives some pertinent data for the years
1928 to 1935 Inclusive: "

TABLE XVILI.-Number of corporations, total assets, capital stock, and debt, from
10P6 to 1935, inclusive

[Dollars In millions)

Number of Capital
corpora- stock Bonded

Year tons sub- Total assets (common debt and
mitring ,.J and pro- mortgages
anto sliets fcrred)

1926 ................................................... 30,449 4262, 170 $84.03 $30, 801
1027 ................................................... 370, O 287. 542 91, . 37, 740
1928 .................................................... 384,54 307,,21R 95.731 42.043
1929 ................................. ................ 394, 815 335, 778 105, 2f8 40. 643
1030 ................................................... 403,173 334, 002 100,184 0, 282
131 .................................................. 381,088 290. 497 99,011 49,101
1932 .................................................. 302,021 280, 03 97.439 47, 222
1033 .................................................. ,, 64 2N. 20 9,482 46, W
1034 .................................................... 410,020 01,307 104,940 4f,604
1935 .................................................... 415,205 303, Ito 102,260 49,822

It will be noted that in the 5 years 1020-30, inclusive, there was a steady
growth in the number of corporations, and in the total of their assets. The in-
crease of assets in the 5-year period was $72,823,000,000. This occurred in a
time when the Federal Government was paying off debt and the total State and
local borrowing was not more than some six or seven billions, at most. That is
industrial assets increased by tenfold the total amount of the State and local
borrowing. The secured debt borrowing of private industry from 1920 to 1930
increased by almost 20 billions, or by something like threefold the debt increase
of States and cities in the same time. It would be extremely difficult to find in this
record of the growth of private business any evidence that the amount of borrowing
by the States and cities had exerted an appreciable retarding influence.
The second 5-year period covered by the above table reflects the influence of

the depression, and to some extent also the influence of the change of Federal tax
polloy, as indicated not only by the increase of tax rates but also by other changes
to be mentioned presently. The number of corporations hap increased, until it
stands above the number reporting in 1930. But the recovery of assets has not
kept pace with the increase of numbers, and the amount of capital financing, for
both the senior and the junior forms of capital ownership, has increased but little.

It Is difficult to find a trace of the influence of State and local borrowing upon
the course of business growth in either the second or the first 6.year period. The
gross Interest. hearing debt of the States and their subdivisions Increased from
$19 103,000,000 in 1032 to $19,152,000,000 in 1937.0 For the time being the
States and cities have stopped borrowing except for refunding purposes. If
there has been a diversion of capital funds from industry, since 1932, itis neces-
sary to look elsewhere for the cause than at the State and local borrowing pro-
gram, for there has been no such program.

A more exact indication of the flow of investment from all sources into capital
formation Is given in the following figures, prepared by Simon Kuznets.'7

I Statistles of Income, 1935 pt T, 25.
0 Tteawur Gray Book, p.sl. As of1932, ths authority estlmsa the State and looal non.Interebearing

debtat $44~01000 in 1032, which rdoonoiles the State and local debt ngir Jint given ai that quote ro
the Census fireu on the preweing page._ Te census reports do no gv* the non.inter t 1 hearing ebtSSimon eunets, National Income and Capntal Pormauon, 191a-s5. Published by the National Buraut
of Eoonomio Research, 1937. The data given lh thO table are from pj 45 And 48.
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TABLH XIX.-Gross and net capital formation, 19*0-84, inclusive

Gross p Not capital for. Gross capital Not capital for.Gros captal atla (Inlud.matton (Includ-
Year formation ( natln chnes ea o i net changesnormatlonn(-(3n in not changesa

year moving yeb s o in busnes
average) Inventories) average) Inventories)

1020 ......... $17,613,000,0 $1I1,8000000 12... : $iS,777,00,00 $3,101,00010011
1921 .......... 15,023,000000 3,63, 000000 1O0..........17, 241 000,00 10,02,000.000
1922 .......... 14,323,000 ,802,000,000 1930 .......... 14, 141,000,000 3,879.00, 000
1923 .......... 1,578. 000, 00 601,000,000 1931 .......... 8.424.000,000 278, t00 000
1024 .......... 17, 521, 000000 0823,0000 1932 ......... .6,23,00, 4,127.00,000
1925 .......... 17,83 1,000.000 10, 044,000000 10934......442,000, 000 2,97, 00,00
192 .......... 18, 810, 00, (I ,734,000000 193..........0,416,000,000 1, ,55, 000, 000
10 .......... 18, 3W, 000, 000 859,000,000

Gross capital formation is the total original Investment of national Income In
the various forms of capital goods, and net capital formation is the net Increase
of capital after deduction for depreciation, depletion, and actual disappearance
In use.

The fact of the matter appears to be that In prosperous times, with a reason-
able tax system, there Is an abundance of capital funds, and the productive capac-
ity of the national economy can well support both the expansion of private
industry and the necessary growth of public services. In adverse times the
diminished productive capacity of the national economy cannot properly support
both industry and government on the same scale as Is possible under happier
economic circumstances. This Incapacity Is intensified by excessive taxation of
the sources of the capital fund.

The general effect of tazation.-Sinoe this report deals with certain aspects of
taxation policy, and also since the subject has already been raised by the Chief
Counsel of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Mr. Wenchel, in the passage quoted
earlier, It seems appropriate to make some suggestions on the topic of the supply
of risk or enterprise capital, with particular regard to the relation of the taxation
policy in general to this supply.

Taxation Is utiquestionably an Important factor In shaping the general attitude
of investors. But in this respect far more weight attaches to the character of
thq taxation policy as a whole than to the relatively narrow and limited field of
the public securities, and especially to the still more restricted field of State and
localsecurities. Here, it Is respectfully submitted, is the cardinal error of Mr.
Wenohol's argument, The subject of the address from which a quotation was
given above was "The Elimination of Intergovernmental Immunities." The
argument advanced In that paper was that Intergovernmental Immunities should
be ended, particularly with reference to the power of the Federal Government
to tax the interest on State and local securities, since their existence prevented
those with large Incomes from investing in so-called "risk capital."

The data that have just been given Indicate that the existence of intergovern-
mental Immunity did not prevent a steady and rapid growth of Investment in
Industry during the twenties. The fact that virtually no net increase of State
and local borrowing has occurred since 1032 is further evidence that there has
been no draining off of investment funds in this direction of late years which can
be attributed to the tax immunity of State and local bonds. The qttestion of the
possible connection between the huge increase of the Federal debt since 1030
and the'scarcity of risk capital Is not here considered, since it does not involve in
any way the subject of Intergovernmental immunity,

There is a correlation, the significance of which should not be overlooked,
between the volume of production, the growth of indtistrial capital, the level of
employment, and the main features of the Federal tax policy. Reduction of
the surtax rates from the high level of the war period began in 1924. Reason-
able, though not liberal, provision was made for the forward deduction of net
losses, and there was no provision for the taxation of undistributed earnings
except as it could be shown that earnings were being accumulated in excess of the
reasonable needs of the business.6 ' It is hardly necessary to look further than

a By the lRevenue Act of 1924 the maximum surtax rate was reduced from 55 to 40 percent, and by the
et of 120 this maximum was set atOpercent. In 1932Itwasrisedto55percent, and in 1935 to 78 percent.

Net loss deduction was permitted into the third year following, hut this was reduced to the ensuing year by
the act of 1032 and entirely elimnated In 1933. Taxation of undistributed profits was introduced in 193.
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at the present taxation policy, by comparison with that of a decade ago, to findan adequate reason for the reluctance of Invertors to assume oven the normalrisks of enterprise, not to mention the abnormal risks of new or hazardous under.
takings.Mr. John W. Hanes, Under Secretary of the Treasury, accurately describedthe Investor reaction toward the risks of enterprise In his statement before thespecial Senate committee. Mr. Hanes said:"It Is highly important that capital should have an adequate incentive to enterventuresome enterprises. I We are confronted today with a great surplus of ca italwhich does not desire to take a chance, and a distinct shortage of that which des.Venturesome capital Is needed to induce the Investment of cautious capital.New enterprises can be started and old ones that are subject to rapid technologicaland stylistic change can be continued only with capital willing to take a chance.Moreover, oven our most stable industries need a margin of enterprising capitalwilling to absorb the shock of the risks to which even these industries are subject,in order to permit them to secure senior capital through the issuance of bondsand preferred stock. The employment of a dollar of venturesome capital maypermit the employment of several dollars of senior capital, but If no one is willingto take a chance, projects may be abandoned even if the earqIngs prospects arepromising.

"Two conditions are required to cause men to take a chance: First, a reasonableprobability of gain, and second, the necessity for takjn the chance to make thegain. No man will call 'tails' on the toss et a coin If o knows It has heads onboth sides, but neither will he bet at all on a fair coin If he has a chance to call'heads' on the double-headed one."Mr. Hanes' purpose was, of course, to clinch the case against the exemption ofpublic securities. But what he said served rather to clinch the case against theFederal tax policy in general, for that policy could hardly be better designed todestroy the two conditions which, as Mr. Hanes says, are required to cause mento take a chance. Tils tax policy has "heads" on both sides, and the taxpayerIs never permitted to call the turn.That this is not simply a personal and prejudiced view of the writer's la shownby the following passage from Facing the Tax Problem, a recent publication thathas attracted wide attention. 9 This passage deals with the effect of the tax systemon business enterprise:"People must be Induced to risk money If the private capitalist system is tofunction. Of course, the Investor Is not the only one who assumes a risk. Inpractice, however, more options are open to him than to others, and the effect oftax policies on lis decisions is generally both the most powerful and the mostdirect.44is willingness to risk money Is only one part of business Initiative. AnotherIs the willingness to exert effort In promoting and managing businesses. Thisfactor, however, seems even more uncertain and will not be covered In the presentanalysis."The taxes that are most commonly accused of weakening the willingness torisk are Income taxes, death taxes, and gift taxes, when they are levied at progres-sive rates-that is, rates that increase as the amount to be taxed increases."To some extent, investors weigh the chances of success and failure beforeplacing their money. By Imposing an income tax on profits, the Governmentclaims a share In the gains without offering to share in the losses. The result issomething like an unfavorable shift In gambling odds, and it may be enough'todeter the nvestor. Whether it will or not depends on the other courses of actionopen to him, and how they appeal to him.,He may turn to some other field of business that offers less reward and alsoless risk. Since a tax at progressive rates, such as the Federal income tax, takesa smaller proportion of th income as the Income shrlinks,.tho Government willclaim a smaller proportion of the less spectacular reward. *"Spp ose, for example, that an investor estimates roughly that he has 1 chanceIn 10 ofsucce ding in venture A, where success will bring $500,000, and 1 Chancein 2'of succeedilngn venture B, where success will bring only $50,000. Suppose,further, that the 2 ventures are about equally attractive to him until he considersthe income tax. A steeply progressive income tax that will cut down the netreward of venture A by a much larger percentage than it will the reward of ventureB will Induce him to choose venture B,
itF wilg the Tax, Problem, pp. 61-M3. Pubt-shod by the Twentieth Oentury Funi (Now ior), 1918.
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"It personal exemption, earned income credit oto, are disregarded and If the
venture chosen is the investor'S only source of Income for the given year and is
conducted as an unincorporated business the present Federal tax will out the
return from the risky venture from $506,000 to $104 000. Similarly the gain
from the relatively safe venture B will be out from $6U,000 to $40,300. A com-
parison of $194 0 with $40,360 (5 of course quite different from a comparison
of $ U00,000 With $50,000.

"Although nothing is known of the actual extent of such influences, it seems
reasonable to assume that the present Federal income tax Is exerting an effective
pressure on many investors to turn away from high-risk ventures to relatively
safe fields of business.

"The pressure depends on both the high rates and the ro ressive feature.
The investor may be so rich that he Is already in the top parls'o the Income tax
schedule where the proiression is slight. If the choice between venture A and
venture B as described a ove is to be made by an investor who already has a net
income of $1,000;000 the problem changes. Since that part of his income over
$1,000,000 but less than $2,000 000 is taxed at 77 percent, in effect the $50,000
from venture B and the $860 060 from venture A will'be taxed at the same flat
rate, The rate is so high that the investor may decide to select neither venture
but at least the degree of weighting against the risky enterprise that was noted
in the-first example no longer exists.

"The investor may of course, purchase State or municipal bonds, or short-term
Federal securities and thus avoid entirely both the Federal surtax and the Federal
normal tax. His investment in such securities does not necessarily deprive busi-
ness of capital funds, as has been often charged, For every buyer there is a seller
and the person who sells the bonds now has the same investmnent problem that
the buyer used to have. The only way in which the tax-e.ompt feature can
hamper business initiative by depriving it of capital is by increasing the total
amount of tax-free securities outstanding.

"In other words, for State and local issues, the proper question is: How much
fewer securities would the States and localities sell if the interest on their bonds
were not exempt from Federal income tax? This is another way of asking whether
these bodies, when deciding whether to incur a debt, attach much importance to
the rate of interest that they have to pay. The answer is largely a matter of opin-
ion, The writer's present impression is that the volume of State and local debt
has not been much influenced by exemption from the Federal tax.

"An economic limit may be reached through a discouragement of saving
rather than of willingness to risk. The two are closely related, as has been seen.
If the possible winnings In a risky enterprise are cut down by taxation while the
chances for loss remain as before, capital may not enter that field. Perhaps the
capital that would have gone into the risky field under a different tax system will
notbe accumulated at all. Thus a progressive income tax, if high enough, may
tend to restrict capital accumulation."

The viewpoint that the present tax policy is dicadvantageous, not only for
industry but for, the revenue, was recently expressed by Senator Harrison, of
Mississippi. The following quotations are from a report of his address at Detroit
on December 19, as published by the New York Times of that date:

"Discussing the tax question, the Senator said that it had been necessary for
the Government to tap every source of revenue, with the result that Federal
taxes were heavier today than in any other peacetime period.

" 'In the imposition of surtaxes in the higher brackets we have reached the
point of diminishing returns,' he asserted.

"'The country,' he declared, is 'suffering from high blood pressure.
"I shall not undertake on this occasion to discuss the causes for this condi-

tion. No common agreement can be reached by the diagnosticians, but we must
agree that if the exercise has been too violent, some modification must be em-
ployed and proper diet and rest be prescribed.'"

3,. The argument thaT tx itmmunity has encouraged Sltate and local extravagance.-
Another minor argument, is that tax immunity for State and local bonds has
stimulated their issue and thus has led to a greater use of public credit in State
and innoipal financing than the local needs have justified. The relatively low
interest rates at which this paper could be sold it Is said, have tempted them to
Issue more ofIt than they would have issued if the Interest -ost had been higher,
Hence, it is concluded that the Federal tax.would be a good thing in that It would
be a wholesome restraining influence upon State and local borrowing.
. this argument 'be stressed It Involves admission that the effect of the Federal

tax would be to Increase the interest cost of the State and local debt. Otherwise
the Imposition of the tax would have no restraining effect.
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Judgment as to the wisdom and necessity of State and local borrowing Is not
easy. Instances may be found, particularly in the mmudcipal field, which indicate
laxity in the use of public credit by municipal officers, who were able by borrow-
ing at long term for the purchase of short-lived equipment and for he payment
of current operating expenses to keep the tax rate down for the time being."
doing further back, it is possible to find periods in the history of State financing
in which abuses were committed in the issue of State bonds." But if the use
of public credit for the financing of current expenses be an infallible indicator of
waste and extravagance, then the history of the Federal finances in recent years
willprovide ample basis for some strong sermons on the wasteful issle of public
bonds.

The fact is that much of such improper use of public credit as there may have
been by States and cities occurred a long time ago. The bulk of the State and
local debt now outstanding has been created since the beginning of the present
century, and a large proportion of it has appeared within the past 25 years,.
During this period there has been Increasing regard for proper standards, and
Increasingly strict control by legislation and by administrative agencies over the
purposes and the amounts of the debt that could be issued. With respect to the
existing indebtedness therefore, it is by no means possible to say, as might have
been said of some of the nineteenth century State and municipal loans that they
were produced by lax or corrupt political administrations, or that they repre-
sented foolish or wasteful expenditures,

The statement by Mr. Mellon which was quoted above ' would be more accu-
rate as a judgment of the character of the State and local debt financing before
1000 than of that which now exists. There was relatively heavy State and local
borrowing during the twenties, but the Federal financial needs of the war period
had led to a severe curtailment of all financing both private and public, except
that which had a clear relation to the war effort, The best test of the need and
of the usefulness of the present outstanding State and local debt is provided by a
survey of the purposes for which the loans have been made.

(a) The purposes of Stote and local borrowing.-Tho purposes which have been
served by State and local borrowing over the past 20 years or so, are revealed by
the Census Bureau reports, in which the principal purposes of this borrowing are
shown, insofar as the records have permitted the Bureau to make a classification.
The historical trend in the case of the States, is illustrated by the data In table XX.

The last report of the Bureau on the financial statistics of States is for the year
1031. The lack of more recent data is somewhat unfortunate, for the Treasury
Gray Book presents figures which show that between 1932 and 1937 the total
interest.-bearing debt of the States increased by $402,500,000.'4 No information
is available to show the purpose for which this more recent borrowing was done,
but some part of it at least, was for various emergency purposes during the
depression years. %hat part of this latest increase of the aggregate State debts
may have been wasteful or unnecessary it is impossible to say, but there is no
external evidence to show that it represented an improper use of public credit
inspired by the tax exemption privileges which the bonds commanded.

Turning to table XX it is seen that all of the State debt, the purpose of which
can be positively identified has been incurred in the provision of equipment-
lands, buildings, roads bridges, and other facilitis--to be used as part of or in
connection with the public services which the States ar performing for the people.
The accelerating tempo of change during the past quarter century has forced upon
the States and their subdivisions an obligation to provide services and facilities
at a rapidly expanding rate. It is by no means certain that the country has come
to the end of this acceleration, and that the demands of the future Wili be any less
extensive or less urgent than have been those of the past generation. It would
have been very diffloult to do all of the things called for, in the volume in which
they were demanded, out of current tax resources, No doubt this difficulty will
be experienced In the future. At any rate, in the past it was the current popular
judgment that pubio credit should be used and the result was that the bonds
were issued. In rejecting the charge of extravagence, there is no intention to
defend each and every issue as being a Prudent and economical application of the
States' resources. But by and large there has been no greater waste here than
at any other point in the governmental system.

"tOf. P. 0. Adams Publio Debts (t887)pt. L.
SOf.W A. 8ott, 'he 1eudlation of slate Debtt j1 93).
'In 0l18the rosidebtoft Statesand their subdivisions, less sinking fund assets, totalled $3,821,897,000.

Bureau of the Census, Wealth, Debt, and Taxation, 10iS, vol. 1, p. 229.
t Bupra, P. 165.
04 Op. it, p. 62. The Increase of Statq debt was accompanied by a reduction of local debt sufficient to

produce only the small over-all increase shown on p. 154 above.
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TABLID XX.-Funded, floatitn and special assessment debt of the States at close of
year classified by purpose

Purpose 1918 1919 1924 1928 1931

general governmental purpose:Government btU idngs, In.
eluding armoriw ......... *l7500 i,0,0 $7,9,00 4,9,00 48300

Highways ............. . 4 : 1.UO 104' , 000 704 417~105 000 1, 426100ualtrmpoment... 70 ,000 48000 2,614, 2 2;184 4,12 0006narilleo hospit=ls andcorrections ............. 17,361,000 16, 891,000 24,041,000 33,032,000 82,757,000Edoto..............9,0,00 ,9,0 5700 4,0,0 58,68,000
Parks and reservations.. 7,0,000 11,949000 ,000 31,58,000 2414,000
Soldiers and sailors' relief

and homes ................ 374,000 224,000 248,127,000 254,684,000 225,498,000
Miscellaneous and unre-
,,ported ................. 172,37,000 1895,5 01,000 198,070, 000 2%59000 30,179,000

loans ................... 1,241 9,80000 7,488,000 8,762,000 8,847,000
Subtotal, general govern-

mental purposes ......... 473,757,000 857,510,000 1,% 2,770000 2
Puli ervi1r enter rises.... 2%620300 45,010,000 140,31,0 290,500000 294,870,000

Funding an refun ing .......... 54,074,000 03,,0 70,187,000 159,733,000 ! 03,200,000

Orandtotal ........... 551,01000 0830,000, 494, 410,000 12001,107, 000 234,297,000

I The Census Bureau excluded funding and refunding bonds from the grand total. In other years, such
bonds are excluded from amount reported If they represented a funding or refunding of earlier issues the
purpose of which was known, being, In such case, classified under the appropriate purpose.

Considering the purposes for which the States have borrowed, it seems reason-
able to question whether the movement which forced the construction of roads,
school and other public buildings, parks, hospitals and the-like, would have been
materially restrained by such Increase of Interest costs as Federal taxation would
have produced. Nor does it seem likely that such would be the result in future.
There has been an apparent if not a real, element of necessity in this borrowing.
The probable result would have been in the past, as it will be in future if the
interest from such bonds is made taxable, a payment of the higher cost involved
as part of the necessary price of the improvements,

The purposes for which the units of local government have borrowed have
been much the same as those which have m - ivated the States. The picture
at this point must be left incomplete, for no agency has compiled uniform records
of all local borrowing according to the purposes of the loans. The Census Bureau's
data for the larger cities are summarized In table XXI.

This record of the purposes for which the cities have borrowed is much the
same as for the States, and no further comment Is required on the significance of
those purposes, or on the effects of a Federal tax on the future cost of simil.ar
loans. ... ...
I Apropos of the charge of State and local misuse of borrowed funds, the following
statement by Mr. John N. Garner, in the debate on the proposed tax-exemption
amendment in 1022, Is enlightening: ,

"Who are the -people back of te propagandaf for this amendment? I have
tried to show you that the President said the real reason for It was that it would
restrict the Issuance of these State and municipal bonds, so that'the money, could
9oelshere Into other kinds of business. [thought to myself Iwhen I heard
im1readthat portion of his message, what Is more Important to this, country

than the building of schoolhouses, the construction of good roads, the reclaiming
of the desert lands, and the cultivation of the waste places. These things are
conservers of civilization. If they fail, our boasted oivilization sinks into chaos."
ft Congressional Record, vol. 64, pt. I, p. 12,87th Oong., 4th aess., December 19, 192.
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TABLz XXI.-Fundd and special assessment debt of cities at close of year

flu thousands of dollar]

Cities of 80,000 population and over- Cities of
100

Purpose Up A1915 1010 1024 1928 1931, tSlAnd
over, 1930

0eneraIlovnmnt budln.. 89,95 109,192 71,422 8,457 189, 80 148,542
Pollee nd fire ........................ 41,8W 46,051 M,8at 74,09,047 6,22

Sowers, eto ...........................245, "1 9, 74 , 4,51
Highways .................... 448.7M 88 ,48 0 1 1 04794h 1,3 0l,6117 010,883
C'harlitla, hospital, correWtion. . K086..9, 2 , 420 181,83 2907,074
Education ............. 33,225 478,008 708,703 1,149,024 1,734,303 1,242,835
Pilrks and plIygrotnd. ........... , 783 178,821 102,118 26, 701 3e 608 801,144
Mlseellanoous and unreported ...... 5 89,753 840,214 420,147 041,501 1,125,800 1,103,808

Subtotal, general gov.rnmental....1,0,02 2,328,808 2 ,054,3 1 9 , ,8 4.8
Publie.serviceentoerprisos ............ 00000 1,191,470 1,004,710 1,380,691 2 977,34 2823,835
PundIng and refundin .............. 11,772 178,035 143 .0A, 171,62 ,210:805 ,8.981

Total ............................. 3,01,332 8,80,020 15,770,025 '8,022,(42 8,09m,30 7,6A108

A Not included In the total,
I New York City debt Is Included In the total, but not distributed according to purposes. The totals

were: 1924, $1,077,616,000; lQ12, $2,587,148,000.

(b) The refunding of State and local debt.-If the tax immunity of State and
local debt be eliminated, the transition to taxable status will be speeded up by
the process of refunding, and the incidence of the new burden will fall unevenly,
since not all of the States and cities will be obliged to deal with a refunding situa-
tion at the same time. There is an increasing use, among the cities and other
local subdivisions, of serial redemption, a method of debt retirement which does
not conttemplate refunding. But the cities have not all been able, during the
past 8 years or so to maintain the regular schedule of serial redemption, nor have
all of them as yet established their entire d.bt on a serial basis. Consequently,
there must be a considerable amount of refunding over the next decade.

Every refunding issue offered after the tax immunity is removed will be subject
to such increase of Interest costs a may be produced by the Federal tax, There-
fore, those States and cities which must look forward to an early refunding of a
portion of their presently outstanding debt will be obliged to assume the increased
interest burden earlier than those units which may be so fortunate as to have
refunded already, or which need not face the necessity of it.

Two conspicuous instances have come recently to public attention in this
respect. One is Philadelphia, where the mayor, proposodi, in December 1938, a
general refunding of the citv debt in order to save on Interest costs." In 1938
Philadelphia's debt amounted to $036,329,000 on which the Interest paid during
the year was $26,310,000, or an, average rate of 4.13 percent. 7 Unless this
refunding can be carried .through prior to the removal of tax Immunity# the
amount of saving for the city will be very small. .. .. .. . ,,

The other case is Detroit, a city which also faces a refuidiiig problem. This
Problem has been outlined by Mr. Henry Hart, vice president of the First of
Mchi gan Corporation, as follows: - - .. . + '

"It happens that the city of Detroit has outstanding approximately $118 000,000
of bonds bearing 4 percent or higher interest rates, which are callable 4t par on
any interest date. Of this amount $74,000,000 bear 4 percent or higher Interest
rates. This is the result of the default and general refundig of Detroit bonds in
1033-34. The city had $80,000,000 additional of callable lionds whichIt called
for pa yment in recent years out of the proceeds of refunding bonds sold.at aub-
stantially lower interest than the bonds refunded. As , result 0f the refunding
of those $80,000 000 the city Is saving each year $1,142,000 interest cost. It is
anxious to continue this refunding program as soon as market conditions will
permit, and it is readily conceivable that the city might save in interest charges
an additional $1,000,000 a year on such refunding."

I 1 Iepotted in The Now York 'Titnes of December 13, 10A3.it C, Financil StatIstics of Cities, 13.
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Mr. Hart points out also that the entire State debt of Michigan matures in
1944, and that some of this debt must be refunded, because certain bonds held in
the sinking fund will not have matured by that time and these bonds will not be
salable for cash except at a very substantial discount.

The reel lent of this report, the comptroller of New York State has recently
discussed the effect of the removal of tax immtnity on the cost of debt financing
in his own State, Addressing the fiscal officers, the comptroller said, in part:

"Existing tax exemption makes a price difference of about three.fourths of 1
percent on bond Interest per annum. Therefore, on the basis of a 3-percent
coupon, this obviously means a 25-percent increase In interest charges-with
nothing in the way of jobs or services to show for it.

"Bonds totaling approximately $500,000,000--still unissued-have been au-
thorized by vote of the people of this State. Assuming an average lif( of 20 years
for these bonds, an additional three-fourths of 1 percent in interest charges could
obviously add as much as $75,000,000 to the ultimate cost of completing this
financing.

"But-that is not the only serious aspect. Under the proposed statute the
States 'theoretically' would be given reciprocal powers to tax Federal securi-
ties. While such 'reciprocity,' even as concerns the States, is largely one-sided,
the very theory of reciprocity would not extend to municipalities, To them the
increased interest costs would mean a dead loss. Are they prepared to assume
this burden?

"$t is estimated that by doing away with the tax exemption on State and
municipal bonds the Federal Government's revenue will ultimately be Increased
thereby by approximately $300,000,000 annually. Even assuming tile correct-
ness or th is estimate, nobody ever collects money without somebody else paying
its equivalent. Who pays it in this instance? The ordinary loca taxpayer upon
whose property the tax differential would have to be assessed by the issuing
municipality.
. "Some authorities argue that taxing public bonds would force capital to venture

more Into private enterprise. But it Is difficult to conceive how the mere addition
of a tax handicap to the one type of security would of itself reduce the risks
inherent in the other. Certainly such a tax could not alter the relative merits
of existing credits.

"Speaking generally, no proposal in modern times has been so fraught with
danger to the American fiscal system or to the fundamental American principle
of decentralized powers. Certainly no legislator either State or Federal, who can
truly claim to represent the constituents who elected him, can possibly favor a
statute of such serious consequences. "

(c) The purposes of future State and local borrowing.-In the light of recent devel-
opments it is possible to foresee that some of the larger problems which must be
dealt with by the States and cities will relate to activities and services that will
involve substantial aid to different low-income groups, or to different sections
with small local capacity to provide for their own needs. For example, in every
large city there is a problem of slum clearance, and In some sections there are so.
called rural slums that call for removal or rehabilitation. The rapidly mounting
hazards of motor traffic demand large expenditures especially in the congested
areas, for wider traffic lanes, divided highways and grade crossing elimination.
The need for good, low-cost housing has already ben recognized by the enactment
of Federal legislation,

In these and other similar activities the States and cities must participate, and
they will be expected to provide part, at least, of the funds. The proposed removal
of tax immunity therefore bears directly upon the terms on which they shall do
their share of such financing as may be required. It is clear, from the evidence
submitted In part, I of this report, that the subjection of State and local bond
interest to Federal taxation will increase the cost of the funds for these important
welfare activities. This increase will fall, either upon the general local taxpayers
or upon'those for whose benefit the projects are to be executed,

(d) Th. revenue bond.-Reference was made above " to the situation of the
various authorities which may Issue bonds but which have no power to levy
taxes. The bonds of such agencies are secured only by the revenues which are
earned, The cities have likewise developed the "revenue bond," especially in
connection with self-liquidating projects. The principal reasons for the use of a
revenue bond have been (1) the need of esca ping stringent tax or debt limitations
applicable to general obligationso, 'and (2) the influence of Federal aid in the
expenditure of public funds for the construction of self-liquidating undertakings.

f Supra, p. 135.
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Whether the revenue bond be issued directly by a municipality or by some
authority established to construct and operate a service facllity such as a bride,
tunnel, or parkway, they have heretofore been accorded a status of tax immunity.
Since they are not supported by the taxing power, their market status, even with
tax immunity, would be definitely below that of tile general obligation bond. If
the investor must face the certainty of Federal income taxation with respect to
these bonds, as well as the uncertainty of. any income which inheres in the fluctua-
tions of the business done by the service in question, it Is possible that tile future
market for this type of bond will be materially restricted if their tax immunity
is removed. Consequently the further construction of the projects that would'
otherwise be financed through the flotation of the revenue bond would be effectively
checked,

(e) Tax immunity and low-rent lwusing.-Tho construction of low-rent housing.
on an extensive scale and at a level of costs that will assure adequately low rents,
is typical of the newer social needs. The interest in this subject, and the pressure
that is being exerted to set in motion cheap housing construction over a wide
front, are too familiar to be rehearsed here. The significant aspect of it, from the
viewpoint of this report, is the bearing that the removal of tax immunity may have
upon the achievement of the desired goal, which is to stimulate a considerable
volume of construction, at costs low enough to enable those in the lower income
groups to have proper housing.

One im portant factor in low cost housing construction is the cost of the capital
funds. If this undertaking is to be put on a self-sustaining basis,, it will require
a level of rentals which will be sufficient to pay the interest and also the amortiza-
tion charges on the investment within the reasonable useful life of the improve-
ments constructed.
An examination of the United States Housing Act of 1037 " reveals that it is

filled with provisions and conditional requirements, for tax exemption. The
National Housing Authority shall be completely tax exempt. It is authorized
to issue notes or bonds having a maturity of not more than 60 years, to be exempt
from Federal normal tax and from all taxes imposed by the States or their sub.
divisions. The public housing agencies may issue bonds that are to be exempt
from all Federal taxation. The Authority may contract to make annual con-
tributions to public housing agencies in order to assist in maintaining the low-rent
character of tleir projects, but no such contribution shall be available until the
State or its subdivision has contributed, "in the form of cash or tax remissions,
general or special, or tax exemptions, at least 20 percent of the annual contribu-
tion herein provided." A similar condition is attached to capital grants to any
public housing agency, except that tile local share may be provided by a contribu-
tion of land or of other facilities in lieu of tax remission or exemption. It must
be apparent that whatever the form in which the local contribution or tax exemp-
tion is granted, it can only be done at the expense of other taxpayers in the.
community.

It was expected that the public housing agencies (defined in the act as any
state county, municipality or other governmental entity or public body whlc
is authorizedto engage in the development or administration of low-rent housing
or slum clearance) would obtain the funds for their projects from the Authority.
Nothing in the act would prevent any public housing agency from issuing its
own bonds and this has been done in one case, at least.

The plan for utilizing private funds in the construction of low-rent housing
which las been Inaugurated at Princeton, N. J., deserves mention here as an
example of the kind of entirpriso which has for so long been vainly hoped for in
the housing field, It rests squarely on the assumption that the bonds issued
under it will continue to be tax exempt. In brief, the plan Is as frelows: The
author of the idea, Mr. Gcrard Lambert, contracted with the borough of Princeton,
to build certain low-rent housing units. He accepted in payment bonds issued
by the public housing agency established by the borough under the na~tJnal act,
These bonds are not general municipal obligations, but are secured only'by a lien
against the properties constructed. The amortization period is 28 years , fter
which the houses become the unencumbered property of the borough. Without
the prospect of tax exemption for the interest on the bonds, the rents would need
to be increased or the amortization period extended, The one alternative would
tend to defeat the main purpose of the project' if it did not entirely Prohibit
privet financing of this sort. The other would leave a shorter span of useful
life for the improvements after amortization and would curtail the advantage of
such properties as a future source of public revenue for the municipality.

"Cf. United States Code Annotated, title 42, 1938, sec. 1401, ft.
1222960--39--pt. 2-6
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In whatever manner the funds are secured, however, the numerous references
to tax exemption in the National Housing Act indicate the extent to which Con-
gross was impressed, in enacting this law, with the importance of taxation as a
factor in the cost of housing. The housing agencies may obtain funds from the
Authority at "not less than the going Federal rate of interest plus one-half percent."
The going Federal rate is defined as the annual rate of interest specified in the then
most recently issued bonds of the Federal Government having a maturity of 10
years or more.

It therefore becomes a matter of some interest as to what will be the effect on
the costs of these projects of the general elimination of tax exemption. That it
will cause some increase in going Federal rates of interest seems certain unless
there is deliberate governmental interference to prevent this result.' But an
exemption policy of this sort cannot be maintained without scattering its benefits
in various directions. The tenants of the low-rent projects will benefit if the
rents can be kept down. It is true also, that those who buy the housing bonds
will likewise derive some benefit. his is one example but only one, in which
the issue of tax exemption or tax immunity leads to a balancing of the benefits
in different directions. The tax exempt farm loan bonds is another example.
If it were possible to secure all of the benefits of a lower rate of interest in one
direction without having to confer certain benefits in another direction the ideals
of those who are particularly, even solely, concerned with the operaiion of the
progressive income tax could doubtless be satisfied.

This one-sided adjustment does not seem likely, except through some kind of
governmental strong-arm manipulation of the money market, a course which is
so threatened by serious consequences of other sorts that it cannot be justified,
although it has been done.
-- The housing problem And the farm-relief problem serve very well to set forth
the tax exemption issue in its essentials. In each instance there is a case, or there
appears to be a case, for using the public credit in the accomplishment of certain
objectives, and in furtherance of these purposes it has been deemed worth while
to exempt from taxation the interest paid on the bonds. The motive was to
reduce to the lowest terms the cost of providing the funds for the respective pur-
poses. The exemption has been granted in the full knowledge of the fact that it
would interfere, pro tanto with the rigorous application of progressive taxation.
Such a result is as inevitable as it is obvious.

So far as concerns the purposes of government there is no difference between the
benevolence of the Federal Government In helping the farmers or those who need
low'-rent housing, and the benevolence of State and local governments in building
roads, providing schools, libraries, and hospitals, and performing the other services
which devolve upon them. In either case it is a question whether the harm done
by a somewhat imperfect application of a none too well justified scheme of tax-
ation is more significant than the benefit conferred upon the remainder of the
citizens,

TAX IMMUNITY AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM

Viewed in the large, the broad issue of which the conflict over an extension of
th Federal taxing power is a cons icuous illustration i a contest between those
w oii desire greaterr Federal centralization at, any cost and regardless of conse-
quiences, on one hand, and on the other hand't oss who seek to preserve the balance
of p~wprs which is not only implied in, but which is essential to, the maintenance
d cbn~tinumnce of the Federal system. The advocates of continued and extreme

Federal centralization may not realize that to Impose no restraints whatever upon
tlier efforts means the destruction of that system. It may be'that a majority of
the peopleare ready to see that system supplanted by some* other, selected from
th o, 6nslderable variety of undemoortic types now on exhibition In various parts

Ct t wdrld. It is at least important to understand Just what fundamental issue
isioved here.

The cnrtalizing movement has been under way for a long time. In consequence,
th country has already gone a long way' toward an overemphasis of the, Federal
powers and J tirlsdlton. 1n!923 a co petent survey of the then existing situation
was p9xblished, in which the follo6ing# passage may be found."

o"Govlrnment in the United States hasbeen, and so long as our constitutions!
6y4tenm is remained, will probably continue to be an experiment in federalism. In
Ant. ory .federal state is an experiment. Federalism, by Its very nature, neces-
ta 61i instant adjustment ef goern6etal funCtions between the central govern-
I The New York Times of NbTember 14, 1905 quotlWM~r. Aaron Rabinowit, vice chairman ofthe NeI

York State Board of Rousint, to the effect that Fedora! taxation of the Interest paid on housing bond would
mean an Inerease In rentals of ft least $1 a month per room,

I W. Thompson, Federal Centralization (1023), pp. 8, 4.
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meant on the one hand and the integral federated units on the other. It is always
difficult, perhaps impossible, to draw a fixed line delineating the respective func-
tions of the central agency and the local units. Hence the experimentation and
the tendencies to adjust and to readjust governmental functions in federal systems
of governments.

The problem of division of powers In federal states is not merely a philosophi-
cal question to engage the attention of academic students of government. Neither
is it mainly a question of constitutional law or statutory construction. It is a
practical rather than a philosophical question. The very life of a federal system
depends upon a workable adjustment of the powers and functions of the central
agency and the component local units. 'If the states are exercising powees in such a
manner as to impede the proper functioning of the general government, the federal
system is in danger of disintegrahon. If the central government, on the other hand,
interferes with the free exercise of those powers which inherently and constitutionally
belong to the states there is a danger of the states being absorbed into a strongly cen-
tralized system which is federal in name only." (Italics ourb..

The keynote of the above passage is the proposition that the successful opera-
tion of a Federal system requires continual adustfent and readjustment. The
spirit in which this continuous adjustment is to be undertaken is that of a
desire to preserve such essential balance between central and local government
as will prevent collapse of the Federal system, either through an enfeebling of the
central or of the local units. This is as Thompson points out an intensely
practical question, and not one of political philosophy or of constitutional law.

As a practical question, it involves the changing, complex relationships pro-
duced in an evolving, dynamic society. The right and the obligation of the
States to grow, to develop, and to expand the scope and character of the services
which they exist to render, tinder the Federal system, must be as fully recognized
as the rights and the obligations of the Central Government. Hence the only
proper attitude that can be taken by those who desire to see the Federal expert-
ment succeed is that the processes of adjustment must go forward In a spirit of
cooperation between the two grades of governmental jurisdiction.

Cooperation is never successful when one of the parties always yields, while
the other never does. Such a policy quickly ceases to be cooperation. The
unyielding disposition of the Fedoral Government has been commented upon
many times and there can be no question that such cooperation as may have been
achieved with the States has been, in fact, a steady relinquishment of Stat
reasonsibilities into Federal hands. That is, it has been a course of steady
Federal encroachment upon the States.

Nowhere is the process of Federal encroachment upon the States more evident
or its effects more disastrous, than in the field of finance. Federal absorption of
the income-tax field has already been mentioned. The later estate-tax acts may
also be cited, for they Impose exactions In which the States do not share, since the
State proportion is definitely limited by the act of 1026. Now a further advance
is proposed, namely that of extending the Federal income tax to' the interest
which the States and their subdivisions pay on their bonds.

The reason for regarding this proposal with concern is that the move would be a
direct handicap upon the performance of all State and local services by altering
the terms and conditions under which these services are performed, nsofar as iT
is necessary to rely upon public credit resources for the task. In the Departnient
of Justice White book the position is taken that the effects of Federal taxation of
State bond interest are purely conjectural. The following passage continues the
expression of that viewpoint.$

"And assuming that income taxation ivould make the State bonds a less attrac-
tive investment, it is a matter of pure a ec dilation as to how far this would be
reflected in the price bid for the bonds. The investor would have no al t Wrne ti
market fri which to acquire tax-exempt securities and the greater safety of the
State and municipal bonds might well result in their selling at a premium sub-
stantially equivalent to that which now can be obtained. These conclusions are
reinforced when it Is considebrd that under a progressive income tax the Utk-
exempt feature i the most valuable to 'the investors whose incomes are in the
upper brackets. But the price of the bonds may be supposed tO be set not by tMse
Investors but by the marginallyl investors those purchasers who are wllig t6 pay
no more than the smallest price at Nhic the bonds will sell. These investors,
ordinarily having smaller Incomes, get no such disproportionate benefits from t'A
tax immunity as do those in the upper income brackets."

It is doubtftil If there exists anywhere an argument written to prove the 6on-
'Op. t. P. 60.
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jeotural character of another statement which contains more and purer conjectures
than are found in the passage just quoted. Thus, after granting that the tax
would make the State bond aless attractive Investment, it Is conjectured that the
premium offered for lt would be just as high as at present, because other equally
attractive investments could not be found. The analysis of estate tax returns
presented In Appendix D indicates that investors do regularly find other invest-
ments for a very large proportion of their funds, and it is the purest conjecture to
assume that they would blindly continue to buy State bonds on the same relative
yield basis as now prevails.

The distribution of reported holdings of the partially exempt Federal securities
refutes the guess that investors would be just as keen for the State bonds without
the tax immunity. The Federal securities are fully as desirable, from the stand-
point of safety and liquidity as are the State and local bonds, but very few of
them are to be found, apparently in the large-income brackets. What other
reason could there be except the diference in taxable status?

Again, after pointing out the obvious fact that the exemption feature Is worth
more as a tax saving to those with large than with small incomes, it Is assumed that
the prices of State and local bonds are set by the small investors. Where could
one find purer guesswork than this? It is obvious that those to whom the exemp-
tion as such, may be worth most will be prepared to pay more than anyone else,
but It is also equally clear that they do not always have to pay all that it I actually
worth. They get what they want before this price is reached. The fact that they
do not proceed to liquidate all other assets in order to own tax-exempt bonds
exclusively explains why it is that other investors are also able to acquire some of
these bonds. It is absurd to contend that those for whom ownership of such
bonds Involves an income loss greater than would be sustained if they wore to
buy other securities and pay income taxes would deliberately bid the prices of
exempt bonds to levels at which they suffer a relative income loss unless they hadto do this in ohder to get them. Yetthis must be assumed if it be held, as is done
in the foregoing extract, that the small Investors fix the prices for these bonds by
their bidding.

This extract has been commented upon at length because the document it which
it occurs contains an argument submitted by the Department of Justice, to prove
that action should be taken at once, by legislation, to tax the Interest on State
and local bonds and the salaries of ta e and local employees and officers. It is
therefore a sample of the attitude, and the kind of procure which have con-
tributed so greatly to the expansion of the Federal powers at the expense of the
States. It deserves citation here, not on the merit of Its argument but as typical
of the passing of that spirit of cooperation which is essential to the life of the
Federal experiment.

It was pointed out at the beginning of this report that none of the effects,
whether upon the revenues or upon the Interest costa that are submitted as esti-
mated results of a removal of the tax Immunity, will be fully apparent until after
the emergence of a new mass of debt sub ect to taxation. If this should require
30 or 40 years, it will be that long before Ihe State and local taxpayers are feeling
the full effects of whatever increased load may be in store for them. It will be that
long before ttoe Federal revenues are enlarged by so much as may be expected.
It will be that long before the progressive principle of taxation is fully vindicated,
through universal application.

To those who say that since it will take so' long before the alleged reforms are
fully operative, it would be best to get at the job without delay, the answer is,
and that answer Is made here: For the very reason that it will take so long before
either the good or the bad effects can be ascertained, it is of the greatest impor-
tanc& that time enough be devoted now to putting such change as the people may
want tt approve upon a definite constitutional basls by-appropriato amendment
Itwill be too late fir anY drawing back if, after 40 years,.the StAtes find that they
have lost more than the Federal Government has gained. For this reason alone
they should have the opportunity of deciding, through the mechanism of ratifying
an amendment, whether they are Willjng to tko that chance.

Action by the amendment process bas the further supreme merit of the coop-
erative method. The States will thereby participate in authorizing and sanction-
ing a change which will be of great importance to'them. TjeyWill not 'have this
chantig forced upon them; as li proposed in the document last cited above. The
anendmont process recognizes fully the empirical character of the Federal system
and' it I thomost significant method of making the needed large-scale adjustments
which this system requires for Its success. Since it will be 40 years before all of
the effects of any change can boreglstered, there can be no plea of great emer-
gency to justify a refusal to approach the problem in an orderly and diguliled
manner.
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APPENDIX 13

LIST OF BONDS USED IN MOODY'S BOND AVERAGES AS OF NOVEMBER 18, 1938

Railroads. Rating Aaa

Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe general Cincinnati Union Terminal 3's, 1071.
4,s 105. Hooking Valley 4S's, 1009.

Atc & Santa Fe Trans. Norfolk & Western 3Ps, 1096,
ASon Tokat 1 . tPennsylvania 4%'s, 100.

Chesapeake & Ohio 434's, 1092. Union Pacific 4's, 2008.
Chicago Union Station 31 s, 1003.

Public utilities. Rating Aaa

Cincinnati (as & Electric 33's, 1060.
Duquesno Light 34's, 1065.
Illinois Bell Telephone 3,4's 1070.
New England Teldphone I Telegraph

4)4's 1001.
New York Edison 3M's, 1005.
New York & Queens Electric Light &

Power 3%'s, 1005.

Pacific Telephone & Telegraph "B"334 's, 1068.
Philadelphia Electric 39's, 1087.
Southwestern Bell Telephone 3'., 1068.
West Penn Power 34's, 1066.

Industrials. Rating Aaa
Liggett & Myers 5's, 1051.
Socony-Vacuum 3,4's, 1050.

Standard Oil of New Jersey 3's, 1081.

NOT.-Beeauso of the limited number of suitable issues, the railroad Aaa
group now temporarily consists of nine issues, and the industrial Aaa group of
threo issues. Proper adjustments have been made in the averages, however, so
that they remain comparable throughout.

LIST OF CITIES IN TIlE BOND BUYERS' INDEX OF FIRST ORADE MUNICIPAL CREDIT
RATING

St. Louis Me
Boston, Mass.
Baltimore, Md.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Buffalo, N. Y.
San Francisco, Calif.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Cincinnati Ohio.
Kansas City, Mo.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Monthly yield basis, Moody's triple A corporate bonds, the bond-buyer index for iI
cities, and average yield of outstanding Treasury bonds

Yoar

1028
January .................
February ................
March ....................prll ....................
masy ...... .............
Juno .................
July ..................
August......
Septbr .... ...
October ..................
November ...............
December ...............

Jan uary .................
February ................March ...................

Arl.............. ..
uy.................

August ..................
September ............
October ...............
November ..........
December ..........

Troas.
ury

bonds

3.18.
8.19
3.17
3,20
3.24
8.20

8.40
8.48

8.62
8.74
8.63
3.69&.64
8.70
3.68
8.68
8.38
.87

Munic. Cor.
Ilal lorate

bonds bouds

3.83 4.40
&83 4.48
8,.R3 4.48
3.83 4.48
&88 4.4
8.07 4.07
4.02 4.01
4.12 4.84
4.18 4.81,
4.12 4.8
4.8 1,.6,

4.18 4. 62
4.17 4.88
4.23 4.70
4.81 4.09
4.23 4.70
4.27 4.77
4.30 4.77
4.80 C
4.47 4.77
4.83 4.78
4.28 4.89

Year

1030
January...........
February ..........
Mnrch ...................
Arl ....................
May .....................
Aune ...... ...........
July... ...............

October ..................
November ...............
December ...............

1031
January .... .......
February ........Match..............
Aprl ..................May ............
June .............
July .....................
August ..............

November. .......
December ................

'Frenf;-
otry

bonds

8.43
3.41
8.29
8.36

820
3.17,2D
3.20&L 17
& 20

3.17
3.27
3.26
3.248.131
8.103.11
8.13
3.24
&50
&o

Munle,

bonds

4.19
4.28
4.21

4.13
4.07
4.02
3.96
8.928.98
4.0

4.05
08

808
8.82
8.75
8.60
&70
8.70
3.70

4.23

Cor.

4.82

4.62
4.47

.47
4.62

4.88
4.40,
4.6

& 31
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Monthly yield basis, Moody's triple A corporate bonds, the bond-buyer index for I1
cities, and average yield of outstanding Treasury bonds-Continued

Year

1032
January .................
February ................
March ...................April ....................
M y ...................
June .................
July .....................
August .................
September ...............
October ..................
November ...............
December ...............

1933
January .................
February ................
March ...................
April ....................
Mfy .....................
June ....................July ................
August ...........
Se)temhr .............
Octo,' r.. .........
NVovcmber ...........
December ...............

1934
Jinunry ................
Februttry .............
Marc.............
April. ............

June .....................
July .....................
August ..................
September ...............
October ...........
November ..............
)ecember ...............

1935
January .................
February ................
March ...................April ....................
fy ......... .......... ..

Treas- Munle. Cor-
tary I I to orateb~onds I onds bends

4.32
4.11
3.913,:W
3.71
3.73
3.55
3.42
3.38
3.30
3.39
3.31

3.10
3.20
3.41
3.43
3.31
3.22
3.20
3.21
3.20
3,22
3.44
3.53

3. ho
3.32
3.21
3.01
3.12
2.94
2.85
2.09
3.20
3.08
3.05
2.07

2.83
2.73
2.609
2.64
2.61

4,664.00

4.40

4.44
4.25
4.08
4.02
4.04
4.04

3.81
3.88
4.24
4.14
4.00
4.48
4.30
4.20
4.12
4.20
4.28
4.64

4.50
4.00
3.99
3.0
3.84
3.01
3.49
3.50
3.60
3.67
3.42
3.38

3.30
3.19
3.15
2.00
2.93

5.20
5.23
4.08
5.17
5.34
6.41
5.28
4.01
4.70

4.69

4.44
4.48
4,08
4.78

4.46
4.3
4.30
4.36
4.34
4.54
4.50

4.35
4.20
4.13
4.01
4.07
3.03
3.80
3.03
3.06

3.86
3.81

8.77
3.69
3.67
3:65

Year

1935
June ..............
July ...............
August.............September............
October ..................
November .........
December ...............

1930
January ...............
February ...............
March ..................
Iril ....................

JIne .....................July ................
August ......... .:'...
September ....... ...
October ...........
November ...............
December ...............

1937
January .................
February ..............
March ...............April ....................

ay.....................
June..................
July .....................
August ..................
September ...............
October ..................
November ...............
December ...............

1938
January .................
February ................
March ...................
April ....................-MIIy .....................

July ..................
,T u n ey .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . :.. .August ..................
September ...............
October ..................

APPENDIX C

LIST OF MUNICIPAL BONDS USED IN THE MUNICIPAL CREDIT INDEX PREPARED BY
STANDARD STATISTICS, INC.

Baltimore 3W's 1045.
Boston, 34's, 145.
Buffalo, 4's, 1960.
Chicago, 4's, 1939.
Cleveland 41s, 1938.
Cincinnati 4%), 1055
Detroit, 4Ws, 1952.
Los Angeles, 4's, 1045.

Milwaukee 5's, 1040.Minneapolis, 4As 1044.
Newark, 4's, 1091.
Now York (Rapid Transit), 3)4's, 1950.
Philadelphia, 4', 1000.
Pittsburgh, 4 's, 1950.St. Louils, %4n s, 1038.

AMune. Cor.
blial t oraio

bonds I tends
'1'reas.urybonds

2.69

2.78
2.77
2.73
2.73

2.08
2.02
2.54
2.51
2.50
"2.50
2.43
2.41
2.42
2.29
2.27

2.20
2.31
2.50
2.74
2.07
2.04
2. W
2.59
2.07
2.05
2.60
2.51

2.47
2.40
2.45
2.43
2.30
2.31
2.34
2.32
2.40

2.98
2.85
2.61!
2.94
3.10
2.05
2.70

2.84
2.73
2.60
2.0
2.70
2.01
2.60
2.60
2. 69
2.53
2.54
2.35

2.35
2.49
2.83
2.90
2.81 I2.77
2.70
2. 42
2.60
2. o
2.70
2.74

2.75
2,66
2.61
2.72
2.01
2.69
2.51
2.49
2.51
267

3.61

31.0
3. 9
3.52
3.47
3.44

8.37
3.32
3.29

3..,
3.'23
3.21
3.18
3.18
3.15
3.10

3.10
3.22
3.32
3.42
3.33
3.28
3.25
3.24
3.28
3.27
3.24
3.21

3.17
3.20
3.22
3.30
3.22
3.28
3.22
3.18
3.21
3.15
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Average bond yields as computed by Standard Statistics, Inc.

15 first. Indus. Railroad Pobllo A t
grado trial Utiities
unels bonds bomnsSAII

bonds

1030
January .................................. . 8.2? 3.39 3.47 J.38 3.41
February .............. 3.22 3.30 3.45 3.32 3.38
March .................................. 18 3.3 3.42 .29 3.33.18 3.33 3.42 3.29 3.32April................... ...................... 3.17 3.33 3.38 3.25 3.32

Ma ........... 3.1(6 3.37 8.39 3.23 3.33uno ..................................... 3.16 3.37 3.39 3.21 3.32
Jul ............. ..................... . 3.13 3.33 3.33 3,21 3.20
July .............................................. 3.0 3.31 3.33 3.21 3.29

3.0 3.31 3.32 3.218 8.29Oeteber.................................... 2. 94 3. 29 3. 29 3, 15 3. 24
October................................
November ............................... 2.85 3.28 3.27 3.16 3.24
December .................... ........... 2.76 3.20 3.20 3.12 3.17

1937
January .................................... 2.79 3.20 3.28 3.07 3.18
February .......... ...................... 2.9 3.17 3.30 3.08 3.18
March ............. 3.19 3.20 3.37 3.09 3.24
April ................................................ 3.24 3.37 3.50 3.22 3.38
May ............................. ................. 3.14 3.44 3.66 3.23 3.41
June ............................. ................ 3.11 3.34 3.46 3.15 3.31
July ...................................... 3.07 328 3.51 3.14 3.31
August ................................... 3.01 3,2 3.41 3.10 3.25
September .......................................... 3.18 3.30 3.45 3.08 3.28
October ............................................. 3.24 3.34 3.49 3. 10 3.31
November ........................................... 3.17 3.53 3.61 3.13 3.39
December ........................................... 3.15 3.49 3.68 3.07 3.38

1938
January ........................................ 3.03 3.32 3.49 2.90 3.21
February ..................................... 2.09 3.25 3.62 2.9 3. 24
March ............................................ 2.09 3.05 3.43 2.91 3.13
April ................................................ 3.03 3.17 3.64 2.91 3.24
May ..................... ............. 2.01 3.11 3.60 2.92 3.21
Juno ........... ........................ 20,1 3.08 3.60 2.89 3.19
July ......... .......................... 2.87 3.17 3.60 2.89 3.24
August............... .......................... 2. 3.05 3.58 2.87 3.17
September .................................................... 3.07 3.53 2. 79 3.13

Arprmwix D

Amounts of certain investments in estate tax returns 1926-36 by size of net estate

[Money figures in thousands of dollars)

No net tax.
No net tax- able under
able estate 1926 st Under 50 W-0 100-200

1923,31 but taxable
later act

Number of returns ........................ 20,003 23,997 21,278 10,349 10,191
Federal bonds:

Wholly exempt .................. 9,.71 12,714 17,749 17, 123 28,695
Partly exempt ................... 32,890 75861 90,501 61,514 84, 69

State and oc0 bonds1.................. 11,618 44,329 68,491 64,870 104,418
All other bonds ............................ 122, 227 109.S07 279,519 205, 26 295, 629
Capiltll stock .............................. 589,089 638, 937 972,873 767,657 1, 163, 026
Total gross estate....................... 2,377,570 2,051,300 3,237,819 2,247,091 3,137,612

Percent of each type of Investment to gross estate

Federal bonds:,
Wholly exempt ....................... 0.40 0.62 0.65 0.78 0.91
Partly exempt ......................... 1,38 3.74 2.80 2.74 2.9

State and local bonds ..................... 1.33 2,16 2.12 2.44 3.33
All other bonds ...................... 6.14 8.27 8.63 9.1 9. 42
Capital stock .............................. 24.78 20.23 30.05 33.71 37.07
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APPoNDix D-Contflnued

Amounts of certain investments in estate tax returns 1026-86 by size of net estate-
Continued

(Money figures In thousands of dolhrs]

Slo b1n e t tax;
1928.31

200-400

1j net tax.
able under

1920 act
but taxable

later act

400-00 -00,-8O 800-1,000 1,000-1,10

Number of returns ........................ 781 3,13 1,072 974 1,273
Federal bond;:

Wholly exempt ..... ............. 47,700 37.7o< 31,726 1,711 $5,84
Partly exempt ...................... . 783 15,4 35,058 , 1 74,80

state fnd local bonds .................... 138,155 125, 3 107,513 08,860 174,189
All other bonds ................... 1, 344, W52 21,121 130, 513 P 0902 0,994
CaItat stock ..................... 1, M,882 1,029,773 745,0 697,952 o80,M
Total gross estate ......................... 3,740,04b 2,318,00 1, 025,908 1,232,308 2,039,887

Percent of each type of Investment to gross estate

Federal bonds:
Wholly exempt ........................ 1.26 1,03 1.95 2,21 2,88
Partly exempt ................... 2. 32 2.22 2.22 1.00 1,76

State and local bonds .................. 423 5.40 0.01 8.02 8.54
All other bonds ...................... 9,22 9 29 8.03 7,73 7.20
Capital stock ....................... 41.32 44:40 45.8 48.52 48.53

1,600-2,000 2,000-2,500 2,500-3,000 3,000-3,500 3,100-4,000 4,000-8,000

N u b r frturns ............ 61 323 203 141 Ito 123

Federal bonds:
Wholly exempt.......... 40.08 34,343 30,821 18,318 18,010 24,313
Partly exe7pt........... 17,420 1,148 10,-8 -4,281 4,279 a,102

State and local ionds......... i1,303 90,318 81,987 51 85,571 04,827
All other bonds ............. 77,801 4178 30,093 22,440 18,707 28, 367
Capital stock ................. 005,335 4845 80 341,021 292,845 291 481 358,383
Total gross estate ............. 1,318,074 930,890 693,143 630,718 504,825 062,634

Percent of each type of Investment to gross estate

Federal bonds:
Wholly exempt ........... 3.49 3.07 4.48 3.45 3.57 3.7
Partly exempt ............ 1,32 1,82 1.63 .80 .85 1.00

State and local bonds ......... &8.8 10.28 11,83 11.19 12.9 9.93
All other bonds ............... 8.1 8.,25 6.21 4.23 3.72 4.04
Capital stock ................. 49.20 .20 7.94 64.91

5,000-8,000 8,000-7,000 7,000-8,000 8,000-0,000 0,00o-.1,oo 10,000 and

Number of returns ............ 80 50 32 25 13 87
Federal bonds:

Wholly exempt.......... 0,629 17,581 21,897 9,930 3,118 87, 50
Partly exempt. .......... .,0 1,308 1-,78 270 170 17 490

State and local onds......... 78, 10 27,763 44,074 67,048 4,930 167,170
All other bonds ............. 24,1&8 l6 .111 9701 958 71,374
Cap Ito! stock ................. 284,125 241 461 18 471 142,430 111.195 1,440,505
Total gross estate ........... 03,005 410,724 297,192 207,786 163,910 2,223,37

Percent of each typo of Investment to gross estate

Whl bo empt ........... 3.48 4.2 7.37 8.71 2. 0 &8

Part exempt ............ . 70 .32 1 0 879
local bonds ......... I 1 86 8.78 8.11

All other bonds .............. 4. 8.03 2 86 .82 &22
Capital stock ............... 580.41 88.79 7 53.19 72.24 85.85
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AIPENSDIX E

USTIMATUD AUOVNT OP STATE AND FEDEnAL INTEREST n1EC1VED BY CORPORATIONS
IN 1I3

The latest issue of the official publication, Statistics of Income, part 1I, which
deals with the corporation returns is for the year 1035. The usual preliminary
summary of corporate returns for 1030 has just been published (December 1938).
Data are given in the complete annual reports to show the total principal holdings
of tax-exempt securities, and In both preliminary and final annual reports to
show the interest received by corporations from their tax-exempt Investments,
but neither report segregates principal or Interest as between Federal mid State
obligations. It becomes necestsary to make an apportionment on the basis of
such information as is available regarding this distribution.

For 1035 the corporations su'mittig balance sheets reported total tax-exempt
investments, and interest thereon, as follows: 4

'rincipal of tax-exemtpt inwesltmefit8 reported by corporations in I985, and interest
received thereon

Corporations Corporations
Category having net having no net Total

iromn' Inconio

Principal amounts ...................... $5,03,70, 00 $16,820,00, 000 $21, 83 200.000
Interest received in 1035 ............. 197, 400,000 816, 10, 000 713,6 00,000

The first task is to arrive at an estimate of the total corporate holdings as of
1937 and to make some sort of apportionment of the total as between Federal
and State securities. Ti Treasury Gray Book gave the following holdings of the
principal classes of corporations, as of varying dates: $

Reported corporate holdings of Federal and State bonds

Date Class of corporation Federal bonds State bonds

June 30, 1037 ........... anks ................................ $14.id,91,(,000 $2,700.000.000
Dec. 81, 1037 ................ Life-insurance companies ............. 4,410,000,000 1, 4A 000
Dec. 31, 1930 ................ Other Insurance companies ........... $35,000,000 322, 000
Dec. 31, 1935 ................ I Nonflnanoe corporations .............. 1,707,000,000 33,,000,000

It remains to bring some of these data down to 1937. The following tabulation
is submitted as an assumption of what may have been the actual holdings of
-oorporations in Federal and State securities in 1037:

Date Class of corporation Federal State Total

June 30,1937 ........ Banks ................ 14, 01,000,000 $z 769, 000, 000 $17,685,000,000
Dee. 31, 1937 ........... Life Insurance companies-...... 4,410,000,000 1,421,000,000 5 810,000,000

Do ............... Insurance companies other 000,000,000 400,000,000 I, 300,000,000
than lifo companeg.

Do ................ Nonflnance corporations ...... 1,850,000,000 450,000,000 2,300, 000, 000
Estimated totals ................................. 22, Os2, 0, 000 5.013,000,000 27, 12, 000,00

asof 1037.

Since the total corporate holdings as of December 31, 1035, were $21,863,000,000,
the above estimate for 1937 means an acquisition, over 2 years, of some $5,250,-
000,000. In 1034 the total corporate holdings of tax-exempt securities increased
by $5,400,000,000. They increased bv $2,700 000,000 In 1035.' The yield data
given in appendix A indicate that 1037 Was a better year for the acquisition of these
securities than either 1035 or 1030, and it is not reasonable to assume such an
Increase in these investments as Is given above.
a 8tattsties of Inoome pt. 1, 1035, table 6. The document contains conflicting figures as to the amount

of exemnpt Interest received, but the preliminary report for I30 coflirmi one set found In the 1035 roprt,
and those figures are used here. Cf. table 3 of the 1935 report, and table 2of the 1938 Preliminary report.

Op. oft,, p. 113.
* Compare Statistics of Income pt. Ii, 135,
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The next stop, and a more difficult one, is to apportion the total corporate
receipts of tax-exempt interest as between Federal and State securities. Oil the
basis of the trend of these receipts, and of the estimated total holdings of tax-
exempt securities as of 1037, the total corporate receipts of tax-exempt Interest for
1036 and 1937 are estimated as follows: I

Tt1 corporate red pISYear: of tar eremp Interesl
1033 .................................................. $591, 600,000
1034 ------------------------------------------------- 0 58,700,000
103_ ................................................. 713,500,000
1036 .. . . . . . . . . . ..--------------------------------------- 735, 000, 000
1037 -------------------------------------------------- I 765, 000, 000

t Estimated.

The preliminary Statistics of Income for 1036 reported total corporate receipts
of tax exempt interest of $723,200,000 for that year. In view of the relative
upward revision of the corresponding figure between the preliminary and the final
reports for 1935, it Is assumed that the final figure for 1036 mvy be as high as
$735,000,000 and that the 1037 figure may be $7065,000,000.

None of the published statistical surveys give any hint an to the distribution of
corporate interest receipts as between Federal and State securities. The alloca-
tion made here is put forward only as an approximate one, since It is made by a
series of inferences.

In table VI, it is shown that the total of State and local bonds in possession of all
classes of Investors subject to Income tax was $13,510,000,000 in 1037, and that the
total of State and local Interest received by these taxable investors in that year
was $562,400,000. Here it is estimated that the corporate holdings of State and
local securities in 1037 totaled $5,043,000,000, which was .17.3 percent of the total
held by all taxable investors, A proportionate share of the total State and local
interest received by taxable investors would have jilven the corporations
$200 770.000.

In the table given on page 173 above, the total of the State and local securities
estimated to have been held b corporations in 1037 was 18.5 percent of the total
holdings of tax-exempt securities. Apportioning the e& timated total corporate
receipts of tax-exempt interest, namely $765,000,000, onl the same basis, would
produce $141,500,000 as the amount of State Interest. This method doubtless
weights too heavily the Federal securities in view of the large amounts of low-
yield paper held by the banks and other classes of corporate investors.

A third approach to the problem is found in the fact that in appendix F it is
shown that the total amount of Federal securities in the possession of investors
subject to income tax in 1937 was $35,550 000,000. The estimated corporate
holdings in 1037 were 02.1 percent of this total. Apportioning the total Ycderai
Interest paid to the various categories of taxable investors on the same basis, a
total of $524,000,000 is found to te the corporate share. Deducting this from the
estimated total of corporate tax-exempt interest, the amount of State interest
received by corporations would have been $241,000 000

None of these methods is definitely reassuring. An average of the three results
may be no more reassuring. Such an average is $107,432,000. This is rounded
off to $200,000,000, as a rather arbitrary apportionment of the amount of interest
received by corporations on their holdings of State and local debt in 1037. There-
fore, their receipts of Federal interest in that year were $565,000,000.

The number of corporations which will report no net. income in any year, and
their relative importance for the income tax, are directly dependent upon the
course of business activity. In this report it has been t ssumed that year -by year
only 60 percent of the interest on public securities will be received by corporations
which report net income. Actually, this proportion u ill vary from one year to
another, and the fact that interest onl public securities is to be treated as taxable
income will cause some change of status over what it would have been had that
Interest continued to Io exempt from taxation.

The selection of the ratio of 60 percent was made ifter consideration of the
record of the 10 years 1027 to 10O, imclurive. This record is summarized in
table XXII.'

I Corporate literol t roeelpt for 1933-3 from Slatlktlf of I1come, pt. II, I3.
*Statistles of Incore for 1t, Preliinary report of corporation Income and excess.profits tax returns

filed In period Januory throoRlih )oeelber 1 7, p. 90
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TABLE XXII.-Total interest on Government obligations reported by corporations

with, and without, net income, reepedively

Interest on public debt Interest on public debt
reported by r reported y copore.
tYno having net n. tIone aving no netYear OIOIc e

Amount Percent Amount Percentof total of total

92 .......................................... $40, fl.0, O 81.7 $92.195.000 18.3
19 ............................................. 417,082,000 798 105,47.0(10 21.2
1929 .............................................. 431.039.000 80.2 105,658,000 19.8
1930 .................................................... 349,442.000 60.4 17,818,000 33.8
1931 .................................................... 21 078, 000 39.8 325,73, 000 61.2
1932 .................................................... 147,468,000 24.0 408, 782, 000 73.4
1033 ................................................... 1M, 299,000 26.0 137,287,000 74.0
1934. ........................................... 197,582,000 80.0 462, 119,000 70.01935 .................................................... 197,44,000 27. 51.101,000 72.4

938 .............................................. 487,330,000 67.3 235,915,000 32.7

Total .......................................... .3,007,196,000 51.21 2, 83,W88,000 48.8

The effects of the economic cycle are obvious in the above table, for in the
prosperous years the corporations with no not income will report only about
one-flfth of the total Government interest receipts of all corporations, while in
the depression years, they will report upward of three-quartrs of the total.
For the 10 years the average was almost an even distribution between the corpora.
tions with and without not income, respectively. It was assumed that on the
average, 60 percent would be a fair proportion to use in imputing taxable Govern-
ment interest to the corporations that will report net Income.

APPENDIX F

METHODS USED TO ESTIMATE THE OWNERSHIP DISTRIBUTION OP FEDERAL SECURITIES
AND INTEREST

The taxation status of the debt obligations issued by the Federal Government
and its agencies, as of June 30, 1937, was as follows: '

TABLE XXIII.-Taz status of principal and interest of the debt of the Federal
Go ernment and its agencies, June 80, 1937

Principal Interest

Debtor agency Wholly Partially Wholly Partially

exempt exempt I exempt exempt

United States .......................... $16,085,000,0 $20 738,000,000 $288,000,000 $6,000,000
Federal agencies ....................... 2, 228000, 000 8:319,000,000 70,000,000 148,000,00

Total ............................ 17,293,000,000 29,057,000,000 364,000,000 784,000,000

'Partially exempt means exempt from normal tax.

The character of this debt, classified according to the debtor agency, is shown
in further detail in the table which follows: 10

0 Figures aro from Treasury Oray hook, pp. 11, 12.
# #Op. Oit., p. 18,
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TABLE XXIV.-Debt of the Federal Government and its agencies, according, to the
borrowing authority, June 80, 1987

Amount

Borrowing agency Wholly Partially
exempt exempt

U. 8. Government bonds ................................................ 1086,600.000 $20,737,80000
uY notes ......................... 325,200 .rc~ury certificates andls ............................... ....... 2, S52 0M, 00::.......

Total, U. 8. Government obligations .............................. 18,01, 700,000 20, 737,800,000

Federal agencies:
teconstruction Finance Corporation notes ......................................... 3, bw 00,00)

Federal Farm Mortgage bonds .................................................... 1422,000,000
Federal Land Bank-bonds... .......................... 86 00, ........
Federal Intermediate Credit Bank debentures .................. 180,000,000 ............
Joint Stock Land fank bonds ............................ 179,000,000...........
Home Owners' Loan Corporation bonds ............................................. 3 012, o0, 000

Total Federal agencies ............................................. 2,27,600,000 8,8.l. 100, 000,
Grand total ....................................................... 17,293,200,000 20, 08, 00,000,

Combined aggregate ............................................... $40,350,200, 000

The wholly tax-exempt issues of the Federal Government and Its agencies.
constitute 37.1 percent of the combined aggregate. The amount of Interest that
is wholly exempt from Federal income tax is 31.70 percent of the total interest
paid on those obligations. The disproportion is caused by the abnormally low
intret cost of theoTreasury bills and certificates.

(a) iPederal securities held by public funds and agencies.-The first step in the
estimation of the distribution of Federal securities and Interest is to apportion
the whole as between the public funds and agencies, on otto hand, and the private
investors on the other. As of June 30, 1037, the following amounts were held
by public trust and Investment funds, including the Federal Reserve banks: it

TABLE XXV.-Amounts and proportions of Federal securities held by public funds,
and agencies, as of June 80, 1987

Gross total of Amount held Per.
Borrowing agency securities out. bypublifands centof

standing antd agencies ratio

U. S. Government ......................................... $35, 803,000,000 $,08, 800,000 18.6
Federal agencies .......................................... 10,547,000,000 4, 835, oo, 000 45.8

Total ..................................................... 48,350,000,000 10,801,50,000 23.3

(b) Federal interest received by public funds and agencies.--Tho next step Is to
apportion the Federal interest paid in 1937 as between the public funds and
agencies, on one hand, and private investors on the other. The proportions of
the wholly exempt and partially exempt bonds respectively, that are held by
public funds and agencies are given In table XXI.1

TABLZ XXVI.-Amount and proportion of wholly and partially taX-erempt Federal'
bonds, respectively, in public accounts, as of June 80, 1987

Borrower

I'

Wholly exempt amount In tttst and Partially exempt amount In trust 'and

Investment I Investment
Total Issue Funds Ratio Total Issue Funds Ratio

Petcern Pit
U. 8. Government .... $15,005,00,000 $3,465,000,000 23.0 $20,788,000,000 $2,601,800,000 12.0
Federal agencies ...... 1, 28, 000,000 834,900,000 37.4 8,319,000000 4,000, 000, 000 48.0,

It Idem., pp. PA and 49
IS I[dem., p. 74,
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From the ratios obtained in the above table, showing the relative distribution
of principal holdings by taxation status thereof, a corresponding apportionment of
Federal interest as between public funds and agencies, on one hand, and private
Investors, on the other, may be calculated, This apportionment is shown it tableXXVIV.S

TABLE XXVII.- Total interest on Federal obligations, as p! 1987, and apportionment
thereof between public investment funds and private investors

Interest paid to public Balance of interest paid to private
Total funds etc. investors

Debtor agency interest
paid MnIO137 Percent Am~ount Amount Total wholly Total par.of total exempt tlallyxenmpt

U. S. (lovernnent:
Wholly exempt... $288 000,000 23 $200, 000 $221, 800, 000 ..................
Partially exempt..::: 638,000,000 12 7,300,000 659,700,000 ...........................Federal) agencies:Wholly exempt... 7,00000 37.4 28400,000 47, 600,000

Partially exempt.:::: 14, 000,00 48 71,000,000 77,000,000 "2O9,466, "$*0,'7'00"

Totals ............. 1, 148, 000, 00 ........ 241,900,000 08,100, 000 ............................

The result of this adjustment shows that in 1937 private investors received
$269,400,000 of wholly exempt Federal interest, and $036,700,000 of interest
that was partially exempt. The total Federal interest paid to all classes of private
investors as of 1937 was therefore $900,100,000.

This total inust be further reduced by an allowance for the interest received by
tax-exempt institutions, No adjustment on this account was possible in the
above tables, since the distribution of these holdings as betwoon wholly exempt
and partially exempt bonds is unknown. As of June 30, 1937, the mutual savings
banks hold $2,400,000 000 of Federal bonds. To this amount must be added the
estimated holdings of Federal debt by fraternal benefit societiesi foundations and
universities, amounting in all to about $125,000,000. The total deduction of
principal holdings on account of exempted institutions would therefore be
$2,525,000 000,000. On a pro rata basis, the interest received by these institu-
tions in 1637 was $02,300,000. Deduction of this amount from the total of
interest estimated to have been received by private investors would leave $843,800,-
000 of Federal interest received in 1937 by investors who would have been subject to
Federal tax had all exemption provisions been eliminated at that time.

2. Ownership distribution of taxable Federal interet.-Tho total taxable Federal
interest was received in part by individuals and in part by corporations. The
receipts of Federal interest reported by individuals in 1936 are shown in table
XXVIII."

TABLEJ XXVIII.-Federal interest reported by individuals in income-tax returnsfor 1986
Category of taxpayer:

Individuals wilth net Income of $5,000 and over: Amount
Wholly exempt interest ------------------------------ $42, 499, 000
Partially exempt interest ---------------------------- 43, 152, 000

Individuals with no not income -------------------------- 1, 322, 000

Total Federal interest reported by individuals ............. 86, 073, 000

Deduction of this amount from the total of taxable interest for 1937 ieaves
$750 900,000 of Federal interest, as of 1937, ownership of which is yet to be traced.
On the basis of computations which are given In appendix E, it is estimated that
the corporate share of the Federal interest paid in 1937 was $505,000,000 in round
figures. This would leave some $191900,000 of Federal interest for 1937 to be
allocated to the net incomes of Individuals,

0 The distribution of Federal Interest aa belk% en complete and partial exemtion from Inome tax is
taken from the Treasury Gray BOOk p. 12. Elsewhere In this document estimates are presented of the
amount oflnterest rereived bythe varIous public Investment funds which indicate that a tos#I of27,000,00
was paid to private Investors i 1937. The estimate In the above table Isu $00,000,000, ThI difference
produced bl an abnormally low estimate, in the Treaswry Gray Pook, for the interest receipts of publi0
I nvestn. nt funds from the oblijations Issued by Federal agencies,

4 statistics of Income, pt. 1, 38, pp. 30, 31,
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The apportionment of this suin can only be approximated. The Treasury
Gray Book states that a special analysis of the tax returns for 1034 revealed
ownership of some $827,000,000 of Federal securities in the net income groups
below $5,000.1" But by Decembor 1937 the total of savings bonds Issued was
$1,368,000,000. An investigation among the holders of these bonds revealed
that a large proportion had been bought by skilled workers and others of relatively
modest incomes. Hence the assumption that a total of $1,300,000,000 of the
Federal debt is allocable to the group of individuals with not incomes tinder
$5 000, does not seem unreasonable. This assumption imputes the purchase of
only $473,000,000 of the savings bonds by persons with a not Income below
$5,00, during the period in which the total of savings bonds issued was $1,308,-
00,000. In fact, t may be too low, considering the amount of Federal securities
estimated to have been hold by tits group in 1034, and the total sales of savings
bonds after the Inauguration of this typoin March 1935.

Since ownership of savings bonds involves an accrual of interest, it is proper
to regard this accrual as an interest expense to the Treasury, and as an interest
receipt by the holder of the bonds, although no cash is actually paid out. It is
assumed, also, that the data used here relative to Federal interest costs Include
the accrued interest obligations on account of the savings bonds. While it is
therefore proper to allocate a certain proportion of the interest ccsts as of 1937 to
the net income group which Is supposed to hold a considerable proportion of the
savings bonds, it is misleading to regard all of such interest receipts as being, in
fact, taxable in 1037. The ordinary holder of a savings bond will receive the
entire interest for 10 years, in cash, when the matured bond is paid, and he will
pay income tax on the whole amount of interest at that time. That is, lie buys
the bond at a discount, and its value increases, through the compounding of tie
accrued interest, until it is redeemed at par on the maturity date. The difference
between the price originally paid and the final par value is the interest which the
holder receives on his investment during the life of the bond. The interest
accrual is computed at 2.0 percent, but if the holder wishes to redeem his bond
before final maturity, his interest allowance is computed at a somewhat lower rate.

At final maturity, or at redemption, should this occur earlier at tile holder's
request, the interest earned is to be reported as income and tinder the present
law this interest is exempt from normal tax but Is subject Io surtax. Incidentally,
this will come as quite a jolt to him when it happens, but as of 1937, however
there would be a discrepancy between the Treasury's record of interest costs, paid
and accrued, and the aggregate of interest receipts by investors, since a very large
proportion of the holders of savings bonds will not accrue as current income the
amounts which their savings bonds have actually earned in the way of interest in
1037 or in any othek year prior to maturity.

For the purposes of the present apportionment of the Federal interest payments
in 1937, an average interest return of 2.0 percent is assumed to have been received
on the $1,300,000,000 of principal allocated to the small income groups. The
total interest payments thus allocated would be $33,800,000. Deducting this
amount from tio $101s900,000 which was to be apportioned among the different
groups of individual investors a remainder of $158,100,000 is obtained. This
mustob assigned to the individuals with net incomes of $5,000 and over, in addi-
tion to an amount equal to that reported by these individuals In 1030 as wholly
exempt Federal interest. The total which must be dealt with in these income
groups is therefore $200,600,000.

The amount hero imputed to the larger individual incomes is undoubtedly in
excess of the correct amount received, for it takes no account of foreign holdings
of Federal debt, which way be substantial, and no account of the possible diffusion
of this debt among other categories of investors than those covered by the surveys
that have been made. The estimates of the probable tax yield will therefore be
inflated accordingly, but it is impossible to suggest any appropriatestandard for
correcting them.

I bid., p. 10h
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Comparison of estimated otmership, distribution of State and Federal securities,

respeeively, as given in the present report and as compiled by John W. Rans,
Uider Secretary of the Treasury'

Federal State, local, and T'ro%'orlal

Category otownership The present Mr. lanes' The present Mr. Tanes'
report figures report figures

Publioinvestmottand trust funds.. $10,801,000,000 $1 00, $4, 324, 000000 $4,3, 000
Exempt Institutilons ..... 2......0.... 2,900, 1,48 00000 1,3W,000
]Banks (except mutual savings 1

banks) ........................... 14. 01. 000, OM 14,00,000 %6.0.00 % 000
Insurance company ............... ., 251,00,000 5 ,00 000 1,824, 0 Oo
Other atons ................. to 707, 000; 000 2,000,000 48,05 00 $00.000
Individu s ........................ 11, 00 000 ODD 700,000 k, 473, 000, 000 8,800000

Total ........................ 41, 9,29o0, . .. 0, 1 , 2 ,oo 19 ,ooo
I Statement by John W. Hanes, Under Secretary of the Treasury, before the Special Committe, of the

Senate on Taxation of Governmental Securities and Salaries. Jan. 18, 1039.

APPENDIX G

METHODS USED TO ESTIMATE THE ?EDERAJ TAX YIELD ON INTEREST l COMES IM-
PUTED TO INDIVIDUAL INOOMAS OF $6,000 AND OVEf

Since the number of Individuals who may own Federal or State bonds is un.
known, as is also the amount of each individual's holdings, It Is necessary to an-
proximate the tax yield on the basis of such data as are known regarding ownershtI
distribution.

After much deliberation, it was decided that two lather indefinite olues were
available as to the probable ownership distribution of Government securities by In-
dlvi dus!s, following the introduction or extension of the Yederal tax. One of these
is the 6hltribution of interest receipts on United States Treasury bonds and other
Fed eral debt obligations which are now subject to surtac. The actual receipts of
suoh interest as reported by Individuals with net incomes of $5,000 and over are
published in the annual Statistics of Income, and In the calculations made in this
report the data reported for 1936 were used. The method of tax computation
used simply reveals the revenue that might be expected, if the amount of State, or
of Federal, interest respectively which is Imputed to these net income groups were
actually received and were distributed proportionately as the reported partially
exempt Federal Interest is distributed.

This is In no sense an assumption that the receipts of Federal or of State interest
will be so distributed, after the proposed tax changes become effective, nor Is It in
any sense a forecast of the future. No tax estimates can be made except on some
assumption as to income distribution, and the reported receipts of partially exempt
Federal interest reveal simply the investment policy of individuals with respect
to certain classes of public debt.

The other clue as to Individual ownership distribution is in the holdings of cor;
portion bonds, as revealed by the analysis of estate tax data. For this purpose,
the data given in appendix D were used, and the classification of estates by size
groups was converted to a classification on an assumed net income basis of approxi-
mately 3 percent or thqqabouts. The conversion could be only approximate, as
the following tabulation shows:

Iva estate bracket Corrupotding #de income bracketi
$200,000- $400,000 $5,000-$10,000

400,000- 800,000 10,000- 25,000
800,000- 1,500,000 25,000- 50,OO

10500,000- ,000,000 50,000-100,0003,000,000- 3,000,000 100,000-150,000
3,000,000-t5,000,000 150,000-300,000

10,000,000 and over a00,000 and over
Tihe analysis of the Investments of estates given in aplendix 1), extended to the

private or taxable bonds. The aggregate of these bonds for all estates included it
the above not-income brackets was distributed according to the relative net-estate
brackets, and thus ratios were established for a distribution of taxable bond hold-

122260-89-pt. 2- 7
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in s by equivalent net-income groups. This distribution and the ratios are as

Atr eaten tax- Ratio o bondssbebonds In In each bracket

Net income brackets correspondlfl to certain net estate brackets a In to total bonds
bracket In All estates

Perceal

$,to ................................................ 2167
343,.6K,000 K471

)00 ... 2K~ 1&.721 to ri, ................................. ?a W% ODS 12.79
163,932000 !1.

I o $ ......................... :........................ .7, s7 0ODLO0tOtosl 00~ 67.700 4. &22
1OD00,0 to $000)- .............................................. . 4..7

L8:00000 o 9 ... .................................................. 91,374.00 &62

1. 293,8 000 1400

This hypothesis Involves the assumption that if all bonds which are now exempt

or Immune from the Fe ";ral Income tax should, as a result of that tax, be distrib-

uled among the net-income brackets in the same manner as the taxable bonds

now appear to be distributed, a basis Is provided for estimating the amount of

tax that would be collected from the interest therefrom. Accordingly, the

amount of State and of Federal interest, respectively, that was imputed to the

net incomes of $5,000 and over was fitted to the net-income brackets given above.

In this case, however, the median surtax rates were used for each of the brackets,
since the actual surtax scale contains many more subdivisions than It was possible

to establish in dealing with the estate-tax data. The complete details of the

distribution of imputed interest and of the calculation of tax thereon, are shown in

the following tables:

TABLE XXIX.-Diatribution of State and Federal interest, rpecdirely, as imputed

to net incomes of $5,000 and over, and estimated taxes thereon

Distribution Distribution
of Imputed of Imputed

StatS In- Estimated Federal in. Estimated
terest, on the tax on Im- terest, on the taxon ni-

Surtax brackets Srta pso.t pire- u basis of re- p ted
rates Poe - Stt WX oted par- Fed=a

tltly ax- Interest tially ex- Interest
empty Federl pt Federal

Interest Iterest

Perctld

OWDO to 000 ............................ 4 $22.54& 000 $914.O $1 k00000 05'40
e000to.00 ........................ . 5 37,o00 I *L000 22,66000 1, 1A 00

(,000 to $00 ...................... 6 29,11,000 5,75000 17.7)7.00 1,0400

,000 to $2 ........ .7 2334,000 637. O 3 919.000 M ODD,000

2,0000 to 16.000......................... 9 22. ,4.W 1..000 1, 53000 D

1,000to It 1i000 .......................... 14,621.000 1.0 D.000 ,16 70 4,000
,000 to 19000 ...................... i 13,7 09.00 1,5 0 8.1%. 0 000 ,O00

1,000 to 000 ....................... 1 1%79.000 5000 1,1 7.000 1,001000
A000to ..000......................... 19 20, 9A 000 O83 3.46,000 ,10,000

22,000 53 26,000 ....................... 1 17 A 3,. 000 591%4.000 15,052,000 O 2,23000
000 to 4"000 ....................... 24 19,5 3.,000 07 7,000 1,791.MO
000 to 000 ........................ 3 2 .495,000 3.584.000 5,'00 1,5z6r000

30,000 to .3000 ......................... 24 17.00 Ot C00 7, M51.000 . 1,, 7000
4,000 tow) ........................ 2 .9. K00 35, 01000 1,85&000 1,0 000

!!DO00 000 .................... .. .n 319.0 t.000 4.152,000 1.35,0O
OD5.00to74lo0.....................3 46.34, OW ow00 3.58K 000 5,11000

ROO to ow...................... 7 39,a05,K000 W,2,9 o 2,2 4000 1340

000tM0,0 .0....................... 4 4.ss7.00 sm0.000 2,633,000 L 1,ODo

7,. to lo .00....................... 5 , 151 X1,000 ODD 22,000 .124000 1, = o000

0 000 .00...................... H 4i62, t5* 3.475,000
o 1e ...0......................62 34.000 5A4000 s..000 1. ,0& ,000.otloo 0 ,00 1)..................... 64 1I i. 0007 1,2000C6 k 4,53. 00 44000

1K00010 t 000 ................. 5 60 4. ,00W 2.482,000 2.1,84 ,00 30MM

2A00 to MO ...... 6 400 17,00 64. 00 1^000
M0OW to .000..................... s i.,,00 13, 9o10 MOOD50

ow to 7070O.................. .. 70 93,00,157)0 31,)

Normal ___ __ ...............
_..

TOtal................................. ... 4o .M........060........ e, 0.0i
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TAiLE XXX.-Distributlion of State and Federal interest, respectively, on the basis
of corporate bond investments in estates, and estimated taxes thereon

Ratio of vRe1ative Estimated

total oor Estimated Isl tax on ir..~ A Pei9Id~rbu. tedix Esint dhtu.u

Net income brackets b . ionOIra. surtax pttd stat pute Fn . putri Fed.ft putdftato rates interest eralpinter. or& luter.
backed interest j t t est

bracketer* a

Percent Percent
000 to $10,000............... 2 A 7 S891084,000 0 $8,399,000*63,600,000 $3,210,000

1 2o0to 2 0............. 2 90,19,000 Ii 0,013,000 A3,680,000 6,894,000
2,',000 to 3, .............. 18.72 ,11,000 21 13.284,000 37,82 ,000 7,880;000

5.22 I702 581, 1 1, 0,7,00,000 to 100,0 ............... 12.60 42,478, 46 1O,116, 26, 20Q0 I,66,0001,00, to ,8o.W ................ 8.22 1 612- 6 IN ,21,oo 0 : ,o IN47.00o. "
160000 to 300,000 ............. 4.7 16 ,41,000 0 0,000 o, 107,000 683

000 .......................... 5 62 18, 24, 000 70 13,037,000 11,073,000 7, 761, 000

337,400000 ........ 8, 03 ,0 00, 00,0,000 47.200
Normal tax ............... ............ .......... 13,490,00 ........... 8,024,000

Total tax.......... ......... .................. ...... 93,991000.... .5888000

APPENDIX H

Comments on a statement by Mr. John W. Hanes, Under Secretary of the
Treasury, submitted to the Special Committee of the Senate on Taxation of
Governmental Securities and Salaries, on January 18 19391s

The arguments which Mr. Hanes advanced In his statement were based on
the paper by Mr. Murphy, cited below. The comments offered here will be
prefaced by quoting certain conclusions that were stated by Mr. Murphy asfollows:

"First, that the governmental unite In the United States Issuing tax-exempt
securities suffer thereby at much larger loss In revenue than they gain In Interest-
and, second that many of the holders of tax-exempt securities suffer an important
loss In yield as a result of the tax-exemption privilege, which lose they are able
to recoup only partially, or not at all, through savings of taxes. The not balance
of loss suffered by both of these classes goes to the benefit of a relatively small
class of wealthy individual holders of such securities, who reap benefits from the
tax-exemption privilege out of all proportion to the interest yield which they
have sacrificed In order to obtain it."

The paper under review here deals with the fiscal effects, but the following is
said about the nonfiscal effects:

"The most important nonfiscal effect of the issuance of tax-exempt securities
Is the diversion of funds which would otherwise be Ideally eligible for use as
'enterprise' capital to use as senior capital of the most conservative sort, leaving
the need for enterprise capital to be supplied by persons who can ill afford to
bear the risk, or worse yet, leaving the need unmet altogether with resultant
unemployment o senior capital and Industrial stagnation."

This is a repetition of the argument earlier advanced by Mr. Philip Wenchel,
Chief Counsef of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, discussed at pages 153-166,
supra. Further comments are unnecessary here.

Thefirst conclusion, which is that the governmental units suffer a much larger
loss in revenue than they gain through savings in interest, is supported by the
following argument:

Investors may be assumed to take one or other of two possible attitudes in
buying tax-exempt securities: (1) They may be assumed to buy them on a purely
rational basis, having In mind only the actual relative investment advantage;
or (2) they may be assumed to buy such securities through a mixture of motives,
rational and irrational, In which case the actual importance of the tax-exemption
feature would not be controlling for all purchasers under all circumstances.

Under the first of these cases, Mr. Murphy finds that the small Investor becomes
the marginal buyer and that he determines the price and yield basis of the exempt
securities. This finding supports a contention advanced earlier in the Depart-
ment of Justice White 1ook . Mr. Murphy concludes that under the conditions
to r. fines, stateineut was baed on itgc bI tiry murphy, of tleTrury Dopatment,before

th *nlumd Statistics A fatten, at t IIC-,, on bir 29, IM8
it Vlsouuell rupra, PI). 106-10.
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laid down, the revenue loss will be much larger than the interest saving. His
illustration and argument may be summarized as follows:

(1) Assume that a country has a flat Income-tax rate of 25 percent, and that
under this tax, a 4-percent taxable security will sell at par. Then the Govern-
ment can sell a 3 percent tax-exempt security at par. Whether It issues taxable
or exempt securities is a matter of indifference, for the interest saving will balance
the revenue loss. Considering administration costs, possible evasion and col.
lotion losses there could be some advantage in the tax exemption.

2 rMurphy next introduces the following further assumptions:
a Th Income-tax rates are graduated, being 10 percent on certain Incomes

and 25 percent on other incomes.
(b) More bonds are to be issued than "can conveniently be absorbed by persons

subject to the 25 percent tax."
(c) The additional bonds must therefore be sold to persons subject only to the

10-percent tax.
(d) Undor these conditions, the yield differential bctwccn taxable andc exempt

bonds will drop from 1 percent to 0.4 percent, since persons subject to only a 10-
percent income tax will not buy tax-free bonds on a yield basis below 3.0 percent;
when they can get this not yield, after taxes, from a 4-percent taxable security.
The resulting situation is thus described by Mr. Murphy:

"Individuals subject to the 10-percent tax will then constitute the marginal
purchasers of tax-exempt bonds and will determine the price-in this case, of
course, the yild-for the whole amount of such bonds."

"Investors subject to the 28-percent tax will now'be able to secure tax-free
bonds to yil . ecn nta fol3ecn previously and this en-
hanced yilwilrpeetantlstote Jer en-wvhich will have saved
only 0.4 percent in interest cost by making the bonds tax exempt, while it will
have lost an amount in revenue equal to a full 1 percent in interest cost."

Commerts.-The firstommmment is that this argument proves that the small
investor is the margestor vestor by assuming that he is the marginal investor.
Since it is assumed that the additional bonds cannot be sold to any persons except
those In the 10-percent tax group, naturally it follows that their Investment atti-
tude toward them will determine the price and yield bnosis.

There Is some confusion, also, in the final paragraph quoted above, regarding
the relative revenue loss and interest gain. The conditions intended by the author
are not clearly set out, but a concrete illustration may aid in following the thought.
It will also aid in exposing the fallacy. This illustration is as follows:

(1) Suppose that the above country has issued one billion of debt, tax exempt,
at 3 percent interest, and that all of this debt is held by persons subject to a 25-
percent income tax. Then, on the conditions laid down, the revenue loss, as
against an issue of one billion of taxable debt at 4 percent, would be $10,000,000,
and the saving in interest would be the same amount.

(2) Suppose, next that this country introduces income tax rates of 10 percent
and 25 percent, ana that it then proceeds to borrow another billion from its
citizens. By assumption, this second billion must be sold to the 10-percent income
tax group, since It cannot "conveniently be absorbed by the persons subject to
the 15-percent income tax." The 10-percent tax group of investors will not buy
the new bonds, even with tax exemption, on less than a 3.6-percent basis, which
means an Interest rate of 3.6 percent if the bonds are to be taken at par.

This new rate is said to establish the price and yield basis for the whole amount
of Government bonds; that is, for the entire 2 billions. At this point the writers
becomes confused by the difference between market yield basis, and interest cost
to the Government. Mr. Murphy says that the 25-percent tax group will be able
to secure tax-free bonds to yield 3.0 percent Instead of only 3 percent as previ-
ously, and that this enhanced yield will represent a loss to the Government, which
is saving only 0.4 percent in interest while it loses revenue equal to a full 1 percent
in interest.

But we are not told how the 25-percent tax group is able to acquire any of the
3.6-percent bonds. The assumption on which the whole argument rests is that
this group already holds all of the Government bonds that it can conveniently
absorb, which was the reason for offering a higher interest rate to the lower income
group when the second loan was made. Now it suddenly appears that the persons
nthe high-incomo group can loosen up and buy more bonds, and that they can
grt them on a 3.0.percent basis. It should be clear that the whole chain of Mr.
Murphy's logIc has been completely broken by introducing the idea that the 25-
erent ax group can, at a later time, acquire more bonds than they held at the

lime when tho Government was obliged to increase the interest rate so as to appeal
to the low-Income group. The only reason for this increased interest rate was
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that the second bond issue could not conveniently be absorbed by the high-
Income group. If these high income persons really can buy more, there is no
reason to suppose that the Interest rate must rise to 3.6 percent.

To be sure, the concurrent existence in the market of 3 percet and 8.6 percent
bonds, alike in all respects, including the tax exemption, would mean that one
Issue would go to a premium or the other to a discount, in the process of equalizing
yield bases. if the 25-percent tax group were really able to buy more, the 3.6-
percent issue would go to a premium, for bonds with that coupon rate would be
worth more to persons subject to a 25-percent income tax than to those subject
only to a 10-percent tax. But by the original hypothesis, the high-income group
cannot buy more than they held at the time of issuing the additional bonds,
hence it is to be inferred that the 3 percent's go to a discount sufficient to produce
a yield basis of 3.6 percent. After that market adjustment, with its accompanying
write-off in investor portfolios, the 25-percent tax group is realizing 3.6 percent
on its holdings of Governments, computed on the now market price. Persons
In thi, 9-pereont tax group would thmn sell 3 percent's and buy 3. percent's but
the operation would be no more profitable to them than to take in each other's
washing. But none of these changes in the market price and yield of the 3

cent s would affect the Government's revenue loss or interest saving, although
Mdr. Murph!, thinks that it would. Ilis error will be clear from the following
summary of revenue losses and interest savings:

(a) On the first billion of tax-exempt 3 percent's, the revenue loss is still balanced
by the interest gain, notwithstanding that these bonds could be bought at some
later time, by anyone who had the money, on a 3.6-percent yield basis.

(b) On the second billion of tax-exempt 3.6 percent's, the interest saving is
$4,000,000 (as against the cost of a 4-percent taxable bond), and the revenue joss
is $4,000,000 (being 10 percent of the $40,000,000 that would have been paid as
interest on a 4-percent taxable issue of $1,000,000 000). In saying that the Gov-
ernment's revenue loss would be equal to a full i percent in interest cost, while
its interest saving would be measured by only 0.4 percent, Mr. Murphy evidently
forgot that the 10-percent tax group would pay income tax at 10 percent and not
at 25 percent. He evidently forgot also his major assumption, which was that
the amount of bonds that could be absorbed by the high-income group was strictly
limited. And finally, he forgot that the terms of revenue loss and Interest-saving
on the first installment, the debt were established at the time of issue, and hence
could not be affected by subsequent changes of yield basis.

Notwithstanding all of these changes in the assumptions and gaps in the logic,
Mr. Murphy proceeds to generalize as follows:

11 * * whenever tax-exempt securities exist simultaneously with progres-
sive Income taxes and Investors act rationally, the Interest saving to the Govern-
ment arising from the issuance of the tax-exempt securities will be measured only
by the value of the tax exemption to the marginal holders of the bonds-thft is,
the investors in the lowest tax bracket by whomn bonds must be held In order to
absorb the entire supply. The revenue loss to the Government, however arising
from the issuance of the tax-exempt securities, will be measured by the total
tax savings to all investors bracket-by-bracket, and hence must be greater than
the corresponding interest saving."

Comment.-In its generalized form the argument and conclusion are equally
defective, for the proof that the price and yield of a tax-exempt security are estab-
lished by those investors to whom the exemption, as such, is worth little or nothing
rests on the assumption that the ability of those in the high-income brackets to
acquire more of the bonds is definitely limited. Discard this assumption, as
Mr. Murphy evidently does in reaching his conclusion, and the whole question
of price and yield, of interest saving versus revenue loss, becomes an open one.
Certainly the small income investor disappears from the scene as tho marginal
Investor, so strategically located and motivated as to become the regulator of
price and yield.

The unreality of the kind of anlaysis that has been reviewed to this point is
clear enough. Mr. Murphy abandons it, by turning to another series of assump-
tIons, stated thus:

"* * * let us assume that many investors insist upon purchasing, or find
it necessary to purchase, Government securities irrespective of nice calculations
based upon the yield obtainable from taxable bonds of equal safety and the value
of the tax-exemption privilege to them."

Under this condition whloh corresponds more closely with actual market
circumstances than the hypothesis advanced earlier, and under which nothing is
said about the limited ability of any income group to absorb tax-exempt bonds
Mr. Murphy finds that "the persons to whom the tax-exemption prlvflcge is Ol
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considerable value may become the marginal bidders for many types of Govern.
ment seourities-".

From this point the emphasis in Mr, Murphy's paper changes, and the injurious
effects of an abnormally low Government interest rate on many classes of In-
vestors is stressed, Tifs is the second point brought out In the general summary
of conclusions quoted on page 181 above, to the effect that "nany holders of
tax-exempt securities suffer an important loss in yield, which loss they are able
to recoup only partially, or not at all, through savings in taxes." Titus, the
beneficiaries of public trust funds are said to ie injured by the low yield on the
tax-exempt securities held in these funds. Mutual savings banks, building asso-
clations, insurance companies, and many commercial banks, are said to be in-
vesting, or trying to invest, the funds of others who are mainly persons with small
incomes. If the exemption privilege were eliminated, the revenue which these
institutions receive from government bonds would be increased, except as the
income tax exemption which some of these groups now enjoy might later be
removed. A plea is also made for the small investor, who ought to get a larger
interest return on his investment in Government securities.

The magnitude of the gains which all of these classes of investors would be
expected to enjoy, after the removal of tax exemption, is suggested by the state-
mont, quoted above, that many of then now suffer an important loss in yield.
This clearly implies that the interest rate on tax exempt securities has been ab-
normally depressed and that the removal of the exemption would produce a
sufficient rise of interest rates on public securities to restore this important loss
of yield. But in a later section of the pap or, as will be seen, the effects of removing
the tax exemption on interest rates and Interest costs are minimized and made to
appear of little importance. This is part of the general effort to show that interest
savings will be far less than revenue losses. Just how an important loss of yield
to investors can be made good without incurring an Important increase of interest
costs to the debtor governments is nowhere considered.

Furthermore, it is hinted that such gains as various institutions might tempor-
arily enjoy from a rise of interest rates following the elimination of tax exemption
will last only until these gains are cut into by Federal or local taxes. It t most
unlikely that the States will ever tax their own pension funds, but some Federal
departments believe that a Federal right to tax these State trust funds already
exists."8 The third stage of the general conclusion quoted on page 181 above is
that the net balance of the alleged revenue loss to government and of the invest-
ment loss to certain investors goes to the benefit of a few wealthy individual
holders of such securities.

This viewpoint has already been discussed at length in the foregoing report.
With respect to State and local securities, it is clear that whatever increase of
interest costs may be produced by the elimination of their immunity from Federal
taxation will fall upon the taxpayers who must support State and local govern-
ment. 'his group is not mentioned in Mr. Murphy's paper, nor Is the efect of
the proposed tax changes upon it a matter about which any concern is expressed.
As the language that is quoted on page 181 indicates, the subject is treated as if
the only matter involved were the recovery from a few individuals of the benefits
now derived by them from tax exemption. Were it possible to effect such recovery
without producing equal or even more severe adverse effects in other directions,
there would be no objection to the move from a fiscal standpoint, although the
case for doing it in an orderly and definite manner by constitutional action would
be as strong as ever,
However-the action against the few wealthy individuals be taken, it is impossible

to penalize them without also penalizing many millions of small taxpayers through-
out the nation. The problem is not as narrow and one-sided as Mr. Murphy,
together with many others, has assumed; it is a complicated problem which in.
volves careful balancing of gains and losses in various directions.

Finally, the statement under review deals briefly with the effect of the removal
of tax exemption on Government interest rates. The approach here is that of
showing the relative unimportance of the tax-exemption privilege as a factor in
market valuation, and hence of showing that the elimination of exemption priv-
ileges will cause but little readjustment in interest rates. Even so, Mr. Murphy
concedes that the interest rate on long-term debt will be increased by one-fourth
to one-half percent. He estimates the value of partial exemption to Individuals
at one-eighth percent, but does not consider the fact that all Federal bonds and
notes are completely exempt when held by corporations. However, on the basis

-Ilupra, p. 116.
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of those estimates of the effect of the removal of tax exemption, the additional
interest cost to the Federal Government on the debt volume as of Juno 30, 1037,
produced by eliminating the exemption of Federal interest from Federal income
tax, would be from $90,000,000 to $110,000,000 annually. This calculation Is
made by assuming one-eighth percent increase for the partially exempt debt,
and an average increase of three-eighths percent for the wholly exempt debt
which produces a total increase of $90,000,000; or an Increase of one-half percent
on the long-term debt, which would produce the total of $110,000,000. In other
words, from the purely fiscal standpoint, the Federal Government starts with a
handicap of not less than $00,000,000 to $110,000,000 In increased interest cost,
and the net advantage to the Treasury will consist only in tile amount of revenue
to be realized above such figures.

Mr. lanes, in his statement before tile special Senate committee, accepted
Mr. Murphy's suggestions as to the effect of Federal Interest rates but he offered
an estimate of total increased interest cost of from $10,000,000 to $50,000,000.
There is a very definite and obvious discrepancy between the conceded effects on
interest rates and the resulting effects on total interest cost.

The calculations of Federal interest cost In this report have assumed 20 points
Increase for the short-term debt, except for the bills and certificates and 80 points
for the long-term debt. These ratios of Increase are in substantial agreement
with the one-fourth to one-half percent suggested by Mr. Hanes. It Is assumed,
in this report, that the partially exempt bonds will react to the removal of exemp-
tion In a greater degree than Is conceded by Mr. Hanes, because of tile fact that
they are now wholly exempt when held by corporations of every description.

It seems proper to suggest that the Treasury has available certain data which,
If properly utilized, might go far toward settling the argument about the classes
of investors who establish the interest rates on tile Federal debt. These data
consist, first, of the factors that are considered by Treasury officials in deciding
upon the terms of a bond or note issue and second, of the subscriptions which
are made to the successive offerings. if careful minutes had been kept of the
various staff conferences which precede the announcement of each offering, it
should be possible to ascertain the extent to which the terms of issue had been
fixed with reference to the attitude of the various classes of potential subscribers.
It, would be possible to discover if these conferences gave any weight to the attf-
tiude of those persons with small incomes, who are supposed by many to be the
marginal buyers and whose attitude is supposed effectively to determine the in-
torest terms of the Issue. From an analysis and classificatidn of the subscrip-
tions and allotments, It would be possible to show who are the original purchasers
of the succerave issues, and with this information it would be possible to arrive
at some fairly definite inferences as to the motives which appeared to govern them
in making these subscriptions, With such information it would be possible to
estimate more accurately the probable effects of the removal of tax exemption.

Another, and even bettor suggestion, was offered by Dr. 0. 0. Hardy in the
discussion of the papers given at the meeting of'the American Statistical Asso-
ciation in Detroit on December 29, 1988. This was that In forthcoming bond
Issues, the offering be divided, part being wholly exempt, part only partially
exempt, and part having no exemption prvilege. This would provide a perfect
comparison, as the only difference in the attractiveness of the bonds would be the
difference In taxable status. Any market differentials that were established would
supply a fairly definite clue to the current appraisal of the tax-exemption privilege.

Mers. Hanes and Murphy alike reveal a certain confusion in their discussion
of the way in which the price and yield bases of the tax-exempt bonds are deter-
mined. For Illustration some passages in Mr. Hanes' statement are used.

In one place Mr. Hanes says:
"The reason for th small differential in interest rates, despite the high preferen-

tial vlue of the tax exemption privilege is that the interest saving arising from
the issuance of tax-exempt securities is measured only by the value of tax-exemp-
tion to those bondholders who fall In the lowest tax brackets."

This statement obviously rests on the kind of reasoning advanced by Mr.
Murphy, and dealt with in the early, part of this memorandum. The fallay as
to the amount of interest saving which results from proving that the small investor
i the marginal boyer by'ass6mlng that he If the marginal buyer has beeht pointed
out above. Yet, here the smale investor is made -the controlling influence in
establishing the yield basis.

But in another place, two pages farther on, Mr. Hanes says:
"Persons with large incoies derive much greater benefits In reduced taxes

than they pay foi through sacrificeof interest returns. Part of this ekcess benefit
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falls as a burden on holders of tax-exempt seouritiea who need them (or other
reasons but must pay the eare premiums as do the individuals in the higher income
braOkets." lItalics ours,

Here it is evident that the individuals In the high-income brackets are regarded
as the principal factor in establishing the price and yield basis, and all others who
want public securities must meet the terms which such individuals establish.

This inconsistency of saying that the marginal buyer is the small investor, and
then that he is the large investor is so obvious and so extraordinary that no
comment is needed.

The sentences of Mr. Hanes' statement which follow immediately after the
second passage quoted above indicate a certain wishful thinking. These sentences
are:

"The remaining excess benefit must be paid by the general taxpayer who is
called upon to make up the deficit in revenue. Neither of the burdened groups
(i. e., those who accept an abnoramlly low return and the general taxpayers) is
as able to bear the additional load as are the individuals In the higher income
brackets who receive the benefits."

This statement implies that the individuals in the high-income brackets will
continue to hold just as many of the public securities after the removal of tax
exemption as they now hold. The conclusions arrived at elsewhere by Messrs.
Hlanes and Murphy indicate a belief that they will also hold them at a price and
yield basis very little above the present levels, for both of these writers minimize
the increase of interest cost while stressinggreatly the prospective revenue yields.

But what assurance is there that these bends will stay in the portfolios of those
in the high-income bracket. once the exemption is removed? It is strongly im-
plied by both writers that these persons attach a higher importance to the exemp-
tion than to other features. When that particular feature is removed, they
would have little or no reason for carrying them longer. Hence the suggestion
that they could be made to carry an additional tax load, through removal of the
exemption, is a hope rather than a certainty.

If the ublie securities should be generally dislodged from the high-income
brackets by the removal of tax exemption, where will they go and what will be
the fiscal results of this shift? Naturally, they must pass into possession of
those to whom the other features of a public security are supposed to be of more
importance than tax exemption. Unless these groups have an indefinite capacity
to absorb the securities at only such slight advance over the current Interest
rates as is predicted by Messrs. Hanes and Murphy, additional inducement must
be provided in higher rates. Insofar as these interest rates rise, the burden on
other taxpayers is increased, while at the same time the prospective revenues will
diminish, for the groups that are supposed to be least concerned with tax exemp-
tion as such are the small investors, the exempt institutions, and the corporations
likely to have little or no net Income anyway. Little or no income tax is col-
lected from these groups. Neither Mr. Hanes nor Mr. Murphy has given any
attention to the balance of gains and losses under such a condition as this al-
though its emergence is to be strongly inferred from the line of analysis which
theyh ve followed.

Should the interest rates rise to a level that would again attract those with
substantial Incomes, the revenue will rise, but the interest costs will also have
risen in the meantime,

The CRAIRMA. Dr. Lutz, we are glad to have you here.

STATEMENT OF DR. HARLEY L. LUTZ, PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC
FINANCE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, PRINOETON, N. It

Dr. LUTZ. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee: The
report which Mr. Tremaine has handed you as coming from me is in
two main sections as you will observe; one, an examination of the
physical results of various possibilities of dealing with the taxation
of public securities, and the other, an examation of, some of the
general governmental and social aspects of that probability,.

The CHAMMAx. As I understand it, you do not attempt to cover
the legal phases in this repot?

Dr.-LUTZ. No, sir; not at all. In the first part of my report, dealing
with the physical results, I have approached it from various points
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of view-various possibilities in dealing with questions of public
securities, and I have called them, for convenience, various options.

Option I is the first and simplest case, in which the Federal Govern.
ment taxes the interest of State and local securities, with no thought
of reciprocity of State taxing of Federal interest.

The second option is one in which there is complete reciprocity.
The third option is one which relates to the Federal Government

alone. Federal taxation of Federal interest. It is obvious that is
something that can be dealt with either by itself or in combination
with the other possible requirements and constitutional action.

There is no controversy between the Federal Government and the
State in this connection and, therefore, it is something that can be
dealt with at any time that the Congress sees fit.

Options 1 and 2: As a matter of fact, the subject falls into two
parts, because the whole question of Federal relationship may be
involved as to the way to proceed, while the third option involves
none, and, as a matter of fact, the whole question of reciprocity has
dealt simply with this matter of State and Federal taxation. The
amendment of 1922 did not couple with it Federal taxation of Federal
interest. It is a question of whether there was any intention to couple
with a proposed amendment today Federal taxation of Federal
interest.

'Now, if we do not include in an amendment, assuming we are com-
ing to that stage, a requirement that the Federal Government tax its
own interest as a condition of taxing State interest, obviously there
will be no taxation of Federal interest except at the discretion of the
Congress, and," whether the present Congress should do it or not, a
future Congress could cover taxation of Federal interest as well.

If we should make it obligatory that the Federal Government tax
its own interest as well as the State interest, then, in any future Con-
gress, we are going to be in a very serious difficulty th respect to
Federal interest because of that restriction of its policy.

Now, let us turn to a consideration of these various options, and
I will outline very briefly the results I have obtained. They are
shown on this chart on the wall, Small reproductions of the same
chart, I believe, are in your hands.

The CHAIRMAN. I have one, but I do not think that Senator
Byrd has one.

(The chart shown on p. 188 was placed before the members of the
committee.) •

Dr. LuTz. Now, the first option, which is simply the Federal
taxation of State and local interest with no reciprocity. Obviously,
the State would get no revenue, so it becomes a tax. with only
Federal revenUe'receipts.

I think It would not be relevant, Mr. Chairman, for me to go at
any length into the methods I have used in arriving at these results,
but I should like to show, with respect first of all as to the cost to the
State, that I have approached that from the stadpoint of theprobable
effect upon State interest payments that vould be produced by the
present scheme of Federal tax rates upon the holders of State and
local securities. I

•Now, the chief problem is to decide how much of effect will be
produced by these taxes. Waturally,, wd had to proceed from the
standpoint of opinion and inference, to a 'conaiderablo extent because,
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so far there have been no State securities subject to Federal tax,
and, therefore, we have no positive evidence, The report outlines
various kinds of opinion evidence that we secured by a canvass of
investment houses dealing in State and local securities, a canvass of

the large insurance companies and examination of the actual market.
situation, market spendng-and also what you might cafl a deductive
approach; that is, what wo ld happen on the assumption the investors
sought to shift the tax.
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Out of all these approaches, I came to this result which I adopted
for the purpose of computation: That the effect of the present scheme
of Federal taxation wold produce something like three-fifths of 1 per.
cent, or 60 on the long-term debt, and something like one-fifth in the
cost of the short-term State and local debt.

Now, applying those figures to the present volume of State and
local debt, on the assumption that we are seeking the burden at a time
when the taxable State and local debt is equal to the present volume
of immune debt outstanding we come to the result it will cost the
States and cities something uke $113 000,000.

Senator LoGAN. You mean, if, in the future, the States and munici-
palities should cause to be issued bonds equal to the amount that are
now outstanding?

Dr. LuTz. Yes; that is right.
Senator TowNsEND. That is not likely, is it?
Dr. LuTz. Senator, I would not want to predict, and I do not mean

to imply any positive prediction in regard to the volume of either
State or Federal debt. Your question would imply, if I answer it
as you have suggested, that at some time the States and cities will
be out of debt. I do not mean to say anything with respect to whether
they are going to be out of debt or that they will have a greater or
less debt than at the present time.

The only way in which one can seek answers to these important
questions that come up is to consider what would be the effect of, and
as the result of, refunding, or as the result of obligations to meet new
requirements, we should flnd in 14 to 20, or 30, or 40 years, with
State and local indebtedness of 10,300,000,000, which had been issued,
either of refunding or new issue since the tax went into effect.

Now, what, under those circumstances, would be the additional
State cost to the debtor government as the result of a tax program
such as we now have in operation, and the answer to that I believe to
be something like 113,000,000, on the assumption that the average
mark-up, as the result of taxes, would be something like three-fifthe
of 1 percent in the long-term debt.

Of course, if there was more than that, naturally, that cost would be
greater.

Now, against that, we have the question of how much revenue the
Federal Government might expect to obtain from the taxation of that
interest. That is a very difficult question ;o answer, and I claim for
my answer to it only that reasonable probability that one can claim
for anything that has been arrived at on the basis of such evidence
as we can get. What is that evidence?

In the first place, we must find out where the bonds are. I find that
the distribution of the State and local securities which is reported by
the Treasury Department in its recent publication of distribution and
ownership of tax-exempt securities has been of extremely great value.
In fact, it would have been difficult to make such a study as this
without that particular compilation.

We must set aside those that are in the hands of tax-exempt insti-
tutions, such as universities, mutual savings banks, and so on, and
I was obliged to take this procedure.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you say in cases of mutual savings banks?
Dr. LuTz, Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think they would be exempt, Doctor?
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Dr. LUTZ. I understand that they are exempted by the statute.
The CAmMAN. By the State law?
Dr. LUTZ. No. I mean from the Federal income tax, wherein

fraternal societies, and so on, are exempted. When in fact, we make
that distribution on this class of holders, the quantity figures were
the only figures. Then we had to allocate to individuals of net income
of $8,000 everythng you could not place anywhere else. Obviously,
that Is where the bulk of the tax is oing to be.

Consequently, if I have allocatedg too many of these bonds to the
high income, my revenue, of course, will be more inflated. But, to
come to the net of it: As the result of the conclusions which are al-
ready set out in the total of the report, I come to a figure of something
like 120,000,000, as probable revenue which the Federal Government
would receive.

Senator LOGAN. I must confess that I am a little confused on that.
As I understand it, the Treasury officials indicate the Federal revenue
would be almost inconsequential. That is my recollection.

Dr. LUTZ. From State and local securities.
The CHAIRMAN. I think what was meant by that was the earlier

years, but not later on.
Senator LOGAN. That is true but I would assume that no one is

going to think that the Federal Government is going to increase its
indebtedness much more.

Dr. LUTZ. Pardon me. I am speaking of the volume of State and
local debt and revenue the Federal Government might hope to
obtain eventually from taxing that interest.

Senator LOGAN. But, as I understand, before it would receive the
revenue indicated in your chart, the new issues would have to aggre-
gate what the outstanding obligations are at the present time.

Dr. LUTZ. That is right. You see, there is no way of saying what
the revenue would be under any other circumstances except those
we how have before us.

Senator LOGAN. Do you think that we will ever get that far-to
have as much outstanding indebtedness, of State, national, and
municipal indebtedness, as we have now-without the country being
destroyed?

Dr. LUTZ. If you will pardon me, I should say that what we have
to consider is that time when the present indebtedness will have been
transformed into a taxable indebtedness, either by refund or partially
by redemption, and the issue of a new debt for new purposes or for
continuance of the old functions after the change of tax statutes has
gone into effect.

Senator LOGAN. You are assuming that, if refunding bonds in place
of those outstanding should be issued, the new issue would be subject
to taxation. I had a different idea about that. I thought they would
be exempt, the same as the original issue.

Dr. LUTZ. Pardon me. That is a point which I have dealt with in
the report, and I have raised the question whether the refunding bond
is to carry all the virtues of the original issue or not, and I have, for
the purpose of my calculation assumed that the refunding bonds will
not carry this particular attribute of tax exemption, ,

Senator LOGAN. You are talking upon'the assumption that there
will have to be a constitutional amendment before any of this can be
done?
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Dr. LUTZ. No, sir; I am not saying anything here about the way of
doing it, but I am merely talking about what will happen when done
by statute or constitutional amendment, as the case may be.

Senator LOGA. Thank you.
Dr. LUTZ. Now, I come to the $120,000,000 revenue that the Fed-

eral Government would receive after the item of $19,000,000,000 at such
rates of interest as would be paid would become taxable, which is in-
dicated by the first black column under "F," which means the Federal
side of the case. At that point I observeh that Dr. Roswell Magill,
in an address before the National Tax Association at Baltimote in
1937, made the statement that, according to the best information they
had available in the Treasury Department, they could not show, or
did not feel justified in estimating, more than $70,000,000 to Federal
revenue on the outstanding amount of State and local bond issues at
the present rate of taxation.

Now, you can imagine that statement rather stumped me, for here
was a high Treasury official who comes out with a figure a little more
than half of what we arrived at there. The only thing that I can say
in reply to that is to put my figure-a layman's figure-against the
officil Treasury estimate, and let the reader take his choice as to the
comparative accuracy of the two.

In the second black column is Dr. Magill's estimate of $70,000,000,
and then for your information, I put down the average of the two
as the third black column. So that we have three possible results of
the Federal taxation of State and local interest: M y figure of $120,-
000,000, Dr. Magill's figure of $70,000,000, and an average of $95,000,-
000; and it is a guess as to who is the nearest to the truth.

The CHAIRMAN. You have heretofore stated the factors which cause
the difference in the estimate. As I gather from your statement,
some of these bonds are in the hands of institutions that are tax
exempt, and, of course, there is no way you can now tell us what part
of the bonds are held by people whose incomes are in the lower brackets
and by those whose incomes are in the higher brackets; and those are
factors that make it difficult to give an accurate answer.

Dr. LuTz. Yes.
The CHAiRMAN, That accounts for the great difference, then,

between your estimate and Dr. Mag's estimate?
Dr. LUTZ. I am not sure that is the real explanation, because I

gave full allowance, so far as I could, on the basis of the Treasury
records on distribution of ownership of the bonds in trust funds, the
bonds that were held by exempted institutions, and those that might
be held by individuals vith small incomes.

Senator LoGAN. Then, what other factors do you say exist that
eTplain the great difference between the two?

Dr. LuTz. I cannot give you an answer on that. I was puzzled at
the time I was reading the report to understand why Dr. Magill
arrived at such a different figure, and, for that very reason, I thought
that I should put into the report these two divergent results, and then
the reader can take his choice.

Now, you see, therefore that on this basis, even on the most opti-
mistic approach to it, the Federal Government would not receive very
much more than the States would have to pay out.

Senator TowNsND. It does not receive as much?
Dr. Lu Tz. I have $120,000,000, as against $113,000,000.

191
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Senator BYRD, How much would the States receive, If any?
Dr. Lvu. We are cominfgto that in the very next stage which I

call chart 2. That is the second possibilty-the possibility of States
taxing Federal interest as well as the Federal taxing of State interest.

So, if we bring that next stage into the argument, we have the ques-
tion of what the States would receive if they tax the Federal interest.

The CHAIaMAN. I take it from Mr. Tremaine's statement that he
estimated that the additional cost in interest to the States and munici-
palities would be three-fourths of 1 percent. Now, you fix that, do
you, at 60 percent, except you made a statement regarding short-term
securities?

Dr. LuTz. Yes.
The CHAIMAN. Well, could you get it down to a factor, as Mr.

Tremaine has it; an average of the two? Am I reasonably safe in
saying 60 percent is the general average of increase?

Dr. LUTZ. Of course? I have not discussed this point with Mr.
Tremaine. I did not know that he was talking about short-te=p bonds,
the kind of thing you are doing when you issue tax anticipation notes
which will be taken up in a few years. That is what I mean when I
speak. of short-term borrowing, and, against that, the 10., 20-, or
80-year bonds that are issued i long-term borrowing. So, I am not
certain that Mr. Tremaine meant h figure of three-fourths of 1 percent
to apply to the short term as well as the long term.

The CHI.M AN. My idea is this: I want to carry in my mind a
figure of estimate as the additional cost.

Dr. Lure. Let us call it 60 pointe or threemfifths percent, because,
as a matter of fact, the amount of short-term borrowing is 0ompar.
atively a small proportion of the total debt.

The CHAIMAN. in your legend here, you call your shaded column,
"Interest lost." . Now, I am as.uming--and my mind seems to run
the other way:--that that is additional interest cost.

Dr. Ltrrs. Yes', as we have called the other "Revenue-gain,' And
"Interest lost," additional interest cost.

The CHAIRMAN.- I think I understand it now. Now, we are down
to option 2.

Dr, LuTr. When we come to option 2, we have the same procedure
of analysis to discover how much the States might get from taxation
of Federal interest,- how much that would affect the cost of the borrow.
in to thd Federal Goverwnent., ., , , r I.

Theiproblem was evenmnore difficult there, because no !two of .the
States which havo income taxes haVethe same schedule of rates. So,
after looking over the various State tax schedules,;with respect bth
toindividu-ia and, corporations I decided to, base the computation
on a typical maximum rateof 5 percent for the individual and 4 per-,
cent frrthe corporations. .
C'There at6 some States where it run1 higher, and then there are some

StAtesthdt do not run, quite so'high. ~,~
iTheni after the same pi~cedure of allocating interest of the Feferali

Government to theseimmune and exempt agenciesi and makingesome
asmption .a toits.distibd1tn, I canie out with the result thht
under the conditids obt1gingin 1037 theStates night have expbtd.
to receive something like $16 000,000in revenue, if theyhad been-
free to tax the Federalliiterest paid in that ybar., iThat ik the -black

coluninUO unte.tla I- j(1.
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If the Federal Interest paid in 1937 had been exposed to State
income taxation, I calculated that it would have resulted in, an'
interest-rate adjustment that would result in cost to the Federal
Government of something like $30,000,000. .

Now, if the Senator desires, will go into that.,
Senator Bynn. You mean by that, the States would get $30,000,000

additional?
Dr. LUTZ. No, the Federal Government would have to pay

$30,000,000 Interest additional.
Senator BYnD. I understood you to say the total cost to the State

and Federal Governments would be $113 000 000. I Is that correct?
Dr. Ltrnz. If the chairman will permit, I will read you the. procedure

I was following, so you will understand that difference.
The first situation to discuss was this situation, the Federal Govern-

ment will be taxing the inter and local debts, but the
States will h4ve no reci vilege o he Federal debt,

Then there is pos the second situation, I call option 2,
which brings into t picture the reciprocal ituat of the States
taxing Federal est.
;So, as web up, youth we i t e lepropop n: Is -the

Federal Gov ent to . rest th no reip cal eon.
sideratons? hen, wq, ng he r'ro consideration, th the
States taxi the Fe a inter tthe F ral Gov ant
taxinf the ate Interes.

It is on hat first situation 8 ve he ur and add 'onal
interests to theStates, in of $113,00 1fth ederalG em-
ment tax State CalI

Now, come to ahi s this, pto If
the State es the em estOa C

The CH im fN. . Lu reco ze ou cannot ma, thi
sthdywith ut bull p e1 i ut, we! ow
that if this tatute ist d, tilon amend t is n
adopted, th it will take a great ye fot ull effe Of this
new plan to felt.

Dr.,1vTii t is righ
The (JEAU'IA Nowt 1, do n to charge you being un-,

fair; butp certainly te reciprocal arrangement w ad., niny of
these States that o halve income tax law wo certainly eafat
incbmei tax, laws, u could;o6k 16 thing of , rise in,
their revenues, and I, think o what the practical,:
situation would ibe in a very.short tme, , IAmI right or, wrong about

Dr. LUTZ. I think yout are right, to this extent that, ifl'as a reuWt
of this change by statute or by, amendment, al of the States wdich
do motinow have. hlome~tai laws would proved :to enact incozneotax
iavri -or all of the, 48 States would raise, thoratej on, come itax, fthen-
I think, you, aM coirectis The, figures I, have det'down tinder op tou -

I Ido not iWant~ to prediet that ,New Jersey ,or Illinbis are gong to,

have inoomb taxesas result f6tthis mea i' fu, ' 1 -- c, I
. 'Ipoimt 0ti6h 'the repor that onb of, the iraeose why tsomany oft i
the:Stateood not have 4como tax:iow isbec4use thepo is such Aopg
local entiment against it, and a very strong preltidloe for some ofj the, i
other ;taxes. And you, know, iMrJh(uimahon oUr on 8atetof
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Michigan, how much pressure would have to be put on the people of
Miclgan to have an income tax.
I y fiMures, I am frank to say, have to do with the situation as itelta ned in 1637.
The CHAMMAN. I just wanted to recognize that fact.
Dr. LUTZ. I quite agree with you on that since I do not want to

enter into the role of prophet andsay when Rew Jersey or Illinois are
gin to have income taxes, and bring into the question that they will
al I to it.

So, we have, in the third set of borrowings on this chart-
The CHAIMMAN. Before you leave No. 2, my recollection is rather

hazy on it. We are paying, I think, pretty close to $1,000,000,000 a
year on Federal bonds at the present time.

Dr, LUTZ. I believe the Treasury figure, given as the total interest
paid by the Federal Government and the Federal agencies, is
$1,148,000,000 in 1037.

he CHAIRMAN. You mean including Home Owners' loans, and
other agencies?

Dr. LUTZ. Yes, sir.
The CnAiRMAN. My recollection is it was just under $1,000,000,000

on the securities issued by the Government alone.
Dr. LUTZ. That is my impression.
The CHAIRMAN. You believe that out of that amount only $17,-

000,000 would reach tl State treasuries by way of present State
income taxes?

Dr. LUTZ. Yes, sir. Would you want me to review the argument,
as set out in the report, as to how it is arrived at?

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think that is necessary.
You feel that $17,000,000 would be approximately the tax that the

States would collect on about a billion dollars?
Dr. LUTZ. No, I think we would have to state our position a little

more fully. You see, the whole $1,148,000,000 is not going to be
exposed to State income taxation.

In the first place, there is that part of it which is paid to the public
agencies, and, in the second place, we must set aside a certain amount
of the Federal Interest which is paid to those exempted institutions
which hold Federal securities, and, in the third place, we have my
estimate as of 1937 for the amount of Federal Interest which was
received by corporations, I think $555,000,000, or, in other words,
approximately one-half was paid to corporations.

Now the case of corporations is very interesting, because in some
years they make a net income, and are subject to income tax, and in
some years they do not,

The CHAIRMAN. It Is very difficult to estimate?
Dr. LUTZ. It is. I will tell you what I did on that. I took the

10-year record for corporations having net incomes and corporations
having no net income. I found, in a good year, only about a quarter
of the corporations would have no net income, and, in a better year,
three-quarters-I beg you pardon. I did not state that exactly.
I meant, the Federal securities owned by corporations having net
incomes, and those corporations having income will fluctuate from.
25 percent to 75 percent, and, for the 10-year period, on the average,
it is just about bveni,

The CHA!RMAN. What 10-year period was that?
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Dr. LuTz. It was the last 10 years covered by statistics from cor-
porations, from 1035 back through 126, when they began to refer.to
the holding of tax-exempt securities.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, we do not know what is going to happen
in the future. It has not been so good in the past 10 years.

Dr. LUTZ. Part of it was good, so far as the corporate income was
concerned and part was bad; about a 50-50 basis, So, I concluded
that for thiese corporations you might assume, on the average 60
percent only of the tax-e.,empt secui ties would be hold by corporations
with net incomes, and, therefore, you have got to reduce the interest
still further. When you get all of them, you can appreciate that we
are a long way from the over-all interest payment of $1,148,000,000.

So, it was on that basis that my figures showed the cost.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to ask you one more question. I was

interested in scanning through your report, to ascertain what you
had found as to the amount of Federal securities in the hands of the
Social Security Board.

Dr. LUTZ. Senator, I am sorry I cannot answer that question, for
I do not attempt to tell the ownership of these securities by detailed
agency any further than their ownership was disclosed by the Treasury
memorandum that I referred to.

Since they are all in the same category as far as my purpose was
concerned, it seemed that there was no difference occasioned whether
the Federal Reserve held them or the Social Security Board held
them.

The CHAIRMAN. Your position is that there could be some tax
from the securities the Federal Government so held, by the Statesl

Dr. LUTZ. Yes; but I do not quite see which State would have the
privilege of imposing such a tax.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you are right about that.
Dr. LUTZ. Now, under the third set of borrowers, if I might proceed,

in the shaded adjustment made, bringing over the results of options
1 and 2.

As I said, as the result of the two options, the State loss would
be $113,000,000, or an additional million, less the estimated 17 millions
of revenue, and the final additional net cost of g0 million and Federal
gains under the various amounts shown under "A," "B," and "C,"
the estimate of $30,000,000 of additional State cost.

I think the situation of the States and the cities under this arrange-
ment is something that should be touched on just a little bit further,
if I may.

We have been speaking of complete reciprocity between the Federal
Government and the States, however it may be granted, whether by
statute or by constitutional amendment. .

We agree that either method furnishes the same situation) but the
first thing that comes up is the question of the social-security program.

The Federal Government is proposing to grant to the States the
right to tax the interest on its securities, but, as the committee is
fully aware, the first arrangement of the social security finally con-
templated that, in 30 or 40 years, a large part of the Federal debt
may be transferred to the social-security reserves for the old-age
fund, and so on.

Of course, if that happens-and it will happen, unless the law is
changed-I presume that is the point you were getting, at in your
question a moment ago.

12228-9-pt. 2-8
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Then, there is this question of the States that have no State Income.
tax laws-you might have all of the States that would proceed to
enact income-tax laws, and it would increase that materially. But,
I have no assurance of that.

I think we might say this. I think there is just this one obstacle
in the way which I think would be possibly discouragement enough,
so far as tle State acting in that way is concerned, and that is if the
Federal Government continues with the present rate.

But, in the case of the city, if the States are to get a certain amount
of revenue from this tax, it is not certain that It is going to help the
cities, and more than one-half of the local State debts are obligations
to the cities.

The CHAiRMAN. In your shaded county, do you include munici-
palities, drainage districts and so forth?

Dr. LUTZ. I included all, everything that is in the nature of State
and local obli ations. That is all put together there. But it is a
fact that the States own mdre than one-half of the present indebted.
nesS of the cities; that is,. they own more than one-half of the total
indebtedness. X

Now, in a few States, of which New York is one, the income tax is a
State exaction. New York does share hdr income tax with the sub-
divisions, but in most of the States it is a State revenue.

And, you see what we will have. We will have the State collecting
the income tax, and the city will have the difficult job of getting addF-
tional money out of their budget with which to pay the additional
interest cost of municipalities, possibly through districts, and other
districts included, under the general city obligations, and you will find
in our report an estimate as to the effect on particular cities and groups
of cities, and a calculation that shows in still greater detail as to what
would happen in New York and New Jersey after the impost of a
Federal tax.

I was extremely interested to find, even in the case of New York
State, as to the sharo of the State income tax which goes, for example,
to New York City, today, that the State tax on all incomes is only a
little more than what it would cost New York City to carry a share in
Federal tax on securities outstanding for New 'York Pity, and we
know that in other cities of New York State It is even a less favorable
comparison.

Now, may I pass on to the third option, which is a Federal situation
alone.

Again using the same procedure as to allocation of interest to various
classes of holders I have used in the report up to this point, and the
same assumptions as to where the interest will be paid, and the tax
we get the Federal revenue of something like $109,000,000. t

In the ease of the Federal Interest cost I have computed that cost
at $157,000,000, on the assumption that die fact of the Federal tax on
its own interest would be 50 points under one-half percent, the same
thing that Mr. Hanes suggested as a possible proportionate increase
with respect to the long-term debt.

I have used a 10percent or one-tenth of a percent, in the case of
short-term notes which the Treasury Issued, and I have assumed it
will have no effect on bills and temporary borrowings where there is
no interest on that kind of borrowings, and, consequently, the tax dn
it would produce no particular effect, while that somewhat abnormal,
situation in the bill market prevails.
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Then, finally, in the last kind of borrowing in this chart it brings
together the result of, all three options, if you put them all together.
That is to say, if we combine all of the gains which the States might
expect to obtain and sot them off against the losses which the State
would suffer, we get the final net loss for the State, and final net loss
for the Federal Government.

The variation is caused by the fact that I have used my own figures
Dr. Magill's figures, and the average of the two, so that the first and
shorter of the shaded bars would be smaller, total net loss on interest
cost over revenue gained, if we assumed the Federal revenue from the
taxation of Federal securities is $120,000,000. If we only assume
$70,000,000, obviously that loss is going to be somewhat greater than
it would be under the one if you use an average, the final figure of
$70 000,000.

Pow, if the committee will bear with me just a moment longer I
should like to mention one or two points in the second part of te
report, if there is no question further on these figures.

In the second part of the report, I have attempted to deal with the
argument of the general nature for the removal of the so-called tax-
exempt people.

The CHAIRMAN. You start on 123 of the report?
Dr. LUTZ. The principal argument on the evil of tax-exempt secu-

rities' immunity is that the existence of these securities interfere with
progressive income taxation.

In the flrst place, we must always compute strict progression, and
It might be that the taxation of tax-exempt securities is really in line
with progression, whether or not it dependg on the amount of the
income in their hands. ,.

Instead of computing it from'the top down, as is usually done,
when you start to figure out how much income one must have on
taxable securities to equal 3 percent on tax-exempt securities, I have
started at the bottom and I worked up. Now, what is the breaking
point for the average man? If he invests various amounts in exempt
bonds, obviously, he is down in the income scale, he loses money by
that process, for he will have more money in his pocket by owning
taxable securities than if he had tax-exempt securities.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to go back for a moment, Dr. Lutz. Take
the conclusion you reach over on the right of the chart. You estimate
an annual loss under "A" of $54,000,000, under "B" of $104,000,000,
and tinder "C" of $79 000,000?

Dr. LUTZ. That is ht.
The CHAmIMAN. "A'ris your own estimate?
Dr. LUtz. That is the loss based on my estimate.
The CnAtnMAN. And "B" is Dr. Magill's estimate?
Dr. Luti. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN, "C" is the average?
Dr. LUTZ, That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that mean that the bond-buying public in

general; both through additional interest and smaller taxes, would
gain $54 000,000, $104,000,000, or $70,000,000, whatever it may be,
annua Ly twDr. Lurs. Let me understand what you mean.
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The CHAtnmAK. Somebody must gain where the Federal and State
Governments lose, either by way of remission of taxes, or increase of
bond interest.

Dr. LUTZ. That means that the cost to the Government is going
to be so much greater than what is to be gained.

The CHAIRMAN. To be gained by way of taxes?
Dr. LUTZ. Yes, sir, Now, I do not want to make a mistake, I

do not mean to imply that ti's is going into the pockets of people that
should pay income taxes.

The CHAIIMAN. I said the bond-buying public is gaining where the
Government loses.

Dr. LUTZ. Yes. That will include trust funds and exempted in-
stitutions, and the Social Security Board.

The CHAIMAN. The Social Security Board?
Dr. LUTZ. The Social Security Board, and individuals.
One of the reasons why you come out with the revenue result that

looks to be less than the interest cost is the fact that you do not now,
and are not likely in the future to tax all of the interest paid. You
see what I mean.

For instance-and I am quoting from memory without going into
the exact figures-but there is something like 250 million to 300
million dollars paid to completely exempt holders.

Now, as a matter of fact, that would moke me suspect that Dr.
Magill's figure is a little better than mine as to the amount of revenue
theFederal Government would get from the taxation of State securi-
ties, because if we think about the tax being diverted, then, of course,
the revenue and the interest must, or should, about equal each other.

Now, since most of this interest that cannot be deducted is in the
hands of institutional investors and, if you could tax it, it would be
subject to the exemption, and if you calculated the tax on that
interest now paid to the exempted institutions, say 16%, interest which
would be the minimum, if you could tax all of that interest, it would
produce about 40 million, and if you add that $40,000,000 to Dr.
Matill's estimate, you get $110,000,000, and you would Just about
wash out the $113,000,000 cost.

The same would be true on Federal revenue against Federal interest.
If you would apply the corporate-tax rate to the amount of Federal

interest that goes into these immune and exempt interests, you would
get something like $50 000,000. i might say, in using this estimate,
as to the probable yield derived, that it has to take account of the
investor discounting any possible future tax increase.

You mentioned about the increase of State income tax rates, and
that is in point. You see, if the investor says "I have got to discount
not merely the present schedule of State-income-tax rates, but I have
got to flure on every State in the Union going to a scale like that in
California," he is going to react even more vigorously against the pres-
ent yield basis, and hei going to demand an even wider spread on that
point.

Now, just one other thing about this part 2. I have taken the
position in that report, Senator, that the existence of these tax-immune
and tax-exempt securities is not an easy way of escaping from the tax
burden, except for those persons who may hold these securities beyond
the breaking point of income.

Now, under the conditions that prevailed in 1938, a man had to have
an income of somewhere around $54,000 or $55,000 a year before he
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began to gain from ownership of tax-exempt securities over what he
would be inpocket if he owned good corporation bonds.

Senator TowNs~s. Do you happen to know how many people
are above that bracket?

Dr. LUTZ. Yes; I went into that in 1036, the statistics of the income
of individuals and it showed that there were some 12,975, or 12,705-
the figure is in the report-of persons with incomes above $60,000a year.

Now, this is interesting also, that as to these individuals, the 12,900
who had net Incomes in 1936 of $60,000 or over, they reported taxable
income of over a billion and a half, and they had levied against them
more than $660,000,000 in income taxes.

The CHAInMAN. A little better than 30 percent.
Dr. LUTZ. Yes; of tax that they were paying.
As a matter of fact, I wotold consider that fairly definite evidence

that, by and large, the group of individuals with incomes above $60,-
000 were not evading income tax.

And all of the evidence that we can get from estate tax returns,
which is evidently throwing light upon the distribution of securities
in the estates, that have been filed back to 1026 would indicate that
there is a very small proportion of the trust estates, or those whose
estates have passed through the mill in the last 2 years, invested in
any kind of tax-exempt securities.

Put that together with the figures that have just been brought out
and the ownership of tax-exempt securities becomes an incidental
matter. A man does not become rich by buying tax-exempt securi-
ties, and, as his estate increases, he seeks to diversify it more or less,
and he buys Federal, local, or State bonds, for one purpose or another,
and while one of those objectives may be the diminution of tax, never-
theless, it is not the only purpose. So these people do not own all
of those tax-exempt securities.

The percentages are given in the report of the distribution of these
estates, and, as I recall it, from all estates it is something like 5 percent
plus on the not of the gross estates over a million do lars, and it is
99 percent and a fraction for those under $1,000,000.

Senator LOGAN. Now, you suggested the reason why men invested
in tax-exempt securities. I have never thought that they did it for
the purpose of evading income taxes. Don't you think that there
are many in that class who desire to be exempt from loss, and they can
stay out of business and allow the Government to pay them interest
when, otherwise, they could not do that, and would have to go out and
hustle to maintain their fortunes?

Dr. LUTZ. I confess to you that my acquaintance among that class
of society is not extensive enough to enable me to tell you why they
do it.- I

The CHAtnMAN. And you are from Princeton.
Dr. LVTZ. Perhaps I should stand corrected, but still I cannot, even

though I am from Princeton.
Senator LOGAN. What I would do if I had any money-I do not

expect to have any, but if I should have some-I guess I would put it
in tax-exempt securities, and I would never thin about tax-exempt
securities as an evasion of tax, but I would be afraid somebody-would
take my" money away from me if I went out into the business world.
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Dr. LUTZ. I may say that this is rather a seductive line of thought
that you have just suggested, and I would say, if it had the broad an-
peal that you and I together would see in it, that would seem to in I-
cate, off-hand that everybody who had a very large amount of money
or wealth would sell all of there goods and buy noting but tax-exempt
securities, and they would not have to worry any longer. While it is
true here and there we do hear this story and get the evidence of such
and such an estate having nothing else but State and local bonds, if
we take the broad picture of people of wealth in this country, it does
not stand up. They own three or four times as much corporate stock
as they own of tax-exempt securities, and they own almost as much m
the way of taxable bonds of corporations as they own of tax-exempt
secur s.

Senator TOWNBmmD. At any rate, according to your figure, there
would only be 12,000 or 13,000?

Dr. LuTz. So far as I have been able to estimate, that is true.
Now, I will pass on to the point I was going to make with respect

to progressive taxation. Congress has already seemed to indicate
that they do not put progression ahead of anything else. As you know,
we have had in the tax laws for many years some kind of a tax on
capital gains.

There has always been the persuasive argument that you should
tax long-term non-taxable gains, and if anybody realizes a long-term
non-taxable gain, they should rush up to the tax office and pay the
tax on their non-taxable gain, for otherwise we are breaking down the
income-tax progression. .

But I think congress has been wise mi saying there are considerations
that would not justify strict progression. You have also done it in
charitable contributions. A man with an income of $1,000,000 may give
away as much as $150,000 a year, and it will cost him, to give it away,
something like twenty-five to thirty thousand dollars, so that he can
get a great deal of credit for being a public benefactor at a low cost.

The argument has been made that there is a diversion of funds from
enterprise, and this is an argument that has been urged over the years
in this whole discussion on tax-exempt securities.

I think the figures as produced in the report, based on the estate-tax
returns, would indicate there is no concentration of investment in tax-
exempt securities.

i think, if we are to accept the argument that it is the tax-exempt
securities alone which are responsible for the diversion of funds from
enterrise, we would have a great deal of difficulty in explaining the
situation apparent between 1920 and 1930, because all of the available
statistics with respect to the growth of capital.investment during the
twenties, at a time when there was also a provision for tax exemption,
and tax immunity-all of that evidence shows that during the twenties
there was an enormous increase of investment of capital-in enterprise
and that capital was abundant. In the last few years capital has not
been abundant. As a matter of fact, between 1932 and 1937 the State
and local debt increased by only 150 million, and the great bulk of the
State and local borrowing occurred during the twenties, when the
same great increase in capital investment was under way. If there
had been a diversion of enterprise capital, I do not think thatwe can
say it has been due in recent years t6 State and local borrowings.
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Senator BYRD. Should you not- consider in that calculation the
Federal borrowings?

Dr. LUTz, Yes, Senator. I was just going to add the statement
that if one believes there has been a diversion, you would havb to look
elsewhere than State and local borrowings since, say 18,2, to reach
the explanation for it.

Now, as a matter of fact I think that it is capable of demonstration
that if there has been a lack of enterprise capital today, it has nothing
to.do with the tax status of public securities, and a great deal to do
with the general Federal tax. That may not be a pleasant topic at
this point or under these circumstances, but I think we shoutk be
frank enough with each other to admit that the present general tax
rate, the present provision with respect to net losses, and that beyond
that the present estate tax rates are sufficient to provide ample dis-
couragement in the matter of capital for enterprise.

Senator BYRD. Should you not add also the matter of future tax-
ation?

Dr. LUTZ. I will add that, and I will also agree with Mr. Hanes and
Mr. Wenchel, who have emphasized this particular point, that the
country needs a release of funds for new and risky investment. That
is the only way we could ever get rid of the relief load. We can not
get capital into those channels without a great many changes in the
tax policy, and some other changes that it would not be good to go
into at this time.

Now, I (lid cover in the report the possibility of State and local
and governmental extravagance. And there is the question of tax
immunity, and, to uphold the position, we must remove the expendi.
tures in order to curb extravagances. There is going to be a consid.-
erable increase in interest cost, and, if we are going to get increased
public borrowings, we must get a considerable decrease in interest
cost and in order to consider whether that is going to happen, I sl~ould
think we should look at the reasons for the public borrowings hbreto-
fore.

I am not going into the Federal situation, Senator, but I am here
talking about the State and local borrowings. I do not think we can
at this time go into all of the reasons for the Federal borrowings, and
the fact as to whether the Government has to pay a lugher rate than
it has heretofore, but, in the case of State and local borrowings, I
think that the record probably shows, by and large, that those debts
have been incurred in response to a general or apparent need, which
was a need on the part of the people for certain service, a certain
improvement project, and certain forces outside of their control.

Now, take the question of highway borrowings: Down to 1912,
there were only two States that incurred any debt Ior State highways,
and they were New York and Massachusetts, and that was a very
small amount. You see now what has happened. The automobile
came, and it has improved so rapidly and cheapened so rapidly that
States, counties, and municipalities have had to improve the high-
ways, due to the fact that the people would not put up with the roads
good enough for the horse and buggy but which were not good enough
for the hig.inpowered automobiles, so that forced the change,

They niigit have spent too much, but I 4do not t .ou can
prove -by and large, Jthat It was spent any less economicauy than
any of the other governmental spending.
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If anyone wants to stand up and say that all government is ineffi-
cient, I would not want to get into the opposition fight, but, after
all, I think they spend it as well as the restof the money is spent,.and
they spend it for roads, schools,-district drainage and all sorts of
improvements, and they have got to keep on spending it.

Right here, Congress passed, last year or the year before, the
Low-Rent Housing Act, and I need not say to you gentlemen that
that act is filled with tax exemption; it is based upon it, in fact. The
National Housing Authority is exempt, generally, anA then the act
goes on with all sorts of exemptions and grants to public housing, and
every one of those grants is based upon predicates which influence
tax exemption.

So, I say, if the whole tax-exemption program is knocked out, as a
result of changes imder discussion here, you can see for yourselves
what it is going to do to such a program as low-cost or low-rent
housing.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say, Dr. Lutz that I happened to have
been in the House Banking Committee during the time that these
exemptions that you speak of arose, and I want to say to you that
there has been a steadily growing opposition in House committees and
Senate committees to those exemptions, and one of the reasons why
this committee was formed was a growing opposition to tax exemptions
by these governmental agencies. That is one reason why we are here
today.

Dr. LUTZ. As to that, I could not speak here today. I merely
mentioned it to have brought out to the committee that you are
coming head-on with certain other policies which seem to point in
another direction, and if you remove this exemption, and say that
you are going to accomplish this new social proposition without tax
exemption, there is no question but that somebody else is going to
have to pay for it, and I do not think it is going to be these people
with incomes of over $60,000.

The minute that you put your finger on it, it is quite likely to get
out from under you. It is like trying to pick up your shadow.

If we can reasonably say that a certain amount "s going into these
securities now, you have to ask yourselves what willbe the effect of
a tax. The only way that you can get a large amount of revenue is
on the assumption that it will stay there subject to the tax, and you
will have to prove that. In fact, one of the ways I have used of
estimating the revenue we now have is that we will get so much revenue
if this interest is received and distributed in the same way that the
interest is now received, and if you will look at the ownership of these
exempt securities, and the interest received, you will find that it is up
in the big bracket. To say that we will get a very large capital
revenue is, to a considerable extent, wishful thinking.

Yf there are no other questions, I will conclude at thiAd point.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Lutz. We will now

resume with Mr. Tremaine.

STATEMENT OF MORRIS S. TRIMAINXE-Resumed

Mr. TaSMAINM. If it lease the committee it would seem unneces-
sary for me to review n detail the conclusions so competently put
before you by Dr. Lutz. I wishi however, to state for the recordof
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this committee that I am convinced of the soundness of those con-
clusions.

I wish to emphasize his conclusions are sound and well on the safe
side. After you have thoroughly reviewed them I feel certain that you
will agree that the popular misconception about the evils of tax exemp.
tion has been final laid to rest. If Dr. Lutz has erred at all in
arriving at his conclusions, it would be on the side of conservatism.
His estimates on the increased costs of financing, I believe, are far
lower than they would prove to be in actual practice.

New York State long-term bonds today would sell about a 2-percent
yield. There undoubtedly would be an increase of three-quarters of
1 percent. That would be over 35-perent increase in interest cost
to the State, and that would be the lowest increase I think we could
look forward to. Referring to your question of Dr. Lutz, three-
quarters of 1 percent I am sure is a very conservative estimate. Mr.
Hanes' estimate that the increase would be six-tenths of 1 percent
referred to the short-term debt. That is relatively a small Item, and
the interest on it relatively small.

If it is the intent to soak the bloated bondholder, this proposal is
certainly not the way to achieve that end. On the contrary it would
tend to play into his hands at the expense of the ordinary local tax.
payer. The best way to prove this statement is to see how this
proposition works out in actual practice. Let us take a simple
illustration.

For some time the State of Ohio has imposed a 5-percent tax on the
incomes from the municipal bonds of that State. Naturally, the tax
does not apply to bonds issued prior to adoption of the law. Conse-
quently, side by side in the bond market there are daily dual quotations
of tax-exempt and taxable bonds of the same mumcipalities and of
similar basic values. Recent tables of such quotations have come to
mv attention.

n one instance, in the case of Cleveland bonds, the quotation
showed a price differential between tax-exempt and taxable bonds, of
the same city and of the same maturity, amounting to as much as
five times the amount of the tax. I was reliably informed just the
other day that in the case of Cincinnati bonds-one of the outstanding
municipal credits in the country-the price differential is usually
about twice the amount of the tax. Of course, the differential would
vary according to the credit rating of the municipality concerned.
It would be much harder on the poorer municipalities than the rich
ones.

Who pays this price differential, represented by the extra interest
cost plus whatever margin of safety the market may dictate? Cer-
tainly not the bondholder. He is obviously benefited by the extra
net income. The only person who must pay it is the ordinarv tax-
payer in the municipality concerned, upon whose property the excess
cost must be levied.

Why does the market adjust Itself to the tax differential with such
a wide margin to spare? The answer is simple. The purchaser of a
bond maturing, say, 20 years hence, naturallk does not know whether
the current 5-percent tax will continue to obtain, or whether it may
be raised to 10 percent, or 15 percent, or some other percentage before
his investment is finally retired. So, in the face of this uncertainty,
the purchaser naturally hedges on the price mi an endeavor to cover
any possible future eventuality,
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The Federal Government and the States haVe already tapped so
many sources of taxation that the municipalities are left with' thegeneral-property tax as virtually the only resourceleft by whichito
fiance their local budgets.. Now, it through this proposal the Federal
Government comes "muscling in' on this last resource of the munic.
ipalities, I believe it will cause very serious consequences.

One of the most itiquitous phases of the proposed statute concerns
the so-called "reciprocity" by which the States would be "permitted"
to tax Federal securities.. This poses the question of where, under
this proposal, do the municipalities fit in?

Of our total public indebtedness in the State of New York for the
year 1937, over $8,160,000,000 was represented by municipal debt on
which their citizens. Were p 0ang .interest charges of, approximately
$122,700,000. The municipaties of New York State would, therefore,
be faced With the possible increased interest costs of about $30,600,000
a y.er. I believe it would be much more than that, but I want to be
on the conservative side.,

Now, while the Treasury Department's proposal purports to be
recipfocal as regards the States-and I think the Senators will agree
tha Dr. Lutars report has completely exploded that fallacy-it
doesn't even pretend to hold out any hope for the municipalities to
get even by taxing Federal securities. Whatever, therefore, may be
the plight of the states under this proposal, it is the property owners
in our cities and other local units who would really "take it' on the
chin." Many of the cities which do hot enjoy the credit rating of the
State would be obliged to pay additional interest costs in excess of
I percent. As Dr. Luti has pointed out, it is quite possible that some
of them would encounter serious difficulty in finding investors in their
securities at all under existing legislative restrictions as to interest
rate and terms of sale,

In 1933 the State of New York alone financed 40 municipalities that
could not finance themselves at all for the rate was about 0 percent.
The State did take up these securities and financed them, all perfectly
sound municipalities, but they could not get an y money.

I understand the question of "reciprocityV" willbe dealt with by the
attorneys general of my own and other States. However, it is per-
fectly plain, even tot - laynman, that there can be no reciprocity in a
statute that would establish the power of the Federal Government to
tax the Stats. while at the same time aserting that it could not itself
be taxed without its consent. Once that theory is established, it is
perfectly apparent that any future Congress could at any time throw
off the' burden of' State taxat0n 'of Federal securities by simply
repealing the consent. ,

Indeed, f I werearesponsibl6 Federal officer;, I would, k whether
the Congress is willing" to subject Federal securities for all time to the
future uncertainties of 48 State tax systems., 'Thu,;I -moyl suggest
that the committee consider, what wQuld happen if :ithe iours6 of.
some &tate econoirlic 6experientatior, some ates sh ould in the
future impose 'an arbitrr and untesasonable tax'on the income from

ll ecurities?. Could. O0reIs'* thAen thdra its consent' - 4 such
tA ti6nvo f Fedeal ,mmi tie, Iiw d while sUch A statute Msthewone
pIoboied wAs' ot th .boosf? Of courseo 'I sutppe 'the Treamur'
Department hai figured uV a the answers tosuoh questions.; lut'
these possibilities suggest', that 6ven frdm,, thet -standpointof the'
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Federal Government, there are certain "stop, look and listen" signs
to which the committee might well give hoed, I ....

In conclusion may I simply state, as they say in the legislative halls,
that! desire to be recorded in the negative. I I

The effect of this change, Senator, would be an immediateincrease
in the interest cost and a very slow gain in the revenue to the Govern-
ment. I have under my control the investment of $260,000,000 of
State investment funds, and $115,000,000 of that is for the employees
of the State retirement system. Naturally if this law is enacted we
would got a higher price for what We have got, and we would immed-
iately sell those securities to the people that wanted to seek a cyclone
cellar.

As set forth by. the Treasury, they show that you have got to get
$10.70 to equal our interest x-exempt bonds. I do not know
where you.are going # roulette wheel.

I am quite sur ma d ar. t report, and myown
observations, individual questioning V e rich men that the
percent of t xempt bonds o b the so-c tax dodger is
ver much aller than is po 8 e fact is, an his is a matter
of recrnmd at within t of ew and the of Nw York
investm t of fn &aux ex pt, at will find the largest
amoun f bonds belon to Ins ns tha could be ed would
appronate about out of 4 ion, so at it lookse t m pttti it4 at , iour see i tiesO and

only percent of V ogt
Th argume '. ent y Und creta on the estion of

tax-e pt se ti e peradve ture of a
doubt that ta g mi wou as the t to the

It arly sho t -ex t uld not be vested in
enter ; it s StAe v p ty cen t empt andtaxa a counties; itshw at iie 8 balrgs~hws capt t Ulf seame by alargo
produce annot be re' indus

It prov that ourp nttax te tive ra than produc-
tive; to my d it proV ity modificat' of our punish.
meant taxes e end that the Govermnent 'receiv ore net revenue;
it proves that o ax system is not businesslik as our tax educa-
tion gradually dev a change is inevita

The Sereta y quot, Coolidge, and Hoover and
Secretary Mellon asfavoring g pub securities.Their tatemeN on the subject are obviously political gestures
because of all the power they had to promote or possibly command a
change. There is no record that it was ever used i a practical way.
There is no evidence submitted that ni, off these gentlemen ever made
ih effort in this direction.

In their time there: was, no particular' necessity for taxing, thesesecurities because they were not theht used as a cyclone cellar. ,
In their time the yieldon p ompaercial securities wasn't mch: nearer,

Mid th, rates p id ,re so lh. as a result, we! have developed tooheavyaadeb e .Ce* fo- -m" cies, towns, iid villages.
:' Th s~bi'tar y clearly sh6ws tlat 1stibetantif prodtcerw
have to a g of 10 peretto6h6e1k3 percent; and it is g
Ote, ublIo i Wes Wtlitee to arn oe7 p'6felit-o that eniy'

o~ier~ctivep W *l~th;4bllltf.*otld do Well to arn 21pekicenvwt
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8 percent on his money net. In fedt th.er are cases cited by one of
our governors whore a man with a (grosS income of $500,000 would
have a better net income if he were ojA relief,

Perhaps this is the reason why we have so much unemployment.
Our present tax system, as shown bi the secretary compels men with

substantial incomes to keep away from enterprise, which makes
employment,

n the United States today the indebtedness of all sorts from the
small-loan companies up to the Federal Government itself has been
decreased, and I believe that It is something over $30,000 000,000.
We are not lending any great amount of money that could te called
current capital in the proportion we ought to be lending it, and we
have no enterprise capital on that account. That is clearly shown
in almost every bank statement you can pick up. You can see no
encouragement, and you wonder there is no commercial paper in the
United States today as formerly understood, and that is the best
evidence that this credit reservoir is piling up and ever getting higher.
There is no reason to believe that we will obtain what we have got to
obtain through the taxing system. This discourages enterprise.

The CHAIlMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Tremaine. We will
now hear from Mr. Henry Hart, vice president of the First of Michigan
Corporation.

STATEMENT OF HENRY HART, VICE PRESIDENT, FIRST OF
MICHIGAN CORPORATION, DETROIT, MICE.

Mr. HART. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the
solicitor oneral of New York, the chairman of the Conference on
State De sense, has requested me to testify before this committee as
one familiar with the credit of States and municipalities. My experi-
ence iti this field covers a period of approximately 23 years, during
which time I have continuously specialized in the investigation and
purchase of municipal securities. For several years I served on the
municipal securities committee of the Investment Bankers Associa-
tion of America, with 2 years as its chairman. I have also been a
member of the board of governors and a vice president of that
association.

It is generally admitted that legislation to tax the income from
future issues of State and municipal bonds would increase the in
terest rates on such securities. Tax exemption has a greater bearing
on the value of State and local government obligations than on the
value of Federal Government securities. This is due to the higher
credit standing of the latter, and the privileges and rights which are
frequently extended to their holders. You have already been ad-
vised that in the opinion of those most familiar with municipal bond
values, the increased interest cost to States and local governments
on future issues of long-term obligations would be at least six-tenths
of 1 percent, On a 3 percent bond this would increase the interest
paid 20 percent. Many believe, backed by sound reasons, that the
percentage of increased interest cost would be much greater on the
bonds of smaller communities, and In many cases would prevent the
marketing of such securities at-legal rates.

Figures have been submitted to show the total increased cost to
State and local governments, based on the amount of securities now
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outstanding. If no attempt is made in the future to tax outstand-
ing issues, it is of course admitted that this total increase in interest
cost, as well as the total estimated revenues to the Federal Govern-
ment, would not be realized until mew bonds are issued to the amount
of those outstanding. It is contended that the increased cost to local
governments would be insignificant for many years. These argu-
ments do not take into consideration the effect of the proposed leg-

lation on refunding programs of some States and many municipal-
ities. The primary purpose of my testimony is to point out a few
outstanding examples in local governments where possibilities are
available for refunding of certain outstanding obligations at substan-
tial savings to local taxpayers. This would be accomplished by
taking advantage of the privilege of calling in higher interest rate
bonds and selling refundiig issues at lower interest rates. If future
issues are subject to income tax, while the bonds to be called are tax
exempt, it is obvious that the principal advantage of such refunding
would be greatly minimized, if not entirely eliminated.

It happens that my own city of Detroit furnishes one of the most
conspicuous examples in the country of what has been accomplished
by refunding of this kind, and what can be accomplished in the future.
When the city got into financial difficulties in 193 it made an arrange-
ment with its creditors to refund a large part of its outstanding debt.
The new bonds bore the same interest rates as the original issues but
included varying provisions, such as the right to redeem the bonds on
any interest date. In the meantime, with the city's credit improved,
it has been able to take advantage of the callable feature by retiring
approximately $80 000,000 of its higher coupon bonds through the sale
of refunding bonds at lower interest rates. This has resulted in
annual savings of $1,142,000 in interest charges. The city still has
outstanding over $115,000,000 of callable bonds bearing interest at
4 to 4% percent. When credit conditions permit it plans to sell addi-
tional refunding bonds and retire the callable bonds. A saving of 1
percent in interest on $100,000,000 of these bonds would amount to
$1,000,000 a yar. With approximately 75,000 people at present on
welfare and W. P. A. the city should not be deprived of the oppor-
tunity to cut expenses in other ways, such as interest costs. I believe
that an attempt to tax future issues of municipal bonds by congres-
sional action would prevent the continuation of this refunding program.

In addition to Detroit there are a number of other cities and coun-
ties in Michigan such as Grand Rapids and Pontiac with some
$25,000 000 of callable bonds outstanding which are eligible for refund-
ingin the near future at substantial interest savings, The State of
Michigan has a bonded debt of approximately $72,000,000 all coming
due within the next 5 years. While it has sinking-fund assets of
approximately $60,000,000, a fairly substantial portion of such sinkingfund is not readily marketable. This means that the State will be
in the market for refunding bonds. If such bonds are taxable it will
be reflected in the interest cost which the State will pay.

In Ohio I am familiar with a dozen prominent cities, counties, and
school districts with $25,000,000 to $30,000,000 of bonds callable in
the next few years, with an interest rate of 4 percent or higher. These
include Akron, Cincinnati, Cuyahoga County, Dayton and others.
- The large overlapping units of government in Cook County, Ill,,

did some extensive refunding during the depression. Today they
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have over $200,000,000 of long-term bonds outstanding bearing
interest at 4 percent or higher and callable between 1940 and 1940.

The city of Philadelphia, which is having serious budgetary problems
at the present time, has $107,000,000 of long-term bonds outstanding
bearing 4 percent or higher interest and callable on or before 1945.

Outstanding among the States which have refunding problems that
might be adversely affected by this proposed,legislation is Arkansas.
Financial difficulties required this State to refund all of its obligations
a few years ago. At the present time the State has outstanding ap-
proximately $80,000 000 of callable bonds bearing interest from 49 to
5 percent, with nearly one-half at the higher figure. It is highly de-
sirable that this State, with more limited resources than most of 'the
States of the Union, be given an opportunity to reduce these heavy
interest charges.

The examples that I have just cited aggregate over $575,000 000.
There are several hundred other local governments which have callable
bonds outstanding. A survey made last year by the Investment
Bankers Association of America of municipalities with population of
5,000 or more which defaulted since 1929, revealed that over 500, with
an aggregate debt of a approximately $1,500,000,000 in 42 States, ad-
justed their difficulties largely through refunding. While the records
do not show what percentage of the refunding bonds are callable, it is

erhaps safe to assume that a substantial majority issued callable
ponds. It is this group that has the greatest need for reduction in
interest costs.

I do not wish to put undue emphasis on refunding to the exclusion
of other legitimate reasons for new financing by States and local gov-
ernments in the future. There is no reason to believe that there will
not be a continuance of the necessity for the issuance of the normal
amount of local government issues in the next few years. Welfare
requirements and the cost of the replacement of worn-out or anti-
quated public works will continue. Financing for these and other
purposes will probably cost an average of at least 20 percent more if
the proposed legislation is adopted. The erroneous allegation that
tax exemption encourages unnecessary public spending is refuted by
the fact that the volume of local financing is usually no greater when
interest rates are low than when they are high. In support of this
statement let me cite the average figures for 0 years out of the last 10
as computed by the Bond Buyer. During the years 1929 to 1931 the
average annual volume of State and municipal financing was approxi-
mately $1,359,000,000 and the average interest rate on the bonds of
20 large cities was 4.15 percent. For the years 1935 through 1937 the
average volume was approximately $1,112,000,000 and the average
interest rate was 3.13 percent. It is worth remembering that in the
first 3-year period the interest rate was 1 percent higher than in the
second 3-year period, although the annual-volume was $250,000,000
greater. It should also be noted that the volume of outstanding State
and municipal securities is not increasing appreciably, and that new
issues are largely offset by those retired.

It had been suggested that refusing programs, such as those I
have just mentioned, and urgent requiremenp t for new fininclng
could be consumniated without additional cost if the effective date ofthe proposed legislation to tax future issues was postponed for a year
or two. I believe it will be conceded by the legal advisers for the
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Government that the reasons they advance In support of the alleged
legality of this proposed legislation would aply with equal force to
the taxation of issues now outstanding. While the present adminis-
tration may with all sincerity deny any intention of attempting to
tax outstanding issues, there are many of us who believe that if the
need for additional revenues becomes sufficiently urgent, the next
step to be taken by future administrations will be to endeavor to tax
outstanding issues. We also believe that if the first step is taken it
will so undermine the confidence in the tax immunity, of outstanding
issues that the market on all municipal securities will be adversely
affected. It would accordingly appear that it would not help the
refunding programs, or the immediate new financing expense by
deferring the effective date of the proposed legislation. Likewise, it
would not benefit proposed. refunding bonds by exempting them from
the effectiveness of the law. A clear-cut constitutional amendment-
eliminating all doubt as to the tax status of outstanding issues would
appear to be the logical and constructive answer to the question
before this committee. Such an amendment would protect the
holder of State and municipal securities by putting it Coeyond the
power of any subsequent Congress to impose taxes on outstanding
bonds. It m clear that nothing short of such an amendment will
provide such a guaranty. It is difficult to see what sound objections
the Federal Government could have to submitting this proposal to
the States in the form of a constitutional amendment for ratification.
Debate on a controversial issue has always been the procedure of
democratic government. The Treasury cant have on objection to
such debate if it feels sure of its ground.

The CHAIRMAN. We are ready to hear from you, Mr. Mayor.

STATEMENT OF HON. FIORELLO H. LAGUARDIA, MAYOR OF THE
CITY OF NEW YORK AND PRESIDENT, THE UNITED STATES
CONFERENCE OF MAYORS

Mr. LAGUARDIA. Gentlemen, I appear on behalf of the United
States Conference of Mayors. This conference is composed of prac-
tically all of the cities over 50,000 in population and it is supported
entirely by public funds. We are nobody's godchild.

I desire to present,. first, a statement from the various mayors
throughout the country, and I will ask permission to introduce it at
this point.

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
(The statement referred to follows:)

TAXATION OF MUNICIPAL BONDS-STATEMENTS FROM MAJOR
I AMERICAN CITIES

(Submitted by the United States Conference of Mayors, Mayor F. H. LaGuardia,
president)

PHILADELPHIA

It is my belief that any such proposal, If mde efeCtive by leIslation, would
greatly Increase the cost of municipal financing. This Is especially so In Phfla-
delphia which has long enjoyed a favorable position in the financial world. If the
bil proposes to tax bond Issues already sold or the ihcome therefrom, the city of
Philadelphia will very likely be required to reimnburse the tapayer for the amount
of the taxes he will have to pay on the income derived from the city's securities.
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Our contract with the bond buyer provides that he shall be protected against any
taxes aseesed upon the bond. A recent supreme-court decision of our State has
held that a tax on income from securities is a tx on the principal. The city at
present has approximately $550,000,000 of outstanding bondswand the addition
of a tax on the income of these bonds in favor of the Federal Government would
have to be added to the cost of maintaining the debt-service charges and would
have to be paid not by the lender but by the taxpayers of the city of Philadelphia.
On the other hand, If the bill proposes to tax the income received from future
issues of Philadelphia bonds, the debt service charges on such bonds will be
increased because the buyers will demand a rate of interest which will compensate
the purchaser of the bond for the Federal taxes he will have to pay.

The proposed reciprocal right to tax Federal securities would be of no benefit
to most munet'ipalitfcs for the reason that ordinarily municipalities are not
invested with the power to levy taxes on such securities.

In addition it would seem to be a futile thing to have the city of Philadelphia
taxing its citizens to pay taxes to the Federal Government, either directly or
indirectly, and the Fedoral Government taxing inter alia, the citizens of Phila-
delphia to pay taxes to the city of Philadelphia. It could only result in an
increase in the cost of administration of both governments with the burden being
borne not by the lender but by the persons who are responsible as taxpayers for
the maintenance of Government services in the municipality.-Mayor S. Davis
Wilson.

ST. Louis

This matter was discussed at a meeting of our board of estimate and apportion.
ment, with the following conclusion:

We are opposed to Federal tax on the income from State and municipal bonds.
For the Federal Government to be permitted to tax the bonds of States or

municipalities or the salaries of their employees is entirely inconsistent with the
theory of the separate sovereignty of the State and Federal Governments, and
the taxing of State and municipal securities would have a depressing effect on
the credit of State and municipal governments.-Mayor Bernard F. Dlckmann.

DENVER

Taxing municipal bonds would just be another way of requiring the cities to
make an additional assessment or issue more bonds to meet the situation.

I do not see where anybody would be benefited by taxing municipal bonds.-
Mayor Ben F. Stapleton.

While the incidence of this taxation would be, by the figures given less burden-
some on the city of Pittsburgh than many other communities, still I am opposed
to it as a deterrent to municipal financing and As raising the cost of municipal
operations.

The principle applies in municipal affairs, as in any other that additional
taxes interfere with the operation of the business of the payer of taxes.

I would point out, however, that real-estate taxes would not necessarily be
increased if the cities would adopt the principle of taking taxes off improvements
and allowing the incidence of real-estate taxes to fall on site values. This prac-
ticis In effect In many parts of the world, including among other places the
city of Johannesburg, Africa, and it is now under discussion in the London County
Council as proposed to be applied in the city of London,-Mayor Cornelius D.
Scully. MrWAURKCE

With reference to the pending legislation to tax municipal bonds and salaries
of public employees, I bellevo it the function of Congress to determine this prob-
lem. I would not have the slightest objection if it saw fit to tax both provided
the funds are returned to where they belong-to the municipal treasuries.

There isn't the slightest doubt but what every penny of the tax collected and,
as Vice President Garner says, several times more will be imposed u on govern-
ment to pay by increasing interest. More than this, It is obvious that all this
ivll fall oh local governments whih means the increasing of real-estate taxes.

The same is true in taxing the salaries of publicemployees. In our city at least
many of suchpublic employees have long ben underpaid anid the same Is true of
officers. If a tax is placed on these salaries, unquestionably these salaries will have
to-be increased to make up the difference, atleast substantially, if cities are to
continue to attract anything like competent people. Forthis reason, as a matter
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of justice, the money collected in the taxes should be apportioned back to the
localities.

I need not say that the major portion of the revenue of all local governments is
raised by a real-estate tax. It should take no argument on my part to convince
anyone that the back of the real-estate owner has been broken by taxation. We
are way beyond the limit, as evidenced by the fact of the tremendous delinquencies
in real-estate taxes all over the Nation, particularly in municipalities. Milwaukee,
which is reputed to have its financial housekeeping in good order, is still face to
face with approximately $10,000,000 of real-estate tax in default and It is reported
in the Milwaukee Sentinel that there will be no improvement in the amount of
taxes that are now being collected over the amount collected last year. According
to the clipping enclosed, our real-estate taxes will be in default to the tune of at
least 30 percent.

I would favor the taxation of municipal bonds as well as the salaries of city
employees and officers on condition that the Federal Government is honest
enough not to commit burglary and virtually expropriate this money but to return
the same to the municipal treasury where it blongs.-Mayor Daniel W. Hoan.

BOSTON

With reference to the taxation of income from Government bonds, I fully
appreciate the argument that the removal of the present tax immunity from future
issues will result in some increase in the interest rate and will also affect the price
at which bonds may be marketed. Nevertheless I am forcibly impressed by the
arguments of economists, adopted by several Secretaries of the Treasury, to the
effect that the existence of an enormous reservoir of tax-exempt bonds creates a
haven for capital seeking the privilege of tax exemption, and consequently re-
moves from the market of productive enterprise a large volume of wealth which
otherwise might be invested in such a way as to stimulate business progress.
As under the existing tax structure municip ahls must depend entirely upon the
healthy condition of real estate, and as rea estate in turn is directly affected by
business prosperity, a program that will help to stimulate business or at least
remove an obstacle from its progress is bound to benefit the cities eveh though
indirectly.

Aside from the essential injustice of a system which gives unfair advantage to
those best able to pay taxes for the support of government, this latter argument
seems to me to outweigh the disadvantage which cities may suffer in the future in
the form of increased debt service cost. Furthermore, feeling strongly as I do
that easy money may be an incentive to unsound and excessive borrowing on the
part of municipalities, I can see no great harm to come from the existence of a
check on borrowing that would be provided by higher interest rates.

With reference to the taxation of government employees, I do not believe that
this amounts to so substantial a problem as affecting tax revenues and economic
factors as does the taxation of the income from government securities. In the
first place, a very large percentage of all municipal employees will befound to
come within the present exemption accorded individuals and families under the
Federal tax laws. The number of department heads and other individuals on the
municipal pay roll of the city of Boston that would be affected is comparatively
small and I believe Boston is no exception in this regard.

In the second place, as the President has said, there seems no good reason why
such Individuals enjoying a substantial public salary should not contribute their
share to the cost of government as well as Individuals In the employ of private
business.

And, finally I do not forget that ie are all citizens not only of the State but of
the United States; and If we properly pay taxes for the support of the State
government I do not see why I, as mayor, and others with a substantal Income
frem public sources should not properly make our contribution directly to the
cost of the Federal Government as well.

I do want to stress two things, however. One, which I believe is generally
conceded, is that the removal of the tax immunity should be prospective in
application and not retroactive. Good faith and common Justice require It.
The second Is that careful consideration should be given to what compensatory
advantage shoulder given to the cities in return for the surrender of tax immunity
now enjoyed. The cit1 of Boston, like almost all other cities, Is limited almost
entirely to real estate or its revenues, Here in Massachusetts we do- roeive by
statute a distribution of the State's income tax, and to the extent that this con-
tinues and that the State's revenues from the income tax are swelled by the re-
moval of the tax exemption from income on Federal bonds, Boston will benefit

122250-80--pt, 2--0
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accordingly. This Is not true of all cities, however and, of course, is not true
with regard to those States that do not have an Income tax. Furthermore, con-
sideration should be given, because of these reasons, to the possibility of eliminat-
ing some of the tax immunity now enjoyed by Federal property, both real and
persona), which exists within the tax limits of a city. This is a problem constantly
growing in Importance, all the more rapidly recently as the Fideral Government
embarked on housing programs, thus removing from the tax rolls real property
that would otherwise be Income producing for the city. In the city of Boston, for
example the amount of Federal real property exempt from taxation was' figured
at $75,118,000 for 1938 or the equivalent in taxes fo $3,102,378.-Mayor Maurice
J. Tobin.

BUffALO

This business of taxing municipal bonds and salaries of municipal employees
involves a fine balancing of conflicting ideas. In the abstract, the average citizen
can see very little reason for exempt ng such bonds and such salaries from taxa-
tion. The average citizen Imagines the bloated jobholder enjoying an immunity
from taxation which he does not deserve. He also sees the plutocrat investing
in municipal bonds which are exempt from taxation, thereby diverting large
sums of money out of business channels.

On the other hand, it would probably be to the disadvantage of the city In mar.
keting its bonds, not to enjoy tax exemption on them. Furthermore, as a legal
proposition, I am advised that If the United States Supreme Court is not going to
depart entirely from principle of precedent it will continue to hold that such
exemptions can be removed only by a constitutional amendment.

It would seem to me that most, if not all, municipalities of the country will
oppose the President's proposal. At the last council meeting the Common
Council of the City of Buffalo resolved to petition the House of Representatives
for a public hearing on the bills Involved.

The right of taxation by a government Is necessary for the maintenance of the
government and It is generally conceded. Such right of taxation is Inherent In
the States from and since the early colonial times. The States regulate the power
of taxation by the various State constitutlons. The whole power is by such con-
stitutions delegated to the legislatures in some States and in others part of the
power is reserved to the people to be exorcised through referendum.

The Federal Government has no power of taxation except that delegated to it
in the Federal Constitution approved by the various States. There Is no inherent
ower in the Federal Government to tax other than such as is specified in the
ederal Constitution or as is necessarily inferred from the powers granted to the

Federal Government in the Federal Constitution.
The Federal Government and the various State governments operate in the

same territory. Each State Is limited to its territory, while the Federal Govern-
ment operates throughout all the States. This duplication of governmental
control by independent governmental bodies within the same territory has caused
considerable friction and considerable controversy, all of which are commonly
referred to as the question of State rights. The courts have quite uniformly held
that the Federal Government has not the power to impede or harass the States
governments by taxing the governmental activities of the Sta te. Likewise the
courts have so" held that the States have no power to tax the activities of the
Federal Government when exercised within the constitutional limits.

The Federal Government may not tax a purely governmental activity of the
State nor may the State tax a constitutional activity of the Federal Government.
This limit of the power of taxation has been held not to Include activities of the
Government or activities of the State which are not strictly governmental.

It is very questionable whether the right of taxation delegated to the Govern-
ment would permit the Government to tax the income from State and municipal
bonds, or to tax th Income of the officers and employees of the State or municipal
governments without amending the Federal Constitution, even if the various
States by statute would concede to the Government such power.

The Federal Government has conceded to the State government in specific
instances by congressional act the right to the State to tax Federal activities.
The congressional act permitting the States to tax national banks is an example of
the exercise of such consent. Taxes levied by the State agaihast national banks
pursuant to such congressional consent have been sustained in many Federal
decisions.

The practical effect of carrying out the recommendation of tho President would
be to grant to the Federal Government the power of taxing all of the income from
the bonds-of the State and of Its various political subdivisions, and also the taxing
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of the salary Income of the officers and employees of the State and Its political:
subdivisions. It would grant to the State the power to tax Income received front
the bonds of the Federal Government and salary Income of the officers and em.-
ployces of the Federal Government within the territory of each Stat.

It seems to me that if the taxing of the respective obligations of the State and
of the Federal Government as contemplated takes place, it should be by a specific
amendment of the Federal Constitution and not bV legislation enacted without
regard to the Constitution or the decisions of the Oourt.

As a financial proposition, a greater advantage would accrue to the Federal
Government than to the government of the various States. Especially Is that
true of the taxing of the salary income of officers and employees, many of whom
are residents of tho District of Columbia and could not be taxed by any State.
Tho rate of taxation by the Federal Government would necessarily be uniform
throughout the United States, while the rate of taxation within each State might
var greatly.

The taxing of the Interest Income of bonds heretofore issued and sold would be
in conflict with the contractual provisions of the Federal Constitution. A rule
of property has been established by the Federal decisions which In effect becomes
a part of the agreement contained in the bonds. The rights of the owners of the
bonds are to he determined In accordance with the law as it was judicially con-
strued to be when the bonds were Issued. Such rights may not be taken either
by statutory act or by change of judicial decisions.

The object of taxing the Income received from bonds Is not so much to obtain
revenue as to prevent the Investment in untaxable securities. The rate of Interest
necessary to secure a sale of the bonds will necessarily be greater if the Income Is
subject to taxation than if the Income is not subject to taxation.

The amount that the Government would receive from the taxing of such Income
would naturally be equal only to the additional Interest on taxable bonds. It
would just be another Federal tax for regulation and not for Income. The same
would be true if the interest income on the bonds of the State and political sub-
divisions thereof be likewise taxed. In the long run there would be no perceptible
gain by such taxation.-Mayor Thomas Holling.

SEATTLE

Aside from the question of the legality of such action by the Federal Govern.
ment without a constitutional amendment It seems to me that it is unsound in
principle for the Federal Government to attempt to tax municipal securities.
crta nly the financial problems of the cities are sufficiently acute under present

conditions and present laws. Federal taxation of future municipal securities
would in my opinion, unreasonably aggravate the problem of funding and of
refunding municipal securitles.-Mayor Arthur B. Langlie.

ROCHeN3TR

Should the income from municipal bonds be subject to taxation it would simply
raise the interest rate with the result that local taxpayers would have to pay one-
lalf to 1 percent more on money borrowed. This, In the aggregate over a peri6d
of ears would amount to a large sum of money.

Relative to the return to cities from the Income tax, with the State government
operating In the red or on the ragged edge, there would be small chance for the
local governments io receive any additional rebate on the Income tax.-City
Manager Harold W. Baker.

LotSVILLn

The city of Louisville vigorously opposes any congressional action tending to
change the tax status of future Issues of municipal bonds. There are several
prime reasons for this apposition:

(1) A proposed law would, In effect, place the issuance of municipal bonds in
direct competition to high-grade corporate securities, The management of mu-
nicipalities is subject to periodic changes. Not always for the better, but so long
as we live under our present form of democracy, such changes are inevitable.

f2) Federal taxation of municipal bonds would increase the Interest rate which
ofties would have to pay on future borrowings by at least one-half of I percent.
This ratio of percent will tend to increase as the general price level of the bond
market declines.
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(8) Louisville has only two sources of tax revenues namely$ general property
tax and license tax on business. At the present time we are levying the maximum
tax on general property allowed under our State constitution and our license
ordinances are in the process of revision whereby we will ultimately collect the
maximum possible from business enterprises. At the present time the expenditure
demands on the city are such that many essential activities are being curtailed
far below the point of efficiency. Any additional financial burden placed on the
city would tend to aggravate the ever-growing problem of unemployment and
relief.

For these and other minor reasons, we are unalterably opposed to any legislation
to tax, directly or indirectly, future issues of municipal bonds.-Mayor Joseph
D. Scholtz ...

COLUMBUS
There is no doubt in my mind but that the taxation of income from future

municipal bond issues will raise the interest rate on said bonds. Any increase
in the rate of interest to be paid on the bonds is, of course, an increased burden
upon the taxpayers of the municipalities. This fact is obvious, in view of the
necessity (and in Ohio the requirement by constitution), to levy a tax when the
bond is issued of sufficient amount to meet interest and sinking-fund charges.-
Mayor Myron B. Gessaman. DALLAS

Press reports indicate that Congress will consider within the next few days the
President's proposal concerning taxation of municipal bonds and salaries of public
employees.

On April 30, 1938, I transmitted to you my views on this subject and a copy
of my letter is attached. Subsequently, on August 29, the question was discussed
by the Dallas city council and the following is their official action:

aIt was moved, seconded, and carried that the city council glo on record as
opposing any Federal legislation designed to tax municipal bonds and that the
Texas delegation to Congress be urged to vote against anyni suc lugiIslation."1

At that time all members of the Texas delegation were advised of the city
council's action.

The above information is forwarded to you and we urgently request that you
transmit this attitude to the Senate committee which is considering the President's
proposal. -City Manager Hal Moseley.-

AKRox

The limitations of the Federal taxing power being boundless, it follows that the
provisions of the act would be burdensome and dangerous, and, in my opinion,
unwise from any viewpoint. Assuming that the States had reciprocal taxing
power to an extent sufficient to yield a similar amount as that received by the
Federal Government, the public would pay much greater sums than yielded
because of increased Interest charges for governmental financing.

Federal, State, and other governmental securities have always been an attrac-
tile Investment principally because of tax-exemption features, and It would appear
that the proposed legislation would destroy the reservoirs of credit heretofore
enjoyed at low interest rates.

It would seem that there are other sources of tax revenues which would be
available and much more desirable rather than enacting legislation providing for
one government taxing another government. -Mayor Lee D. Schroy.-

MNUPns
The taxation of municipal bonds will place an additional burden upon munici-

palities which are already faced with very serious financial problems. Many
think that this tax will be paid by the large holders of municipal bonds. Even-
tually, however, the tax will be" paid by the municipalities through increased
interest rates, and in turn the munelpalities will have to pass this on in the form
of taxation mainly to be levied on real estate.

Municipalities have been limited in the taxes they may levy, getting only what
is left after the Federal, State and other units of Government have levied their
taxes. To place a tax on municil bonds would place upon these cities a burden
which I do not believe they can send at the present time. Real estate is already
taxed beyond any reasonable limit, and steps should be taken to adjust the tax
burden rather than to augment It.
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I hope eventually a committee will be formed to study the matter impartially

to the end that we may arrange a more equitable distribution of taxes between
the Federal, State county, and municipal governments. Until this is done it is
most certainly undesirable that additional tax burdens be placed upon our munici-
palities. -Mayor Watkins Overton.-

SAN ANTONIO

There is no question but that such tax on municipal bonds would constitute a
burden on municipalities by reason of the fact that such bonds would command
an undesirable market value without bearing a higher rate of Interest than is
now customary.

While such taxation would result In additional revenue to the Federal Govern-
ment, we must not lose sight of the fact that such revenue to the Federal Govern-
ment would be at the loss of the municipalities issuing such bonds. -Mayor (. K.
Quin.- OMAHA

This department protests strongly passage of law placing municipal bonds on
par with taxable commercial bonds. Eliminating tax exemption for municipal
bends will add new burden for additional interest and practically stop municipal
improvement activities and in many cases will bankrupt cities where Improve-
ments are solely financed by bonds. We urge you to use your influence and voice
protest against such unreasonable bill. -Harry Knudsen, superintendent, depart-
ment of accounts and flnances.-

TOLEDO

I am writing to express the hope that you will oppose Federal taxation of the
revenues or outstanding bonds of-States, municipalities, or the agencies of either
of them; that you will oppose Federal taxation of future State and municipal
bonds except the same be authorized by constitutional amendment; and that
you will support leagislation to prohibit retroactive Fedrral taxes on past years'
salaries of employees of the States, municipalities, or their agencies.-City
Manager John N. Edy. TULA

In addition to agreeing with the conclusions reached by many student., as
based on the figures and information submitted to State and local government
officials, I object to the proposed taxation for more serious reasons ingrained in
our American institutions of government. It seems that the proposed taxation
is but a step in the destruction of the separation of powers and division of gov-
ernment guaranteed and limited by our Federal Constitution to the Inhabitants
of the several States.

The maintenance of government of the individual States heretofore has not
been of Federal concern. Bonds are locally issued for the establishing of schools,
necessary governmental utilities, and functions for the maintenance of our free
Institutions. These bonds are paid by local taxes. To this local tax would be
added a Federal tax without definite Federal benefit In return. A strict wall of
protection should be maintained preventing Federal Insertion over local affairs
whether by detriment benefit or cooperation, as It would establish the precedent
for widening the breach. The increased cost for local bonds means division of
available funds from the purpose of the bonds.-Mayor T. A. Penney.

SYRACUSM

Thik proposal will, In the long run, be levied against those persons who pay
taxes on -teal estate. Taking municipal bonds out of the tax-exempt class Will
raise the rate of Interest on the bonds at least In an amount equal to the tax
levied on the income. Because real estate owners pay the Interest on these
bonds, it is simple to see that they are the citizens who will suffer.

The city administration of Syracuse feels that the real-estate owners are
already overburdened. Any effort to include them In additional direct or in.
direct taxation for maintenance of the Federal Government is unjust and will be
deeply resented.-Commissioner of Finance T. E. Kennedy.

Reference to Federal taxation of municipal bonds we have come to the oon-
clusion that this should not be attempted without the authorization of the States
through a constitutional amendment.-City Manager F. 0. Elchelberger.
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New HAVSN

It Is the opinion here that taxing municipal bonds will add to the cost of
municipal government and increase the difficulty of marketing such securities,
I feel that the city is too heavily financially burdened now and no action should
be taken by Congress to Increase our burden.-Mayor John W. Murphy.

NASIVILLE
I am advised that on or about January 18, 1939 a special Senate committee

will probably institute hearings on the question of whether or not a recommenda-
tion will be made to tax municipal bonds.

It appears to me that this is a direct blow to the already weakened and impaired
financial structure of every American city. The inevitable result of such legis-
lation is Increased taxation upon the citizcons of the various municipalitie. The
taxing of bonds of the cities will naturally result in Investors demanding higher
rates of interest, which will, of course, have to be met by the taxpayers of the cities.

Please leave no stone unturned in an effort to convince this committee that the
American city is being financially crippled by the State and Federal Governments
continually adding burdens and depriving municipalities of what has heretofore
been sustaining sources of Incom~e. The future looks dark for the American city
unless some assistance is rendored.-Mayor Thomas L. Cummings.

FLINT

From a long-raiie viewpoint the imposition of such a tax on muntipa, securities
is bound to be harmful to the city of Flint in that it would cause the price at which
new or refunding Issues could be sold to decrease and would consequently require
the imposition of additional taxes.

I would state that it Is our opinion that the passage of such an act by Congress
would be detrimental to the best Interests of the taxpayers of the city of Flint.
It would be another indirect tax taken from the taxpayers of the city to the
detriment of local self-governmont.-Lloyd 0. Kirby, director of finance.

YONKERS

If the Income from municipal securities shall be made taxable, it will raise the
cost of municipal financing to such an extent as to disastrously impede the ability
of the cities to raise money on municipal bonds and notes not only for the usual
municipal purposes, but also for financing the relief of the destitute and the unem.
ployed. The result of this will be an increased tax burden on real estate, real-
estate taxes being the city's principal source of revenue. Another inevitable
result will be to throw a greater burden upon the Federal Government and the
Federal Government will lose far more in destroying the power of municipalities
to provide for the destitute and the unemployed than it will ever gain from putting
into effect any unwise and heedless tax on municipal borrowings.-Mayor
Joseph F. Loehr. • TR~eNTON'

It has come to my attention that there will be Introduced In the next Congress,
bills to tax past years' salaries of Federal, State, and municipal employees; also
to tax outstanding bonds of the State and municipalities, and a further bill to
provide for the taxation of-all municipal bonds to be issued In the future.

It Is my Impression that any one of those taxes would be oppressive and would
only add L the already heavy burden of taxation that now confronts the American
people. If municipal bonds are taxes it will be impossible for municipalities to
function as there would be no purchasers for the bonds.-Mayor William J.
-Connor.

CAMDEN

As mayor of the city of Camden I wish to voice strenuous objections to any
such measure. The cities of the Nation are Just beginning to emerge from the
chaotic conditions which have plummeted them to the economic bottom in recent
years and, In fact, In the past several months some of the cities have again lost
ground and will require some time to recover. Our city, fortunately has not yet
felt the effects of the tecession which the Nation is now experiencin but we know
that ultimately and Inevitably we shall feel It's effects and any additonal taxation
which would be made necessary, if we are to raise the percentage of Interest which
we pay on municipal b6hd, would fall Very heavily on the shoulders of the tax-
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payers at this time. No astute reasoning is required to realize that one of the
most attractive features of municipal bonds io the fact that they are tax free. To
compensate.for the loss of this feature, it would be necessary to raise the interest
rate payable on city bonds and this would make imperative an increase in taxes.
It is my opinion that such a legislative measure right now would work havoc on all
municipalities throughout the entire Nation. Therefore let me repeat that I am
strenuously opposed to any such logislation.-Mayor George E. Brunner.

SPONANU

I heartily concur in the conclusion that this taxation would be an additional cost
to the municipality that would offset revenue accruing to the Federal Govern.
ment.

This city would oppose the adoption of the proposed legislation to tax municipal
scourities.-Mayor F. G. Sutherlin.

Nuw BEDrORD

After giving the matter careful thought and consideration I wish to go on
record as being very much against taxation of income from all future municipal
bond Issues.-Mayor Leo E. J. Carney,

FORT WAYNE

In my opinion, any further restrictions, whatsoever, by way of tax or by
regulation, placed upon the sale of municipal securities, would-

First, Increase the burden of their disposal upon the municipalities, and
Second, there would be Imposed a greater tax load upon the taxpayers by

forcing an increased cost upon the municipality, and the compulsion of the cities
togive a larger Inducement for their purchase.

Tlis greater tax load would be caused by an increased Interest rate. In other
words, the municipalities would necessarilyhave to increase the interest rate in the
same ratio as the tax imposed; and in the final analysis, the taxpayers of the city
would be paying the tax rather than the holder of the bond. If would simply
mean that you were placing an increased burden upon the shoulders of the already
over taxed taxpayers of the municipalities.

If there is any attempt to pass a bill to include taxing of municipal securities
under the alleged powers granted under the sixteenth amendment, I wish that
you would voice my protest against it on behalf of the citizens of the city of Fort
Wayne.-Mayor Harry W. Baals.

KNOXVILLE

With reference to taxing municipal bonds, I fear it would increase the rate of
Interest in such a way that it.would tend to retard municipal improvements.-
Mayor W. W. Mynatt. SAGINAW

We have given some consideration to the proposal of the United States Govern-
ment to tax municipal bonds. This matter has also been thoroughly discussed
by the Michigan Municipal League, the Michigan managers' group, and the
Michigan Finance Officers' Association, and it is the opinion of each of these
Coups that the taxing of municipal bonds will create a definite burden on local
taxpayers who are now in most cases taxed to a point where it is difficult to meet
their local tax obligations.

I cannot conceive of any benefits which may be derived by taxing municipal
bonds, because it is apparent that the bond buyer will naturally bid a higher
interest rate, at least sufficient to cover the Federal tax. In other words, the
additional revenue obtained by the Federal Government will be paid by the
local taxpayer indirectly with a higher interest rate borne by municipal bonds.
Cities which are fortunate enough to operate on a pay-as-you-go basis will be
relieved of this additional burden, whereas the less fortunate cities, having to
finance on a long-term basis will suffer.

We are now faced with ?he possible issue of three or four million dollars in
sewage-disposal bonds, and the added cost on this issue over a period of 25 to
80 years wll amount to a considerable sum. It seems to me that Federal income
can be derived from sources which will be more equitable than the tax on municipal
bonds.-City Manager L. P. Cookingham.
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BINGRAUTON4

Relating to the proposed taxing of State and municipal bonds# and after studying
various reports, the picture is no a pleasant one to contemplate by those who have
to shoulder the costs of municipal government.

The only conclusions I would attempt to draw would be general and in line
with those already presented; however, I feel that it cannot be too strongly
emphasized that a tax proposal of this nature should by all means be submitted
to the States for their sanction. There is dynamite hidden in the potential
abuse of this measure.- Comptroller Arthur J. Ogden.

HARRISBURO

Such action on the part of Congress would not only be uneconomical but also,
in many instances, confiscatory.-Mayor John A. F. Hall,

ALToONA

Members of council today instructed me to register our most emphatic protest
against this latest move to increase the cost of local government.

For the past decade the city of Altoona has been exerting every effort to furnish
service to this community within reasonable respect to the increasing demands
and the diminishing revenues. At the same time we have been maintaining our
credit because we realize that any Impairment thereof will be reflected in increas-
ing costs of government in the generations to come. More and more our sources
of revenue are being tapped by State and Federal Governments and these same
authorities have been adding to our costs of furnishing these services to our local
people, without making any provisions for improved service.

This latest move, If made retroactive, would throw our present debt structure
into chaos. For the future the increased cost could not be measured In, dollars
and cents because the moral effects on prospective sources of municipal credit
would be tremendous.-William T. Canan, city controller.

OAK PARK

After reading and considering all of this matter I have only one comment to
make and that Is-any tax by the Federal Government on municipal bonds would
accomplish only one purpose and that is to increase the cost of municipal govern.
ment. I do not think it is fair; if the Federal Government is to levy such a tax
it should be done only after a constitutional amendment that has been adopted
by the people, permitting the Federal Government to levy such a tax.-President
James A. Howe.

Txnnim HAurio

There are two features of these municipal bonds that I would call attention to.
First is that most cities are bonded up to within 25 percent of their statutory
limit and all of these bonds have been issued as untaxablo bonds. It would seem
rather unfair if an effort is made to tax bonds already issued as tax free.

The other proposition is, if munfolpa bonds are to be subject to taxation the
rate of interest will of necessity have to be Increased.-Mayor Joseph P. Duffy.

F9S6NO

There is ingrained in the proposal of the Treasury Department at Washington
to tax municipal bonds greater danger to American liberty than our people have
had to face for more than three-quarters of a century. I am aware of the danger
involved in the doctrine of secession. But that danger Is passed and settled
while the consolidation of all power in the Federal Government is a present day
most serious matter,

There are two ways in either of which the American scheme of a federated
government might b6 defeated. Formerly, the greater danger was in secession.
But since the Civil War there has been a strong tendency to consolidate power in
Washington; a tendency which, if unchecked, will result in the total subordina-
tion of the States to the central authority, and thus in the destruction of the
federated plan of government. The most essential power of government Is the
power to tax. The founders of our Nation understood well this primary fact in
civics. They had just successfully resisted the British Government in its unjust
and unlawful attempt to tax them. They were careful and skillful in allocating
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this power. The powers of the general Government were definitely circum-
scribed.

Before the adoption of the National Constitution the taxing power inhered
exclusively In the several States. Without question prior to 1787 the property
of the citizen could not be levied upon by the central authorities.

In erecting a general government It was realized that such government must
be given power to raise money to support It In its legitimate operations. But the
way and the manner of collecting such tax money as it was empowered to raise
were definitely outlined and particularly restricted.

Early in the history of the country it was assumed by some that the States
retained coordinate powers of taxation even In those matters wherein the Nation
had been empowered to tax.

But Chief Justice Marshall in his famous decision In McCulloch against Mary-
land, pointed out that the Rational Government had been given supreme and
exclusive powers of taxation over certain institutions and activities, while the
States retained a like exclusive authority over other things.

When we remember that the great judge was a determined advocate of the
doctrine of centralized power we should attach the highest importance to his
statement that "We have a principle which leaves the power of taxing the people
and property of a State unimpaired. Judge Aprahall was demonstrating that
over imports and exports (except in certain specified instances) as well as over
financial institutions and instruments of the Central Government that govern-
ment had exclusive authority of taxation as well as of control; while over real
property and it appendages the States retained all the rights inherent in sover-
eignty. Thus the Constitution stood until the income-tax amendment authorized
the National Government to "lay and collect taxes on incomes from whatever
source derived." This amendment, however, must be confined to the object
specified, since the tenth amendment clearly states: "The powers not delegated
to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States, respectively, or to the people."

Thus It is seen that it would take another amendment to the Constitution to
empower the National Government to do what the Treasury Department is
claiming that it has the power to do by act of Congress.

That-the State laws and local ordinances embrace the whole of the law applicable
to municipal bonds has been repeatedly upheld by decisions of the Supreme Court
of the United States. When In the "era or repudiation," 10 years or so after
the close of the Civil War many suits were brought to compel the defaulting
municipalities to ay, the Supreme Court followed the law, upholding or declining
to uphold the validity of the bonds, In accordance not only with State laws but
with the interpretations put upon those laws by State courts. The entire history
of the Constitution, the laws and the finances of the country is against the power
claimed by the Treasury Department. The mere fact that such a power is asserted
Illustrates the dangers inherent in the steady and continued growth of authority
by official Washington. Given the power affirmed and it would be an easy step
to complete control over tax matters of every name and nature. Then with a
central government spending money by the billions, with the national debt a
lien on all property, real and personal, It is quite apparent that tenure to property
In every community would become less and less valuable.

In the name of the property we still hold, In the name of the liberty we still
prize, the attempt of the Treasury Department "to obtain an unwarranted Juris-
diction over us," should be defeated.

With complete control over all the resources of the Nation, a ruler at Washington
might easily perpetuate himself In power, beyond his term, should he desire to do
so. There is no danger of this now; but no one can foretell the future. Our
safeguard is to retain in the States such control as still remains with them.-
William Glass, Commissioner of Finance.

HAOERSTOWN

Viewing the matter from a purely practical standpoint, it would appear that the
contemplated step will not onty reflect unfavorably upon State and county finances
but will also be most detrimental to the fiscal affairs of municipalities. Municipal
securities enjoy a low interest rate primarily because they are tax-exampt and are
attractive to investors who wish to pay a minimum of Federal Income taxes. If
the tax-exempt feature is removed, the same Investors will require much higher
rate of return on their Investment, and the cost of money to municipalities Will
increase to a point where their securities will be required to yield a return com-
parable to that on private corporations.
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Tqklng the municipality of Hagerstown as an example, I believe that where the
tax-exempt feature eliminated from Its bonds the rate of interest that it would be
compelled to pay would be increased to approximately 134 percent more on the
principal than itis paying at present. Its bonded debt is approximately $5,000,000
so that this Increase would equal to the sum of $75,000, wlich in turn would rep.
resent an increase of 20 cents per $100 (er 25 percent) over the existing tax rate.

As the city derives its revenue from the taxation of real and personal property
and cannot levy an income tax, there would be no compensating Increase in Its
revenue were its securities made subject to Federal Income taxes, and the property
holders and home owners of the community would be compelled to shoulder the
additional burden. While Hagerstown Is not faced with any refunding operations
In the neat future, and there does iot appear to be any present likelihood of Increas-
ing Its funded debt, the fact still remains that if on account of some emergency or
otherwise the city were compelled to Issue bonds without Federal-Income-tax ex-
emption it would be a very costly proposition when compared to past finaning.-
Mayor V. Lee Elgin. BETZILEHEaI

Some time ago city council had this matter up for discussion, At that time it
was the opinion of the members of city council that salaries of municipal employees
should be taxed. Council, however, was opposed to taxing municipal bonds, for
the reason that It would result in an increase in the Interest rate on municipal
bonds which would hereafter be Issued. People today are willing to buy municipal
bonds at a lower rate of Interest than other bonds because they are tax-free and
municipalities thereby obtain a lower rate of interest, which, of course, is a savin
to the taxpayers. If municipal bonds are taxed, the purchasers of these bonds wig
want a higher Interest rate and therefore the burden of these taxes will fall upor
the municipality. I trust that I have made myself clear in the position assumed
by the City Council of Bethlehem.-City Clerk Bertram L. Nagle.

LAKaWOOD

Under our constitutional system the guarantee that the Sates should remain
forever free is the first promise of American Government. The defense of that
independence which has been guaranteed to his State In the Bill of Rights is,
therefore, the most solemn obligation of the office of the State attorney general.
Upon him falls the duty of protecting the sovereignty of his State. If he fails In
that, then his State constitution is but a local charter, and the State government
which he represents becomes no more than a Federal province.

I most heartily agree with a statement made by Senator William E. Borah, of
Idaho, when he expressed his opinion that he did not believe Congress would
have the power to tax State and city bonds, securities or other instrumentalities
of a State or city without a constitutional amendment, Even if such a law were
passed without a constitutional amendment, as a matter of policy and aside from
the constitutional question, It would be most unsound and would be a disaster
to the States and probably a sad disappointment to the National Government.

I understand Attorney General Cummings made a statement to the effect that
the principle of immunity protects the Federal Government against taxation by
the States, but does not necessarily shield the States against the exercise of the
supreme taxing power of the Central Government.

I understand another Government official has sweepingly asserted "the power
of the National Government to tax * * * the institutions of the State."
And that during the last session of the Supreme Court the Department of Justice
submitted briefs in which they asserted the power to impose a Federal corporate
Income tax upon State revenues. If this would apply to State revenues there is
no doubt but what it would Include all subdivisions of a state, -

Such claims as these, made by those in high places of the Federal Government
of a Federal power to tax the States and the cities, tear at the whole fabric of
independent local government in America. They attack the fiscal integrity of
your local units of government. They express a philosophy of centralization of
power that is totally foreign to our conception of an indestructible union of i-
destructible States.f o oa s

If the Federal Government can tax the States their status as free and Independ-
ent sovereignties can be brought to an end, I has been stated that the opinion
of Chief Justice Marshall that "the power to tax is still the power to destroy" is no
longer a reality. I do not know of any other procedure that could more rapidly
destroy the Federal Government or any of Its states than the authority and power
to tax, and especsialy so during economic financial conditions as have existed for
the past 10 years and still continue to exist at this time.
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It seems the Treasury Department Is doing everything in its power to have

Congress adopt the President's proposal to tax State and municipal bonds for
the purpose of Increasing Federal revenue at the expense of the State and its local
subdivisions-which are now, in many, many cases, so overburdened with indebt-
edness that it will be many years before such local subdivisions can even pay the
expense of their local government.

The general impression seems to be and may so appear on the surface that the
proposed legislation is limited only to tax future issues of bonds. The question
arises, if Congress should adopt the President's proposal and could tax future
issues of bonds of States and cities, it would be a very simple method then to pass
another bill and provide for the taxing of present outstanding issues and would,
no doubt, be adopted without delay.

The apparent reciprocity of the proposed statute as between Federal and State
governments does not seem to be correct, in that there is a difference as between
an assertion of a power to tax and an extension of a permission to tax. The
statute seeks to establish a Federal power to tax the bonds of States and cities.
It Is based on the contention of the Attorney General that the Central Govern-
ment has a supreme power to tax the States, but that same opinion d(nies any
power whatsoever of the States to tax the securities of the Federal Government.

It is the consensus of many of those who have given consideration to the pro-
posed statute that Federal taxes of State or cities securities would place an addi.
tional burden on the cost of State and municipal financing of at least 25 percent.
Such an increase would represent an increased cost to the States and cities of
millions of dollars each year. It Is not difficult to determine that if those who
invest their money in State or municipal bonds are required to pay a Federal tax
that the authorities issuing such bonds would be required to pay higher rates of

.interest and would result in the increased cost of State and municipal financing.
I understand the proposed statute also provides for the taxing of municipal

revenues of all kinds. If such is the case, then water, light, transportation, and
other publicly owned utilities would have to increase their rates because of such
revenues being subject to Federal tax. Is it not a fact that if the Treasury Do-
partment made a demand that such agencies must pay such a tax on their revenue
that the rates for service provided by them would automatically increase?

In a brief submitted to the Supreme Court of the United States the Attorney
General asserted that certain municipal corporate agencies of the State are subject
to the Federal cor porate income tax. The munilipli agencies, he challenged,
were entirely owned and operated by sovereign States. The properties and their
revenues all belong to the States-yet the Attorney General asserted that the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue had the power to dip Into the State treasuries
to tax them.-Mayor A. I. Kauffman.

JACKSON, MIss.

It has been the general belief that to tax municipal bonds it would be necessary
to amend the Constitution. Now however it Is proposed to tax municipal
securities under the sixteenth amendment, which provides for the Federal income
tax "from whatever source derived."

I am opposed to the Federal Government taxing municipal bonds and I believe
every local taxpayer Is opposed to it because this [s but another illustration of the
Federal Government and the State government passing the "buck" to the local
government and placing an additional tax upon the municipal taxpayer. If the
Federal Government places the tax on municipal bonds, it will mean an Increase
in the rate that Jackson and other municipalities will hive to pay on bonds from
one-half of I percent to perhaps 1 percent, or more. The municipal taxpayer
would have to stand this burden.

I want to request and urge that you use your Influence, work against, and vote
against the Federal Government's passing this tax to murielpal taxpayers not
only In Jackson, but throughout the State and Nation.-Mayor Walter A. dcott.

HABLATON

I am anxious to be included among the many mayors of our American cities
who protest very vigorously against the contemplated Federal tax on municipal
securities. It is almost trite to say that our municipalities are sorely pressed in
their problems of finance. With very few exceptions our municipal officers are
stru gjng to lessen the tax burden on local real estate.

For the preservation of interest in real-estate ownership, it Is essential that some
relief be piovlded for the sorely pressed owner of real property. Any tat by the
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Federal or State Government affecting municipal securities will of necessity be
passed to real-estate owners.

The Federal and State Governments in my opinion should give attention to
providing new fields of taxation for municipal bodie so that the much abused
real-estate owner will have some opportunity of finding a ray of light in the
darkness of his own local taxation. It strikes me as being exceedingly unfair
even entirely unjust on the part of the State and Federal Gvornments to com-
pletely control all sources of taxation and gradually decreasing municipal income
as a result of their suportaxation powers.

You may include in a statement going forth from the United States Conference
of Mayors to appropriate congressional committees the vigorous protest of the
city of Hazleton against Fedoral legislation which will affect our municipal
vitality.-Mayor James P. Costello, Jr.

PORTLAND, MAIN

Federal tax on income of lae and municipal bonds.-Such a tax always con-
sidered unconstitutional heretforo, would raise substantially the interest rate on
such bond issues. It would thus cause a rise in the local tax rates being In effect
an Indirect tax on local real estate by the Federal Government. Real estate
certainly carries enough of the tax load now without impositions from Washington.

While this tax might tend to discourage issuance of local bonds, an end perhaps
to be desired, nevertheless, this would be contrary to the Federal policy, as the
Federal Government agencies have been urging local communities to finance-
with local bonds and Government subsidies-various public improvements in
order to provide employment. Thus the various branches of the Federal Gov-
ernment are working at cross purposes.

Presumably the State could also tax incomes from Federal Government bonds
and thus narrow the market for them with perhaps higher interest rates tending
to offset the revenue derived by the Federal Government from the income of
State securities. Inasmuch as both of these proposals are essentially Federal
taxes on local real estate, which is already sadly overburdened, the Federal Gov-
ernment, in fairness to make these tax innovations somewhat reciprocal, should
allow the local communities to tax the Federal real estate loqjted In that com-
munity. Such property demands all kinds of local services such as police and
fire protection, street lights, street paving, etc., and such reciprocal action would
somewhat soften the financial aspect to local real estate.

Again, the inconsistency of the Federal Government is glaring. On the one
hand, the Social Security Board attorneys rule that the State an municipal em-
ployees can't be covered by social security as they are unable to tax their incomes
Without a constitutional amendment. The Treasury Department attorneys, on
the other hand, rule that such Incomes can be taxed for Federal revenue. One or
the other group of attorneys is surely wrong.

This tax would still further break down the fundamental theories of our con-
stitutional government as between the rights of the States and the Central
Government, and should be exercised only after due amendments to the Constl-
tution.-City Manager James E. Barlow.

EAST CHICAGO

As to the taxation of the municipal bonds, I am opposed to such a proposal.
The municipal bonds themselves, are a tax on the people, and I can't understand
how the3 could be taxed again. I think that there are othet sources that could
be taxed without burdening the general public with a tax on bonds that are tax
themselves.-Mayor Frank Migas.

LANCASTER

The city of Lancaster strenuously disapproves of the proposed action of the
Federal Government to tax municipal bonds.

The bonded Indebtedness of Lancaster at the present time is four and one-half
millions of dollars and our budget is so constructed that we have little, if any, left
over at the end of the year. Taxation of municipal bonds would mean an In-
creased expenditure of $22,500 and would necessitate the raising of the millage
1 mill.

We feel that the burden of this additional taxation would eventually fall upon
the poor taxpayer who is now overburdened to a serious degree. In addition,
such proposed taxation would Inake the bond market prati-cally worthless, as
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investors would sidestep bonds and place their money In certificates of deposit
or some similar investment that would not be taxed so heavily.

We are of the opinion that the entire plan Is entirely out of reason.--Mayor
D. E. Cary.

CUMBERLAND

For your Information the officials of the city of Cumberland, are opposed to
this form of taxation. Taxation by the Federal Government of municipal obliga-
tions will increase the cost of borrowing money and tend to destroy a market for
municipal securities. Aside from this, such a move would again be a long step in
the direction of complete federalization of the Nation.-Mayor Thomas W. Keen.

BAMrMOR

Such proposal would result In Increasing Interest rate of municipal securities.
On basis of generally conceded conservative rate of increase Baltimore debt
service would increase possibly million and a quarter, and tax rate increase 11 to
12 cents. Generally accepted fact among municipal finance officers and invest.
ment houses throughout the country that the revenue derived by the Federal
Government would impose a burden on local governments far in excess of the
revenue derived by Federal Government.-Herbert Fallinp budget director.

Mr. LAGUARDIA. As to some of the cities, instead of the state.
ments of mayors or the statements of financial officers, there are
resolutions by the city council, and I would like to put that in at this
point.

The CHAIRMAN. That may be received,
(The resolutions referred to follow:)

TAXATION OF MUNICIPAL BONDS-COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS OF
MAJOR AMERICAN CITIES

(Submitted by the United States Conference of Mayors, Mayor F. H. LaGuardia
president)

Los AtoireLrs

RESOLUTION

Whereas concerted efforts are now being made to subject to Federal taxation
the Income from municipal bonds and the salaries of municipal employees, and
to give such taxation retroactive effect; and

Whereas the taxation of Income from municipal bonds would inevitably result
In increasing the cost of local government and, insofar as retroactive, would work
a serious Injustice to persons who paid a higher price for such bonds, relying upon
their exemption from taxation than they otherwise would have paid; and

Whereas the retroactive taxation of the income of municipal employees would
be ninancalay ruinous and unfair to those employees and injurious tb the com-
munities in which they reside; now, therefore be it

Resolved, That the city of Los Angeles-
(1) Condemns as unfair and oppressive the Imposition of retroactive taxes

upon the income from municipal bonds and municipal salaries;
(2) Condemns the unwarranted extension of Federal power and the weakening

of local government through the taxation of income from municipal bonds to be
issued in the future;

(3) Urges that if equitable and nonretroactive taxation of the income from
municipal salaries hereafter be contemplated such taxation be authorized only
on the condition that the State be afforded the reciprocal right to tax income from
Federal salaries;

(4) Is convinced that the radical change in relationship between local and
Federal Government that is inherent in current efforts to tax municipal securities
and salaries should be accomplished only by sanction of the people as a whole,
expressed through well-considered amendment of the Constitution, and not by
judicial lawmaking; be It further
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.Resolved That all Members of the Congress are urged to consider carefully the
views herein expressed, and to lend their constant support to all proper legislative
means for carrying them into effect.

The city clerk is hereby Instructed to transmit immediately a copy of this reso-
lution to every Member of the louse of Representatives from districts located in
Los Angeles County and Senators representing the people of the State of California.

I hereby certify that the foregoing roolution was adopted by the Council of
the city of Los Angeles, at its acting held on January 18, 1939.

RALPh E. DAVIS
City Clerk of the City of Los Anges.

DETROIT

(By Councilman Dingeman)

Whereas it has been proposed that Congress enact a statute attempting to levy
an income tax upon municipal securities, and

Whereas Federal taxation by act of Congress of the Income on bonds of the
city of Detroit would materially increase the cost of municipal financing and
seriously embarrass the orderly progression of its refunding program; and

Whereas during recent months it has been asserted that a Federal power to
tax the revenues of State and municipal instrumentalities exists, founded upon the
theory that the Central Government has the supreme power to tax the States;
and

Whereas the taxation by the Federal Government of the revenues of munfio.
palities would seriously threaten their existence and is contrary to the basic
system of established government in the United States; and

Whereas as a result of a recent decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States, State and municipal employees may be subject to the payment of Federal
income taxes, retroactive on salaries earned from 1920 to date; and

Whereas retroactive taxation has always been regarded as contrary to American
principles of government, grossly unfair and inequitable: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the city of Detroit is strongly opposed to the taxation of State
and municipal securities by the Federal Government unless the consent of the
State is first obtained by i constitutional amendment permitting the reciprocal
taxation of Federal securities, and prohibiting any Federal taxation of State and
municipal revenues other than bonds; and be it further

Resolved, That the city of Detroit hereby urges its Senators and Representatives
in Congress to support legislation prohibiting retroactive Federal taxation upon
the salaries of State and municipal officers and employees; and be it further

Resolved, That the corporation counsel and controller of the city are directed
to cooperate in every manner possible with the efforts now being made by various
organizations In furtherance of the foregoing objectives; and be it further

R eolved, That the clerk be, and he hereby is instructed to forward certified
copies of this resolution to the Senators and Iepresentatives of this State in
Congress.Adopted as follows:

Yeas-Councilmen Breitmeyer, Dingeman, Ewald, Kronk, Lodge, Smith,
Sweeny, and the president-8.

Nays--None.
iThue copy esrtlficstl

STATE OF MI HboAN, .

City of Detroit. )88"
CITY CLERK'S 0FIcE, DETROIT

I Fred W. Castator, city clerk of the city of Detroit, In said State, do hereby
certify that the annexed paper is a true copy of a resolution adopted by the
common council, at a session held on the 10th day of January 1939, and approved
by the mayor on the l1th day of January 1989, as appears from the journal of
said common council remaining in the office of the city of Detroit, aforesaid; that
I have compared the same with the original, and the same Is a correct transcript
therefrom, and of the whole of such original.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the corporate seal
of said city, at Detroit, this Hth day of January A. D. 1939.

(SEAL) FRED W. CASTATOR,
City clerk.
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NEWARx

CERTIFIED COPY OF A RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY TIM BOARD OF COMMISSIONER

Whereas the Treasury Department of the Federal Government has proposed
that the next Congress enact a statute which would attempt to tax future issues
of municipal securities; and

Whereas the effect of such a statute might vest in the Federal Government the
power to tax outstanding bonds and might open the door to the taxation of
municipal revenues; and

Whereas the municipal financing would bear the full impact of such a tax
because of the lack of authority or prospect of recoupment by the municipalities:
therefore be it

Resolved by the Board of Commissioner, of the City of Newark That its opposition
is hereby expressed against the proposed statute to tax municipal securities be.
cause the result thereof would be reflected in a higher interest rate requirement
in the sale of such securities; and be it further

Resolved, That our Representatives in Congress be, and they are hereby re-
quested to oppose the statute above mentioned, and the city clerk be a ndhe is
hereb instructed to send a copy of this resolution to the United States Senators
Smathors and Milton and Senator-elect Barbour, and Congressmen Hartley,
Vreeland, and Kean. M. 1LLENSTRIN,

M. P. DullY,
PEARCE R. FRANKLIN,
Joe. M. BYRNE, JR.,

The Board of Commissioners of the
City of Newark, N. r.

I hereby certify that the foregoing Is a true copy of a Resolution adopted by the
))card of Commissioners of the City of Newark at a meeting held December 27,
1038.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the
City of Newark this 27th day of December A. D., 1938.

[sAL) HARRY S. RVICRHNgTEIN
City Clerk of Newark, I. Jr.

MINNEAPOLIS

RESOLUTION

(By Alderman Bastis)
OPPOSING FEDERAL TAXATION OF MUNICIPAL SECURITIES

Resolved by the City Council of the City of Minneapolis, That the City Council
of the City of Minneapolis hereby opposes any attempt to add to the cost of State
and .nunicipal government by Federal taxation without first securing the consent
of the States through a constitutional amendment guaranteeing the reciprocal
right to tax future Issues of Federal securities in the State and prohibiting any
Federal taxation of the revenues and already issued securities of the States, thefr
subdivisions and agencies.

Passed December 0, 1938. ERIC 0. HOYER,
President of the Counoil.

Approved December 12, 1088. eRiC o. tOeR
ERIC 0. ROYER,

Acting Mayor.
Attest:

CnAs. C. SWANSON
City berk.

CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS,January 18# 1939.
Mr. PAUL V. Bmms.
Yxecutive Director, the US. Conference of Mayor#,

Washington, D. .
DNAR SIR: In reply to your communication of January 14 requesting copy of

action of the city council regarding Federal taxation, wish to statethat on Deoem.
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ber 9, 1038, the city council passed a resolution opposing Federal taxation of
municipal securities. A copy of this resolution is herewith enclosed.

very truly yours, CHAS. 0. SWANSON, City Odrk.

PORTLAND (ORHo.)

RESOLUTION NO. 21M8

Be it resolved That the Council of the City of Portland deems it inadvisable that
the Congress lac6 in the hands of any Federal department the power to weaken
and destroy the local governmental units of the Nation by taxing their securities
and revenues and is, therefore, opposed to the taxation of State and municipal
securities by tie Federal Government, unless the consent of the States is first ob.
tained through a constitutional amendment permitting the reciprocal taxation of
Federal securities, and prohibiting any Federal taxation of State and municipal
revenues other than bonds; and

Resolved, That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the Senators and Con.
gressmen representing the State of Oregon, to the Attorney General of the United
States, the Governor and the Attorney General of the State of Oregon, and to the
chairmen of the senate and house ways and means committee of the Oregon StateLegislature.

Adopted by the council January 19, 1939. WILL E. GInsoN,
Auditor of the City of Portland.

PORTLAND (OREo.)
JANUARY 16, 1930.To the Council:

GENTLEMEN: Your commissioner of finance is returning Council Calendar No.
229, being communication from city attorney re hearings scheduled to begin on
January 16 before the special Senate committee appointed to study ways and
means of ending tax exemption. The adoption of this report would instruct your
commissioner to communicate with the Oregon delegation in Congress andthe
Wahington representatives of the various municipal organizations advising them
of the effect of such legislation upon the financial program of the city of Portland.

Your commissioner believes this program to be of sufficient Importance for
council action. Your commissioner is, therefore, submitting a short report to
advise the council of his findings, conclusions and recommendations. To cover
the subject of Federal taxation of State municipal and other political subdivisions
as it relates to bonds and salaries of employees completely would require much more
time of the council and a more thorough report from your commibsioner than would
appear necessary at tids time. Therefore, your commissioner is setting forth a
few pertinent facts that are the definite conclusions reached by him over a long
period of contact with the subject through the medium of conferences with national
authorities correspondence with recognized experts and attendance at national
meetings of tax specialist, all of whom have given this subject special study and
none of-whom differ in any major particular from the opinion of your commissioner.

There are two phases of the proposed egislat on, each of which should receive
separate consideration, namely:

1. Federal taxation of State and municipal securities.
2. Federal income tax on employees of the political subdivisions.
The national organizations that have taken the leading part in bringing to light

the inequalities and unfairness of this proposed le islation are the Conference on
State Defense, composed of the attorneys general ormore than 40 sovereign States,
including the State of Oregon, the United States Conference of Mayors, the Na-
tional Municipal Association, Municipal Finance Officers' Association, Nixtional,
Institute of Municipal Law Officers,.and others of equal importance, lncl1ding
many national labor organizations.

For more than 100 years Congress and tl% United States Supreme Court have
protected the States of the Union from Federal encroachment of this character.
It has been generally agreed by most students and authorities on this subject,
including numerous committees of Congress, baied on former opinions of the
United States Supreme Court, that the only way municipal securities and revenue
can be taxed would be by constitutional amendment. The 150 years' protection
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of the sovereignty of the States is threatened seriously if this proposal is enacted
into law. Such a dangerous precedent, if granted by Congress, should place the.
Federal Government in a position to tax even to the extent of destroying the
sovereignty of the States.

Surely it should be granted by any fair-minded person that It such a proposal
were enacted into law it should be on a reciprocal basis, giving States and cities.
the privilege of imposing an Income tax on the earnings of Federal securities and
also on salaries paid to Federal employees. The States' consent through constl-
tutional amendment guaranteeing this reciprocal privilege to the States munioi-
palitfes, and all of their agencies, should be the only method of approaching this.
matter---urely not by congressional action.

The fallacious Idea shared by many uninformed people that this is a method of
taxing the rich is upset by the following facts:

It will be obvious that the burden willfall upon the taxpayers of the cities, school
districts public-owned utilities and subdivisions of the States, especially those-
States like Oregon, where these subdivisions do not have the power to levy an
income or intangibles tax and where it Is the practice to preempt the city and'
county revenue and not return any of the tax collected from these sources to the
smaller units.

The interest rate on municipal bonds would be increased from one-half percent
to 2 percent which would not be paid by the investors in these securities but by
the real-estale taxpayers who are now burdened almost to the point of confiscation.
Municipal issues would be less attractive to investors and the Federal income,
raised would be more than offset by the additional cost of cities and city taxpayers.

If the Federal Government loads an additional financial burden on municipal
property owners, then it would appear just that the local subdivisions should be
given a reciprocal privilege of gaining compensating revenue. In support of this-
statement, your commissioner quotes Vice President John N. Garner, when this:
subject was before the Sixty-seventh Congress (Congressional Record, vol. 64,p. 712):

"The advocates of this amendment talk about it from an economic standpoint.
I can demonstrate, and the estimator for the Treasury Department will bear it
out that for every dollar's worth of taxes you get in the way of taxation by virtue.
of this amendment the interest paid will be four times that tax. The people pay
this in the long run, whether the bonds are issued by the Federal Government, the.
State government, the county, the school district, the road district, the irrigation
district, the draina e district or by whatever other political subdivision. The
people ay for it after all. Why do you want to adopt a system by which for
every dollar you get into the Treasury of the United States, $4 will have to be.
paid by the public In the form of added Interest?"

One recognized national authority estimates a minimum of $118,000,000 in
cost of State and local financing If the proposal. prevails. Of this amount, his:
minimum cost to cities Is estimated to be appro mately $60,000,000, to school
districts, $10,500,000, and to counties, $20,000,000. These are very conserva-
tive estimates, for if the law applies to outstanding issues, the city of Portland
alone, exclusive of the other tax-levying agencies in Multnomah County, would
probably pay an additional $100,000 or more. This authority, by analyzing the
tax structures of more than a dozen cities with population in excess of 800,000,
and with gross debt ranging from $70,000,000 to over $2,000,000,000, indicates.
that the increased levy per $1,000 assessed valuation would range from 42 cents to
$2.10 per $1,000, depending, of course, upon many factors, each of which was.
given separate consideration as it applied to the cities studied.

Speaking before the American Statistical Association in Detroit Dr. Harley L.
Lutz, whohas been professor of economics at Oberlin College and Stanford Uni-
verslty, and professor of Public Finance at Princeton since 1928, Doted that the
most serious consequences of the taxation of municipal securities could fall upon
the cities and would Inevitably necessitate an increase in municipal real-estate
taxes. In this connection he pointed out that the prevalent notion that the taxa-
tion of such securities would hit the wealthy was utterly fallacious. Dr. Luts,
pointed out that the investor in the municipal bond, who would have to pay a
Federal tax on the interest received would simply pass on the greater part of the
tax to the States and cities in the form of increased interest charges, and that these
additional costs, especially in the case of States and cities would be paid by the
millions of persons with small incomes and small businesses, who now pay the
bulk of all taxes for the support of State and local government, He noted that it
required an income level of between $55,000 and $65,000 before the individual'
purchaser begins to gain through the purchase of nontaxable securities and quoted
further statistics to show than less that 10 percent on the average 0 the Isvest-

122256--80-.pt 2-10
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mont. of estates probated throughout the country over the past 11 years, of a
million dollars and over, were invested In State and municipal bonds as compared
witb an average holding in the same estates of over 55 percent in the capital stocks
of corporations. For over 105,000 estates under a million dollars, probated during
the same period, the returns indicated that an average of only 3.01 percent of the
gross estate was invested fn exempt State and municipal bonds.

It would be 40 years before all of the effects of the change could be registered.
This would indicate that there is no particular emergency and the matter should
be referred to the States in the proper manner.

The States' and local governments' freedom from the domination of such a
complete centralization of the tax system would depend entirely upon the suffer.
ance of the Federal Government. This would create an impossible situation in
which the present form of Federal Government and local self-government could
not be maintained. It will be further agreed that any plan to tax the securities
already issued is open to the charge of 'bad faith. Consideration of such inter-
ference with the fiscal powers of municipalities should not be countenanced unless
the proper form of constitutional amendment is first submitted to the States.

Consider the far-reaching effect of such legislation on the States, counties, cities
school districts, water districts, drianage and irrigation districts and public-owned
utilities such as light, power, water, and recreation, also the injustice to the em-
ployee of these units and the already overburdened taxpayers supporting, through
an ad valorem tax, many of these governmental functions.

Your commissioner believes that if municipal employes are to be taxed on their
salaries, then surely this same should apply to Federal employes of every character.
In the event that such should come to pass then surely municipal employees
should not be required to pay on their back salaries to 192k which is the conten-
tion of the United States Treasury Department. This would be a gross injustice
and an impossibility. Again such an imposition would reflect on property taxes,
imposing an additional burden on a class that cannot carry an additional tax
1oa1.

Inasmuch as our city will have reduced the general bonded indebtedness by
approximately $17,000,000, or about 84 percent by the end of 1939, over the
amount of such debt in 1932, and our policy is not to incur any additional bonded
debt, if the act is not retroactive, we would not be severely affected on that score.
The exception would be on district Improvement bonds and refunding issues.

In view of the fact that the hearings of the congressional committee start on
January 16 your commissioner respectfully submits the attached resolution for
the favorable consideration of the council. Your commissioner also recommends
memorializing the National Congress and the Oregon State Legislature and
advising the Oregon delegation in Congress of our action if favorable to the
resolution.

Respectfully submitted. II. E, RILDY,
Commissioner of Finance.

HousToN
JANUARY 25, 1939.

Honorable Ciy Council of t" C ty of Houston:
GODNTLM3N: Herewith I submit a resolution entitled:
"A resolution declaring the sense of the City Council of the City of Houston

with respect to pending legislation before the Congress of the United States
proposing to tax municipal bonds and municipal salaries; directing the city
secretary to transmit a copy of this resolution to each United States Senator
from Texas. to the Congressman from Harris County, and to the United States
conference of mayors, and declaring an emergency."

There exists a public emergency requiring tat this resolution be passed finally
on the date of its introduction, and I hereby request that you pass same accord-
ingly, If it meets with your approval.

Very truly yours, 0. F. HO oOMan,
Mayor of the City of Houston.

A resoiutloii declaring the sense of the City Council of the City of Houston with
respect to pendin egislation before the Congrs of the United States proposing
to tax municipal bonds and mimlcipal salaie; directing the city secretary to
transmit a copy of this resolution to each United States Senator from Texas,
to the Congressman from Harris County, and to the United States Conference
of Mayors, and declaring an emergency
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Whereas the City Council of the City of Houston is informed that certain

legislation is now pending before the Congress of the United States in which it is
proposed to tax municipal bonds and municipal salaries: and

Whereas the City Council of the City of Houston is of the considered opinion
that such legislation is an unwarranted invasion of the sovereignty of the States
and constitutes an interference with local self-government under the guise of
which unscrupulous powers may force local authorities to do and perform acts
contrary to the public good- and

Whereas the city council &s of the further opinion that such proposed legislation
affords a precedent whereby the Federal Government may extend its sphere of
influence and wield its powers In such a manner as was never contemplated by
the founders of this Government and that such legislation is contrary to the true
spirit of a liberal form of government: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the city council of the city of Houston:
SzcTioN 1. That the legislation now pending before the Congress of the 'United

States of America proposing to tax municipal bonds and salaries of municipal
officials should not be enacted into law for the reasons set forth in the preamble of
this resolution.

SEc. 2. The city secretary is hereby directed to prepare four certified copies of
this resolution and transmit one to each of the Senators of the State of Texas, one
to the Member of Congress from Harris County, and one to the United States
Conference of Mayors.

Sxo. 3. There exists a public emergency requiring that this resolution be passed
finally on the date of its introduction, and the mayor having in writing declared
the existence of such emergency and requested such passage, this resolution shall
be passed finally on the date of its introduction, this the 25th day of January
A. D. 1039, and shall take effect immediately upon its passage and approval by
the mayor.

Passed this the 25th day of January A. D, 1039.
Approved this the 25th day of January A. D. 1939. 0. F. HOLcOMEBE,

Approved. Mayor of the City of Houston.

WILL SEARS,
Assistant City Attorney.

TnE STATE oF TExAs,

County of Harris, city of Houston:
I, M. H. Westerman, the duly appointed, qualified, and acting assistant city

secretary of the city of Houston, Tex., do hereby certify that the foregoing is a
true and correct copy of a resolution passed by the City Council of the City of
Houston, on the 28th day of January A. D. 1989, as reflected by the official
records of the city of Houston, kept by me in my official capacity.

To certify which, witness my hand and the seal of the city of Houston, this 25th
day of January A. D. 1939.

[SEAL) M. H. WESTERMAN,
Assistant City Secretary of the

city of Houston, Tex.

ST. PAUjL

OPmPe O1 TRI CITY CLERK

ICouncil reslutilon-Oneral torml
PRESENTED Sy MAYOR W. ff. FALLON

Whereas there is now pending before the Congress of the United States a pro.
posaI wherein it is sought to have legislation adopted by means of which income
taes will be levied upon the income derived from interest Oh municipal bonds
and also from the levy of a Federal income tar upon salaries of State and municipal
employees; and

Whereas the municipalities and -especially the' larger municipalities of this
country are now admittedly staggering under the excess burden of taxation caused
by the large number of persons on relief rolls, and'such municipalities are finding
it increasingly difficult to obtain the money necessary for the relief of such poor
persons; and
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Whereas the levy of a Federal income tax upon income derived from interest
on municipal bonds would necessarily increase the carrying charges of such bonds
and would increase the interest rate to be paid by such municipalities- and

Whereas the salaries of the employes of the city of St. Paul are in the main
based upon a coet-of-livin wage ordinance wherein salaries are increased or
decreased depending upon rhe current cost of living, and the levy of a Federal
dloome tax on such salaries would undoubtedly bring about a concerted effort on
the part of such employees to have their salaries increased to compensate for suchFederal taxes and thereby further increase the cost of such municipal government;

and
Whereas the proposal to afford the right of the various States to levy a State

Income tax upon the salaries of Federal employees located within the boundaries
of each State would in no way assist the financial condition of the city of St. Paul
for the reason that the State income tax already adopted by the Legislature of
the State of Minnesota has caused a heavy burden upon the taxpayers of such
city, with no approciable decrease in the other taxes payable for the carrying
on of such municipal government, and the Income tax law'of the State of Minne.
sota Is such that the city of St. Paul will not benefit by any increase in the income
attributable to that fund; and

Whereas, in the opinion of the City Council of the City of St. Paul the adoption
of such legislation levying such Federal income tax would be improper, unwise
and unfair and would cause an additional burden on, he finances of said city!
Therefore be it f.

Resolved by the City Council of the City of St. Paul, That it opposes the adoption
of such legislation and urges the Senators and Representatives in Congress, from
the State of Minnesota, to oppose the adoption of such legislation; be it further

Reached, That copies of this resolution be forwarded to the President of the
United States, each Senator and Representative from Minnesota in Congress of
the United States, to the Conference on State Defense at 411 Eighth Avenue,
New York City, and to the Conference of Mayors, in Washington, D. C.

Adopted by the council January 19, 1939.
Approved January 19, 1939.

W. H. FALLO, Mayor.

AKRON

(Offered by Sanderson)

Resolution No. 347-1938, requesting the Congress of the United States to enact
legislation prohibiting retroactive taxation of State and municipal employees; to
prevent Federal taxation of outstanding securities of States and municipalities
and their agencies; and to prevent Federal taxation of the revenues or income of
States and municipalities and their agencies.

Whereas during the course of a century, the Constitution of the United States
has been interpreted to forbid the taxation by the Federal Government of the
employees of the States, and of State instrumentalities, and to forbid the taxation
of State and municipal bonds; and

Whereas the Department of Justice under date of June 24, 1938, submitted a
report on "The Immunity Rule and die Sixteenth Amendment" to the Treasury
Department, which report concludes that the Federal Government has power to
tax all State and municipal bonds, both those outstanding and future issues and
has also the power to tax the salaries of all officers and employees of the States
and municipal governments; and

Whereas said repbrt further concludes that the States have no such power to
levy a tax upon Federal bonds and Federal salaries; and '

Whereas municipal and State employees by reason of said report, are faced
with the immediate danger of being required topay a Federal income tax on their
salaries earned for every year back to 920; and

Whereas bonds have been sold on the representation of State and municipal
officers, and under existing regulations of the Treasury Department, that they
were exempt from Federal taxation; and

Whereas the enforcement by tbe.Federal Government of the conclusions con-
tained in said report would be an'injustice upon Stte and municipal employees
and would seriously and injuriously affect the financial standing of the city of
Akron and its ability to issue future bonds; and

Whereas this council has already expressed Its sentiment by resolution in favor
of the taxation of salaries, accruing and to be earned In the future, upon the same
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basis as income taxes now are, and may hereafter be levied upon the earnings of
other individuals not engaged in public service, and the members of this council
are actively opposed to the present policy of granting special privileges and
immunities from income tax to public officials generally: Now therefore,
Be it resolved by the Couneil of the city of Akron:
SEcTION 1. That this council respectfully petitions the Congress of the United

States at its next session to pass legislation prohibiting the retroactive taxation
of State and municipal employees, the prevention of Federal taxation of outstand-
ing securities of States and municpalities and of State and municipal agencies-
And the prevention of Federal taxation of the revenues or income of States and
municipalities and of State and municipal agencies, and also to enact legislation
insuring the collection of income taxes upon future earnings from all municipal,
county, State and Federal employees on the same basis as levied upon the earnings
of other Individuals generally

SEc. 2. That a copy of this resolution be forwarded by the clerk of this council
to the Clerk of the United States Senate Senate Office Building, Washington,
D. C. 'to the Clerk of the United States House of Representatives, House Office
Building, Washington!D. C.; to Hon. Vie Donahey, United States Senator,
Washington, D. C.; to lion Robert J. Bulkley, United states Senator, Washington,
D. C.; to Hon. Dow W. Harter, Member of the House of Representatives of the
Fourteenth Congressional District, Washington D. C.; and to Conference on
State Defense, II1 Eighth Avenue, New York, R. Y.

(Passed September 6, 1938.) ROBERT M. SANDERSON,

J. M. BAUMAN, President of the Council.

Clerk of Council.
- -, Mayor.

I hereby certify that Resolution No. 847-1938 was not returned by the mayor
signed or vetoed with 10 days, nor was he prevented from so doing by the adjourn.
ment of council.

Clerk of Council.

Nonrotx

A RESOLUTION OF TRIA COUNCIL OF THU CITY OF NORFOLK REGARDING FEDERAL
TAXATION OF MUNICIPAL REVENUES, BONDS, AND SALARIES

Whereas the Council of the City of Norfolk is advised that certain Federal
agencies have interpreted the decision of the United States Bipreme Court in the
recent case of Ielvering v. Gearhardt as empowering the Fede al Government to
tax all State and municipal employees, State and municipal revenues and secure.
ties as well as the revenues of State and municipal agencies; end

Whereas it is the judgment of the council that such taxation will be detrimental
to the interests of city employees and seriously handicap city finances, and it
desires to record its opposition thereto: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Counisof the City of Norfolk:
Szcn toi 1. That if it is the intention of the Federal Government to tax State

and municipal officers and employees, suitable congressional legislationshould be
passed limiting such taxation to future salaries.

SEC. 2. That there should be no taxation of State and municipal securities by
the Federal Government unless the consent of the States is first obtained through
a constitutional amendment permitting the reciprocal taxation of Federal securi-
ties and prohibiting Federal taxation of State and municipal revenues or revenues
of State and municipal agencies. v . "

Szec, 8. That the city clerk be, and he is hereby authorized and instructed to
forward certified copies of this resolution to the ;airman of the Senate Finance
Committee, the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, and to the
IRepresentatives in Congress of the State of Virginia.

Adopted by the Council of the City of Norfolk January 10, 1939.
Tested:
eNAL) JNo. D. CORnELL, City Clerk.
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DEs MoINEs

DES MOINES, IOWA, December 19, 1038.

Roll call No. 8439
Be it resolved by the City Council of the City of Des Aoines:
1. That this council be recorded as opposing the collection by the Federal

Government of income taxes for any past period for either State, county, or munial-
alofficials or employees. for the reason that we believe it is un-American to en-

forco8any provision of law which no one contemplated for any past period of time.
2. That the opposition of this council be also recorded to any attempt by the

Federal Government to tax all State and municipal bonds, thus increasing interest
costs up to 25 percent over what they are now, fbr the reason that this would tend
to destroy all hope for the bettermet of the conditions of the taxpayer. Should
bond exemptions be ended both as to State and Federal bonds it should not be
done at the expense of the States and municipalities and their employees to the
sole advantage of the Federal Government. There should be true reciprocity in
any movement to tax State and Federal bonds.

3. That opposition to taxation of State and Federal bonds is hereby recorded
by this council for the further reason that this city has both police and fire pension
funds that would be jeopardized by the taxation of outstanding public securities.

4. That the opposition of this council be also recorded against the taxation by
the Federal Government of income of municipalities or other agencies or utilities
to pay an actual corporate income tax upon their revenue receipts for the reason
that the same would increase the burden of taxation on its already over-burdened
citizens.

5. That In our opinion the taxation of State and municipal securities should
never be permitted until such tima as the States have the right to tax Federa!
securities. As a governmental unit of the State in recognizing the sovereign right
of the State, we contend that the taxation of the income thereof would be an
encroachment upon the sovereign right.

6. That this council be recorded as favoring an act of Congress at its next
session to prevent the retroactive application of any Federal tax upon employees
of States and their municipalities.

7. That the opposition of this council be recorded against any attempt to add
to the cost of State and municipal government by Federal taxation without first
securing the consent of the States through a constitutional amendment guaran-
teeing the reciprocal right to tax future issues of Federal securities in the State
and prohibiting any Federal taxation of the revenues and already issued securities
of the States, their subdivisions, and agencies.

8. And that finally we urge upon Congress to preserve the balance of power
between the Central Government, on the one hand, and the States and municipal-
ities on the other.

Moved by Conkling to adopt.Form approved. SAM 0nBEAUGO, Assistant City Solicitor.
I, Rex Ramsay, city clerk of said city, hereby certify that at a meeting of the

city council of said city of Des Moines, held on the above date, among other
proceedings the above was adopted.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal
the day and year first above written.

Approved December 19, 1938. MARKr L. CONKLINGo Mayr
REX RAMSAY, City lerA.

MIAMI

RESOLUTION NO* 104a

A resolution opposing any legislation by Congress of direct or indirect taxing
Incomes from municipal bonds; providing for the sending of certified copies of
this resolution to the Florida Hepresentatives-. 0. Andrews, Claude A.
Pepper, and J. Mark Wilcox

Whereas it has been brought to the attention of the city commission that
Congress is considering legislation taxing the income from municipal bonds, and
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Whereas If such proposed legislation requires that income from municipal bonds

be included in an individual'sincome for the purpose of determining surtax rates
applicable to his taxable income, it would undoubtedly result in a substantial
increase in the local tax burdens as it would be necessary for cities and political
subdivisions to pay interest at a higher rate on bonds thereafter Issued by them,
Now, therefore be it

Resolved by the Coinmission of the CV'iy of Miami:
SECTION 1. That the City Commission of the City of Miami hereby goes on

record as opposing the enactment by Congress of legislation directly or indirectly
taxing the income from municipal bonds as the same would undoubtedly result In
substantial tax increase In local tax burdens and it would be necessary for cities
and political subdivisions to a interest at higher rates on bonds issued.

SEC. 2. That the city of Miami is now engaged in refunding of its bonded
indebtedness at a reduced rate of interest and feels that such legislation directly
or indirectly taxing the income from municipal bonds would be detrimental to its
refunding rogram.

SEC. 3. That the city clerk of the city of Miami be, and he Is hereby authorized
and instructed to send certified copies of this resolution to Senators C. 6. Andrews,
Claude Pepper, and Congressman J. Mark Wilcox.

Passed and adopted this 0th day of December A. D. 1937.

LoNo BEACH

RESOLUTION

Whereas concerted efforts are now being made to subject to Federal taxation
the income from municipal bonds and the salaries of municipal employees, and
to give such taxation retroactive effect; and

Whereas the taxation of income from municipal bonds would inevitably result
in increasing the cost of local government and, insofar as retroactive, would work
a serious Injustice to persons who paid a higher price for such bonds, relying upon
their exemption from taxation, than they otherwise would have paid; and

Whereas the retroactive taxation of the income of municipal employees would
be financially ruinous and unfair to those employees and injurious to the com-
munities in which they reside: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the City Council of the City of Long Beach, Calif.-
(1) Condemn as unfair, oppressive, and un-American the imposition of retro-

-active taxes upon the income from municipal bonds and municipal salaries;
(2) Condemn the unwarranted extension of Federal power and the weakening

of local government through the taxation of income from municipal bonds to be
issued in thp future;

(3) Urge that if equitable and nonretroactive taxation of the income from
municipal salaries hereafter be contemplated, such taxation be authorized only
on the condition that the State be afforded the reciprocal right to tax income
from Federal salaries;

(4) Are convinced that the radical change in relationship between local and
Federal governments that is inherent in current efforts to tax municipal securities
and salaries should be accomplished only by sanction of the people as a whole,
expressed through well-considered amendment of the Constitution, and not by
judicial lawmaking; be it further

Resolved, That we hereby urge all candidates for election to the Congress to
carefully consider the views herein expressed, and to lend their constant support
to all proper legislative means for carrying them into effect.

SPOKANZ

RESOLUTION

Resolved, by the Council of the City of ,pokane, Wash., That we go on record as
condemning any attempt on the part of the Federal Government to tax the rev-
enues of the States or their municipalities and any attempt to tax State or munlo-
ipal bonds, unless and until the consent of the State is first obtained through a
proper constitutional amendment; and be it further
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Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to our United States Senators
-and to our Representative in Congress, urging them to do all in their power to
-carry out our wishes.

Adopted by the city council, November 7, 1938. A. A. BRowsr, City Clerk.

GLENDALE

RESOLUTION

Whereas concerted efforts are now being made to subject to Federal taxation
-the Income from municipal bonds and the salaries of municipal employees, and
to give such taxation retroactive effect; and

Whereas the taxation of income from municipal bonds would inevitably result
in increasing the cost of local government and, insofar as retroactive, would
work a serious Injustice to persons who paid a higher price for such bonds, relying
upon their exemption from taxation than they otherwise would have paid; and

Whereas the retroactive taxation of the income of municipal employees would
be financially ruinous and unfair to those employees and injurious to the com-
munities in which they reside: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the council of the city of Glendale:
(1) Condemn as unfair, oppressive, and un-American the imposition of retro.

.active taxes upon the income from municipal bonds and municipal salaries,
(2) Condemn the unwarranted extension of Federal power and the weak ning

.of local government through the taxation of income from municipal bonds to
be issued in the future;

(3) Urge that if equitable and nonretroactive taxation of the income from
municipal salaries hereafter be contemplated, such taxation be authorized only
-on the condition that the State be afforded the reciprocal right to tax income from
Federal salaries;

(4) Are convinced that the radical change in relationship between local and
*Federal Government that is inherent in current efforts to tax municipal securities
and salaries should be accomplished only by sanction of the people as a whole,

-expressed through well-considered amendment of the Constitution, and not by
:judicial lawmaking; be it further

Resolved, That we hereby urge all candidates for election to the Congress to
-carefully consider the views herein expressed, and to lend their constant support
to all proper legislative means for carrying them into effect.

I,. .Chapman, city clerk of the city of Glendale, do hereby certify that the
foregoing is a true and correct copy of resolution adopted by the council of the
-city of lendale, Calif., on the 27th day of October 1938.

[SEAL] G. E. CHAPMAN, City Clerk.

Morm

RNPOLUTION

Whereas an effort is being made to induce the Congress of the United States
to pass legislation taxing the income derived from securities Issued by sovereign
States and their political subdivisions (H. R. 1791 8. 554); and

Whereas outstanding economists have estimated that the levying of a Federaltax on the income from municipal bonds will result in municipalities having to
pay an increased rate of Interest on such bonds equal to approximately twice do

* much as the Federal tax, thereby causing the local taxing powers to lose approxi-
mately $2 every time the Federal taxing power gains $f in consequence of suchproposed legislation; and

Whereas cities generally do not, have the power to impose a municipal-income
tax on securities issued by the United States Government, even should Congress
.grant such power, due to prohibitive State laws; and

Whereas It Is believed, as stated In many United States Supreme Court deei-
alone, that the power to tax is the power to destroy, and that the giving of such
power to the Federal Government would be a step toward the establishment of a
:totalitarian state and would enable the Central Government to use coercion in
-forcing through its policies by the weapon of driving State and municipal securi-
ties from the market through heavy taxation; Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Board of Commissioners of the city of Mobile as follows:
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SECTION 1. Each Senator and Member of the House of Representatives of the

United States Congress is hereby requested to use every effort to prevent the.
passage of the proposed legislation.

SEC. 2. The city clerk is hereby directed to send a certified copy of this resolu-
tion to each such Senator and Representative and tO the following-named addi.
tional persons: Hon. Austin J. Tobin, secretary, Conference on State Defense,
111 Eighth Avenue, New York City;rHon. John A. MoIntre, executive director,.
National Institute of Municipal Law Officers, 780 Jackson Place NW., Wash-
ington D. C. Hon. Frank M. Dixon, Governor of Alabama, Montgomery, Ala.;
Hon. 1ugh . Merrill, speaker of the house of representatives, ontgomery
Ala.; Hon. Paul V. Betters, executive director United States Conference of-
Mayors, 780 Jackson Place NW., Washington, b, 0.; Hon. Ed Reid, executive
secretary, Alabama League of Municipalities, Exchange Hotel, Mont omery, Ala.;
Ron. A. A. Carmichael, Lieutenant Governor, State of Alabama, MPontgomery,
Ala. S. H. HMumiix, City Clerk.

DULUTU
OrFcE OF CITY CLEr,Duluth, Mlinn.

(By Commissioner Williams)

Resolved That the city council of the city of Duluth hereby respFectfully
petitions the Congress of the United States of America to oppose and to defeat-
any Federal legislation designed or intended to place a tax on municipal salaries
a~d bond interest- and be It further

Resolved, That if such petition be denied, and the Congress of the United States
does enact a law imposing a tax on municipal salaries and bond interest, that in
such case the Congress shall at the same time confer authority and power upon
each of the several States of the United States to impose a State tax on Federal
salaries and bond interest and upon real estate owned by the United States of'
America and situated in the several States; and be it furtherResolved, That the city clerk of the city of Duluth is hereby authorized and
directed to mail a certified copy of this resolution to each Senator and Representa-
tive representing the State of Minnesota in the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States to the Conference of State Defense, 111 Eighth Avenue,
Nbw York City N. .,, and to 0. C. Ludwig, executive secretary of the League
of Minnesota Municipalities, Minneapolis, Minn.

Commissioner Williams moved the adoption of the resolution and it was
declared adopted upon the following vote:

Yeas-Commissioners Bodin, CulbertSon, Merritt, Williams, and Mayor-
Berghult--5.

Nays-None.
Adopted December 19, 1938.
Approved December 19, 1938.
I C. D Jeronimnus city clerk of the city of Duluth, in the State of Minnesota,.

do hereby certify that I have compared the annexed copy of resolution passed by
the city council of the city of Duluth, on the 19th day of December 1938, with
the original document and record thereof on file and of record in my office, and
in my custody as city clerk of said city, and that the same is a true and correct
copy thereof, and the whole thereof, and a true and correct transcript therefrom.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the corporate
seal of said city of Duluth, this 28d day of January 1039.
1SDAL3 C. D. JRomtuIs, Mity Clerk,

C'ty of Duluth, Minn.

MACON

A RESOLUTION OF TH MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF MACON, GA.

Whereas it has come to the attention of this governing body that a special'
Senate committee of the Congress of the United States is now giving attention to
a proposal that municipal bonds and salaries of municipal employees be subjected
to a Federal tax; and
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Whereas It is our opinion that such taxes will, through increased salaries to
employees and the necessity of an increased interest rate on future issues of bonds,
eventually be a burden and charge upon the municipality; and

Whereas the financial condition of municipalities throughout the country has
brought about a condition where survival itself is largely dependent upon strict
economy in administrative expense and reduction, through refinancing, of interest
charges on bonded indebtednesses; Now, therefore be it

Resolved by the mayor and council of the city of Macon and it is so resolved, Thal
in the interest of all municipalities the proposed tax measure should be rejected
and that this expression of opinion be communicated to the United States Con-
ference of Mayors for transmission in turn to the proper Federal authorities.

Passed in open council and at a regular meeting, this 17th day of January 1930.
[SIALJ VIOLA R. NAPIER, City Clerk;
Approved this January 18, 1030. Mayor.

PASADENA

RESOLUTION NO. 0870

A resolution of the Board of Directors of the City of Pasadena urging Represen-
tatives in Congress to oppose retroactive taxes upon Income from municipal
bonds and salaries, and opposing extension of Federal power relative thereto
unless local power relative thereto may be reciprocal
Whereas concerted efforts are now being made to subject to Federal taxation

the Income from municipal bends and the salaries of municipal employees, and
to gIva such taxation retroactive effect; and

Whereas the taxation of income from municipal bonds would inevitably result
in increasing the cost of local government and, insofar as retroactive, would work
a serious Injustice to persons who paid a higher price for such bonds relying upon
their exemption from taxation than they otherwise would have paid, and

Whereas the retroactive taxation of the income of muniopal employees would
be financially ruinous and unfair to those employees and injurious to the com-
munities in which they reside: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Board of Directors of the City of Pasadena:
(1) Condemn as unfair, oppressive, and un-American the imposition of retro-

active taxes upon the income from municipal bonds and municipal salaries:
(2) Condemn the unwarranted extension of Federal power and the weakening

of local government through the taxation of income from municipal bonds to be
issued in the future;

(3) Urge that if equitable and nonretroactive taxation of the income from
municipal salaries hereafter be contemplated, such taxation be authorized only
on the condition that the State be afforded the reciprocal right to tax Income from
Federal salaries and from Federal securities;

(4) Are convinced that the radical change in relationship between local and
Federal Government that is inherent in current efforts to tax municipal securities
and salaries should be accomplished only by sanction of the people as a whole,
expressed throu h well-considered amendment of the constitution, and not by
juaicial lawmali-g; be it further

Resolved, That we hereby urge our Representatives and Senators in Congress
to carefully consider the views herein expressed, and to lend their constant support
to all proper legislative means for carrying them into effect, and the city clerk is
hereby instructed to transmit immediately a copy of this resolution to United
States Penator Hiram W. Johnson, Senator-elect Sheridan Downey, and Repro-
sentative ,u Cong , J. C. W. Hinshaw.

The city clerk shall certify to the adoption of this resolution.
I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was adopted by the Board of

Directors of the city of Pasadena at its meeting held November 29, 1038 by the
following vote: Ayes: Directors Brenner, Dawson, Hamill, Nay, 1iiccardi,
Stewart, WopschalL. Noes: None. 1B3Essh CnAxIBERLAI, Ci'ty Clerk.

Signed and approved this 29th day of November 1938.
EDWARD 0. NAY,

Chairman of the Board of Directors of the City of Pasadena.
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DURHAM

RESOLUTION

Be it resolved by the city council of the city of Durham, That we go on record. as
condemning any attempt on the part of the Federa! Government to levy the follow.
i taxes:
.A tax on the revenue of the States or their municipalities

2. A tax on municipal bonds or the Interest therefrom.
3. To make retroactive a tax on the salaries of State and local governmental

em loyees; be it further
Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to our United States Senators

and our Representative In Congress urging them to do all In their power to carry
out our wishes.

I, C. B, Aiston, city clerk of the city of Durham, N. C., do hereby certify that
foregoing resolution was unanimously adopted by the city council of the city of
Dur am, N. C at Its meeting held December 19, 1938, as is recorded in minutebook (8), page 321.bkMAgl C. B. ALBToN, City Clerk.

MOKEESPORT

CITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION NO. 40

A resolution condemning any attempt on the part of the "Federal" Government
to tax the revenues of the States or their municipalities and any attempt to tax
State or municipal bonds or the salaries of state and local governmental em-
ployees-unless and until the consent of the State is first obtained through a
proper constitutional amendment; * * *
Resolved, by the di of McKeesport, in Council Assembled That we, the City

Council of the City of MeKeesport, Pa., go on record as condemning any attempt
on the part of the Federal Government to tax the revenues of the States or their
municipalities and any attempt to tax State or municipal bonds or the salaries of
State and local governmental employees unless and until the consent of the State
is first obtained through a proper constitutional amendment; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to our United States Senators
and our Representative in Congress urging them to do all in their power to carry
out our wishes.

Passed finally in council this 12th day of December A. D. 1938.
GZe. H. LYSLE,

Mayor and President of Council.
Attest:

JoN F. ALDERIN,
Clerk of Council.

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true, correct copy of a resolution of the
city of. McKeesport, Pa., and that the same went into effect the 12th day of
December 1938.

Attest:
fSiALj JOHN F, ALDERN, City Clerk.

CLEVELAND HEIGHTs

TUESDAY Evamro, January 8, 1909.
The Council of the City of Cleveland Heights, Ohio$ met In regular seston on

the above date. Mayor Frank C. Cain prdsiding m r l
Counollme present: Brand, Cain, Dunlap, Eggers, Hildebran, Ruedy.
Councilmen absent: Denihon.
The council proceeded to the regular order of business.
Mayor Cain introduced the following resolution:
Whereas the Council of the City of Cleveland Heights, Ohio has been informed

of the proposed taxation of State and muniipal securities by the Federal Govern-
ment; and

Whereas such txaation would result in increased interest rates on all such
securities Issued by this city; and
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Whereas such increased interest cost would add to the burden of the taxpayers;
of this city; Now, therefore be it

Resolved, That the Council of the City of Cleveland Heights deems It ill-adVised
to place in the hands of the Federal Government the power to weakeo and cripple.
tle local government units of the Nation by taxing their securities; and, Be It
further

Reolvd, That this council is unalterably opposed to the taxation of State and'
municipal securities by the Federal Government, unless the consent of the States
s first obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting the reciprocal

taxation of Federal securities; and be it further
Reoted, That copies of this resolution be sent to our United States Senators

and to our representatives in Congress, urging them to do all in their power- to
defeat this proposed legislation.

Councilman Eggers seconded this resolution.
Moved by Councilman Dunlap, seconded by Councilman Ruedy, that the rule.

requiring resolutions and ordinances to be read on two different dates be suspended!and tha the foregoing resolution be placed upon its final passage.
Roll call: Ayes--Brand, Cain, Dunlap, Eggers, Hildebran, Ruedy, nays-

None. Motion carried.
Moved by Councilman Brand, seconded by Councilman Dunlap, that the fore'

going resolution be passed as read.
Roll call: Ayes-Brand, Cain Dualap, Eggers, Hildebran, Ruedy, nays--

None. Motion carried. Resolution adopted.
There being no further business the meeting adjourned to meet on Monday

evening, January 16, 1939, at 8 p. In.
FRANK C. CAI n,Ma yor, President of the Counci.
H. M. KIs,,

Clerk of the Council.

CEDAR RAPIDS

Whereas it has come to the attention of the City Council of the City of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, that a special Senate committee now In session is giving attention
to a proposal of the Federal Government that municipal bonds and the salaries
of municipal employees be taxed, and

Whereas an investigation of this matter shows that it is proposed to enact
legislation under the sixteenth amendment of the Constitution of the United
States under and by virtue of which the Federal Governmeqt -would acquire
authority to tax municipal bonds and the salaries of municipak employees, and

Whereas it has further been found that the Treasury Department of the United
States has Interpreted a late Supreme Court decision in euch a manner that it
now claims the right to tax salaries of municipal employees for a period of 12 years
last past: and

Whereas such proposed legislation would work a severe hardship on the city of
Cedar Rapids Iowa, would increase the tax burden of taxpayers of the city of
Cedar Rapids far In excess of the benefits to be derived by the Federal Government
in enforcing and Inflicting such proposed taxes; and

Whereas the city council has further been advised that the thought has been
expressed that should the Federal Government tax municipal bonds the State of
Iowa would begiven a reciprocal right to tax Federal bonds the same provisions
to prevail In reference to salaries of municipal officers and the s laries of Federal
officers residing with the States; and

Whereas upon Investigation it has been found that this proposed reciprocal
right would be of no benefit to the city of Cedar Rapids whatever In that any
revenues derived by the State from the taxation of said bonds and said salaries
would be paid Into the treasury of the State of Iowa and under the legislation of
the State of Iowa there I no method or manner under which the said fund could
be paid to the city of Cedar Rapids commensurate with its proportionate share
of taxes paid by the city on Its municipal bonds or taxes paid on salaries on its
municipal employees; and

Whereas It Is further the opinion of the city council that the taxation by the
Federal Government of municipal and/or State bonds Is unconstitutional unless
the consent of the State is first obtained: Now therefore, be It

Resolved by the City Council of the City of Cedar Rapids Iowa That said city Is
opposed to the proposed legislation which would tax municipal bonds and salaries
of municipal officers; be it further
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Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the United States

Senators from the State of Iowa and to the United States Representative from
this district to the end that these representatives of the State of Iowa may have
the viewpoint of the city council of the city of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in this matter.

Dated January 16, 1939. FRANK K. HAMN, Mayor.
Attest: L. J. STOREY, City Council.

Sioux CITY

RESOLUTION NO. Q-2134

Be it resolved by the City Council of the City of Sioux City, Iowa:
PARAORAPH 1. That this council be recorded as opposing the collection by the

Federal Government of income taxes for any past period upon the salaries of
either State, county, or municipal officials or employees for the reason that we
believe that it Is un-American to enforce any provision of law which was not
contemplated at the time of its enactment and which would in effect be retroactive.

PAR. 2. That this council be recorded as not opposing the levy and collection of
taxes upon the future income of any State, county, or municipal official or em-
ployee providing the incomes of Federal officials and employees are taxed likewise
in the same manner.

PAR. 3. That the opposition of this council be also recorded to any attempt by
the Federal Government to tax all State and municipal bonds, thus increasing
interest costs up to 25 percent over what they now are, for the reason that this
would tend to destroy s!l hope for the betterment of the conditions for the tax-
payer unless the feclpr6cal right to tax Federal securities is granted to the respec-
tive States for the reason that should bond exemptions be ended as to State,
county, and municipal bonds, it should not be done at the expense of the States
and municipalities and their employees to the sole advantage of the Federal
Government. There should be true reciprocity in any movement to tax State
and Federal bonds.

PAR. 4. That opposition to taxation of State and Federal bonds is hereby
recorded by this council for the further reason that this city has both police and
fire pension funds that would be jeopardized by the taxation of outstanding public
securities.

PAR. 5. That the opposition of this council be also recorded against the taxation
by the Federal Government of income of municipalities or other agencies or utili-
ties to pay an actual corporate income tax upon their revenue receipts for the
reason that the same would increase the burden of taxation on its already over-
burdened citizens.

PAR. 6. That in our opinion the taxation of State and municipal securities
should never be permitted until such time i% the States have the right to tax
Federal securities. As a governmental unit of the State, in recognizing the
sovereign right of the State, we contend that the t,%xation of the income thereof
would be an encroachment upon the sovereign right.

PAR. 7. That this council be recorded as favoring an act of Congress at its next
session to prevent the retroactive application of any Federal tax upon employees
of States and their municipalities.

PAR. 8. That the opposition of this council be recorded against any attempt to
add to tke cost of State and munolipal government by Federal taxation without
first securing the consent of the States through a constitutional amendment,

guaranteeing the reciprocal right to tax future issues of Federal securities in the
State and prohibiting any Federal taxation of the revenues and already issued
securities of the States, their subdivisions, and agencies.

PAR, 9, And that finally we urge upon Congress to preserve the balance of
power between the Central Government, on the one hand, and the States and
municlaplitles, on the other. D. S. L~wrs, Acting Mayor.

Approved January 27, 1939.
ACtiet:(SEAL) City Ckrk.
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DAvSINPORT

Whereas through articles appearing in the public press and through notices
received from various organizations composed of State and municipal officials
the attention of the city council of the city of Davenport, Iowa, has been called
to the fact that certain departments of the Federal Government propose that
Congress attempt to levy and assess taxes on bonds and other securities issued by
State and municipal governments and on the incomes of State and municipal
officers and employees, including Incomes of such officers and employees for several
years last past as well as in the future; and

Whereas it is the sense of this city council that such action by Congress would
be unjust, un-American illegal, and contrary to the American ideals and theories
of Federal and State government and would constitute the entering wedge for
the ultimate break-down of limitations now existing for the protection of the
sovereignty of the several States and their political subdivisions, all to the positive
detriment and final destruction of our present system of American Government
and of the balance of power between the Federal Government and the several
States; Now, therefoe, be it

Resolved by the City Council of the City of Davenport, Iowa That it hereby be made
a matter of public record that this city council is unalterably opposed:

1. To any attempt by the Federal Government to levy or assess taxes on the
incomes of State, county and municipal officers and employees, whether future or
past incomes, such action being regarded as unconstitutional, unjust, and un-
American, especially where a corresponding right to tax the incomes of Federal
officers and employees is denied the several ta es and their political subdivisions;

2. To any attempt by the Federal Government to tax the bonds and other
securities issued or to be issued by the several States and their political sub-
divisions while denying to said States and their political subdivisions a corre-
sponding right to tax bonds and securities issued or to be issued by the Federal
Government, for the reason that such action would result in a tremendously
increased interest cost to the several States and their political subdivisions as well
as in a reduction in the market value of such securities, thereby causing and
creating a greatly increased burden on the citizens and taxpayers of the several
States and their political subdivisions and seriously affecting their credit and
financial standing and stability;

3. To any attempt by the Federal Government to levy or assess a tax on the
income of municipalities or of municipal agencies of any kind, for the reason that
to do so would merely increase the burden of the taxpayer and of the user or con-
sumer of the services and products of such agencies, and for the further reason that
such action would merely be to the sole advantage of the Federal Government
without any benefit to the States, their political subdivisions and citizens and
taxpayers;

4. TO any action by the Federal Government which would tend to break down
or in any way lessen or diminish the safeguards of our present system for the
protection and preservation of sovereign powers as between the Federal Govern-
ment and the several States for the reason that to do so would result in the
concentration and centralizaton of great powers in the Federal Government which
Is far removed from and less responsive to most of its citizens instead of the reten-
tion of localization of government so far as possible and thereby destroying the
American system of government and the balance ol power between the Federal
Government and the several States which has proven historically sound and which
has contributed so much to the happiness and prosperity and welfare of our
country and its citizens;

5. To any proposed reciprocal arrangement whereby the Federal Government
and the several States may tax the securities of each other or the incomes of the
officers and employees of each other, for the reason that the power to tax Is
the power to destroy and a reciprocal power to tax even by constitutional amend.
meant could and eventually probably would lead to the ultimate detriment and
even destruction of the credit and financial standing and stability of each with
chaos, uncertainty, and disorder as the Inevitable result.

Resolved further, That the Congress of the United States be urged to reject any
and all proposals which might or would tend to or in any way bring about the
break-down of the present existing limitations on the sovereignty and powers of
the Federal Government and the several States and that Congress take such
affirmative steps as may be necessary to preserve and protect the balance of power
now existing between the Federal Government and the several States to the end
that the present system of American Government as we know and understand it
may not be injured, changed, or destroyed.
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Resolved further, That the clerk be and he Is hereby, directed to send a copy of
these resolutions to United States Senator Clyde L. Herring and United States
Senator Guy Gillette and to Congressman William Jacobson.

Passed and approved this 18th day of January 1939,
Attest:

(Signed) Jolm H. JOns Mayor.
(Signed) F. A. HAss, iy Clrk,

TowN or InVINOTON

BOARD Or COMMISSIONERS

Whereas the Treasury Department of the Federal Government has proposed
that the next Congress enact a statute which would attempt to tax future issues
of municipal securities; and

Whereas the effect of such a statute might vest in the Federal Government
the power to tax outstanding bonds and might open the door to the taxation of
municipal revenues; and

Whereas the municipal financing would bear the full impact of such a tax
because of the lack of authority or prospect of recoupment by the municipalities:
Therefore be it

Resolved by the Board of Commisaionere of the Town of Irvinglon, That its op.
position is hereby expressed against the proposed statute to tax municipal
securities because the result thereof would be reflected In a higher Interest-rate
requirement in the sale of such securities; and be it further

Resolved, That our representatives in Congress be and they are hereby re-
quested to oppose the statute above mentioned and the town clerk be and lie
is hereby instructed to send a copy of this resolution to the United States Senators
Smathers and Barbour, and Congressmen Hartley, Vreeland, and Kean.

Approved.

CH2STZR

RESOLUTION

Expressing the opposition of city council to the Federal Government taxing
States and municipalities and their officials and employees.
The Council of the City of Chester does ordain--

That the Council of the City of Chester hereby and now desires to go on
record as being opposed to the Federal Government taxing bonds and Incomes
either of them of States and municipalities and salaries of public officials and
employees neither In the future or retroactively# for the following reasons:

1. Because it would actually establish the power of the Federal Government to
compel the States and their agencies to pay an income tax upon their revenues.

2. Because it denies corresponding power in the States to tax the Federal
Government except by grace of Federal permission which could be repealed by
any subsequent Congress.

3. Because it would establish the power of any subsequent Congress to tax
already Issued securities of the States and their agencies, although they were
sold and paid for at a higher price because of exemption.

4. Because It would increase the cost of State and local government and so
add to the burdens of the local taxpayers.

6. Because it would foster overcontribution at the sacrifice of local govern-
ment and bond rule#

6. Because it opens the way for retroactive taxation of all public officers' and
employees' back salaries.

. Taxing the public officers' and employees' back salaries during the period
of 12 years would be a very great hardship and would no doubt result in the Mln
of many officers and employees, particularly in the lower salary and wage brackets,

And whereas the city clerk be and he Is hereby, directed to send a certified
copy of this resolution to the Pennsylvania United States Senators and the
Congressman from this district,

We hereby certify that this resolution ptased council this 20th day of December
A. ). 1938. WiLLAM, WARD, Ja., MVaor.

Attest(OVA] ~3srLvAurw Nmwsouu, City C7erk.
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SAN JOSE

RESOLUTION

Whereas an effort is being made to subject the income from State and municipal
bonds, and the salary of State and municipal employees and the revenues of
municipally owned public utility bodies to the Federal income taxation; and

Whereas the Municipal Employees Federation of the City of San Jose believe
such effort to be Inimical to the best interests of the city of San Jose and the
people of the State of California; Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Municipal Employees Federation, That we condemn any and
every attempt to require retroactive taxation of the income and salaries of any
group of public employees who have been heretofore considered exempt from any
such taxation.

We believe that such a policy of retroactive taxation would be a punitive
measure unduly penalizing a group of public employees which have acted in
good faith.

We further believe that no attempt should be made to tax the income of State
.and local bonds already outstanding.

We are not opposed to the taxation of salaries of State and municipal employees
by the Federal Government If the Federal Government at the same time permits
the taxation of Federal employees by States having local Income-tax laws.

That while this federation Is opposed to Federal taxation of the income from
State and municipal bonds already outstanding, for such a measure would be
unfair to the present holders of such bonds, it is opposed to the taxation of State
and municipal bonds to be issued in the future for entirely different reasons.
The immediate results of such taxation by the Federal Government could cause
an increase generally in the cost of local government. The cost of local govern-
ment would increase in proportion to the increase of Federal revenue from this
source. Such a form of taxation would tend toward a greater centralization of
revenues in the Federal Government with a consequent increase in the revenue
-difficulties of local governments.

That this federation is opposed to the taxation of revenue or income on public
bodies irrespective of whether or not such services are generally classed as gov.
.ernmental functions, or whether they are performing so-called proprietary func-
tions.

That we oppose any attempt on the part of the Federal Government to tax
the revenues of the State or of its municipalities and any attempt to tax State
or municipal bonds or the salary of State and municipal employees, unless and
until the consent of the States of this Nation are first obtained through a proper
-constitutional amendment; be it further

Resolved, That this federation requests the Congressman elected from this
-congressional district to carry out the sentiments expressed in this resolution.

Adopted by the unanimous vote of the executive committee of the Municipal
Employees Federation of the City of San Jose, Calif., on this 28th day of October
.A.Db. 1938.

Attest:
H. J. FLANNERY, Prestdent.

[SEAL] JouN AKIN, Secretary.

ROANOKE

In the Council for the City of Roanoke. Va., the 0th day of January 1939. No.
849

A resolution condemning proposed legislation imposing taxes on incomes de-
-rived from Stat aind municipal securities, and requesting Senators Carter Glass
and Harry F. Byrd and Representative Clifton A. Woodrura to oppose such
proposed legislation.

Whereas it appears that a move will be made during this session of Congress to
subject to taxation incomes from future issues of State andmunicipal securities,
and

Whereas such a Federal tax would be reflected in higher interest rates upoo
'bonds Issubd by the States and their municipalit e and this Increase in interest
rates Would reult In IncreasIig the tax burden of he citizens of the 'States and
mun elpalitles Issuing bonds; and d t i .tu ,tal

Whreas such 61 6atbln *odld'tend to make teStatetatdtheft Instrumental.
Titles of govern kent completely subordinate to the United States, and thereby, do
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violence to the fundamental concepts upon which the Federal Government was
founded: Therefore be it

Resolved by the Council of the City of Ranokn V4, That It is the sense of this
body that no legislation should be enacted by the Congress of the United States
taxing incomes derived from future issues of State and municipal securities; b It
further

Resolved, That this council's opposition to such legislation be made known to
Senators Carter Glass and Harry P. Byrd and to Representative Clifton A.
Woodrum; and they are hereby requested to vigorously oppose any bill providing
for such taxation; be It further

Resolved, That the city clerk be, and he is hereby, directed to mail a copy
hereof to said Senators and Representative.

Attest:
(SEHAL L. D. JAMEs, City Clerk.

FRESNO

The Commission of the City of Fresno resolves as follows:
That the city of Fresno Is unalterably opposed to the extension of power to the

Federal Government to tax municipal bonds. The present proposal before the
special Senate committee to tax municipal bonds in, in the Judgment of this coin-
mission, against the financial interests of the cities of the United States. Such a
tax would be reflected in the reduced price for such bonds and this difference would
be paid by the local taxpayers. The Federal Government could not possibly
collect a net amount from this tax equal to the sum the cities would lose. The
proposal is revolutionary and tends to confer totalitarian powers ipon the Fed-
eral Government, and is wholly and unequivocally bad.

HIGHLAND PARK

REGULAR MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY o HIGHLAND PARK,
JANUARY 16, 1939

Moved by Commissioner Thomas M, MacTaggart. Supported by Mayor
Blaine T. Colman

Whereas It has been proposed that Congress enact a statute levying an income
tax upon State and municipal securities and the salaries of public officers and
emPloyees; and

Whereas under interpretations by the Treasury of a recent United States
Supreme Court decision, all State and municipal officers and employees may now
be subjected to retroactive Federal taxes on salaries received during the past 12
years: Therefor, be i

Resolved, That the CounoIl of the City of Highland Park is strongly opposed
to th taxation of State and municipal Securities y the Federal Government un-
less the consent of the State Is first obtained by a constitutional amendment for
the following reasons:

1. Because it would establish the power of the Federal Government to compel
the States and their agencies to pay an income tax upon their revenues. P

2. Because It denies corresponding power in the States td tax the Federal Gov-
ernment except by grace of Federa permission which could be repealed by any
subsequent Congress,
8. Because it Would establish the power of any subsequent Congress to ta

already issued securities o! the States and their agencies although they were sold
and paid for at a higher"price because of exemption,

4. Because It opens the way for retroactive taxation of all publioofflcers' andemployees' back ealqr)e .. . . . .. A..mloBecause It sl o. the cost of State and local government and so ad

to the burdens of thelocal takopyers.
8. Beoauae itWould'foster overeentralisation at the sacrifice of local.goVern.

ment and home rule.'
Be it fu hr resolved That the Cquncil of the 01ity, of land 'ak strong gly

urges the Senatq* and Repxesatat Vofte Sttgf Mlimgan $n Pongr ,to
supoit legislation prohiltihig tetr active Feeral txesonk % p '01: esar Os
of employees '6f theState,' n 0ipalities, 6t* theor geneleii v d to. Opp*
Federal taxation of the revenues or outstanding bonds of the State, munlo-

12225"0--pt. 2-11
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palitles,*' their eneles, and to' oppose Federal taxation of futuW State and
municipal bonds, except with the States' consent through constitutional amend-
"ment guaranteeing t e ieelptocaI right to .x' Federal Instrumeptalitles.

M .'t fsrfher reerred, That the 0lty clerk be, and he Is hereby, Instructed and
directed to forward certified copli f this resolution to the senators and Repre-
sentatives of this State. In Cungress. Yeas, Commissoners Hayden, Lane,

T rPatterson, Mayor Colman; nays, 0.

Mr.i AGUARDIA Sow -gentlemen,, this proposition is not new. It
has been kicking around Copress for the past 20 years. Fifteen years
ago today, February the 7th, it wAsup in the House of Representatives
and we voted on it on February the8 th. 'Af that time the House was
privileged, to count among it4 Members the following gentlemen who
are now in the Senate: Senators Barkley, Byrnes, Connally, Hayden,
Hill of Alabama, Thomas of Oklahqma, Tydings, and every one of
them voted againa.t it. That is why they are in the Senate today, I
guess.

T1e CHAIRUAR. Might we say that because you voted for it that
yoU are the mayor of New' Yo'rk today?

Mr. LAGUARDIA. No; I voted against it. I generally voted with
:fr. G arner in those days. . I . . .I

Gentlemen, we used to say at that time that this idea is the answer
to' the utilities' prayer, only In this instance the pr6yer was not from
a maiden. * It first came up, you will find, at the time that munici-
palities were taking over private water works, and so on, and par-
ticularly the Ohio cities wcre taking over the traction service.

This is a most deceptive proposition, and one which the uninitiated
and ipexperieiced legislator might readily fall for. I had the benefit
of a term as a city official in between my first service in Congress and
the time this came up, and had it not been for that experience, I can
readily see how I might havd been deceived by it.

The argument at the time, 15 years ago today, was entirely different
tWan tho'oe presented today. At that time they urged not so much
oh the'revenue aspect, but it' wasIrather the position that cities' and
States were extravagant; that they were spending too much money,
and that money was too easy for them to obtain.- And then such
chanptoi 6f the 'or and such men who wanted to soak the rikh 'as

y ri gden Mills and Andrew ellon, heyigued that

.thU',wA an avenue to escape surtaxes on.the part°O wes thy,people.
Of course coming from these gentlemen, it made a profound Impression
on the Ifouse. T4e. debate was very interesting at the time, aid it
was very 4much, the'isme argument ai Was presented by the' repre-
sentatives of the Tieasury Department before you comm :ttee:
",',Novt, gentlemen, I *ant to make it very: clear that I am oppoamhg
measure on the merits, I am not urging any eonstitutional

rdaan.I~pP~)0 th t te'o tk'i g eri in apern'btfore this
committee w hl ase their opposite on conptution l. grounds.

"ami'not., I wantto make that elear, '. . t -- -. - -
On the merits itslf, this measure will not produce the revenue 'that
On i athce , er~if1 itW reate'a great 4.eal'of 4 qmag¢.,,. , :2.

S.Now,et us be perfectly clear aboitI, Every cent that iscolte
a tax derived from interest on a State or municipal bond will be

:b e uk f the S(o iilng that' bohd, nd
rBES AVAILABLE sO eY

4axexmp~ip four seeuiitie'is reted irectly j ro'traef

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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interest that we are required to pay. I do not believe there is any
doubt about that at al,

Now, the trouble with this propoeition is that it simy added another
tax, It does not help the economic situation as a whole, wid it creates
an additional taxing agency.What I believe should be done is a thorough study of our entire
taxing system, local, city county, State, and Federal, and to find the
way of reducing the number of tax-collecting agencies and eliminating
the duplication of taxes by a system of com bined and pooled tax col-
lection, with a method of refund. By that I mean we could carry ot
a proposition we adopted some time ago in our inheritpce tax, known
for a long time as the Ramseyer amendment, whereby the. Federal
Government levied certain taxes on inheritances with due credit up
to a certain percent to_ at immediately removed the
disparity that exis to that te, s having no inheitance
tax, and adverti foat, and in some in ces writing into their
constitution k Florida, and Connetiut- t in orier to: have
a pat a g the inheitanc ax whereby: tho
10ederad 0 erment wo bete so lectipa , returning a,
certainly en e fth States f ita n estate tax,
would duIe. M st of adm tr n, an would crease the
reven oth to t er nt and the Sta It would
end. t vicious sys etiti t t exists tween the
Stat particularly neig ta e e State impelled
to im ose an in ome tax another no fro doing so d adver,
tise hat fact, u ha or the v sr us consi ration of
your mmitte th eHow roughout ur whole
taxin system. , , .. ... '

No Ican t ris t thiscountr atis not
requi at this be tr o n anoing reason of
the oinim itions, a been ed fo emergency
rso ns, ndf almost every c ppro limitation,reasonsfintaon
and, som of them h ac h i, e st-Indul n refunding
froml time, time o ition kind iable to affect
refunding, iable to ma e ding most diffi , and, in some
oases,, prohibi

We realize, an u can easily see what pPenif any obstacle
is placed.int ef grogr fy and the r s d
wahtto submit tha fory ui~ is, thobught.r

The C.JAnMAN. Now, i connection, Mr, Mayor,Ahe counsel
bf the joint connittee hab called loy attention to the revenue bill of
1918, which was introduced in the.Houso and .passed by the H-use.
It attempted to, tax the seouritti Of States and municpiities, ;buit
M lnted any bonds which could. be called refunding bonids. ,That
b141 didOtpass In tieSenate, and it did not become a law. .

But, o course, that i one way- by which the problem could b9coveed e ' o~bec

,Mr, LAGnbAImW : Id0not recall that# I took absencee in".
V8 and was busy, elsewhere, Wedid aotdo Avpry goodjob oti sthu

V -As I see it, en teen a e lgthe tn Aes thm posa i
to .tours, sndth~ere s ,no- atterpta'~radth~e~t p to.°ta*

oxltingis, ues.
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The CHAIRMAN. That is right
Mr. LAGUARDIA. Now, if refunding bonds are to be classed as exist.

Ing bonds for the purpose of taxution, then you are going to seriously
interfere with the refunding process.

Now, as I see this proposition, I think that one of the chief points
has been entirely overlooked, both in the effect and the principle of
the proposed plan: It perpetuates and increases an existing evil,
causing most of our trouble.

Now, what is the bane of every mayor? it is what we call the
dead cats, the old outstanding indebtedness, and it is a tremendous
burden on every community. The trouble is our interest rates are
too high,, and what ought to be done is simply to reduce the interest
rate on securities where there is little risk or no risk involved.

This proposition does not do it. It increases the interest rates,
and Increases the burden to the subdivisions of the States.

Now, in the course of the general study of the whole taxation
problem, this fact is brought up, I believe, that there is the oppor-
tunity of doing something very effective which would reflect on in-
terest rates In general.

If local bonds are to be taxed, then tax the interest rate and not
the income. By that, I mean, take a 4-percent bond and tax every-
thing over 2 percent, but refund that amount to the issuing source.
Thereby, you will relieve the burden of every taxpayer of this country,
because you will lift a load from their backs immediately; and, gentle-
men, I say there is no justification for any interest rate over 2 per-
cent on a sound municipal bond because, if you examine carefully
the price of these bonds, you will find the yield is just about 2 percent.
It is a sound, safe investment, with no risk involved, and, by limiting
it to 2 percent, through the medium of taxing over that rate and
refunding to the issuing source that amount, whether county munic-
ipality, or State, the sum total of the gain, the economic benefits,
will be far greater than the additional burden and cost that this plan
proposes, and' the revenue it would bring in and the confusion it
would cause and the embarrassment which would result to many
cities in this cotintry.

Senator TowNSEND. Mr. Mayor, have you made any estimate of
what revenue that would bring in?

Mr. LAGUAI)IA. No. But, I think, if you will take the Lutz re-
port, he has got many figures there, and if you Will take the total of
outstanding State; muflpal, county, irrigation, school, and other
local bonds, and then take the total interest oft that, the result of that
would be " more money for industry and you will -se, if It is a tight
money market, you will not be able to dispose of them at the interest
yoi would, have to pay, I was able to dispose of m* bonds because
the yield id-now just about 2 percent, and my, bonds are selling at a
preijitin. Jesse Jones mide over three or four million dollars on my
bonds the R. F. C. made it, I mean.

As the Conference of Mayors suggested to the Treasury Depatient,
I think 4 years ago,,cities 'which are sound' and which have! an ap-
proved budgetary stem should be permitted to borrow from Oovern.
merit fundoi Postal Savin, a-and various insurance tds, it the money
becorhes tightly by i6vo iof going intb industry as piivatesivestment:
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Now, I am just about to Issue a little over $300,000,000 of bonds, if
our negotiations for the unification of the rapid transit system is ac-
cepted, and this will throw us right out of gear for the tax will hit us
right between the two eyes, and will hamper the negotiations.

Many municipalities are now proposing to construct new water
works. We are spending at this time, for additional water supply,
something like 250 or 300 million dollars and are appropriating
$55,000,000 that we are spending on contracts now in construction.

If this country is to go on developing, this certainly is a wrong ap-
proach, and I want to make it very clear that it is not only the dif-
culty in meeting the excess cost of money for future issuance, but also
that refunding may be impaired; and I repeat, if you take refunding
out of it, there is going to be very little revenue in the next few years,
because we have ill borrowed by reason of the emergency, and have
taken advantage of the grants of the Federal Government and have all
gone into construction and borrowed.

In addition to this, we are contemplating building a tunnel or bridge
connecting Manhattan with Brooklyn, and that will cost, for the
bridge around $32,000,000, and for the tunnel around $85,000,000,
and if this legislation is enacted, we will have to throw up the sponge,
for we have calculated to the penny of the revenue and have depended
entirely on the fact that we would find a market at a low rate of inter-
est for this improvement.

That situation; gentlemen, exists throughout the country today.
There is no difference. Every mayor has the same kind of headache,
and we are all up against it.

This, I think, is the worst possible time to even consider a proposi-
tion of this kind, but it is the time to consider a general study of the
whole taxing situation with a view of reducing the collecting agencies,
and bringing about uniformity, in order to eliminate discrimination
among the States, and increasing the revenues both of the States and
of the Federal Government, and I trust that this committee will give
some thought to that idea because that will do us a great deal of good
and reflect in interest rates on bonds. I am not talking aboutspecula-
tive investments, but on bonds where there fa little risk, and it will
have an effect on industry and perhaps the railroads.

The CHAiRMAN. Any questions, gentlemen, of Mayor LaGuardia?
(No answer.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Mayor.
We will suspend now until 2:30 p. m.
(Whereupon, at 12 noon, a recess was taken until 2:30 p. m. of

the same day.)
AF'rPENOON SESSION

The special committee met pursuant to recess at 2:30 p. m., Senator
Prentiss M. Brown, chairman, presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. We will now
hear from Mr. Frank C. Ferguson, chairman of the Port of New York
Authority.
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STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK 0. FERGUSON, CHAIRMAN OF THE
PORT OF. NEW YORK AUTHORITY

Mr. FERGUsoN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
with the committee's permission, I would like to discuss briefly the
effect of the proposed Federal tax on State and municipal securities,
upon such revenue-producing State agencies as the Port of New York
Authority. By way of esta blishing my familiarity with the subject
of financing State agencies, may I say that I have served as a com-
missioner of the Port of New York Authority since 1924. I had the
honor to serve as vice chairman from 1928 to 1034 and since that time
I have been chairman. By reason of my 15 years' experience with
that agency and because I am a banker by profession, I have always
been intimately associated with the fiscalaffalrs of what we like to
think of as the first great self-liquidating State agency in this country.

The Port of New York Authority is what the lawyers call a "munici-
pal corporate instrumentality" of the States of Now Jersey and New

ork. In my own language it is an agency created by two States
under a soleni treaty (signed in April 1920) in order more effectively
to develop the Port of New York District. The Port of New York
Authority should not be regarded as a thing apart from the States-
it is the States' arm for port development and improvements.

It is governed by a board of 12 commissioners 6 from each State-
all serve without compensation; every action of the board is reported
to the Governors of New York and New Jersey; they have opportun-
ity to review what we do and in certain instances to veto our action.

Our principal activities are concerned with port coordination,
promotion, and development. All of the powers of the Port Author-
ity emanate from the "planning and development of the port of New
York." The authority is constantly engaged in making studies of
channel improvements, establishment of anchorage areas, and similar
subjects. It takes a leading part in defending the port against
discriminatory freight rates and eliminating other barriers to the free
flow of commerce. It has forwarded a progressive unification of
existing railroad facilities in the port district. It has constructed
Manhattan's first great inland freight terminal, which President
]Roosevelt once characterized as the first great post office for freight.
As part of its efforts to coordinate transportation facilities in and
through the port district, the authority has constructed large inter-
state vehicular crossings. These, include the George Washington

Bridge and the Lincoln Tunnel linking the Island of Manhattan
with the New Jersey mainland. In addition there are other bridges
and there is, of course, the operation for the States of New York and
Now Jersey of the Holland Tunnel, the first great vehicular tunnel in
thd world.

Since its inception, the port authority has issued some $293,000,000
of its bwn securities. In return the authority has given the residents
of New York and New Jersey and the Nation at large a rapid efficient;
and economical means of crossing by motor car and truck Qrom New
York to New Jersey and vice versa. It has coordinated the flow of
less-than-carload freight through Manhattan by the construction and
operation of its inland-freight terminal. It has constructed four
bridges, a vehicular tuniti61 d relfianced another such tuinel with.
out the expenditure of a single penny of the taxpayers' money. While
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these vehicular tunnels and bridges could have been constructed as
efficiently by the New York State Department of Public Works or
the New Jersey State Highway Commission, in either or both of these
cases the cost would have been charged directly to the taxpayer in
the form of real estate or other taxes. Instead, the States of New
York and Now Jersey chose to create and designate a separate and
bi-State agency to do the work and charge the cost to the users of
the improvements.

This was effectuated by the port authority issuing its own securities,
backed entirely by a pledge of facility revenues. The interest rate
on these securities varied from a high of 5.11 percent (yield to ma-
turity), or an average of 4) to 4% percent (yield to maturity) on our
early issues, to a low of 2.833 percent (yield to maturity), or an average
of 3% percent (yield to maturity) on our more recent issues. The
recent low rates of interest were obtained after our facilities were in
operation and its credit established. Every dollar of these bonds was
sold to the investing public as being free from income taxes, not alone
by the States, but by the Federal Government. At the very outset

our sales, the tax-exempt feature of the bonds was found to be so
important that a legal opinion was sought from Mr. Charles Evans
Hughes, who had retired from the United States Supreme Court and
who was then a practicing lawyer in New York. Mr. Hughes' opinion
was sought upon the tax immunity of Port of New York Authority
securities. He carefully considered the legislation creating the port
authority and he concluded, on the basis of the United States Supreme
Court decisions, including Pollock v. Farmer Loan & Trust Co. that
(I quote):

* * * the bonds issued by the port authority will be on the same footing
as State and municipal bonds issued for governmental purposes and are not sub-.
ject to taxation by the Federal Govbrnment.

The income of these bonds will be likewise free from Federal taxation for the
reason that a tax upon the income of the bonds is in substance and in legal effect
a tax upon the bonds themselves and upon the borrowing power of the State
confided to its instrumentality.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to file for the record a
copy of Judge Hughes' opinion.
Tile CHAIRMAN. That will be received.
(The opinion referred to by Mr. Ferguson follows:)~NRW YORK, November 10, 1925.

HIon. JULIAN A. GREORY,

Chairman, the Port of New York Authority.
SIR: In response to the request for my opinion upon questions relating to the

validity of the organization of the Pert of Ney, York Authority, its powers and,
immunities, and the status of the bonds to be issued by it for the construction of
the bridges over the Arthur Kill, I beg to say:

The Port of New York Authority Is a public corporation created by a compact
between the States of New York and NOw Jersey with the consent of the Congress.
of the United States, Itsccreation was due to the need of the cooperation of the
two States in the development and coordination of the teninal transportation,.
and other facilities of commerce in the territory in and around the port of New.
York. -The compact Was authorized by chapter 154 of the Laws of 1921 of the.
State of New York,, and chapter 151 of the Laws of 1921 of the State of New
Jersey, and was approved by joint resolution of the Congress of August 23 1921.

The compact established a "Port of New York District" consisting of defined
territory. 'It created "The Port of New York Auth6rity" consisting of six coin-,t
mIWionersj "three from, each State, T.The port authority iras coniititilted as a,
body, corporate and politic; with authority'to purchase cohstritct, lease, and/or
operate any terminal or transportation facility within the district, and to make,
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charges for the use thereof) and for any of such purposes to own, hold, lease,
and/or operate real or personal property, to borrow money and secure the same
by bonds or mortgage esupon any propeF.y held or to be held by it. These powers
were not to be exercised, until the legislatures of both States should have approved
a comprehensive plan for the development of the port. It was also provided that
the Port authority should have much additional powers and duties as might there-
after be delegated to or imposed pon it from time to time by the legislature of
either State concurredi n by the legislature of the other State. Power was also
grantedfrom time to time to make lans for the development of the district sup-
plementary to or amendatory of any plan therotofore adopted, and such plans
when approved by the legislatures of the two States, wore to have the same effec
as if incorporated in the compact. Each State made provision for the appoint-
mant of commissioners (New York Laws of 1921, ch. 203; Now Jersey Laws of
1921, oh. 152).

In 1922 the legislatures of the two States approved the comprehensive plan of
development and specifically granted poeo the port authority to carry, It out

(Nw ok Laws of 1922, oh. 43; New Jersey Laws of 1022, oh. 0I). The consent
of Congress to the execution of the comprehensive plan was given by the joint
resolution of July 1, 1922.

In 1924 express authority was given by the legislature of each State to the port
authority to construct, operate, maintain and own, two bridges, with the neces-
sary approaches; one across the Arthur Kill between Perth Amboy on the New
Jersey side and Tottenville on the New York side (New York Laws of 1924 oh
280; New Jersey Laws of 1024, oh. 125); and another bridge across the Arthur Kill;
between lowland Hook Staten Island on the New York side, and Elizabeth on
the New Jersey side (New York Laws of 1924, oh. 186; New Jersey Laws of 1924,ch. 149). With respect to each bridgeI power wis granted to acquire property

by condemnation proceedings. By a jot resolution of March 2,1925, ngress
gave its consent to the construction, maintenance, and operation of these twobridges, in accordance with the provisions of the act of Congress of March 23,
1906. It was provided in this act that construction should be commenced within

3 years and the bridges should be completed within 6 years from the date of the
passage of the act and that, in default thereof, the authority granted should cease
and be null and void.

In each of the acts of the State legislatures authorizing the building of these
bridges provision was made as to the issue of bonds by the port authority as
follows:"Ssc. 4. The said bridge shall be built and paid for in whole or in part out of
moneys to be raised by the port authority on bonds or other securities or obliga-
tions Issued or incurred by It pursuant to article six of the said compact or treaty.
The said bonds or other securities and any other obligations which the port
authority may incur shall be issued and incurred upon such terms and conditions
as the port authority may deem proper. As security therefor the port authority
Is authorized and empowered to pledge the revenues and tolls arising out of the
use of the bridge until such time as the sums borrowed therefor are fully amortized
and repaid."

In a d of the construction of the bridges, the legislature of New York appro-
priated $800,000 to be paid in two annual instalments of $400,000 each (one instal-
ment to be available during the fiscal year beginning In 1925 and the other
during the succeeding fiscal year). It was also provided that during the three
succeeding fiscal years, the commissioners of the New York State Bridge and
Tunnel Cbommission constituted by chapter 178 of the Laws of 1919, should pay
over to the port authority- $400 000 in each vear from the tolls and charges
collected for the use of the tunnels constructed by the commission to the extent
that such sum should be available after payment of expenses of maintenance and
operation and the deduction of New Jersey's share of the surplus, as stated. The
intent of the act, as set forth, was that a fund of $4,000,000 should be made avail-
able to the port authority as an advance for the construction of the two bridges,
one-half to be provided by each State (Laws of New, York 1925, oh, 210). In
the stme year the legislature of New Jersey appropriated for the same purpose
$2,000,000,payablein five equal annual in stalments (Laws of New Jersey 1925,oh,87) k Ech of these acts pr~vides as fOllOWS:, ++ ,.... .. +

'The+ balance of the ioney needed + for the construction of the. said bridges
and incidental purposes shal be raised by the port authority on its own obliga-,
tions oecuiedbthe pledge of the revenues and tolls arising out of the use of the
said bridges, all In aocordanc9 with the provisions of, the laws authorizing and
governing the construction ad operation of the said bridges.
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"As security for obligations so Issued and the moneys so appropriated, the

revenues and tolls arising out of the use of the said bridges shalt be pledged to the
repayment of the entire issue of bonds and other securities for the construction
thereof, together with the Interest, and the repayment of the moneys appropriated
by the State; it being the declared policy of the State that the said bridges so
far as the payment of the bonds or other securities Issued for the construction
thereof, together with the repayment of the moneys advanced by the State, shall
in all respects be self-sustaining."

On consideration of the provisions of the compact and of the legislation to
which I have referred I have reached the following conclusions:

First. The compAot between the States of New York and New Jersey Is valid
and in effect.

The compact was duly authorized by the legislatures of the two States and the
consent of the Congress was given to it. There can be no doubt that the compact
falls within the provision of subdivision 8 of section 10 of article I of the Federal
Constitution, permitting compacts between States with the consent of Congress.
It does not constitute "a treaty, alliance, or confederation" within the meaning
of the prohibition of subdivision I, section 10 article I, but falls within the class
of "compacts and agreement" under subdivision 3 as it relates to the terminal,
transportation, and other facilities of commerce within the district, and thus
belongs to the category of internal regulations for the mutual comfort and con-
venlence of States bordering on each other (2 Story on the Constitution, se0.
1403; Virginia v. Tennesse (148 U. S. 503, 510)). The exercise of authority
under the compact is necessarily subject to the control of Congress over interstate
commerce, and in the joint resolution giving the consent of Congress, there is
express provision that nothing in the compact "shall be construed as impairing
or in any manner affecting any fight or jurisdiction of the United States in and
over the region which forms the subject of said agreement."

The comprehensive plan upon which the exercise of the powers granted to the
port authority was conditioned by the compact was duly approvedby the legis-
latures of both States and received the consent of Congress. Commissioners
have been duly appointed and the compact must be regarded as effective and
the port authority as duly constituted.

Second. The Port of New York Authority created by the compact is a public
agency of the two States.

The port authority is manifestly not a private agency, It Is established for
public purposes. These purposes relate to the development of terminal trans-
portation, and other facilities of commerce in the port of New York, Te port
authority consists of commissioners appointed In the manner defined by the
legislatures of the two States; that is in the case of New York, by the Governor,
with the advice and consent of the Senate, and in the case of New Jersey, directly
by the legislature in the first instance and thereafter, as vacancies occur by the
Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate. The authority to b exer-
cised, as shown by the compact, the comprehensive plan and the supplementary
legislation, is a public authority; that is it is afti authority granted b the legis-
latures and to be exercised on behalf of the public by representatives ofthe State.The power of the States to establish public agencies for harbor improvement
for drainage and reclamation purposes, to aid navigation and to provide facilities
for commerce is not open to question. (Couny Of Mobile v. Kimball (102 U. S.
691); Minnesota rate cases (230 U. S. 352, 403, 404); Houck vi Little River Drainqase
Distrd (239 U. S. 254, 261, 262); Milheim v. Moffat Tunnil Improement Distrid
(262 U. S 710, 717)).

The port authority Is none the lea a public instrumentality bgmuse it.s the
instrumentality of two States Instead of one. Each State has tht constitutional
power to establish an instrumentality of this character and each State has the
constitutional competency, with the consent of Congress, to enter into a compz.ct
with another State to establish & similar joint instrumentality. The Port of New
York Authority must be regarded as validly constituted as the competent public
agency of both States. I • , , . .. . . ..... ... , ,
, Thid. The port authority has been duly authorized to build the two bridges

over the Arthur Kill. This authority Is given in express terms by the legsatton
to which I have referred, and Congrs has duly given its oonseht. This consent
is still operative as the time allowed for the beginning of the, construction of the
bridges has not'expired.

The authority to acquire property for this purpow and, f necessary, to institute
condemnation proceedings, Is expressly grated, anid as the pur are public

puoes, the authority must be deemed to be validly granted.
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Fourth. The moneys required for the construction .of the bridgeS aro to be
derived from moneys made available by the legislative action of the two States
and by bond Issues.

The two States have enacted legislation providing for $4,000,000, or $2,000,000
each. The action of each State Is conditioned upon an equal amount being made
available by the other.

The appropriation of $2,000,000 made by New Jersey Is to be paid in five annual
Installments of $400,000 each. While the appropriation bill was pending in the
legislature of Now Jersey, the attorney general of the State, upon the request of
its Governor, gave his opinion, under date of March 5, 1025, that the port au-
thority is a municipal, corporate Instrumentality of the States of New York and
New Jersey, and as such is legally a proper body to receive appropriations made
by the legislature for its legitimate purposes; that the legislature could make a
definite appropriation to the objects of an instrumentality of the State; that there
was no requirement that the money appropriated must be actually in hand; and
that if an appropriation were made there would be no debt or liability of the
State created or the loan of the credit of the State within the prohibition of the
constitution of the State. The attorney general also said that in his opinion if
under the solemn agreement made between the two States, the appropriation of
$2,000,000 were actually made, it would be beyond the power of a succeeding
legislature to repeal such appropriation, as the repealer would be void as an
impairment of contract forbidden by both the Federal and State constitutions.
The attorney general relied upon the authority of the Supreme Court of the
United States In Greene v. Biddle (8 Wheat. 1) and of the Supreme Court of
California in McCauley v. rooks (10 Calif. 11).

The Legislature of New York, as already stated, lppropriated $800,000 out of
the State treasury, that Is $400,000 for each of the rst 2 fiscal years beginning
July 1, 1925 and it was provided that $1,200 000 should be paid over the next 3
succeeding fiscal years in instalments of $405 000 each from tolls and charges
collected for the use of the vehicular tunnel being constructed by the New'York
State Bridge and Tunnel Commission. The Constitution of the State of New
York provides that neither the credit nor money of the State shall be given or
loaned to or in aid of any association, corporation, or private undertaking (art.
VIII, see. 9; see also art. VII, sec. 1). ThIs prohibition is not applicable as the
port authority is a public agency created for public purposes. It is also provided
in the State constitution that no money shall be paid "out of the treasury of the
State or any of its funds, or any of the funds under its management, except in
pursuance of an appropriation by law, nor unless such payment be made within
2 years next after the passage of such appropriation act" (art. III, see. 21).
There is no difficulty so far as the appropriation out of the treasury for the first
2 years is concerned. The provision or t e other payments has been made on the
assumption that the moneys described are not to be paid out of the treasury of

-the State, or any of its funds, or any of the funds under its management, and
hence is not in conflict with thie constitutional prohibition. In my opinion, this
view is correct. The tunnel for the use of whioh the tolls and charges are to be
collected by the New York State Bridge and Tunnel Commission is not yet built,
and no part of the tolls and charges is now in the treasury of the State or in any
fund of the State, or in any fund under its management. There Is no constitu-
tional requirement that these tolls and charges should ever be paid into the
treasury of the State or become a part of any such fund. The tolls and charges
are to be imposed and received under a contract made by the commission with the
State of New Jersey. Pursuant to this contract, these moneys are to be deposited
to the joint account of the commissions of the two States respectively empowered

*to deal with the matter and the Income is to be divided monthly.
The New York act provides that the tolls and charges shall be fixed at such

,amount as will pay the estimated cost of administration, maintenance, and opera-
tion, and will, In addition, pay within 20 years the amortized cost of construction
(laws of 1919, ch. 178 sec, 9). It would seem to'be clear that it would have been
cmtent for the legislature in the original acts constituting the New York State
Bridge and Tunnel Commission to disPose of those tolls and charges in such man-
nor and for such public purposes as the legislature might deem best. It could
have provided that the tolls and charges should be directly applied by the com-
misaion; or through the joint action of the two commissions, to the defraying Of
the expense of maintenance, operation, and construction, or the retirement of
bonds, If bonds had been authorized and issued for the purposes of construction,
or for the, building of another tunnel or public improvement. Such legislative
action would not, In myj udgment have constituted an appropriation out of the
treasury or funds of the State within the meaning of the constitutional provision.
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I think that the legislature had not lost Its authority over the enterprise by the
passage of the earlier aots and it was equally competent for the legislature, in the
act under consideration and before these expected tolls and charges were paid
into the treasury of the State or became part of any of the funds of the State, or
of any funds under Its management, to provide that these tolls and charges should
be applied to the expenses of operation and maintenance, to suitable amortization
charges, that New Jersey should have her proper share of the surplus, and that
the remainder of the surplus should be devoted to any public purpose, including
payment to the port athorlt~y (matter of Clark v. 8hedon, 106 N. Y. 104, 111,
112; see also Board of Supervisors of Seneca County v. Allen 09 N. Y. 532; People
ex r. Rins/eld v. Afurray, 149 N. Y. 367' People ex rel. Aisman v. Ronner, 188
N. Y. 285; Gaynor v. Port Chester, 280 N. Y. 210; State ex rel. Sherman v. Pape,
103 Wash, 310).

Fifth. The port authority is authorized to borrow money, and to issue its bonds,
for the construction of the two bridges and incidental purposes, such bonds to be
secured by the tolls and charges derived from the bridges.

This authority is expressly conferred by the compact between the two States
and by the legislation of each State specifically authorizing the building of the
bridges and providing for the financing of their construction as already stated.
The port authority is empowered by tho acts providing for the building of the
bridges to establish and levy such tolls and charges as it may deem convenient
or necessary for the operation and maintenance of the bridges and to insure at
least sufficient revenue to meet the expenses of the construction, operation, and
maintenance thereof and to make provision for the payment of the interest upon
and amortization and retirement of the bonds (New York Laws of 1924, oh. 80,
sec. 3 ch. 230, see. 3: New Jersey Laws of 1024, oh. 125, sec. 3; oh. 149, see. 3).
The financing act of each State provides that It is the declared policy of the State
that the two bridges so far as the payment of the bonds issued for the construction
thereof is concerned, together with the repayment of the moneys advanced by
the State, shall in all respects be self sustaining (New York Laws of 1025, oh. 210,
sec. 3; Now Jersey Laws of 1025, oh. 37, sec. 3).

In my opinion, this legislation places upon the port authority the duty to provide
adequate tolls and charges for the purposes described and the performance ut this
duty may be compelled by any court of competent Jurisdiction.

Sixth. The port authority may include in Its bonds the pledges of the two
States and make these pledges a part of the contract with the bondholders.

The financing act of each.State provides that the port authority may include
in the bonds issued by it for the construction of the two bridges and incidental
purposes such part of the financing act as shall seem proper "as evidence of the
foregoing agreements made by the State with the holders of the said bonds or
other obligations, and thereupon the same terms so included shall become a
contract between the State and the holders of said bonds or other obligations"
(Now York Laws of 1925, ch. 210, sec. 0; New Jersey Laws of 1925 ch, 37, sec. 6).
It is thus competent for the port authority to include in the bonds the provision
made by each State for the advance of' moneys, toward .the construction of the
two bridges, and these provisions, assuming that they have been validly made 'as
above stated, will constitute when incorporated in the bonds issued to and hold
by bondholders irrevocable contracts.

Each State also provides in the financing act that the port authority shall not
be required to pay any taxes or assessments upon any of the property acquired
by it for the construction operation and maintenance of the two bridges (New
York Laws of 1025, ch. 210 see. 7; New Jersey Laws of 1925, ch 87 sec. 7).

Each State also pledges ?o and agrees with hose taking the bonds ?ssued by
the port authority for the construction of the two bridges and incidental purposes
that the State will not authorize the construction or maintenance of otherl=ghway
crossings for vehicular traffic of the waters of the Arthur 1ll between the two
States i competition with the said bridges, nor will It limit or alter tho rights now
vested in the port authority to establish and levy such charges and tolls as It
may deem convenient or necessary to produce suffibient revenue for the purposes
above stated until the bonds are fully paid off and discharged,, provided that such
crossings shall be considered as competitive with the bridges crossing the Arthur
Kill only If they shall form a highway connection for vehicular traffic-between the
two States across or under the Arthur' 1ill, andprovided further that nothing
contained In the act shall preclude the authorization of such additional interstate
crossings if and when adequate provision shall be made by law for the protection
of the nds (Now York Laws of 1925, oh. 210, sec. 5;'New Jersey Laws of 1926,
oh. 87, se. 5).
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These, as well as the other provisions above noted, when incorporated in the
bonds issued to and hold by the bondholders will be irrevooablo as a part of the
contract with the bondholders (Stearns v. Minnesota 179 U S. 223 Wright v.
v. Georgia Railroad & Banking Co., 210 U. S. 420; 1'right v.: Central of Georgia
Railway Co. 230 U. S. 074).

Seventh. t fhe bonds issued by the port authority for the construction of the
two bridges and the income therefrom will be exempt from both Federal and
State taxation.

By the comprehensive plan approved by the legislatures of both States, it is
provided as follows:

"The bonds or other securities issued by the port authority shall at all thnes be
free from taxation by either State." (New York Laws of 1022, oh. 43, sec. 8;
New Jersey Laws of 1022, cli. 0, sec. 8.)

This immunity from taxation of the bonds or other securities issued bythe
port authority when the bonds have been issued and are in the hands of bond-
holders will constitute, in) my judgment, a contract with each State protected from
impairment by the Federal Constitution (Wright v. Georgia Railroad & Banking
Co., 210 U. S. 420).

The Immunity of the bonds from Federal taxation follows from the fact that,
as already stated, the port authority is a public agency, a governmental Instru-
mentality of the two States. It is explicitly declared to be such in the act of each
State providing for the financing to build the two bridges (New York Laws of
1025 ch 210. sec. 7; Now Jersey Laws of 1925, ch 37 see. 7), and this declaration
is fully warranted by the nature of the functions of tlie lJort authority and of the
purposes for which it has been established. In this view, the bonds issued by the
port authority will be on the same footing as State and municipal bonds Issued for
governmental purposes and are not subject to taxation by the Federal Govern-
ment (Collector v. Day, 11 Wall. 113; United States v, Railroad Coimpany, 17 Wall.
322, 327; Van Brocklin v. Tennessee, 117 U. S. 161, 178- Mercantile Bank v. New
York 121 U. S. 138, 162; Pollock v. Farmers Loan & l'rlust Co., 157 U. S. 429,
584-186; Id., 158 U. 5. 601, 018).

The income of these bonds will be likewise free from Federal taxation for the
reason that a tax upon the income of the bonds Is in substance and in legal effect a
tax upon the bonds themselves and upon the borrowing power of tire State con-
fided to its instrumentality (Pollock v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co., 167 U. S. 429,
584-586; id., 158 U. S. 601, 618).

For a similar reason, the immunity from taxation given by the legislation of
the two States providing for the construction of the two bridges, sid inviting the
lending of money upon the bonds of the port authority, must be deemed to extend
not only to the principal of the bonds but to the income therefrom,

Eighth. The legislation of both States declares that the bonds Issued by the
port authority for the construction of the two bridges and incidental purposes
shall constitute "securities in which all public officers and bodies of this State and
of its municipal subdivisions, all insurance companies and associations, all savings
banks and savings institutions, including savings and loan associations, exeeutors,
administrators, guardians, trustees and all other fiduciaries in the State may
properly and legally invest funds within their control." (New York Laws of 10250
oh. 210 sec. 8- New Jersey Laws of 1925, ch. 37, see. 8).h esotty yours,sp ully you(Signed) CHALES E. HuoEs '

Mr. FErOUSoN. Ever since this time investors in port authority
bonds have relied upon the opinions of Mr. Hughes and of Messrs.
Thomson, Wood & Hoffman, bond counsel, as well as upon the
opinions of the port authority's own general counsel that port au-
thority bonds are immune from tax, When the port. authority
arranged to sell one issue of its securities to the Federal Government,
in connection %lith a W. P. A. loan, which I might say parenthetically
has since been refinanced on our own credit the Public Works A-
ministration Insisted upon an opinion of independeh t bond counsel
which they selected, to the effect that port authority bonds were
immune from Federal income taxes.

As a banker of many years' experience, I will state to this committee
that in my opinion the tax-exempt feature of these bonds meant a
saving to the States of tit least 1 percent in the interest rate; and
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further duting the early years of the existence of the port authority,
it meant the difference between selling and not selling the issue.
That sounds like a broad statement, but at the time there was no
precedent for what we proposed to do.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not see how you reached that percent
figure, if your average was 4 percent. Is it that you imply by that
the Federal tax will amount to practically 25 percent?

Mr. FEnusoN. Yes, on securities of this character, you see we are
not dealing with the same kind of a security as a municipal security,
that in security of a municipality which carries with it the taxing
power. Here you have a. security which is tantamount to a publico
utilities security, which depends entirely for its interest income on the
polls which are collected.

The CHAIRMAN. It is a revenue bond?
Mr. FEnGUsoN. Yes, it is a revenue bond.
The CHAIRMAN. My point is a little different. You say that if

these bonds were not tax-exempt that it would result in 1-percent in-
crease in the rate. It seems to me that is over and beyond what the
Federal tax would be. Do you think the interest rate would be greater
than the average Federal tax?

Mr. FEnousoN. Yes, I do, because the authority has no taxing
power. I think you have got to differentiate between the securities
of the municipality, which has taxing power, and one which does not
have. That is where the difficulty comes in, between securities of
this kind and municipal securities.

The CHAIRMAN. I see your point I think.
Mr. FERGUSON. I might say that is perfectly true, Senator. You

have to bear in mind that this authority started out with no capital
at all. When it first issued its securities it did not have a penny of
capital behind its bonds. They had to be sold entirely on the engi-
neering estimates of the particular enterprise.

Senator TOWNSEND. What capital has it now?
Mr, FErnousoN. The capital has accumulated, if you call it that,

through the earnings that we have attained,
Senator TOWNSEND. You have retained the earnings?
Mr. FEnGUsON. Yes, sir; Its capital or its surplus has been created

by the earnings and reserve.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think your mind andmy mind quite meet.

Here we have this question. The estimate of Professor Lutz was
that municipal bonds and State bonds would have an average rise in
interest charge of 60 points. The testimony of Mr. Tremaine was
that it would have a rise of 75. I take it you are making an estimate
in our statement that it would be 1 percent.

r. FionOUSoN. On securities of the Port of New York Authority.
The CHAIRMAN. My point is it seems to me that the amount of the

additional interest charge would be the amount of the Federal tax,
and it seems to me it would not average 25 percent, and your estimate
is that it would be 25 percent in your interest charge. Do I make
myself clear? but

Mr. FERSON. Yes; but you remember, Senator, Mr. Tremaino
this morning referred to Ohio municipal tax securities, some of which
were issued without a tar, and some with atax, and he showed you
that even in the case of Cincinnati the differential was more than
twice as much as the: tax saving, Now, of course, you have got t,6
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take into consideration it is not thepresent tax differential. It is
what the public thinks eventually. Of course, it is an estimate at
best, but I am confining my guess if you call it such entirely to the
Port of Rew York Authority securities. Keep this in mind, I do not
think if we had not had the tax-free feature in our bond that we could
have ever sold our first issue at all.

The CHAIRMAN. The point I am getting down to is this: I do not
think that the only reason people buy municipals or State or Federal
bonds is because they are tax-exempt. I think there are many other
factors that enter into, that enters into a person's mind when he
decides to buy a municipal or a Federal security.

Mr. FERGUSON. So do I.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me in your calculation and the other

gentlemen that is the fact you emphasize. I think that the con-
clusion they reached is that interest is not the all-compelling feature.

Mr. F RGUSON. It is only one of the things that go into making so-
called tax-free bonds desirable. People buy them for security as well
as because they are tax-free bonds. There is no question about that.
• Senator MILLER. Did I understand you to say you could not have
sold the bonds at all if it had not been for the tax-exempt feature?

Mr. FERGUSON. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER. Why do you say that?
Mr. FERGUSON. You can imagine, as I said before a project which

has not one penny of capital, and not one penny of income, which was
the situation with respect to the port authority when our first issue
of bonds came out. We had to go to the public with an engineering
estimate of traffic or revenue, only an engineer's estimate of traffic.
Now, it is a most difficult thing to sell an issue of bonds carrying the
entire cost of the project based solely on engineering estimates of
probable intake.

Senator MILLER. I quite agree with you on that.
Mr. FnousoN. I am making the statement that if it had not been

for this sop so to speak to hand to the investor, I do not think we
would have been able to sell them at all.

Senator MILLER. In other words, put another way, the investor
was looking for something to avoid taxation?

Mr. FERGUSON. Yes.
Senator MILLER. That is true in all tax-exempt bond issues, isn't

it, when you eliminate all of this hurrah about it?
Mr. FERGUSON. Yes; in one way
Senator MILLE R. That is what I thought
Mr. Fonousom, There was no experience upon which to estimate

the amount of revenues which would be derived from the operation
of an interstate bridge, for example. There were, of course, engineers'
estimates but in view of the problematical outcome of the financial
success o the venture, I think you will agree with me that the sale
of our first issues was quite an accomplishment. I personally am
certain' that the tax-exempt feature in this case helped to seli the
bonds. I am certain that without that feature we might never have
had the improvements we now have-except at a direct out-of-pocket
cost to the taxpayers of th0 two States.

I doubt whether any thinking person can fail to. see! the tremendous
value to the State and Nation at large of the work of port develop-
ment at America's great seaport, which has been accomplished by the
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Port of New York Authority. I think it is significant that these
accomplishments have been made possible by the use of revenue
bonds. And so it is that I call your attention to a recent work on
the subject of revenue bonds by John F. Fowler, Jr., published in
New York just last year. In the preface to that text, n which the
author thoroughly examines the whole subject of revenue bonds, he
says:

Revenue bonds, issued under governmental auspices and depending for their
repayment, not upon the public treasury, but wholly upon the earnings of pub-
ll6y owned improvements-toll bridges, modernized water-supply systems,
electric plants and the like-constitute par excellence the logical means of financ-
ing the construction of these improvements. In furtherance of a Nation-wide
program of self-liquidating public works the American revenue bond has emerged
after nearly half a century from a stale of obscure existence into one of brisk
activity, * * *.

While I am talking about revenue bonds I do not want, inadvert-
ently to create the impression that revenue bonds as such are any
different from the ordinary obligations of a State or city. I see no
difference between the bonds which were in fact issued directly by the
State of New Jersey to build the Holland Tunnel, say, or those which
the State issued through the medium of the port authority to refinance
its earlier Holland Tunnel issue. As a matter of fact, I have been
advised in my official capacity as chairman of the port authority by
Attorney General John J. Bennett, Jr., of the State of New York, that
as a matter of constitutional law, there is no distinction, from the tax
standpoint, between the bonds of a sovereign State and those Issued
V the agency of such a State and secured by a pledge of revenues.

ou will also recall that in the portion of Hon. Charles E. Hughes'
opinion which I quoted earlier, lie, too, said that the bonds issued by
te port authority "will be on the same footing as State and municipal
bonds."

Should any attempt ever be made to single out State and city issues
of revenue bonds for attack upon their tax-inmunity, I can only say
speaking now as a businessman familiar with State financing -tlat the
policy would be most unwise. After all, there is nothing to prevent
the State from building vast public improvements by the issuance of
its own securities and by charging the cost directly to the general
treasury of, the State. If by some peculiar quirk, the taxability of
these securities should be made. to depend upon whether they were
issued by the State in the first instance, or by the State through an
agency thereof, the only effect would be to cause the States to give
up the self-liqidating agencies as a method of accomplishing certain
results., In view of the success of such agencies, I submit that would
be a most unfortunate result., I subscribe to the view that the States
should beleft free to select the means and instrumentalities which they
find best to: perform their duties.

I understand that the committee has indicated at the Outset of these
hearings that it is not concerned with the taxation of the income of
outstanding bonds, You may wonder, therefore why I express any
concern with respect to the proposals now being studied by this com-
mittee. The answer is that the port authority iw engaged in a refund-
Ing and refinancing program. If because of a Feder'al tax we are
unable to issue future issues of refunding bonds at the'same low rate
of interest which now prevails upen our tax-immune r~fuhdiitg bonds;
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the. orderly completion of our refunding program could be seriously
disturbed if not upset.

May I interpolate here. That is one of our difficulties. We built
the George Washisigton Bridge, and we put out a port authority
issue, secured by the revenues on that particular bridge. It was an
obligation of the port authority, but depended on the revenues of
the George Washington Bridge. We have had similar issues on other
facilities. Then, we conceived the idea of putting through a general
and refunding bond issue, picking up the separate issues, and making
one general refunding bond issue, and putting them all on the same
basis. There is a cull feature, naturally, In our bonds, and as soon
as we are able to recall the bonds,, we thought to issue a new issue of
refunding bonds and retire the existing bonds, and that program we
are engaged In doing as rapidly as we can.

The comptroller of the State of New York has estimated that a
Federal tax upon the income of State and municipal bonds might
result in a 1 percent increase in the interest cost to the issuing body.
If this had been true, when the port authority sold its first issues,
its present 50-cent toll would have to have been 60 cents-assuming
the bonds could have been sold at all. I want to say here and now
that a 10-cent toll increase is a matter of grave concern not only to
those who manage the port authority on behalf of the State, but to
the users of the facilities. As it is, the port authority is constantly
being subjected to petitions to reduce tolls. We would indeed be
happy if we could, but because of our fixed debt charges even as they
now stand, I regret to say. that this is impossible. In view of these
circumstances, you can more readily appreciate what a 10-cent increase
in tolls would have meant in the management and operation of portauthorty crossings,

The &HAIRMAN. On what unit is that 50 cents toll; is it based on a
car, or what?

Mr. FRousoN. We charge $1 for a truck and 50 cents for a pleasure
car, I

I have said that the port authority's toll would hve been 60 cents
instead of 50 cents, it, as the comptroller of the State of New York
indicates the interest rate would increase 1 .percent. As a banker
I would like to express the opinion thatethe comptroller's 1 percent
estimate might, under some circumstances, be unduly conservative.
I, isay this because the purchasers of long-term bonds which are
subject to tax iave a way of discounting any future tax ,rises. That
is particularly true in Lhese days when taxes definitely show an
upward trend. The investor buying a 30-year bond, and all of our
bonds are on a 30-year basis, does not know what the tax rate will be
before his bond is fully matured. In his present frame of mind he is
Inclined to believe that tax rates will increase substantially, in the
face of this situation, he hedges, and the issuer pays for the hedge
with 1 a still higher interest rate. And so with tax rates mounting
gerally and taxpaye' being inclined to discount still furtherincreases,
it ght welbe a a Federal tax upon State and municipal securities
willresult in an increased interest cost. to the issuing body of even
more than l, percent

feel it iQ 1 y duty as chaimun of the port aut ority to make one
poiut~ ery riefly. J shuld lke to mention the ridiculous possibility
that the revenues of State agencies might be subject to tax. One
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need not be versed in tle law to understand the dangers which lurk
in the theories advanced by the Department of Justice to support the
proposal to tax State and municipal securities by a simple act of
Congress. As a layman, I can readily see that when the Department
argues tbat the Federal Government can tax any income irrespective
of where it comes from; it must also argue that it can tax the income of
the State itself. And now, lest the committee think that I am unduly
alarmed in suggesting.that they give consideration to this phase of the
problem, I call attention to the fact that the Government's brief in
Flelvering v. Gerhardt actually argued that the port authority itself was
subject to Federal tax. Fortunately, the Attorney General of the
United States did not succeed in convincing the Supreme Court of
this point.

The bi-State agency which the States of New York and New Jersey
have selected for the development of the Port of New York Authority
is decidedly not a profit-making corporation. When tho outstanding
debt is retired,, the property reverts to the States. In the meantime,
all moneys passing through the port authority, as well as all of the
physical properties 'to which it holds title, are held in trust for the
two States. However, if its income, were taxable, the agency would
cease to exist. One may ask, of course, "if this is a self-liquidating
agency and there are no profits, what is there subject to income tax?"
Tile answer is that moneys set aside each year to retire debt would not
be regarded as deductions from gross income and so the amounts would
be subject to tax. If taxed at the corporate rate, we should have to
end our work. We should be unable to meet our obligations. Should
such a preposterous situation ever obtain, I need only point out that
the States would be forced to give up the self-liquidating agency as one
of its means of financing State improvements. Of course, if the views
advanced by the Department of Justice are pushed to their ultimate
conclusion and the revenues of the States themselves are subject to
tax, I can only say that in my opinion the States had better lock their
capitols and turn tho keys over to the Federal Government.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions of Mr. Ferguson?
4 No answer.)

CHAIRMAi. Thank you, Mr. Ferguson.. .

STATEMENT OF JOHN S. LINEN, VICE PRESIDENT, INVESTMENT
BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, CHAIRMAN OF THE
ASSOCIATION'S MUNICIPAL SECURITIES COMMITTEE

Mr. LINEN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: of the committee, I have
been asked to speak before your committee by the Conference on
State'Defense because of my experience in the fleld of State and munic-
ipal finance. Possibly I should briefly review my experience for your

I have been engaged exclusively in the State and municipal -bond
business since - 1918, hoAin beeh cotinuously identified With large
.6derwrting houses or institutions havir* ao. broad interest in bonds'
issued by ma -y of the States knd their political subdivisions. My
associations hove been with Harris, Forbes & Co., Chaic Harris ForbeCorpo6'&tion and. at prteent, I amvice president of the Chase Natlonal
Bank, where most of my time is devoted to the $tate and thunicipal

business.
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. Other activities in the trade have been the following: President,
municipal securities committee of the Investment Bankers Associa-
tion of-America 1036-38; president, Municipal Bond Club of New
York 1934-35; at present, vice president of the Investment Bankers
Association of America.

The above references are simply made for the purpose of qualifying
in the capacity in which I understand I am expected to speak, My
comments, however, will reflect merely.my personal opinions and do
not speak fur any institution or organization with which I may be
officially connected. I wonder if I might at this time attempt to
supplement Mr Ferguson's answer to your inquiry, for I think I have
a little different approach.

The CHAIRMAN. That is as to the increased interest?
Mr. LINEN. Yes, and also whether the port might have been suc-

cessful in selling their securities. At that time I was connected with
one of the member houses originally interested in the financing, and
it is my opinion that the Port Authority could not have been financed
successfully if the bonds had not been tax free.

As he pointed out there was no equity money behind the obligation.
I remember very well the careful study we made of the engineer's, of
the probable income, and the question we had was as to the feasibility
of the project.

The CHAIRMAN. What year was that?
Mr. LINEN. I do not recall. I was with Harris, Forbes & Co. at

that time. Mr. Tobin tells me it was in 1921. But I wish to emphasize
that the added difference, whether one half of 1 percent, or 1 percent
in my judgment would have been sufficient additional cost to have
made it very questionable whether the project was a feasible one to sell.

The CHAIRMAN. I asked the question as to the time, for it would
seem to depend very largely upon the general market conditions at
that time.

Mr. LINEN. It was a pretty close question among the underwriting
houses at that time.

Senator MILLER. In other words, the investor was willing to take
a chance of putting his money in tax-exempt securities admitting
there was only a difference of a cent or a half a cent, rather than to
put it into securities that might become taxable.

Mr, LINEN. I do not follow you.
Senator MILLER, In other words, the taxation feature was the

controlling factor.
Mr. LINEN. The tax feature was one of the deciding factors, not

in my judgment that people could buy them as tax-exempt securities
alone, but there were two features, there.

Senator MILLER. The bonds originally issued were 5-percent bonds?
Mr. LINEN. Yes.
Senator MILLER. Now, suppose the interest had been 5% percent,

or even 6 percent' could the have been sold?
Mt. LINEN. I doubt it. ,I doubt if we as underwriters would hove

been willing to underwrite the obligation because the additional cost
of, interest would have made the investment too great a risk, 'D0
I make myself clear?

Senator MILLER., You make yourself plain enough', but I 'do not
agree with your philosophy, * ;

Mr. LINEN. We had the question whether it was a good risk or
not, and it is my judgment that they would have turned t doiwn.
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ATTITUDE OF MUNICIPAL DEALERS

While I cannot speak for all municipal dealers in the trade, I believe
I can reflect an attitude that is generally supported which should be
helpful in understanding their approach and my approach to thds
subject. They do not feel strongly on the subject of tax exemption
one way or the other. Municipal dealers generally, in my judgment,
would not oppose a constitutional change, provided suitable safe-
guards accompanied such a, change. The elimination of tax immuni-
ties should result in a broader market for State and municipal bonds
because of the higher return which they would yield the investor.
If we should have a situation where outstanding State and municipal
bonds continued to enjoy their present exemption and only future
bonds were to be taxable the trading opportunities for dealers would
afford a very profitable Aeld of operation for several years to come.
The dealers generally have not had occasion to give much considera-
tion to the probable cost to States and municipalities of the elimination
of tax immunities because of increased interest rates, as such a change
has not been a serious threat until recent months. A study such as that
prepared by Dr. Lutz, gives evidence in a concrete way of such sub-
stantial additional interest costs as to create some concern regarding
the effect of this additional burden on certain States and their politi-
cal subdivisions and the effect in turn on the security position of their
obligations. When these facts are more fully understood, I am not at
all sure that there will not be more definite opinions against such it
change than now exists in the trade generally.

The, principal concern that dealers have who have dealt over a
period of years in tax-exempt securities, is that outstanding obliga-
tions shall not be subjected to taxation. They purchased such bonds
and resold them to their valued customers with the understanding,
because of the consistent attitude of the courts in their interpretation
of the sixteenth amendment, that these bonds would be exempt from
Federal income taxes. Both parties paid prices for the bonds which
reflected the value of this exemption. I miglit add the States and
muniipalities received the benefit ace6rdingly- on the better rates.
It would be deemed an act of bad faith if these obligations were now
subjected to tax and there is vigorous feeling that every protection
should be erected against such contingency.

The attitude and fear of dealers generally is manifested in a resolu-
tion which was passed undfitmous-ly attt Annual Coiivention of
the Investment Bankers Association of America last fall. As. this
resolution is directly in point, I would like to make it a part of the
record. It reads as follows:

Whereas a proposal has been made to enact Federal legislation to tax the income
from State and municipal securities thereafter Issued without first suirnitfting the
question to the States and obtaining their consent in the form of a constitutional
amendment; and

Whereas it is officially contended by the Fderal administration that the Fed-
eral Government now has that power without amendment to the Constitution;
and

Whereas If this contention be enacted into lai and jddciilly sitairud,; tie
power to tax thereby established might be applied to prevIouity 'atied'arid b'ut
standing obligations of States and municipalities and, in the opinion Of 'eminent
counsel, might even be asserted and applied to the revenues ol which the States
and municipalities then elves depend for their existence; and I .. .

Whereas regardless of preSent assurances to the 6ntrary; the power to tax'I tf oQ
established might by a fdtdire Conigress be appll6d to the deti'inient o6f h6lderi of
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securities purchased in good faith and the distress or destruction of the States and
municipalities themselves: Now theroforo be it

,Resoloed by the -Investment Bonkers Assoiation of America in convention assem-
bled: First, that attention be directed to the resolution adopted by its board of
governors on May 7, 1920, and standing continuously since then as the expressed
pollcY'f the associatlohas follows:

"It Is the sense of this board that the Investment Bankers Association of Amer-
i caadvooate the adoption of an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States empowering on the one hand the Federal taxation of the income from future
obligations of the States and their political subdivisions and on the other hand the
taxation of future obligations of the United States by the States and their political
subdivisions, in both cases with proper safeguards limiting such taxation;"

Second that this convention supplement such resolution to Include the obliga-
tions of instrumentalities and agencies of the States and theirpolitical subdiviskras
onthe on ha d and the instrumentalities and agencies of the Federal Govement
on the 6t0e hahtdt and

Third, that this convention record itself as opposed to any method for the
accomplishment of this purpose other than by constitutional amendment.

There will'be noted in the above resolution an expressed fear of the
legislative method because this may give inadequate protection and
assurances regarding outstanding obligations. Entirely apart from
technical legal questions involved, it seems to us that practical con-
siderations well support such fears. Although we do not raise a
question as to the good faith of those at present giving assurances that
there is no intention to tax outst,: hiding obligations, we cannot be
unaware of the fact that under stress, unexpected actions are fre-
quently taken. Pressure on Congress that might be brought to bear
at some later date because of a grave need for additional revenues,
might create a temptation to reach into this field that would be diffl-
oult, to resist. This is particularly true when it is realized that no
effective opposition could be made as the States and their local units
would no longer be directly affected.

Let us now direct our attention briefly to the economic arguments
supporting such, a change. John W. Hanes, Under Secretary of the'
Treasury, stated before this committee that-
the elimination of income-tax exemption is necessitated by three important con-
siderations: (1) Effects on the distribution of the tax burden; (2) effects on the
national economy; (3) effects on revenue and costs of Government.

The.CRAIMAN. It seems to me ybur fear as to the probability of
tho C6dr11 es in the future atteiipting to tax existhig bonds was

byDr. Lut's hart. I have been around here long enough

to know that $1100,000,000 Ii a very small amount with respect 6 t he
FederalBudgdt, ' and yet, that is approximately the amount he says
the Federal Government would receive if it taxed all outstanding
eO' iStiigW municipal and Federal bonds today, and while we may be a
pretty bad outfit, and' not stand by our word, I am inclined to think
the temptation in this is not very great. So, I do not agree with
your068ws on that. If it was a bilion dollars, or something like that
wemightbe tempted.
,Mr, Lmtt~, Mr, Chairman, if we felt sure Dr. Lutz's figures were

to be givenv full Weighti, our fears would be much less. They are very
interesting and quite enlightening in the trade, and I learned a great
d1al ffrrb" his report.

#Fhe + CUAIMA .. You may proceed.
Mr. Ltwr In regard to point No. 1, "Effects on the distribution

of tax burden," I do not take issue. There are obviously inequalities
p ibk in o th s sape fr6mn tax made available, because of exdnpt
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securities. It is surprising, in fact, that this method of excape is not
used more than it is by individuals subject to the higher surtax levels.
As Dr. Lutz has pointed out, reliable records over a period of 11
years (1026-30) have evidenced the fact that legs than 10 percent
on the average, of the investments of estates In excess of $1,000,000
were invested in State and municipal bonds. If one is successful in
building a sizable fortune he is permitted to retain it and enjoy its
benefits only for a time. If he wishes to give it away in part for
other than charitable purposes in limited aifiounts, or it he dies) gift
or estate taxes will quite effectively dissipate and disrupt the hold-
ings, thus in effect appropriating a substantial part of the principal
amount of the estate. It should be recognized also that in effect a
tax is paid by the purchaser of State and municipal securities in the
lower yield which he receives because of the exemption they enjoy.
Such taxes constitute a penalty which makes temporary tax immuni-
ties, as far as the individual is concerned, much less vicious and such
estate and gift taxes tend to modify the inequalities above referred to.
It is largely in recognition of the fact that some inequities are possible
that the Investment Bankers Association of America resolution which
I have already read was supported. It is because we desire to avoid
more grievous injustices that the constitutional method with proper
safeguards is urged and the legislative method opposed.

Mr. Chairman, I might add too that we do not have any fear that
Congress immediately is going to change that, but we do recognize
the possibility, and which we think is something to be fearful of.

Senator BYRD. At that point, do you favor a constitutional amend-
ment?

Mr. LiNEN. With proper safeguard.
Senator ByRD. Your organization would advocate the passage of

that amendment?
Mr. LiNEN. The Investment Bankers Association has so advocated.

Personally if you ask me that question, I admit that Dr. Lutz's
story has shaken my own confidence just as to the wisdom of that from
an economical view.

"Effects on the national economy"-the argUmient has been, ad-
vanced by various proponents of a change by eglslative mean that
the effect of tax-exempt securities is to discourage in a serious way the
investment of capital in enterprises involvifig risk. It is in effect
admitted that there is no shortage of the supply of capital Mr. Hanes
stating that, "We are confronted today with a great surplus of capital
!which does not desire to take a chance, anc a distinct shortage of that
which does." It is further ued that because of the growing'institu-
tionalization of investment; it is the more important that investments
by individuals be directed to the enterrise capital narket if we 'are
to give full eniPloyment to labor and increase the level of national
well-being.

It is only* proper that we should examine into the validity of these
statements for they deal with important matters and we are alldeeply
concerned with those factors that have any direct influence on our
national economy. Much the same argument was used in the early
twenties when the late Congressman Louis T. McFadden of Pennsyl.
vania, who sponsored a bill for the repeal of tax exemptions, said,
"It is a matter of common knowledge that the diversion of the funds
of wealthy estates and individuals from real-estate mortgages to tax-
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exempt bonds has seriously handicapped the entire building program
and industries of the country." We all know that following that
period there was no serious lack of money to finance real-estate mort-
gages and building and industrial programs. Obviously, there is a
choice between a type of investment that may enjoy tax-exempt
benefits and a higih degree of security as compared with one
that involves a substantial risk of capital with corresponding profit
possibilities.

First, it should be pointed out, however, that while many State
and municipal bonds represent a high character of investment, tax
exemption should not be generally accepted as eliminating risk-as
much as municipal dealers would like to endorse such a theory.
Second, it should be recognized that "investments in enterprise
involving risk" which include the financing of new business projects,
junior capital etc., result on occasions, in substantial losses as well as
profits. While there are, of course, funds that now seek exempt
securities that might be released for risk enterprises if there were no
exempt securities, it is my contention that exempt securities are not
a major factor in this determination.

What then are the compelling factors in determining the character
of risk to' be assumed? The answer to this question should have an
important bearing upon our so-called national economy. By this, I
mean to include our employment of capital, our employment of labor
and raising the level of our national well-being.

I would list as among the most compelling factors the following:
1. The probable net profit after paying taxes and other costs.
2. The need for a high degree of liquidity in the case of large

estates due to inheritance tax schedules.
3. The uncertainties and costs of doing business due to (a) the

attitude of Government toward business, (b) the attitude of labor,
(c) the incidental costs involved in regard to the regulatory processes
and required legal services.

As one contemplates the probable net profit after paying taxes and
other costs, it is obvious when one examines the schedule of Federal
income taxes applying in the upper brackets, that unless the invest-
ment opportunity is of that rare order where the promised return is
high and the risk of capital practically nil, the investment is of ques-
tionable merit. Mr. Hanes has pointed out that if the tax applying
atthe level of a $500,000 taxable income is used, a man would net on
his investment only 3 percent, on a return of 10.71 percent.

We all know that one cannot hope in these days for a return of 10
percent without incurring a substantial risk of capital. If the in-
vestor takes the risk successfully he would have a 3-percent net income.
If the risk went against him, the Government would not make good the
loss. In other words, the game is pretty much-the Government
wins, the investor loses.

Is not the real answer this, as long as the Government takes prac-
tically all the profit when there is a profit, the chances are simply
't o heavy against a man with a substantial income to justify, investing
,n what are referred to as risk enterprises. As a matter of informa-
tin it is interesting to note that in New York State the combined
Federal and State income taxes requre individuals in the top inc ome
brackets to pay 87 percent of their income falling within such brackets.
In 'the case of a net taxable income of $1,000,000 the combined tax
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would equal 75.8 percent of the total income. Is not all incentive to
investment in new enterprises discouraged at this point? This is
unfortunate, for the man of substantial means is the one who can best
afford under normal circumstances to risk capital in new exemption,
or at the Government which imposes such a tax? Even if there were
no tax-exempt securities such an individual could not afford to invest
in other than riskless securities.

There is attached a schedule showing the levels of tax on incomes by
the Federal Government under the Revenue Acts of 1921, 1924, 1926
1928, and 1938. It is to be noted that the combined normal and
surtax levies in the highest brackets for the years 1925 to 1931,.inclu-
sive, were 25 percent as compared with the ReVenue Act of 1938 which
exacts a combined levy of 70 percent.

May I add that the probability that State income would be easily
sufficient to compensate for the high interest cost is certainly
doubtful to the extent that the Government has already appropriated
this field of taxation.

Mr, I, IbN. Some progress has been made in that without question.
The inheritance tax is a matter also of grave concern to people who

might under other circumstances invest in productive ventures. A
situation came to my attention only a few days ago where a man whose
estate is worth about $30,000,000 is in a dilemma as to how best to
employ his idle capital. He has financed a variety of ventures in
times past, but under present tax laws this is out of the question.
He estimates in the event of his death his estate will face a tax of
$19,600,000. If anything is to be realized by his heirs it is essential
that his estate be highly liquid. At present h6 is holding about
$10,000,000 in cash and I am told he holds practically no State or
municipal securities. It can certainly not be contended that tax-
exempt securities are responsible for his not being willing to risk his
capital.

The CHAIRMAN. We tried to correct that situation in the last
revenue bill. We extended the period to 10 years, and reduced the
interest to 4 percent so there would not be such a high degree of
lquidity.

Much has been said about current uncertainties and the present-day
cost of doing business. I do not believe I need add much to the com-
ments I have already made in outline form.

We all know that business has had to try and adjust itself to a
veritable bombardment of changes in the relation of government to
agriculture, to industry, and to finance. These changes have been
too numerous and too drastic for the good of our national welfare as it
has been impossible to make the necessary adjustments within such a
short space of time and continue to develop new enterprises. - Lawyers
must be consulted at every turn and caution and doubt reign in the
place of enterprise and progressive creativeness .

Without any desire to revive a controversial question, I would
simply mention the Supreme Court issue as a case in point. The
country spent many months in considering this issue which raised the
gravest fears and shook the confidence of both investors and business
to a great degree.

If, Congress should pass a bill purporting to permit the Federal
Government to tax income derived from State and municipal secu-
rities, but providing that such permission should apply only to future
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issues, and should the Court uphold the right of Congress to legislate
at its will, on the subject of taxing in this manner the sovereign States
and their political subdivisions, there would be marked alarm as to
there possibility of future developments. There would be doubt also
regarding the reelproeal arrangement proposed whereby the Federal
Government would grant to the States and their political subdivisions
the right to tax the income on Federal securities because of the right
which the Federal Government would assert to tax the income from
State and-municipal securities. As it is a settled constitutional prin-
ciple that no legislature can bind its successors, what assurance is
there: (1) That Congress might not withdraw the right to the States
to tax the income on Federal securities, (It is interesting to note in
this connection that Assistant Attorney General Morris in his letter
of transmittal to the Treasury Department under date of June 24,
1938, cited, "That ordinarily tax immunity is a privilege of Federal,
not of State, instrumentalities.") (2) That Congress would not pass
legislation taxing outstanding as well as future issues of State and
municipal securities. (3) That Congress would not attempt to inter-
pret this further grant of power as authority to tax the revenue of
states and their political subdivisions.
While we all may agree that it is not reasonable to assume that

Congress would take such action, these possibilities must be recog-
nized as must also the possible effect upon the public canfldence.

Such matters have an important relation to our national economy
and I do not believe I overstate the fact when I assert that a deter-
.mined effort by the Congress to eliminate tax imnmunities of future
issues of State and municipal bonds by a legislative act instead of
following the constitutional procedure, will again disturb and greatly
concern a large body of our citizens. If the constitutional method
were attempted, we would not be trying to override court decisions
by an act of Congress. We would not be trying to compel the
courts to reverse a long standing judicial tradition as is urged in the
special study made by the Department of Justice in the following
language:

The value of an affirmative direction by Congress, of course, lies it the fact
that the tax would be supported by the full weight of the presumption of con-
stitutionality which attaches to an act of Congress.

The only objections that can be reasonably urged against the con-
stitutional procedure) it seems to me, are: (1) That the Influence of
State officials would be sufficient to prevent such an amendment
passing (2) that there is some emerency that callq for oromnt action.

In reference to the first point, it is possible an amendment proposed
by the Congress and referred to the State legislatures might meet with
substantial opposition. It would seem, however, that the possibility
of defeat is an odd reason for resisting the submission of a constitu-
tional amendment to the people. The people in this way would have

'a fair chance to indicate what they want to do about it. •
In reference to an existing emergency, I do not understand that the

Federal Government Is dlaiining any emergency in connection with its
immediate fiscal needs, It is proposing to tax only future issues of
State and municipal bonds and not existing tax-exempt securities, it
is admitted that substantial revenues cannot be reasonably anticipated
from this source in the early future. Thus, the only ground on which
an emergency can be' claimed is the one with which I have already
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dealt rather fully; namely, the argument that the existence of tax-
exempt securities is resulting in an inadequate supply of capital being
available in the business field because men of large wealth are by
preference buying tax-exempt securities. The arguments supporting
this thesis are not convincing. There is no emergency so far as the
national economy is concerned growing out of the existence of tax-
exempt securities.

I believe that this special committee could not make a greater
contribution to the restoration of business confidence and investor
confidence in the United States in rejecting the proposed statutory
method of dealing with this subject, If it is to be considered at all a
constitutional amendment would seem to be the only proper approach.

As Dr. Lutz has already dealt very fully with Mr. Hane s third
point; namely, "Effects of revenues and costs of Government," I will
not attempt to further expand this subject beyond saying that I am
familiar with the study and I consider the conclusions are reasonable
and well supported by the arguments and facts presented. I consider
his study a highly intelligent and valuable contribution to this impor-
tant Subject. I commend it to those who wish better to understand
the probable practical effects of a change, such'rs is proposed.

Senator MILLER. Mr. Linen, you have made a very interesting
statement, but the apprehension you may have that the State govern-
ments themselves might tax past issuances of their own securities, of
course, is not well-founded, as everybody knows, because the States
cannot legislate in matters as to impairing a contract. That is as to
State issues, and the due-process clause of the fifth amendment of the
Constitution would certainly prevent any Congress from passing
leislation to tax past issues of Federal securities. I do not believe
that apprehension is well-founded at all. I understand the appre-
hension business, but, there is no use to set up a straw man and knock
him down.

Mr. LiuN. It has always been my understanding that the enjoy-
ment of exemption as to State and Federal securities is not because of
any particular relation of the Federal Government and the States,
but simply because the power is not recognized, and the tax has not
been levied.

Senator MILLxn. But, you must not overlook the due-process
clause of the Constitution.

Mr. LxNnw. Where the State would impose the tax. Of course,
the, Federal issue is so much higher than the State issue. That is
the major factor.

The CnA^iMAN. Any questions of Mr. Linen?
(No response,)
The CAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Linen,
We will now call on Mr. Patrick Healy, executive secretary of the

North Carolina League of Municipalities,

STATEMENT OF PATRICK HEALY, JR., EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
OF THE NORTH CAROLINA LEAGUE OF MUNICIPALITIES

Mr. HHALY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee: The
North Carolina League of Municipalities,, a fact-fndihg agency and
clearing house of information on Municipal affairs established by
municipalities in 1909 and maintained at present by 171 active
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member cities and towns throulout the State urges disapproval of
the proposal that the issuance o State and local F overnmental seciri,
ties-be subject to income taxes unless the States consent should first
be obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting the
reciprocal taxation of Federal securities in the States and including an
absolute prohibition against any Federal taxation of the revenues of
the States and municipalities. The League also urges that legislation
should be passed at this session of Congress limiting any taxation of
State officers and employees to salaries wieh they receive in the
future. The league's position on these matters is set forth in a
resolution unanimously adopted at its annual convention, August 6,
1938:

Whereas the Supreme Court of the United States in the recent decision in
Jtelvering v. Gerhardt rejected the reciprocal test of tax immunity and returned to
Chief Justice Marshall's understanding that the principle of immunity protected
the Federal Government against taxation b y the States but did not necessarily
shield the States against the exercise of the clegated and supreme taxing power
of the Central Government; and

Whereas employees of municipalities are faced with the immediate danger of
being required to pay a Federal income tax on their salaries earned for every year
back to 1920; and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims the power to tax the outstanding
issues of municipal bonds as well as future municipal bond issues; and

Whereas the Federal Governflent claims the power to impose the Federal cor-
porate income tax on the revenues of State and municipal agencies, such as power
and lights, toll bridges, water supply, and other revenue-produchig functions:
Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, By the North Carolina League of Municipalities in convention assem-
bled at Asheville N C., this 6th day of August 1038, that if State securities are to
be taxed by the federal Government, the States' consent should first be obtained
through a constitutional amendment permitthig the reciprocal taxation of Federal
securities in the State and Including an absolute prohibition against any Federal
taxation of the revenues of the State and municipalities or of State and municipal
agencies; and be it further

Resolved, That congressional legislation should be passed ait the next session of
Congress limiting any taxation of State officers and employees to salaries which
they receive in the future; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to North Carolina Senators and
Representatives in Congress and to the Conference on State Defense, whose ob-
jectives are hereby endorsed insofar as they coincide with the objectives of this
resolution.

Because of the growing number of conflicts occurring between the
local, State and Federal systems, the North Carolina League of
Municipalitfes strongly urges the appointment of a group representing
all interested parties to d(etermine what relationships should exist
between the three levels of government. State and Federal conflicts
in tax systems increased from 323 to 800 cases in the 2 years from 1931
to 1933. State control over local affairs has been increasing and in
some cases certain functions, elsewhere performed locally, are being
transferred to the State. Likewise, it has been proposed that the
Federal Government support certain State and local functions other
than "emergency" welfare activities, which have more than a State-
wide interest.

Such changes are usually ignored or overlooked. Yet, these very
shifts of relationships between the three levels of government may
ultimately change tihe structure of our government itself. Certainly,
these changing relationships should be examined and the trends
observed. On the basis of such understandihg at least the most
desirable relationships could be identified. Then the activities and
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revenues of local, State, and Federal Governments could be shaped
to develop those relationships. Such a study might best be made
by a group or committee representing all interested parties, including
local government, the States, the Fed-oral Government, the taxpayers,
civic groups, and others,

Certainly the proposal to subject the income from governmental
securities to Federal and State income taxes is one important matter
that should be carefully studied by such a group. Too little is known
about the effects that such a tax would have to warrant its imoositon
without further careful study. On one point, however, there is fairly
general agreement, namely, flint the effect of a tax on the income from
a class of public securities which the investing public has long regard ed
as nontaxable would be an adjustment of price and yield basis that
would represent an effort by the investors to recover part of all of the
tax from the debtor governments. Insofar as this effort is successful,
the result is that the debtor governments will pay more for the funds
which they borrow, after the tax and as a consequence of its impori-
tion, than they would have to pay had there beep no tax. No posi-
tive figure can be named as to the amount of increased interest rate
which will result from subjecting governmental securities to income
taxes, although many prominent authorities agree that as to long-
term borrowings the increased cost will be between 50 and 100 points,
while the increased cost of short-term borrowings will be between 15
and 30 points. The percentage increase will undoubtedly be larger
as to the weaker units of government.

On June 30, 1938, the total State and local government debt in
North Carolina was $515,000,888, made up as follows:
State .....-------------------------.--------------------- $101,934,000
Cit ----------- ------------------------------- 158, 755, 478
Count) ----------------------------- _-------------_----- 147, 700, 245
District ---------------------------------------------------- 22, 551,164
Floating debt, iniscellanoins, estimated ------------------------ 25, 000, 000

It will be observed that approximately two-thirds of this total debt
belongs to local governments. While reciprocal taxation might result
in the State government getting back part or all of the increased cost
of borrowing, this would certainly not e true as to local governments
for the latter levy no income tax, nor do they share in the State-levied
income tax. State assumption of school costs in North Carolina is
made possible by the imposition of a 3-percent State sales tax, and
State assumption of the cost of maintaining Ehate and county roads is
made possible by a State levy of a 6-cent-per-gallon gasoline tax.
One-half the State's cost of social security is met by the Imposition of
county property taxes. Thus it is seen that the tte income tax is
neither shared directly in North Carolina with local governments, nor'
indirectly by assuming local government functions paid for by State
income taxes, which are now considered as high as they should go.
The only result of the suggested taxation of governmental securities
would be increased cost of borrowing money on the part of municirali-
ties and counties, and the taxes now levied on property in North Caro-
lina by counties, cities, and other local taxing units to inet the interest
requirements on their outstanding bonds represent 49.1 percent of
their total tax levies.

It is apparent that this tax burden ought not to be increased by
adding to the cost of borrowings of local governments by increasing
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interest rates which will have to be paid by them. It is safe to say
that any such action by Congress imposing a Federal income tax which
will actually be paid by local property taxpayers will not be appre-
ciated by the latter.

Finally if we should depart from the time-honored doctrine of im-
munity of taxation in our system of government, many other problems
of intergovernment taxation will be raised, For example, the Fed-
eral Government might on the same principle tax the incomes of
municipally owned water plants or power plants, toll bridges, and-
other revenue-producing functions, while the local governments might
tax federally owned lands which are not used as essential activities of
the Federal Government.

In summary, therefore, the North Carolina League of Municipali-
ties takes the position: (1) That the increased interest rate which
would result from a Federal tax on State and municipal securities
would add an extra burden upon local governments and taxpayers
which will not be offset by reciprocal taxation by the States of Federal
securities; (2) that a departure from the doctrine of immunity of
taxation will result in the raising of many problems of intergovern-
ment taxation; (3) that if State and local government securities are
to be taxed by the Federal Government, the States' consent should
first be obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting
reciprocal taxation of Federal securities by the States andincluding
an absolute prohibition against any Federal taxation of the revenues
of States and municipalities or their agencies; and (4) that the con-
flicting taxation and changing relationships between the Federal,
State, and local governments should be thoroughly studied by a group
or committee representing all interested parties.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, Mr. Healy.
Senator BYRD. You state now that the tax levied on North Caro-

lina property to meet interest outlay represents 49.1 of their total
tax levy. Is not that rather unusual?

Mr. HMEALY. Yes, it is. They have rather a high debt that they
incurred down there in the twenties, and they have had a great many
defaulting towns and cities and counties, and they have tried and they
are trying gradually to work out this difficulty. dte

Senator BYRD. There has been some reduction of that?
Mr. HEALY. Yes, sir; the debt is gradually being reduced. We

have local governmentsthat are helping us to work out this difficulty.
Senator TOWNSEND. Most of your borrowings are for roads?
Mr. HEALY. No; the State borrowed $115,000,000 for roads. The

State has had no financial difficulties. The chief difficulties, I think,
have had to do with the special-assessment bonds.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what you referred to here as district bonds,
$22,000 000?

Mr. HEALY. No; that represents school districts.
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions of Mr. Healy? Thank you,

Mr. Healy.
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STATEMENT OF F, BURT FIRNHOFF, OITY ATTORNEY OF
OAKLAND, 0ALIF,, APPEARING ON BEHALF OF THE CALIFORNIA
LEAGUE OF MUNICIPALITIES

Mr. FzmNHOFP. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
you have heard some loud moaning and wailing from the Atlantic
coast. I want to bring you a big growl from the California bear and
all of the little bears.

Gentlemen. I am here on behalf of the municipalities of California.
The California League of Municipalities, on whose behalf I appear, is
composed of 258 municipalities out of a total of 285 of the Incorporated
cities of the State.

Just as soon as it was brought to our attention that the Treasury
Department proposed to tax our future securities, we took immediate
steps to register the opposition of California cities and towns before
this committee.

The municipalities of California adopted a resolution which says:
Whereas certain departments of the Federal Government are asserting the

supreme power in the Federal Government to tax States without their consent
and at the same time denying any reciprocal right of the States to tax bonds,
agencies, and employees of the Federal Govornment; and

Whereas the Department of Justice has set forth in a report to the Treasury
Department that the Federal Government has the power to levy an income tax
on the revenues of the States, and agencies of the States and municipalities, and
also in said report it is claimed that bonds of the States and State agencies hereto.
fore issued or to be issued, and salaries of the employees of the States and munici-
palities, are subject to Federal income levies- and

Whereas it Is the sense of the League of California Municipalities that any
attempt on the part of the Federal Government to accomplish these purposes by
an act of Congress is an attack on the sovereignty of the States and In violation of
both the spirit and the letter of the Federal Constitution: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, 1. The league contends that the revenues of public enterprises carried
on by the State and local governments, whether they be essential governmental
functions or not, must continue to be exempt from Federal tax just as we believe
the revenues of the Federal Government should be exempt from taxation by the
State and local governments.

2. The league recommends the passage of Federal legislation to prohibit the
application to public employees of any retroactive assessments and penalties In
connection with the payment of Federal Income tax, In the event public employees
should later be required to pay Federal income tax.

3. The league opposes any attempt to extend the Federal income tax to the
salaries of State and local employees or to the interestpaid on State and local
bonds unless and until the consent of the States shall first have been obtained
through an amendment to the Federal Constitution.

4. Any proposed amendment to the Constitution to make the interest on State
and local bonds subject to the Federal income tax should provide for State and
local taxation of FeVderal bonds on the same legal basis, but in both cases the
application of these taxes to outstanding bond obligations should be prohibited.

J. Any proposed amendment to the Constitution to extend the Federal income
tax to Ste and local employees should provide the same legal basis for the exten-
sion of State income taxes to Federal employees.

6. The president of the league is requested to appoint a committee to confer
with State, county, and district offices to map out a plan to accomplish the
objectives outlined above.

In dollars and cents the proposal to tax our cities will impose a
crushing burden on our fiscal systems. Even on the basis of the esti-
mate made by the Treasury Department that interest rates would
increase up'to one-half of 1 percent if their immunity is ended, Cali-
fornia State and municipal governments would be compelled to pay
approximately $7,250 000 to $8,000,000 a year in additional financing
charges. If we caeluate on the baiA of the estimate made for Coinp-
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Itoller Tremalne by Professor Lutz and a'a1me that interest rates
will go up only six-tenths of 'one percent, California Government will
be compelled to shoulder about $9,100,000 additional cost every year.

Since the formation of the special committee on taxation on the
California League of Municipalities, I have had occasion to discuss
the effects of thils tax proposal with the fiscal officers of many of the
municipalities throughout my State.

On the basis of those talks, I should say however, that the estimates
submitted here are very conservative. TJhe buyers would, of course,
discount the bonds, not only against the present tax rates, but also
against their own fears as to future increases in those rates. If any-
thing the estimates given err on the side of underestimating the
additional expense to local government.

Of the added cost to the State of California, 85 percent would be
borne by the municipalities and other subdivisions whom I represent.

We have a peculiar situation in California, where most of the indebt-
edness is owed by the municipalities and city governments, and very
little by the State.

From my knowledge of the financial condition of municipal govern-
ments of my State, I am able to state that we simply cannot stand
this terrific increase in the cost of our government. We will have to
choose between two almost equally impossible choices. We might
absorb the tax and try to pass it on in the form of higher real-estate
taxes. But the committee knows the plight of the real-estate holder
in this country without my elaborating it. In California, as well as
in any other State of the Union real estate is already burdened with
an almost unbearable share of the cost of Government. More likely
than not if we should try to raise real-estate taxes, the California
municipalities would become the greatest holders of real estate in the
country. There is a limit beyond which the real-estate taxpayer
cannot be pushed. At a certain point, he will throw up his hands and
tell us to take over his property.

We would have only one other alternative under this proposal. If
we cannot increase our real-estate taxes, we will simply have to cut
down on our governmental functions--which would mean cutting
(town on the money which we have to spend for our schools, for our
streets, for our policing, for our fire protection, for relief, for our hos-
pitals, and for all the other necessary functions of local government.

The functions of government are many and varied. They have been
divided between the municipalities, the States, and the Federal Gov-
ernment. Each of these governments performs important services.
But I have no hesitation, in saying that those which most intimately
concert the daily life of the people of this country are performed by
the municipalities. The Federal Government makes us a nation.
But municipal government was the first form of government in organ-
ized society. We, in California, can see no reason why the alleged
needs of the Federal Government should be put before the equally
pressing needs of our municipalities.

I should like also to treat the proposal to allow reciprocal taxation
of Federal securities. From the point of view of the municipalities
in California, or in any other State, that proposal means nothing
whatever. It would do our municipalities no good at all if their
State government may tax Federal securities . We have no power to
lOvy any Income tax. And it should be remembered that 85 percent
of California's total added cost from the taxation of its securities would
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be borne by the municipalities. In other words, our municipalities,
would pay up to $10,000,000 a year to the Federal Treasury and not
got a penny n return.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your State debt out there?
Mr. F nNHOFF. I could not tell you the amount of the State debt,

Senator. You see, we finance our roads with a fairly large gas tax,
but most of the public works have been carried on by the municipalities.

Senator TOWNSEND. What is the debt of your municipality?
Mr. FtNHOpF. I haven't got those figures here, but I understand

it is about a billion and a half dollars.
Even from the point of view of our State government, California

is threatened with an impossible financial situation if the Federal
Government insists on taxing its securities. Suppose, we should have
to take up our entire $10,000,000 loss by increased income taxes. On
the basis of our 1936 rates, we would then actually have to raise our
income tax rates by 42.2 percent. In other words, our total income
tax collections in California in 1936 amounted to $21 515,000 and tile
added cost which the taxation of our securities woufd impose would
be at least $9,096,000. That is to say, for every dollar of income tax
which we receive at the present time we would have to receive $1.42
to keep our fiscal balance.

As a financial proposition, therefore from the point of view of the
State and municipal governments, ehmination of their immunity
would create a disruption of their fiscal systems which would threatens
municipal bankruptcy in many cases. In fact I am tempted, by
curiosity to speculate as to whether or not the recent Municipal
Bankruptcy Act wasn't passed as a necessary preparation for the
present proposal to end immunity.

There is another argument of the Treasury Department against
which I must protest, It is said that tax immunity has encouraged
State and local extravagance.

It is possible to find In our history periods of State and municipal
financing in which abuses were committed in the issue of public
securities. However, in the light of present (lay Federal expenditures
our present municipal expenditures appear modest. During the last
25 years there has been an increasing regard for proper standards and
increasingly strict control by legislation and by administrative agencies
over the purposes and amounts of the debt that could be issued. But
the best test of the need and the usefulness of our outstanding State
and local debt is made by examining the purposes for which we have
borrowed. Our local money has largely gone into public buildings,
parks, hospitals schools, highways, and the like.

We are satisfied that'there is no desire to curtail expenditures in
these vital fields. And so those who charge municipal extravagance
are either largely ignorant of the expenses of local government or
oppose public expenditure for functions such as education, health,
and highways. At a time when our schools are overcrowded, when
we need more hospitals and more public health service, when our
cities need more parks for our children to play in, when we need
better streets to save human life-at such a time, I say, it is strange
that there is offered as one of the virtues of this plan, the argument
that ending immunity will make it harder for local governments to
finance these necessary activities,

On behalf of the munimipalities of California, we submit that this
proposal to ta.x our obligations is a grave threat to our government.
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If there Is any purpose to tax us, we submit that the consent of the
States should be sought by a constitutional amendment. Let the
country have the benefit of the debate which such a proposal will
cause. We believe that the intrinsic economic weaknesses of the pro-
poswl will, on such debate, terminate the issue for all time.

The CHAIRMAN. Any questions of Mr. Fernhoff?No answer.)
be CHIAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Fernhoff.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN A. PEIL, DIRECTOR OF ACCOUNTS
AND FINANCE, EASTON, PA.

Mr. PEIL. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, if the
committee please, I am appearing not only in my official capacity as
director of accounts and finance of the city of Easton, Pa., but also
as the representative of the Pennsylvania League of Third Class Cities,
comprising 44 cities in my State.

As for my experience in the field of finance, I am an accountant by
profession. I was the secretary of Galvanized Products Co., 1910 to
1926, and thus acquired experience in corporate finance. I took pub-
lic office in 1932 as director of public safety. In this capacity I
planned and refunded a $470,000 issue of city of Easton bonds, affect-
ing a net savings in interest rate of $113,500 over the life of the bonds.

I planned and executed the financing of the acquisition for the city
of two privately owned waterworks which involved $3,850,000, and
planned and executed several other refunding operations for the city
of Easton, materially reducing the interest charges to the community
which directly resulted in a reduction of 1% mills in the tax rate. f
am chairman of the League Activities Committee of the League of
Third Class Cities of Pennsylvania, and a member of the executive
board of the Municipal Finance Officers' Associatiop of the United
States and Canada. I was reelected to public office in 1935, now
serving the city of Easton as director of accounts and finance.

I am opposed to the Federal Government taxing State and munic-
ipal bonds since a careful study convinces me that the proposal
cannot bring in more revenue Without increasing the cost of State
and local government far out of proportion to the revenue gained.

Of the very many municipal officials and finance officers that I
have talked to on this question, I have yet to find many who feel
that the Federal Government ought to tax State and municipal
obligations. The Pennsylvania League of Third Class Cities, and
municipal leagues and other organizations throughout the country
have adopted resolutions condemning the Treasury's proposal. It
seems to me that those who are for the legislation are for it because
of arbitrary reasons or because they have not analyzed the effect of
such legislation.

Mr. John W. Hanes Under Secretary of the Treasury, in the last
paragraph on page 3 of his statement, claims that-
elimination of income-tax exemption is necessitated by three important consid-
erations; first, effects on the distribution of the tax burden; second, effects, on
the national economy.

This raises a doubt in my mind as to just what the objective of
this proposed legislation is. Is it being considered as a basis for ad-
ditional revenues or is it being considered for the purpose of making
governmental securities less attractive so as to divert capital to in-
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dustrial fields? If the latter is the real, sincere objective, then I
merely want to state that, in my humble opinion, taxation of State
and municipal bonds will not help business, but will hurt it.

On page 0 of the Under Secretary's report he claims that the out-
standing amount of tax-exempt securities is greatly in excess of the
demand for such securities on the part of indiiduals who are subject
to the high income-tax rates. If this is a fact then I cannot under-
stand why we should attempt to tax these securities. This, it seems
to we would make the securities undesirable to the investor and ap-
preciably increase the cost of finance to the State and local govern-
Ment.The Under Secretary of the Treasury further claims that in conse-
quence, substantial proportions of such securities have to be disposed
of to institutional investors and to individuals to whom the tax-
exempt privilege has little or no value. This being the case, placing
a tax on the governmental securities would merely mean a larger
income to this particular class without appreciably increasing the
revenues to the Federal Government.

Moreover, in extending an example of the tax liability of a man
with a net income of $500,000 as compared to a man with a net in-
come of $5,000, the Under Secretary assumes the hypothesis of an
individual owning almost $17,000,000 of tax-exempt securities. While
I have no way of determining how many such individuals there may
be in the United States, I am certain there are few indeed.

On page 6 of the Under Secretary's statement he refers to table 3
which is attached to his statement and which tends to show how
tax-exempt securities of all governmental instrumentalities are dis-
tributed among the various investing groups in the country. This
table shows that there are 65.6 billions of dollars in exempt securities
now outstanding but that only 19.3 billions of this total have been
issued by the State and local governments. In other words 70 percent
of the total outstanding tax-exempt securities have been issued by the
Federal Government. Of the total of 19.3 billions of dollars which
have been issued by State and local governments only 8.3 billions of
dollars are in the hands of individuals. With this relatively small
amount of the total being issued by the State and local government
which are in the hands of-individuals, it seems to me that the Federaf
Government might better attempt to tax their own securities and
forget about State and locAl securities.

In my State and city, and I believe this is fairly representative of
the majority of the cities and States, the problem of governmental
costs has been a tremendous one for us ever since 1930. We must
consider the fact that local government is supported largely by reel
estate. In the city of Easton real estate pays 80 percent of the cost
of government, and any increase in local government cost must come
from this source. We have been paring expenses and doing every.
thing that is humanly possible to bring down local government costs
and thereby reduce taxes in an effort to reestablish confiddhce in real
estate. In my opinion it is manifestly unfair for the Federal Govern-
ment to do anything whatsoever that will tend to increase the cost
of local government and, thereby, indirectly increase the cost of
owning real estate. If the Federal Government wants to experiment
in the abolition of tax-exempt securities it could do so with its own
issues to see what the result will be, before attempting to extend this
authority over State and municipal obligations.

12226"-1--t. 2-13
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I When a tax law is proposed where the object is to tax revenues
that are not being reached by present legislation one of the first
questions that I ask myself is this: "Can this tax be passed on to
someone else by the one who originally pays the tax?" In putting
this question to the proposed legislation the answer is decidedly "yes'
and I would like to cite a specifle example in my own experience in
my city to demonstrate this point. In 1033, when I first entered the
council of the City of Easton, they had $470,000 of sewer-assessment
bonds on which they were paying 6-percent interest. Due to the fact
that the interest was not being paid- in sufficient volume by the owners
of property against which the assessments were levied, it was necessary
to use principal monies to meet the coupons when they were presented
for payment. This automatically created a deficit which annually
increased. In 1932 this deficit had reached the sum of $65,000 and it
did not require much calculation to determine the deficit would run
to $113,500 before the bonds could be paid off. This would have been
an obligation which the taxpayers of Easton would have had to assume
and for this reason we planned a refunding of these obligations which
had the callable feature written in them. We recited in the bonds
that they were taxable obligations. The result was that on the day
set to open bids we received nonel Later we sold them on a 4-percent
basis.

In Pennsylvania we have a 4 mills tax on municipal indebtedness
and this was the tax that I was attempting to pass on to the holders
of the bonds. What happened was that we paid 1 percent more for
our money than we would have had to pay hadwe sold tax-free bonds.
The net result was that while we attempted to save the 4 mills tax on
this issue, we were penalized an additional 10 mills in the interest rate
that we had to pay for the money, so that the increased cost to the
city was two and one-half times what we were attempting to save.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any comparative cases on which to
base that result, Mr. Poll? As you know, 1932 was a mighty difficult
time.

Mr. PEIL. That should be 1933. We sold them in 1933. We had
to sell them at a private sale, for we had no alternative, for we had
called in those 0-percent bonds, and we had to have the money, and
we had to get the money to pay off the bonds which we had called,
and that was the best price that we could get. Some of the bonds
have been refunded as low as one and one-balf off, and otherti have
sold down to three and one-eighth.

The CHAIRMAN. You were paying 6 percent for your money?
Mr. PEIL. These were special assessment bonds.
The CHAIRMAN. Were they tax exempt?
Mr. PniL. Yes; they were tax exempt, for I am having a fight on

that now, as to who had to pay that tax. The dealer had not paid
that, and now they are trying to assess that cost on the city of Easton.
I think it is their duty to collect it from the bondholders.

As to thS figures I have, my authority for that statement gentlemen,
is this: Take the bondholders' index in 1933. At the time we sold
the bonds, the average was 4 percent. We had to pay 4 percent on all
of our other issues we l.ave sold sinep then, and now, We were at
least within 1 percent of the average. For example letme state thatwe refunded a portion of thisi AUgust 1934. Then the average,
according to the Bond Buyer was 4.05. Our coupon rate was 3%,
m~id when you take into consideration the figure we received, it brought
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it down to 3.05. The bond people had to sell these bonds through the
industry at a less rate, so the investor did not got 3.05 on that deal.

The next is this deal in 1035. We had another deal then. They
were general refunding bonds. The average was 3%. The price was
2.04, and the premium brought it down to 2.02, and in financing later
issues, the average in 1936 was 3.25.

We had to buy our waterworks, and we paid $1,100 000 cost price,
and 2.50 was the price of the bonds, and we got a 10,000 premium,
which brought the yield down to 3.20.

You will admit that we were getting into a better bond market at
that time than in 1932 and 1933. This shows the interest that we
paid, as compared to the bondholders' index. I am merely comparing
what the city has accomplished.

The CIA IMAX. How do you account for the 4-mill tax?
Mr. PEIL. I will co'er that a little later. I will be glad to answer

that when I have finished.
The CHAIUMAN. That will be satisfactory.
Mr. PElL. Another recent case in Pennsylvania was that of the

school district of Lewiston. As a result of the newspaper articles on
the proposal by the Federal Government to tax State and local bonds,
the Lewiston school board determined to sell the bonds on a taxable
basis. When the time arrived for the board to open bids there were
none to be opened. Several representatives of the bond houses were
there to see what bids were received, and, when none were received,
the board, of course, began to question the representatives. The
answer in all cases was, "how coufd bidders determine a price for the
bonds when there was no way of knowing what taxes would be levied
next year, or in 5 years, or in 10 years?" Under such circumstances,
no one is in a position to make an intelligent offer for the bonds and,
as a result, bids are apt to be far lower than they would ordinarily in
order to discount possible future increases in the tax rate.

I would like to add that practical experience in Pennsylvania has
proved that a tax on municipal bond3 is worthless. As a result of 2
years of fighting on the part of the local officials of Pennsylvania, the
legislature will vote this year on a bill to repeal the 4-mill tax on
municipal indebtedness, and I am happy to say that we have found
much sentiment, not only among the people of our State, but also
among the legislators in favor of the repeal of this tax.

Tite CHAUMMAN. Why would not that argument be practically the
same as to bonds of the United States Steel Corporation?

Mr. PEIL. That, of couple, is true, Senator, and that to that extent
would really bring up Federal and municipal securities to the same
level.

One other point I would like to ,e before I conclude my state.
meant. That has to do with the recei, anouncement of the President
of his desire to create a permanent Public Works Board to carry on a
public-works program as a relief measure. With local governments
striving to reduce their costs, and at the same time being willing and
ready to cooperate with the Federal Government in'a public-wo0ks
program, at considerable expense, it seems unreasonable to me that
the Federal Government should do anything that would further in-
crease the cost of loca! government by placing a tax on their securities,
and, thereby, cornpelng them to pay higher financing charges.

I am subinitti herewith a copy of a-resolution. which was passed
by the League of Third-Class Cities of Pennsylvania at their conven-
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tion assembled in Reading, Pa., on August 31 September 1 and 2,,
1038. This resolution clearly expresses the attitude of the third-class
cities of Pennsylvania as being opposed to a Federal tax on State and
municipal securities [readingJ:
Resolution presented to the thirty-ninth annual convention of the League of

Cities of the Third Class in Pennsylvania hold at Reading, Pa., Sept. I and 2,
1038.
Continuing efforts are now being made in the United States to subject to

Federal taxation the income from State and municipal bonds, the salaries of
State and local employees, and in some cases the revenues of public bodies. The
stated purpose of such taxation is to increase the revenues of the National Govern.
ment. There have beon some intimations that the taxation of public salaries
might even be made retroactive for certain groups of employees.

The convention condemns any attempt to make retroactive any ruling which
would permit the collection of income taxes on the salaries of any group of public
employees theretofore considered exempt. Such a policy would be a punitive
measure unduly penalizing a group which has acted in good faith. Nor should
any attempt be made to tax the income on State and local securities already
outstanding.

In the interest of equity in taxation the convention is not opposed to taxation
of the salaries of State and local employees by the Federal Government provided
that the Federal Government at the same time permits the taxation of Federal
employees by States having State incomo-tax laws.

While the convention is opposed to the Federal taxation of the income from
State and municipal bonds already outstanding because such a measure would
sem unfair to the present holders thereof, it opposes the taxation of State and
municipal bonds to be issued in the future on a different basis. The net result
of such taxation would be an Increase generally in the cost of local government
with a corresponding increase In Federal revenues. This tends toward a greater
centralization of revenues in the Federal Government with a consequent increase
iii the revenue difficulties of the local governments.

Furthermore, the convention is opposed to the taxation of revenues or income
of public bodies properly organized as such whether they are performing services
generally classified as governmental functions or whether they are performingso-called proprietary activities.

The convention believes that the chief issues involved in the new types of
taxation are the further centralization of power in the Federal Government and
the consequent weakening of local governments and, therefore, believes that the
discussion should be viewed in that light.

This convention condemns any attempt on the part of the Federal Government
to tax the revenues of the States or their municipalities, and any attempt to tax
State or municipal bonds, or the salaries of State and local governmental em-
ployees, unless and until the consent of the States Is first obtained through a
proper constitutional amendment,

The CHAIMAN. Now you'will answer my question about how you
impose thdAt 4 mill tax?

Mr. P.&IL. Yes, sir.
The 4-mill tax on municipal indebtedness is parallel to the 4-mill

corporation loan tax. We have had the 4-mill tax since 1913. They
raised the municipal loan tax to parallel the corporation loan tax so
tast municipal and corporation bonds would be on the same levef.

In 1035 the legislature raised that to 8 mills but by ruling of the
attorney general, it was not applicable to municipal bonds, and only
to corporate securities, and, therefore, we have to pay the 4 mills.

The CHAIRMAN. Who pays that?
Mr. PHIL. As a matter of convenience, since we have always put

in the bonds that they are tax-free, we have paid the tax, because the
law makes it ineumbent'upon the issuer of the bonds to collect the
tax on the bonds at the time the'interest is paid. So whether the
man paid it tax-free and got a lower rate or the bonA was taxable
at a higher rate, we turn in the money to tle State.
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The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the State of Pennsylvania has
posed a 4-mill tax on interest on these bonds?

Mr. PEJm. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Which the municipality bears, and they have a

4-mill tax on all forms of securities, including municipal bonds?
Mr. PHIL. Yes, sir; and we are going to repeal that this year. I

firmly believe that that will be repealed. There is so much sentiment
among the people of Pennsylvania that those who are striving to have
it repealed think that it will be repealed.

Thu CiAIRMAN. How many years has it been on the statute books?,
Mr. PEL. Twenty-five years.
Senator MILLER. Is that tax on the principal or on the interest?
Mr. PFm. It is a personal-property tax. It was designed as an

aid to the real-estate property tax. You see, in Pennsylvania, real
estate bears too much of the tax.

Senator MILLER. Are you going to try to repeal the tax on the bonds
all of the way through?

Mr. PEL. No; just the municipal indebtedness.
Senator TowNsEND. Do you know what the income amounted to?
Mr. PpiL. Yes, sir. The State of Pennsylvania collects 2% million

dollars on that.
Senator BYRD. Not municipal indebtedness?
Mr. PEIL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What are you going to replace that with?
Mr. PEL,. They are going to reduce the cost of Government. It is

not to be replaced.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that an annual tax?
Mr. PEIL. Yes, sir. It must be paid on the 15th of March.
The CHAIRMAN. So, if the city of Easton issued a bond of 2%

percent, it pays 4 mills, which would make it cost the city 2.9 per year.
-Mr. PEIL. Yes, sir.
The only exemption that we get from that i,3 where the bonds are

held outside of the State of Pennsylvania. Then we do not have to
pay the tax and if they are held by charitable institutions, or the
retirement fand, who have a tremendous lot of our bonds. For
instance, out of a total indebtedness of $2,600,000 outstanding,
we only pay about $7,000 a year in tax, for the rest of the bonds are
held by tax-exempt institutions.

The CHAIRMAN. I am particularly interested in that, for it. seems
somewhat similar to the proposal we have before us. it works out
practically the same way.

Mr. IL. It 'was a practical matter for the city to absorb the tax.
We tried to pass it along,, once, and got burnt. We had our lesson,
and we have not tried it since then.

Of course, they were always arguing that it was a tax on personal
property. We have to collect it, as the issuing political entity.

The CHAIRMAN. You hov a general property tax n.Pinusylvania?
Mr. PFlL. For local purposes only.
The CHAIRMAN. That includes personal property?
Mr. pEIL. The personal property tax goes to the county and State.
The CHAIRMAN. But you have a tox on personal property, such as

furniture and other things, do you !!ot?
Mr. PElL. Not furniture; generally, bank stock, and so forth.
The CHAIRMAN. When you levy that 4-mill tax, it exempts the

bonds from personal property tax?
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Mr. PEtt. Yes, sir; that is correct.
The CUAMAN. You are going back and getting away from that,

and your municipal bonds will bo subject to the personal property
tax.

Mr. PEIL. We are going to repeal the act, so that the tax will not
be applicable to municipal securities.

Now, the citi( have been paying it only because we would have
had to piy it anyhow, and, when we did try to pass it on to the
bond holders, we had to pay two and one-half what we were attempt-
in to save.

"he CHAIRMAN. You stated a while ago that the 4-mill tax ex-
empted the municipalities from the general property tax?

Mr. PEiL, It does in the hands of individuals.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, when you take it off, all of those bonds

would be subject to the general property tax?
Mr. PEt,. No; they will be subject to tin tax at all In tte State of

Pennsylvania.
The CHAIRMAN. That is not the way it would h, :, my State.

Municipal bonds are considered personal property, 1.1, :ire subject
to the general property tax, the same as real esta to, but t generally
escapes because it is difficult to find it. Is that your situation?

Mr. PmL. No; our situation is slightly different. We have a
property tax the real estate tax for local government, schools, and
counties, and then there is the personal property tax which goes to
the county.

The CHAIRMAN. That personal property tax is made upon the
corpus.

Mr. PFEL. The 4-mill tax is only upon the municipal and corporate
indebtedness and other securities held by individuals. It is clearly
a personal property tax. We do not co-mingle it with the real estate
property tax.

In other words, when we in Easton levy our tax for the year, it is
only as to real estate. The county has a 4-mill tax, which is the 1913
act. In 1935 there was an act passed by which the State got the
money. We are abolishing that act this year, so far as it is applicable
to municipal bonds. In other words, there will be no tax in Penn-
sylvania on municipal bonds when this act is repealed.

Senator Bynt. That is very unusual taxation, when you tax the
municipality itself on bonds which it issues.

Mr. PIL,. I imagine it would be the same thing in Senator Brown's
State. It is supposed to be paid by the bondholders, but, for the
purpose of simplirication, and so forth, we pay the tax, in view of the
fact that the law makes it mandatory upon the issuing party to pay the
tax.

Senator BynD. But, is not the municipality exempted?
Mr. PmL, Yes.
Senator Bmni. Take Virginia, for instance, we do not tax municipal

bonds, aid in other States they tax them in the hands of the holders,
I did not know that there was any State that taxed the municipality.

Mr. PELL. Yes. That is the law that we are trying to get rid of.
We find no sentiment in favor of it, and much sentiment against it.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Poil.
We will now stand recessed until 2 o'clock tomorrows.
(Thereupon, at 4:35 p. in., the special committee recessed, to meet

again at 2 p. in., Wednesday, February 8, 1030.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON TAXATION OF

GOVERNMENTAL SECURITIES AND SALARIES
Washington, D. 0.

The special committee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:30 p. in., in the
committee room of the Senate Finance Committee, Senate Office
Building, Sonataoi Prentiss M. Brown, chairman, presiding.

Senator BYHD. The Chairman, Senator Brown is detained on official
business, and has sked me to preside teinporarily.,

The committee will now hear from Mr. Water R. Darby, repre-
senting Gov. A. Harry Moore, Governor of the State of New Jersey.

STATEMENT OF WALq'ER R. DARBY, COMMISSIONER OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT, REPRESENTING HON. A. HARRY MOORE, GOV-
ERNOR OF THE STATE 00 NEW JERSEY

Mr. DARnY. Gentlemen of the committee, His Excellency, A.
Harry Moore, Governor of Now Jorsey, has asked me to represent
him and the State at this hearing before your committee. Governor
Moore was formerly a member of your honorable body and. those of
you who know him will appreciate the statement that there is no one
in the State of New Jersey better able to meet the responsibility in
this connection than Governor Moore himself. Please bear in mind
that I am not taking the Governor's place; that, I cannot do. But
the Governor's wish is my command and so I am here.

May I say that in exactly 2 months I will have served the State of
New Jersey continuously for 22 years as the head of a State depart-
ment having supervision and control over municipal budgets, finance
and accounting and am therefore familiar with local government
finance in the State of New Jersey. I have also had the privilege of
seating as president of the association which is now the Municipal
Finance Officers Association of the United States and Canada, also as
president of the National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers,
and Treasurers.

Previous speakers have already presented or later speakers will
present to your committee arguments on the various phases, legal and
otherwise, of the question of Federal taxation of income of State and
municipal bonds now before your committee more ably than I can,
therefore, I do not propose to burden the record with the restate.
inents of the general proposition. In the time allotted, I do want to
point out the signular position of the State of New Jersey with respect
to this matter.
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In the first place Now Jersey has no State income tax, It has never
had such) tax and there seems no present prospect that it will have one.
Any reciprocal power to tax Income of Federal bonds which may be
ranted to the States, is therefore without moaning in the case of

w Jersey.
Senator mtLLEn. Is there any constitutional provision in New Jer.

sey whereby you cannot levy an income tax?
Mr. DARBY No- we can. It is not a question of power to levy an

income tax, but it is a question of policy, If the proposed legislation
were to become effective the result would be to further tax the resi.
dents of New Jersey and thereby reduce the wealth of the State as a
whole. This would mean the reduction of the wealth on which taxes
are now paid to the Federal Government for it is obvious that the
amount paid out of income as taxes cannot be used for the purchase
of services and commodities. The total income of the State would
be cut and the amount of tax payable to the Federal Government
would likewise be out. This would be harmful to the State without
a corresponding advantage to the Federal Government. The point
here is that income from State and municipal bonds, although at
present exempt from Federal tax as such, when it enters the channels
of trade increases the income of business which is now subject to tax.

In the second place the State of New Jersey relies on taxes on real
property for the support of local government to as great if not greater
extent than any other State. In 1938 real estate bore more than 88
percent of all taxes levied locally for the support of government--
State county, and municipal. Out of a total tax of $280,000,000
levied in 1038, $220,000,000 was levied on real property. Almost all
of this tax is for locil purposes as only direct State tax levied on prop.
erty for State use is some $000,000 for servicing soldiers' bonus bonds

issued by the State.
Either as a result of general conditions or of the large tax on real

estate, or both, the assessed valuations of real estate have progres..
sively declined since 1030 as shown by the following:

The assessed valuations of real property for 1030 were $6,722,-
887,128 while for 1938 they wore $4,091,527,401.

Senator BYRD. On what percent of the real value are the assess.
ments made?

Mr. DAnny. The percent of real value as to assessed value?
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. DAnY. It varies. The condition is that the assessors are slow

to reduce values on properties. I would say that it varies anywhere
fron 30 to 150 percent in some cases.

Senator BrnD. Is this reduction due to the fact that the values of
properties have gone down, or the assessment is reduced?

Mr. DAnMy. This is recotnizinit the fact that real estate in New
Jersey has gone down in value. Of course, s always ha pens when
there is an upturn, when the market value of real estate fs going up,
the assessors are more likely to go tip faster than when it turns the
other way, and the market value of real estate comes down. The
assessed values do not come down as fast as the actual values come
down.

While the total tax levy has varied from $200 400,000 in 1931 to
$228 800,000 In 1933 the amount of unli updated tax liens has pro.
grossvely mounted from $14,600,000 in 1 30 to almost $105,000,000
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at the close of 1039. It should be borne in mind that these latter
figures are not assessed valuations of property but taxes and the
amount of taxes in lions at the end of tho year 1938 ($105,000 000)
Is approximately one-half of the real estate tax of 1038 ($220,000,600).

Senator BYnD, That has boon accumulated over some years-the
tax lien has been accumulating, as I say, over some years?

Mr. DAnDY. Yes, air. This is merely another way of stating that
real estate conditions In New Jersey are, to put it mildly, not good.
It has been said that in our State ownership of business property is a
liability rather than an asset. As a further Indication of the situation
it is conservatively estimated that of the total valuation ($5 000 -
000,000) of real estate in New Jersey $1,000,000,000 or one-flith ifs
owned or controlled by insurance companies, savings banks, and
building and loan associations. This means a large reduction in
home owners in the State, which we regard as an undesirable trend
from a social standpoint. The effect of a tax on the income of State
and municipal bonds of Now Jersey would be to increase the coupon
rate of such bonds by throo-fourtls of I percent to I percent the
latter probably being more nearly correct. The present bonded debt
of the State and its subdivisions'is around $1,000 000,000. One per.
cent of this is $10,000,000-the added annual increase in interest
which would be required. Of this sum $8,800 000 would fall on real
estate-an increase of almost 4 percent basod on 1038 figures. In
many cases the not return at the present time on business property
is not in excess of 1% percent. To put an additional 4 percent on
such properties would mean that they would be operating at a net
loss of 2% percent.

It is assumed that the tax would apply only to now issues of bonds
but if New Jersey is to develop and we believe that it will in spite of
present difficulties, new capital issues will be needed and in the course
of time the figures used above would apply. Hero again an argument
similar to that used above applies. Levying additional taxes on real
estate in New Jorsey would further depreciate the values of real estate
and aggravate a condition which is already very serious.

A Federal tax on the income of New Jersey State and municipal
bonds would: (1) Be unjust to New Jersey because it has no State
income tax and any reciprocal power of taxation would be of no effect
so far as the munepalities are concerned. (2) Decrease the wealth
of the State now subject to the Federal income tax; (a) by diverting
from business channels the amount of tax; (b) by increasing the tax
on real estate (already very heavy) and further depreciating real
estate values. (3) Retard the development of a State from which
the Federal Government is now receiving substantial payments of
income taxes.

Based on the above the State of Now Jersey respectfully objects to
the proposal to tax the income of State and municipal bonds and
wishes to be placed on record to that effect,

Senator BYn. Thank you.
Senator MILEa. Do you have any especial taxes like the sales tax?
Mr. DAnBY, We have no sales tax, and no income tax. The genral

revenues of New Jersey come in the main from motor vehicle licenses
inheritance tax, miscellaneous franchise tax on corporations, and
some from banking and insurance.

Senator MiLLZR. And your real estate?
Mr. DARBY. Ye.
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Senator LoA;. Eighty-eight percent comes from, real estate-,
that is 88 percent of that sum totl of $260,000,000 comes from real
estate?
. Mr. DARBY. Out of $280,000,000 total tax levy, $220,000,000, or

more than 88 percent, is from real estate.
Senator LoGAN. Then, in the next few years all of your real estate

will go for the payment of taxes?
Mr. DA Y. We have been paying that for years, and got along all

right as long as real estate had any value.
Senator LooAN. I do not see how a State could run itself on 88

percent coming from real estate alone. That means that 4 cents out
of every dollar goes for taxes. I do not see how any business property
could return a profit on that basis.

Mr. DAnnY. We did It until the depression.
Senator LooAN. Thank you very much.

STATIMNT OF AUSTIN J, TOBIN, SECRETARY OF CONFERENCE
ON STAT1 DIFNSE

Mr. Tom. If the committee please I would like at this stage,
following Mr. Darby's remarks, to road into the record a statement
from Mr. S. S. Kenworthy, executive secretary of the Newo Jersey
State League of MunicipaUtiea, addressed to thi committee which
reads:

O3xxTinmm As executive secretary of the New Jersey State League of Munie"
Cities I was expected to appear before your honorable body on Tuesday,
ebry?, In opposition to the suggestion that taxes be levied on the income

from State and municipal securities.
It has come to our attention, however, that the Honorable Walter R. Derby,

state commissioner of local government Is to apper on Wednesday, February 8,
in behalf of Oov. A. Harry Moore. In view of this circumstance it apea
unnecessary for tlds organization to be represnted. The commissioner 91 loc
government Is certain to express the viewpoints of the New Jersey Stat. League
OM MuniolpaiUte. and we heartily concur In his views on this important subject.
The New Jersey State League of Municipalities consists of 850 communities and
represent. 95 percent of the total population of the State of New Jersey.Also, I would like at this time to read into the record a letter
addressed to me from Mr. Robert Moses the chairman of the Trl
borough Bridge Authority, Randalls.Island, N. Y.:
Avait;s J. irim E. C, Wtn;oIA . 0.

1)2a' Mm. Towtn: I am very sorry that because of press of city and State
builne hes re it New York it it impossible for me to attend the hearings before
the Spegal Committee on jInterovernmontai Taxtion I am however, giving
to you the fouowing Information n the hops that it may e useful.

In recent years I nave acted aS the head o several so-called authorities In the
eity and State of ew york, inoluding the Henry Hudson Parkway Authority,
Marine Parkway Authority, apd New York City Parkway Authontyi the Til
borough Urlde Authorltyi and the Jones Beach State Parkway Authority, and
Bethpate St2 Park Authority. thIn ts capacity have hafi charge of 8nancin;
and renincing toll b rides and othw structures built and operated WY these
b"dI . Most of the bon, have boon sold In the open market,
*or the 8th of April 198 , Henry Hudson Parkwa Authoritysold to the public$8,100,00 worth of bonds at 4 pwrqnt interet. Thes. oere dueA nI 1' 1955,

= a 44, Asf 1  44 Wtesadautor t7sued $2,080,006 mort"do 41 8 ntlq pozz Wli were so a t par,,
itdi '~ 'Auh~o mr t Wi'9861 sold, to, the, 0611'~

$8 000,000 worth of bonds at 44 percent due it 28 yeari, and sold at 9".
both of these aut o ewti o d , ew 0 ork City n parkway

Authority which, on M warh c i0 solte0L th t o Mtr.
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'the bonds of the Marlune and Henry Hudson Parkway Authorities and to obtain
moneys for a now project, known r Cros ta Boulevard Jrldj e, park and park.
way Im )rovement, at lockaway leach. Thirteen million dolars worth of these
were sold at par, bearing 834 percent Interest, and due April 1 1908, .Five million
dollars worth of these were serial bonds bearing Interest at 8 percent, eeomins
due between 1940 and 1953 and yielding from 1.80 to 8.25.

Under my direction as chairman of the Triborough Bridge Author ity which
had originally borrowed money for the TrIborough Bridge from the Publ t Works
Administration, refinanced this bond issue whioh had been taken over by the
Reconstruction Finance CrraIsti asue of $53,000,000 sold toSg I This aonoys to build the new
Bronx-Whitestono B orid cO onds aggregating $10,5 were dated April 1,
1937, and due April I bearing I percent interest, were sold at 9,
Eight million five h red thoulanA dollars was in serial ben dated April 1
1 ,, ring. 4 pe it Interest, bee going lxtween 1942 an 08, andyield-
Ing from 2.05 to Eighteen lon e thousand are In bend.
were dated Jill 1 1937, nd e du n 107 r 4 percent tercet and
were sold at 4y.0. Nnei on ye hi red t sand dolrs In serial
bonds dated ly2,193 staing 4 reent to becoming d6 be eon 1942
anid h a ieldg htw , zjean

All of t bons ar in t va owners, tr t mpanies, urancoe
companies, states, etc.

It was cessary In each dam on Ince e I esti pubtlo t these
projects uld be teo uldati In at to e on it as vital t t the
interest ra be kept s p lo. nerion .oIn negotln g the
sale of th bonds! Ip th Mhin ere note ooInced
that they ore exemp re 14 ndme taxes, th bonds bably
could not ye been so at a t have been obtained these
vital Xubl Improvem its o resor g t n and large Gev ment

The same onoluulon lies to be o e other a orities f which I
have been neible.

Now, if t committee o,1 h to es various lutions
which have n adopt t orgaRatio the fie of public
administration, nuicipa y State mwipal
agencies through the country.

For purposes of nionce we have grouped resolutions into
three categories: Fist, ial league r . ns' second, resolu-
tions of State, cities, and third, resolution.
adopted by organizations otT great matorty
though not al, of these resolutions deal with the taxation of bonds and
revenues and express unqualiffd opposition to such taxation by
congressional statute. The majority also contend that the tax
immune status of State and municipal bonds should be retained., The
resolutions all oppose a retroactive imposition of Federal tax upon
the salaries of State and municipal employees,

Rather than burden the committee by reading these resolutions Anto
the record, I will simply list; them and hand the resolutions to the
clerk to be incorporated in the eord of the proceedings, I must
apologize for the seemingly haphazard appearance of these resolu.
tons, but we thought it preferable to present the original copir as
we received them from the soeretarios of the various organizations,
rather than offer copies to the committee.

Tho municipal leagues of the varius States are as the committee 54
aware, nonpolitical organizations representing the municipallties of
their State. They serve as clearing houses of muniipal Wnrmatiom
0nd advise on matters of mutip al Vernment and finance. Theare strtly nonpartisan and inclUd i their membership citie
governed by all politiclprtes

The American Mu icpal Association is the Parent association t4
which all munilpal leagues belong, Repreeed in the American
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Municipal Association are over 7,000 cities throughout the Nation.
The American Municipal Association has gone on record in opposi-
tion to any proposed change in the present tax-exempt status of munici-
pal bonds, unless the rights of the municipalities are actually pro.
tested by securing for them reciprocal taxing rights which, of course,
could be done only through a constitutional amendment.

Typial of other resolutions adopted by the municipal leaguesare oli following:
From New York:
Whereas a tax on municipal bonds would be paid by real-estate taxpayers and

not by investors in municipal securities * * *: Be it
Resolved, That the Now York State Conference of Mayors and other mu-

nicipal officials, with a membership of 189 cities, is opposed to the taxation of
municipal securities and revenues by the Federal Government unless the legal
consent of the State is obtained, the reciprocal taxation of Federal securities and
revenues Is guaranteed and municipalities are permitted to tax Federal property
and the Federal Government is required to pay uch taxes.

From Texas:
Resolved, That the League of Texas Municipalities is opposed to the taxation

of State and municipal securities by the Federal Govermnent, unless the consent
of the States is firs obtaining through a constitutional amendment permitting
reciprocal taxation of Federal securities, and prohibiting absolutely any Federal
taxation of State and municipal revenues, or the revenues of State and municipal
agencies.

From New Jersey:
Resolved That the municipalities of New Jersey opopse the proposed plan of the

Treasury department to tax the interest on municipal bends by simple act of
Congress, and maintain that no such Interference with the fiscal powers of the
States should even be considered unless first submitted to the States In proper
form of constitutional amendment,

From Arizona:
Resolved, That the Arixona Municipal League strongly recommends that the

present tax-exempt status of municipal revenues and municipal obligations shall
be maintained 0 * *.

From Oklahoma:
Resolved, That the Oklahoma Municipal League is vigorously opposed to an

Federal tax upon State or municipal securities or the Income of either *
From Illinois:
Be it resolved, That the Illinois Municipal League go on record as being vigor-

ously opposed to Federal taxation of municipal securities either in the past,
present, or future.

In similar vein, we submit, therefore, resolutions of municipal
leagues in the following States. The numbers that follow the State
show the number of cities represented by that municipal league:

MunlolPlitsm Municipalitiw
Alabama ........... .. . 104- Nebraska ...................... 818
Arizona ............... . 84 orew Jersey ..................... 840
Arkansas ...................... 188 North Qarolina ................. 181
California ...................... 241 North Dakota .................. 127
Florida ......................... e8 eYork ...................... 189
Idaho .......................... O4 Oklahoma ...................... 8
Illinoi ......................... 708 Pennsylvania ............ 44
ansas---------.......... 541 Texas ................... 271

Kentucky .............. . ISO Utah ... . .... 10v
Mane. .. &..................... 108 Virginia ..............
Michigan .............. 286 West Virginia- ....... .......
Minnesota .........-.-.-...... 84
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Unfortunately the resolution from Mississippi Is not available but
we have been advised by the secretary of that league that such a
resolution was adopted.

MUNICIPAL LEAGUES' RESOLUTIONS-CONFERENCE ON STATE
DEFENSE

IRI?LUTIONS ON FxDzHAL TAXATION OF MUNICIPAL REVENUss, BONDS, AND
SALAnIEs

TZXAS I

Whereas the Department of Justice now Interprets the decision of the United
States Supreme Court In ielvering v. Gerhardt as holding that the Federal Govern.
ment has the supreme power to tax all State and municipal employees, and

Whereas all State and municipal employees now face the Imminent danger of
paying Income taxes upon all salaries earned since 192fl; and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims to have the supreme power to
tax future and outstanding State and municipal securities, as well as the revenues
of State and municipal agencies: Now therefore be It

Reeolvcd, By the League of Texas Municipalilies In convention assembled, at
Port Arthur, Tox,, on the 28th day of October 1038, that congressional legislation
should be passed at the next sCssion of Congress limiting any taxation of State
and municipal offers and employees to salaries which they receive In the future;
and be It further

Resolved, That the League of 'lexas Municlialitles is opposed to the taxation of
State and municipal securities by the Federal Government unless the consent of
the States Is first obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting the
reciprocal taxation of Federal securities, and prohilbiting absolutely any Federal
taxation of State and municipal revenues, or the revenues of State and municipal
agencies; and be It further

Resohed, That the League of Texas Municipalities hereby approves and endorses
the program and objectives of the Conference on State Defenso to oppose the
proposed plan of the Federal Government to tax State and municipal securities
except by a constitutional amendment to obtain legislation prohibiting the retro.
active taxation of the salaries of State and municipal employees, and to obtain an
absolute prohibition against the Federal Government taxing the revenues of the
States, their municipalities or their agencies; and be it further

Resolved That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the Attorney General
of the Untied States, to the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and to the
chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, and that the sense of this
resolution be communicated by the respective members of the assolatlon to their
congressional representatives as soon as may be.

Pamed and approved this the 28th day of October, A. D. 1988, at Port Arthur,
Tex.

Approved: W. V BROWN

Attest: PreIldnt, League of TM Aunipolpais.,

E. E. McADAMS,
&xteuthoe Secretary.

NORTH DAKOTA

Whereas the Presidont has recommended the abolition of the Immunity of sal.
arises of State and nunIcilal employees and Interest on State and munllpi sccur.
Ities from the Federal income tax under the sixteenth amendment to the Consti.
tuition of the United States, and since tinder authority of the so-called Port Author.
ity case anti an opinion of the United States Departmont of Justice itappears that
the United States Treasury Department Intends to extend the application of that
tax to theqo incomes. Now therefore, be it

Rfeol4vd, That the League of North Dakota Municipalities assembled In con.
vention at Valley City, N Dak., this Oth day of September 1038, takes the posi.
tion on behalf of the cities of this State that Ilie taxation of these Incomes should

Mofin lues ideulea I in brm or offoot . atn4 submitted by the pat/pa1J}qgusefth
following siates: AtRtns5, Kentucky, M4114 North Corno, 5*AlvalVSnl, V ln In.
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not be retroactive and that legislation should be adopted by Congros to provide
that the taxation of any Income In a classfleation previously held immune or
exempt from taxes shall not be taxed for any years beyond the current year In
which such exemption Is abolished; that the I federal Income tax should not be
extended to apply to any Income to municipalities front any source whatsoever-
that It the power to tax incomes from State and municipal utilities, bonds and
employees' salaries is granted to or exercised by the Federal Government4 reciprocal
rights shall be granted to the States, arid that any loss of revenue experienced by
the municipalities be offset by municipal sharing in State and/or Federally collected
income taxes- be It further

Resolved, That the Leaguo of North Dakota Municipalities hereby approves and
endorsed the program and objectives of the Conference on State Defense to oppose
the proposed plan of the Federal Government to tax State and municipal sccur.
Titles except by a constitutional amendment and to obtain legislation prohibiting
the retroactive taxation of the salaries of State and municipal einployces, and to
obtain an absolute prohibition against the Federal Government taxing the rev-
enues of the States, their municipalities, or their agencies; and be it further

Resolved, That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the Senators and
Congreismen representing the State of North Dakota, the Attorney General of
the U Mnitd States, the attorney general of the State of North Dakota, the chair.
man of the Senate Finance Committee, the chairman of the House Ways and
Moons Committee, to the Conference on State Defense and the American
Municipal Association.

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of the original
resolution adopted by the annual convention of the League of North Dakota
Municipalities held atValley City on September 8, 9, and 10, 1038.

MYaoN If. ATKINSON, lreculiVee ecreorV.

IDAlO

To the President and members of the Idaho Afunicipal Officers' Asociation, in con.
vention assembled in Boise, Idaho, on December 7 and 8, 1088.
We, the undersigned special committee to which was referred the consideration

of recent proposals of the Federal Government to tax the revenues of the States,
counties, and municipalities, or their agencies, ani the Income on their bonds
which are now outstanding, and also to tax future issues of bonds, and also to col.
lect taxes on the salaries of officers and employees of States and municipalities
earned from the year 1926 to the present time, do hereby respectfully report and
recommend the adoption of the following resolution:

Whereas the Idaio Municipal Officers Association has given duo consideration
to the threatened Federal proposal to tax the securities and bonds of the States
and munlclpalltio, and their agencies, which are now outstanding or which may
hereafter e Issued and be,.n convinced such legislation will cause: (I Depreela.
tion of the value 01 gene ra obligation bonds to the unjust and inequitable loss of
their owners and holders; (2) local improvement special obligation msesment
bonds to become unalable; (3) prevent or seriously retard the making of desirable
and essential public improvements hieh have for their object the general welfare
of municipalities; and (4) increase the cost of marketing and interest rate on such
securities, which increased cost must be borne by tho taxpayers, and the resultant
Increase in the cost of municipal government, and necessarily decrease efficiency
In municipal government, and

Whereas we further believe that, as the officers and employees of the States and
munlelpalitlesand their agencies, have felt their Salaries and Income secure from
taxation and that such exemption was strictly within the law, to now retroactively

• collect taxes on such Income for past years from 1920 would be an unjustified
burden: Now, therefore, be ItResolvd:

I. That the Idaho Municipal Officers' Association Is opposed to the removal of
the exemption on the securities and bonds of States and municipalities and their
agencies, whether now outstanding or hereafter to be by them, or either or any
them Issued, except by their consent, and unless It be done by amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, and providing that the States shall have the
reeirocal power to tax Federal securities for revenue sufficient to provide revenue

0to eleet such increased municipal costs.
II. That we are opposed to the collection of income taxes on the salaries of the

officers and employees of States and municipalities, retroactively.
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111. That we urge our representatives In the Congress of the United States to

oppose all proposed legislation having for Its object the removal of the exemptions
on the securities herefbofeore mentioned except as hereInteore provided, and to
support all legislation proposed to prohibit the collection of the retroactive taxes
hereinbefore mentioned.

IV. That a copy of this resolution was sent to: lion. Wm. E Borah United
States Senator; lion. D. Worth Clark, United States Senator-elcct; lon. 6 ompton
1. White, Representative; Hon. Henry Dworshak, liepresentalive-eleot; Hon.
J. W. Taylor Attorney General; Conference on State Defense.

Respeotfully submitted. Gao. C. tlUMDNIs,

Chairman.U, Lawie ORD,
Mayor of Nampa,

HARRati L. HARPSTIOR
Mayor of Burle.

UTAH

Whereas in the past practically all changes in taxation methods and the exemp.
tions incident thereto have discriminated against municipalities by constantly
reducing the local tax base In the face of continuing demands for essential govern-
mental services; and

Whereas Federal taxation of municipal salaries bonds, or agencies will deprive
municipalities of the Income levied against Its Inhabitants to defray the cost of
municipal services, Now, therefore, be It

Resolved, That the Municipal League of Utah cognisant of this past experience
strong recommend that any proposed Federal tax be levied only with the con-
sent ofvthe State of Utah upon the municipalities, and that any taxation of
municipal bonds and salaries should be reciprocal by actually securing for munlii-
palitles, through local taxation of State and Federal property and through a
municipal share in State and Federally collected Incomes, revenues sufficient to
offset increased municipal costs.

Passed by the State Municipal League of Utah In its convention assembled at
Ogden, Utah, September 17, 1938. J. BRAQKEK Lau,,

Presidenl.
Tou McCoy,

Secretary, $tate Municipal League of Utah.

MINNDSOTA,

Whereas securities and the Income from securities issued by municipal govern-
ments are exempt from taxation by the Federal Government; and

Whereas there have recently been proposals that the Federal taxing power be
extended to such securities and Income; and

Whereas such proposals, If enacted Into law, would add to the cost of State and
local government by Increasing the Interest rate on such securities; and

Whereas, reciprocally, these ar uments apply also to the exemption of Federal
securities and the income thereofrom State taxation;

Resolved, That the Ieague of Minnesota Municipalities oppose any such
attem t unless Federal taxation of the corporate revenues and already issued
seouriies of the States their subdivisions and agencies is prohibited and unless
there Is also secured to the States a guarantee of the reciprocal right to tax future
Issues of Federal securities and the income thereof.

ILLINOIS

Resolution pvaaed by the. eoti.e committee of the llimnoie Municipal Leoue OR
October 6 1938 at 4prs ngfied, lit. i. oppos'lion to the Federal taxation ont
municipal alade and se"uiieS, eiler iR t1h post, present, or future

Whereas we have been advised that Federal authorities are Seriously consider.
lea the taxation of municipal Salaries and securities; and

Whereas the taxation of municipal salaries and securities by the Federal 0ev-
eminent would Impair the operating efflicieoy of munlcipl Ivernments and
increase the cost thereof to he taxpayers: Now, therefore, be
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Resolved by the executive committee of the llnoie Municipal League, That we
hereby go on record as being vigorously opposed to Federal taxation of munioipal
salaries and securities, either in the past, present, or future.

AMZRICAN MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION

Whereas in the past practically all changes in taxation methods, and the exempt.
tions incident thereto have discriminated against municipalities by constantly
reducing the local tax base in the face of continuing demands for essential govern.
mental services- and

Whereas, Federal or State taxation .of municipal salaries and bonds will raise
municipal costs for these purposes- Now therefore, be it

Resolved, That the American Mfunicipal Association, cognizatt of this pust
experience, strongly reconmmends tht any proposed changes In the present tax-
exempt status of municipal salaries and bonds should be reciprocal by actually
securing for municipalities, through local taxation of State and Federal property,
through a municipal share of State or federally collected income taxes, or other-
wise, a revenue sufficient to offset such increased municipal costs,

Tux WEST VItIQiNIA LVAOURC O MUNICIPALITIES,
December 28, 1038,

AUSTIN J. Tomse,
,Secretary, Conference on State Defense, New York City.

Dn Si? At a recent executive board meeting the following action was taken:
Upon consideration of the recent Federal Treasury proposal that Congress

attempt to (a) impose retroactive income taxes upon municipal employees, (b)
tax outstanding municipal bonds, and () abolish the tax-free feature of all future
municipal bond issues, the league executive board, by unanimous vote, joins other
State leagues, Attorney General Clarenice W. Meadows, and the national Confer.
once on State Defense In opposing these measures, and resolves: That no method
of accomplishing any of them- purposes other than by constitutional amendment,
and that Vest Virginia Congressmen be advised o! this attitude.

Sincerely, Huw T. NowIAN,

Executive Secretary.

OKLAHOMA

Whereas the Federal Government, through an Interpretation by the Depart-
ment, of Justice of the decision of the United States Supreme Court in Ielvering
v. Gerhardt, claims and ansumes the power to tax outstanding State and municipal
securities revenues of State and municipal agencies, and salaries of all State and
municilpa employees; and

Whereas it is the opinion of the Oklahoma Munolpal League in convention
assembled that such a plan of procedure by the Federal Government is contrary
to the fundamental and well accepted principles of our governmental system
constitutes an unwarranted interference with State and municlpl activities
would materially cripple or destroy local self-government, and should be resisted
with every proper means: Therefore be it

Resolved, That the Oklahoma Municipal League is vigorously onposed to any
o'dral policy which may, or may appear, to tax State or municipal securities,

or the income of either, or the salaries of employees thereof; and be it further
Re#olved, That the Oklahoma Municipal League herebyapproves and endorses

the program and objectives of the Conference on State Defense consistent with
the obetives herein enunciated' and be it further

Resolved, That the executive board of the Oklahoma Municipal League give
this matter special attention and emphasis and map out a plan to accomplish the
intent of this resolution; and be It further

Resolved, That each delegate to this convention report the adoption of this
resolution to his governing body and adopt a resolution endorsing this resolution,
and that each such resolution be sent to 1he city's Representative and Senator in
Congress: and be it further

Reooled, That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the Attorney General
of the United States to the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, and to
the chairman of the house Ways and Means Committee.
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Adopted, the Oklahoma Muncipal League, in convention assembled, this 22d

day of November 1038. J. W. FLINT, President.
FRANK C. IIWOINNOTHAM,

Rxecuive secretary.

M1II0OAN, NUMBER 2

ResoluLion on taking the income of municipal employees
Whereas under the recent decision of the United States Supreme Court In

hielering v. Gerhardt the Federal Government may have the supreme power to
tax all State and municipal employees, and whereas suh decision may nave theretroactive effect of taxing such employees upon all compensation earned since
1920 and

Whereas retroactive taxation has always been regarded as contrary to American
principles of government: Now, therefore be It

Resolved ly the Michigan Municipal League In convention assembled at
Detroit Mihe., on the 17th day of November 1038, that congressional legislation
should 1e passed at the next session of Congress limiting any taxation of State
and municipal officers and employees to salaries which they receive in the future,
and be It further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the governing body and chief
administrative official of each city and village in the tate with a request that
this resolution be rbad at the next regular meeting of such governing body and
that it, In turn, adopt a similar resolution for transmission to its Congressmen
and Senators and be it further

Resolved, That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the Senators and
Congressmen representing the State of Michigan to the Attorney General of theUnited States the Governor, Governor-elect after he assumes office, Attorney
General and Xttorney General-elect, of the dtato of Michigan, to the Chairman
of the Ronate Finance Committee and to the Chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee.

MICIIAN, NUMnR1 S

Resolution on Iederal ta4X4ion of municipal revenues and bonds
Whereas the Federal Government now claims to have the supreme power under

the decision of the United States Supreme Court In lhelverin;, v. GerAardt to tax
the Income from future and outstanding State and municipal securities, as wellas the revenues of State and municipal a nces: Now, therefore, be It

Resolved, That the Michigan MunloiparLeagtko deenms It Inadvisable to place In
the hands of the Federal Government the power to weaken and destroy the local
governmental units of the Nation by taxing their securities and revenues and is
therefore, opposed to the taxation of State and municipal securities by the Federal
Government, unless the consent of the States Is first obtained through a consti-
tutional amendment permitting the reciprocal taxation of Federal securities, and
prohibiting any Federal taxation of State and municipal revenues other than
bonds, and be It further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the governing body and chief
administrative official of each city and village In the State with a request that
this resolution be read at the next regular meeting of such governlng body and
that it, in turn, adopt a similar resolution for transmission to its Congressmen
and senators and be it further

SReaced, That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the Senators andCongressmen representing the State of Michigan to the Attorney General of the
United States, the Governor, Governor-elect after he assumes office, Attorney
General, and Attorney General-elect, of the Atate of Michigan to the chairman
Ofthe Senate Finance Committee and to the chairman of the Hlouso Ways and
Means Committee.

FLORIDA

Whereas the Federal Government contends under the decision by the United
States Eupreme Court in Helvering v. Gerhardt, "that the principle of Immunity
protected the Federal Government against taxation by the States but did not

19228-8--pt. -- 14
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necessarily shield the States against the exercise of the delegated, and supreme
taxing power of the Central Government;" and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims the power to tan the outstanding
issues of municipal and county bonds, as well as future municipal and county
bond Issues; and

Whereas the Federal Government also claims the power to Impose the Federal
corporate-income tax on the revenues of State, county, and municipal agencies,
such as power, Ight and gas, tol bridges, water supply, and other revonuo-pro.
during functions and

Whereas the Federal Government further claims the power to tax the salaries
of municipal, county, and State employees, and such employees are faced with
the Immediate danger of being reiuired to pay a Fcderal Income tax on their
salaries earned for every year back to 1026: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved 6V the Florida Leoquo of Municipalities in convention assembled, al
Pensacola, Pl., this Rd day of December A. D. 193-1, That If municipal, county
and State securities are to be taxed by the Federal Government, the consent of
the States should first be obtained through a constitutional amendment, per-
mitting the recinrocal taxation of Federal securities In the State and Including
an absolute prohibition against any Federal taxation of any of ihe revenues ofl
the States, counties, and municipalities, and their respective agencies; and be It
further

Resolved That congressional legislation should bepassed at the next session of
Congress to prevent the retroactive application of any Federal tax upon the
officers and employees of municipalities, counties, and States, and their respective
subdivisions and InstrumentalIties; and be it further

Resolved, That the financial loss to local units of government and their agencies
through any Federal tax upon their bonds and securities and the salaries of their
officers and employees should be offset by making adequate provision for local
taxation of federal Property, or service charges In lieu thereof, or for a municipal
share of federally collected income taxes or otherwise; and be It further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to each Senator and Repre-
sentative of Florida in Congress, and to the council on State defense, whose objec-
tives are hereby endorsed Insofar as they coincide with the objectives of this
resolution.

A true copy.
Attest:

mAQ rd E. P. Owns, Jr
[Scretary, Plorid League of Municipalities,

ARISONA

Reeoltuion Of 8tate dc/en.,
Be it resolved, That the Arisona Municipal League cooperate with the United

Ftstes Conference on State Defense against the encroachment of the Federal
Government and Staten' rights as contained In the first 10 amendments to the
(onstitution of the United States and that a copy of this resolution be sent to
Mr. Austin J. Tobin, secretary of the United States Conference on State Defense.

Resolution on the taxation of municipal revnue#s, salaries, and bonds
Whereas under our constitution the guarantee that the states should remain

forever free Is the first premise of American Government; and
Whereas the principle or immunity that pirotets the Federal Government

against taxation by the States, thi sme principle should also protect the States
and their political subdivisions and political units from being taxed by the Federal
Government: and

Whereas Federal or State taxation of municipal revenues will set a very danger.
ous precedent: Now, therefore, be It

Resolved, That the Arlsona Municipal League at Its 1038 fall meeting In Phoenix
Aris., strongly recommends that thie present tax-exempt statutes of municipal
revenues and municipal obligations shall be maintained and further requests that
our Senators and Congressmen strongly oppose any legislative measure that
attempts to change this basio principle.
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OALIFORNIA

Reeolution of the League of Cal(fornia Municlplitiee opposing Federal policy oi
income £za*iOn

Whereas certain department. of the Federal Government are asserting the
supreme power in the Federal Government to tax States without their consent
and at the same time denying any reciprocal right of the States to tax bonds,
agencies, and employees of the Federal Government; and

Whereas the Department of Justice has sot forth In a report to the Treasury
Department that the Federal government has the power to levy an Income tax
on the revenues of the States, and agencies of the States and municipalities and
also In said report it Is claimed that bonds of the States and State agencies here.
tofore Isiued or to be issued, and salaries of the employees of the States and
municipalities, are subject to Federal Income-tax levies; and

Whereas it Is the sense of the League of California Municipalities that any
attempt on the part of the Federal Government to accomplish these purposes by
an act of Congress is an attack on the sovereignty of the States and in violation
of both the spirit and the letter of the Federal Constitution: Now, therefore, be It

1. The lea tic contends that the revenues of public enterprises carried on by
the State andlocal governments, whether they be essential governmental functions
or not, must continue to be exempt from Federal tax just as we believe the revenues
of the Federal Govern mnt should be exempt from taxation by the State and local
governments.

2. The league recommends the passage of Federal legislation to prohibit the
application to public employees of any retroactive assessmnt and ponalitles in
connection with the payment of Federal Income tax, In the event public employees
should later be required to pay Federal Income tax.

S. The league opposes any attempt to extend the Federal income tax to the
salarlaq of State and local employees or to the Interest paid on State and local
bonds unless and until the consent of the States shall first have been obtained
through an amendment to the Federal Constitution,

4. Any proposed amendment to the Constitution to make the Interest on State
and local bends subject to the Federal income tax should provide for State and
local taxation of Federal bonds on the same legal basis, but in both cases the
application of these taxes to outstanding bond obligations should be prohibited.

a. Any proposed amendment to the Constitution to extend the Federal Income
tax to State and local employees should provide the same legal basis for the
extension of State Income taxes to Federal employees.

8. The president of the league Is requested to appoint a committee to center
with State, county, and district offices to map out a plan to accomplish the
objectives outline above.

Resolution of Los Angeles County Leagus of Municipalities

Whereas concerted efforts are now being made to subject to Federal taxation
the income from municipal bonds and the salaries of municipal employees, and
to give such taxation retroactive effect; and

Whereas the taxation of Income from municipal bonds would Inevitably result
in Increasing the cost of local government, and, Insofar as retroactive, would work
a serious Injustico to persons who pid a higher prices for such bonds, relying
upon their exemption from t xatton than they otherwise would have paid; and

Whereas the retroactive taxation of the Income of municipal employees would
be financially ruinous and unfair to those employees and injurious to the com.
munitles In which they reside: Now, therefore be It

Resolved, That the Los Angeles County League of MunlcipaUles and Its
members:

(1) Condemn as unfair, olwreusive and un.Aniorlcant the Imposition of retro.
active taxes upon the incomeirom municipal bends and municipal salaries;

(2) Condemn the unwarranted extension of Federal power and the weakening
of local government through the taxation of income from municipal bends to b
Issued in the future;

(8) Urge that if equitable and nonretroactive taxation of the Income from
municipal rslarle hereafter be contemlatd, such taxation be authorised only
on the condition that the State be afforded the reciproca4l right to tax Income from
Federal salaries;
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(4) Are convinced that the radical change in relationship between local and
Federal Government that is inherent in current efforts to tax municipal securities
and salaries should be accompanied only by sanction of the people as A whole,
expressed through well consldered amendment of the Constitution, and not by
Judicial lawmaking, and be it further

Resolved, That we hereby urge all candidates for election to the Congress to
carefully consider the views hereln expressed, and to lend their constant support
to all proper legislative means for carrying them into effect.

IKANSAS

That the League of Kansas Municipalities herewith requests our Senators and
our Representatives in the National Congressto pursue such action as will pro.
serve to the people of our respective communities the right to govern themselves
within those communities, and that they should vote against each, every, and all
measures that are calculated to or may have the effect of destroying the local
government of the communities, placing a burden upon local governments and
of reducing the efficlency of the local governments or of injuring their credit or
increasing their debt burden or the charges therefor.

,i NUW JERSEY

Whereas the Federal Department of Justloo has recently asserted that the
Central Government has a supreme power to tax the States: and *

Whereas upon the basis of such an assertion the Treasury Department now
proposes, by act of Congress, to tax the income from municipal'honds, a step which
would Inevitably lead to the taxation of outstanding municipal securities, and
might open the (loor t Federal taxation of municipal revenues, and

Whereas such a proposal, unless first submitted to the Statest in the form of a
constitutional amendment, would le sub versive of the sovereignty and inde-
pendence of the States, and an unconstitutional Interference with their fiscal
powers; and

Whereas slieli a tax would, in any event, greatly Increase the cost of municipal
financing, and so add to the burdens of local real.estato taxation; and

Whereas as a result of recent decisions of the Supreme Court, man9 municipal
employees may be lial)lo for Federal Income taxes on their past salaries from 1920
to date: Now, therefore, bo It

Resolved by the JNeuo Jerai ,qtqAle League of M'ul'kplities in Convention Assenlbled:
First. That the municipalities of Now Jersey oppose the proposed plan of the

Treasury Department to tax the Interest on munlelal bonds by simple act of
Congress, and maintain that no such Interference with the fiscal powers of the
Sates should even be considered unless first submitted to the States In proper
form of constitutional amendment.

Second. That our league supports the enactment of remedial leglslation to set
aside any liability of our municipal employees for bask taxes on salaries received
by them from 1020 to date.

Third. That our league cooperate in tlhe program and objectives of the Con.
ference on State Defense, to the end that the integrity and sovereignty of the
States In this Nation may be preserved; and

Fourth. That the executive secretary is hereby directed to forward copies of
this resolution to the Senators and Congressmen from Now Jersey, with the
request of the league that they oppose this attempt to raise Federat revenue at
the direct oxpenqo of local government, and with resulting Inoreases in local
taxation, and with the further request that they stand firm on this Issue for the
principle of State independence and sovereignty. *

NNW TOK

Whereas the Federal Government Is considering the enactment of a law pro.
hiding for the taxation of the Incomes from all future municipal bond Issues and
all municipal utilities; and

Whereas there Is grave doubt as to whether the Federal Government can tax
such incomes without a constitutional amendment; and
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fWhereas it is estimated that the taxation of municipal bonds would increase

from one-half of I percent to 2 percent the interest rate the municipalities would
have to pay and

Whereas ibis tax would be paid by the real-estato taxpayers, and not the in.
vestors in municipal securities; and

Whereas justice dictates that if the Federal Government taxes municipal bonds
and revenues and loads an additional financial burden on city and village tax.
payers, the States should in turn be given the right to impose taxes on Federal
securities and the cities and villages to levy a tax on Federal property within their
boundaries; and

Whereas Federal taxation of municipal bonds and revenues would Increase the
present tax discrimination against cities and villages and their taxpayer.: BelIt

Resolved That the New York State Conference o1 Mayors and other municipal
officials, with a membership of 180 cities and villages, is opposed to the taxation
of municipal securities and revenues by the Federal Government unless the legal
consent of the State is obtained, the reciprocal taxation of Federal securities and
revenues Is guaranteed$ and municipalities are permitted to tax Federal property
and the Federal Government ts required to pay such taxes; and be it further

Resolved, That wo petition the New York State Representatives in the United
States Senate and House of ltepresentatlycs to oppose any legislation taxing
municipal securities and revenues unless the reciprocal provisions are included.

LmAOUE OF NEInASXA MUNICIPALITIRS,
LnicoLN, Nzwa., October 17, 1088.

Mr, AusTIN J. Tom,
Secretary, Conference on eState Defense,

New York City, N. Y.
DEAn Mr. ToniN: Our league also went on record as passing a resolution as

follows:
Whereas the Department of Justice now interprets the duties of the United

States Supreme Court in Ielvering v. Gerhardt as holding that the Federal Govern-
ment has a supreme power to tax all State and municipal employees; and

Whereas all State and municipal employees now face the imminent danger of
basing Income taxes upon all salaries earned since 1020; and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims to have the supreme power to
tax future and outstanding State and municipal securities, as welles the revenue
of State and municipal agencies: Now, therefore, be It

Resolved by the leag ue, That congressional legislation should 1) passed at the
next session of Congress limiting any taxation o State and municipal officers and
employees to salaries which they receive in the future; and be It

Further, being distinctly understood that the league does not oppose Fedora)
Income taxation on future salaries of municipal officials.

Resolved That the League of Nebraska Municipalities are opposed to thetaxation of State and municipal securities by the Federal Government, and unless
the consent of the State is first obtained through a constitutional amendment
permitting the reciprocal taxation of Federal security, their prohibiting absolutely
any Federal taxation of State and municipal revenues, or the revenue of the State
and municipal agencies and be It

Further resolved, That the League of Nebraska Municipalities hereby approves
and endorses the program and objectives of the conference on State defense to
oppose the program and objectives of the Federal Government to tax and unless
by constitutional amendment to obtain legislation providing the retroaction of
taxation of the salaries of State and municipal employees and to obtain prohibition
against the Federal Government taxing the revenues of States and municipalities
or their agencies; and, be it

Further resolved, That certified copy of this resolution be sent to the Senators
and Congressmen representing the Stato of Nebraska to the Attorney General
of the United States, to the attorney general of the btato of Nobrasa to the
eharman of the Finance Committee, and to the chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee.

Yours very truly,
C. E. BSe,Rxectiv ,S.ecearVl.
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In the second catory of State, city, and public agencies we have
many resolutions. Typical of these is the resolution adopted by the
National Association of Attorneys General representing all the attor-
neys general of the 48 States, which reads in part:

eWhoeas the Department of Justice * * * asserts a supreme power in the
ents! (Government to tx the States without their consent * * * and
Whereas it Is the sense of this asoclation that Such a Federal attack would place

the States in the status of counties or provinces of a Central Government, and
would if effect destroy the form of State and local governmnct, and of dual
sovereignty, under which the people of the United States have lived and prospered
for over a century and a half; * * *

Now therefore, b) it
Resloived That the National Association of Attorneys General dies the con.

stitutionallty of any attempt by the Federal Government to tax the revenues or
the States, or the exercise of their fiscal powers, without the consent of the States
first obtained through proper constitutional process; * * *

Similar resolutions were adopted by: The Municipal Finance Ofil-
cers Association of America representing 075 comptrollers and other
municipal finance officers; the American Association of Port Authori-
ties; the American Water Works Association, representing 2,050 in-
dividual members and 250 corporate members, a large majority of
whom are engaged in mundcipal water supply; the State Industrial
Commission of Utah; Investment Bankers Association of America;
Municipal Finance Officers' Association, Texas Chapter; Now York
State Association of Municipal Engineers; County Officers Association
of Oklahonma; Board of County Conunissioners of Ramsey County,
Minn,; Joliet Park District; Association of County Assessors of tio
State of California; Board of Supervisors of the County of Los Angeles
Calif.; Board of Supervisors of Los Angeles County Flood Control
District Calif.; Municipal Lighting Atstiation of Mttssachusotts;
Maine Water Utilities Association; tho State Port Authority of
Virginia; city of Marshlol, Tex.; city of Coral Gables, Fla.; city of
Sharon, Pa.; city of Jacksonville, Fl.; city of Chester, Pa.; city of
Newcastle, Pa.; city of Akron, Ohio; city' of Orlando, FI.; city of
Newport News, Va,; city of Portland, Oreg.; city of Plisadena, Calif.;
city of Des Moines, Iowa; city of Norwalk, Conn.; city of Lakeland,
FlIa. city of Mtcomb, Ill cfty of Fargo N Dak.; city of Detroit,
Mich. city of Newport, -. 1-; city of buluth, fn.; city of St.
Paul, Minii.
RESOLUTIONS OF STATE, CITY, AND PUBIC AGENCIES--CON-

FERENCE ON STATE DEFENSE

lEHOLUVrbON OF Trills MeN u IPAtL Fonust or Ntw YonK

Whereas the President has propomed to Congres. the enactment of Federal
legivlation to tax the income from State and municipal bonds Issutcd subsequent
to the pasage of such legislation, without giving the States the opportunity
of determining for themselves whether or not they are willing for the Federal
Government to tax such income; Now, therefore, b it

Resolved. by the Miicipol I'orn, of 'ote York, That said Mnicilpal Forum of
New York pppmc. the propusti! of the Prtsident to authorize the Frderal Gov-
ernment to levy taxes upon the income to be derived from State and municipal
securities thereafter issued by congressional act; and be It further

Resohted, That, the Munlcipal liorum of New York Is of the opinion that no
proposal for the taxation of the income from State auid municipal securities by
the Federal Government should be ptt Into effect until and unless the States
shall havo had an opportunity to consent to such taxation by the submission to
the States of a constitutional anmenhinient authorlsin such taxation, which
amendment should provide for zeciproeal taxation of Federal securities by the
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States and their agencelos and proper safeguards upon the exercise of such power
of taxation by either the Federal Government or by the States and their agenolesl
and be it further

Resolved, That the Secretary be, and he hereby is, authorized to deliver a
copy of this resolution to the congressional committee presently studying the
aforesaid proposal of the President.

FeRVART 2, 1039.

Mo"ILS
Whereas an effort Is being nmado to Induce the Congress of the United States

to pass legislation taxing the Income derived from securities issued by sovereign
States and their political subdivisions (H. R. 1701 S. 54); and

Whereas outstanding economists have ostimatod that the lovying of a Federal
tax on the Incomo from municipal bonds will result In municipalities having to
pay an Increased rate of Interest on such bonds equal to approximately twice as
much as the Federal tax, thereby causing the local taxing powers to lose approxi-
mately $2 every time the Federal taxing power gains $1 In consequence of such
proposed legislation; and

Whereas cities generally do not have the power to Impose a municipal Income
tax on securities issued by the United States Government, even should Congress
grant such power, due to prphlbltlve State laws; and

Whereas It Is believed as stated In many United States Supreme Court decl.
slons, that the power to lax is the power to destroy, and that the giving of such
power to the Federal Government would be a stop toward the establishment of a
totalitarian state and would enable the Central Government to use coercion In
forcing through its policies by the weapon of driving State and municipal securi-
ties from the market through heavy taxation: Now, therefore be it

Resolved by the Board of Commissioners of the city of Mobile as follows:
SEcrtoN 1. Each Senator and member of the House of Representatives of the

United States Congress is hereby requested to use every effort to prevent the
pasage of the proposed legislation.

Sve. 2. The city clerk Is hereby directed to send a certified copy of this resolu.
tion to each such Senator and Representative and to thi following-named addi.
tional persons:

lon. Austin J, 'robin, secretary, Conference on State Defente, I I 1 Eighth
Avenue, New York N Y.

lion. John A, Melntiro executive director, National Institute of Municipal
Law Officers, 730 Jackson Place NW Washington D C.

Hon. Frank M. Dixon, Governor o Alabama, M'ontgomery, Al.
lion. Hugh D. Merrill, speaker of the House of Representatives, Montgomery,

Al.
lion. Paul V. Betters, executive director, United States Conference of Mayors,

780 Jackson Place NW., Washington, D. C.
lion. Ed Reid, executive secretary, Alabama League of Municipalities, Ex-

change Hotel, Montgomery, Ala,
lion. A. A. Carmichael, lleutenant governor, State of Alabama, Montgomery,

Ala.Adopted. S. H. li~mimix, City Clerk.
JANUARY 81, 1039.

DULUTE

(By Commissioner Williams)
Resolved That the city council of the city of Duloth hereby respectfully peti.

tlons the (ongnms of the United States of America to oppose and to defeat any
Federal legislation designed or Intended to place a tax on municipal salaries and
bond Interest- and be It further

Resolved, That If such petition be denied, and the Congress of the United States
does enact a law Imposing a tax on municipal salaries and bond interest, that in
such case the Congress siall at the same time confer autthority and power upon
each of the severalStates of the United States to Impose a State tax on Federal
salaries and bond Interest, and upon real estate owned by the United States of
America and situated In the several States; and be it further
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Reeolved, That the city clerk of the city of Duluth Is hereby authorized and
directed to mail a certified copy of this resolution to each Senator and Repro.
sentativo representing the State of Minnesota In the Senate and House of Repro-

ntatives of the United State. to the Conference of State Defense. III Eighth
Avenue, New York N. Y,, and to 0. 0. Ludwig, executive secretary of the League
of Minnesota Municipalities, Minneapolis Minn.

Commissioner Williams moved the adoption of the resolution and it was declared
adopted upon the following vote:

Yeas: Commissioners 11odin, Culbortson, Merritt, Williams; Mayor Berghult,
total, 5.

Nays: None,
Approved: C. A, WILLIMA,

Commissioner of Finence,
Adopted, December 10 1938,
Approved, December 1b, 1938.

OrvIcI or CITY CLUnK,
Duluth , Mtinn.

I 0 D Jeronimus city clerk of the city of Duluth, In the State of Minnesota,
do fireby certify that I have compared the annexed copyof resolution passed by
the city council of the city of Duluth on the 19th day of December 1038, with the
original document and record thereof on file and of record in my office, and In my
custody as city clerk of said city, and that the same Is a true and correct copy
thereof and the whole thereof, and a true and correct transcript therefrom.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affxed the corporate seal
of said city of Duluth, this 20th day of December 1038.

CITY OF DULUThV, MINN,
0. 1), JJoNIMus, City Clerk.

By T. HoL3:naao, DCputIj.

ST. PAUL

OPTION Or Tllm CITY CLERK

COtINCIL RESOLUTON--GENERAL FoRMi

(Presented by Mayor W. H. Fallon)
Whereas there is now pending before the Congress of the United States a pro-

posal wherein it Is sought to have legislation adopted by means of which income
taxes will be levied upon the income derived from interest on municipal bonds
and also from the levy of a Federal income tax upon salaries of State and munie.
ipal employees; and
I Whereas the municipalities and especially the larger municipalities of this
country are now admittedly staggering under the excess burden of taxation
caused by the large number of persons on relief rolls, and such municipalities are
finding it increasingly difficult to obtain the money necessary for the relief of
such poor persons; and

Whereas the levy of a Federal*Income tax upon income derived from interest
on municipal bonds would necessarily Increase the carrying charges of such bonds
and wouldincreaso the interest rate to be paid by such municipalities; and

Whereas the salaries of the employees of the city of St. Paul are in the main
based upon a cost-of-living wage ordinance wherein salaries are Increased or de-
creased depending upon the current cost of living, and the levy of a Federal
income tax on such salaries would undoubtedly bring about a concerted effort on
the part of such employees to have their salaries increased to compensate for such
Federal taxes and thereby further increase the cost of such municipal govern-
ment; and

Whereas the proposal to afford the right of the various States to levy a State
Income tax upon tie salaries of Federal employees located within the boundarls
of each State would In no way assist the dnanclal condition of the city of St. Paul
for the reason that the State income tax already adopted by the Legislature of the
State of Minnesota has caused a heavy burden upon the taxpayers of such city
with no a ppreciable decrease in the other taxes payable for the carrying on of
such mun'olpal government, and the income-tax law of the State of Minnesota is
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such that the city of St, Paul will not benefit by any increase In the Income
attributable to that fund; and

Whereas in the opinion of the city council of the city of St. Paul the adoption
ofuh legslation levying suoh Federal Income tax would be improper, unwise,

nd unfair and wouldI aus an additional burden on the finances of said citys
Therefore be It

Resolved, Iy the City Council of the City of St. Paul that It opposes the adoption
of such legislation and urges the Senators and Representatives in Congress from
the State of Minnesota to oppose the adoption of such legislation be it further'

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be forwarded to the ruesidont of the
United States, each Senator and Representative from Minnesota In Congress of
the United States, to the Conference on State Defense at 111 Eighth Avenue,
New York City, and to the Conference of Mayors, In Washington, D. C.

Adopted by the council, January 19, 1989.
Approved, January 19, 1939. . . FLLO, Mayor.

Resolved, That the Representative Council of the city of Newport, R. I., go on
record as disapproving any attempt on the part of the Federal Government to
tax the revenues of tho States or their mitfielpalities and any attempt to tax
State or municipal bonds or the salaries of State and local governmental employees,
unless and until the content of the State is first obtained through a proper consti.
tutional amendment; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to the United States Senators
and Representatives in Congress from the State of Rhode Island, urging them to
use their efforts against the proposed legislation.

In representative council, December , 1038; read and passed.
A true copy. Attest:
isrAL] D. NOnuAN SAYrR

City lerk.

NEw CASTLE, PA.

Resolved by the Council of the city of New Castle, Pa., That we go on record as
endorsingiho action taken at the Convention of the League of Citiels of the Third
Class in Pennsylvania, held on September 1 and 2, 1938 in the city of Reading,
condemning any attempt on the part of the Federal government to tax the
revenues of the States or their muticlpallties and any attempt to tax State or
municipal bonds, unless and until the convett of the State is first obtained through
a proper constitutional amendment; and be it further

Resolved, That copl. of this resolution be sent to our United States Senators
and to our Representative in Congress, urging them to do all in their power to
carry out our wishes.

FLORIDA LEAVES O? MUNICIPALITIES AS READOII§I) BY ORLANDO, FLA.

Whereas the Federal Government contends, under the decision by the United
States Supreme Court in lhelvering v. Gerhardt, "That the principle of Immunity
protected the Federal Government against taxation by tho States but did not
necessarily shield the States against the exercise of the delegated, and supreme,
taxing power of the Central Government." And

Whereas the Federal Government now claims the power to tax the outstanding
Issues of municipal and county bonds, as well as future municipal and county
bond Issues, and

Whereas the Federal Government also claims the power to Impose the Federal
corporate Income tax on the revenues of State, county, and municipal agencies,
suoh an power, lights, and gas, toll bridges, water supply, and other revenue-
producing functions, and

Whereas the Federal Government further claims the power to tax the salaries
of municipal, county, and State employees, and such employees are faced with the
Immediate danger of being required to pay a Federal income tax on their salaries
earned for every year back to 1920. Now, therefore, be It
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Rolved by the Florida LUaque of Municdpalities, in convmeion assembled, at
Peneacola, Fla., this Rd day of December A. D, 198.That if municipal, county,
and State securities are to be taxed by [be Federal Uovernment, the consent of
the States should first be obtained through a constitutional amendment, AR.
ting the reciprocal taxation of Federal securities in the State and Inclu ing al
abslute prohibition against any Federal taxation of any of the revenues of the
States, counties, and municipalities, and their respective agencies; and be It
further

Resolved, That congressional legislation should be passed at the next session
of Congress to prevent the retroactive application of any Federal tax upon the
officers and employees of municipalities, counties and States, and their respeetve
subdivisions and instrumentalities; and be It further

Resohed, That the financial loss to local units of Government and their agencies
through any Federal tax upon their bonds and securities and the salaries of their
officers and employees should be offset by making adequate provision for local
taxation of Federal property, or service charges in lieu thereof, or for a municipal
share of federally collected Income taxes, or otherwise; and be it further

Resolved, That a copy. of this resolution be sent to each Senator and lepresenta-
tive of Florida In Congress, and to the Council on State Defense, whose objectives
are hereby endorsed insofar as they coincide with the objectives of this resolution.

E. P. OwzN NMapor.
FRANK W. hR ID,
0. WATNE GRAY,
W. KENNETH MILLER,
CoLIN MUaRcHsoN,Corn riu ioners.

PORTLAND, Ono.

RESOLUTION NO. 1556

Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Council of tile city of Portland deeis it
inadvisable that the Congress place In the hands of any Federal department the
power to weaken and destroy the local governmental units of the Nation by
taxing their securities and revenues and is, therefore, opposed to the taxation of
State and municipal securities by the Federal Government, unless the consent of
the States Is first obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting the
reciprocal taxation of Federal securities, and prohibiting any Federal taxation
of State and municipal revenues other titan bonds, and

Resolted, That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the Senators and
Congressmen representing the State of Oregon, to the Attorney General of the
United States, the Governor and the attorney general of the tato of Oregon,
and to the chairmen of the senate and house ways and means committee of thi
Oregon State Legislature.

Adopted by the council, January 19, 1939. WVmnn E. GibsoN,
Auditor of the city of Portland.

CERTIFICATION OF COPY
8TATE OP ORGO,

County of Multnomah,
City of Portland, s,:

I, Will B. Gibson, auditor of tie city of Portland, do hereby certify that I have
compared the foregoing copy of Resolution No. 21856 with the original thereof,
and that the same to a till, true, and correct transcript of such original Resolution
No. 21556 and of the whole thereof as the same appears on file and of record in
my office, and in my care and custody.

in witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and the seal of the city of
Portland affixed this 21st day of January 1939.

[SuAL] WILL E. GIBsoN.
Auditor of the city of Portland.

ly R. S. Ivit, Deputy.

JACKSONVILLS. FLA.

Whereas, this board Is Informed that the Federal Government contends under
a decision by the United States Supreme Court In telveriqn v. Gerhardt "that the
principle of Immunity protected the Federal Government against taxation by
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the States but did not necessarily shield the States against the exercise of the
delegated and supreme taxing power of the Central Government," that It has the
power to tax outstanding a well as future Issues of municipal and county bonds
to Impose the Federal corporate Income tax on the revenues of State county and
municipal agencies such as power, lights, and gas, water supply, anA other reve-
nue-producing functions; and to tax the salaries of municipal, county, and 8tate
employees, even so far as to make Same retroactive over a period of more than
10car . Now, therefore, be It

11eoh, ed by th e CYit Commission of the city of Jacksonville, Fla., in special session
this 08d day of January A. A 1989, That If municipal, county, and Statosecurities
are to be taxed by the Federal Government the consent of the States should first
be obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting the reoprocal
taxation of Federal securities In the State, and Including an absolute prohibitlon
against any Federal taxation of any of the revenues of The States, counties, and
munielpalitles, and their respective agencies; be it further

Resolved, that congressional legislation should be passed at the present session
of the Congress to prevent the retroactive application of any Federal tax upon
the officers and employees of municipalities, counties and States, and their
respective subdivisions and Instrumentalities, and be it further

Resolved, That the financial loss to local units of government and their agencies
through any Federal tax upon their bonds and securities and the salaries of their
officers and employees should ho offset by making adequate provision for local
taxation of Federal property, or service charges in lieu thereof, or for a municipal
share of federally collected Income taxes or otherwise, and be It further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolutlQn he sent to each Senator and Repro-
sentative of Florida In Congress, and to the Cotnoll on State Defense, whose
objectives are hereby endorsed Insofar an they oolneldo with the objetives of
this resolution, h

A true copy,
Attest:
18NALI M. W. BIsorP,

Secretary 'fty Commission.

CORAL CABLS,
RESOLUTION NO. 1875

CoRAL GABLEs

RESOLUTION NO. Ill

Whereas the Federal Government contends under the decision by the United
States Supreme Court in the case of lelvering. v. Gerhardt, that the principle of
immunity from taxation protects the Federal Government against taxation by
the several States but does not neeesarily Shield the States and their govern-
mental units against the exercise of the delegated and supreme taxing power of
the Federal Government; and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims the power to tax the outstanding
Issues of municipal bonds and securities, as well as future issues; and

Whereas the Federal Government also claims the power to impose the Federal
corporate income tax on the revenues of municipal proprietary revenue-producing
functions and operations; and

Whereas the federall Government further claims the power to tax the salaries
of municipal employees, and that such authority may include the back-assessment
of such taxes for each year back to 1026 now therefore, be it

Resolved by the Commnsion of the City of Coral Gables, Ila.: 1. That If municipal
State, and county securities are to be taxed by the Federal Government the con-
sent of the several States should be obtained first through a constitutional amend-
ment permitting the reciprocal taxation of Federal securities by the several States.

2. That congressional legislation should be enacted specifically relieving from
Federal taxation any and all revenues of municipalitleA and their agencies.

8. That congressional legislation should be enacted to prevent the retroactive
application of any Federal tax upon the officers and employees of municipalities.

1. That the financial loss to the States and their ical units of government
through any Federal tax upon their bonds and securities and the salaries of their
officers and employees should be offset by making adequate provision for looal
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taxation of Federal property, or service charges In lieu thereof, or for the munoli.
palitles to share In the federally collected income taxes, or otherwise,

5. That a copy of this resolution be sent to each Senator and Representative
of Florida.

1, 0. N. Shaw, clerk of the city of Coral Gables, Fla., do hereby certify that the
above and foregoing Is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 1875, passed
and adopted by the commisstion of said city on December 18, 1938.

Witnesseth my hand and the official seal of the city of Coral Gables, Fla., this
20th day of January A. D. 1939.

rSEAL] 0. N. SHAW, City Clerk.

AiimnzAc WATER WoRKs AssoCIATIoN

RETROACTIVE TAXATION OPPOSED

Following the general line of action taken by several of the sections in reference
to the Federal Government Impoing a retroactive tax on pIubltc employees'
salaries and taxing other State activities, the board of directors adopted the fol-
lowing resolution in reference to retroactive taxation of salaries of State and
municipal employees:"Whereas recent Judicial decisions relative to the liability of employees of the
States and their civil subdiviions for Federal taxation of their income have been
Interpreted to authorize the Internal Revenue Department to enforce a collect.
tion of such taxes not alone for the 1938 period, but also retroactively for the
entire period of years for which there may he legal liability under existing laws
as now interpreted.

"Whereas many of the members of the American Water Works Association,
who are employees of States or their political subdivisions, have been led by the
tenor of previous Judicial decisions to consider themselves not liable for Federal
Income tax, and in good faith have so acted; and

"Whereas it has been reported that, In a very recent press conference, the
President of the United States has Indicated that he would recommend that legis-
lation be enacted to remove the possibility of retroactive taxation of such persons:
Therefore, be It

"Re-solved by the Board of Directors of the American Iltater Works Association, in
annual meeting assembled in Aew York, on January 18, 1989, That It approve
and heartily support the recommendation that the Congress enact such legis-
lation aq will relieve State and municipal employees from the possibility of retro-
active Federal Income taxation."

At the time this action was taken the President had not sent his ntessige of
January 10 to ConRress, In which ho recommended the enactment of legislation
that would eliminate the retroactive feature of the application of the Federal
Income tax to salaries of employees of States and their sitbdivisions.

The board of directors also adopted a resolution In reference to the taxation of
interest on bonds of States and their subdivisions as follows:

"Whereas the Federal Department of Justice has advised the Treasury Depart-
ment, 'that the principle of immmity protected the Federal Government against
taxation by the States, but did not necessarily shield the States against the exer-
cise nf the'delegated and supreme taxing po er of the Central Government'; and

"Whereas the enforcement of this opinion would affect the States and their
political subdivisions by taxation of the Interest paid on their bonds and other
certificates of Indebtednes; and

"Whereas the flnaneil'l situation of the water supply systems that are under
the control of municipalities, or other political subdivisions of the State, would be
vitally affected by the Federal Government taxhg the interest upon the securities
of sueh systems; and

"Who-es. it would manifesti be unfair to the present owners of municipal
water bnds to be toxo'l on the Income derived from such bond.4, when the bonds
were sold on the basis that such Income was legally tax exempt: Therefore, be It

"Repolved by the board of directors Of the American' Voter Works Association at the
annual meeting , assembled in New York on January 18, 1939, That It oppose any
Federal taxation of already Istmued water supply or other securities of the States
their subdivisions and agencies; and that the ri ht of the Federal Government
to tax future Issues of securities of the States their subdivisions and agencies,
should only be granted if the consent of the Rates is first secured through the
adoption of a constitutional amendment that would guarantee the reciprocal
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slht of each State to tax future Issues of Federal securities, as they may be
hold within the various states."

W. W. Brush advised the directors that the Congressional Committee on Taxa.
tion would hear those interested In this subject starting February 7, and it was
understood the association would be represented at these hearings.

MAIN WATER UTILITIr8 ASSOCIATION

Whereas a large majority of the attorneys general among them flon. Frans
W. Burkottl of Mblne, recognizing a menace from the Federal Government to
Impair the sovereignty of the several States and their freedom from any outside
interference, which has been one of the greatest bulwarks of American democracy
for the past century and a half,

Whereas said conference on State defense has actively undertaken to secure
cooperation of associations of employees of States, municipalities, and their
agencies to protect themselves against retroactive application of any Federal
taxation on salaries; and

Whereas the Maine Water Utilities Association, recognizing the necessity of
militant opposition to the proposed legislation, has made contribution to said
Conference on State Defense (thereby endorsing its objectives) to further assist
In putting over Its program; now be It

Resolved That the Maine Water Utilities Association, In regular meeting as-
sembled, desires our representatives in the national Congress; to support legla.
tion to prohibit retroactive Federal taxes on past year's salaries of employees of
the State, municipalities, or their agencls;

To oppose Federal taxation, whether by statute or constitutional amendment,
of the revenues or outstanding obligations of the State, municipalities, or their
agencies; to endeavor to defeat proposed Federal taxation of future IAsues of
bonds by the State, municipalities, or their agencies; to oppose each, every, and
all measures that are calculated to or may have the effect of destroying the
traditional dual form of government and jeopardize the integrity of State sov.
ereignty; and be it further

Resolved, That the security is hereby directed to forward copies of the above
resolution to the Senators and Congressmen from Maine with the request of the
Maine Water Utilities Association they support the objectives regarding taxa.
tion and stand firm for the principle of State sovereignty and Independence.

HAROLD E. WZ2es,
J. W. RANDLPZTTE,
Tnomus It. Boner,

Cornmitee.

MUNICIPAt, LiOIITING AssOCIATION OF MASSACJIUstTro

RESOLUTION ADOPTED JANUARY 8, 10i, AT BOSTON

Whereas the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, In the ea
of lHelvering vs. Gerhardt has made possible the retroactive liability of State end
municipal employees, for Federal income taxes on salaries received duriPA the
past 12 years, and,

Whereas the retroactive assessment of Federal income taxcs on Slate and
municipal employees would constitute a grievous hardship .ad injustice, and,

Whereas to Conference On State Defense has been or anized to support
legislation proposed In the Green-McCormack bill, H. F. R791 and Senate bill
S. 854, which, If enacted, would prohibit such retroavtive assessment, iow,
therefore. It Is

Resolved That the Municipal Lighting Association of Massachusetts endorses
the objectives of the Conference on State Defense and is opposed to the program
of taxation of State and municipal revenues and the retroactive assessment of
Federal income taxes on State and municipal employees as proposed by the
Treasury Department, and It is further resolved that this resolution be entered
in the records of the association and a copy of same be sent to the Conference
on State Defense, room 270, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. 0.

EDWARD A. LOAN, reeideat,
ANDnW F. PoPx, erlory.
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NATIONAl AssociATioN or ATrORNSYS UDiNUKAI,

Whereas a certain study entitled "Taxation of government bondholders and
employees, the immunity rule and the sixteenth amendment," forwarded by tho
Department of Justico to the Treasury Department on Juno 24, 1938, asserts a
supreme power In the Central Government to tax the States without their con.
sent, while denying any reciprocal power in the States to tax the Federal Goy.
ernmnt; and

Whereas the Department of Justice has also asserted that revenues of the
States are subject to the Federal corporate income tax levies; and

Whereas It Is the sense of this association that such a Federal attack would
place the States in the status of counties or provinces of a central government
and would In effect destroy the form of State and local government, and of dual
sovereignty, under which the people of the United States have lived and prospered
for over a century and a half; and

Whereas the attorneys general of the respective States have a duty to protect
the sovereign rights of the States. Now, therefore, be it

Resolved That the National Association of Attorneys General denies the con-
stitutionality of any attempt by the Federal Government to tax the revenues of
the States, or the exercise of their fiscal powers, without the consent of the States
first obtained through proper constitutional process; and be it further

Resolved, That the association hereby endorses the program and objectives of
the Conference on State Defense in Its campaign to place these Issues before the
people of the States and their representatives; and be it further

Resolved, That the secretary of the association be directed to forward a certifiedcope of ths resolution to each of the six Senators comprising the membership
of to Senate Committee appointed pursuant to Senate Iesolution No. S. 30 ,
and certified copies also to t e chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and
the chairman or the Ilouso Ways and Means Committee.

iFrom Dstrot Legel News, Wednesday, Januazy I, 1039)
(Common Council (oolal)l

DETnOT, Tuesday, January 10, 1039.--1Tho councill et and was called to
order by the president, lion. Edward J. Jetrrics, Jr.

Present: Council Breitmeyer, Dingeman, Ewald, Kronk, Lodge, Smith, Swecty,
and the president-8.

There being a quorum present, the council was declared to be in session.
The journal of the preceding session was approved.

FROM THII MAYOR JANUARY 5, 1930.

7b th Honorable the Common Council:

GENTLEMEN: The United States I)epartnllt of Justice recently reported on"the Immunity rule and the sixteenth amendment" to the Trasury Dopartment.
This report concludes that the Federal Government has the power to tax all
State and municipal bonds, both outstanding and future Issues, and to tax the
salaries of all State and municipal officers and employees earned in the past as
well as the future.

The Department of Justice takes the position that a constitutional amendment
Is not necessary for the Federal Government to impose a tax on States and
municipalities: that a congressional act Is all that would be required.

There has been some indication such a plan may be introduced In the current
semson of Congress.

I am of the opinion taxation of State and Federal bonds would ursot not only
the financial structure of communities such as )etroit, but of the Na ion, affecting
State and municipal credits, Indiviual Investors as well as corporations and
Iarticuiarly Insurance-company ivestments which represent invostmonta both

rge and small of nearly everyone in the country.
Tam further of the opinion that were an income tax made retroactive on salaries

of municipal officers and employees, it would be practically ruinous to those
workers who have struggled through the depresulon.

Tax legislation as 9 haedsribed, WOU14I beas distinct mnenace to our clitens.
Consequently, I am recom ending we viorculy oppos any such Federal

legslation. I am submitting for tie earnest ocnilderatIon of your honorab'0
body, a proposed resolution which I am of the Arm belief should be passed,

ieipeetfully yout]ICHARD W. URAR)IN
Maoier.
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JANVARY 6,1030.
To tihs onorable the Common Council:

GINTmEI: Subsequent to the drafting of the resolution which I submitted
to your honorable body under date of January 5, in regard to possible Federal
taxation of State and municipal bonds and salaries, I received the enclosed self.
explanatory letter from Mr. Paul V. Betters, executive director of the United
States Conference of layers.

Mr. Betters points out a special senate committee will probably initiate hearings
on this matter on January 10. Mr. Betters requeateod a statement from me on
this matter, a copy of which I am enclosing for your Information,

Incidentally, tie communication from the United States Conference of Mayors
Is additional reason, In my estimation, for favorable action on the resolution which
I previously submitted for the consideration of your honorable body.

lespec tfully yours, RICHARD . RIADINO

(By Councilman Dingeman)

Whereas it has been proposed that Congress onact a statute attempting to levy
an income tax upon muldeilpal securities' and

Whereas Federal taxation by act of Congress of the Income on bonds of the
city of Detroit would materially increase the cost of municipal financing and
seriously embarrass the orderly progression of Its refunding program; and

Whereas during recent months it has been asserted that a federal power to
tax the revenues of 8tato and municipal instrumentalitles exists, founded upon
the theory that the Central (Jovernmont has the s) re power to tax the States;
and

Whereas the taxation by the Federal Government of the revenues of muniel.
palities would seriously threaten their existence and is contrary to tie hasl system
of established government In the United States; and

Whereas as a result of a recent decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States, State and munielpal employees may le subject to the payment of Federal
income taxes, retroactive on salaries arated from 1020 to date; and

Whereas totroactivo taxation has always been regarded as contrary to American
principles of government, grossly unfair and inequitable: Now, therefore, be It

Resolved, That the city of Detroit is strongly opposed to the taxation of State
and municipal securities by the Federal Government unless tle consent of the
State is first obtained by a constitutional amendment permitting the reciprocal
taxation of Federal securities, and prohibiting any Federal taxation of State and
municipal revenues other than bonds; and be it further

Resolved, That the city of Detroit hereby urges Its Senators and Representatives
in Congress to support legislation prohifiting retroactive Federal taxation upon
the salaries of State and municipal officers and employees; and be it further

Resolved That the corporation counsel and controller of the city are directed
to cooperate in every manner possible with the efforts now being made by various
organizations In furtherance of the foregoing objectives; and he it further

Resolved, That the clerk be and lie here )y Is instructed to forward certified
copies of this resolution to the ,%nators ald Fepresentatives of this State in
Con ross.
Adopted as follows:
Yeas: Councilmen Breituieyer, )zngenan, lwald, Kronk, Lodge, Smith,

Sweeny, and the president-8.
Nays: None.

lRE VON 81IX IIATION

Ooncillman Kronk moved to reconsider the vote by w'ich the resolution was
adopted.

Councilman Dingenian moved to suspend rule 23, except.%mendment as adopted
May 8, 1038, for the purpose of indefinitely postponing the motion to reconsider,
which motion )reOvailed as follows:

Adopted as follows:
Yeas: Councilmen Breltmeyer, Dingeman, Ewald, Kronk, Lodgep, Smith,

Swoeny, and the president-8.
Nays: None,
Councilman Ewald then moved that the motion to reconsider be Indefinitely

postponed, which motion prevailed,
The regular order was resumed.
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FARao, N. DA.

Following is a copy of a resolution which has been adopted by the Board of
Commissoners of the City of Fargo, N. aai.:

Commissioner Olsen offered the following resolution and moved its adoptiont
Be it resolved by the Board of Cornnissioners of tse Cty Of Fargo, That the Board

of Commissioners of the city of Fargo, N. Dak., does hereby go on record as op.
posed to and condemning any attempt on the part of the Federal Government to
tax the revenues of the States or their municipalities, and any attempt to tax
State or municipal bonds, or the salaries of State and local governmental eam.
ployees, unless and until the consent of the State is first obtained through a proper
constitutional amendment; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to our United States Senators
and to our Representatives in Congress, urging them to do all in their power to
carry out our wishes.

Second by Fuller. On the vote being taken on the question of the adoption
of the resolution Commissioners Sutherland, Corrigan, Sheflield, uller, and
Olsen all voted "aye,"

Absent and not voting, none.
Nays, none.
Whereupon the president of the city commission declared the resolution to

have been duly passed and adopted. CARLO JOROUNSOK,

City Auditor of the City of Fargo, N. Dak.

MACOUD, ILL.

Whereas this body is of the opinion that the placing of a Federal tax upon
munilpal revenues and municipal securities, or the income therefrom, would
considerably add to the cost of city government; and

Whereas this body feels that the retroactive application of any Federal tax
upon the income of municipal officers or employees would be unfair and burden.
some to them, in view of the fact that their income from the city has been rela.
tively small- and

Whereas this body is of the opinion that any future Federal taxation upon the
Income of mnunclpal officers or employees would necessitate increasing their
salaries and thereby would burden the city government with additional coat:
Therefore be it

Resolved by the City Council of the City of Macomb, Ill., That this body is opposed
to any Federal taxation of municipal revenues and municipal securities, or the
income therefrom: be it further

Resolved That this council Is opposed to the placing of any Federal tax, either
applied retroactively or in the future, upon the income of municipal officers or
employees; be it further

Resolved, That this body is in accord with the objectives of the Conference on
State Defense and hereby expresses its support of the work being done by that
conference in connection with these Federal taxation matters; be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be submitted to said conference and to
our Congressman from this district.

Adopted December 19, 1938.
8TATM Or TLLINOI8

McDonough County, is:
I, Harry I. Sapp, the duly elected, qualified, and acting city clerk of the city

of Macomb, III. do hereby certify that the foregoing i a true and correct copy
of a certain resolution adopted by the city counsel of said city at a regular meeting
thereof held on the 10th day of December 1938 as fully and completely as the
same now appears of record in the minutes of said meeting, that tht original of
said resolution and said record are now in my custody andthat I am the lawful
keeper of the same.

Given under my hand and the offlclal seal of said city this 6th day of January
1930.

I&NALJ HARRY I. SAPP
City ?lerk.
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THs 8TAT PORT AUTHORITY OF VIRGINIA,
Norfolk, Va., December 18, 1088.

Whereas the Department of Justice now Interp rots the decision of the United
State Supreme Oourt In Ifelvrlng v, Gerhardt as hiding that the Federal Govern.
mont has the su rome power to tx all State and munlelpal employees; and

Whereas all ,&ato and municipal eniployeos now face the Immnont danger of
paying Income taxes upon all salaries earned since 1926; and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims to have the supreme power to tax
future and outstanding State and municipal securities as well asthe revenues of
State and municipal aoncies: Now, therefore, be It

Resolved by the State Port Authority of Virginia, That congressional legisla.
tion should ho passed at the next seson of Congress, limiting any taxation of
State and municipal officers and employees to salaries which they receive In the
future; and be It further

Resolved, That the State Port Authority of Virginia is opposed to the taxation
of State and municipal securities by the Federal government , unless the consent
of the States is first obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting the
reciprocal taxation of Federal securities and prohibiting absolutely arly Federal
taxation of State and municipal revenues, or the revenues of State and municipal
agencles; and be it further

Resolved, That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, to the chairman of the House Wave and Means
Committee, and also to Senators Glass and Byrd, of Virginia, to the Representa-
tives in Congress of the State of Virginia, and to the Governor and the Attorney
General of Virginia.

Adopted this 13th day of December 1938 In session at Norfolk, Va.
Tux STATI: POt AUTHORITY OF VIRGINIA.
J. Scorr P4Risu, Chairman.

W. A. Cox, Diredor of 8A# Po.

LAxzLAND, FA.

le it resolved by the City Commission of the City of Lakeland, Fla., That we go
on record as condemning anly attempt on the part of the Federal Government to
tax the revenues of the States or their mnnicipalitles and any attempt to tax the
State or municipal bonds or the salaries of State or local governmental employees
unless and until the consent of the State is first obtained through a proper con.
stitutional amendment; be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to United States Senators C. 0.
Andrews and Claude Pepper and to Representative J. Hardin Peterson, urging
them to do all In their power to defeat any attempt on the part of the Federal
Government and Its various demrtments to further burden the States and their
political subdivisions by further taxing them or their employees.

Passed and approved as to passage, this the 0th day of asnuary, A. D., 1989.
[S2AL] TD. CONTNISB,
Atst: Mayor-Commissionsr.Attest:

J. L. DAvis, City Clerk.
Approved as to form and correctness:

A, R. CARVZR, City Attornl.

NORWAL,

Resolved by the council of the city of Norwalk That it be the sense of this board
that we oppose any attempt upon the part of the Federal Government to tax the
revenues of the several States of the United States, or their municipalities, or
to place a tax upon municipal bonds unless and until the legal consent of the
State so affected, or the State In which such municipality be located be first
obtained; be It further

Resoled That a copy of this resolution 'be forwarded to the Honorable A. V.
Donahey nited States Senator and the Honorable Chas. P. Taft, United States
Senator Elect and the Honorable Dudley White, Congressman from the Thirteenth
District.

Passed December 20, 1088.
H. P. LINT, Mayor, Norwalk.

12225-80--Pt. -- 18
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Dze Motmas, IowA

Be it resolved, by the city council of the oity of Des Moines, Iowa:
1. That this council be recorded as opposing the collection by the Federal

Government of income taxes for any past period for either State, county, or
municipal officials or employees, for the reason that we believe it Is un-American
to enforce any provision of ]aw which no one contemplated for any past period of
time.

2 That the opposition of this council be also recorded to any attempt by the
Federal Government to tax all State and municipal bonds, thus increasing Interest'
costs up to 25 percent over what they are now, for the reason that this would tend
to destroy all hope for the betterment of the conditions of the taxpayer. Should
bond exemptions be ended both as to State and Federal bonds It should not be
done at the expense of the States and municipalities and their employees to the
sole advantage of the Federal Government. There should be true reciprocity inany movement to tax State and Federal bonds.

That opposition to taxation of State and Federal bonds Is hereby recorded
by this council for the further reason that this city has both police and fire Pension
funds that would be Jeopardised by the taxation of outstanding public securities.

4. That the opposition of this council be also recorded against the taxation by
the Federal Government of income of municipalities or other agencies or utilities
to pay an aotlial corporate Income tax upon their revenue receipts for the reason
that the same would Increase the burden of taxation on Its already overburdened
citizens.

8. That In our opinion the taxation of State and municipal securites should
never be permitted until such time as the States have the right to tax Federal
securities. As a governmental unit of the State, in recognising the sovereign
right of the State, we contend that the taxation of the income thereof would be an
encroachment upon the sovereign right.

0. That this council be recorded as favoring an act of Congress at Its next
session to prevent the retroactive application of any Federal tax upon employees
of States and their municipalities.

7. That the opposition of this council be recorded against any attempt to add
to the cost of State and municipal government by Federal taxation without first
securing the consent of the States through a constitutional amendment guaran-
teeing the reciprocal right to tax future issues of Federal securities In the Atate and
prohibiting any Federal taxation of the revenues and already issued securities of
the States, their subdivisions and agencies.

8. And that finally we urge upon Congress to preserve the balance of power
between the Central Government on the one hand and the States and municipali-
ties on the other.

Moved by Conkling to adopt.
Form approved. SAM OR BAU 0111

Assistant city ,Solicitor.
Approved December 10, 1038. AKi,. City Soiior.

• MAsx L. CoNKLING, Ma1Yor.

I, Rex Ramsay, city clerk of said city, hereby certify that at a meeting of tho
city council of said city of Des Moines, held 1on the'above date, among other
procelings the above was adopted.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year first above written.

[SNAL USX RAusAY, City Clerk.

AMORIAN ASSOCIATION or PowT AUTHORITIRs

RNsOLUTIoN No. xxxt

B'e is resolved by the members of this astooiah'on from the United States in convan-
lion a embed:

#,. That the American Association of Port Authorities oppose the taxation by
the Federal Government of securities thereafter Issued by the States, their munii-
palitla or agencies, unless the consent of the States is first obtained through a
constitutional amendment; and then only provided that said constitutIonal
amendment will prohibit the taxation of outstanding securities and Federal taxa-
tion of the revenues of the States their munieipalitle or agencies, and will permit
the reciprocal taxation of Federal securities by the States.
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2. That congressional legislation should be adopted at the next session of the

Congress of the United States expressly llmltlng any taxation of the salaries of
officers and omployes of the States, their munfolpalities or agenelos, to salarle
which they receive In the future.

3. That the foregolng objectives of the conference on State defense are herebp
endorsed; and the law and legislation committee Is hereby authorized to cooperat4
with the said conference In presenting the views of this association before sald
Senate committee.

4. The secretary of the association Is hereby directed to send a copy of this
resolution to each and every one of the Represontativeb and Senators of the
Congress of the United States, from each State In which there Is a corporate
meml)or of this association; and to the chairman and members of the Senate
Finance Committeo, end tie chairman and members of the House Ways and
Means Committee.

PASADENA, CALIf.

(Introduced by Director Robert E. Dawson)
RESOLUTION NO. 0870

A resolution of the board of directors of tho city of Pasadena urging Representatives
in Congress to oppose retroactive tazes upon ,ncorns from municipaf bonds and
salaries, and opposing extension of Pederal power relates thereto unless local power
relative thereto may be reciprocol
Whereas concerted efforts are now being made to subject to Federal taxation

the Income from municipal bonds and the salaries of municipal employees, and to
give such taxation retroactive effect; and

Whereas the taxation of income from municipal bonds would inevitably result
in increasing the cost of local government and, insofar as retroactive, would work
a serious injustice to persons who paid a higher price for such bonds, relying upon
their exemption from taxation than they otherwise would have paid; and

Whereas the retroactive taxation of the income of municipal employees would
be financially ruinous and unfair to those employees and Injurious to the com-
munitles In w'hlch they reside: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Board of Directors of the City of Pasadena: (I) Condemn as
unfair, oppressive and un-American the Imposition of retroactive taxes upon the
Income from municipal bonds and municipal salaries;

(2) Condemn the unwarranted extension of Federal power and the weakening
of local government through the taxation of Income from municipal bonds to be
Issued In the future;

(3) Urge that If equitable and nonretroactivo taxation of the Income from
munlellal salaries hereafter be contemplated, such taxation be authorized only
on the condition that the State be afforded the reciprocal right to tax Income from
Federal salaries and from Federal securities:

(4) Are convinced that the radical change In rdlationship between local and
Federal Government that Is inherent in current efforts to tax municipal securities
and salaries should be acom plished only by sanction of the people as a whole,
expressed through well considered amendment of the constitution, and not by
judicial lawmakfng: iBe it further

Resolved, That we hereby urge our Representatives and Senators In Congress
to carefully consider the views herein expressed, and to lend their constant support
to all proper legislative means for carrying them into effect, and the city clerk
Is herebv Instructed to transmit Immediately a copy of this resolution to United
States Senator Hiram W. Johnson, Senator Elect Sheridan Downey, and Repre.
sentative in Congress J. 0. W. Hinshaw.

The city clerk shall certify to the adoption of this resolution.
I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was adopted by the board of

directors of the city of Pasadena at Its meeting held November 29, 1938, by the
following vote:

Ayes: Directors Brenner, Dawson, Hamill, Nay, Rliccardi, Stewart, Wopsohall.
Noes: None.

BICSsia CHAMBICRLAIN

Signed and approved this 29th day of November 1088. My
EDWARD 0, NAY,

CMairman of Me Board of Direcors of ths City of Posadena.
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I hereby certify that the foregoing document Is a full, true, and correct copy of
Resolution No. 0870, on file In the office of the city clerk of the city of Pasadena.

(ORAL] BZashM CHAUDDRLAIN
C ly btlerk,

Approved: . W. KotNX, City Afnager.

Approved as to form this 10th day of November 1938.
HARoW P. Huta, ty Allorney.

OrreIC OF TH BOARD OF SUavisona OF TH
COUNTY OF Los ANOICLES, STATR OF CALIFORNIA,

Tuesday, A touslt $, 1088.
The board met In regular session. Present: Supervisors Roger W. Jesup,

ehlrman, presiding; Gordon L, McDonough, John Anson Ford, and L. M. Ford;
and L. E. Lampton, clerk, by Mane B. Beatty, deputy clerk. Absent: Super.
visor H, C. Legg.

In re proposed plan of Federal Government to tax bonds and securities of States
and local governmental agencies and income of their employees: Resolution
endorsing program of "Conference on State Defense" to oppose. On motion of
Siervisor M oVonough, duly carried (Supervisor John Anson Ford voting "no"),
it ia ordered that the following resolution be, and the same Is hereby adopted,
to-wit:

Whereas our attention has been called to the proposed plan of the Federal
Government to collect Income taxes from the employees of States, counties, munici-
palities, and other local public agencies, and also to collect taxes on bonds and
other securities Issued by, and the revenues of such local public agencies: and

Whereas the employees of the county of Lo Angeles and of the Los Angeles
County Flood Control District are engaged solely In governmental work, and that
neither the said county nor district has authority to engage In any work of a
private or proprietary nature- and

Whereas the taxing of the bonds and securities of the county of Los Angeles
and the Los Angeles County Flood Control District might seriously inpair the
credit of the said county and district, and the taxation of their 18 000 employees
retroactively In the manner proposed would cause hardship and distress; and
would, In the opinion of this board, impair the etllcienoy of such employees:
Now therefore be It

Resolved That the board of supervisors of the County of Los Angeles and
ex-ofclo dhe board of supervisors of the Los Angeles County Flood Controf Dis-
trict do hereby approve and endorse the program and objectives of the Conference
on State Defense, to oppose the proposed plan of the Federal Government to tax
the bonds and securities of the Statos and local governmental agencies and the
Income of their employees, without the consent of the States first obtained through
proper constitutional process; be It further

Resolvd, That a certified copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Senators
and Congressmen representing the State of California to the Attorney General
of the United States, to the attorney general of the 8tate of California, to the
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, to the chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, and. to the Conference on State Defense, 111 Eighth
Avenue, New York City.

The foregoing resolution was adopted by the board of supervisors of the county
of Los Angeles and the board of supervisors of Los Angeles County Flood Control
District, State of California, on August 23, 1938, and Is entered in the minutes
of said boards.

{(u3A L. H. LAU'TON,
iounly, Clyrkof the Coynly of Los Angeles Stal of California, and ezxojicio

Clerk of theloard of Supervisors o Sad County.
By MAUD B. BXAIrY, JepUlV.

ASSOCIATION or COUNTY Asaissons or Tnr STAT. OF CALIFORNIA

Whereas our attention has been called to the proposed plan of the Federal
Government to collect Income taxes from the employees of States, countless,
municipalities, and other local public agencies, and also to collect taxes on bonds
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and other securities Issued by, and the revenues of, such local public genoiee;
and

Whereas the taxing of the bonds and securities, and of the revenues of the States,
counttles, municipalities and otier local public agencies might seriously impair
the credit of the said States, counties, municipalities, and other local pubic
agencies, and the taxation of their employees retroactively In the manner proposed
would cause hardhip anti distress; and would in the opinion of this association,
impair the efficiency of such employees; Now, Therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Association of County Accesors of the State of California
do hereby approve and endorse the program and objectives of the Conference on
State Defense, to Oppose the proposed plan of the Federal Government to tax the
bonds and securities, and the revenues, of the States and local governmental
agencies and the income of their employees, without the consent of the States
first obtained through proper constitutional process; be It further

Resolved, That a certified copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Senators
and Congressmen representing the State of Callfornla to the Attorney General
of the United States, to the Attornoy general of the Atato of California, to the
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, to the chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, and to the Conference on State Defense, I1 Eighth
Avenue, New York City.

JoLIXT PARK DSTICT, ILL.

Resolved by the Commissioners o/ the Joliet Park District That It be the sense of
this board that we oppose any attempt upon the part of the Federal Government
to tax the revenues of the several States of the United States or their municipali
ties, or to place a tax upon municipal bonds unless and unti( the legal consent of
the State so affected, or the State in which such municipality be located be first
obtained; be It further

Resolved That a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Honorable J.
Hamilton Lewis and the llonorable Scott W. Lucas United States Senators for
the State of Illinois, and the Honorable Chauncey W. Reed, Representative In
Congress for the Eleventh Congressional District,

STATE OF TILINOIS,
County of It ill, Joliet Park Distrit, cc.:

I, Glenn G. Paul, do hereby certify that I am the duly appointed, quallfled, and
acting Secretary of Joliet Park District, and as such secretary I am the custodian
of the records and of its corporate seal.

I do further certify that on the 28th day of November A. D. 1038, the board of
commissioners of Joliet Park District duly convened in post poned regular session,
and at such meeting the beard duly adopted a resolution relating to any attempt
of the Federal Government to tax the revenues or bonds of municipalities.

I do further certify that the copy of said resolution hereto attached is a true,
full, and complete copy thereof as the same appears on said records of said district.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal of Joliet Park
District this 2d day of December A. D. 1938.

(EAL) c GLENN 0. PAUL,
S8ereoary of Joli4 Park District.

COUNTY AuniToa's Option,
St. Paul, Ainn., Derember 0, 1988.

The attention of Senator Ilenrik Shipstead Senator Ernest Lundeen the Hon.
orablo Melvin J. Mas, I respectfully called to the following resolution of the
board of county commissioners of Ramsey County, Minn,, adopted at the meeting
held on the 5th Instant.

(By Commissioner Moeller)
Resolved by the Board of County Commissioners of Ramsey County, Minn., That

wego on record as condemning any attempt on the part of the Federal Government
to ax the revenues of the States or their municipalities and any attempt to tax
State or municipal bonds or the salaries of State and local governmental employees,
unless and untl the consent of the State Is first obtained through a proper consti.
tutional amendment; and be it further
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* Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to our United States Senators
and to our Representatives in Congress, urging them to do all in their power to
carry out our wishes. Evo wx A. MoNse, County Auditor.

NNwFoaT NNws, VA,

Whereas the Department of Justice now Inter prots the decision of the United
States Supreme Court In Ilelieorig v. Oerhardt as holding that the Federal Govern.
ment has the supreme power to tax all State and municipal employees; and,

Whereas all State and municipal employees now face the Imminent danger of
paying Income taxes upon all salaries earned since 1028; and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims to have the supreme power to
tax future and outstanding State and municipal securities, as well as the revenues
of State and municipal agencies; now, therefore, be It

Resolved by the Council of the City of Newport News, That congressional legisla.
tion should be passed at the next session of Congrtas, limiting any taxation of
State and municipal officers and employees to salaries which they receive In the
future; and be It further

Resolved, That the city of Newport News Is opposed to the taxation of State
and municipal securities by the Federal Government, unless the consent of the
States Is first obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting the
reciprocal taxation of Federal securities and prohibiting absolutely any Federal
taxation of State and municipal revenues, or the revenues of sate and municipal
agencies; and be it further

Resolved, That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, to the chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee, and also to Senators Carter Glass and Harry Flood Byrd, and to the
Representatives In Congress from the State of Virginia.

Passed by the Council of the City of Newport ews, November 14, 1038.
B. 0. JAmos, President.

(aNAL) A. M. HAuLwro, City Clerk.

A true copy, test: A. M. HAmimLo, City Clerk.

C9AM9DR OF COMUiRCS OF TI3 SrATN Or Nuw YOR

rIDURAL6 TAXATION OF TAX-IXIUPT SCURITIgB OPPOSUD

To th Chamber of Commerce.
The committee on taxation offers the following resolutions:
Resolved, That the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York reaffirms

Its action of February 1, 1928, opposing any "amendment of the Constitution of
the United States which shall d qualify either the Federal Government or any
State or municipal government from Issuing bonds free from both Federal and
State taxation, as uneconomic and contrary to the interests both of the Federal
Government and of the States and municipalities and of the taxpayers in both
Jurisdictions and particularly disadvantageous to the State, their municipalities
and their eltizus, which now collect their taxes through an income-tax law"; and
be It

Resolved That the chamber again reaffirms its belief
(1) That capital Is not withdrawn from Industry by the Issue of tax exempt

Government securities;
(2) That Government spending will not be curbed by the removal of tax

exemptions as Government binds will still have the preference and a lower interest
rate than private corporation bonds;

(8) That Government bonds free of tax the proceeds of which are spent for
usual Government purposes, do not constitute unfair competition with bond
Issues of private corporations;

(4) Tlat the rich men who escape taxation by owning tax exempt. are so few
in number that the additional Government revenue tobe obtained by taxation
would be Insignificant; and
S(5) That any Increase in the Interest burden of governmental units by removing
tax exemption will increase by that much the burden of txation, and all our
people will directly br Indirectly be affected; and be It
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Resolved, That the chamber believes that Federal legislation to remove the
existing laws on exemptions will result In dangerous concentration of power In
the Federal Government and the posIhllity of serious Impairment of the &over-
eignty of States and thelr subdivisions like counties, towns, villages, etc.; and be
It further

Resolved, That copies of this report be sent to the President# the Mombers of
Congreu, chambers of commerce and others Interested.

This Chamber went on record almost 16 years ago aInt any removal of the
tax exemption enjoyed by Government securities Issued by the Federal and State
Governments and their subdivisions, The question was considered at great length
by committees of the chamber for several months and a Ion$ re ort was presented
apd ado pted at the regular monthly meeting Pebruary I 153. The various
argument. In favor of taxing those securities were carefully considered. It was
pointed out thatit was a mistake to consider capital was withdrawn from Industry
as a result of tax exemption. The proceeds of Government bonds are obviously

ent in wages materis and structures, Just a. in the case of Industrial bonds.
Een though the rich buyer of tax exempts withdraws from active business, his
money is not withdrawn. The course of businativity In the past shows that
the Increase in the number of tax-exempt bonds did not Impair the productivity
or the prosperity of the country or dry up the sources of revenue.

Furthermore, there Is no evidence that the removal of tax exemptions and the
resulting higher Interest rates will deter tho various Government units from spend-
ing money or being extravagant. Legislative bodies In making appropriations
give comparatively little consideration to the price at which bond isues must be
sold or the subsequent Increase In taxation. The members of these bodies are
largely actuated by other motives than rates of Interest.

As was pointed out by this chamber In 1923, tax-free bonds do not make unfair
competition with tradeborrowers. "The competition would be the same whether
the Government bonds are taxable or free of tax. If taxable, the rate of Interest
will have to be Increased, and the rate on railroad, Industrial and other corporate
bonds will go up correspondingly. The Government bonds will have the prefer.
once and there Will be approximately the same difference between such bonds and
corporation bonds generally, whatever the rate Is on the Government bonds."

Your committee on taxation believes that It Is an unsound allegation the same
as In 1923, that an Important number of rich men are escaping taxation y Invest-
Ing In Government securities. The Division of Research and Statistics of the
Treasury Departoment under date of Aust 1938 Issued a detailed study of securi-
ties wholly or partly exempt from Federa Income taxes. The gross volume of
these asof June 30,1937, was 1585 848 000,000. This sum Included about,$1,128,
000 000 held by government , ,ir si ning funds, trust and Investment funds
their agencies and Federal Reserve banks, leaving approximately 850,522 000 ood
outstanding In the hands of non-Government owners. Banks were tile most
Important cor ate owners, their ownership amounting o$20,918,000,00,wi or
41 percent of the amount In the hands of nongovernme ntanodles,

Thedetile stdygives figures from Income-areunfo195 Ths
ure. show that Individuals with Incomes of $5,000 or more owned $2,083 000,000

of Federal securities, and $282 000,000 of State, local, territorial and insulr
Securities, a total of $4,2OtO0. 'Those with Incomes of more than $100,000
owned 28.7 peent of this total, or less than $1,238 000,000, which Is less thn
2 percent of the gross volume of tax-exempt seourItfes outstanding. The total
ownership of all Individuals with Income of $5,000 or more Is less than 7.8 percent.
In the opinion of your committee this ownership Is far too small to warrant a
radical change In our taxation system: particularly a change which threatens an
undermining of our democracy and our Constitution.

In the last decade a radically now Idea of the purpose and use of taxes has been
developed. For many generations previously taxes were largely levied for revenue
purposes only,. Now they are being levied In a large way as an Instrument of
economic planning and social control. A recent study by tax experts outlines
the following examples: (1) To finance subsidies that are granted In order to
encourage and control private activities: (2) to exert pressure upon the activities
of Individuals and business concerns; (3) to redistribute wealth and Income in
order to offset an undesirable distribution caused by the economic system. So
numerous are punitive taxes now being levied, that many believe they are the
main bar to prosperity.

A termination of the tax exemption of Government securities would accentuate
the power of the Federal Government to strip the States of their sovereignty
and create a Federal dictatorship, not only over business and Individual activities
but over the functions carried on by our 48 States. It Is obvious therefore that
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more reason exists today than in 1923 for opposing the removal of the tax exemp.
tion feature of Government securities.

The administration at Washington has publicly announced on several occasions
-that Congress now Possesses power under the sixteenth amendment to tax Go.

ernment securities. In the President's message to Congress of April 25, 1038,
he said:

"The sixteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United States, approved
in 1913, expressly authorized the Congress $to lay and collect taxes on incomes
from whatever source derived.' That is plain language. Fairly construed, this
language would seem to authorize taxation of income derived from State and
municipal as well as Federal bonds and also income derived from State and munic-
ipal as well as Federal ofce.

Other members of the administration have made similar statements. Thus it
is that the Federal Government, for the first time in its history, is now amerting
the complete power to tax the States. A study issued by the Department ol
Justice, June 24, 1938, declares the Federal Government to be supreme in the
taxing field, and "the principle of Immunity protected the Federal Government
against taxation by the States but did not necessarily shield the Statesagainst the
exercise of the delegated and supreme, taving power of the Central Government."

However, the United States Supreme Court so far has not taken this view of the
sixteenth amendment. In a brief prepared for the Ways and Means Committee
in 1923, A. W. Greg, Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury, declared "that
atax cannot be levie upon the income derived from State and municipal securities
or securities issued by any political subdivision of a State without provision being
made therefor by a conatitutlonal amendment; or, In other words, that under the
decisions of the supreme Court such a tax is now inhibited by the Constitution,"

Many Supreme Court decisions to this effect were cited by Mr. Gregg, He
also gave the following quotation from Henas v. Gore (1020), 253 U. 8, 245:

"True, Governor Hugbex, of New York In a message laying the amendment
before the legislature of that State for raiification or rejection, expressed some
apprehension- est It might be construed as extending the xing power to Income
not taxable before; but his message promptly brought forth statesmen who
participated In proposing the amendment such convincing expositions of Its
purpose he bre stated, that the apprehension was effectively dispelled andratification followed.

"Thus the genesis and words of the amendment unite in showing that It does
not extend the taxing power to new and excepted subjects, but merely removeo
all occasion otherwise existing for an apportionment among the States of taxes
laid on Income, whether derived from one source or another. And we have so
held in other cases."

The reasons for the sixteenth amendment were provisions in the Federal
Constitution that direct taxes must be apportioned among the States In proportion
to their population, determined by the last Federal census, and that taxes other
than direct taxes must be levied uniformly throughout the United 8Katos. These
provisions rendered it Impractical to levy a tax upon income derived from invested
capital, the Supreme Court having held that a tax levied upon the Income derived
from real estate or personal property, was a direct tax which required apportion.
ment among the States as the Constitution required.

The entire history of this amendment Indicates that it was subject to the Implied
limitation that Congress can levy taxes only upon persons, properties, and busino$
subject to Its taxing jurisdiction; and the Stater of the Union have never been
sub ect to the taxation jurisdiction of Congress.

The taxation of tax-exempt securities was discustd by David M. Wood at the
convention of the Investment Bankers Association, October 20, 1038. Among
other things, he stated:

"If the sixteenth amendment, however, be considered as a grant of a new power
to Congress, then It authorizes a levy of a direct tax without the necesity of
apportioning it among the States. At the same time It Is not subject to the rule
ofuniformitv, as that rule does not apply to direct taxes. It is, therefore, subject
to no limltiton. Under that interpretation of the sixteenth amendment, Con-
gres would pesse the wer to levy a tax upon incomes derived from Investedrty subct neither Iothe rule of ap rtionment, nor to the rule of uniformity.
!h rult would be that Congress woul posess the power to levy Income taxes
of this character at different rates in the ffeferent States, It could tax Incomes,
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derived from invested property, at one rate in New York, and in Nevada, at
another rate. This was pointed out by Chief Justice White In an opinion rendered
for a unanimous court In frushabtr v. Union 'at*ic f. R., 240 U. 8. 1, at page 12."

As the power to tax Is the power to destroy, It was pointed out to the Invest-.
mont bankers that the administration's view of the sixteenth amendment meant
that "it would be possible for Congress to tax out of existence invested capital
throughout the entire country, or, there being no limitation of the taxing power,
* * * to select the States In which Invested capital should be taxed out of
existence." Furthermore, Congress could so exercise the taxing power against
Judicial officials of the country, as to make them subservient to Congress and If

Congress were dominated by the Executive, to make both the Judiciary and States
subservient to the Executive branch of the Government. Thus the power would
lie In the Federal Oo ernrnent to destroy the States and also to destroy the Inde-
pendence of the Judiciary, Elections could be controlled and other objectives
attained by placing higher tax levies In those States which were not subservient
to the Federal Government, The States would case to be sovereignties. Un.
doubtedly the States, when ratifying this amendment did not Intend to create
such a possibility or "to destroy limitations upon the powers of the Federal
Government, which are expressly provided for In the Constituton, or necessarily
Implied and which are essential for the preservation of the very form of Govern.
ment which the Constitution was intended to establish."

In the case of Charles . Steward Machine Company v. DaV, 301 U. 8. 648-
616(1938), Justice Sutherland said:

"The people of the United States, by their Constitution have affirmed a
division of internal governmental powers between the Federal Government and
the governments of the several states-committing to the first its powers by
express grant and necessary implication; to the latter, or to the people, by reserva-
tion, 'the powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by It to the States.' The Constitution, thus affirms the complete
supremacy and Independence of the state within the field of its powers."

In the same case Justice MeReynolds said:
"In Tdas v. While, 7 Wall., a cause of momentous Importance, this Court

through Chief Justice Chase declared: 'But the perpetuity and Indissolubility ol
the Union by no means Implies the loss of distinct and Individual existence, or of
the right of self-government by the States. Under the Articles of Confederation
each State retained its sovereignty, freedom, and Independence and every power#
Jurisdiction, and right not expressly delegated to the United Rtates. Under the
Constitution, though the powers of the States were much restricted still, all
powers not delegated to the United States, nor prohibited to the Slates, are
reserved t9 the States, respectively, or to the people. * * *

"The doctrine thus announced and often repeated, I bad supposed was firmly
established. Apparently the States remained really free to exercise governmental
powers not delegated or prohibited, without Interference by the Federal Govern-
mernt through threats of punitive measures or offers of seductive favors."

In view of thee various considerations, your committee on taxation believes
that this chamber should vigorously op" legislation by Congress or a constitu-
tional amendment which would remove the present tax exemption on Government
securities.

Respectfully submitted, S. P Chairman,

Dascaugsa 20, 1038.

Naw YoIx STATm ASSOeIATION Or MUNIClPAto ENOaiaa
Whereas the possible effects of current Treasury Department Interpretations of

recent Supreme Court decisions gravely concern engineers employed by the
municipalities, by

(a) threatening retroactive taxation of salaries they have received during the
past 12 years and which they have assumed to be exempt as a result of previous
Su reme Court decisions;ib) by threatening to Increase the cost of carrying on municipal government
by removing the exemption which municipal revenues and ocurities have tradl.
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tonally enjoyed, and that without the consent of the States through constitutional
amendment: Be It

Resoled By Me New York State Aeeociation of, Municipal Eg neers,.
First. ThiaV the assoolation urge all members of and candidates for both Houses

of Congress to support the following bill In Congress at the 1989 session:

"A DILL To prVoyso the retsli, ppl1to any F "tS1tax upon tlhemptoy1wof the 81t( msd

"Be it eneted by the Senale and House of RepresonlaliMe of 1Me United SMaes of
America in Congress 4sembled, That any taxes Imposed by the Revenue Act ol
1936 or prior revenue aots upon any Individual In respect of amounts received
by him as compensation for personal services as an officer or employee of any
State or States or of any political subdivision, or any municipal or public corporate
Instrumentality or agenoythe eof (except to the extent that such compensation Is
paid out of funds of 1he nit States of America), together with any interest or
penalties in connection therewith, shall be canceled, abated, credited, or refunded."

Second. That this association invites the cooperation of each of the Con ross-
men and Senators which represent Its membership In the Congress of the United
States, to defeat any proposal to Impose Federal taxes on State and municipal
securities and revenues without the States' consent, and to oppose any program
which would Increase Federal revenues at the sacrifice of equally necessary munici-
pal government and the type of governmental services which can be performed
oniy by the States and municipal cities.

Thid. That a copy of this resolution be sent to every Congressman and Senator
In the State of New York, with an Invitation for his support and a declaration of
his position.

AxRoN, Onto
(Offered by Sanderson)

REaOLUTION NO. 847-1R35 REQUESTINO TUi CONGRESS OF TEII UNITED STATICS TO
IINACT LOISLATION PROHIBITING RETROACTIVE TAXATION OF STATE AND MUNICI-
PAL SMPLOYE3SB TO PREVENT FIDNRAL TAXATION OF OUTSTANDING SCOURITIS
OF STATES AND MUNICIPALITIES AND THEIR AODNORIE; AND TO PREVENT FEDERAL
TAXATION OF TUN REVENUES OR INCOME OF STATES AND MUNICIPALITIES AND
THNIR AONCIES

Whereas during the course of a century the Constitution of the United States
has been Interpreted to forbid the taxation by the Federal Government of the
amloyees of the States and of State instrumentalitles, and to forbid the taxation
of Itate and municipal bonds; and

Whereas the Department of Justice under date of June 24 1038 submitted
report on "The Immunity Rule and ihe Sixteenth Amendment" to tde Treasury
Department, which report concludes that the Federal Government has power to
tat all State and municipal bonds, both those outstanding and future Issues, and
has also the power to tax the salaries of all officers and employees of the States and
municipal governments- and

Where said report further concludes that the State. have no such power to
levy a tax upon F6deral bonds and Federal salaries; and

Whereas municipal and State employees by reason of said report, are faced
with the Immediate danger of being require to pay a Feod-al income tax on their
Salaries earned for every year back to 1926; and

Whereas bonds have been sold on the representation of State and municipal
officers, and under existing regulations of the Treasury Departmento that they
were exempt from Federal taxation; and

Whereas the enforcement by the Federal Government of the conclusions con-
tained In said report would be an injustice upon State and municipal employees
and would seriously and Injuriously affect the financial standing of the city of
Akron and Its ability to issue future bonds; and,

Whereas this council has already expressed Its sentiment by resolution in favor
of the taxation of salaries, accruing and to be earned in the future, upon the same
basis as Income taxes now are, and may hereafter be levied upon the earnings of
other individuals not engaged In public service, and the members of this council
are actively opposed to the present policy of panting special prlvll g0 and
Immunities from Income tax to public officials generally; now, therefore, be It
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R0#olved by ths Council of Ow oily of Akron:
uroxon 1. That this counal! roepoctfully petitions the Congress of the United

States at Its next session to pass legislation prohibiting the retroactive taxation of
State and nunicipal employees the prevention of Federal taxation of outstanding
ecurities or Sates and municipalities and of State and municpal agencies; and

the prevention of Federal taxation of the revenues or Income of States and munol.
palities and of Sate and municipal agencies, and also to enact legislation insuring
the collection of income taxes upon future earnings from all municipal, county
tate, and Federal employees on the same basis as levied upon the earnings 1.4'
thor Individuals generally,

SZoTzoN 2. That a copy of this resolution be forwarded by the clerk of this
council to the clerk oft he United States Senate, Senate Office Building, Wash.
In ton D. 0., to the Clerk of the United States House of Representatives House
Office Building, Washington, D. C.; to Ron. Vie Donahey, Uhited Staes onator,
Washington, D. .; to ion. Robert J. Bulkley, United 8tae Senator, Wash.
Ington, D,O.; to Hon. Dow W. Harter, Member of the House of Representatives
of the Fourteenth Congressional District Washington D. 0.; and to Conference
on State Defense III Eighth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Passed September 6, 1038. Ronzr M. SArwunsow,

3. M. BAUMAN, Clerk of Council. "iden of the Councl.

Approved Sept. -, 1938. ----- ---- pMaor,

I hereby certify that Resolution No. 847-1088 was not returned by the mayor
signed or vetoed within 10 days, nor was he prevented from so doing by the
adjournment of council. 3. M. BAUMAN, Cle¢rk oeCouncil.

CouirT OmicaRS ASSOCIATION OV T82 STATS or Oxz .Al0MA

Whereas the County Officers Association of the State of Oklahoma being In
regular annual session assembled In Oklahoma City on October 1, 13 Mi just
learned of a decision of the Supreme Court of the United States rndred. on May
28 1038, in the case of Ielvf ing v. Gerhardl #I *I, (No. 779-80-81, October term
1957) and it appearing to said association that said decision opens the way to
possible retraolve Federal taxation of the salaries of State and municipal ea-
ployes; and It further appearing that said decision opens the way for possible
Federal taxation upon the revenue receipts of States and counties, and It further
appearing to the association that said decision opens the way to possible Federal
t~iation of revenue receipts of municipally owned waterworks, transportatlop
lines, electric power and llght plants; sewage plants. and other similar projects;
and It further a appearing that said decision opens the way to probable Federal
taxation of all tate and municipal bonds; and it further 'appearing that the
Federal Department of Justice Is taking the position that the States have no right
of retaliation and no authority In said decision or otherwise to tax Federal se.
ouritles or Federal salaries; and It appearing to this association In eonventqQo
assembled, that such doctrines are and would be inimical to the bst Interests of
the citizens and taxpayers of Oklahoma, and it further appearing that a national
organization of the attorneys general s already engaged In petionng for a
rehearing of said cases; and It appearing to this convention that this said decision
changes the unbroken law, undrstanding and practice oi the relation between
Stat6 and Federal authorities existing for more than 100 years and that said
decision should not be allowed to stand, unless a constitutional amendment Is
proposed and submitted by the Congress to the various States, which would have
he effect of allowing the States the right to tax Federal Incomes and Federal

securities; now therefore, be it
Resolved b A* County Officers Assoclation oj Oklahoma, in annual cone"eWuo

aeeembled, T %at they petition each of our United States Senators from Oklahomt
and each of the Oklahoma members of the National House of Representatives to
study this case and Its affect upon State and municipal financing and upon the
claimed Federal right to tax State officials- and that we further petition each
member of said delegation to be on the alert to use his Influene at all times for
the protection of our State against the encroaohment of F'eral taxation' and
further that each member of the delegation be petitioned to work and voie for
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and Insist upon the submission of a Federal constitutional amendment (in ce
the Supreme Court allows this decision to stand) which will allow to the several
States the reciprocal right to tax Federal securities and the salaries of Federal
officials; be It further

Resolved, That the Secretary be Instructed to send forthwith to each Senator
and Representative of the Oklahoma delegation a certified copy hereof.

C.VSTS11, PA.

Expressing the opposition of city council to the Federal Government taxing
States and municliallties and their officials and employees.

The Council of/t CI My of Cheeler Does Resolv: That the council of the city of
Chester hereby and now desires to go on record as being opposed to the Federal
Government taxing bonds and incomes either of them, of States and municipalities
and salaries of public officials and employees neither In the future or retroactively,
for the following reasons:

1. Because it would actually establish the power of the Federal Government
to compel the States and their agencies to pay an Income tax upon their revenues.

2. Because it denies corresponding power In the States to tax the Federal
Government except by grace of Fedora-l permission which could be repealed byan subsequent Con ress.

. Because It would establish the power of any subsequent Congress to tax
already Issued securities of the States and their agencies, although they were sold
and paid for at a higher price because of exemption,

4. Because It would Increase the cost of State and local government and so
add to the burdens of the local taxpayers.

5. BTecause It would foster overcentrallsation at the sacrifices of local govern.
ment andhome rule.

8. Because It opens the way for retroactive taxation of all public officers' and
employees' back salaries.

7. Taxing the public officers' and employees' back salaries during the period
of 12 years would be a very great hardship and would no doubt result In the ruin
of many officers and employees, particularly in the lower salary and wage brackets.And whereas the city clerk be and he Is hereby directed to send a certified copy
of this resolution to the Pennsylvania United States Senators and the Congress.
man from this district.

We hereby certify that this resolution passed council this 20th day of DecemberA. D. 1938.AttD.ost WILLIAM WARD, Jr., Mayor.
AuNJsarmN Nuweoum, Yy Cerk.

SHARON, PA.
RhSOLVTION NO. NS

(Introduced by Mr. Stewart, November 8, 1938. Adopted, November 8, 1038)

A resolution of the council of the city of Sharon, Pa., opposing the Feder
taxation of State and Federal revenues and obligations.

Riesoled, by fhe oounc of the cy of Sharon Pa., That we go on record as on-
dtorsing the action taken at the convention ol the L e of Cities of the Third
Class In Pennsylvania, hold on September I and 2 1988, in the city of Reading,
condemningany attempt on the part of the Federal Government to tax the rove-
uos of the State or their municipalities and any attempt to tax State or munio.

Ipal bonds or the alaries of State and local governmental employees, unless and
until the consent of the State Is first obtained through a proper constitutional
amendment; and be it further
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Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to our United States Senators

and to our Representatives In Congress, urging them to do all In their power to
carry out our wishes,

Adopted in council this 8th day of November, A. D., 1938.
J. Fnsn. TnoMAs,

Attest: 
Mayor and President of Council.

FAZD S. WILLIAMS,
City &lerk.

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of resolution No.
2483 of the city of Sharon, Pa, Fggp 5, WILLIAIJ,

City L'lrk.

MARSHALL, Tax.

Resolved by the city commission of the city of Marshall, Tez., That we go on
record aso condemning any attempt on the part of the Federal Government to tax
the revenues of the Itates or their municipalities and any attempt to tax State
or municipal bonds or the salaries of State and local governmental employees
unless and until the consent of the State Is int obtained through a proper con.
stitutional amendment, and be It further

Reolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to our United States Senators
and to our R'epresentatives In Congress urging them to do all In their power to
carry out our wishes.

TzxAs CInA rTa, MKI CIPAL FINA? e Orrietns' ASSOCIATION

Whereas the Department of Justice now Interprets the decision of tho United
States Supreme Court In Ifeliering v. Gerhardt as holding that the Federal Govern.
ment has the supreme power to tax all State and municipal emloye-; and

Whereas all State and municipal employees now face the imminent danger
of raving Income taxls upon all salaries earned since 1920; and

Whereas the Fedetal Government now claims to have the supreme power to
tax future and outstanding State and municipal securities, as well as the revenues
of State and municipal agencies: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Texs Chapter, Municipal Finance Ojticers' Association in con.
mrnhion asemblrd at Port Arthur, Te., on the 16th of Oclober 198-

First. The Federal Government should, under no circumtances be permitted
to tax the revenues or Iocal governments or tiny of their agencies, or the bonds
which they have already Issued and which are outstanding.

Second. Legislation should be promptly enacted which will prohibit the taxa.
tion of the salaries of State and municipal employees, earned in past years.
when it was then believed that the said salaries, were exempt.

Third. If the Income from future Issues of Slate and municipal bonds are to be
taxed, as well as the sataries of local government employee. the Federal Govotrw
month should accord reciprocal provileges to our city and 8tate Oovernment.-a
applying to Federal securities, Ralarls, and properiles. . n t)

Fourth. In the absenoe of a grant of equal reciprocal taxing powers our fuBM
resistance should be given to any attempt on the part of Federal 6 *.dWent
to tax the Income from either bonds presently outstanding or those (.st,.dttk
future, or salaries paid either in the past, present, or In the future, 9'a~ a0.
lied by a proper constitutional Amendment. it ,.

Fifth. That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the1AttdnrW-WCaWul
of the United States, to the chairman of the Senate Finafta#1AinikWtw e
to the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, and that thojgml of
this resolution be communicated by the respective memherspft h tlo4 to
their congressional Representatives as soon as may be. aDI1 Wi .W

Passed and approved this the 26th day of October, A, D. 1038, at Por4hif,
Tex.

Approved:W

P eldenl, Tua Chapter of the Municipal Pinatnce 01cers' AM'1.
Attest:

E, E. MoADAMU, Secretary.
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I Tom INDUSTRIAL COMMIssION or UTAx

I move that the following resolution be adopted.
a3. D. NRxBDR, Commieeowr.

RESOLUTION fO. 1$70
Whereas on April 25, 1088, the President of the United States sent to Congressg dealing with the possible removal of tax exemptions from bonds issued

by Federal, State, and municipal governmental units and removal of tax exomp.
tions on income earned by' State governmental employees and others; and

Whereas pursuant to a study of the poslbflties mentioned In the Presideat's
nessago the United States Department of Justice on June 24, 1938, transmitted
to the treasury Department an exhaustive report dealing with tile subject of
taxation of Government bondholders and employees. It was suggested In said
report and it has been proposed by several Members of the United es Congress
and by officials of the United States Treasury Department that taxes might be
collected from the salaries of State and municipal employees retroactively as far
back as the year 1020 and also that Federal taxe might be collected from the
income received by holders of State and municipal bonds either with or without
Fe A9.l legislation In addition to tat now existing; and

Whereas some efforts have already been made by ofcahs of the United States
leasury Department to collect the taxes above mentioned under existing legisla-
tion, and It appears certain that further efforts will be made to collect such taxes
and further efforts will be made by Atembers of Congress to pan Federal legisla.
ion for the purpose of collecting such taxes; and

Whereas while the Industrial commission of Utah Is In, sympathy with the
broad objectives of the President's message to Congress shove mentioned, the

tmmisslon is ,onvInced that it would be unjust for the United States Treasury
Department to attempt to make any collections of Federal taxes upon the income
of State and municipal employees retroactively, and tMat it would be unjUst and
burdensome upon the commission's operation of the Statt Insurance fund of
Utah If the United States Treasury Department attempts to collect taxes upon
the Income of the larg amount of municipal bonds held as reserves for the State
insurance fund with which to mature claims existing over a fong period of years
The commission is further convinced that If the theories of the United' State&
Department of Justice, contained in its report above mentioned, are accepted by
the United States Treasury Department and Congress and If said theories are
followed to their logical eopeluison there is grave danger that an attempt will be
made to levy and collect a Federal tax upon -the operations of the State Insuranot
fund itself; and

Whereas there has been organized a eonferenee on State defense with Its head-
quarters at 111 Eighth Avenue, New York City, said conference consisting of
attorneys general of -89 States of the United States, one of whom is the Honorable
Joseph Ches attorney general of Utah, which conference to a voluntary asocia-
tion having r Its main purposes promulgation of information and other similar
assistance toward preventing the retroactive taxation of State and municipal
employees and the encroachment of the' Federal Government's taxation on the
oilrations of State and municipal functions and the prevention of Federal taxa.
tfon of State and municlpal bonds without reciprocal taxation of Federal bonds;
and

Where It would be for the boot Interests of the State insurance fund to make a
oontribution to said conference on State defense to assist in the purposes above
outlined: Now, therefore, be It

Rsso d, That the sum of $250 be appropriated from the State insurance fund,
which sum shall be immediately transmitted to the conference on State defense
for use by It in furtherance of the purposes herein mentioned.

(8sAt) CAROLYN I. SMITH, Seerstar,
Passed by the Industrial Commission of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, November

2. F. MCSHANR

Chairman Pro hlmpore,
CAROLYN I. S uTH#OYFU ,:eRteJ
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INVISTUJINT RANX1U ASSOCIATION OP AM5JICA

Whereas proposal has been made to enact Federal legislation to tax the Income
from State and municipal seourlties-therafter Issued without fr1t submitting the
question to the States and obtaining their consent In the form of a constitutional
amendment, and

Whereas It It officially contended by the Federal administration that the Federal
Government now has that power without amendment to the Constitution and

Whereas if tis contention be enacted Into law and Judicially sustained the
power to tax thereby ;stablished might be a Plied to previously issued and out.
standing obligations of States and munfolp nteel and, in the opinion of eminent
counsel, might even be asserted and applied to the revenues on which the States
and municipalities themselves depend ?br their existence, and

Whereas regardless of present assurances to the contrary, the power to tax If
so established might by a future Conges be applied to the detriment of holders
of securities purchased In good faith and to the distress or destruction of the States
and munlcipalitles themselves, Now therefore be it

Resolved by (As 1kwstment anlert Association of America in convention
assembled: First, tha attention be directed to resolution adopted by Its board
of governors on May 7, 1920, and standing continuously sirco then as the expressed
plio of the association as follows:

111 Is the sense of this Board that the Investment Bankers Association of
America advocate the adoption of an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States empowering on the one hand the Federal taxation of the Income
fronm future obligations of the States and their political subdivisions and on the
other hand the taxation of future obligations of the United States by the States
and their political subdivisions, in both cases with proper safeguards limiting such
taxation.'

Second, that this convention supplement such resolution to include the obliga-
tions of Instrumentalities and agnees of the States and their political subdivisions
on the one hand and the instrumentalities and agencies of the Federal Government
on the other hand.

Third, that this convention record Itself as opposed to any method for the a*.
complishment of this purpose other than by constitutional amendment.

In addition, examination of the Congressional Record Indicates that
the following cities have filed resolutions with the House Ways and
Means Committee protesting nony tax on State and municipal bonds:
City of Los Angeles Calif.; ct of Dubuque, Iowa; city of Davenport,
o'City of ighpladf. bIowa city of ighand Park, Mich.; city of Ann Arbor, Mich.; city-of OAk Park, Mich.
In the thiid category, we find that by far the largest Nation-wide

organization In the field of public employees, the American Federation
of State, County and Municipal Employees, which has 48,000 mem.
bore, I unquallfedly opposed to the taxation of State and municipal
bonds by congressional statute. They state:

The Association opposes any attempt to add to the cost of State and municipal
government by Federal taxation without first securing the consent of the States
through a consttutional amendment guatanteel the reciprocal right to tax
future Issues of Federal securities In the State and 9rohbltlng any Federal taxation
of the revenues and already Issued securities of te States, 1heir subdivisions and
agencies.

The Civil Service Forum of New York City, representing approxi.
mately 100,000 civil-service employees, has adopted a similar resolu.
tion nsisting that the Federal "Government, if it Is to tax municipal
bonds at all, must do so only throu h consdtutional amendment.

Other organization of public o9cials and employees who- have
adopted Ain ilar resolutions number more than 100, representing over
300 000 members. Amnong those organizations are Nation-wide aeso-
ciationsof fire chiefs, police chiefs, and other municipal executives as
well as associations of public employees representing all divisions of
State and municipal service.
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A great majority of these resolutions (recognizing the inherent
threat to the stability of State and municipal finance contained in
the Treasury tax proposals) vehemently oppose the imposition of a
Federal levy upon State and municipal bonds unless the States con-
sent is legally obtained through the presentation of a constitutional
amendment. Those resolutions I will present to the committee with-
out further listing.

(The resolutions referred to are as follows:)

RJISOLVTlom Aoop'rlr DY Tilt INUTNATIONAt, AssorIATION or FIREFIoIITNIIS
HiR UTIIOAc~iv TAXATION O7 FIRZMXNr' SALARIES

Whereas the Federal Department of Justice and the Treasury Department
have contended that "the principle of Immunity protected the Federal Govern-
ment against taxation by the States, but did not necessarily shield the States
against the exercise of the delegated and supreme taxing power of the Central
Government;" and

Whereas as a result, firemen employed by the States, counties and munlif.
palitles are threatened with an immediate retroactive liability for Federal income
tax on their salaries earned for every year back to 1926; and

Whereas as a further result there is drawn into question the Immunity from
Federal corporate income tax of the revenues deriv6d by the States, their sub.
divisions and agencies, taxation of which would derogate State sovereignty and
add a crushing burden to the already heavy cost of State and municipal govern.
meant, and

Whereas the Federal taxing officials have also asserted a constitutional right to
add to the cost of State and municipal government by taxing State and municipal
bonds while denying to States and their agencies a constitutional guaranty of
their right to reduce that added cost by reciprocal taxation of Federal securities;
Now, therefore be it

Resolved, by tAe International Aesociation of Fire Fighters, in convention assembled
this Ist day of September 1938: First that the association urge all members of and
candidates for the both Houses of Congress to support the following bill in Con.
gross at the 1939 session:
A DILL To pnvent the retroactive application of any Federal ta upon the employees of the Stats andtheir Instrumentalities

Be it enaded by the Senate and loise of Repreeentatives of the United State# of
America in Congress assembled, That any taxes slipped by the Revenue Act o'
1930 or prior revenue acts upon any Individual in respect of amounts received
b.y him as compensation for personal services as an officer or employee of any
Slate or States or of any political subdivision, or any municipal er publlo cor.
porate instrumentality or agency, thereof (except to the extent that such com-
pensation Is paid out of funds of the United States of America), together with
any Interest or penalties In connection therewith, shall be canceled, abated,
credited, or refunded.

Second, that the association opposes any attempt to add to the cost of State
and municipal covornment by Federal taxation without first securig the consent
of the States through a constitutional amendment guaranteeing the reciprocal
right to tax future issues of Federal securities In the State and prohibiting any
Federal taxation of the revenues already Issued, securities of the States, their
subdivision and agencies..

Third, that the association cooperate with the Conference on State Defense in
furthering the above program, and that the executive committee Is hereby given
full power and authority -to take all steps necessary in connection therewith.

I il.Ions Identical in form or effect were adopted sndsubmitted by Internetionl o lation of
Fir ChiehiNew Knejand AssodiLion of fis C hleb; IllnoLs Iremen's A o wItin; Nw AerlSts
Permanent Firemen'sAooitlon: siliforitla State Firemen's Apwelion: Central '0w York FI rmenq
Amot ion; and Btnshampton Fremen's Benevolent Firemen's Association, Losa of the otenationar lostlQn.. Firafllht~et _o~ted In he followlng cities sdoptad nd ,gutmlla.t IdentlrltiOn,
ievaland Het~ht&a Ohio| chneeee, w~atna g.t. Ps.: Itesanabe M icn,! M OKeepori Pa.; Manf ld,
io Aafy k, N, 1 7 r,.6 e . llnli, iont.; ('ovIetoen, Ky,. Insna rtI, V 1

we~ ~ ~ 3 Ndtt Uloals the tlmu 4ain1  1nteoiwtaiil,, NY,; e,, ahCWa. lt ohluteon p , nlraretve taoa tlono rnmens
Inkdi wee iIo~td~t] I tl~l te Inte! tloml AP OJIofPreflltere ltd to the fO~lawla Cites:

#olbkill, De~ur, l.l cundiBio ,; and I" lnstol. ., J.
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IIIsOLUTIONS All AVOPTV AT FiRm Cmuiss Mw.-imo Hm JANUAny 10, 1039

Whereas the Department of Justice of the United States has Interreted recent
decisions of the United States Supreme Court as holding that the Federal Gov.
ernment has the supreme power to tax all State anti mun Opal employees, and to
tax future and outstanding State and municipal securities, as well as the revenues
of State and municipal agencies; and

Whereas tflo attorneys general of the States recogniling the menace frout the
Fedemd Government to impair the sovereignty of their several States and their
freedom, and have joined themselves Into a Conference on State D~eenvs; and

Whereas the International Association of Fire Chiefs, and the International
Association of Fire Fightrs, have voted to cooperate with the Conference on
State Defense for their own protection; and

Whereas all State and municipal employees now face the Imminent danger of
paying Income taxes upon all salaries earned since 1920 with penalties attached:Now, therefor, be It

Resolved, That the State Association of Fire Chiefs of Maine, In convention
assembled on the 10th (lay of January 1939, desire. our representatives In Con-
gre, to support legislation to prohibit retroactive Federal taxes on salaries of
State and municipal employees, and to endeavor to defeat proposed legislation,
to tax State and municipal socuritles; and be It further

Resolved, That the secretary is hereby directed to forward copies of the above
resolution to the Senators and Congreqisen front Maine, with a request that they
support the objectives of the Conferene on State Defense, and stand firm for the
principle of State sovereignty and Independence. J . JANDw PE,

CnAULICS 0. SPICAn, Jr.,
ALLN P. PAYSoN,

Committee.
A true copy attest. CUIAULEB IV. flOWKIzn,

Secretary and Treasurer.

HIZSOLUTION Or ELYRIA Fi~t FiOlITIus ASSOCIATION, LOcAL 474, ELYRnA, Outo,
Novninsi 12, 1938

Whereas the right of the Federal Government to Impose taxes on State county,
and municipal employees and also to tax States and municipalities on their owvn
revenue receipts, w heli by Supreme Court decision of May 23 1038; and

Whereas this decision is contrary to the principles of American Democracy and
will further Jeopardiho the financial security of the States, counties, and muniel.
pallties, and

Whereas the retroactive measure as upheld in the decision would work an unfair
hardship on the employees of the States, counties, anti monuelplltios: It is there-
fore

Resolved, by the Rlyria Fire Fighters Association. local 474, in meeting, That this
association request Members of Congress at the 1039 session; to support legisla.
tion that will prevent the retroactive application of any Federal tax upon the
employees of the States and their instrumentalities; and to oppose legislation
that will ocId to the cost of State, county, and municipal governments by Federal
taxation.

Unanimously adopted, November 10, 1938.
Respectfully yours, . . O

Secretary.
12228-8-pt. 2-1
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RnsOLutoN ADOPmD sy THU AMuRlCAN FUDIRATION 0F SrATu, COUNTY, AND
MUNICIPAL EUPLOYTXS I

Whereas the Federal Department of Justice and Trea&sury Department have
contended "That the principle of Immunity protected the Federal Government
against taxation by the States hut did not necessarily shield the States against the
exercise of the delegated and supreme, taxing power of the central government";
and

Where as a result employees of the States, counties and municipalities are
threatened with an immediate retroactive liability for Federal income tax on their
salaries earned for every year hack to 1926; and

Whereas as a further result there Is drawn into question the immunity from
Federal corporate Income tax of the revenues derived by the States, their sub.
diviolens and agencies, taxation of which would derogate State sovereignty and
add a crushing burden to the already heavy cost of State and municipal govern.
ment: and

Whereas the Federal taxing officials have also Asserted a constitutional right to
add to the cost of State and municipal government by taxing State and municipal
bonds while denying to States and their agencies a constitutional guamnty of their
right to reduce that added cost by reciprocal taxation of Federal securties: Now,
therefore, he It

Resolved, by the Amerlon Federation of State, CountY, and Municipal Rm.
ployeee in conention assembled this 81st d49 of August, 1988:

First. That the federation tries all members of and candidates for Congress
and the Senate to support the following bill In Congress and the Senate to support
the following bill In Congress at the 1039 session:

A BILL To prevent the retroaetivea ppliotlo ofanylFedeal Uts upon the employees of the8tales and their
Instrumentalities

lie it enacted by to, Sate and floise of Representatives o/ the United States of
Asnerica in Congress asembled, That any taxes imposed by the Revenue Act of
1938 or prior Revenue Acts upon any Individual In espeot of amounts received by
him as compensation for personal services as an officer or employee of any State
or States or of any political subdivision, or any munlclIal or public corporate
Instnmentalitv or auenoy thereof (except to the extent that such compensation
Is paid out of the funds of the United States of America), together with any
Interest or penalties In connection therewith, shall be cancelled, abated, credited
or refunded,

Second. That the federation opposes any attempt to add to the cost of State
and municipal government by Federal taxation without first securing the consent
of the States through a constitutional amendment guaranteeing the reciprocal
right to tax future isues of Federal securities In the State and prohibiting any
Federal taxation of the revenues and already Issued securities of the States, their
subdivisions and agencies; and

Third. That the federation cooperate with the Conference on State Defense,
In furthering the above program and that the executive committee Is hereby
given full power and Authority to take All steps necessary In connection therewith;
and

Fourth. That the secretary send a copy of this resolution to every affiliated
local organization, together with the federation's recommendations that a similar
resolution be adopted by each. that each local roolution adopted be sent to all
member of or candidates for Congress and the Senate from that State and that
each local organisation Actively support and work to secure congressional senatorial

. 'I commitments for the program endorsed herein,
Adopted, A. F. S. C. & M. E. CONYNtION.

ATLANTA, (IA., August 81, 198R.
lResolun ns lenlieal In form or effect were adopted and submitted Iby the following lo"ls of that organl.
tIo: B ffNalo. , Y Loca 1ic.. ,. 6 ,? 8. .9. 10 and i1 ManitowI. I.., 1 . t urorN
.. o tl V ,): California Stale Impveee, To1 local No 69' Pt. iuis My

, 1 Two iers, Wi.., Local 7, anTucrnwas oost, oew 'hilwaelphla, thio,

Thecllwx 09 V1ni4ailons also adort-'idaice) resulions: The Federation of Public o dePm
ployeeg. St. Phul MInn.: Stat Councl of ew Prser Cliiierv Ic Amocation: Connec tit Atate 1m.

ceys Local H,1ojT, Detroit, Itlh. Muntilpal Kmployrte Club. Ino., and Pasadea1, Calif, MunIpa

'1'oallowno'nl *IatoIns adopted resolftlin r ofrstlng the mpiion of a oetrrlve t op th*
lares of tsae an4 munic mpoyes: hu cti mployvee tnlon l/cl Cear Rapid. lowS:

Iowa a$ Mundpal Emnlorees Aoaon, unit NO. Cedar Rapids . 1 it o.9tC.onil ils)
Calltorla Federation of Ciil Bervit Asoelatlons in Lns Anreles and Ban Francisco tunlcepal Cliil

evloe Asoocitlon.
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RESOLUTION OF CIVIL SuavwiX FOaUM

Whereas the Civil Service Forum, at Its last regular meeting held on May 25,
1938, adopted a resolution protesting against retroactive taxation of civil-service
employees' salaries by the Federal Government; and

Whereas our attention has been called to the proposed plan of the Federal
Government to tax State and municipal bonds by means of passing legislation
in the next session of Co . ; and

Where" the taxing ofbonds and securities of the city or State of New York
will seriously impair the credit of such city and State; and

Whereas any attempt to tax retroactively the salaries of civil.servioe employees
would be both vicious and unfair and cause untold hardship to thousands of
civil.service employees: Therefore, be it

Resolved, That the ivil Service Forum horeb approve and endorse the pro.
gram and objectivs of the Confereuce on State Defense to oppose the proposed
plan of the Federal Government to tax the honds ind sceurpties of the State
and local governmental agencies, and the incomes of their employees, without
the consent of the States being first obtained through the regular order of con-
stitutional amendment; and, be it further

Resolved, That a certified copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Senators
and Congressmen representingtbhe State of New York to the Civil Service Asso-
elation of the State of Now York, to the Attorney general of the State of New
York, to the Attorney General of the United States, to the chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, and to the chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee.

RxsoLuiom or Los AmosLse COUNTY EMpLOyxIa' ASOoIATION

Whereas a certain study entitled "Taxation of Government Bondholders and
Employeeso--the Immunity Rule and Sixteenth Amendment," forwarded by the
Department of Justice to the Treaaury Department on Junb 24, 1938, asserts a
supreme power In the Central Government to tax the States without their con-
sent, while denying reciprocal power in the States to tax the Federal Government;
and

Whereas the Department of Justice has also asserted that revenues of the
States are subject to the Federal corporate Income-tax levies; and

Whereas the Treasury Department has declared its Intention to use its power
to collect 12 years' back taxes from employee, of the States and the several
subdivisions thereof as a bargaining weapon in connection with legislation rm-
moving future tax exemptions, and

Whereas it Is the sense of this association that such a Federal attack would
place the States In the status of counties or provinces of a central government
and would In effect destroy the form of State and local government, and of the
dual sovereignty under which the people of the United States have lived and
prospered for over a century and a half: Now, therefore be it

Resolved, by the Board of Director# of tA. Los AnpWe 7on uly Rmploieea' Assoct.
aieon representing 15,000 mplofees of tA eounly of Los, Ang# s, Cilif,, and of
tAe J' o-control and other districts thereof, That we hereby endorse the program
and objectives of the conference on State defense, denying the constitutionality
of any attempt by the Federal Government to tax the revenues of the States,
their political subdivisions, or employees thereof, without the consent of the
States first obtained through proper constitutional procem; and, be it further

Resolved, That we are unalterably opposed to the stated threat of the Treasury
Department of the Federal Government to collect 12 years' back taxes from
employees of the several States and their political subdivisions as a bargaining
weapon In connection with future legislation; and be It further

Resolved, That the secretary of this association be directed to forward a copy
of this resolution to the chairman of the Conference on State Defense, to th
Board of Supervisor of Los Angeles County, and to the Attorney General of
the State of Uallfornia.

Adopted by the unanimous vote of the board of directors of the Los Angeles
County Employees' Association, August 9, 1938. ,

H ATT M. Hm'r, Pbrsident.MATr N. SIMON, erelarV.
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OAKLAND MUNICIPAL CIVIL SmRVIcu ASSOCIATION,

A. J. Tosiff, Oakland, Calif., October 1, 1938.

Secretary, Conference on State Defense.
Dear Sir; At tile last regular meeting of the Oakland Municipal Civil Service

Association the following resolution was passed:
Be it resolved by the Oakland Municipal Civil Service Association, That this

association go on record as being opposed to the retroactive collection of Income
taxes from public employees by the Federal Government and also to future collec-
tion of Income taxes from the public employees of the State, municipalities, and
other State agencies. Be It further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to the honorable Senators and
Representative of the State of California.

Sincerely yours, ED. RssaLl,

Secretary- Treasurer.

RxsoLUTION or Nxw YORK STATs ASsoCIATION Or ENOINXISRs

Whereas the possble effects of current Treasury Department Interpretations
of recent Supreme Court decisions gravely concern engineers employed by the
municipalities by-

(a) Threatening retroactive taxation of salaries they have received during
the past 1 years and which they have assumed to be exempt as a result of pre.
vious Supreme Court decisions;

(b) By threatening to Increase the cost of carrying on municipal government b
removing the exemption which municipal revenues and securities have tradl
tonally enoyed, anthat without the consent of the States through constitutionalamendment; bIt

Resolved by the New York State Association of Municipal Rngincers:
First. That the association urge all members of and candidates for both Houses

of Congress to support the following bill In Congress at the 1039 session:

A BILL To prwat lbs rettrosetie appmllotjon of Inv Federl I" upon the employees of the states and
nlr Insnlmtnmlllks

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That any taxes Imposed by the Revenue Act of
1938 or prior revenue Acts upon any Individual in respect of amounts received by
him as compensation for personal services as an officer or employee of any State or
States or of any political subdivision, or any municipal or public corporate Instru-
mentality or agency thereof (except to the extent that such compensation is paid
out of funds of the United States of America), together with any Interest or
penalties in connection therewith, shall be cancelled, abated, credited or refunded.

Second. That this association Invites the cooperation of each of ihe Congress-
men and Senators which represent Its membership In the Congress of the United
States to defeat any proposal to Impose Federal taxes on State and municipal
securities and revenues without the States' consent, and to oppose any program
which would Increase Federal revenues at the sacrifice of equally necessary munici-
pal government and the type of governmental services which can be performed
only by the States and munieialities.

Thir That a copy of this resolution be sent to every Congressman and
Senator In the State of New York, with an Invitation for his support and a declara-
tion of his position.

RBsOLUTION OF TaIl P3N1e5YLVANIA CHi8rs or Powcia ASSOCIATIoN, DxcnBXi R
28, 1988'

Where as the Federal Department of Justice and the Treasury Department have
contended "that the principle of Immunity protected the Federal Government
a ainst taxation by the States but did not necessarily shield the States against
tL exercise of the delegated and supreme taxing power of the central government;"
and

Whereas, u a result, police employed by the States, counties, and municipalities
and their agencies are threatened with an Immediate retroactive liability for
Federal Income tax on their salaries for every year back to 10926; and
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Whereas, as a further result, there is drawn Into question the Immunity from

Federal corporate Income tax of the revenues derived by the States, their subdivi-
sions and agencies, taxation of which would derogate State sovereignty and add a
crushing burden to the already heavy cost of State and municipal government;
and

Whereas the Federal taxing officials have also asserted a constitutional right toadd to the cost of State and municipal government by taxing State and municipal
bonds while denying the States and their agencies 4 constitutional guranty of
their right to redue that added cost by reciprocal taxation of Federal securities:
Now, therefore, be it

Resolved By the Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police Assoclatlon, in meeting assembled
this 28th day of December 1038:

First. That the association urge all members of both Houses of Congress to
support the following bill In Congress at the 1939 session:

A BILL To prevent the retroactive appliloa of any Poeral tax upon the employees of the States and

I* it enacted by the Senate and house of Representatives of the United Stales in
Congress assembled, That any taxes Imposed by the Revenue Act of 1936 or prior
Revenue Acts upon any Individual In respect of amounts received by him as
compensation for personal services as an officer or employee of any State or States
or of any political subdivision, or any municipal or public corporate instrumental-
ity or agency thereof (except to the extent that such compensation is paid out of
the funds of the United States of America), together with any interest or penalties
in connection therewith, shall be canceled, abated, credited, or refunded.

Second, That the association oppose any attempt to add to the cost of State
and municipal government by Federal taxation without first securing the consent
of the Stat through a constitutional amendment 1uaranteeing the reciprocal
right to tax future issues of Federal securities in the State and prohibiting any
Federal taxation of the revenues and already-issued securities of the States, their
subdivisions, and agencies.

Third. That the association cooperate with the conference on State defense In
furthering the above program and that the executive committee is hereby given
full power and authority to take all steps necessary In connection therewith; and

Fourth. That the Secretary send a copy of this resolution to every affiliated local
organization, together with the association's recommendations that a similar
resolution be adopted by each that each local resolution adopted be sent to all Mem-
bers of or candidates for both Houses of Congress from that State and that each
local organisation actively support and work to secure congressional and senatorial
commitments for the program endorsed.

Unanimously adopted December 28, 1938.
GOoso BAUgsxiRN3,

President,
D. T. McKavmv,

Chairman &recutire Committee.
T. B. TiTUs, Secretary.

RIDSOLUTION o Ton Nsw Ji1asm1y STATS PATROLUnm's BhreuVOL, N ASSOCIATION

ATIANTIo CITY, N. J., SOptember I*, 1938.
Be (I resolved, That the New Jersey State Patrolmen's Benevolent Association

record itself as strongly opposed to the attempt to Impose a Federal Income tax
on the salaries of municipal officers and employees, The salaries of the great
majority of such officers and employees are low and such officers and employees
are not In a position to bear the burden of such an Income tax.

An identi ca resolutIon was adopted ad submit ted by the Callimi Aseocation fs ihway Patrolmen.Il Itutions odn the ImpofltIon of a rereivs ta" upon salaie of Statnd I nwore adopted by the oollowfn: Instiotalou Asolio of Chia P( of1eociation; Rhode llmnd C3hiefs of Police Asocition; Now York FPolik Chis Aaociallon; Patrolmen'senevolent Ass oIti of New York CiltyNow Jemy state Patrol 's Denevolona -Assoeationsb~lrasaica11eq' Assoliation; Mfreourl urm Pre~sntlon Bureau; Frternal Order oj Police; 8titsIocationO Oh Po la
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RuoLunTio or Tuoo Go, NNw Yoa STATIS PoLIcS

Whereas it has come to the attention of the undersigned, members of troop 0
New York State police, that a recent decision of the Supreme Court of the Unitef
States has been so interpreted by the Treasury Department of the Government.
that they have indicated their intention of collecting 12 years retroactive tax
on every year's salary earned back to 1926 of all State, County, and municipal
employees; and

Whereas the undersigned believe that it Is incumbent upon the next Congress
to define the policy which the Treasury Department should apply with respect
to the subject* and It Is the belief of the undersigned that Congres should enact
legislation which would eliminate the retroactive effect of this decision; and

Whereas the undersigned, together with an overwhelming majority of all city,
county, and State employees, have budgeted their yearly needs for their homes
and families without allowance being made for the taxation of their salaries
earned In each of the past 12 years basing said action upon the accepted law that
all public employees were constitulionaniy exempt from Federal taxation and

Whereas the collection of this retroactive tax would be such a crushing burden
as to be well.nigh ruinous to almost every State, county, and municipal officer
and employee; and

Whereas it is the understanding of the undersigned that the interpretation by
the Treasury Department of the decision previously mentioned would no longer
guarantee the constitutional immunity of outstanding State and municipal
seurities from Federal taxation, which securities are largely held in the Treasury
of the Pension Retirement System of the Stat. of New ork, and that the value
and stability of such fund has depended in large measure upon their continued
exemption from Federal taxation, and that such taxation would without question
jeopardise the public pension fund: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved That the undersigned, members of troop 0, Now York State police,
favor a definition by the Congress eliminating the retroactive effect of the decision
of the Supreme Court, made on May 28, 1088, in the case of Itivering v, Gerhardt,
on the ground that its effect would be ruinous and disastrous to the great majority
of stat. employees; and be it further

Resolued, That the undersigned desire to go on record as against the taxation
of outstanding State and municipal securities by the Federal Government on the
around that such action would jeopardize the value and stability of the funds
heId by the pension retirement system; and be it further

Resolved, That cop es of this resolution be forwarded to the United States
Senators from New York and the Congressmen representing the various districts
in which the undersigned reside.
Capt. J. M. Keeley Corp. T. R. Ford
Inspector E. 0. Hageman Corp. K. . Oray
t. M. E. Doeseher Corp. F. W. Hilirank

It. W. M. Green Corp. G. F. Hurley
Lt. H. A. Keator Corp. E. F. Merkle
Lt. 0. A. Sager Corp. J. R. Morris
Sgt. J. W. Wheeler Corp. J, R. Reynolds
Sgt. A. M. Stanwix Corp. H. R. Snyder
sgt. E. P. Conway Corp. J. J. Lute
Sgt. Ralph Fitch Corp. A. C. Rasmussen
Sgt. P. J. Fitzpatrick Trooper W. J. Anslow
Sgt. W. H. Pluebacher Trooper W. H. Barefoot
Bgt. F. L. Hutton Trooper A. H. Barney
sgt. 0. R. Kerr Trooper J. H. Barr
Sgt. D. A. Lawrence Trooper George Blhn
sgt. P J. McDowell Trooper BEE. Blackmer
Sgt: . J. MoNamee Trooper R. J. Blaney
Sgt. Henry Rasmussen Troeer J. J. BuckleySt. James Rose Trop er S. L. Bulson
sgt. J. W. Russell Trooper 11. J. Burmester
Sgt. F. J. Schoonmaker Trooper H. E, Chatterton
St. 0. R. Smith Trooper L. . Closson
Sgt. E. 0. Updike Trooper A. H. Clough
Sit. F. L. Zeh Trooper G. J. Clew
Corp. W. K. Cruden Trooper 0. W. Craig
Corp. J. 0. Dwyer Trooper T. A. Curley
Corp. L.0. Egelton Trooper Arthur Degormeau
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Trooper R. F. Dingman
Trooper H. C. Doxsoo
Trooper E. E, Doxsee
Trooper John Everhardt
Trooper 0. A. Faircloth
Trooper J. E. Falic
Trooper J. F. Finn, Jr.
Trooper F. B. Fitzgerald
Trooper J. 0. Flubaoher
Trooper E. V. Foster
Trooper K. A. French
Trooper E. M. Galvin
Trooper T. J. Gilmore
Trooper R. A. Hamilton
Trooper E. D. Hanehett
Trooper E. T. Hanohett
Trooper It. E. Hart
Trooper J. . Hook
Trooper E. J. Holohean
Trooper R, H. Jecklin
Trooper J. R. Johnson
Trooper J. F. Heating
Trooper F. 0. Knight
Trooper M. S. KnFskern
Trooper 0. J. Konior
Trooper F. P. Larsen
Trooper D. F. Lang
Trooper M. T, Leg, Jr.
Trooper J. F. Lettus
Trooper J. J. Lockman
Trooper 0. 0. MoCreedy

Trooper 0. N. MoCreedy
Trooper F, J, MeCullen
Trooer W. A, MoDonough
Trooe r J. J. Miokl
Trooper E. F. M nehanTrooe r J. V. Minnicki
Trop er J. 1. Millman
Troo er R. J. Mohr
Trooper J. J. Murphy
Trooper M. H. Murray
Trooexr I. F. Myers
Trooper W. A. Nennstiel
Trooper J. P. Olaxewaki
Trooper . B. Reynolds
Trooper . L. Rice
Trooper F, II, RussellTroop>er F. J. Sayers
Tro per L. E. Sehcrmerhorn
Tooper H. A. Scoville
Trooper F. M. 8haxgy
Troo pr C. E. Sheer
Trooper J. S. Sikora
Trooper J. H. Smith
Trooper P. J. Stark
Trooe r J. J. Stewart
Trooper J. 3. Sullivan
Trooper W. J. Sullivan
Trooper H. B. Terwl liger
Trooper R. M. Travis
Trooper L. J. Van Alstine
Trooper Carl Wichman

The original of this resolution with signatures of the Individuals above men-
tioned Is on file at the headquarters of troop 0 New York State police, Troy, N. Y.

J. M. KINxi, Captain, Troop (.

RUeOLUTION or BUIPALo TUACnIsI UNION OF THE AMICRICAN F1DRRATION Or
TZACIIM, Low, No. 877, Burr mo, N. Y.1

Whereas the Federal Department of Justice and Treasury Department have
contended, "That the prince le of Immunity protected the Federal Government
against taxation by the Stalga but did not necessarily shield the States against
the exercise of the delegated and supreme taxing power of the central govern.
ment" and,

Whereas, as a result, every State, county and municipal employee, including
teachers, is faced with the Immediate possibility of having to pay retroactive
taxes on salaries earned In each of the years since 1926; and,

Where If the principle of immunity Is lost by the States, counties, and munic.
ipalities, they will be faced with the crushing burden of raising additional revenue;
and,

Whereas the contention of the Federal Department of Justice and Treasury
Jeopardizes the pension funds of teachers and other civil servants by permitting
taxation of public securities in which a good part of these pension funds are
invested: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, By e Buffalo Teachers Union, Local No.8?8, afiliated with the Amri an
Federation of Teachere, American Federation of Laborp in meeting assembled tat
14th dayof December 19$8:

First. That the union urges all Members of the House of Representatives and
the Senate to support the f61lowing bill In the 1939 session of Congres:

A BILL To peivent tb. relrottrls spplat ton of any Fre.I tax upon tbs smployms of tie 8ltil and

Be it enac4d by tA Senate and House of Repretonatim of the United stats o1
Amerca in Congreu assembled, That any taxes imposed by the Revenue Act of
198 or prior revenue acts upon any Individual In respect of amounts received by

829
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him as compensation for personal services as an officer or employee of any State
or States or of any political subdivision or any municipal or public corporate
Instrumentality or agency thereof (except to the extent that such compensation
Is paid out of the funds of the United States of America), together with anj
Interest or penalties In connection therewith, shall be canceled, abated, credited,
or refunded.

Second. That the union opposes any taxation which will Jeopardize the pension
funds of civil service or educational employees.

Third. That the union opposes Increased burdens on the States and munici.
palities through Federal taxation of State and municipal revenues and non.
reciprocal taxation of State and municipal bonds.

Fourth. That copies of this resolution be sent to Senators Wagner and Mead.
to the Representatives from the western Now York area, to the Conference on
State Defense, and to the local press.

RusoLuliom I or Tun COUNCIL OF 'nim AtLIIo EDUCATIONAL GnouPs or
CUYAHOGA CouwrT, OHIO

Whereas the Federal Department of Justice and the Treasury Department
have contended "that the principle of Immunity protected the Federal Govern.
ment against taxation by the States but did not necessarily shield the States
against the ex.ercise of the delegated and supreme taxing power of the Central
Government"; and

Whereas as a result, employee of the States, counties, municipalities, and other
subdivisions, are threatened with an Immediate retroactive liability for Federal
income tax on their salaries earned for every year back to 1926; and

Whereas as a further result there is drawn Into question the immunity from
Federal corporate income tax of the revenues derived by the States, their sub.
divisions and agencies, taxation of which would derogate State sovereignty and
add a crushing burden to the already heavy cost of State and municipal govern-
ment, and

Whereas the Federal taxing officials have also asserted a constitutional right to
add to the cost of State and munlcipal government by taxing State and munlepal
bonds while denying to States and their agencies a constitutonal guaranty of the
right to reduce thai added cost by reciprocal taxation of Federal- securities, and
Whereas the taxation of outstanding State and municipal bonds would con-

stitute a serious threat to the financlalstabillty and successful operation of the
Ohio State teachers' retirement system now, therefore, be it

Resolved, by the Council of the Allied Educational groups of Cuahoqa County,
Ohio, in reouktr meeting assembled on the 09th day of September 1988:

First. That the council urges all Members of and candidates for the Congress
of the United States to support a bill in the 1939 session to prevent the retroactive
application of any Fedorai tax upon the employees of the States and their in-
strumentalities.

Second. That the council oppose. any attempt to add to the cost of State and
municipal government by Federal taxation without first securing the consent of
the States through a constitutional amendment guaranteeing the reciprocal right
to tax future issues of Federal securities In the State and prohibiting any Federal
taxation of the revenues and already issued securities of the States, their sub.
divisions and agencies.

Third. That -the council cooperate with the Conference on State Defense and
urge Its affiliated organizations to take such action as, In their Judgment, will aidIn frurtherin! thisp rgram.Fourth. T the secretary be authorized to communicate the terms of this

resolution to members and candidates of both Houses of the Federal Congress and
to such other persons and authorities as will In his Judgment aid In furthering the
purpose of this resolution.

A true copy. IRA D LuCAL, Secretary,

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lindsay.
, ldtisteslolonUs are adopted and submaitted by: TItltvscomrlteet, New 3~blad A~ocnatlon
9/ol5a 4d 8eondarl Schooe,; Wast Virpinha 8tate. Edutiton Assoelat le. Regoluton enlq WnR the

implcsitioe4 rtrosctly tasaleo salaut Sftate ad munlal el mlojees weeedpte'j by: ;*"coaIQ
dueauon A co; lulnols Education Assocition; tionl0al Auocittlce of ttWUll~atlOS, ann

Iz¢ullana tlewllono.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN B. LINDSAY, DIBEOTOR OF FINANCE,

LOUISVILLE, KY., AND ALSO EEPREIIINTING 186 CITIES IN
THE KENTUOKY MUNICIPAL LEAGUE

Mr. LNDsAy. Gentlemen of the committee: Having been engaged
in the Investment business for a period of 15 years prior to June 1934
and having specialized during that period in tax-free securities, I
fully appreciate the problems involved in taxation of municipal bonds.
There are, at the present time, something in excess of $06,000,000,000
of tax-free securities In thA country, and if these securities are made
subject to Federal income tax, the annual income to ,the Federal
Government will be something in excess of $300,000,000. Unless
taxation be made retroactive, this income would not be realized at
once, but would accnte over a period of years as new securities were
issued. The essential thing to bear in mind is the eventual source of
revenue and by this means to determine the sound economy of such a
tax program.

Inasmuch as State and local government securities comprise the
largest single group of tax-exempt issues, it might be well to consider
this group separately. During the past 10 years, financial adminis-
tration of local government has undergone many revolutionary changes
whereby, with hardly any exceptions among the larger cities, financial
administration is such that waste and inefficiency has been reduced
to a minimum. In the case of my own community, an inland city
350,000 copulation, we have managed to weather the storm of the past
10 years depressionn without recourse to borrowings, and with a con-
tinued balanced operating budget. We have been able to carry our
relief burden out of current revenues, and have not added new sources
of revenue. This is not an unusual situation but one that exists in
the majority of cities in the coaintry. Louisville, like most other
communities, is handicapped by a constitutional tax limit, and we
now find ourselves facing serious financial difficulties in the event of
additional expenditures.

It has been conservatively estimated that subjection of municipal
bonds to Federal taxes would result in Increased interest requirements
ranging from one-quarter of 1 percent to three-quarter of 1 percent.
Long-term noncallable city of Louisville bonds recently sold in the
open market to yield 2.15 percent and short-term serial obligations
at a proportionately higher price. These figures clearly reflect the
high credit standing of Louisv/illo obligations, but I am not so biased
as to believe that our credit rating alone is responsible for such a
demand on te part of investors, The wholly tax-free provision of
municipal obligations Is responsible for at least one-half of I percent
in this basis price.

Louisville, being located on the Ohio River, is rapidly approaching
the time when flood control and river pollution must be acted upon
and not talked about. The solution of these two problems will mean
an expenditure by the city of approximately $20,000,000. An increase
in interest rates of one-half of I percent would mean something over
$100,000 a year over a period of 30 or 40 years for the city of Louiville.
The city's gross indebtedness, at the present time, is approximately
$42,000 000 and an increase of one-half percent in Interest charges
on this indebtedness would amount to approximately $200,000 a year.
As compared to national figures these figures seem insignificant, but
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proportionately they are of serious size. For Louisville to have to
pay one-half of I percent additional Interest charges on future bond
Issues, and to have to pay Income tax on State and municipal bonds
held In sinking funds would mean that one or more of the essential
activities of the city government would have to be seriously curtailed
or eliminated.

The general operating revenues are the only sources from which
additional expenditures of this character mighl be met. Such addi.
tions will directly Inreqase real-estate taxes at a time when every
effort is being made to lighten them. Real estate In Louisville is now
carrying approximately 88 percent of local taxation and is ill-equipped
to stand any additional burden. The average homeowner In Louls.
ville with real estate valued at $5,000 pays an annual city tax of
$120. The majority of individual taxpayers fall in this classification,
and any additional charges will, therefore, affect those persons who
at the present time are carrying the greatest tax burden in proportion
to Income and that rup least ableo stand additional taxation.

In summary, I take the position that the largest portion of antici-
pated Federal revenue from taxation of municipal bonds will fall first
on the group of Individuals most heavily taxed in proportion to income,
and least able to stand additional taxation, and on the municipalities
themselves who, hardly without exception, are sorely pressed to meet
the necessary functions of government. This additional burden on
the cities will result In a great many Instances, in serious impairment
of credit and curtailment or discontinuance of essential governmental
activities.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Armstrons,

STATIMINT OF O, 2, ARMSTRONG, COMPTROLLER AND DIRECTOR
OF FINANO OF THE CITY OF BIRMINGHAM, ALA., AND ALSO
REPRESENTING TIN ALABAMA LEAOUE OF MUNIOIPALITIES,
CONSISTING OF 104 MEMBER CITII

Mr. ARMSrhONO. Gentlemen, we appreciate this opportunity of
appearing here and discussing with this committee this problem,
whIch we think is of such grave importance.

We are appearing before you today after some 25 years of expe.
rience in municipal government, the greater part of which time I have
served as city comptroller and director of finance of the city of
Birmingham.

During these same years, or nearly all of them I have been an
active member of the Municipal Finance Officers' Aocation of the

United States and Canada, and, for a number of years, have served
as one of its officials, and was president of this association In 1984.

I am a member of the Alabama League of Municipalities.
I have taken an active Interest in this work, representing more than

100 cities, and I am deleted to represent them here today.
I simply cite this fact in order that you may understand that at

least I have had the opportunity of finding out whether or not I
know something about the problem of local government and municipal
government.

Now,'yesterday and today there ias appeared before you a large
group of men, the majority of whom are active public officials. I am
sure you must be impressed with the fact that they are gravely alarmed
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at what this proposed legislation might do as regards their respective
operations.

You have heard from the North, you have heard from the East,
you have hoard from the West, and now, if you please, gentlemen,
you are going to hear from the poor people of the South. I say that
desinedly, because the claim has been made that the purpose of this
legislation is to, in a sense, get the rich.

I think that, inasmuch as the richer communities of the United
States are concerned and I know they are gravely concerned, we, In
the oorer sections of our country, are more concerned.

You know, down south, talking about being poor, when you cannot
think of anything worse to call us, you call us the national economic
problem No. 1. That has some significance in connection with this
matter, and among many of us, in viewing the situation sometimes
we think that maybe you may be developing economic problem No. 2.
God save us from the second until we get rid of the fire.

Now, in this discussion today-it shall be largely general, and I shall
not burden you with a large number of statistics, inasmuch as you
have heard a large number of statistics as a necessary background,
and I shall not burden you with them again-I wish to say that there
are two questions involved, major questions. The first one is: Can it
be legally done, and, If so, by what process?

That is a question for our lawyers to argue and our courts to decide.
If the proposed taxation is legal, or if it can be made so, it is sufficient

to say tat If and when the Federal Government does finally tax
the local governments and their instrumentalities, it matters little
whether it be done by statutory provision or through the constitu.
tional amendatory process.

It does appear to me, however, regardless of whether or not thisCongress now has or may be given authority to levy this tax, that
technical legal right as between the Nation and the States in matters
as important as this, the final prerogative of local governments,
shouldbe exerted only as a means of last resort.

The second question, and the one that I think is the more important
of the two, is the effect that such taxation might have on local gov
ernment prerogatives, in violation of the long-standing American
tradition of dual sovereignties in government, and if this tax is
levied, would it promote the interest of the majority of our citizens
living under this multiple system of government that is ours?

I shall make no mention of retroactive taxation. I think$ largely,
that is out of the window.

Senator LooAN. That is right.
Mr. A 'iwmoNo. Then, that brings us to the question of taxing

bonds issued in the future.
The taxing of salaries, possibly the committee is not concerned with

now. I would like, briefly, to make one or two statements regarding
the taxation of salaries after I clarify my position in connection with
the other matters. I do not see that there is any difference in the
Frindi le violated in the taxing of salaries different from what Is vio.
lated In the taxing of income.

But, in this case I am more Interested in what will be the possible
effect and what will be the practical effect of this taxation.

Unless it can be shown that the local government salary schedules
are made with the Idea that there is to be tax Immunity, then I would

33
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say to you frankly that there would be no Justification for continued
unity from the taxation of salaries. My observation and experi.

ence is that local governmental salary schedules are certainly not for.
mulated with any idea of tax immuidty. I do not believe that in a
great many cases the taxing of salaries would increase the cost of local
government, and therefore, personally, I do not object to the taxing
of salaries, and I have long made that statement, long before the issue
came up.

But when it comes to taxing income it is almost an irrefutable fact,
and admitted by the proponents of this measure that it will increase
the cost of local government, and in that I am vitally concerned.

It seems that most of the argument for this tax is based on the
theory that a certain part of our people are escaping their just share
of the cost of government. That may be so. If so, it is certainly a
terrible condition, and should be remedied, if possible, but not neces.
arily at the expense of the majority of our people.

The question Is, Will this legislation effect that correction? Win It
soak the rich, as we have been given to believe by the proponents of
the measure?

The next question that arises is, Will this tax affect the Interest rate
that new securities will bear? Practically all agree that it will. The
difference is in the amount that it might affect them. The proponents
say, in the highest type of securities, that it will range from zero, or
nearly that, to a quarter or perhaps one-half of I percent. That is
perhaps more of a theoretical Viewpoint of the proponents, rather than
one based on actual daily experience.

On the other hand, you have the dealers' experience, saying that
the minimum rate on the highest grade, in their judgment, will be
three-fifths of I percent, and saying that it will possibly go up on the
low grade to as much as 1 percent or more.

There, again, you will see that it is the poor being soaked, and again
being made the goat, and they are going to have to bear the greater
part of the burd-en. It is the poor sections of the country that are
C going to be soaked, not only the South, but we have some in the

iddle West, and the Iron hand will be dropped heavily on some of the
other sections of the country.

I could quote you here, and I have a brief that I want to leave with
you, and I am not following that closely, but the proponents them-
selves are admitting in several Instances that the interest rate on the
bonds will be increased, or what amounts to the same thing, that they
will be purchased at sufficient discount to absorb this tax.

After all the buyers in the market largely fix the price, if they
know in advance, and It is my experience from observation and
general judgment that, If one has got to pay a tax on the investment,
it certaUinlyw, in my judgment, he reflected in the bid that he makes
on the bonds.

You know, gentlemen, after all, it occurs to me that this Is simply
a further Federal Invasion of the local tax field. They have already
gone a good way in that direction. They have been all preempted.
Wen considering this proposition of one government taxing another
government, or, rather, making a collection agency out of the lower
strata of government, really, it occurs to some of us that that Is
going to be difficult to justify.
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We know it is sometimes difficult to justify our method of taxing
Individuals, but, when It comes to one government taxing another
government, some of us think It Is about time to stop, look, and listen.

The CHAJmJAN. Do you know that we have many persons here
In Congress who believe that the Federal Government should be
required to pay a tax upon the large amount of lands and properties
owned by the Federal Government, forest lands in the various States?
In my own State of Michigan all of the State-owned lands, which we
call swamp lands, the State pays 10 cents an acre to the local govern-
ment. 8o that It works both ways.

Mr. AnSTRONO. I hope to touch on that more when we get to the
reciprocal feature of this bill.

The CHAIUAN. I know that Senator Schwartz and some oi. the
other Senators have a bill to that effect.

Senator LooAN. May I ask a question, Mr. Armstrong?
Mr. AJW5THONQ. Certainly, Senator.
Senator LOOAN. There is a strong trend that the Federal Govern.

ment do something to adjust the amount of revenue that the States
and counties lose. Personally I am in favor of making some adjust.
ment.

Mr. ARUsTnoNo. May I ask, even though they were to pay 10 or
12 or 15 cents per acre, would that be comparable to the pivately
owned lands?

The CHAIRMAN. No, it would not be.
Mr. ARMSTRONO. As to the amount of revenue that might be pro-

duced, it has been variously estimated. You have that in the record.
Mr. Magll said that in 1937 the Increased Federal revenue from

State and local government securities-and It is admitted that most
all of this will have to come from the municipalities--will be, probably,
$70 000,000 annually. That will be more in due course of time.

Dr. Lutz, who has made an exhaustive study and analysis, says that
It possibly will be $113,000,000, and if we want to take an average
we would have about $90,000,000 coming from State and local gov-
ernments.

I am gravely concerned, like so many people are, about the prin-
ciple involved.

Suppose the Federal Government does got $90,000 000 from the
local governments, off of the- people back home, which will come
through real-estate taxes and license taxes and everything else--
$90,000,o00 a year-that is a lot of money to a municipality. Munic-
IpIalities have such limited taxing authorities as compared to the
Federal Government.

As you gentlemen well know, it is approximately 1 percent of the
expenditures last year.

Senator LOGAN. Let me say Mr. Armstrong, so far as this legisla-
tion is concerned in my hurilo opinion, that it cannot be justified
on the amount of revenue that the Federal Government will receive,
or the States will receive. I am in full accord with what you say
about the amount of revenue. I think that is inconsequential.

Mr. AtuSnMONO. All right. May I say, being speciic, in the case
of my own city, with some $26,000,000, today, gross, and estimating
the increase because of this tax in the days to come, it might be as
little as one-half of I percent--and I regret to sy that our bonds ar
classed as low-grade bonds for various and sunday reasons-but that
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would mean, on the basis of one-half of 1 percent, some $130,000 or
$140,000 a year, and more likely three-quarters, or some $200,000 a
year.

Senator LOoAN. Have you got those figures accurately? 20,-
000,000; 1 percent of $26,000,000 would not amount to $100,000-I
mean, one-half of I percent.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. 'Yes, sir; one-half of 1 percent on $26,000,000
indebtedness would be $130,600.

Senator LoGAN. Perhaps that is right.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. And in my State there is $205,000,000 out-

stuading.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean State and municipal?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. There are $205,000,000, State, county, and city,

and more than two-thirds are local bonds.
Senator MILLER. What is the rate on local bonds?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Our bonds are selling on a basis of about 39,

compared to the rate of 29 in the more favored sections of the country.
I "believe, Senator Miller, you are from Arkansas. Over there,

you are familiar with the rates that are charged on bonds?
Senator MILLER. We start at 10 percent, and go on up or down,

whatever is necessary.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Gentlemen, with the possible exception of the

State of Georgia, the entire South, as a rule, are paying already an
exorbitant interest rate, and their securities are frequently classed as
second class bonds,

The popular belief in this type of bond will be destroyed because
of the increased rate which wilbe proportionately more, and the fact
is true that you are soaking the poor and probably not catching the
rich at all.

Now, as I see it, the rich man must still be simply the medium
through which the tax is collected. I do not believe that it will
mateially change, his status, and neither do I believe that it will
produce private capital in our industries, which effect they say it will

ave, until this Government of ours develops a more stabilized tax,
until there can be worked out a more harmonious understanding
between the Federal Government and industry. Until that is done, I
believe, in ny humble opinion, even with this tax, that they will
continue to invest in these governmental securities.

Take, for instance, backIn the roaring twenties, when everybody
thou ht they were rich, and even the Government: There was no
dearth of investment capital. There was investment for all of the
municipalities' securities outstanding that were issued in that period.

On the other hand, industry expanded as never before, and probably
to a greater extent there was an increase in municipal bonds, and there
was capital for both.

Therefore I do not believe that by putting any tax on it, it will
drive these bonds into the industrial light.

Senator LOoAN, Let me ask you a question. You speak of the
issuance of these bonds in the 1020's. In your opinion, In effect are
these bond issues unwise, and could the municipalities have gone along
without them?

Mr. ARMaTRONo. Senator, I have always tried to be most conserv.
ative in my attitude towards bond issues. Frankly, I believe that the
public trend, due to the social and economic cliges, could aot have
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uorried on their expenditures at very little less than what was done.The people wanted more. They wanted better health protection, and
they wanted recreation In the way of purchase of parks and things of
that kind. I do believe, and I have often said so, that sometimes the
public Insists upon having things that maybe they cannot afford, but
I seriously doubt that that was true back at that time.

Senator LOAN. If the public wants these things, there is no way
to ever get it back than for them to do without them.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. You are quite right on that, Senator. That has
been my experience through a long number of years. They are not
willing to give up what they have.

Someone has suggested that this tax might curb local government
expenditures, what you might call extravagance. I think that the
proponents are probably claiming that. 144

It seems to me that they are In rather a peculiar position-they are
not, apparently, as I see it, practicing much economy themselves; that,
apparently, as we see It, they should practice a little economy them-
solves and that they would then set an example first, and I believe
that then they would be in a better position to talk about that.

Senator LOAN. And the more bonds that are issued, the cheaper
the interest rate is.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think that Mr. Hanes advanced that
argument in his statement. He was the Government's representative
who came hero to announce the position of the Treasury and the
Administration.

But it has been argued by some of the proponents that-and I can-
not leave that statement without calling attention to the fact which
everyone here knows-because of the great demand for Federal aid to
municipalities and counties hack home, to build schoolhouses and
pave highways and streets. Because the limitations are established
in the taxation of city, county, and State property, the only unlimited
taxing power seems to be in the Federal Government, so everybody
turns to the Federal Government.

Mr. AnUaTRONO. Yes; but they are closely related.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but the Federal Government seems to be

taking care of a good many local affairs.
Mr. AUMSTRONo. I say this, I think that the distinctive trend of

public opinion today is for the local government to get away from
leaning so heavily on the Federal Government.

But we have this situation, lately, as to the relief program. Of
course, the Federal Government came to the aid of the local govern-
mont at. a time when there was no one else to whom they could turn
and I think that they did nothing more than it was their duty and
responsibility to do, but, today, the movement is turning to go back
and it is a well known fact that local governments have largely financed
their matching of Federal funds through the issuance of long term
securities for this or that or some other kind of improvement.

If this proposal goes through, it looks to me like It is going to make
It that much more difficult for the local government to go on taking
care of expenditures that have been added, and that they be turned
back to them in the way of relief.

Senator LOAN. There is one thing I do not distinctly understand.
I understand that the bond sale of municipalities has been at a stand.
still, at what they were years ago, and that by reason of Federal
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expenditures the municipalitei have not been called on to issue new
securities.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I think that is true. The Federal Government
has done something In that way, but, as the years come and go, the
municipalities, when they got back on their own, have certainly to do
a lot themselves in order to keep the thing going. Right in that
connection we have the case of refunding bonds, I think on that
point that no one has said that this proposal would make refunding
bonds exempt, and I take it that refunding bonds would have to bear
the tax.

There are one-fifth of the people in the United States today living
in States that are afflicted, in some form or another, with constitu-
tional tax limitations. My State is one.

Senator LOGAN. So is mine.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you consider that an affliction?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I consider it an affliction from the standpoint of

credit. It is almost impossible today, to reform any constitutional
limitation, oven as to debt., The people are scared to death, and
even though you might show to them that it is a savings in debt, they
will not do it. Consequently, you have got to refund a number of
these bonds, and, if this proposal goes through, we are caught in the
state and we are in a helpless situation, and we are going to have to
issue these bonds on this high rate of interest, and lie it.

Senator LOGAN. I think that you are absolutely correct on that
constitutional limitation feature. Thle city of Louisvillo is tie best.
governed city in the United States, but tile city right now is up against
a good deal of trouble, because they are tip against this limitation,
and the people will not be induced to remove this limitation.

The CHAIRMAN. I am interested In this refunding proposition, I
call your attention to the fact that the House passed a bill in 1018
in which they exempted refunding bonds from the tax. That did not
pass the Senate. Is there any practical way that you, as a city nficial
can see by which you could protect against tle issuance of so-called
refunding bonds that might be actually issued for other purposes?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. It seems to me Mr. Chairman, that protection
could be provided if in your Federal measure, you could define what
constitutes a refunding bond.

Tle CaAIRMAN. Do you think that that could be done?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I have not given it any study, but I imagine you

could do it.
The CHAIRMAN. I was wondering if the municipality could not

possibly use its funds for some new purpose, and maintain and claim
that the bonds that were actually used for some other purpose were
in reality refunding bonds.

Mr. ARmsmoNd. I think that you will find that the State legisla-
tures in most cases largely take care of that, in protecting these f-unds
that should be applied to debt service.

The CHAIRMAN. You think that a practical statute could apply to
refunding bonds?

Mr. ARMSTRONG, I would say, offhand, without giving it careful
thought, that it could be done.

Senator LOGAN. I would like to ask you Mr Armstrong, one
question. It was generally supposed, and I think it is still the view
of some of our great lawyers, that the Federal constitutional amend.
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mont providing for an income tax covered income from any source,
and that it would cover the thing that we are talking about now.

If the Supreme Court should hold today that all of these bonds are
subject to income tax, what would be the general result throughout
the country?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. You mean! the bonds that are already outstanding?
Senator LOOAN. Yes. You know the constitutional amendment

uses the expression, "income from any source" is subject to tax, and
suppose the Supreme Court should say that it moans what it says,
then, what would be the effect on the municipalities throughout (he
country?

Mr. AnMSTnONG. I tlnk it would invoke an enormous amount of
injustice. In general, I thdnk that would be one of the greatest re.
elections on the Government that ever happened in thu. country. I
believe this, I believe it would affect the sale, In any form, of local
government bonds.

Senator LoomA. What would happen to those already issued, where
the city Is up to its tax limit and you had to increase, in your city
$130,000 a year, and you could not set the money?

Mr. ARMSTRONo. With those bonds already ou , the city would not
have to pay the extra load but it would catch any hivestor who
bought them in good faith with the tax-free feature,

Senator LOoAN, That is true, but in refunding it would affect them?
Mr. AnMSTRONG. That is true.
Now, I have got ofte or two points further that I want to bring up,

We have this paradoxical situation: Our Government has been spend.
Ing hundreds of millions of dollars in the hydroelectric development.
That is particularly true in the South and the Middle West, and they
are encourlging, in that way, possible municipal ownership of public
utilities, a idwiether or not we can do It and I am frank to say I
do not think so except In those comparatively few utilities such as
water,

If this proposition goes through the Government on the one
hand, is making it more difficult for te cities to do the tid that they
are asking us to do. In other words it is a case of the left hand not
knowing what the right hand is doing. It seems to me that It is
-coming i-ght around i-n a cycle.

Now, this roiprocal situation, gentlemen, I want to speak on that
for a moment. Reciprocity is all right when it reciprocates. But
as I see it, and as has already been pointed out very well, reciprocal
privilege is an empty phrase. The most that we could get would
be, probably, from 17 to 30 million dollars, and even that would g to

the btate, and almost nothing of It would filter down to the munici.
pall ty the government that Is paying the big part of the Federal tax,

If they are really sincere in fhdr reciprocity proposition-
The CHAIRUAN. I want to call to your attention, and to the atten.

tlion of other people who are Interested In your viewpoint, that I haye
not had any discussion so far of the Federal plan of taxation, of national
bank stock. I see no reason why the Federal Government should not

1 rmI the same tax on Its securities as the State permits In the taxa,*

Now, If you a re familiar with the national-bank law, you will rec*l!
that the Government permit. the taxation of the stock of federally
4hartered national banks on the same basis as the State taxesState

12228"0-so-pt. 2-1?

380
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bank stock, and, in my State, and I know from my experience here,
throughout the country, the taxation oi national bank stock by
States is similar In all respects to the taxation of State bank stock.
As to local municipalities, I see no reason why the State could not
authorize some form of such local taxation which would have to be
assented to by the Federal Government. I do not think that we
could throw the possibility of this taxation out of the window,

Mr. ARMsrnONo. I am not thoroughly familiar with that issue, but
I know there is no little argument on that.

But. I do know that from a reciprocal standpoint which I am
keenly interested in, if you are really sincere about that and truly
Want to help take care of this situation, then why not open up to the
local tax jurlsICtions the taxation of all of thfs field, and also the
taxation of the very vast and fast increasing amount of Federal
ro ~erty, and, if you do that gentlemen-andI am not suggesting

that it be done, except that if this proposition is going through, and
that we be given some relief-but, It you Are going to remove all of
those exemplIons, it might very well go into that, as we all know these
properties are iereang, and the rates on these properties are
mnreaing

Take, for instance, the low-cost housing problem: They are ex.
empted from taxes, and they even make us put up so much money
for recreation and such things as that, and the increasing, number of
Federal properties, as regards local taxes, that is really getting to bea sorioiis problem.-
., The CHAInMAN. This proposition would stop the Issue of that sort
of securities?
, Mr. ARMSTnONo. Gentlemen, that pretty, well covers what I have

t6 say. I have a short brief here in which I have said a great many
things that are not In my statement, and I want to leave it with you
for your consideration.

You have given me a very considerate and sincere hearing, and I
hope sincerely that you will remember in this low level of city gov-
ernments, that we have the least taxing power of any of the local
governments, State, county, and city, and that we would have to
pay iost of this tax, and It is he cities, 1a wlich our people iive
and are most concerned that serve Your. Government.

The CnAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Armstrong.
Mr. ToDi. Mr. strong has a very short and excellent brief,

*hlc4h 1 ask be printed hlte reoord.
The CUA tiAN. It will be received.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Armstrong Is as follows":

iAiioi$? z OF 0. B. ARMSTRONO,' COMPTROUIJR A1D 1 1519i LRAN
0# lCJrfl' ep DmRmNoIJAI, Atso Rue'answrma 'ra At#AVAMA b ;
MUNIOfPAtxflU5, CONSISTING OF 104 MxMDsta Orrin

Prcposal to tai Qovenament' sukfo at loeq~tw r~ questosa

It lefly be done, and It sb, by *hats . Ths qtion Is pris,
~iI~l~on for lawyers to argue and our courts to decid0, 1f the proposed taxaon

4 sp it Is suftoent to otay that adwhthFerafovernme iy Vtax Jocat goverenionts ani their Inhtrupentalltfe.,
whether It be done by statutoq provion or thrOUgh the const-

($) Wotld sueh% taxaDl e sound In prncpo an result, in praoticalleneflt
tob rea~ter uror o. people oonoern4 Inour mul plS. .tem, of lovenwmlt?
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This is more of a layman's question, and will be discussed here, largely with that
viewpoint.

To the average American citisen, the question of whether or not Congress is,
or can be legally empowered to lay and collect taxes on income derived from
Investments in local Govoernmont securities, Is of secondary importance to the
principle Involved in so doing, and the effect such taxation might have on local
government prerogatives. In any event, with our long-standing American tradi.
tion of dual sovereignty In Government it Is significantly important that technical
legal rIghts as between the Nation and the State, should be asserted only as an
urgently necessary and final resort.

nSTROAC'rIVD TAXATION

No discussion of such taxation is here made, for the reason that it is now
believed that there is no consideration to be given to such action, except legislation
that wili clearly exempt Government salaries, eto., already earned.

TAXATION OV PUTVRnS ALARIZS AND INCOuD PROM NOW siquirMi
Theoretically, there is no difference in the principle violated, in the taxing oIf

future Government salaries pald by local governments, than In taxing of Income
from bonds issued by such local governments. The taxation of salaries how-
ever could and probably wouldl In many Instances, It not In most cases, aveo
vastly different practical result, insofar as added cost of the local government
was concerned,

It may be contended in part, and often with considerable merit, that such a
tax on salaries would not likely materially Increase Ioal government cot.
such a contentlon can be supported on the theory that salary schedules are fre-
quontly formulated without consideration of tax Immunity. ,

Therefore In the interest of fair play and equity In taxation, personally, I am
not opposed to Federal taxation o future salaries paid by local government--
conditioned upon Otates being given an equal grant of authority to tax Federal
salaries paid within their respective Jurisdictions.

On the other hand, it Is an almost Irrefutable fact that the taxation of new
securities would bring ad(ed Interest costa, and thereby materially handicap and
additionally burden lOCal governments.

The proponents base tWeir argument for elimination of the present Immunity
on the theory that so long as It exists, too many "rich people" will continue
Investing in nontaxablos and thereby escape Income taxes and not pay their
just share of the cost of government.

Even though that might be true, will this tax proposal oorreot the evil? Will
this system i1dak the rich" As the Treasury Department would have us believe,
or even pht a brake on continued Investments In nontables? 9n the other
hand, won't the result be Just the reverse, and b another case of "soaking the

por' in the way of Increased real-estate and l01008 lies axes that the tl
ack, hom e alre a y paying-under strain? After all, wouldn't it be anotr

instance of the "consul er paying the frel.ht"--the consumer in this case being the
local government and it tax-paying pulir

In the Investment field, the buyer rgely creates or at least controls the market
through his price-fixing methods. if this buyer knows advance thbt tho
Government will demand additional taxes on Incopie derivedfrom certalp nvest
ments, such taxes will be absorbed throgn a gruced price paid for the invest.
ment-or what amounts to the same thing-an inesedintereat colt that will
be paid by the issuing authority rather than by the Investor,

The investor will remain only the medium through whom the tax will be col-
lected. There will be no escape for the local issuing authority and Its tax-ppyingpublic, 4 , , n

Here Is further tholhtVAs to who pays, and hOW much: 
"  ' ' j

I Mr. J 8, McCoy, Government actuary under Treasur , Seoreta Mi m lln
-1922:,A

"There Is little doubt that under these condition the fArO yor a i wrI
are now tax-exempt secilties woul dema and that theoyay aigner at
interest or be sold at a; dicount u uent easi t to meet the tax

Mr. L. H. Parker, ohiefof stafl of Joint Committee on Int rga s flevent tp
tion(198 :", " Z . ..
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Secretary Mellon of the United States Treasury In giving testimony In a hear.
Ing on a proposed tax-exemptt n amendment fit 122, cleared that a 3 )-percent
tax-exempt Uovernment security then selling at par:

"Would have to pay a rate of more than 4 percent of course * * *
somewhere from 4g .percent to perhaps 5 percent, depending on the length of
time they wot dd run.

Bon. John Nance Garner, Vice President of t bb United States, banker and bust.
nemman of many years, s8 eaking in t o louse of Representatives In 14}2 againsta Uproosed constliutiona ameitment to abolish tax-Immune secuities (Congres.
sional cord, vol. 04, p. 712, 67th Con .)I

"The advocates of this anondment tlk about it from an economic standpoint.
I can demonstrate, and the estimator of the Treasury Department will bear me
out, that for every dollar's worth of taxes you get In the way of taxation by virtue
of this Amendments the Interest pall b eour times. that tax, The people
pay this in the long run whether the bonds are .%sued by the Federal .ove nment,
State government, count * * " or by whatever other political subalvision.
The people pay for it after all. Why do you want to ado t a system by which

foIee dollar you get Into the Treasury of the 'United states, $4 will ave t
bepaldby the public In the form of added Interest?"
n the t analysis, Federal taxation as hereby. proposed appear to be nothing

short of a further Invasion of the local tax field, under the guise tha, the "rich
will Le forced to pay a ,ax they are now escaping, but which in the end, will not
change the "rich man's o status.

Even for those of us in Government service, It Is not always an easy matter to
justify some of our plans and methods of taxing ip.lvlduals, but when one govern-
ment starts taxing another government (which in efet, local oflolals ,claim this
proposal to be) It Isl high time for those who believe in the American system of
government to stop, look, and listen.

Without intending to delve Into controversial statistics, It seems to be pretty
generally admitted-even by the proponents-tat probably as few a 5 percent
of the present immune scurities are oned or eonlroleAd b ta ayers falling within
the higl.surtax b vraets-tose w ith negt incomes of 5 0o or more per year.That, n Itrse er denitely refutes their claim that the "rich".are escaping

their Just share of Government cost, because of the present Immunity.

ADDITIONAL INtTXRXST COST

Authorities differ greatly In their estimate of the added interest cost that may
be expected to follow. Proponents of the bill-some of whom perhaps have more
of a theoretical viewpoint, ra her than one based on actual Investment experene.-
claim that the differential between yields of completely taxable and wholly tax-
exempt high-grade securities, varies from sero or nearly sero, for the shortest
maturities, to about one-fourth to one-half of i percent for the longest. Much
contrary to the foregoing is the estimate of a conservative group of experienced
dealers, to the effect that the approximate minimum Increased avrae interest
cost on high-clams securities would be not much less than two-thirds of 1 percent,
with an increasig amount up to 1%4 percent or more on the lowest grades.

This Increasin coat on the low-grade security Is further evidetkc* 4f -"saking
the poo t -;t.io "poor iab ing'stuthorit " rather than the "rich Issuingauth.orty."This effect w be of especial significance to many southern munic-
ipalitl, who oftentimes, because of conditions largely beyond local control, are
read ing forced to pay much more Interest than Is now necessary In more

favored sections of the country.
Expressed In dollars of added Federal revenue and probable cost to local gov.

ernments, are the following opinions.
The proponents say that In some 80 years or more-when all present immune

bonds have been retlird-the proposed tax on a si"iOar amount to what Is pres.
ently outstanding In the way of deral .tate, and local issues, will reduce net
(after allowing for reciprocal taxatin adtIonal Federal revenus of 110,000,004)

minimum to a possible $288,000,000. Using a medium, it would be $222,000,000
unal r about 2% percent of the total cost of Federal Government operation

she mse authority estimates the maximum Increased Intereeost to
State and local governments nly,. to be $10, 000,000t.

There also the very Intefrsting statement of br, Roswell Magill, Under
Sec7tary of the Treasury In 1937, as follows: . .

"Although th exact 4at to the distribution of State and local bonds by
type of Invstotb aron6t Saivalable the best Infdrmation which We have Available
leais us to estimate that if the Federal Government were authorsed to college
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Federal Income taxes upon the Interest of State aid local bonds now outstanding
the additional revonuo at existing levels of income and undor the provisions of
the present revenue law would he approximately $70 000,000 annually."

This amount Is but slightly more than three-fourths of I percent of the total
Federal expenditure in 1938.

Dr. Harry Luts, professor of public finance, Princeton University, after a very
careful study and analysis, estimates that the proposed Federal taxation of State
and local securities only, would cost the States and mtnicipalitles, a minimum of
$113,000,000, with a possible revenue of $95,000,000 to the Federal Government,
or a revenue of but slightly more than 1 percent of 1938 Federal expenditures.

Titus, at the most, the revenue as so estimated, would be of small significance
to the Federal Government when compared to their total requirements. Never.
theloss, it would be a matter of serious consequence to local govornmente-par.
tioulary municipalltles who not Infroquentl are Posseed of almost no taxing
authority of their own, and who would have the majority of this additional burden
to bear.

The question might well be asked, "Is the light worth the candle?"
In my city, It is conservatively estimated by Investment dealers that If our

present ot iseanding bonds had been taxable at the time of their sale, our addi.
tion&l Intirest charge would be not loss than $150,000 to $200,000 annually, an
amount tat wouldbe of serious proportions under our limited taxing powers,
It would certainly very materially increase our taxes on real estate. It Is believed
that our cao Is not materially different from that of hundreds of other municlpali.
ties througLout the country,

In this connection, It is well to remember that of the total nontaxables of approx.
imately $05,000,000,000 now outstanding, about 70 percent of them, or $40,000,.
000,000 are Federals.

Local governments are not concerned as to whether or not the Federal Govern.
ment taxes Its own securities. It Is to be noted that Federal authorities claim the
Increased rate of Interest on local securities as a result of the tax will be "nearly
zero" in some eases, to a maximum of one-half percent, whereas, other authorities
believe the Increase will range from approximately two-thirds to 04 percent or
more. Therefore It is respectfully suggested, that If the proposal Is to be further
prosecuted, that ihe tax for a period of at least 8 years, be limited to Federals-.
and thereby provide a test porlod In which to demonstrate either the correctness
or fallacy of ite Government's claim.

It is further submitted, that oven though the proposed tax would result In
twice the amount claimed, It would still be of small/comparative consequence, In
our Federal fiscal program as compared to what It would mean In the way of
sacrificing our long-established principles of dual sovereignty In American
Government.

NOW MIGHT IT APPFET TN RNLIUR PRODLIM

Already our cities are frequently strained almost to the breaking point, with
their pari of the relief load. Much of the cities matching of Federal funds for
that purpose is now being done through the Issuance of long-term debt of one
kind or another. Higher ani more interest costa can mean but one thing vis:
Less local ability to Issue bonds and thereby, less matching of Federal funds for
relief. Under these conditions, we can reasonably expect as an ultimate result,
a continuation of our present largo scale of Federal relief spending, with a possible
increase of as much In relief appropriations as the new tax would produce In addl.
tonal Federal revenue. If the foregoing theory Is correct$ of wht not advantage
would It be to the Fedoral Government s

Popular bpinIon seems to be rather fast doveloping-and probably correctly
so, that if our relief problem is ever to btanything like tatisfatorily solved--there
must be placed a greater local response lilty, financial and otherwise. that I
done, and this tax Is Imposed we will have the paradoxical situation of the Federal
Government shifting some ot Its financial burden to the local governments-and
at the same time, makinI t more diffiult, If not Impossible, for-lotl governments
t O lace the Job . In t.at, we would have an Illustration of "lightning striking
twce in tho same place," ,

Local government, must remain untrammolled by the Federal Government, It
Itis expected that they will discharge those responsibllitlee that am properly
theli.II'1
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WHAT ABOUT 88FUNDINo BONDS
Nearly one-fifth of all the people in these United States are today living In

some five or more Statos where the localgovernments under the States are afflioted
with come form of cdstly constitution tax limitations, even for debt service.
My tate Is one of them. Need anyone who Is only half-way acquainted wits
the public tax-mind, Inquire why these archaic limitation features are not removed
Uner existing tax conditions the possibility of their early removal, is almost
tnbellevable. Consequently, In most of these jurisdictions, a large amount of
bonds are, of necessity, and not by choice, being refunded. Due to tax strikes
and tax-reducing rackets oftentimes over which local governments-particularly
munlcipalie--iave little or no control, this necessary refunding process will
likely be of large proportions for year to come.
it In the absence of some declaration of policy on the part of the proper authorit
it can be assumed that under the reposed plan, the Income from refunding bonds
would be taxable with no alternative remaining to the municipality suffering from
constitutional tax limitations-but to issue refunding bonds-.-pay the increased
Interest indirectly Imposed by the Federal Government, and like ft or else.

Aside from allquestions of legal authority to Impote the tax, one can well
wonder at the lack of wisdom or justice of such a procedure between related
governments.

WHAT ABOUT BECIIBOCAL TAXATION PRIVILICOS-SUOH AS BAS HENN PROJOSEDt

reciprocity Is ordinarily acceptrble when it reciprocates. Unfortunately, how-
ever, Inthis instance the offer dot* not go far enough, What relprocative rove-
nues might come to the lower levels of Government, will largely fail to reach the
Treasury of those levels paying the vast majority of this Increased Interest cost,
vjs: The municipalitles. Even with the States, itwould be something of another
11 orty and Eight" case, with probably 40 States or more, receiving ess-often-
times, much less-than they or their instrumentalities would pay as added Interest
on bond. Whereas, there might be some so% en or eight, that possibly woul4
tqcoive a larger return from taxing Federals than the State and its lower levels of
Uovernmont would be required to pay in the way of Increased Interest coats.

If this tax must be Imposed lot Ie reciprocal offer of taxation extended to
local governments, Include sub ection of the vast and fast Increasing number of
Federal pr prtles of all kinds fn local jurisdictions, to all the usual and ordinary
loal jurisdictional taxes applicable to other similar properties privately ownel.
When that is done, we would then have something In the nature of true reciprocity,
and not merely an empty offer.

BONDS IN courts OF CVRntZNT SSEV
It Is g~ncral knowledge that there are constantly large amounts of bonds In the

course of Issance and sale. That is particularly true at this time In connection
with the bonds being prepared for the seasonal offering In March for April lst
delivery. The market s uncertainty of what may be done by Congress In the
next 80 or 60 days-regardln tls proposed tax--places all currently proposed
hsue at a very eclded market dlsadvantage.

In the absence of some declaration of policy on the part of thproper authority,
allowing a reasonably suficient grade, in any event, to sell and deliver tax free,
Usuep already In preparation, there will almost certainly be reiected In the buyers$
purchase, the full wolght of the proposed tax, whether or not Congress ever Impose$
t-and all to the disadvantage of the lool government.

It Is therefore espectively suggested that some definite policy be promptly
declared that will void thlidisadvantage to the local governments regarding Issues
i current preparation.

CONCLUSION

The following Is respectfully submitted as a summarisation:
1, A Federal tax on Income from local government bonds is an Indirect tax on

o~al g vrnments, ant Is contrary In principle to the American theory and doe.
44e odual soverelgty in Government.

2, Th Increased Fedoral revenue resulting from taxation of income from State
ant local government securities will be, but little more, If any, than the increased
Interest cost on the part of loom governments, as a result of the tax.

8 If this tax proposal Is to be further purue, let there be established a test
period of 5 years, or more, during Whoh time only Federal Issues will be taxod,
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thereby seeking to establish the correctness or fallacy of the Government's claim
that the tax will not naterlally increase Interest cost. Let the Federal Govern.
meant Arst try Its ow medici e.

4. Consider that &e Imposition of the tax will further impair the local govern.
ment's ability to finance their part of the relief load with the further possibility
of the Federal Government having to assume more, rather than less of the financial
responsibillty, already assumed,

. The reciprocal privileges offered are whouy inadequate as regards benefits
to local governments-partlcularly mun clpalit es-omparei wit5 their added
interest costs under the tax. It Is an empty offer.

0. Promptly declare a policy of tax.free grace on issues now in course of sale
and delivery.

The CnA1MmA. We will now hear from Mr. Mallory, the manager
of the American Municipal Association.

STATEMENT OF EARL D. MALLBRY, MANAGER, AMERIOAN
MUNICIPAL ASSOOIATION, WASHINGTON, D. O.

, - . 1 f 1i:.-4
Mr. MALPRY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of this committee,

I am here representing the American Municipal Association. This
association Is the federation of the 40 State Leagues of Municipalities
the membership of which is comprised of 7,300 cities and towns of all
pc ulation groups.

request permission to submit for the consideration of the corn'
Mittee a resolution adopted by the American Municipal Association
at its annual meeting, October 18, 1938 in Chicago and resolutions
adopted by the State Leagues of Municipalities of-Michigan, Mnne-
sota, Maine, Nebtaska, Oklahoma, Now Jersoy, Kentucky, Arkansas,
Texas Florida Idaho, West Virginia, Alabama, Illinois, North Caro
lIna, Kansas, Utah, and Arizona, by the League of Cities of the Third
Class of Pennsylvania, and by the New York State Conference of
Mayors and other munici a] officials, together with resolutions
adopted by certain cities of Virinia Florida, and other States. , Also,
a biief statement by Mr. Clifford W. Ham, executive director of the
American Municipal Association discussing the limited' extent to
which the adoption of the presently proposed-legislation for reciprocal
taxation can benefit municipal government.

(The resolutions and statements referred toby Mr. Mallory will
be found at the end of his testimony.)

I am authorized to represent Mayor James R. Law of Madison
Wis., in the presentation of his statement, which is made on behalf of
422 municipalities of the League of Wisconsin Municipalities, of
which Mayor Law is president. ' I

On January 16, at a State.wide legislative conference attended by
160 city and village offi( jals from all parts of Wisconsin, I was directed
to appear before this oontmittee as presdent of the League of Wisconsin
Muicipalities, which comprises 422 municipalities, constituting 98
percent of the city and village population of Wisconsin. I will con,fine my remarks to the practicjl aspects of the problem. Our'legal
counsel has prepared an analysis of the legal phases of the'subjet ,

but I believe this committee Will receive ample testimony on thai
point.

There is no question that if this county were starting out to devise
a perfect tax system for al levels of government -Federa1, State, and
loal-that we would not permit the tax exemptions which are'noW
11 oontrovetsy. However, this governmental system of our hastbeen
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in existence for a century and a half and we have built up a system
of relationships that is so constituted that if we tinker with one part
of it, there may be repercussions .at some other point which were not
foreseen or completely understood.

Local officials would certainly not contend that the present tax
structure in this country Is satisfactory. The Federal Government
has taken for itself the most promising sources of revenue the States
have used the best available tax sources that remain, while we local
units of government are largely left dependent upon the general
property tax.

It is quite generally acknowledged by informed persons that, what-
ever may have been the original situation, the property tax is no
longer based on ability to pay.. In fact, it can be conelsively demon-
strated that the general property tax is more regressive in character
than any of the modern forms of taxation, including the sales tax.
Everyone admits the undesirable characteristics a1d effects of the
Property tax, and yet, taking the country as a whole, the result has
en to continually pile burdens on the general-property taxpa or.

Increased school costs relief costs, social-security costs, the cost of
modern streets, and other costs have been continually loaded on until
in many States the plight of the home owner, farmer, and sm4I1
business man has become unbearable. Once home ownership was
supposed to have contributed to the stability of this country, and
now it is widely stated that it is no longer desirable for a man to own
his own home.

In Wisconsin the average general-property tax rate for cities in.
creased from 2.8 to 2.9 percent between 1930 and 1938 on a full-value
basis. In some cities where there is little wealth the rates have risen
to a point as high as 5 percent. Notwithstanding these Increases,
Wisconsin cities have cut expnditures and are actually spending less
money for general city activities now than they were in 1930 despite
population increases. The tax increases resulted primarily from
*21,000,000 spent by local governments for relief last year m Wis.
condin, and also the large social-security costs paid from property
taxes.

I am introducing this discussion of the general property tax burden
because of the fact that the effect. of the proposals now before this
committee will be to materially increase general-property taxes in
Wisconsin.

Let us consider first the matter of subjecting municipal salaries to
the Federal income tax. The present tax exemption has been a defi.
nit factor fi fixing municipal salary levels. In order to secure qual-
fled department heads, administrators and technical men, so that
local government may be operated efficiently and economically, It
has b en necessary to compete with private industry for the proper
personnel. In fixing salary rates, the existing tax exemption has fre-
quently been considered In endeavoring to adopt salary scales com-
parable to private employment.

As a result, if these salaries are to be taxed in the future, they will
have to be Increased to that extent.
. It Is true that apparentlyFederal salaries will also be subjected to
taxation, But here local governments. will be left holding the bag
Even If the States secure revenue from the taxation of these Federal
salaries equal to the added expenses, of. local governments,, which Is
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doubtful, It must be recalled that only a portion of this State revenue,
If any, will find its way Into local treasuries. The result will be in.
creased property taxes. It is true that theoretically, the States can
mete out justice to local governments, but it will be recalled that at
the beginning I stated that I intended to discuss the practical aspects
of the problem. We know the result will be a far greater financial
burden for local government.

This, however, is not as serious as the effect of removing the existing
tax exemption from municipal securities.

In Wliconsin local government are making valiant efforts to get
out of debt and our cities have reduced their outstanding bonds by
30 percent in 6 years. However It has been neces ry toIsue relief
bonds and bonds to finance the P, W. A, program, b6nds for sewage
disposal and waterworks facilities where conununitp were not com.
plely equipped, school bonds and In other similar instances. It is
obvious that the taxation of local bonds will increase the cost of
borrowing. It appears that the Federal Government will receive no
more in revenue than the localities will pay through increased interest
cost, Even if the States are permitted to tax Federal securities, little
of this tax revenue will find its way Into local coffer.

This proposal to tax local securities Is another step forward in the
centralization of revenues. It is done at the expense of imposing
additional costs upon the already overburdened general property
taxpayer,

In 1035 the President stated that all levels of government are step-
ping on each others' toes in the matter of taxation, and that the tax
situation needs revision through the working out of a bettor system
of taxation-State, municipal, and Federal. To my mind, what is
now being propose is a step in the opposite direction, in that the
Federal Government is again stepping on the toes of local government
so as to further confuse the situation rather than In the direction of
attempting to bring some order out of the present chaos.

It is essential, from the standpoint of municipal government, that
something constructive be done. Cities and villages render the
services of government of most Immediate importance to citizens-
police and fire protection, schools and libraries, guarding of publiC
health sewage, garbage and other sanitary facilities, streets and
street lighting, parks and recreation, and the numerous other aotivi-
ties which our people today consider to be essential parts of their
standard of living, Yet those same local governments come at the
tail end so far as effective means of raising revenues are concerned.

There must be an end to the long-prevailing tendency to foist moreand more financial obligations upon tlo long-suffering genera property
taxpayer. Thins was clearly recognized by the President in the state-
ment made In addressing a recent Congress when he stated.

Let us further remember that by tar the lArgest part of locai taxes Is levied e0
real estate. To Increase this ferm of tax burden on the small property owners of
the nation would be unjustiflod

Since the Federal Government has unloaded on local government.
a large part of the responsibility for financing the direct-relief and
work program, that statement is even more true today than when it
was uttered,

847
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(The resolutions, etc., submitted by Mr, Mallory are as fol'ows;)
IlaSOLUIIOX ON TUE TAXATION OF MUNICIPAL SALARIES AND BONDS

Wheias In the past practically all changes In taxation methods, and the oxem
tions Incident thereto have discriminated against municipalities by constant Iy
reducing the local tax bass In the face of continuing demands for essential govern.
mental services and

Whereas Federal or State taxation of municipal salaries and bonds will raise
municipal cost. for these purposes: Now, therefore, be It

Reso ted, That the American Municipal Association, cognizant of this past
experience, strply. recommqds, that an. propeaed.phangqsln the present tax"exempt status ofnunllpal salaries and s eioul pdbew e al rob y actually
securing for municipalities, through local taxation of State and Federal property,
through a municipal share of State or federally collected Income taxes, or other.
wi revenue qUllficlen to offset sqob Increased municipal costs

(A[opted at the annual meeting of the American Municipal Wssoclation, hell
n Chieago, Ootober 15 1088.)

RXBSoLUTION Of TBD M[IOHIaAN MUNICIPAL LEAGUE

SALARY TAXATION-CONORE5e SHOULD LEVT ONLY ON PUTURN INCOME OF
MUNICIPAL UMPLOYMND

Whereas under the recent decision of the United States Supreme Court In 1el.
voting P. Gerhardt the Federal Government may have the supreme power to tax
all State and municipal employees, and

Whereas such decision may have the retroactive effect of taxing such employee.
upon all compensation earned since 1926, and

Whereas retroactive taxation has always been regarded as contrary to American
principles of government: Now, therefore, be it

Reaolved, by th Atichigan Municipal Leau, That legislation should be passed
at the next session of Congress limiting any taxation of State and municipal
officers and employees to salaries which they receive in the future, and be It further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the governing body and chief
administrative officla-of each city and village in the Stat. with a request that this
resolution be read at the next regular meeting of such governing body and that It
in turn, adopt a similar resolution for transmission to Its Congressmen and
Senators; and be It further

ReoW eJ That certified copies of thi resolution be sent to the Senators and
Congressmen representing the State of Michigan to the Attorney General of the
United States, the Governor Governor-elect, after h assume. ofie, attorney
general and attorneygenera-elect, of the Stao of 111ohgan, to the chairman
pt the Aenate Finance -Committee and to thohairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee.

Rasolm'rioN or ALADAMA LzAlUn OF MUNcIPAIITI2m

Whereas the Department of Justice now interprets the decision of the United
States Supreme Court In Hehwring v. (IerAardt as holding that the Foderal Gov.
ernent has the supreme power to tax all State and municipal employees, and.

Whereas all State and municipal employees now race the immlnenj danger of
paving Income taxes upon al salaries earned sine 1926 and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims to have the supreme 'power to
tax future and outstanding State nd municipal securities, a well as the revenues
of State and municipal agencies; Nqow, therefore, be It

Reeoleby tA. Alabama League Munifpa!lti", aling by ts emecutie and
1oqlattis commftleee in session aussmbled ot M-onltmety, Al. on the $8th day qf
Deember 195$, That oongressonal ogleslation should d be pased at the next session
of. c" limiting any taxatinn of State and municipal officers and employpes to
sl eswhich they reeve In the future and b 40 It further.

R esolved Tbthe Albama u6 of Munteipalties Is opposed to the taxation
State andmunicipal securities bythe Federal Gov ment, unless the consenl

of the States Is first obtained through a constitutional amendment Perant ng the
reciprocal taxation of Federal seurtles, and prohibiting absolutelAy AVVyeral
taxation of State and municipal revenues, or tie revenues of State and municipal
agencies; and be It further
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Resolved, That the Alabama League of Municipalltles hereby opposes the pro.
posed plar of the T'oWeral Government to tax State and mun clpAi. securities
except by a constitutional amendment ard to obtain legislation prohibiting the
retroactive taxatlor' of the salaries of State and municipal employees, and to
obtain an absolute prohibition against the Poderal Government's taxing the
revenues of the States their municipalities or their agencies; and be it further

Resolved, That certiled copies of this resolution b sent to the Attorney General
of the United litates, to the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, to the
chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, and to the members of the
Alabama congressional delegation as soon as may be.

UaSOLUTON or Tn. WiST VitoimtA LE AOUo 0Y MUNICIPALITIES

At a meeting of the executive board of the West Virginia League of Munol.
palitles held In Fairmont December 4, 1038, Item 10 of the agenda resulted in

he following action:
"Upon considoratlon of the recent Federal Treasury proposal that Congress

attempt to (a) Impose retroactive (12 years) Income taxes upon municipal em.
Ploy), (b) tax all outstanding munlipal bonds, and (q) abolish the tax.free
eatur of a1 future municipal lbond Issues, the league executive board, y unani-
mois vote, oiined other State leagues, Attorney General Clarence W. Me4dow,
and the National Conference on State Defense In opposing these meaures and

"Reeolved That no method of accomplishing any of thes"purposes be adopted
other than 6y constitutional amendment, and that West Virginia Congreuspen
be advised of this action.

"Attest:"Sarn) Humi X. NOVZk[%N .

REsOLUTION O ILLINOIs MUNbcIPAz LEAUoo

Whereas the Department of Justice now Interprets the decision of the United
States Supreme Court In Ielvering v. Gephardt as holding that thn Federal Govern.
ment has the supreme power to tax all State and municipal employees and

Whereas the employees of the Illinois Municipal LeaKue, alonr %Zth gal other
State and municipal employees now face the Imminent danger o paying Income
taxes upon all salaries earned since 1926, and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims to have the supreme power to
tax future and outstanding State and municipal securities, as well as the revenues
of State and municipal agencies: Now, therefore, be It

Resolved, by the lllinois Municipal League. in convention assembly at Rookj.rd,
Ill., on the 1,6h day of Seplember 1938, That congressional legislation should be
passed at the next session of Congress limiting any taxation of State and
municipal .iors and employees to salaries which they receive In the future,
and be It further

Resolved, That the Illinois Municipal League 1* opposed to the taxation of
State and municipal securities by the Federal Governmont, unless the consent
of the States is first obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting
the reciprocal taxation of Federal securities, and prohibiting absolutely any
Federal taxation of State and municipal revenues, or the revenues of State and
municipal ag noles, and be It further

Resol ed, the Illinois Muniolpal League hereby approves and endorses the
program and objectives of the conference on Stale defense to opp o the pro pod
plan bf the Federal Govornmenut to tax State and municipal secdritles excep by a
constitutional amendment and to obtain legislation prohibiting, the retroactive
taxatlo, of the salaries of State and municipal employees, and to obtain an abso.
lute prohibition agaist the Feral Government tIng the revenues of the
States, their moniclpalitles or their agenclesi And be it further

Reoved, That certified copies of his resolution be sent to thd Senators ad
Conman epresentlng the Stte of Illinois- to the Attorney generall, of the
Unit States, the attorney general of the State of Illinois to the.ehqfrman of'the

enate Finance Committee and to the chairman of the Rouse Wa'jnd Mans
Ummhttee,,- Ys... . . .. , Mean
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Rsotr.mow oF Nd'4xT OAOLsix Lxo6a oir MumerAtt es

Whereas the Supreme Cou4t of the, Vlted4 States In the recent decision In
gfisI e v. N 4 "rdedt the relpcal tat of tax Immunity ad returned

Ci Jus s understanding that the principle I unity pro
toted thmeea oenetgis nation by the IStst. but did not newe
aI0Wy sield thoe 4Atae againt the ereia e of the ddepted, and aipreme, taxing

pwe of th6 0 el 1 oernment," a mn
:Wherea eployeofMoo sn Isples as faced with the lImediate danger of

~bir uIr to.pa PA, Fera Ineem taOn their sAIMiCS eared (fo 6verY

Wereas the, Yoral Government tow claims the power to tax the outstanding
Issues of munilepa bovd a well as future municipal bond Issues, and

Whereas the Feal Government 41tms the power to impose the Federal oor-
me on the revenues of state and municipal agencies, sueh as power

, h bribes, water supply$ and other revenue.produolg'lunotions;
Iw I& aron4 Lagae of Munic i" ils Convo on 4#smbkd

0 -N, Izday fe , 1988, Tha t if State securlties are to be
government, toe State's consent should first be obtained

p g n tting the reclpr taxation of
#,is t, a Oluding an absolute ro bitlon a ailat

t be rove es of th States and Ipalltios or oState
an M at Ip ale s;'lnd be it fur

congrOsA ldo L hould be passed at the next smion of
t nge S xatlon 0 S ofticere and employees to salaries which

tby reoeiv Incthse f and be It further
, Thatcop of this resolutionbe sent to North Carolina Senators and

les tativ ongross, and to the Conference on State Defense, whose
ob estAves hereby en ored Insofar as they colnclde with the objectives of this
resolution.

RxboLu ioxMOr T m 5 AoI OU ' MINNS4II0TA MUNICIPALITJK
Weow aecuities and the I _o-ofrqm securities Issued by municipal #qvern-

,meW.t a reemp trom taxato ly te Federal Government, and
weres theeha lve.oecent lyeen proposals that. tb Federal taxing power be

extended to such securities and Incoms, and
., or Wasuch proposals, It enacted Into law, would add to t4. cost of Stat.

id~ocal government by increasing tlje,nte ret rate on sueh sequritie. and
' " W rtroeaiy, those a~men apply aso to the exemption of eFeral

urti.s'An~theIcoue thereof fromP Mate lpalites oppoe ty such at-

tpzunt s qes eral txAton of te corporate revenues an + ajreaiy Itmwued
4cu~itle& 61 th Btales, te~ir subdivisloni And aencele is prohibited a1d inilees

the is lso secured' t2h 64tates au t t r Ity of the reclprocal' rightttax future
losueyfe aA a ud t n oe thereof.

04 IArt hettlie 601eo ~inM4o Municiplitcais o taxation
Of fVerena social and employo o lare heetofore earneo,

IIS8OLUIrON 0F TN MAims MtVM14oIPAti AssootATio. .

i; th . *.iwbnat of Jus.now interprtth eono e Vt4d

|++++ I , ;+ ; I+ + 1, , 1e suprme power to
4O0l as the, revenues

a&no employ"ero swuam weun uwy rWavu au %Pur' 1uWUaVj- ..'M AM

l+ That the Maine Muniolpal Assoolation is opposed to the taxation of
id municipal securities by the Wderst Government, unless the consent of
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the 8tat" isfirst 'obtained through a constitutionAl amendment permitting the
reciprocal taxation o Federal securitifes, and prohi biting abslutely any Foedral
taxation ot State and municipal revenue, or the revenues of 8tate and municipal
ag es;nd be it further

looleloh Tha the Maine Municipal Association hereby approves and endorme
the program and objectives of the Conferene on State D4e enm to oppose the
propo". plan of the Federal Government to tax State and municipal securities
except by X, constitutional amcnndanetnnd, to obtain lefiWation prohibiting the
retroactivo taxation of the salaries of 8fate and municipal employees, and to
obtain an absolute prohlbltion ,agant the Federal Goverment taxng the rev.
ears of the States, their munleipalitles or their agencies; and be it further

Resold, That certified copies of this uoslution 4e sqnt to the Senators and
Congressmen representing the State of tline, to the Attorney General of the
United States, the attorney general of the State of Pane to the chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee and to the chairman or the ouse Ways and Means
Committee.

REaSOLUTIONi DAQUR OP a MMT'r PALnlas9

Mr. Prden a embers of the League of Nob municipalities:
Your ult on resolutions, having completed I A, begs leave to

submit ame, ollpels
S 1c III. solution on Pc I io municipal r uel, bond, and

ssarleo.- eres the Do t of tico interret. t decision of the
t s rerome tin e A a holding t the Federal

Goverm t has ts m rd ployees; and
Wh the Fed a toha hesu ae to
of td a n olml notvenue,

y , yth edgu h ng ion on ouldbe the
next iot of h I m St. and mun Al0 omioers
and a oyees to a wh h oy lye n future nd beIf her, being
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Resolved, That the Oklahoma Municipal League is vigorously opposed to any
Federal policy which may, or may appear, to tax State or municipal soduritios,
or the Income of either, or the salaries of employees thereof; and be It further

Resolved, That the Oklahoma Municipal League hereby approves and endorses
the program and objectives of the Conference on State Delense consistent with
the objectives herinn enunciated; and be It further

Resolved, That the executive board of the Oklahoma Municipal League give this
matter special attention and emphasis and map out a plan to accomplish the
Intent of this resolution; and be It further

Resolved, That each delegate to this convention report thA adoption of this
resolution tohis gover.ng body; and It is urged paint each city governing body
adopt a resolton endorsing this resolution andi that each sicli resolution be
sent to the cityis representative and Senator In Pongross, and bc it further

Resolved, That certified copies of this resolutl'n be sent to the Attorney General
of the United States to the chairman of the 13enato Finance Committee, and to
the chairman of the house Ways and Means Committee.

Adopted by the Oklahoma Municipal Lee&iuo in convention assembled, this
22d day of November 1938, (Signed) J. W, Fr, T?'r

Pre.stient.
FRANK 0. 1T-,IoINOTU A,

kH'ecutive Secretary.

RESOLUTION o Naw"Jmnaxy STATED LzAGUx or buNtcePIL1TTL-1

Whereas certain departments of the Federal Goveniment have recently as.
serted that the Federal Government has the supreme power to tax the States; and

Whereas upon the basis of such an assertion the Treasury Department now
proposes, by act of Congress to tax the Income from municipal bonds; and

Whereas such a tax wouid greatly increase the cost of municipal financing,
and so add to the burdens of local real.estate taxation; and

Whereas as a result of recent decisions of the Supreme Court, many municipal
employees may be liable for Federal income taxes on their past salaries from 1926
to ate: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, By the Now Jersey State League of Municipalities in Conventionassembled:
First. That the municipalities of New Jersey op pose the proposed plan of the

Treasury Department to tax the interest on municipal bonds by simple act of
Congress, and maintain that no such Interference with the fiscal powers of the
States should even be considered unless first submitted to the States in proper form
of constitutional amendment,

Second. That our league supports the enactment of remedial legislation to set
aside any liability of our municipal employees for back taxes on salaries received
by them from 1928 to date,

Third. That our league cooperate In the program and objectives of the Confer-
once on State Defense, to th6 end that the integrity and sovereignty of the States
In this nation may be preserved, and

Fourth. That the executive secretary is hereby directed to forward copies of
this resolution to the Senators and Congrssmen from New Jersey, with the
request of the league that they oppose this attempt to raise Federal revenue at the
direct expense of-local government, with resulting Increase in local taxation and
the further request that they stand firm on this Issue for the principle of State
Independence and sovereignty.

Unanimously adopted Friday, November 18, 1988.
Attest: S. S. KINWORTIST,

ROMOLUTIoN 0? TI NXw YOaN STATE CONruRInSON OP M Ar01S

Whereas the Federal Government is considering the enactment of a law pro.
viding for the taxation of the incomes from all future municipal bond Issues and
all municipal utilities, and

Whereas there is grave doubt as to whether the Federal Government can tax
such Incomes without a constitutional amendment, and

Whereas It it estimated that the taxation of municipal bonds would Increase
from one.half of I percent to 2 percent the interest rate the municipalities would
have to pay, and
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Whereas this tax would be paid by the realestate taxpayers, and not the in.
vestors in municipal securities, and

Whereas Justice dictates that if the Federal Government taxes municipal bonds
and revenues and loads an additional financial burden on city and villago tax
payers, the St tes should In torn he given the righ. to Impose taxes on Federal
securities and tNO cities and villages to levy a tax on Federal property within their
boundaries; and

Whereas Federal taxation of municipal bonds and revenues would Increase the
present tax discrimination against cities and villages and their taxpayers: Be It

Resolved, That the New York State Conference of Mayors and Other Municipal
Officials, with a membership of 189 cities and villages, Is opposed to the taxation
of munclpal securities and revenues by the Federal Government unless the legal
consent of the Btate is obtained, the reciprocal taxation of Federal securities and
revenues Is guaranteed and municipalites are permitted to tax Federal property
and the Federal Government is required to pay such taxes- be it further

Resolved, That we petition the New York State representatives in the United
States Senate and Iouse of ]Representatives to oppose any legislation taxing
municipal securities and revenues unless the reciprocal provisions are included.

RESoLUTION OP TUX KEwrUcx MvIcipAt LACoUM

Whereas the Department of Justice now Interprets the decision of the United'
States Supreme Court In Ifelvering v. Gerhardt as holding that the Federal Gov.
ernment has the supreme power to tax all State and municipal employees, and

Whereas the employees of the cities In Kentuoky, along with all other btate'
and municipal employees now face the imminent danger of paying income tajes
upon all salaries earned since 1920; and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims to have the supreme power to
tax future and outstanding State and municipal securities, as well as the revenues
of State and municipal agencies: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, By the Kentucky Municipal League in convention assembled, at
Mammoth Cave, Ky., on the 23d day of September 1038, that congressional
legislation should be passed at the next session of Congress Imiting an), taxation"
oRtato and muniol al officers nnd employees to salaries which they receive in
the future; and be it'furthor

Resolved, That the Kentucky Municipal League is opposed to the taxation of
State and municipal securities )y the Federal Government, unless the consent of.
the States la first obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting the
reciprocal taxation of Federal nocuriti s, and prohibiting absolutely any Federal
taxation of State and municipal revenues, or the revenues of State and municipal
agencles;and be it further

Resolved, That the Kentucky Municipal League hereby approves and endorses
the program and objectives of the Conference on State De sense to oppose the
propose plan of the Federal Fovernment to W State and municipal securities
except by a constitutional amendment and to obtain legislation prohibiting the
retroactive taxation of the salaries of State and municipal employees, and to
obtain an absolute prohibition against the Feera Government taxing the rev.
enues of the Btates, their municipalities or their agencies; and be it further

Resolved, That certified copie of thts. resolution o sent to the Senators and
Congressmen representing the State Qf Kentucky, tW the Attorney General of the
UnitdBtats, the attorney general of the Stae of Kentuol. to joe chairman of
he Senate Finance Committeo and to the chairman of he house Ways and

Means Committee.
(Signed) REsotopnoss Coiurrmu-.R, 0- SMITH, ChOMa.

Viy H. Balboa.
o. D. Scnoms.

?J, B. Mongnov

Cti, C. WILON.
I Carl B. Wachs, executive secretary of the Kentucky Municipal league,

oeriify that this t a trte and exact copy of the original resolution, which Is on
file in the league ofce at Lexington, Ky,

I azeouiu Secretary, Kentucky Munioipal am.
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RZOOLUTION or ARKxANSAS MUNIciPAL LEAoUE

Whereas the Supreme Court of the United States In the recent decision in
felvering v. Gerhardt: "Rejected the reciprocal test of tax Immunity and
returned to Chief Justice Marshall's understanding that the principle of Immunity
protected the Federal Government against taxation by the States but did not
necessarily shield the States against the exercises of the delegated, and supreme,
taxing power of the central Government." And

Whereas employees of municipalities are faced with the Immediate danger of
being required to pay a Federal Income tax on their salaries earned for every year
back to 1920; and

Whereas the Federal Government claims the power to Impose the Federal cor-
porate income tax on the revenues of State and munleipal agencies, such as power
and lights, toll bridges, water supply, and other revenue-producing functions:
Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, By the Arkansas Municipal League in conention assembled at Little
Rock, Ark-, this 16th day of December 1938, that If State securities are to be
taxed by the Federql Government, the States consent should first be obtained
through a constitutional amendment permitting the reciprocal taxation of Federal
securities In the State, and Including an absolute prohibition against any Federal
taxation of the revenues of the States and municipalities or of State and municipal
agencies; and be it further

Resolved That congressional legislation should be passed at the next session of
Congress limiting any taxation of SfAteofficots and employees to salaries which
they receive in the future, and be it further

Reeoled, That copies of this resolution be sent to Arkansas Senators and Rep-
resentativoes In Congress and to the Council on State Defense, whose objectives
are hereby endorsed insofar as they coincide with the objectives of this resolution,

RESOLUTION O Tan LUAOUE or TEXAS MUNICIPALITIES
Whereas the Department of Justice now Interprets the decision of the United

States Supreme Court in l1elering v. Gerhardt as holding that the Federal Gov-
ernment has the supreme power to tax all State and municipal employees; and

Whereas all State and municipal employees now face the imminent danger ot
paving income taxes upon all salaries earned since 1920; and

Whereas the Federal Government now claims to have the, supreme power to
tax future and outstanding State and municipal securities, as well as the revenues
of State and municipal agencies; now, therefore, be It

Resolved by the League of Texas A.funicipalttlee in convention assembled at Port
Arthur, Tex., on the 28th day of Olober 1088 That congressional I gislatlon should
be passed at the next session of Congress limiting any taxation of State and munici-
pal officers and employeei to salaries which they receive In the future; and be itfurther

Resolved, That the League of Texas Municipalities Is opposed to the taxation
of State and municipal securities by the Federal Government, unless the consent
of the States Is first obtained through a constitutional amendment pormltting the
reciprocal taxation of Federal securities, and prohibiting absolutely nny Fedoral
taxation of State and municipal revenues, or the revenues of State and municipal
agencies; and be It further

Resolved, That the League of Texas Municipalities hereby approes and en.
dorses the pro am and objectives of the Conference on State Defense to oppose
the proposed pfan of the Federal Government to tax State and municipal securities
except by a constitutional amendment to obtain legislation prohibiting the retro-
active taxation of the salaries of State and municipal employees, and to obtain
an absolute prohibition against the Federal Government taxin he revenues of
the States their municipalities or their agencies; and be it ft oter

Resolved, That certified copies of this resolution be sent to tho Attorney General
of the United States, to the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and to
the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, and that the sense of
this resolution be communicated by the respective members of the association to
their Congrctieonal representatives as soon as may be.

Pased and approved this the 28th day of October, A. D. 1088, at Port Arthur,
Tex.. , Inow,

Approved: Prsiden Le Wu f T .a Municipoie.

Attest: rstet eg#oTea lnepRieq
E. B,. MoADAMS,

Rzecutive teoretary.
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RNSOLUTION OF TzXAS CJAPTUR, MUNICIPAL FINANCE Orricans' AssocrATom

Whereas the Department of Justice now Interprets the decision of the United
States Supreme Court in Ilelvering v. Gerhardt as holding that the Federal Gav.
ernmont has the supreme power to tax all State and municipal employees; and

Whereas all State and municipal employees now face the Imminent danger of
paving income taxes upon all salaries earned since 1028; and

Wlloreas the Federal Governmont now claims to have the supreme power to
tax future and outstanding State and municipal sourities, as well as the revenues
of State and municipal agencies; now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the T7eas Chapter, Municipal Finance Officers' Aesociation, in con.
vention assembled at Port Arthur, Tax., on the RtM day o/ October 1988-

First, Tit Federal Covernment should, under no circumstances, be permitted
to tax the revenues of local governments or any of their agencies, or the bonds
which they have already issued and which are outstanding.

Second legislation siuld be promptly enacted which wIll prohibit the taxa-
tion of thesalaries of State and muniolpal employees, earned in past years, when
it was then believed that the said salaries were exempt.

Third. If the income from future Issues of State and municipal bonds ,re to be
taxed, as well as the salaries of local government employees the Federal Govern.
mont should accord reciprocal privileges to our city and tate governments as
aplyin~i to Federal securities, salaries, and properties.

Fourth, In the absence of a grant of equal reciprocal taxing powers, our fullest
reslatanceo should be given to any attempt oh' the part of Federal Government to
tax the Income from either bonds presently outstanding or those Issued in the
future, ir salaries paid either lit the past, present, or in the future, unless author
Ited by a proper constitutional amendment.

Fifth. That certified cot ies of this resolution be sent to the Attorney General
of the United States, to the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, and to
the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, and that the sense of
this resolution be communicated by the respective members of the association to
thoIr congressional representatives as soon as may be.

Passed and approved this the 28th day of October, A. D. 1938, at Port Arthur,
Toy '

Approved: L. L. WILLIAMS,

President, Texas Chapter, Municipal Finance Officer' Association,
Attest: E.E. McADAMs, Secrelarly.

RESOLUTION ON FEDXRAL, TAXATION OF MUNICIPAL, COUNTY, AND STATION IlRV-
INUES, BONDS, AND SALARIES

Whereas the Federal government contends, under the decision by the United
States Supreme Court In Heflering v. Gerhardt:

"That the principle of immunity protected the Federal Government against taxa-
tion by the States but did not necessarily shield the States against the exorcise
of the delegated and supreme, taxing Ipower of the Central Gvernment"; and

Whereas-the Federal 0ovornmont now claims thopower to tax the outstanding
issues of municipal and county bonds, as well as future munolpal and county
bond Issues; and

Whereas the Federal Government also claims the power to Impose the Federal
colporato income tax on the revenues of State, county, and municipal agencies,
suOh as power, lights asd gas, tol bridges, water supply, and other revenue.
producing functions; and'

Whereas the Federal Government further claims the power to tax the salaries
of municipal, county, and State employees, and such employees are faced with the
immodlht danger of belng roqtlred to0)ay a Federal Incose tax on their salaries
earned for everyyeat baek to 1920. Now, therefore, he it

Resolved by ts Florida Leagee of Municipalities in convention assembled at
Pensacola, Fla., this d dny of Decemer A4.D. 1988, That If municipal, county,
and State securities are to be axed by tlhe Federal Government, the consent of he
States should first be obtained through a constitutional amendment, permitting
the reciprocal taxatIon of Federal securities lt the States should first be obtained
through A oonstitutional amendment, permitting the reciprocal taxation of Federal
seurftiles Inthe State, and Including an bsol to prohibition against any Federal
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taxation of any of the revenues of the States, counties, and municipalities, and
their respective agencies; and be It further.Resolved, That congressional legislation should be passed at the next session of

Congress to prevent the retroactve application of any Federal tax upon the offices
and employees of municipalities, counties, and States, and their respective sub.divisions and instrumental lties; and be it further

Resolved, That tie financial loss to local unit. of Government and their agencies
through any Federal tax upon their bonds and securities and the salaries of their
officers and employees should be offset by making adequate provision for local
taxation of Federal property, or service charges in lieu thereof, or for a municipal
share of federally collected Income taxes, or otherwise; and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to each Senator and Represents
tive of Florida In Congress, and to the council on State defense, whose oMjectives
are hereby endorsed Insofar as they coincide with the objectives of this resolution.

RESOLUTION PREEsiNTED AND ADOPTED TO TuiRTY-NINT ANNUAL CONVENTION
OF Wirn LIOAOUZ OF CITIES OF TwE TaIRD CLASS IN PENNSYLVANIA, HELD IN
READING, PA, SEPTODER 1, 2, 1938

Continuing efforts are now being made In the United States to subject to
Federal taxation the Income from -State and municipal bonds, the salaries of
State and local employees, and In some cases the revenues of public bodies, The
statd purpose of such taxation is to increase the revenues of the National Gev.
ernment. There have been some Intimations that the taxation of public salaries
might even be made retroactive for certain groups of employees.

The convention condemns any attempt to make retroa-Aive any ruling which
would pernlit the collection of Income taxes on the salaries of any group of ptbhlio
employees heretofore considered exempt. Such a policy. w would be a punitive
measure unduly penalizing a group. which has acted in good faith. Nor should
any attempt be made to tax the income on State and local securities already
outstanding.

In the intrest of equity in taxatIon the convention is not opposed to taxation
of the salaries of State and local employees by the Federal Government provided
that the Federal Government at the same time permits the taxation of Federal
empIovees by States having State Income-tax laws.

While the convention is opposed to the Federal taxation of the Income from
State and municipal bonds already outstanding because such a measure would
seem unfair to the present'holders thereof, It opposes the taxation of State and
municipal bonds to be Issued in the future on a different basis. The net result of
such taxation would le an increase generally in the cost of local government with
a corresponding Increase in Federal revenues. This tends toward a greater cen.
tralization of revenues in the Federal Government with a consequent-increase In
the revenue difficulties of the local governments.

Furthermore, the convention is opposed to the taxation of revenues or Income
of public bodies properly organized as such whether they Tre performing services
generally .asefied as governmental functions or whether they are performing so.
called "proprietary" activities.

The convention believes that the chief Issues Involved In the new types of tax.
ation are the further centralization of power In th Federal Government and the
consequent weakening of local governments and therefore believes that the die.
cusaion should 1,e viewed in that light.

This convention condemns any attempt on the part of the Federal Government
tax the revenues of the StaWs or the ir municipatti e, and any attempt to tax

State or municipal bonds or the salaries of State and local governmental em-
ployees unless and until the consent of tho States is first obtained through a
proper constitutional amendment.

RZOLUTION 01 TIIE IDAHO MUNICIPAL OFICIeRS' ASSOCIATION

To the president and members of the Idaho Municipal Officers' Association,
In convention assembled in Hose, Idaho, on Deoember 7 and 8, 1088.

We, the undersigned special committee to which was referred the consideration
of recent proposals of the Federal Government to tax the revenues of the States,
counties, and municipalities, or their agencies, and the Income on their bonds whloi
are now outstanding, and also to tax future Issues of bonds, and also to collect
taxes on the salaries of officers and employees of States and municipalities earned
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from the year 1020 to the present time do hereby respectfully report and recomo
mend the adoption of the following resolution:

Whereas the Idaho Municipal Officers' Association has given due consideration
to the threatened Federal proposal to tax the securities and bonds of the States
and municipalities, and their agencies, which are now outstanding or which may
hereafter be Issued, and being convinced such legislation will cause:

(1) Depreciation of the value of general obligation bonds to the unjust and
Inequitable loss of their owners and holders;

(2) Local Improvement special oblation assessment bonds to become un-
salable;

(8) Prevent or seriously retard the making of desirable and essential public
improvements which have for their object the general welfare of municlpallties-

(4) And increase the cost of marketing and interest rate on such securities,
whioh Increased cost must be borne by the taxpayers, and the resultant increase in
the cost of municipal government, and necessarily decrease efficiency in municipal
Government, and

Whereas we further believe that, as the officers and employees of the States and
municipalities and their agencies, have felt their salaries and income secure from
taxation and that such exemption was strictly within the law, to now retroactively
collect taxes on such income for past years from 1028 would be an unjustified
burden, now, therefore be it

Resoled, That the Idaho Municipal Ofiers' Association Is opposed to the
removal oF the exemption on the securities and bonds of States and municipalities,
and their agencies, whether now outstanding or hereafter to be by them, or either
or any of them, Issued,,except by their consent, and unless It be done by amend.
ment to the Constitution of the United States, and providing that the States shall
have the reciprocal power to tax Federal securities for revenue and sufficient to
provide revenue to offset such increased municipal costs,

11. That we are opposed to the collection of income taxes on the salaries of the
o cers and employees of States and munlctpalties, retroactively.

1II. That we urge our Representatives in the Congress of the United States to
oppose all proposed legislation having for Its object the removal of the exemptions
on the securities hereinbefore mertionod except as hereinbefore provided, and to
support all legislation proposed to prohibit the collection of the retroactive taxes
heei-nbefore mentioned.

IV. That a copy of this resolution was sent to: Hon. Win. H. Borah, United
States Senator; Hon. D. Worth Clark, United States Senator-elect; Hon. Comp.
ton I. White, Representative; lion. Henry Dworshak, Representative.elect;
Hon. J. W. Taylor, Attorney-General; Conference on State Defense.

Respectfully submitted.. ONO. 0. HUDNBR~,
Chairman.

It. Lawis ORD,
ARR LMayor of Nampa.

HARRY L., IfARPaTHRB,

Mayor of Burley,

LI AU Or KANSks MUMIcIPAUATINS

At the annual meeting of the League of Kansas Muniipalitles, on the 28th day
of September, 1088 the following motion was carried:

ThLeague f Iansas Municipalities requests our Senators and our Represen-
tatves In the National Congress to ursue such action as will preserve to the
people of our respective communities tbe right to govern themselves within those
communities, and that they should vote against each, every, and all measures
that are calculated to our or may have the effect of destroying the local govern-
ment of the communities, placing a burden upon local governments and of re.
during the efficiency of the local governments or of Injurying their credit or
Increasing their debt burden or the charges therefore.

(Motion carried.)

At the annual meeting of the State Municipal League.of Utah, September 18,
1038, their resolution N6o. 8:

That any Federal taxation of municipal bonds and salaaries should be reciprocal
through a municipal share In State and Federally ouected revenues but not
opposed to a Federal tax on salaries providing the same reciprocal right f granted
to State to tax Federal officers and agencies.
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At the annual meeting of the Arizona Municipal League, November 26, 1038,
their resolution No. 0:

To the United States Congress, urging that the present tax.exempt status of
State, county, and municipal revenues, bonds, and salaries be maintained.

RESOLUTION OF TiER COUNCIL OF TI1 CITY OF NRwPoRT Nows

Whereas the Department of Justice now Interprets the decision of the United
States Supreme Court in leldvsrin v. Gerhardt as holding that tto Federal Gov-
erninentlhas the supreme power to tax all State and municipal jnployees; and

Whereas all State and municipal employees now face the Inilpent danger of
paying income taxes upon all salaries earned uinco 1026; and

Whereas the Federal Government no0w claims to have the supreme power to
tax future and outstanding State and Inunicipal securities, as well as the revenues
of State and municipal agncies:, ow, therefore be It

Resolved by the Council of the cit of Newport kesW. That ccngrqssional lqgisla-
tion should be passed at the next session of Congress limiting any taxation of
State and municipal officers and employes to salaries which they receive in the
future; and be it further

Resolved, That the city of Newport News Is opposed to the taxation of State
and municipal securities by the Federal Government unless the consent of the
States is first obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting the
reciprocal taxation of Federal securities, and prohibiting absolutely any Federal
taxation of State and municipal revenues, or revenues of State and municipal
agencies; and be It further

Resolved, That certified copies of this resolution be sent to the chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, to the liairmtan of the House Ways and Means
Committee, and also to Senators Carter Glass and Harry Flood Byrd, and to the
Representatives In Congress from the State of Virginia.

RESOLUTION or TIE COUNOIs OF THE CITY OF PORITSiIOUTIt, VA.

Be it resolved by the Council of the city of Portsmnouth, Va, That there should be
no taxation of State municipal securities by the Federal Government unless the
consent of the States is first obtaled through a constitutional amendment per-
mitting the reciprocal taxation of Federal securities and prohibiting Federal
taxation of State and munteipal revenues or revenues of State and municipal
agencies.

Adopted January 10, 1939. ,  . . B City Clerk.

RESOLUTION OF THE CoUcIL oF THE CITY OF NORFOLK

Whereas the Council of the City of Norfolk is advised that certain Federal
agencies have interpreted the decision of the United States Supreme Court in
the recent ease of Ielvering v. Gethardt as empowering the Federal Government
to tax all State and municipal employees State and municipal revenues and securi-
ties as well as the revenues of Sfto and municipal agencies; and

'hereas it is the judgment of the council that such axation will be detrimental
to the interests of city employees and seriously handica vity finances, and it
desires to record lts opposi on thereto: Now therefore'b It

Resolved by the Council of the Oily of Norfolk:
Szortox 1, That if it Is the intention of the Federal Government to tax State

and municipal officers and employees suitable congremlonal legislation should
be assed limiting such taxation to future salaries.

eo. 2. That there should be no taxation of State and municipal securities
by the Federal Government unless ,the consent of the States is first obtained"
through a constitutional amendment permitting the reciprocal taxation of Federal
securities and prohibiting Federal taxation of State and inunicipal revenues or
revenues of State ad municipal ageqeles.
Sze. 3. That the city clerk be, and lie Is hereby, authorized and Instructed to

f6tward certified copies of this resolution to the chairman Of the Senate Finance
Committee, the chairman of the House Ways and Means Conimitteo, and to the
Representatives in CongresA of the State of Virginia.

Adopted by the Council of the City of Notfoik , January 10, 1939.
JNo. 1). CORnELL, City Clerk.
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RItSOLUTION OP r11 CITY COMsUsIBoN OP THU CITY OF JACKBONVILLN, FLA. ,

WROM TH MINUTES OF THU CITY COUMISSIONo JACKeSONVILLN, ILA.l SPECIAL
MEETINO, MONDAY, JANUARY US, IM

Whereas this board is Informed that the Federal Government contends under
a decision by the United States Supreme Court In hlvering v. Gerhardt "that the
principle of Immunity protected the Federal Government against taxation by
the Sfates but did not necessarily shield the States against the exercise of the
delegated, and supreme, taxing power of the Central Government," thatithas the
power to ax'otititandng as weu as future Issues of mijnolpal and county bonds
to Impose the Federal corporate income tax on the revenues of State, county, and
municipal agencies such as power, lights, and gas, water supplyt and other revenue
producing functions- and to tax the salaries of municipal, county and State
employees even so far as to make same retroactive over a period of more than
10years: kow therefore, be it

Reeolcd by 1he City Commission of the City of Jackeonvills, Fla., in special session
this #0d day of January, A. D. 1939 That If municipal, county, and State securities
are to be taxed by the Federal Government the consent of the States should
first be obtained through a constitutional amendment permitting the reciprocal
taxation of Federal securities In the State, and including an absolute prohibition
against any Federal taxation of any of the revenues of the States, counties$ and
municipalities, and their respective agencies; be it further

Resolved, That congressional legislation should be passed at the present session
of the Congress to prevent the retroactive application of any Federal tax upon
the officers and employees of municipalities, counties, and States, and their
respective subdivisions and instrumentalities' and be it further

'Resolved, That the financial loss to local units of government and their agencies
through any Federal tax upon their bonds and securities and the salaries of their
officers and employees should be offset by making adequate provision for local
taxation of Federal property, or service charges in lieu thereofI or for a municipal
share of Federally collected Incomo taxes, or otherwise and be It further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to each Senator and Representa.
tive of Florida in Congrest, and to the Council on State Defense, whose objectives
are hereby endorsed insofar as they colcldo with the objectives of this resolution.

(SEAL] M. W. BISIOr,
Secretary, City Commission.

RESOLUTION Or THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL O TN CITY O1 HARThsoIINE,
PTTsURa COUNTY, OKLA.

That whereas it has come to our knowledge that the United States Treasury
and the United States Department of Justice has made a ruling that the income
from municipal-owned utilities, also bonds of munilpalitles, are subject to and
have for the past 12 years been subject to a Federal income tax; that this has
abrogated a long understanding that the same were exempt from said tax; that
if this Is sustained, or If Federal legislation is enacted carryinginto effect this
ruling it will work a great hardship on municipalities and espcflaly those whose
Income In the past few years have not been sufficient to carry on municipal
affairs: Therefore be It

Resolved by the mayor and Oily Council of the ily of Ilarthornes, That they pro-
test and seriously disapprove the enforcement of this rule, and protest the enact.
meant of any legislation carrying the same Into effect. That a copy of this resolu-
tion be transmitted to the Honorable Elmer Thomas, to the Honorable Josh Lee,
United States Senators and to the Honorable Wilburn Cartwright, Congressman
from the Third District of Oklahoma.

Passed this 8d day of January 1930.

Attest: 

M

(8eAL] EARL YATES, i Clerk.

RESOLUTION O THE COMMI8sION O CORAL GABLEB, FLA.

RESOLUTION No, is?$

Whereas theFederal Governmont contends utder the decision by the United
States Supreme Court In the ease of Ifelvering v. Gerhardt that the principle of
Immunity from taxation protects the Federal Government against taxation by
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the several States but does not necessarily shield the 8Stes and their govern.
mental units against the exercise of the delegated and supreme taxing power of
the Federal Government' and

Whereas the Federal government now claims the power to tax the outstanding
issues of municipal bonds and securities, as well as future issues; and

Whereas the Federal Government also claims the power to Impose the Federal
corporate iemo tax on the revenues of municipal proprietary revenue-producing
functions and operations- and

Whereas the Federal g overnment further claims the power to tax the salaries
of municipal employs, and that such authority may Include the back assessment
of such taxes for each year back to 1020: Now therefore, be it

Resolved by the Commissioner of the Cy of oral Gables, Pla.:
1., That if municipal, State, and county securities are to be taxed by the Federal.

Government, the consent of the several States should be obtained first through
a constitutional amendment permitting the reciprocal taxation of Federal sour.ies by the several States.
2. That congressional legislation should be enacted specifically relieving fromr

Federal taxation any an all revenues of municipalities and their agencies.
8 That congressional legislation should be enacted to prevent the retroactive

application of any Federal tax upon the officers and employees of municipalities.
4. That the financial loss to the States and their local units of governme-t

through any Federal tax upon their bonds and securities and the salaries of thuir
officers and employees should be offset by making adequate provision for loual
taxation of Federal property, or service charges in lieu thereof, or for the muni-
cipalities to share In the federally collected income taxes, or otherwise,
8. That a copy of this resolution be sent to each Senator and Representative

of Florida.
I, 0. N. Shaw, clerk of the city of Coral Gables Fla., do hereby certify that

the above and foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 1875, passd
and adopted by the commission of said city on Decembor 13, 1988.

Witnesseth my hand and the official seal of the city of Coral Gables, Fla., this
20th day of January A. D. 1039.

fiAL 0. K. SuAw, City Clerk,

STATEMENT OP CLIPPORD W. HAlf, EXECUTIVE DinhrcTon, AMERnW.N. MumteiP.,L

ASSOCIATION

RECIPROCAL POWERS OR RECIPROCAL BENEFITS

In common with the League of California Municipalities and many other
organizations of municipalities and public officials, the Aterlcan Municipl
Association has considered carefully the proposals for reciprocal taxation of State
and municipal securities and of the incomes of State and municipal employees.
Throughout, the association has considered the municipal effect of this proposal.
As originally proposed, three elements were involved which, fortunately, In subso.
quent discussions have boon separated. It is essential that eacl of these elements
be considered as a separate proposal and reviewed on its own and separate merits:
(1) That by proper congressional action the Internal Revenue Department be
authorized to not make any claims for retroactive assessment and collection of
taxes on Incomes of State and municipal employees heretofore earned; (2) the
application of the Federal income tax to salaries of State and municipal employees
(8) the application of the Federal income tax to Income derived from Stato and
municlpa securities.

The President has recommended to Congress on two occasions that the Fedora!
Government should be given the power to tx the employee Incomes and securities
of State and their subdivisions and that the States should be given like, or
reciprocal, power to tax Federat securities, and salaries. With the President's
proposal before it, the Americ'in Municipal Association, by resolution of its annual
conference In October 1938, proposed that "any changes iit thepresent tax-exempt
status of municipal salaries and bonds should be reciprocal." The association
has taken this position because (1) "in the past, practically all changes in taxation
methods, and exemptions Incident thereto have discriminated against munici.
palities by oonstantln reducing the local'tax base In the face Of continuing demands
for essential governmental services-" and (2) because "Federal or State taxation
of municipal salaries and bonds will raise munilollz costs for these purposes-.
costs which should be offset by revenue sufficient f4 meet them."
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,Cities aro concerned, too with possible future interpretations of the phrase of

the sixteenth amendment 1from whatever sources derived," as applied to the
power of the Federal Government to lay Ireome taxes. Does a next step after
the taxing of salaries and income from securities mean the taxing by the Federal
Government of the income from State and municipal corporations and utility
services? Does It mean reciprocally that they must consider at a future time
taxation by the States and cities of the Federal governmental corporations and
p'opertles p ome Federal age1ies now ay local taxes on real-estat holdings;
others do not; while still otem (the Feeral Housing Authority, for instance)
urge the waiver of local taxes on local housing projects ai a subsidY for Improved
housing.

The association has come to the conclusion that an Important point around
which the wholo argument revolves Is the interpretation of the word "reciprocal."
There Is a eat difference between the Interpretation of the word "reciprocal"
as discussed in connection with the proposals before Congress and as contained
In the resolution of the American Munlclpal Association$ From the Federal
standpoint, reciprocal taxation has been taken to mean that the Federal Gov.
ernment shall undertake § type of Income taxation which shall be open in equal
measure to the States. In other words, the Federal Government interested
primarily In the power to tax, but as the American Municipal Association uses
the phrase from the municipal standpoint, reciprocal taxation means the pro-
vIon of offsetting or compnsating revenue from whatever source derived. The
association believes that what American cities must have are reciprocal benefits.

This ga t variance in to meaning of reciprocal" has a lm po explanation-
namely that the Federal Government may loy an income tax, wli as a' practical
Proposition a municipality may not. In orore to secure revenue suficient to
offset increased costs therefore, municipalities have got to look to "local tax-
ation of tte and Ftederal ropertys, a municipal share of State or federally
picleotod Income taxes," or together sources, as the American Muniocpal An.
elation's resolution puts It. The Federal Government, en the other hand, needs
only extend the scope of Its income-taxing power.

It should be axiomatic that the basic objective of any change should be more
equitable taxation, and not merely the substitution of one, set of Inequities for
another. Any change In the present situation which does not make offsettin

revenue as readily available to muniilities as the Inome tax Is to the Fed=era
Government will neither be "reoiproca nor equitable. On the e there hand, any
,change that reduces Inequalities as the result of a fair and unbiased examination
of the whole problem of Intergovernmental tax Immunity will be welcomed as a,
rea first step toward more orderly taxation In the United States.

What is needed and what the cities have been urging for many years ts a com-.
pleto revision of the whole tax structure, Federal, States and loca, roking toward
the elimination of overlappin and conflicting tax provision. To attempt
piecema adute t f 8 thsnequalities but confuses the issue more.

The cities aso Insist that the estUablishm ent of proper machinery for the ad-
ministration of the tax Is one problem but h at It does not follow tha that unit
of government which o best tipped to administer the tax In therefore neces-
sarily best equlned spend funds derived therefrom and to render public
service financed terebM. Coincident with the readjustment of the tax structure
and the elimination of4 overlApping and conflicting tax problems should and
must go, the, redistribution of revenues and the realinoment of gov'ernmecntal.
functions among the levels of government to the end that those levels which can
best administer and collect any certain tax should be charged with that duty
and that the funds collected thereby should be distributed to theo different levels
of government In proportion to their abilities to best render the functions and
spend the publi fitness In support thereof.

The CIIA19WAN. Mr. Costello.
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STATEMENT OF IOSEPH K. OSTELLO, GENERAL MANAGER OF
THE DELAWARE RIVER BRIDGE, REPRESENTING THE PUBLICLY
OWRED TOLL BRIDGE COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN TOLL
BRIDGE ASSOCIATION

Mr. COSTELLO. Mr. Chairman and gentenon of the committee:
The committee on publicly owned toll bridges of the American Toll
Bridge Association has asked me to appear before this committee to
present certain facts for consideration by your honorable body.

The publicly owned toll bridges of the country are vitally interested
in the proposal to impose a Federal tax upon the income of bonds issued
by the States and their subdivisions. Nothing in recent years has dis-
turbed the management of these bridges so much as this proposal,
We submit that these bridges area most important factor In the economy.
lo life of this country. In every case, they were built in response to
a demand from a public handicapped by lack of moans of crossing
rivers swiftly, advantageously, and safely. When the country became
a nation on wheels, the ferries could not accommodate the demand
upon them. Out of sheer necessity, groat bridges and tunnels were
constructed and there can be no doubt that these have contributed
materially to the progress and prosperity of the Nation.
These bridges co d not be built by private capital. Even under

the most favorable conditions a now bridge is not to be classed as a
prime investment, Were it oflterwise, of course, private .apital, sook-
ing a means to put Its funds to work, would have forestalled the State
governments in undertaking those projects. The usual history of a
bridge is that many years elapse betwon the original demand for the
project and the actual construction thereof. For example, in the case
of the Delaware River Bridge between Philadelphia and Camden, with
which I am most familiar, the first plans were prepared in 1818 and
ground was broken in 1022, While It does not always take 104 years
tocrystalizo the demand of the public into concrete and steel, it never-
theless remains that much arduous work must be dono by the pro-
ponents of the enterprise before anything is accomplished.

Regardless of how scientifically calculated, forecasts of future traffic
are notoriously often unsound. Estimates of costs and probable re-
turn are prepare([. There may be no doubt that the bridge is urgently
needed but the question arises as to whether It can pay its own way.
Private investors show no disposition to gamble their dollars and they
cannot be blamed because the country is dotted with bridges that have
failed financially.

When the public demand grows great enough, the aid of the States
is solicited. 'Sometimes, when the bridge lies between States separated
by a river, the two join and appropriate from their own hard-pressed
treasuries toward the cost of the structure. Up to the last 15 years,
this was the common procedure. Bridges wore built on the under.
standing that tolls would be charged until the original cost was met
and the structure would be free to the traveling public. With the
tremendously increased burden of taxation in recent years, many of
the States found this procedure no longer possible.
The Port of Now York Authority and later, the Delaware River

Joint Commission introduced a new development in the financing of
great river crossing. The Port of Now York Authority issued- Its
own bonds and repaid New York .New Jersey for the appropria-

862
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tons which made the Holland Tunnel possible. The Delaware River
Joint Commission followed suit and issued its own bonds to repay
Pennsylvania, Now Jersey, and the city of Philadelphia every dollar,
with interest, that was advanced for the building of the Delaware
River Bridge. This was followed In other parts of the country.

These bonds were sold to the public with nothing behind them but
the revenues of the structures, In the case of the Delaware River
Bridge, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New
Jersey retain title and no mortgage was created upon the structure.
If the bridge continues to enjoy sufficient trafi to meet operating
and maintenance charges, the bondholders receive their semiannual
interest and, each year, some of the bonds are matured.

The States, by legislative enactment, expressly forbid the commis-
sion to levy any taxes other than tolls upon vehicles using the structure.
The purchasers of these bonds might be said to be adventurers. They
invested in a rather hazardous field. They knew, if the bridge were
to be a gold mine, that the shrewd scouts of private capital, presum.
ably, would have seen the treasure before the States did. In calcu-
lating the return from their Investment, they weighed heavily the
consideration that, Inasmuch as the bridges were to be public enter-
prises, the income from the bonds would be immune from Federal
taxation. You might go so far as to say this immunity was the bait,
In any event, it was an important consideration. The people who
bouglit bonds backed only by bridge revenues were courageous.

Tie various commissions and authorities in control of these enter-
prises the country over gave as much thought to designing the financial
structure as their engineers did in designing the towers, anchorages,
and cables. Interest rates upon the bonds had to be calculated care-
fully to attract investors but the authorities and commissions figured
that successful operation of their enterprises would provide a season-
ing for the bonds and, in nearly every case, provided that the original
bonds could be called within a reasonable period.

In tie ease of the Delaware River Bridge, our interest rate Is 49
percent, entirely too high in view of the present market conditions.
At the present time, we have outstaiding $37,000,000 bonds but they
are callable in 1043.

Senator TowNsEip. May I ask the total cost of the bridge?
Mr COSTELLO. The total cost of the bridge originally was $50,-

000,06o.
Senator TowNsi D. And you now owe $37,000,000?
Mr. COSTELLO. We now have $37 000 000 of outstanding indebted-

ness. We have paid off as you see 113 600,000.
Every other commission and authority has in mind the refunding

of their issues at the callable date. If the Federal Government is to
tax income from bonds issued by these State agencies, the prospects
of refinancing are decidedly dimmed. The bankers with whom we
have beenin contact advise that removal of the iumunity from bond
income will result in an increased expense of from one-half to I percent.
If the immunity is lost, it will be a difficult question as to whether
it would be advantageous to recase the financial structures of these
bridges at the callable date or whether it would be better to permit
the orlinal issue, which I assume will remain immune, to continue
until all the bonds are paid off.
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The people who use these bridges pay tolls with the expectation
that, at the earliest possible date, the structures will be free to the
traveling public. They demand and are entitled to receive every ad-
vantage from economic management. On all publicly owned toll
bridges, the rates of toll are fixed as low as possible in view of operat-
ing costs and bond charges. Most of these authorities and commit.
sons have Issud serial-bond.i In which the amount maturing each
year steadily grows until the Investment is canceled by maturity.
Economic administration requires that interest rates be kept a, low
as possible to insure the financial stability of the project. Riveted
fas Into the financial structure of many of our bridges, is the factor
that at some subsequent time the bond-interest requirement can be
materially reduced. If this possibility vanishes with the immunity
hitherto enjoyed, bridge managements must undertake a frantic
search for additional revenue.

Nearly all bridge bond indentures contain a provision that the
rate, of toll must always be sufficient to meet bond requirements.
The alternative, y:u may say, is to increase toll rates, but this is a
measure which would be hotly resented by the public and one that
cannot be guaranteed to produce desired results. An increase in
toll rates means a reduction in the volume of traffic but, even more
important than the effect upon the bridges already built, is the
re-triction that would be imposed upon the building of new bridges
and tunnels.

This country needs many additional river crossings and some are
s8 monumental that only a public enterprise can risk the undertaking.
Funds to build these structures can be secured only from the public.
The States or the authorities they create must bid for the money
against private enterprises which offer much less risky avenues of
investment than bridge and tunnel building.

Traffic upon the existing bridges has increased greatly in the last
10 years. On the Delaware River Midge, tolls were collected from
more than 74,000 vehicles on 1 du" last summer. The time is not so
far away when the facilities of this bridge will be taxed and another
bridge or, preferably, a tunnel must be built. The only way to
obtain the funds is t offer some inducement to the public to invest.

The managers of publicly owned bridges feel that Federal taxation
of bridge bonds is the first'step toward F'ederal taxation of comtnission
and authority incomes. It would be almost impossible to operate
any of those bridges at the present toll rates if the Federal Government
taxes income from operations. In every case, the margin above
operating expenses and bond-service charges is very small. Federal
taxation would wipe out this margin. Publicly owned toll bridges
play an important part in linking this Nation together. In time of
national emergency, they would prove of incalculable value for the
rapid transpoitation of our defensive arms.

Rather than limit the construction of these projects, the Federal
Government should do everthin in its power to aid. We submit
that the people of the Unted States who own and support these
publicly owned toll bridges should have a right, through their respec.
tive States, to voice their wishes upon this vital question.

The CnAtnAt, Mr, McShane.
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STATEMENT OF 0. F, MoSHANE, 00MMISSIONER OF THE
INDUSTRIAL 0OMMISSION OF UTAH

Mr. MCSHAN, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
if the committee please I appear here as representative of the Indus.
trial Commission of Utah, My commission is, by statute, given
charge of the State insurance fund, the combined injury and benefit
fund and the firemen's pension fund. Those funds have been held
by the supreme court of Utah to be trust funds and we are limited
b law in the type of securities in which we may invest those funds.
With the premiums paid for the benefit of laborers we have purchased
and hold " our surplus and reserves, a large amount of State and
municipal bonds,

For 18 years I have been n direct charge of the State insurance
fund and have supervised the investment of those reserves. During
this period I have purchased, pursuant to our statute, over $2,000,000
worth of municipal securities. In the discharge of this duty it has been
necessary for me to familiarize myself with the market conditions and
the factors which go to make up the interest rates on the public
securities in which we place our funds. On the basis of that experience

,I have boon able to appraise the estimate made before the committee
V Dr. Harley L. Lutz, professor of public finance of Princeton

university. In my opinion he has made a very conservative estimate
when he says that the eliination of the inmunity of municipal
securities will raise the interest rate which local governments must
pay by at least 00 points or six-tenth of 1 percent on the principal.

In considering the purchase of securities in which to invest the
surplus and reserves of the State insurance fund I have also had to
familiarize myself with the fiscal affairs of our Utah municipalities.
Our holdings at the present time, embrace many issues on which
municipalities are payg a much higher rate of interest than that
at which they would borrow under present market conditions. Nat-
urally, these muicipalities are at the, present time, straining every
effort to refund these outstanding securities and effectuate a savings
in their financing costs which they are sorely in need of. Inevitably,
their entire refunding program would be seriously jeopardized if the
new securities have to be issued on;a taxable status or basis.

Beoauso of this refunding situation the Treasury is not quite
accurate when it says that Its proposal is to tax onfy future issues
of public securities and not those already outstanding. Securities
which will be issued in the future will in the main be part of a refund-
ing program. And from the point of view of the municipalities in
whose securities our commission invests these refunding bonds are
really part of the outstanding debt. In other words, even if the
Treasury's proposal to end immunity could be restricted to future
securities, the present credit position of Utah municipalities will be
seriously affected.

After all, it must be apparent to those who are informed that the
burden of increased interest rates will fall upon the municipalities
and not upon the purchaser. This being true, the Federal Govern.
ment will-be imposing a burden which must fall directly upon the
real-estate taxpayer of the affected municipality, The end result will
be that it will be real estate of our cities and towns which will have to
pay for this advance in the interest rate and for this loss of immunity.
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If the plan is to increao the tax contributions of the holder of those
bonds, it must fail miserably.

In some of the municlpallties of Utah the effect would be eoen more
serious. Of course, our cities anid towns which will be hardest hit,
and would have to stand the greatest Increases in their interest rates
woudt be the poorer municipali tios-those in a weaker financial
position. Sme of them would be unable to absorb the tax at all.
We have a statutory restriction In Utah on the rate of real-estate
tax which a municipality may impose. If a financially weak town is
already at the limit of the permissible real-estato tax rate, I don't see
that it could( do anything but go into bankruptcy.

Of course, my commission is vitally interested i anyting that
threatens the fiscal stability of the municipalities whose securities we
hold. If their credit is threatened, their ability to continue paying
the interest and principal of out holdigs will be ]eolairdized. And
then the maimed workmen, the widows of laborers kidlled in industrial
accidents, and their children must be the sufferers.

In view of our commission's responsibility to care for the money
which must be devoted to those whto are in such desperate need, we
are naturally disturbed by the position taken by the Department of
Justice and the Treasury Department with regard to the Federal
power to tax the income of the securities which we hold. The con-
clusions reached by the Department of Justice as to the Federal power
are so sweeping that we must register our protest to assertions of Fed-
eral power that, if sustained by the courts, could actually reach the
funds themselves as well as the interest rate.

I don't know if the Treasury Department would care to propose
legislation at this time which would tax the interest on the bonds we
holI. And I feel confident that the Treasury would not propose to
tax the premiums which we receive for Utah laborers on the theory.
that they were "income from whatever source derived" under the
Treasury's interpretation of the sixteenth amendment. The Treasury
and the Department of Justice would not want to tax uis in that way
at the present time. But they actually have come out and said,
before this committee that they have the power to do so. They have
claimed that the Federal Government has the power to tax the States
themselves because, as they say, only the Federal Government is
supreme and only the Federal Governiment is entitled to immunity.
They have claimed the power, not only to tax the interest on future
bonds held by public pension systems and compensation funds like
ours, but even the power to tax the interest on outstan(Iing bonds,
such as those we hold.

At the present time, unler tho law as it stands, Congress has no
power whatsoever to tax the income on our securities or the premiums
received by our funds. It is no answer to the dangers I have pictured
that Congress might give us a statutory exenpltion, in place of our
present constitutional i-mmnity. An exemption which can be given
by statute, can be tiken atwaty by statute. You gentlemen might give
us an exemption; but the next Clongres could take it away.

No one can read the Department of Justice study without becom-
ing convinced that the Department has based its argument on one
fundamental conclusion-that the Federal Government is tle supreme
taxing power' that it may tax the income from the States and' their
political subdivisions whether they like it or not, and that any per-
mission to the States to tax Federal income would continue only at
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the will of Congress. The Department of Justice claims the consti.
tutional right to tax the States; it therefore concludes that the Federal
Oovornmont's right Is permanent. But any exemption which will be
given to the States and their municipalities and such funds as our own
and Indeed, any reciprocal right to the States to tax Federal securities
m ighit prove i very transitory permission. What the Department is
willing to concede to the States would rest upon a more act of Congress
which could be repealed at any time. We would, in that event, lose
our exemption ond could be taxed at the will of our master.

We are at this point offered an opiate and an assurance that we need
have no fear, as tei Members of Congress would at all times be taxing
their own constituents. This cannot satisfy. It is too easy to con-
ceive of so-called emergencies which would require the burden of in-
creased taxes. And, of course, emergency taxes have too often in the
past become permanent taxes. In making this statement, I am only
expressing a fear for the future if we surrender the sovereign and con-
stitutiona im munity of the States now,

I have every confidence in the Treasury and in the present Congress.
But if the Treasury's proposal is adopted it will destroy the constitui.
tional balance of power hitherto existing between the States and the
Federal Oovernment.

If this proposal to tax the States were affected by statute, it would
not even achieve the objectives sought. It woul be passed in the
wishful hope that the Supreme Court could be inducedto reverse a
doctrine to which it has held since the days of Chief Justice Marshall.
It would be bound to be litigious. It would, in the light of the length
of such litigations on such questions in the past, only delay the final
determination for a greater period of time than the submission of a
constitutional amendment to the people, eltvering v. Gerhardt, the
case which the Department of Justice says reverse the immunity of
pu bile employees' salaries was in the court for over 4 years. Thelast
three amendments to the Constitution were adopted in an average of
18 months.

We should not fear to trust the people to pass on a constitutional
amendment. They should have the final word in deciding a matter
of this kind.

On behalf of the Industrial Commission of Utah I respectfully
submit that the objective of the President can best be achieved by
the submission of a constitutional amendment which would guarantee
to the States and municipalities and to such funds as our own, the
protection from Federal taxation which we must have and which
would further guarantee the right to tax Federal income reciprocally.
Only in that way will we avoid a challenge to the independence of
the States. Only in that way will we prospect and perpetuate the
harmonious balance of power between the States and the Nation.

The CHAII1hAN. Mr. Kershner.

STATEMENT BY W. B. KERSHNER, SIRETARY, STATE TEACHERS
RETIREMENT SYST'ZM, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Mr..Ksns EnR. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee
Federal taxation of State and municipal bonds fair or unfairjust

or unjust, fand what would be Its effect upon local and State
government?
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Federal taxes on the income from State and municipal bonds will
raise interest rptos. Since interest on bonds is paid by local real
property taxes In near all cases, it simply means an increase In the
taxes on real property to pay an incroasad interest rato in order that
the Federal Government may collect the increase from the holder of
the bonds. In some municipalities revenue bonds have been issued
for installing waterworks, electric light plants, and other utilities,
The taxation of Interest on these bonds would increase utility rates in
the same proportion as a tax on straight municipal bonds would In.
crease the tax rate.

During the last few decades the Federal Government has continually
broadened its field of taxation until local governments and schools
are being starved but it has never before made a serious effort to
impose a tax on the States and cities, that would in effect constitute
a tax on real estate.

Federal taxation of local taxes either by' the taxation of the income
from State and municipal bonds or the income of local employees Is
a direct tax on local taxes and might bo gradually extended until
local government would cease to exist. Notwithstanding the con.
traction of physical boundaries and the extension of interests and
contacts by Improved methods of transportation and communication
the fact remains that the security health, housing, education, and
happiness of the people depend almost entirely upon the sorice
rendered by local governments than upon those of the National
Government.
We ought to remember that every dollar collected by the Federal

Government ini taxes is paid by someone living in a State and in a
county or muicipality of the State, and that in the absence of an
equitable division between Federal and State governments of the
field of taxation it becomes Increasingly important to the States and
municipalities to retain at least the small field still left to them.

Ohio bonds issued prior to 1013 were. tax free. From 1013 until
1031 when an amendment to the constitution was adopted providing
for the classification of property for taxation, these bonds wore taxed
"at their full value in money." The result was a decided increase li
interest rates. In 1021 the 22 Ohio cities having city teachers' retire-
ment systems, transferred their assets and liabilities over to us on ani
actuarial basis. Among these assets were $400,000 in bonds issued
prior to 1013. These were sold on bids and the proceeds invested in
new taxable bonds at an increased interest rate and yield of 2 percent.
This spread of 2 percent in income between taxable and tax-free bonds
gradually re duced as tho State made but feeble efforts to collect taxes
on them. About tho only time it was collected was when the owner
dropped dead and the bonds were found in his safety deposit box.
The ease with which this tax could be evaded gradually decreased
the spread, and after the passage of the intangible tax law in 1931,
the evasion gradually stopped because the tax Was not enough to
justify the risk. But a spread of 9 percent to 19 percent still con-tinued,

In the examples I. shall give there is no guesswork. These are
actual market quotations and all during the last 3 months of 1038.

Akron tax-freo percentt bonds due in 1942 were offered on a
3-percent basis, while Akron taxable 4%-percent bonds, duo in 1044,
were offered at 4.40 percent, and 4-percent bonds, due in 1040,
were offered at 4.38 percent,
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Cincinnati tax-free 4-percent bonds, due in 1942, were offered on i
1.25-percent basis, whflo Cincinnati taxable bonds were selling around
2 percent--a spread of 0.75 percent. Cincinnati tax-free 34-percent
bonds, due in 10065, wore offered at 1.50 percent, while Cincinnati.
taxable 5-porcent bonds, due In 1005, were offered at 2.35 percntr-a
spread of 0.85 percent.

Cleveland tax-free 4-percent bonds, due in 1052, were offered at
2.15 percent, while Cleveland taxable 4+peroent bonds, due in 1952,
were offered at 3.10 prcent,-& spread of 0.05 percent.

Columbus tax-free 4-percent bonds, due In 1047, were offered at
2 percent, while Columbus taxable 4-percent bonds, duie in 1950 and
1057, were offered at 2.75 percent-a spread of 0.75 percent.

Toledo tax-free 4-percent bonds, due In 1042, were offered at 2
percent, while Toledo taxable 4-perceont bonds, due in 1048, were
offered at 2.80 percent, and those due in 1951 were offered at 3 percent
and 3.10 percent.

Those figures are from actual market offerings, and there is no
guesswork about them. The only difference between the bonds issued
rior to 1913 and tax-free and those issued since 1013 is the State
ntangible tax of 5 percent on the hicome. The quotations given here

are all from cities that are legal issues in the East. The spread
between tax-free and taxable in the smaller cities and school districts
would be even wider. The exact comparison cannot be made between
tax-free and taxable bonds in the various cities, because in order to be
absolutely accurate the interest rate and the maturity date would
have to be alike. The quotations given, however, are the nearest we
can get to actual offerings of similar bonds. It is conservative to say
that the spread is 0.75 percent. This average spread would be
considerably lIger if all the taxing districts in the State were taken
into consideration.

The spread would be greater also in these cities were it not for the
fact that many of these bonds are sold in other States where they are
not subject to the Ohio intangible tax. The municipal debt of all
Ohio subdivisions is around $700,000,000, and it might, not be amiss
to call attention to the fact that this Is a reduction of $200,000,000
from 1931. The intangible tax of 5 percent on the Income, therefore,
caused an increase in local tuxes of around $5,000,000 a year, but
because of institutional holdings and because a lagoe amount of these
bonds were held outside the State the intangible tax did not brino a
return of an amount even alproxinatig the increased taxes. Ohio
would be better off financially if these bonds were not taxed at all
but perhaps the feeling of the people that the bondholders are obliged
to pay taxes on bonds may be an adequate compensation.

It must certainly be evident that if the Federal Government taxes
the income from State and municipal bonds it will increase interest
rates substantially. A very conservative estimate would be that in
Ohio it would add $4,000,000 to the tax bills, and whatever amount it
adds would be that much deducted from the amount of revenue
available for local services and schools.

If the financial structure of the Federal Government seenis to requirA
the discontinuance of tax-free bonds, either by the Federal Govern.
ment or by State and local governments, then it follow that the
Federal Government should retain the taxes on Federal bonds but
that the taxes collected on State and municipal bonds should be
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returned to the States in which the bonds were issued; otherwise, the
only result of the whole scheme will be Federal taxes upon the taxes
of municipalites which will further cripple local government and
compel the people to be more and more dependent upon the Federal
Government.

A few years ngo a certain wealthy rural school district in Ohio issued
$150,000 in bonds for a school building. These bonds wore sold to a
Michigan firm which was obliged to pay a tax of one-half of 1 percent
once, and the bonds were then stamped, "tax paid," and were there-
after tax free. At the time of this sale these bonds were taxable in
Ohio, but the only tax that was ever collected on them was $710
collected by Michi gan, .id that school ditaIriet during the life of the
bonds paid at least 1 percent more interest than was necessary had the
bonds boon tax free in Ohio or had there been a small tax but once as
there was in Michigan. The only satisfaction the people of this
school district received for this excess Interest and tax rate was the
thought that somewhere someone had to pay taxes on the bonds.

If a F'ederal tax is imposed on the income from municipal bonds,
the few wealthy individuals and estates that invest largely in them
will really not pay the tax. The tax is really paid by the real-property

taxpayers of the municipalities issuing the bonds andall that happens
is that the wealthy hol or gets nore interest and pays some of it back
in Federal taxes. Of course, all the small hollers will escape the
income tax, and therefore the municipality issuing the bonds would
be the loser and the Federal Government would be only partially the
gainer, even though the tax exactly equaled the increase in interest
rates.

The interest rates will increase more than the amount necessary
to pay the tax, because when an investor buys a long-term municipal
bond, the interest rate is fixed during the life of the bond, while the
tax 'rate may be changed by some, and therefore the investor must
take thit chance into consideration in bidding on the bonds.

I am well aware that Federal officials speak rather slightingly of the
small increase in interest rates that will be caused by Federal taxa-
tion of municipal bonds, and guess at a 50-percent increase, But the
process of governmental borrowing and paying higher interest rates
and having part of the interest returned -in the form of a tax is worse
than futile, except for the slogan, "We soak the rich," when in reality
it soaks the people who pay the interest and whatever of this excess
interest is not collected in taxes is a loss to the Government. If
an investor is willing to buy a bond bearing a certain rate of interest
tax fre and refuse to buy a taxable bond except at a rate of interest
enoughi higher to pay the tax, the payment of the tax does not harm
him i the slightest, because lie has the value of the tax-free bond
left after lie pays the tax on the taxable bond. It harms no one under
any circumstances in any way except the tax-payers of the district
that issues the bonds,

In the report of the committee on debt adjustment of the Twentieth
Century Fund two statements are made that are curious. One state-
ment is that tax exemption of Federal, State, and local government
securities "make it unhealthily easy for governmental bodies to go
into debt." In the last 18 years, during which time we have pur-
chased about $250,000,000 of Ohio bonds, we have failed to see any
difference whatever in the amount of bonds issued due to higher or
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lower interest rates. This past year a large number of bond issues
were voted, but certainly ,ot because the interest rate is low, The
universal argument used In securing the passage of these bond issues
was that the community would be obliged to help pay the bill for
Federal grants and might as well secure whatever i could or it would
go to some other locality. The way to make it "healthily difficult"
for governmental bodies to go into debt is simple. Elect a Congress
pledged to stop the increase in the Federal debt and make it very
difficult to vote local bond issues. In Ohio a bond issue requires a
65 percent vote. This report continues with the assertion that this
exemption also makes "'debt investments too attractive to wealthy
peoplo who cain best afford to run (lhe risk of direct owiwr~lp iii sltiki,
real estate, and other equitie s." By what meothod of reasoning does
anyone conclude that making a safe investment unattractive will
induce people or compel them "to run the risk of direct ownership in
stocks, real estate, and other equities"?

If the committee please, the Ohio State teachers' re tirement system
holds in its portfolios over $85,000,000 of Ohio municipal bonds alone.
If this proposal goes through, these bonds lose their constitutional
immunity. They will bo protected in such funds as our retirement
system anid in other fiduciary funds in the States and cities only on the
siifferince of the Congress. The security positions of the mninci al-
ties themselves will Ie definitely weakened with consequent effect
lipon the stability of our holdings and with definite adverse effect
upon the welfare of every teacher in Ohio who is employed by our
municipal governments. It has been suggested that we might stand
to gain by reason of the increased interest rate which new Stato and
7nunicipa1securities rill have to boar. For us to b swayed by such
considerations would indeed be short-sighted, Even were It true, we
would in effect be selling our birthright for a mess of pottage. We
respectfully protect against the proposal and urge that this committee
should not extend to it the sanction of its support.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brush.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W, BRUSH, EDITOR, WATER WORKS
ENGINEERING, FORMERLY CHIEF ENGINEER OF WATER IIUPPLY
DEPARTMENT, CITY OF NEW YORK

Mr. Bnusit. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee:
Zublie water supply systems in the United States furnish water to
(bout 80,000,000 people through the operation of approximately
11,000 water-supply systems that have cost to construct some $5,000,-
000,000. The payments made annually for the supply of water from
these plants approximate $500,000,000.

Water systems are generally municipally owned. About 05 percent
of the water consumers are served by public Aencies, and practically
all of the laIgo cities of the country control toir own water-supply
sytltems. The only exception among th cities having a population
of over 300,000 is" Indianapolis, nd., which is served by a private
conapany.

Even though many small communities are receiving their water
supply from private companies, the percentage of water plants tlt
are municipally owned and operated falls between the 80. to 00-
percent limits.

122250--80 -pt. 2-10
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Waterworks constructibn undertaken during 1038 was very largely.
connected with publicly owned plants and amounted in round figures
to $130,000,000.

The above figures give some idea of the magnitude of the water-
supply industry and the extent to which it is a publicly owned and
operated activity,

As the health, life, and protection of property, in every community
of any size, are dependent upon the purity and adequacy of the water-
supply system, there is a natural desire on the part of the citizens to
exercise direct control over this essential governmental function,
which was held to be such by the United States Supreme Court in
the decision rendered on March 15, 1937.

Furthermore, wator-aupply systems generally represent very largely
an investment in construction of a character that has a tong lifo,
usually 50 years or more and can properly be financed by long-term
bond issues which bear a low interest rate, especially when tax exempt.
The amount that is expended for maintenance and operation, includ.
ing the personnel employed, is relatively small. Those conditions
have all been important contributing factors towards ownership and
operation of water-supply systems by the various mu nicipalities.

It is obvious that the publicly owned water-supply systems are
vitally concerned with any proposed taxation that would affect their
personnel or the cost of securing money for capital expenditures.
They would be even more vitally concerned with any proposal to tax
their revenues, and, amazingly enough, I am informed that such an
eventuality Is within the scope of tel legal arguments advanced in
support of this proposal.

Between 1020 and March 1937 a Federal income tax on municipal-
waterworks employees' salaries was demanded by various Internal
Revenue Bureau collectors. There was no general demand made, so
that, during, this period, the total number of waterworks employees
who paid a Federal income tax probably did( not exceed two-thirds of
those whose incomes would come within the taxable limits.

While the private water companies are not directly concerned, they
are interested especially in the question of the taxation of the interest
on municipal water bonds. The imposition of such a tax would bring
the interest rate on municipal bonds more nearly up to the rate that
the private water companies have to pay on their bonds, and thus
make the financial picture in the waterworks field less favorable for
the municipal ownership and operation of the water systems than has
been the case heretofore.

Water supply is an essential governmental function. The Federal
income tax on municipal waterworks employees' salaries was demanded
by .the Internal Revenue Bureau, based on the assumption that sup
plying water by the State or its political subdivisions was not the
exercise of an essential governmental function. On March 15 1937,
the United States Supreme Court ruled, in the Brush Fcderal hIcome
Tax case, that furnishing water supply was an essential governmental
function. Following that decision, income-tax refunds were made by
the Internal Revenue Bureau to those water-supply employees who
had paid the tax on their salaries, and where the refund was not de-
barred by the statute of limitations.

Waterworks employees ask for uniform tax treatment. The munic-
ipal-water-supply employees claim that their salaries should be given
tile same tax treatment accorded to the salaries of all employees of
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States and their political subdivisions and agencies who are also on.
gaged in the exercise of essential governmental functions.

The interp rotation of the United States Supreme Court decision in
the Gerh dtease, as upholding the right of the Federal Government
to tax all State salaries, including retroactive taxation back to the
barrier raised by the internal-revenue law of 1920, greatly aroused the
publio-waterworks employees.

The American Water Works Association covers the United States
and is the leading association in its field. Its board of directors has
interpreted the views of the Industry in the threat of retroactive
income taxes in the resolution that was adopted at the annual meeting
held in Now York, January 18, 1930, a copy of this resolution being
attached hereto.

It is believed that further comment on this phase of the income-tax
situation is unnecessary on behalf of water works employees.

The proposal to include the interest on bonds or other certificates
of indebtedness of the States and their political subdivisions as income
subject to Federal taxation is of vital interest to the water supply
industry. If this proposal be made effective, the cost to the water
consumers will be increased, the undertaking of improvements and
extensions of existing systems and the building of new systems will be
delayed, and their nunbor and extent will bolessened. The transfer
to municipal ownership and operation of water systems now privately
owned will also be materially retarded. These results would be caused
by the increased cost of securing money for the construction of water.
works and for their extension.

Let us take as an illustration the water system of the city of New
York, The construction of the vast water supply systems that are
used to supply New York City represents an expenditure, in round
figures, of 9540,000,000.

The city, through its board of water supply, is now ergagedin
building the Delaware system, which will require oxpenditures in the
next 0 years at tht rate of nearly $40,000,000 annually. There must
also be added the extensions and improvements to the existing systems,
as carried out by the department of water supply, gas, and electricity,
at an average of about $4,000,000 a year.

The bonded indebtedness on the existina New York water-supply
system, as of December 31, 1937, amounted to $388,741,288, while the
revenues for that year were $37 455,580.

Tie interest and sinking fund charges on the bonded indebtedness
for the year 1037 amount to $10,345,975, while the cost of operation
and maintenance was $7,870,288.

It is to be noted that the annual expenditure for interest and
sinking-fund charge.4 on the bonded indebtedness is two and a half
times the cost of operation and maintenance of the system. The
effect of an increase in bond interest rates for the Now York City
system is, therefore, obvious.

For several decades prior to the onpet of the recent great depression,
it was usually assumed that the interest rate on New York City water
bonds would average approximately 4.25 percent. The amortization
charge for these bonds is Oaken as 0.8 percent due to the bonds being
issued on P. 50-year maturity plan. The resultant total yearly charge
for interest and amortization would be 5.05 percent. Assuming the
Interest on the Now York bonds would rise 0.7& percent if the Interest
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was not tax exempt, then the cost of borrowing money for constructing
the waterworks, Including the amortization would be 6.80 percent.
This resultaut cost of borrowing the money for constructing the water.
works would represent a rise of 1 percent.

On some $204,000,000 in bonds, which are anticipated to be issued
within the next 0 YOars, the increase in Interest would be about
$2,000,000 yearly, which would be slightly more than 25 percent of
the present cost of maintaining and operating the entire water supply
system.

During 1038 the average interest rate on high-class municipal bonds
was 2.9 percent, The estimated 0.78 percent increase in the interest
rte, as a result of eliminating the tax-exempt feature of these bonds,
represents an interest cost slightly In excess of 25 percent over the
1938 average figure. After adding in the amortization charge on the
bonds on a 50-year basis the higher interest rate would represent
practically a 20-percent rise in the cost of securing money for con-
structing or purchasing wator plants by municipalities.
The effect of this rise, in the slowing down of the construction of

plants and acquirement of private plants by municipalities, is obvious,
The present lonw interest rate on municipalbonds has been one of the
important factors in the noticeable increase in the number of private
water company plants that have been purchased by the municipalities
in recent years.

I submit a resolution of the American Water Works Association,
which I shall not talte time to read, but ask that it be incorporated in
the record.

The CHAIRtMAN. It will be received,
(The resolution referred to is is follows:)

AMBRICAN WATHR WORKS AssocIATION 1IESOLUTIom AOAIN1T ItsThOATIVUD
TAXATION OF MUNICIPAL WATER WORxS EMPLOYEES' SAARIES

Whereas recent Judicial decisions relative to the liability of employees of the
States and their civil subdivisions for Federal taxation of their Income have been
Interpreted to authorize the Internal Revenuo Department to enforce a collection
of such taxes not alone for the 1038 period but also retroactively for the entire
period of years for which there may be legal liability under existing laws as now
interpreted,

Whereas many of the members of the American Water Works Assovlatiott who
are employees of States or their political subdivisions have been led by the teninr
of previous Judicial decisions to consider themselves wit liable for Federal income
tax and in good faith havo so acted; and

Whereas it has reported that, in a very recent press conference the Prcsldent
of the United States has Indicated that he would recommend that legislation be
enacted to remove the possibility of retroactive taxation of such persons; therefore
be t

Resolved by lte Board of Direclors of (he American Waler Works Association in
annual mailing assembled in Nero York on January 18, 1989, That It approve and
heartily support the recommendation that the Congress enact stch legilation as
will relieve State and municipal employees from the possibility of retroactive
Federal Income taxation.

AMERICAN WATIR WORKS AStOCIATION IIESOLUTIoN--TAXATION OP INTERIST
ON MUNICzIPALr BONDS UNLESS AUT'1nOxu2z3D BY CONSTITUTIONAt AMIENDIENT

Whereas the Federal Department of Justice has advised the Treasury Depart-
ment, "that theprinciple of immunity protected the Federal Government against
taxation by the States, but did not necessarily shield the States against the exerclto
of the delegated and supreme taxing power of the Central Government;" and
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Whereas the enforcement of this opinion would affect the States and their
political subdivislonul by taxation of t e interest paid on their bonds and other
certificates of indebtednets and

Whereas the financial situation of the water-supply systems that are under the
control of municipalities or other political subdivisions of the State would be
vitally affected l)y the Federal Government's taxing the Interest upon the securl-
ties o such systems; and

Whereas it would manifestly be unfair to the present owners of municlpal water
bonds to 1e taxed on the Income derived from such bonds, when the bonds were
sold on tho basis that surch Iiom ivas. legally tax exempt' therefore be It

Resolved b j the hoard of Dciltors of the , rmerican lVater i'ork Association a( the
annual meetino assembled in New York on January 18, 103.9, That it oppose any
Federal taxation of already issued water.suliply or other securlties of tile States,
their subdivisions amid age izcls; and that the right, of the Federal Government to
tax future issues of seemoritles of the States, thei subdvslois and agencies, should
only be granted If the consent of the States is first, secired through tile adoption
of a constitutional amendment that would guaratiteo the reciprocal right of each
State to tax future issues of Federal securities as they may be held within the
various States.

The CHIAIRMAN. I have a telegram from Mr. Henry F. Long, Com-
missioner of Corporations and Taxation, of the State of \lassaehusetts.
fie has stated that he cannot be here to testify and his telegrun will
be onado a part of this record.

(The telegram referred to is as follows:)
BOsTON, MA S.; February 8, 1089.Hon. Par1NTzes M, Baow ,

United States Senate, Senate Office building,
Senate Finance Com'nitee hlearino Room.

Important matters which I cannot postpone have arisen in Massachusetts
preventing my being In Washington today. In thovont It would have been
my privilege to have availed myself of your kindly courtesy I could have suggested
for consideration of your committee that Massachusetts and I think all of New
England would be very unfavorably affected by your comnitteo favorably con-
sidering the proposal before you. 'I'16 obligation to pay higher rates of Interest
for money borrowed would seriously affect our governmental units. The result
would notin my opinion even though som additional revenue might come to the
Federal Government warrant what in fact Is an asessment by the Federal Gov-
ernment upon Massachusetts and its political subdivisions. The exemption from
taxation of borrowings for governmental purpoiies Is traditional with us here n
Massachusetts because as early as 16090 the Colony of Massachusetts Issued
£7l,000 of bills of credit which was soon Increased to £40,000 in order to pay the
aoldiors engaged in the expedition against Port Royal and Quebec in the French
War, The public treasury was empty and tho soldiers would not or could not
wait for a levy of taxes, There began the practice of issuing securities which
In order to encourage immediate purchase were Issued free of tax: the Colony and
the Commonwealth since having always felt that the tax was in fact laid at the
time the money was made available by agreeing to accept a lower rate of Interest
for all loans. Massachusetts has made Its own State bonds expressly exempt
since the passage of chapter 403 of the acts of 1000. City, town and district
bonds havoe been expressly exempt since the passage of chapters 144 and 604 of
1008. We have in Massachusetts adequate (unds to hold all of our municipal
Indebtedness and that means that on those funds which are tax exempt we do
obtain a much better rate of Interest than w,3 probably could obtain were they
taxable. The passage of such an act as Is proposed and hclh you are considering
would have a very serious effect upon Massachusetts and all of New England.
For the Federal Government to thus indirectly tax the States and their political
subdivislons would be not only unfair but would have a serious effect on those
States that have tried to live thriftily and efficiently. n F. LONO,

Conmmissioner of Corporations and Taxation.

The CIAInMAz. Tho committee will now recess until 10 o'Clook
tomorrow morning.

(Thereupon, at 4:30 p. m., a recess was taken until 10 a. m. the
next day, Thursday, February 9, 1039.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON THlE TAXATION OF

GOVERNMENTAL SECURITIES AND SALARIES
Waehington, h, 0.

The special committee met, pursuant to recess at 10a. nm,, in the
committee room of the Senate Finance Committee, Senate Office
Building, Senator Prentiss M. Brown, chairman, presiding.

The CIIARMAN. The committee will come to order.
All right, Mr. Riley, we will hoar from you.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE D. RILEY, EDITOR OF "U. S. AND US,"
WASHINGTON TIMEa-HERALD

Mr. RilEY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee: I
appreciate the fact that the House is about to take up legislation based
on the lines that you have hero for discussion, and I appreciate the
fact that you are breaking your train of thought in the investment
end to permit me to appear here today.

The C IIAIRMAN. I am very glal to hear some, testimony on the
salary question for as yet we have had little on that proposition.

Mr. RILEY; t is my desire as an interested citizen to offer for your
consideration a few points that I believe may otherwise fail to be
brought to your attention in dealing with the subject of reciprocal
taxation of the salaries of Federal and local government employees.

The first point that I should like to make Is that it has long seemed
clear to me that there has boon an inspired campaign to convince the
public that Federal employee y no income tax. A representation
to this end is quoted from an official of the Treasury Department who
must himself know bettor. I wonder why such an unrestrained
statement could have been made. I quote:

* * * there is no single item which so irritates the taxpayer of modest
moans as the statutory exemption of Government * * employees from the
income tax.

That statement and others of like vein have been made by the
chief counsel of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, John P. Wenchol.
I assume Mr. Wonehol pays income tax himself, although his state-
ment, made before your committee clearly Indicates that he desires
to have it understood that 11o one employed by the Government pays
such a levy.

..You, yourselves, as United States Senators, pay income taxes.
No one who draws a salary check from the United States is excluded

377
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from the payment of tax to the Federal Government, if ho earns enough
money, aside front a few statutory exemptions. .

The CHAIRMAN. Everyone in Congress knows that lie pays an
income tax.

Mr. RILEY, I assume that Mr. Wonechel pays income tax, yet, in
his statement before your committee ie drew the Inference that no
one who serves his Government pays income tax.

Since the inception of the income tax a quick calculation reveals the
fact, that not loss that a quarter of a billion dollars has befit paid into
the Federal Treasury over the counter in Mr. Wenchel's own ]I ureau of
Internal Revenue-in income taxes by the Federal employee. The
amount is increasing evoty year, and will be reaching new highs in
pntumer of employees and total tax paid each year, duen to the recent
increase in average pay, particularly in the newor agencies of Govern-
mont.

Senator TOWNSEND. Would it bother you too much if I asked you
a question?

Mr. Rt, EY. Not at 41J.
Senator TowNsiEND. Is there any deflnito knowledge, or do you have

havo arty knowledge, of the amount of income tax that the Govern-
mont officials pay?

Mr. Rmvv. I lave buked it there, and made a rough flgure--about
a quarter of a billion dollars since the income-tax lav was passed.
That has been paid by thoso in the public Federal service. Taking
the average salaries, year by year, they are around the $1 ,500 figure,
and that is the basis f ari'lved at, and it was, conservatively, a quarter
of a billion dollars.

Senator TOWxSEND. What, percent of the Government officials'
salaries exceeded $1,00?

Mr. Rimf,i. We have salaries that would run higher today, due to
the fact that we have a lot of now agencies, and it will run about
$2,000 in those agencies. It will run, I would say, around $1,700.
They are subject to thi. same exemptions.

The CIAIRifAN. You have in mind, of course-you mentioned sono
statutory exemptions, and, of course, you have in mind the condition
with respect to Judges, that judges are exempt?

Mr. Yes, ir; fint is correct.
The CIIAI1MAN. Except those that have been appointed since 1933?
Mr. Rmny. Yea, sir. And from now on they are subject to taxes.

I should like further to make the point that the Federal employee,
of nil people, has perhaps the least chance of dodging the income tax
hie already is eligible to pay, for the Government not only pays him,
but is also the collecting agency and maintains t complete record of
its own employees' salary receipts, which, of course, must tally with
what the employee says he got in income in the taxable period.

It is not my purpose to dIiscuss the legal aspects of thjo proposal.
It seems to me that a prime purpose is to prepare all citizens for the
onrush of now and heavier taxation by holding the Federal employee
up as a tax dodger, and as the pariah for all self-respecting persons
to shun. Potshotst at the Federal employee have been ta ken for
years just for sport. The Federal employee has had to take it In
silence for at times his own employer, the United States Govern-
mont, ias seen fit, through its ofilefals, to make such attacks itself
and to permit other attacks of misrepresentation to continue and to
swell.
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In receitt years, you gentlemen have perhaps come to know per-
sonally more men and women who work for the Federal Govermnent
than at any time before. Therefore, perhaps you know that there
are some who, when called upon to declare their legal residence for
voting purposes, will elect to surrender their franchise in the States,
knowing that plans are also in store to clap on an income tax in the
District of Columbia. Toro being no franchise in the District, such
now forms of income taxation may easily constitute a penalty on
citizenship, which seems to run crosswise to the present agitation for
abolishing poll taxes.

The CJIAMMAN. As to Virginia and Maryland, do they have income
taxes?

Mr. Raamv. Yes. My understanding is that they have.
The CHAIRMAN. What I was getting at is a Government employee

who lived in Alexandria pays both State and Federal income taxes?
Mr. RaLpy. Yes, sir- and as we go along I will call your attention

to the fact as to tangible and intangible properties that will be gradu-
ally picked up and converted into income tax by oven local govern-
meits such as counties and cities.

The CHAIRMAN. I mean, of course if the proposal of the President
went into effect, he would pay both Federal and State taxes?

Mr. Ra :y. I will bring out more fully regarding the income taxes
for persons who live in the District.

Cliief Justice Marshall reminded us that-
If the right to imose a tax exists, it Is a right which in Its nature acknowledges no
limits. It may bo carried to any extent within the jurisdiction of the State or
corporation which Imposes it, which the will of each State and corporation may
prescribe.

Now, if it be the desire of Congress to open the sluice gates for the
overflow of taxation to inundate ito lowlands of national income, first
by pointing derisively to the Federal employee as a tax (lodger in order
to retain a united front among the rest of the population, then the
way is indicated through reciprocal income taxes. But having first
pounced on this artful tax do(igor, miseryy loves company# becomes
an apt expression, for surely new taxes will overtake the entire citizenry,
onco the Federal employee is put in his place. And as Chief Justice
Marshall sagely observed, the sky is the limit, not alone for Federal
and State employees, but for all persons.

Thus it has been evident that the public servant has played the
role of the little Dutch boy by holding a finger In the dike against
swollen waters of newer and heavier taxes. When the irresistible waters
of heavy spending dash headlong into the waters of Immovable taxa-
tion, you members of the committee can tell better than I at what point
a level will be reached.

1 would ask by what means Congress expects to enact legislation to
authorize a tax by a State. It seems only remotely feasilc for Con.
gross to authorize a State to (1o anything that the Constitution does
not already permit. If it be then constitutional for a State to
perform ai net at present no legislation is indicated. I need not tell
you committeemen that tile courts have held rather consistently that
the States are without such power and that, therefore, Congress
cannot grant such prerogatives. The sixteenth amendment (loes
authorize the Federal Government to collect taxes "from whatever
source," but where in that amendment is found permission for a State
to tax incomes otherwise precluded from taxation?
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Senator 'VOWNSND. I take it, if the tax were to be levied at all,
you would feel that it should be by a constitutional amendment?

Mr. ,liiv. A constitutional amendment is the procedure I have
indicated here.

The Federal Government can tax to its collective heart's delight
any and all incomes, except as noted by the courts and the statutes
but where in the amendment is found reference to a State's being
granted the same right?

Yet, that step is exactly what is l)roposed in the legislation dema(led
of von Senators.

Further illustrating Justice Marshall's vision, I ask you to consider
the situation a Federal employee in Wasliington might find himself in.
once you undertake to do what the courts have forbidden. A. miin
voting in New York might reside in Virginia or Maryland while earning
his living in the District of Columbia. When the new fashion of
reciprocal income taxation is adopted, I have no trouble in seeing such
person taxed first by the Federal Government, second by the District,
of Columbia govennent, third by Maryland or Virgiiia where he
actually lives, and fourth by New\r York State, where lie does his
voting and which he claim' - Iis home.

As a specific example of iN... t is mernt by opening the floodgates to
newer and heavier taxation, I call your attention to the fact thiat only
this month the Board of Tax Appeals has ruled that Government
employees claiming residence elsewhere must pay taxes in WVashington
on intangible personal property. In that ruling it was held by Jo V.
Morgan that--
mich persons are domiciled In the l)striet and not In States wherein they claim
"legal residence" and therefore are subject to tax.

The case was one in which an attorney of time Department of Justice
failed to pay on assets held in a Baltinore bank.

For purposes of the record, I have attached the pertinent paragraph
to this copy, which is handed to the secretary.

Declaration of intention to reside in a State and the fact of voting therein lose
most if not all of their import when determining whether an employee of the Gov-
ernierit domicled in the District, when it is considered that a great many employ-
ccs of the Government, who have irade their howe in Wahington for many y-ars
and intend to rem;;ir, hcr- for the rest of their lives, or at least indef-nitely, carry
into practice a wvidcsprea I belief that it is eoinvenient to nAintair in one of the
States ms hat is ci-mmonly called a legpA residlence" Nsherein they register and vote
in elections, anti adopt residential addresses, for thie purpoe of improving their
status as a Govcrnment emplo,.ee In relation to State qotas and preferment in
Federal employment, and of supplying an apparent basis to support claims or
calls upon Members of Congress and politicians for assistance and backing in
the employce'a plans for advancement in Covernment service.

If this fashion of universal tax liability receives the stamp of
approval of the Senate, we may expect cities and counties also to shift
from the basis ef taxation of ix-rsonal property to a basis of taxation
on incomes. At that point we may expect that the high glee of
pasting the artful dodger, the Federal employee, suddenly will turn
to chagrin, for it will dawn on the entire population that Ufter all the
taxation was meant for them and that the Federal employee was but
the instrument through which the Federal Government tins intended
from the first to reaci everyone.

When the District of Columbia adopts an income-tax law, basis for
exclusion doubtless will be proof that the exempt is a resident and
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voter elsewhere. How, then, can we blame Ohio or North Dakota,
or New York, or Colorado, if one of these or sonic other State exacts
proof that one is not a citizen? Thus, many will become fugitives
from the franchise and taxes will be clo;med'by a number of taxing
jurisdictions.

The case of Colletor v. Day was decided-
at a time when the court ws.x concerned with the continued exttenee of the States
as Government entities, and their preservation from destruction by the national
taxing power.

This was a case in which the court denied the Federal Government's
right to tax the income of a State employee.

Today, however, we may take it that no such danger exists, since
in lldr~ring v. Gerhardt--lr. Justice Black for the majority-it was
held that-"the entire subject of intergovernmental tax immunity
should be reviewed," and the right to tax grinted. But, if we do
take it so, we take it amiss, for to the more than casual observer, it
becomes apparent that the entire trend today is toward the erasure
of State lines, toward the abolition of parochialism and local pa-
triotism. Perhaps you will pardon the reference to 1938 in which
year frequent mention was made of purges and, as frequently, the
rejoinders had to do with local self-government, and self-determi-
nation.

Federal Government is being spreiid more heavily across the States
than ever before. Another exemplification of thatfact is seen in the
expressed determination of some to accomplish this end, one means
being the universal employment of eligibility registers in selecting
public employees for Federal, State, county and municipal govern-
ment. You w-ho pay taxes at home probably see new faces at the
collectors' windows. The reason for it is simple. It is fashionable
today for New York to send students as apprentices and internes,
financed by money supplied by the Rockefellers and by others to
States far frorn tieir homes whcre it is the intention that local pa-
triotism be broken down by giving pblic jobs to those from other
States.

California today has men in public offices who originated in Vash°
ington. Michigan is employing men who got their training in the
Brownlow gadget organizations in Chicago, and Washington has
internes who are permitted to range the offices in learning what makes
the wheels go aroundd, so they may qualify for good public service
jobs elsewhere. It has evenI bee insisted that these privileged in-
ternes be given preference, as is given to war veterans.

If I have seemed to digress it has been because I have felt that this
idea of reciprocal taxation is but one of a string of ideas that tend to-
ward more and more Federal power centralization.

These Brownlow organizations to which I have referred appear to
be the fountainhead of many of these ideas. Regardless of what kind
of expert opinion any level of government desires, a Brownlow organ-
ization leaps to the fore with just the :ight idea and just the right man,
of course, as the result of a group of studies they have just completed.

Recently we have seen discussion, not to say agitation, to tamper
with the t7ederal employee retirement basis. "The civil service has
been booted about star ed t and then found wanting.

These are but a few highlights among the trends that have occurred
in the pust few years, and which are now occurring with accelerating
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frequency. And all of this is, I believe, in order that organized groups
may fence off for themselves the opportunities for employment that
exist in the public service I honestly believe that at an early date
raids will be made on the membership of the House and of the Senate,
and that soine organizations, which have been advocating "merit" as
measured by book learning as the basis for public employment, will
dare to try to place similar restrictions upon candidacy for such office
as is held by you committeemen.

This idea of reciprocal taxation is not new. I saw it coming more
than a year ago, and on December 10, 1937, published in the Wash-
ingtoj 1crald a prediction of the present. reciprocal tax proposal. I
tell you this, Pxt in self-adulation, but in substantiation of the fact
that he who observes may note the trends.

The proponents of this type of legislation are organized. They meet
together and plan. The* opposition is not organized. It des not
know t at such legislation is on the agenda. It will awake some morn-
ing to find itself liable to new forms of taxes that will hurt. It does
not now know that it is in opposition.

The people expect their Senators and Representatives in Congress
to defend them against all forms of minor encroachment that will in
the end add up to a condition that requires difficult remedy. There-
fore, it is respectfully suggested that 42 legisltures are now in session
and that formal or infonnal communication with the leaders of those
bodies would result in information concerning the attitude of the
States-who stand to pay far mere into the federal Treasury than
they would be getting under this plan. I would have you gentlemen
consider that there are approximately 5,000,000 public employees in
this country. Only a little more than three-quarters of a million of
these are employed by the Federal Government.

The amount that would thus be drawn from the States is vastly in
excess of the amount the States could secure from tax on Federal
employees, who work in the States.

Thus, in fairness to the legislatures which represent the people of
the States, this end should be placed before them and their opinions
solicited.

Mayor LaGuardia, of New York City, and other important State
and municipal officials, who have testified before your committee,
have spoken in opposition to this question of reciprocal taxation. It
is respectfully submitted that in deference to their knowledge, the
entire question should be handled as a constitutional amendment, or
at least only after the legislatures of the several States have indicated
their views.

In closing, let me make the point that reciprocal income levies are
nothing short of taxing taxes. When Ten nessee decides to tax income
derived from taxes collected from all the other 47 States, as well, and
paid into the National Treasury, who will be the first to say that the
other 47 States may not do likewise?

No State will acknowledge the sovereignty of other States beyond
their borders. Who, then, will be the first to say that the States are
not each and every one perfectly within their rights should they decide
to levy taxes on public lands bought with moneys collected from 48
States?

The United States Government owns more than three-uarters of
a bilion acres of public domain, and post offices, arsenals, custom-
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houses, fortifications, any posts and navy yards are scattered widely
throughout the country.

And, if Federal lands and other property can be taxed by States
what prevents the taxation of standing timber above the ground and
minerals yet uninined below it-all in thte name of reciprocal taxation?
After all, the Constitution does say, "from whatever source."

The point I Am trying to make is, the Federal lands and other
properties can be taxed by States, so what is there to prevent the
taxing of standing timber on the ground and inierals under the
ground, for, as I say, the Constitution does say, "from whatever
source."

Tile CIfAIRMAN. As I pointed out yesterday, in the State of Mid.
igan, the State pays 10 cents an acre on Rll State lands, forest lands,
and so on; not on; State Wti14iJkka,,bu tqn the timber lands and the
swamp lands in the vgioils counties of AWhigwn. That is paid to the
county governmeOand I know that Senatbr _lhwartz has a bill,
arid, as I uId. f6nd it, several other Senators, posingg that the
Federal Govq 1 lent be required to pay .something ward the local
governnient6. . .u

i  ina-ing
Thank f'ou very muel, bIr. Ajloy. 'mt was an ilumnating

discussion .on a hunter that]has nlt u brought to of attention
as vet. a o p ruh

'fle ,ommittce will rec A" ow-' til torp6r4 ow mornl g at 10
O'Clock~' '7 V(Th eupon a, 10:40 a. tie speciall c nit o reee- to meet

again ft 10 a. ni,/'the following.4y, F I a ry 10, 939.)





TAXATION OF GOVERNMENTAL SECURITIES AND
SALARIES

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1939

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON THE TAXATION OF

GOVERNMENTAL SECURITIES AND SALARIES,
l'ahinglon, D. 0.

Tile special committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. ni., in the
committee room of the Senate Finance Committee, Senate Offi *

Building, Senator P'rentiss M. Brown, chairman, presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
We will now hear from Mr. Carl II. Chatters, the executive director

of the Municipal Finance Officers Association.
As I understand, Mr. Chatters is the concluding witne.
Mr. ToijIN. Mr. Chatters is the concluding witness on the economic

and fiscal side of our case.

STATEMENT OF CARL H. CHATTERS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MUNICIPAL FINANCE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. CHATTERS. Gentlemen of tile committee, since 1922, I have
been interested in municipal affairs as director of finance of Flint,
Mich., for 9 years, and, later, representing all of the interests in the
Detroit area, trying to work out the defaults there and, since 1932
as fiscal director of the United States Association of United States and
Canada, and, in addition, I have been working with both the Federal
and State Governments relating to finances, particularly to the re-
funding of debt and other financial matters.

Your committee is considering the proposals to tax the salaries of
public employees and the income from State and municipal bonds.
The broader question you consider is the removal of certain tax ex-
emptions now accorded the employees or the debt obligations of tle
Federal, State, and local governments. The proposals before you
do have the questionable advantage of appearing, on their face, as
steps toward greater equity in the Impact of public burdens. But to
those concerned with State and local finance there appears little
equity in proposals which increase the cost of local government with
few, if any, compensating advantages. Likewise, there seems little
equity in proposals which would impose added burdens locally, upset
the traditions of 150 years, necessitate numerous adjustments and
yet accomplish little in the way of increased revenues or a fairer dis-
"tribution of the public burden. Removal of State and local exemp-
tions, in my opinion, will cause far more iniquities than it will remedy,

, 385
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Tile salaries of State and local officials are now exempt from the
Federal income tax and tie salaries of Federal employees are exempt
from taxation bV the States. I do not care to defend this exemption,
provided any new tax measures affecting such salaries apply to future
income only, and, provided further, that State governments which
have an income tax are given reciprocal rights to tax the income of
Federl employees located within their jurisdiction. One other danger
exists, namely, that the taxation of salaries might be tised as an ent.r-
ing wedge to tax the income of public and quasi-public corporations.

Now, I am Concerned with the legal aspects of the present proposals.
Either it is right and necessary for you to subject State and local bond
interest to Federal taxation, or it is wrong to levy such new taxes.
The new taxes, if levied, will he just as great a l)urden, anti will cause
the same transfer of burdens, whether you resort to statutory measures
or invoke a constitutional amendment. The city of Detroit, for
instance, will find the same difficulties obstructing its refunding pro-
gram, whether interest rates on local securities are increasm by
statutory or constitutional changes. Even if it be conceded that the
sixteenth amendment gives the Congress the right to tax the income
from State and inunicilal securities, still, it should not be (lone.

Increased interest costs to States and municipalities will surely
follow Federal taxation of their securities. The rates will be iii-
creased from 0.25 percent to 0.60 percent per annum on medium and
long-term bonds. Treasury officials and other experts generally
agree that interest costs will rise and estimates of the increase do not
vary greatly between the Treasury experts and others.

The increased cost of local borrowing would be borne by local tax-
pavers and would be reflected directly in one spot; namely', the local
real-estate tax. This added burden to local government, no matter
how small it may be, comes at a time when cities are being hamstrung
by tax limitation ani homestead exemption lawn and at a time when
local governments are burdened by the costs of direct relief and the
matching of Federal funds for various Federal programs. Since your
committee is considering tile elimination of undesirable exemptions in
the interests of greater equity, your attention may properly be
directed to the increased volume of tax-exempt properties in Cities
throughout the United States imposed or encouraged by the United
States Housing Act. Should the Federal Housing program become
widely accepted, the amount of housing exemptionls would increase
to th point where eventually they would be unfair to all concerned.

You are considering the el'Imintition of the tax-exempt privilege in
public securities. Special attention might be given to the Federal
debt and the possibility of eliminating the tax-exemption privilege it
enjoys. As a matter of fact, the total-exempt local (ebt in the hands
of potential taxpayers is such a relatively small proportion of thle
total tax-exempt debt that consideration, it desirable, might butter be
given to eliminating the exemption privilege on Federal bonds, which
can be done by statute, leaving alone the present status of municipal
bonds.

One hundred and twenty-five cities over 5,000 population in the
United States are still in default on their bonds. They are still at-
tenpting to rearrange their debt maturities through te refunding
of t eir bonds. Should future issues of municipal bonds be subject
to taxation, it will make it extremely difficult and far more costly for
these 125 municipalities to refund or readjust their debts.
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You have heard how Detroit will suffer a direct loss of many millions
in interest during the next few years should you tax municipal-bond
interest. Some of the States, including Arkansas and Texas, may also
wish to carry on extensive refunding with like results. The (',ngress,
at an earlier session, adopted amendments to the Bankruptcy Act so
that public bodies in serious trouble might, with the consent of their
creditors and the courts, make or(lerly readjustments of their debts.
The future taxation of niew issues of' bonds would make refunding
i possible or unprofitable for the public bodies still in (efault and least.
able to make satisfactory refunding arrangements. The drainage,
levee, and irrigation district debts which tie Reconstruction Finance
Corporation has assisted in scaling and refinancing would be directly
concerned.
Examine carefully the transfers of tax burdens that will take place

should you tax the income on local government bonds. Several steps
are involved:

(1) Some present group of Federal income taxpayers, now enjoying
the exemption privilege, will be required to pay greater taxes to the
extent that tax exempt securities are not available at advantageous
prices. That alone would be desirable.

(2) A much larger group of Feden income ta\pavers will have thei"
burdens somewhat lightened, because the present burden will be spread
over a larger group of taxpayers. Of course, if the new revenues are
used for new expenditures, even this second group, the only one to
benefit at all, will receive little, if any, benefit.

(3) The added cost of bond interest to the State and local govern-
ments, which, according to the Treasury's and other estimates, will be
somewhat proportionate to the increased revenues, would be saddled
quite largely on a group different from groups one and two; namely,
on the local real-estate taxpav'er.

(4) The present holders ol tax-exempt bonds who own securities
for purposes other than tax exemption would be unjustly enriched
should Congress tax future bond issues now exempt. This follows be-
cause of the demand that would ensue for exempt securities, the de-
crease in oiolume of such securities, and the increase in price which
present holders could realize.

Now, considering all of these adjustments and all of these transfers
of burdens, is the proposal worth while, or does it bring any greater
degree of equity than now exists?

Returning, for a moment, to the transfer of taxation from one group
to another, the Treasury has suggested, although with some reserve,
that even the local governments might get some reciprocal benefit

frontn State income taxation of Federal bonds. But you should know
that in only 13 States is any part of the income tax returned to the
localities aid in 6 of these it goes directly for schools. The 13 States
in which some part of the income tax goes back to the localities are
Iowa, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana,
New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin.

Past experience demonstrates only too well that the States and the
Federal Government do not often or gladly give back to the localities
any taxes which the States and the Federal Government collect.
Their collection of a tax gives them a proprietary right to it.
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The Federal taxation of local government bonds involves too many
readjustments to make it worth while or desirable. At the most
critical time in their financial history, local govci-nments woulu have
to readjust their whole experienc, of borrowing and go along on
uncharted seas.

Furthermore, the effects of the reciprocal taxation, if it is granted,
will be enjoyed unevenly among the States. The States with accu-
mulated wealth and with a heavy accumulation of taxpayers in the
higher brackets will profit more than the poorer States'where the
residents will own few, if any, Federal bonds to be taxed by the States.

The Social Security reserve also enters into the discussion. 'Po the
extent that the $47,000,000,000 reserve is retained, it will benefit
by the future taxation of Federal, State, and local bonds. Since the
interest rates on State, local, and Federal bonds will be higher
the Government will therefore get a greater return on the Social
.Security reserve through paying to itself, from money raised by
taxation, c. higher rate of interest on the bonds held in the reserve.

Furthermore, if the Federal debt is brought into the Social Security
reserve, it would not be taxable by the States and, therefore, the
reciprocal taxation of bonds by the Federal Government and the
States would be meaningless.

Another readjustment to be seriously considered by tie Treasury
will be the effect on the vast holdings of Government. bonds in the
baiiks of the United States. The decline in the price of these holdings
would seriously impair the capital of nearly all banks. Just what the
taxation of the income from future bonds and the resulting increased
interest rates would do, is not clear. -0

The CHAIRMAN. We have discussed the propositioni of making an
exemption of refunding bonds, if it could be done with safety. That
is on the assumption that something would be done. I do not know
whether you are aware of that or not.

Mr. CHATTERa. I have not been at the hearings, and have not read
the testimony.

Tihe CHAIRMAN. There is probably some justification to the view
that refunding bonds should be exempted.

Mr. CHATTERS. It would seriously impair the refundin program.
Senator AUSTIN. Is there, in your opinion, a reasonable basis for

classifying that, for classifying them in a special class?
Mr. CHATTRis. By that you mean classifying the future issues of

bonds in a special eliss?
Senator AUsTIN. The refunding bonds.
Mr. CHATTERS. It is not very plain to me whit you want to classify,

Senator. I would like to answer the questi in, but I would like to
know what you want me to classify.

Mr. TOntN. M.r. Chatters is not a lawyer, may it please the com-
mittee.

Senator AUSTIN. I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it be fair to separate the refunding bonds

from the new bonds for any reason whatsoever?
Mr. CHATTERS. If the taxes were to be levied on future issues of

municipal bonds, it would be feasible and possible to separate the
refunding bonds from new issues but, in my opinion, if you made a
differentiation of refunding bonds, it woula be impossible to make
such a differentiation which would always and at all times accomplish
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what you would want to accomplish. In other words, if you made it
too tight, if would destro, the effect of it, and if it were made too loose,
the city could use it for the purpose of evading the law.

Of course, the banks would probably have a higher rate of earnings
on future local bond purchase_-, hut. again, the local real estate tax-
payer would be contributing to pay the higher rate of interest earned
by the banks' depositors.

More important than the fiscal or economic effects of the proposed
chanpo is the political aspect. The taxation of State and local salaries
and State and local bonds by the Federal Government further cen-
tralizes governmental revenues and, therefore, the authority of the
Federal Government, with a consequent weakening of the fiscal powers
of the local goveinnients. Right at this time the existence of democ-
racy is an issue. In some quarters it is the chief question before the
)ople. Now, a democracy exists only oil a basis of strong, virile
local 'units of government, such as we ilave in the United States,
France, and Great Britain.

At the moment the chief issue before local governments is this
simple problem: Is i' possible to bring into balance (he demand for
local services and the financial resources available to carry them out,
and do su within the. present framework of democratic local self-
government?

The only possible group that can be benefited is that group of
Federal income taxpayers who would have their burden Oigltly
lightened should the present tax burden be spread over another
group, and that is (lie only group of tnxpayers who would in any way
benefit. You would wipe out, on the one hand, the inequality that
now exists, and benefit only in a slight degree the group of IPederal
taxpayers who would have their taxes lightened, for it would be
spread over a greater group.

Then, at this point, it seems to me that Mr. Ianes made the stute-
ment that should be challenged, for it seems to bear on the point.
Mr. Htanes said:

To attempt to break the taxpayer into pieces and to sct his interests as a State
or local taxpayer ag-aint his interests as a Federal taxpayer gives a false Imprs-
sion of his total position. Even if the majority of taxpayers were obliged t pay
slightly more than they now do In taxes to State and local jurisdictions to defray
added costs, this would be more than offset by a reduction In Federal taxes bee aurs
of the -viditional amouits pa id by taxpayers sith high incomes now tene6ting
from tax exemption.

The CHAIRMAN. What page are you reading from?
Mr. CI A'r'TERS. I am reading from page 12 of the hearings.
Mr. Ianes said, earlier in that paragraph:
All of our citizens are taxpayers directly or indirectly to all three t)ypes of

governImenIt.

Now we propose to further burden and emasculate the local govern-
ments arid make them less a proving ground for democracy by doing
to them two things: First, increasing their financial burdens; and,
second, concentrating revenues in the Federal Government. Even
if the proposed taxation involved no fig..al effects-which it does-
and even if the proposed taxation involved no economic adjustments-
which it dos-still, the proposal to tax the income from State and
local bonds should be abandoned because of its effect on our political
structure and the further centralization of authority.
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The proposal to tax the income from State end local securities ought
to be abandoned because:

(I) Increased interest costs would be imposed on State and local
governments without any compensating advantage to tile local
govei nments.

(2) Refunding plans contemplated, or in progress, or financially
sound, would be rendered impossible or unprofitable for cities, counties,
and special levee, irrigation, and drainage districts.

(3) Removal of the exemption would impose added burdens on
some, grant unjust enrichment to others, and redistribute only a
ninor part of present Federal taxes.

(4) Tie States and localities would face new financing problems
at a time when they are confronting many other uncertainties because
of relief burdens, restrictive revenue laws, and added social responsi-
bilities.

(5) Reciprocal rights of taxation of bonds by Federal, State, and
local governments would be of little advantage to the latter and,
through operations of the social security reserve, might be of little
benefit to the various States.

(6) Finally, since the preservation of democratic government de-
pends on the continued existence of virile units of local government,
their existence should not be threatened by one more measure to
de rive them of the means of existence.

Removal of the tax-exempt status of State and local bonds has
only the doubtful argument of greater equity in its favor. Opposed
to 't are all the fiscal, economic, and political arguments cited.

I wish to emphasize thii, Mr. Chainnan, that I think it is only fair
to say that, in my opinion, only a relatively small pa"t of the holders
of municipal bonds buy them primarily or solely for the tax-exempt
privilege.

We have the impression, from the statements we read in the news-
papers, and statements which have been loosely made, that every-
body that buys tax exempt bonds buys them because of the tax
exempt privilege. I (1o not think that is so. That, the distribution of
the holdings will show is not the case, and this is a popular miseon-
ception, which should be made clear in the record.

There is another argument brought forth in severtil places that
should be cleared up. It seems that it should hardly bc cleared up;
but I think it should, nud that is the statement that the present
exemption, by causing a low yield, prevents the owners of the bonds
and investors from geting as 'large a yield as they otherwise would.

In answer, I wish to say that the Government and municipalities
and the States (1o not sell bonds to give somebody a high yiel, but
they sell them for some other purpose, and they wvant to get the lowest
possible rate. You sell securities to get money at the lowc.st possible
rate and not to ive somebody a return.

The CHAIRMAN. On tl)rh proposition that you advanced, I made
inquiry the other day of a very largo and prominent organization who
advise in respect to such things, and they tell me that they think
there would not be r.ny particular rise in thie ice and market value
of outstanding municipal bonds which would he affected by the
statute. They say that, while the yield is not extremely low, yet, we
are on a low vield market, and they look for no rise in price.

I had the same idea as you did.
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Mr. CHA'rTERs. Might I say that late in September I talked with
the financial secretary of one of the largest life insurance companies
in the United States, and he told me that they would welcome the
removal of exemption, for that would increase the t ield, and they
needed the increase in price, and he further stated that they would
unload the securities they now held, as they went up, and buy others.

The CHAIRMAN. It is a matter of guesswork, after all.
Mr. CHATT:RS. It seems to me that, as the volume of bonds

became less, the demand would become greater, and, therefore, in
spite of the p,'esent low yield the tendency would be for the price
to go up, for all of the bonds do not have the low yield, and the only
market would be in this group of 12,790 taxpayers who, the experts
say, would have the advantage in their tax payments by reason of
the ownership of these bonds.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a very limited market.
Mr. CHATTERS. I think that i5 right, but the burden would be

increasing every year, as these bonds matured, and there would be a
scramble for the bonds outstanding.

There has been one other question that has been brought up from
time to time before the committee, and that is, whether or not the
present low interest rate encourages spending and extravagance on
the part of local governments, and I understand that the committee
has had discussions before it on that point. As to that, in my opinion,
I wish to state that if we were to raise the interest rates I do not think
that it would in any way tend to reduce the amount of borrowings or
reduce the reckless spending that has been talked of-for this reason:

1 think that those who do the reckless spending are those who are
paying the high rate of interest, and it not the low rate that encourages
the spending, and the higher rate gocs to those who have been doing
the spending, and it goes to those who do the best job that they can,
and their bonds are in a better class. There is also this fact, that
those who are paying the high rate are doing so due to the geograph-
ical location, and, therefore, it is not fair to say that you are going to
decrease spending by increasing the rate of interest. It hardly seems
to follow.

The CHAMMmsA.. I wish for the moment to discuss briefly the qUes-
tion of the proportion of return to the Federal Government and the
State governments, based upon the present condition and the present
income-tax laws of the States. It is rather hard for me, looking at the
situation in a large way, to understand that where the Federal Gov-
ernment subjects $40,000,000,000 of securities to State taxation, and
only asks that the States subject $16,000,000,000 to Federal taxation,
to see how the States will lose. It seems to me that if the States in
the future did tax incomes a little stronger than they do at the presenttime, that the result is going to be that the States may possibly save
for the local governments, property they now tax for dicinselves, and
thereby the municipal governments might make up some of the loss
in revenue. I instance this to you in my own State. The main source
of State income ip to say about 1900 was practically all fron, real-
estate taxes then they went gradually into corporate taxes, and finally
went into tic sales tax; and Michigan has now turned over to the
municipalities, school districts, and municipal governments the entire
tax on real and personal property.
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So, it is hard for me to agree with the proposition that looking at the
matter over a long period of time, that the Federal Government is not
being at least fair in proposing to subject $40,000,000,000 of its secu-
rities and more to taxation, more than that when you consider the
various Federal corporations, and only asking to tax about
$16,000,000,000 of State and municipal securities.

Mr. CH.%TTERS. I am entirely with you on that proposition. M
poisa J merely as far as the national economy is concerned, only with
the effect t;iat is produced on the principal of the whole economic
system, regardless of its effect on individual departments.

T'le CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chatters. the next witness is
Mr. M. L. Seidman, of New York City, representing the New York
Board of Trade. Mr. Seidman.

STATEMENT OF M. L. SEIDMAN, CHAIRMAN OF TAXATION COM-
MITTEE, NEW YORK BOARD OF TRADE

Mr. SFIDMAN. Gentlemen, I appear here as the chairman of the
tax committee of the New York Board of Trade. W~hen we speak of
removing tax exemption from Government salaries and Government
bonds, we mean, of course, that we want these to be subject to Federal
and State income taxes to the same exter.t as are other salaries and
other bonds, except those tax exempt bonds that are already out-
standing.

Under the present arrangement, the Federal Goverinment van, and
to a large extent does, tax the interest from its owr, obligations. It
also taxes the salaiies of its own officials and employees. It does
not tax the interest from obligations of States, municipalities or local
governments, or the salaries of their officials or employees. And as
to tho States, those who impose an income tax do not tax interest from
Federal obligations or income from Federal salaries.

The Federal Government now loses much more revenue through
tax exemption than all State, municipal and local governments com-
bined could possibly gain if reciprocal exemptions were removed.
Some of the reasons are: (a) Federal income-tax rates are much higher
than those imposed by any of the States; (b) about half of the States
and all of the municipalities and local governments have no income
tax at all; (e) the amount of fully tax-free annual intere.,t from obliga-
tions of States, municipalities, and local governments is much greater
than from Federal obligations; and (d) the combined totol of salaries
paid by States3, municipalities, and local governments iq greater than
that paid by the Federal Government. As to municia and local
governents, standing by themselves, they have everting to lose
and nothing to gain by removal of tax exemption. leaving no income
tax to collect they cannot look to any direct revenue in order to offset
the increased cost of borrowing which is sure te follow removal of
tax exemption.

Consequcntly, tile controversy over this question secm.i to have
resolved itself into a tug o' war between the Federal Government on
the one hand which siiands directly to gain by removal of tax exemp-
tion and the States and local governments, on the other, who stand
directly to lose by it. In the process, it would seem that industry,
which is to a large extent the taxpayer, is left in the position of the
forgotten man.
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This, it, seems to me, is a controversy in which industry con be
assumlied to have anl unbiased point of view that is entitled' to great
weight. For industry is here concerned only with tho net effect of
the proposal on the whole economic picture, regardless of its effect on
the ihdividual government departments.

The New York Board of Trade, according to its charter, exists
"for the purpose of promoting trade commerce, and manufacture of
tile United States and especially of thme State and city of New Y,'rk."
Its members are. of course, vitally interested in city, Sta te, and Fe, erai
tax policies. When, therefore, our illustratious mayor comes before
you gentlemen to tell you that the city of New York stands to lose
some S15,000,000 annually if Federal tax exem option is removed, ye
are seriously concerned. And, wmem our very able State comptroller
comes before you to say that the State of New York stands to lose
many additio;ial millions on that account, we are also very much
concerned. But, we realize, at the same time, that this is iii the
very nature of what must be expected as the direct and immediate
consequence of ending tax exemption.

In his usual picturesque manner, our mayor has told you that the
change would hit New 'ork City "right between the eyes," and would
make it impossible for tie city to finance some of its pending projects .
Without in any way reflecting upon the soundmne of or need for these
projects, I want to'emphasize that, as a general proposition, tie New

York Board of Trade would not be at all avense to hitting the present
pace of government borrowing and spending "right between the
eyes." In fact, our chief objection to tax exemption is that it makes
government borrowing and spending entirely too easy.

Because "a lot of mayors now have a headache," our mayor think,
this a bad time anyway to propose such a change. It would seem,
however, that suclh a proposal is most needed when government is
borrowing and spending most. And that is oro field, as you and I
know, in which new highs are now being made.

You have had impressive figures submitted estimating the increased
interest cost of Government borrowing over and above inereasd
revenue that would follow removal of tax exemption. We are told
that money would cost government an additional I percent per year.
What does that mean? Does it not mean that the present buyers of
tax exempts consider thellsel-es ahead of the game by accel~ting a
lower interest rate in order to save taxes which they wou l otherwise
have to pay? If that is true, then doesn't it nece sarilv follow that
on net balance, government as a whole Federal, State, and local,
would, to the same extent, be ahead of the game if it paid the higher
interest rate and collected the taxes from this source which it does not
now collect?

Admittedly, the elimination of tax exemption would bring about
some dislocation between the respective Government departments,
but we who are concerned not alone with local costs and local taxes,
but also with the related State and Federal problems, must necessarily
take tie broader view and see the matter in ite entirety.

Possibly, the ultimate effect would simply be a bslaneing out of net
cost as between one department of Goverlment and the others. If
that were all that is here involved, there would be little reason for our
giving this matter so much attention. There is involved however,
something of much deeper significance. It is the matter of the effect
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that tax exemption has on our economic well-being and our unemploy-
ment problem. If investment in productive industry has to any ex-
tent lagged because of this tax exemption, then the station certainly
calls for remedy. It is because I am strongly of the opinion that such
exactly has been the case that I am here to urge removal of tax
exemption.

While I would like to see the change brought about as quickly as
possible, I am convinced that thi.i must not be done at the expense
of orderly constitutional processes. If there is serious doubt about
tile constitutionality of the proposed "short and simple statute," thee
by all means let's take the slower method; that of constitutional
amendment. If that method seems too slow and inexpedient, it is
surely the more advisalle in view of the significance of the subject
matter involved.

Our States being directly interested parties in the controversy, this
may well be the ideal occasion to invoke the process of amendment
by constitutional convention. That method would offer our people a
direct opportunity to speak their collective mind on this subject. An
amendment evolved in that form can probably be enacted in about a
year's time. A statute might be enacted in a much shorter period.
but in view of the certainty that any law enacted will have to go the
rounds of adjudication through the United States Supreme Court,
the orderly constitutional process may well prove to be the shorter in
the end. At the same time much confusion and uncertainty result-
ing from the litigation would( be entirely avoided.

This would be true even if mere expediency were the only question
involved, but the question is much more basie and fundamental. It
involves tile rights of every one of our 48 States and tile power of the
Federal Government over them. We will do well, therefore, to move
with caution and with a full understanding cf the significance of the
problem. I shall make no attempt to delve into the legal controversy.
T hat has already been covered quite thoroughly by otl(rs. Instead,
I would like to confine myself to the economic phase of the problem
as tile businessman sees it.

Given a reasonable degree of safety of principal and income, the
choice as between a stock or bond investment in private industry
and a Government bond resolves itself down to a matter of attractive-
nes.s of net yield or possible net profit to the owner of capital.

Naturally, the higher the income-tax rate the more valuable the
privilege of tax immunity, especially to the investor who has a large
taxable income. The exemption feature becomes more and more an
element of pressure in favor of Government tax-free bonds as income-
tax rtes move upwards. But until 1933, the effect was seldom to
deprive industry of its normal long-term capital needs. Since then,
however, another and more potent capital pressure has been at work.
This new element, in conjunction with the old, has made the tax-
free Government bond well nigh irresistible to the man of large taxable
income. By this new element, I refer to the uncertainties that have
been caused by Government policies and which private industry has
had to cope with in its endeavor to attract long-term capital, espc ially
common stock or equity capital.

Boot-strap economics, oppressive taxation, a series of unbalanced
budgets, a spending spree under the heading ,.f pump priming or
Government investing, a string of reform laws enacted in rapid -fire
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succesion, and Government competition with industry, are only a
few of the reasons wiy the future of private industry "has not loed
so good" to the long-term investor. In consequence, there has been
an understandable relctanco on his part, whether he be of small or
large means, to entrust his savings to the future of private industry.
Government has, as a result, become the chief long-term borrower.

Staggering amounts are today lodged in these tax-exempt securities.
Their gradual elimination and the substitution of taxables would, of
course, make a tremendous difference to those persons of large income
who now find the tax-exempt security about the only haven of escape
from an otherwise intolerably high income-tax. But it would also
make a tremendous difference to industry and to labor, for the
money invested in theso bonds is the very kind of money that will
gravitate to productive industr- and employ labor. Much of it is
enterprise money; the kind of money that can best afford to take
business isks.
And yet, shutting the door to tax innunity is one thing while

actually getting this money into productive ise is quite another.
Removal of tax exemption would certainly be an important step in
the right direction, but only one of the necessary steps. Coupled
with it would have to appear some concrete evidence that industry
will not be harassed and that it mill be perniittcd, or even encouraged
to earn profits. Unless that be the case, owAners of such capital w6l1
simply not risk it in any long-term enterprise. Instead, they will
seek either to employ their capital in short-tern projects wheie the
risk elements are more nearly predictable, or they will continue to
lend to Government even at a very much r,duced'net return.

What is needed then, is not alone that lending to Government be
made less attractive but also that long-term risk taking in private
industry be made more attractive. That is the only effective means
of closing the door of a lazy life to cautious money and at the same
time induce it to go to work so as to earn profit for the investor,
create jobs for the worker, and suply revenue for the government.
And more important, that IS the onlyV way to revive our capitsl-goods
industries, without the full functioning of which we have never yet
had and never can have prosperous times in this country.

Such a highly organized economic system as we have developed
must continually invest in plant, machinery, and equipment for
increasing the productivity of the worker. Such a system calls for
a constant stream of new capital for modernization and expansion.
If the money already invested in a particular enterprise or if an indus-
try as a whole, is earning a fair return, no difficulty is usually experi-
enced in raising additional capital. But should industry be unable to,
or should it not be permitted to, earn a fair return on investment
or should it be forced to operate at a loss for longer than a ncrmai
period, it will have much difficulty in attracting capital to meet its
needs.

Our President's goal is an 80-billion-dollar annual national income.
That is not an extravagant goal. That was about our national
income in 1920, when ourpopul nation was nine or ten millions smaller
than it is today. But that goal can only be attained, and if attained,
can only be maintained, by the full revival of private influstry, par-
ticularly our durable goods industries which have not yet really
emerged from a 10-year depression.
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Government borrowing and Government spending under any name
or undcr any label cannot permanently produce a level of national
income short of bankruptcy. If every time the Government spends
a dollar, $2 in the hands of private owners go into hiding or are dis-
couraged from active participation in productive industry, permanent
business revival is clearly impossible.

We are not short of capital. If anything, we have too much of it.
But it is a discouraged capital. There are possibly more discouraged
dollars awaiting profitable investment today than at any other time
in our financial history. What we are lacking is not financial iseans,
but a willingness on the part of owners to risk these means against
too many odds. Careful people who have some savings consider it
much the smaller risk, and on the whole much more attractive, to
lend to Government than to invest in industry. Ifere it may as well be
frankly admitted that so long as enterprise capital is discouraged and
monev seeks security of principal, Government can probably continue
for a fong time to borrow vast sums at little, if any, additional interest
cost, even without tax exemption. But that will not revive industry
or return our army of unemployed to private payrolls.

Even when we do close the door to the haven of tax exemption and
open it wide to investment for profit in private industry there still
would remain the very important question of how much of the profit,
if and when made, will be taken by Government in taxes. This busi-
ness of enticing capital to take risks in venturesome enterprise is not
a mere matter of evolving a mathematical or financial formula upon
which the investor can be expected to act. There is a human element
involved which requires recognition. It is the urge for gain oven at
the risk of loss of one's capital. If, all things considered, a net gain is
too doubtful of attainment, the risk will not be undertaken. And our
failure in the past to fully appreciate the real importance of this
principle in the formulation of our tax laws has militated to our great
disadvantage.

Every job in private industry owes its existence to capital taking
risks. Every new job to be created by private industry must depend
upon the same motive power. Yet, our tax treatment of capital gains
and losses has been such as to utterly discourage risk taking for gain.
Even our present Revenue Act, which in this regard is a considerable
improvement over some of the previous ones, still treats capital gains
and losses as if to penalize rather than encourage enterprise. Short-
term gains are still subject to full tax rates which reach as high as
79 percent for Federal income tax alone. And if the result is a loss
instead of a gain its tax deductibility is limited and circumscribed.
Long-term gains (investments held over 18 months) are now limited to
a 20-percent maximum tax. This Stata income taxes frequently
increase to 25 percent or more; much too high a tax on capital gains for
maximum economic and social benefit.

But it was not on that account that our President refused to give
his approval to the 1038 Revenue Act. To the contrary, it was the
stopping at tF., 20-percent point instead of continuing on up the scale
of progressAve surtax rates that he complained of. Aid lie indicated
dat this Congre-,s will be asked to tax capital gains at more progres-
sive rates. The very fear of such increased taxation may alone be
sufficient to deter the investor from risking his savigs for a possible
long-teim gain. At least it should be obvious that the tax factor is
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a very important element in the whole problem of investment for
profit, and that it can well nullify raiy good results that would other-
wise accrue from the elimintaion of the tax-free Gover,,-nent bond.

As Ralph Hendershot the financial writer of the New York World-
Telegram, recently said on this subject, "If Uncle Sam wishes to
catch the horse of capital in the pasture of economics he would do
well to stop chasing him and, instead hold out a panful of oats."

Closely affiliated with the problem ol borrowing and perhaps more
difficult of solution, is that of run-wild Government spending. Our
normal pre-New Deal annual Budget was less than $4,000,000,000.
Now, it is almost twice that much. In 0 years, a 100-percent increase
of normal Government expenses. We speak of being on easy street
if we could but get our national income back to an $80,000,000,000
basis. But when our national income was that, the cost of running
our Federal Government was less than half what it is today. We
are now spending at the rate of nearly $10,000,000,000 a year, and itisperfectly obvious to anyone who is but willing to see, that a drastic
reduction in the cost of Government is imperative if we are ever to
regain our financial sanity.

lam not fooling myselfabout the difficulties which lie in the path
of reducing Government spending. In spite of the graveness of the
problem, there is little likelihood for spending to be greatly reduced
until popular will encourages such a course. I know it will hardly
be popular to undertake radical reduction of expenditures for relief
for public works, for social security, for pensions, for agricultural
subsidies, or for so many of the other Government expenditures
which are rapidly becoming vested rights on the part of their recip-
ients. Yet, expenditure reduction on a substantial scale there must
surely be. For, in the next 18 months alone, our Federal expenses
will exceed revenues by the staggering sum of $5,700,000,000; and no
end in sight.

Governmental unbalanced budgets financed by borrowing chiefly
from banks, are definitely a form of progressive inflation. Their er-
feet in the long run is exactly the same as that produced by printing
press money. The process may be slower, but the ultimate effect is
just as devastating. How Iong we can continue on this course before
real trouble develops is difficult to say. Ours is a large country with
vast resources and it can stand a great deal. But no nation on
earth, regardless of its resources, has ever escaped financial chaos
and ultimate financial collapse if it failed in time to curb continuous
and substantial budget. deficits. Certain it is that most persons
called upon to trust the future with their present savings are in agree-
ment with what President Roosevelt himself said in 1932 about loose
fiscal policies of government, namely, that they are "a veritable
cancer on the body politic and economic."

It is here that the taxing of now exempt Government salaries takes
on an aspect of majoi importance. Not for the amount of tax that
the Federal Government can collect from these 2,600,000 State,
municipal, and local government employees whose salaries are now
wholly exempt from Federal income tax or the 1,000,000 or more
Federal employees whose salaries are now exempt from State income
tax, but for the greater tax consciousness that the removal of such
tax exemption will create on the part of these people and those they
influence.
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It is useless to appeal to the present income taxpayers in an attempt
to influence Government spending policies. They are much too small
in number to have any real effect politically. Due principally to our
system of larg personal exemptions, there are only about 2,500,000
individuals who pay. any Federal income tax at all. This is not to
say that the remaining 128,000,000 people (to not pay taxes, hut it
is to say that they (1o not pay them directly and knowingly. That
is the great crime of our taxing system.

In spite of the fact that about one-fifth of our entire national income
is consumed by taxes, the average man pays mighty little of his share
directly as taxes. Ilis taxes are instead hidden in his cost of living;
and because lie pays little, if anything, directly, he is usually under
the impresion that it is the other fe low anil not lie who is footing
the bill for Government spending. Until we obtain in this country
a much larger number of direct taxpayers who are keenly conscious
of the fact that their own tax bill variesin direct proportion to Govern-
ment spending, there seems little basis for hope that Government
spending will be greatly reduced.

In removing tax exemption from this tare army of persons who are
closest to Government, I see an opportunity to greatly increase the
number of those who will hereafter pay their tax bill directly and
knowingly and thus to bring about a much keener interest in Govern-
ment spending policies thin exists today. That, to my way of think-
ing, would be the most important achievement that removing recip-
rocal tax exemption from Government salaries can result in.

I do not anticipate that after the situation adjusts itself, the net
Government revenue from this source, Federal, State, and local,
would be increased to any great extent. Rather am I of the belief
that the Government employee now pays well for this privilege of
tax exemption and that on balance, lie may perhaps be ahead of the
game if he were paid what is due him as salary. T his would at least
be calling a spade a spade both as to his oA n pay and as to the amount
that he in turn is cMled upon to pay for Government spending. This
vast army of Government employees might then well become an army
of model' taxpayers for other of our citizens to emulate and follow.

In conclusion, therefore, I urge upon you to take such steps within
constitutional propriety as uill make it possible for the Federal and
State Governments to reciprocally impose income taxes Ol all Gov-
ernment salaries and all interest from Government obligations here-
after to be issued.

'lis ChAWIRAN Thank vou. .fr. Scidman.
We will now hear from Mr. Ifenry Epstein, Solicitor General of the

State of New York, representing tle attorneys general of the States
submitting a defense.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY EPSTEIN, SOLICITOR GENERAL OF
THE STATE OF NEW YORK, REPRESENTING THE ATTORNEYS
GENERAL OF THE STATES THROUGHf THE CONFERENCE ON
STATE DEFENSE

The CHAIRMAN. Before you start on your statement., Mr. Epstein, I
hope that you will touch as lightly as possible on the economic prob-
lems on which wo have had statements, for the past several days.
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Mr. EPSTFmIN. As a matter of fact, I do not think I will touch on the

economic problems at all.
The CHAIRMAN. What I was saying to you, I want to say for the

information of all of the others who present the legal and "constitu-
tional aspects of this matter.

Mr. EPSTEIN. That is true.
Now, Mr. Chairman, may I ask to have marked in evidence before

your committee the legal brief of the attorneys general of 39 States
and counsel for certain of their municipal subdivisions. Of course,
we (1o not ask that it be printed.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be received.
(The brief entitled "The Constitutional Iinunit ' of State and

Municipal Securities-A Iegal Defense of The Continued Integrity
of the Fiscal Powers of the States-by The Attormieys General of
The States and Counsel for Certain of Their 'Municipal Subdivisions"
was received and is on file with the committee.)

Mr. EPa iEiN-. The conference of forty-odd States, which I have the
pleasure of representing, was formed to present to such bodies as your
committee the attitude of the States on legislation of this character
which those States felt go to the roots of our constitutional system of
Government.

There are 39 attorneys general signatory to this brief, and the
very array itself would indicate to tis committee, or to anyone read-
ing it, that it does not in any way partake of any partisan or political
character whatsoever.

We are very glad to note in the presm this morning, and I have just
been handed a copy, and had a chance in the last few minutes to read
one or two of the conclusions reached by the staff of counsel to the
Joint Committee on Revenue Taxation, which is identical with the
conclusions which the States have reached independently.

The CHAIRMAN. May I ask, is there any significance in the fact that
nine State attorneys general (lid not join in this brief? Does that
indicate they take an opposition view?

Mr. EPSTEIN. That is not our opinion, because, at the conference of
State defense at Cleveland, at the time of the meeting of the American
Bar Association last year, the resolutions adopted were adopted unani-
mously, and we have 45 State members of the conference, and we have
not received any contrary opini,.n. It was just that we were unable
to obtain from them approval of the brief when it was sent to them.

I am advised by Mr. Tobin, the general secretary of the conference,
that there was only one refusal, and that was from Colorado.

Now, may it please the committee, the question has been raised
here, the old question or the so-called question of States' rights has
been raised at this time, which is, in the history of this country, an
attempt to go back some 75 years and to revive the experience of the
conflict that was determined in the sixties.

In my background, I happen to have been suckled upon these States'
rights, having been born in South Carolina. However, I had schooling
of the North, and a New England background, and the question of
States' rights, as presented by the conference of States, here, is one
which has grown out of the progress cf our economic history, and not
at all the States' rights doctrine which was determined in the conflict
between the States three-quarters of a century ago.
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It has been the uniform history of nations and of peoples that as
long as they have a frontier to which they could advance, where they
could wringfrcm the soil a livelihood for the necessities of life, there
has always been the solution of such economic problems as might arise.

This country well knows that the direction of Horace Greeley, "Go
west, young man!" was used as a relief of economic conditions in the
past, and the development of the States. We went ahead with that
economic process when the last of the covered wagons crossed the
Great Divide to the landed frontier as a solution of overcoming the
problems in this country, and it was at an end.

Tito European nations have sought by imperialistic aggression to
go back of the march of time and utilize that method to solve tfieir
problems, to which this Nation, fortunately, is not a subscriber.

Fortunately for our history 1nd the people of this country, with
the combination of the landed frontier, as a solution to our economic
problems, there came the great industrial frontiers, the great indus-
trial development of this Nation. As the result of the reflex, or the
revolution in this country, which was refleted by the development
of the great industrial frontier, and the factory system, we thought,
furnished a solution, and the industrial frontier became a solution to
the decreasing of economic hardships in this country.

Then, however, when you reach the situation where you produce
some 12,000,000 automobiles for a market that would be well satisfied
with 8 or 10 million automobiles, and when your production has
been speeded up to that stage where there was not a counterpart of
consul option, we had reached what we believed was the end of the
so-called industrial frontier, and the sole solution of the economic
problem.

That brings us to what many believe to be the last fronder for the
economic solution of our problem, and that is the solution, or the
frontier, of the human mind, as exemplified in Government, and the
solution which must be met through political mechanics to solve
economic problems.

Hlow does that bear upon the question of States' rights?
With the realism that the land and industrial frontiers as solutions

of our economic problems have gone, we are faced with the adoption
of political methods to attempt to solve these problems, and the
pressure of this economic problem, through political mechanism, may,
unless carefully analyzed, lad to tat which is obviously most fearedl,
the centralization of'all economic power, through political mechanism,
in a certain point, for the Nation as a whole, and the result that that
may be far more complicated in the future than we can foree.

It is the inherent political problem that is presented as a result of
the pressure of economics upon the last frontier that we have, the
frontier of the mind, exerted in the Government to solve this problem.
"i v solve this problem we are concerned with, seriously and lionestly,

there is perhaps in this proposition one of the most dangerous weapons
that can be used for the destruction of the constitutional form of
government as we know it.

President Woodrow Wilson said:
Things get very lonely in Washington sometimes. The real voice of the great

people of America sometimes sounds faint and distant in this strange city.
We submit at the outset that the preservation of the integrity of

the State and local governments is probably the most essential poli fical
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factor and danger before this country today in the march of political
events as the result of economic pressure.

In the President's message aid in the publicizing of the program for
taxation of State and Federal securities, the sixteenth amendment has
been utilized as the basis upon which Federal taxation of State and
municipal securities may rest.

It has been stressed in the argument of the Government, and it is
popular with the colunuists and editorial writers, and where it is re-
ferred to in the second part or the third part of our brief, in view of the
stress laid upon it in the argument, and the debate before the Hou.se of
Representatives, which Ihad the pleasure of attending yesterday, I
should like now to take up, with your permission, the question of the
sixteenth amendment first.

That amendment reads, as you know:
The Congrem shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes from whit-

ever source derived, without apportionment ainong the several States, and sit.h-
o;it regaixt to any census or enumeration.

The Government, in its legal bfief-what we term the White
Book-makes this statement:

'his necessitates an examination of the nature, background: history, scope
and reasonable intendment of the sixteenth amendment.

That statement appears at page 90 of the Department's White
Book, and is in perfect accord with what we know, as lawyers, to be
the cardinal rule of construction of constitutional or legislative
matters.

If you go to the sources, the current debates before tie legislative
bodies, you can ascertain beyond reasonable doubt what was the
intendment, and then tie proposed language will be so construed.

Even the courts have held that the actual construction over a
long period of years, say half a century, is sufficient to give sanction
to the construction of the Constitution as tis applied.

On page 95 of that same brief the Government says:
The only crimmisible constructions of the amendment are so clear as to render

improper reference to the external e idence.

At one point they are willing to accept the cardinal rule, but, Ahen
it goes against them, they cast it aside.

The doubt, if any, before legislation is enacted, we submit, should
be resolved in favor of the reservation, or ihat has been regarded for
over a century and a half as the basis of our Government.

The sixteenth amendment went into effect in 1913, and we are glad
to note that in 1937 the counsel for the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation was of the same view is he represents in his report
to your committee, that the Federal Government has no power to
tax the obligations or interest thereon of States or political subdivi-
sions of States.

The power of the National Government to levy and collect taxes
find duties has never at any time actually been challenged. It
existed before the sixteenth amendment, and it has existed after the
sixteenth amendment, and the fallacy of the Government's position
in its brief is demonstrated in the language which it used, because they
seek to draw a conclusion from language that is not in the amendment.
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For example, they say, at page 91 of the White Book:
* * 0 external c i[derce N ill show that the (o.igr( L did not have the Pub.

stantive pIo)cr to impose an income tax, bastd upom tihe principle of ability to
sy, tecause It mas a practical innpxt-sibility to app)rtion such a tax.

In other words, Government counsel argues that, because it is
impractical to impose a tax, te National Govermnent did not have
tile power to impose the tax. The authorities are clearly to tie
contrary.

Senator Root, for example, in 1910, in wi citing to Senator Daven-
port of New York, said:

"l]e amendiietitii %%ll' be no new grant of plscr. ('ongrcs, has Mirn.0u the
lwwnt r to tIrri-se tve.-t on incomes froi whatev, r source derive'l, subj( ct to the
role of conlstriclion which excludes State securities from the operation of that
power, but, the taxes so Impoe "d must 1w aplputioned among the States.

The Supreme Court, in the Pollok caqe, Pollock v. P'armers Loan
.7'ru,41 Co., I5 M . S., soaid -
The power to tax real and wrson l lrolrty, aid the inome fro both, t,,re

ttiog nn alpp4rtionment, Is conceded.

Senator Boraih, it tile Forty-fifth Congresq, suid"
I submit that this anvnlnient, if adopted, will add! nothing to the power of the

Natlona Govcrmnent to lay and collect tas in the may ct pomwr, that the power
of the National Gcvcrinent at the present time is fu h.

Tie Senator is today of the same opinion. In a letter to the vice-
chairmnan of the Conforence on StaDe Defense, dated October 17, 1938,
Senator loranh "id:

In the 6rst p1Ac,, I do uot think Congre-is would h e the I ,xvr to tax these
szintittel amn ;t-trlllientalities of thle State %i ithwlo a col-tit 1itiona amnall|ldilne t.
In the Iecomd place, anu A matter of policy, aide froin the cori-titntiunnd quetion,
it i4 niktlsenil anIM wu)l(be a d.Iio.ter to the State" an4d, I aml nilte %ure alo, a
di-appintnmett to ihe National Governinent.

Now, no question was raised until the Civil War as to tie validity
of any income tax, and no question was raised whein the ('ivil War
income tax was a(sel.

The Constitution provided that no direct lIx should be laid unless
in proportion to census, which directed thaI t a census should be tnkeii,
auN the real test cone ,fter the sixteenth 1mnen1du,l0t gvW out Of
the two Pollock caes, that is, Pollock -. Farmers Loan J. Trul ('o.,
157 1. S. and 15 IT. S.

I thiuk I should review brielly the facts in tie case. Pollock, a
shareholder of the Farmers Loaln & T rst C'o.. of New York. tied on
behalf of hiil'if a,d all of the other shareholders similarly situated,
to restrain, the payment of income tax that had been levied.

Th 1894 act, under which the tax was thought to bC levied, stated:
Thnat there shall be asw.,ee , Iex ld, and collected aid Ipaid family lponl th

aai,s, profits and income received in the preceding calhndtar year h) every citizen
,f the United Statc-, whether re.Cdming at home or abroad, and every verIon resid-

hiyg therein, whthcr said aains, profits, o income be derived froin any kind of
profit, rent, interest, dividends, or WAla y, or frn any profes,lon, trade employ.
meat, or vocation carried on int the United State. or cbsewbcre, or from an:y tether
source whatever-

Tie bill of complaint of this stockholder who sought to enijoin the
tvx upln the income, whieh was derived front the following sources:

(a) From real estate;
(b) From New York City bonds; and
(c) Other bends and securities.
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The contention was that a tfx upon the icone derived from real
and personall property was a direct tax, and, therefore, subject to the
role of apportionment.

The ('ourt, in the first case, was divided, tto of the ',istices writing
(li. senttitg opinions oil the q question of income front real esatak, holding
that it was a direct tax andl subject to the rule of apportionment, but,
because the Court wits evenly divided upon the validity of the tax
upon income derived for persounil i)roperty, a rearguinent was
ordered.

'i'iie Court held, itt that lirat case, that the income froi salaries or
business properties was not a direct tax, and, therefore, could be
reached though income tax, before the sixteenth amendment.
There wits one ipint, however, on which tile Court wtis untaninols,

1111d on which the courtt has been uniform in its decisioJns ever since,
and that, is that the State cannot tax the bond,4 or the operations or
the property of the United States, nor the meats which they employ
to carry their powers into execution, so it has been held that tile
United States has io power under the Constitution to tax either the
intstrumentalities or the property of the State.

Tle Court, in the same opinion, said:
But we think the same want of power to tax the proixrty or revenues from the

States or their i nstrumviitalitit. exists it relation to a ta on the Income from
their -Mccuritivs-

S"enator NMt.tmym. Right then, ott that immunity rule, since that
time has there been any relaxation or modification of that nile by
subsequent decisions thiit %%ohld tend to sustain the position of the
Department of -Justice?

Mr. EPSTM.IiN. We do not believe that there has.
Senator Mtm.rn. I have read all of the briefs very closely, and that

is the reason I asked the questioti.
Mr. EaTFiN. After I have submitted the argument on the six-

tecnth antendlent, I shall discuss those caes in which that question
is raiFcl.

Senator Nfim..u. I did not mean to interrupt your traitn of thought.
Mr. EPSTE.i. The reason I wish to divide my discussion this way

i,4 this, that if tile l'dloek cao-e be deemed to have been wronglydecidled-..-..
Senator Mit,iiu. You know there ii a lot of criticism of the Pollock

case.
Mr. EPSTEIN. YeSt, sir.
You see, the Pollock case involved three or four points. It was

unanimous on one point, and tile Court has consistently held the
same way, I might saY, insofar as the taxing of the property or income
of contractors who dteal in Government contracts, and tile profit
derived from the sale of inunicipil or State security or lease of State
lands, and so forth. Those are cases which are relied on by the
(lovernicent and I shall discuss them further in my agrument.

Senator NfILt.xR. I have no desire to interfere with the orderly
presentation of your argument, if you have them in order.

Mr. EPSTEIN. I have, aid we shall argue them and show clearly
to the committee the facts.

Senator MILLER. Go right ahead.
Mr. EpsiTuzN. I shall discuss at length the dissenting opinions of

Mr. Justice White and Mr. Justice Harlan.
1 '' - 4- pt. 2----21
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The.e two Jutices agreed with the ainjoritv of the iCourt oni tho
question of tile bond opinion, hut they also hehl in their iO(hnelting
opinion, that instrunientolities emploved hv the States in till execu-
tion of their powers aro inot subject to taittio. n by the (oenrnl (overn-
uncut Any more thnii the ingtrunientalities of the Federal (to ernmeat
are subject to taxation by the States.

And any tax imposed directly upon interest derived from bonA
issued by a municipal corporations for public purposts under the
authority' of the State, whose instrunientality it . i.t a burden umponl
the exercise of the powers of thint. corporotion which only tie State
ereatiuig it may impose.

In the second 'oll, ck ase, which involved tie reargunient oni the
principle that the taxation of the income from per-sonal property wns
a direct tax, end, therefore, must, he apportioned in the following gear,
and that case was decided by a five-to-four decision, Justices W\hite,
Jackson, Brown, and Harlan'dissenting.

In that second decision, the Court held that time income frm
personal property was P direct tax, and, therefore, subject to apmpor-
tionmuent.

It. had previously held, as you know, that a tax on real estate was
a direct tax, and again the unanimous Court indicates in its opinion
that, as to the income of municipal bonds, they could not be taxed
because of want of power to tax the source, and no reference was hnde
to the nature of the tax as being direct or indirect.

The Court swept that aside, and Chief Justice Fuller, in th second
case, summarizes those reasons I have given here.

The ('IAIRMAN. I do not think there is any question about that,
and, as I recollect, I asked \Ir. Niorriq that * question. 'IlTe opinion
of the Court was unanimous as to the nontaxac ility of municipal 1and
State securities by the Federal ('oveninient. That was upheld.

Mr. EFaTiN. Of coUrse, the reason why the sixteenth aenicuidnient
had to be adopted, in view of that decisioll, is perfectly obvious. If
you had $500,000,000 to be rai.e.ed, mid you had 100,000,000 people
in 20 States, New York with 10,000.000 would pay $50,000,000, and
Minnesota, with 2,600,000 people, would pay about $12,500,000; where-
as, on the basis of income, it was shown that in 1921 and 1922 New
York State paid over $525,000,000, and Minnesota paid only approxi-
mately $30,000,000; and that exemplifies the basis for tle" sixteenith
anien1niIent, and why it lad to be adopted.

President Taft, in making his recommendation in 1009, said that, as
to the power of the Government to levy income taxes, the amendmluent
was necessary to recover the power to levy income taxes upon the
people without apportionment among the States.

Now, the Government lays great stress on what they refer to as the
debates in the House, and the only reference that can be found in the
record of the debates is the speech by Representative Harrison, of
July 12 1909, in which he presented this resolution before the House,
at which time he said:

This resolution now before the House provides for the taxing of Incomes from
whatever source derived. That means taxes upon the Incomes of corporations as
well as Individuals.

That is the only source and tLe only evidence in tie House debates
that you can find upon the particular phase that is utilized so much in
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order to try to convey the impression that there is a grant of power
for all income taxation.

Now in the Se.lnate, the resolution for the aineidinent was intro-
duced I, Senator Brown, of Nebraska, in April of 1909, anl in the
SenateI tiere was no doubt whatsoever, from the Senate records, as to
what was the ineaning and intention and purpose of the sixteenth
anendinent. Tihe Senanto rcorls are replete with strtencnnts and
challenges to any question whenever it was raised.

''ie question of the taxa tion of inunicipailities or States, oir the
revenue from municipalities, was never even contcnjdiel.d or raised,
or any such phawv indicated, until governorr 1 fulies, in his imo.-'sige to
tle legislature of the State of New York, called attention to that
possible (langer.

The Treasury, in its brief, refers to tnd place, ensiderable stress
upon what they ca!l certain now evidence t 1at they have uncovered.
That now evidence, it appearf, cu sists of letters 'ritten by Senator
Knute Nelson to a titan named Ilarrv Ilubbard. published in the
American Bar Association Journal. The lettert, were written ii,
1920, about I t years after tile debate upon tie floor of the Senate. It
the letter., Mr. Nelson refers to himself as the introducer and the
framer of the amendment. The record shows that S'enator Brown, of
Nebraska, introduced the amendment, and the report of the news-
papers at tie time gives credit for tie phraiseology of the amendment
to Senator Root of New York. It i, to be noted ii Mr. Stai's report
that researches were inade anvci furtlier iha our ow ?' the qnesvibn
of the Nelson letter. Senator Nelkon, as we were able to ascertain,
was not only not a member of the committee, but did not participate
in the debie.

On pae 26 of the report, counsel indicates tihat the record of the
Senate discloses that Senator Nelson was present in his place on the
floor of the Senate when the debate took place, when Senators Borah,
Brown, and Root made it perfectly clear that it was not intended to
cover any such source, and it is remarkable that the counsel of the
committee indicates that lie never uttered a word, and the only ex-
pression that he gives was a letter some 10 years later.

Now, tile same argument of taxing the wealthy that was advanced
today was advanced then, but it is significant that it had a consider-
ably' different meaning at the time that the sixteenth amendment
was under discussion.

For example, the Congressional Record shows that in the debate
the point was made that men like Carnegie, who then was the holder
of more than $300,000,000 of the securities of the United States
Steel, should be taxed, and it was the purpose to reach this income.

That is natural, because, the evidence discloses that i, the whole
Nation at that time, in 1013, there was not more than 35,00G,000,000
in tax-exempt securities outstanding, and the total of State, county,
and municipal securities outstanding was only about $1,800,,00,000.

So that the situation as it exists today was not so imrortant at
that time.

The CHAIUMAN. May I interrupt you to see if I hWe the same
recollection of these occurrences whch you have just been discussing?

As I gather-and you tell me if I am wrong-there wis slight, dLscus-
sion in the House, but no discussion in the Senate, on reasons for the
inclusion of this apparently unnecessary phrase, "from whatever
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source derived," prior to the submission by the Seiiate of the amend.
ment to the States, but uien it already had been submitted and it
was only after Governor Hughes of New York calld attention to
this interpretation, which he apparently put on it, that there was a
discussion on the floor of the Senate, in which Senator Brown, of
Nebraska, and Senator Borah, and Senator Root, and others took
part, in which they stated that the lhrae, "from whatever source
derived," was not intended to include the power to tax State and
municipal securities-the point being that there was no discussion,
practically, in the Senate, and none in the Ilouse, upon the preeise
question involved. That is the real situation.

Mr. EPsTF:iN. That is true.
Senator MILLEIi. They did not go so far as to bear on the question

of the intention or nonintention of taxing these securities?
Mr. ErsTm.. Yes; they did. I will refer you to the quotation

from the debate. Senator Brown and others made it perfectly clear,
and, in fact, Senator Borah introduced a resolution in the Senate
asking (liat the Judiciary Committee adopt that resolution in order
to express the formal view that theze was no such intention.

The CHIAIRIMAN'. But that was not (lone.
Mr. EPsTEIN. The resolution was introduced.
The CITAI.IAN. I think, to have the record straight, mv namesake,

Senator Brown, wobbled about quite considerably in his statement
of his views.

Mr. EPSTEIN. I do not know that you could call it wobbling, if you
read the record.

The CIHAIRMAN. I do not agree with you on that. It seems to
me that lie jumped on both sides of the'question, which I hope his
successor will not do.

Mr. EPSTFIN. You will excuse me for taking a different viewpoint.
It is clear in his debate that lie referred to corporations and individ-
iials, and when you have the quotation referring to the income from
real estate, the income from bonds, the income from personal property
and corporate bonds, and otherwise the income from salaries and other
personal property, you have tie background for the use of the words
"from whatever ource derived," without regard to the supplemental
question of the tax on the bonds of governmental property, and,

erefore, while you cannot see the debate explaining it before the
resolution, that is a perfectly clear and logical explanation of it.

The fact of an unintempted practice over a long period of years
affords a basis for any judicbl interpretation that has been so univer-
sally accepted that to upset it today would not only undermine the
stability of judicial interpretation of the Constitution, but seriously
affect the actual operation of the Govermunent and the phllosophy
of that Government.

The CA^RHMAN. Are you going into the question of what the
;overnor said to the State legislature?
Mr. HpSahiw. We have a complete record of that on page 289 of

the brief. Senator Borah recently advised the solicitor general of
the State of New York that if, during the course of the discussions
in the Senate, there had been any disagreement in tha Senate with the
views which he expressed, lie would have pressed his resolution for
adoption. is recollection is that the Senate was so unanimous that
there seemed to be no further point to it.
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The CuATRMAN. Which was after the Senate had acted in submitting
it to the States.

Mr. EPSTEIN. aint is true.
Governor [ughes expressed his fears in 1910 to the New York

lp'slaturo that the words "from whatever source derived" would
include, not only income from personal property of individuals and
corporations, btit Also income derived from State and municipal
securities.

That was a bombshell, which immediately created the cause of the
debate, and Senator Borah stated that:

This amendment, if adopted, will add nothing to the irouer of the National
Government to lay and collect taxes in the way of power.

And so forth. Not only did Senator Borah take that attitude,
but Senator Brown introduced the amendment, and Senator Brown
was the one asked to have laid before the Senate Senate Resolution
No. 17,5, which was introduced on the question o( the interpretation.
This resolution reads:

&#(olrd, That the Conuoittee on the Judiciary be, and is hr hy directed to
report to the Senate as eariy as may be practical, whether in the opinion of the
Committee the proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United States as
submitted to the Stales for ratification at the special session would, if adopted
authorize Congres to lay a tax upon Incomes derived from State bonds anl
other miinicipal securities, or would authorize Congress to tax the instrumnentali-
ties or means and prolertics of the States, or the salaries of State officers.

That was offered in the Senate by Senator Brown, who introduced
the amendment.

Mr. Toni,,. It was Senator Borab who introduced the resolution.
Mr. ErSrIN. My attention is called to tie fact that it was Senator

Borah, but Senator Brown did say:
The prop)o-Ed amendment has a single purse, and that Is to confer on

Congress the undoubted power to tax incomes dirt-ctly without rgard to
apportionment,

Now, Senator Root left no doubt as to his views on the matter, and
made answer on the floor of the Sonate to the fears of Governor 1hghes
and also, in a letter to the New York Legislature, disagreed with the
Governor.

It is of particular significance that Governor Hughes, himself, not
only on tho bench but, in 1925, as a private practitioner, wrote
opinions in which he expressed clearly the view that suich income from
State and municipal securities were not taxable under the income-tax
law.

The New York World, in its editorial coluns, referring to the
statement of Senator Root, said:

Mr. Root proves that the amendment does not open a way for the taxation of
State ,reurities. lie shows that the words "from whatever source derived"
are solely designed to meet the situation raised in the decision of Tt,95, which
distinguishc< between Ircome from personal property and income derived from
business or occupation.

We. have quoted at considerable length the statements of Mfr. Root
in the brief, and it is clearly indicative that there was. no doubt
whatsoever.

Now we come to the question of the ratification.
The Department of Justice states that there were 52 messages of

governors, and, in fact, there were 53 messages that we have suc-
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cceded in finding, and of these 53 messages, 39 make no reference to
Governor Hughes whatsoever, inferentially or otherwise, and 13
messages do refer to Governor [ughes' fears, but, of those, only
3 axrcet that those were fears which might truly be maintained,
whereas 7 disagreed, and 2 stated both sz'dos of the question without
any reconitendation on either view.

however, the view of Governor lhughes is played fortissitno, and
the othtelr, piluissiino.

'File interpretation by legal scholars has been uniform on the
question of taxation of tato and municipal bonds and their interest
under tho sixteenth amendment.

Professor Thomai Reed P'owell, formerly of Columibia University,
but now with Hlarvartl, saiid that the phrase, "from whatever source
derived." added nothing to the force of tio, amendment, but merely
removed the requirement, of apportionment which, of course, was
made unnecessary.

&ntmtor leltogq,, in 1918, inado a similar statement:
1'1,e Zixt, (Alt l acllevinitict d4xs not confer any power to tax any article N hlch

Congre.- coQuld toit Iefore Iroperly tax, bilt it Limply reniovtd the rule of apllr.
tonitie .t among lie Stat(4, according to census.

All other branches of the National Government hvve given uni-
formly that interpretation to it, even the Treasury I)epartmnent in
1937. On June 10, 1937, Under Secretary Magill wrote to Senator
lonergaiin, in whidi lie states:

Tlifuarinui'ately it scemns perfectly clear unier th0 tceiiorps of the Cuurt that
the & sir,', r, .- ilt cannot Ih atmained in the cAwe of State and inkinlcipal ksues by
any aclin Ohet, of the submison and ratifieation by the States of a constitu-Vior, pl amendmnt.

In 192-1, when the question of amending the Constitution to permit
tle taxation of State and municipal securities was before Congress,
Congresnman Green, of the Hou e Ways and Means Committee
reported that the Congress was of the opitnion that the change requireA
a constitutional amendment. Hre said:

The reajority of the conaittec are convinced that a tax cannot be levied on
the income dcrived from State and municipal securitie-s or securities fk uc by any
political s'liki a-ion of the State without provision being made therefor by a
Mntitlitiona amendment, or, in other words, that under the decision of the

Supreine Court suli a tax is now inhibited by the Constitution. Judicial inter-
pretatioz. Lai Ia-t iiform ufon the question.

Professor Magill thus summarizes it:
The C' ,urt l-ax many times Indicated, however, that In its opinion the sixteenth

aincrnd,-rit did not extend the taxing power to new subjects; but simply put at
rest the ,',? tenli.n tit an income tax, Ling a direct tax on property, must be
Apporl.aaiut.

The first case. that came up aftei the sixteenth amendnient was the
case of Brushaber v. Union Pacific Railroad, and in that case the Court
made it perfectly' clear that the power to tax the income from municipal
alid State securitcs was not conferred.

The ease of Peck v. Lowe, in 1918, followed, and the Court said:
At p, intd (-lit in recent derixions, it (the sixteenth anendinent) does not , xtend

the taxing puwer to mew or excepted subjects, but merly r, moxcs all occasion,
which othcra-ie might exist, for an apl-orlioninent among the States of taxes
laid ol incomes, whether It be derived from one source or another.
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In Mettalf v. Mitchdl, Mr. Justice Stone writing the unanimous

opinion, the Court said:
The siWtenth aniendmeit did not extend the taxing power to any rew clam of

subjects.
In tle case of Il'illcutls v. Bunn, the Chief Justice made it perfectly

clear, lie stated:
In the case of the obligations of the State or of its political subdivisions, the

aibject bhel to b. exmipt from Federal taxation is the principal and interst of
the obligation.

In everv one of the decisions that have come up that have involved
the qu estion directly or indirectly, the same conclusion has been drawn
by the Supreme Court, by every one of the Justices, and the only
single question as to the constitutional interpretation of the sixteenth
aineiidnient in the personnel of the Court is singly and alone the con-
cuning opinion of 'Mr. Justice Black, at present a Justice sitting on
'lie Court, and formerly a Senator, and there is not a single other
.lnsti,.e sitting on the Court that has expresed himself otherwise.
We have no expression from the recent y appointed Justice, Mr.
Justice Frankfurter.

The Iluushes fears have now been construed as the program of the
Trasury department. in order to obtain, through legislatioi only,
an attempt to reach the income from State and municipal securities.

We submit, that the test, that must necessarily prevail regarding
the contesting of statutory or constitutional provisions, is that you
must go to tle source, antid, if from that source you can End in un-
equivocal language what was the intent and the purpose, and, fol-
lowing that, what course the courts have unifornly adopted, it is
destructive of the cardinal rule of interpretation, and destructive of
aiythiig that goes to the fundamental rule of jurisprudence to at-
tem plt to throw that over.

Here is an attempt to inject into the question an entirely new field
for economic rasans.

One might argue that the Pollock caste was wrongly decided, and,
having been wrongly decided, the sixteenth amendment was un-
neces.ary.

That 'being so, the question always is, whether or not a statute,
enabling the United States to tax securities or the income from
securities or the revenue of the States or municipalities, is valid
without the pollockk case and without the sixteenth amendment.

in 1923, the committee report of the louse Ways and Means Com-
mittee indicated that a majority of that committee felt that it could
not be doe without a constitutional amendment.

Now, the reason for that would seem to be perfectly clear. The
courts have never once, in all of their history, wavered from the fun-
dainental proposition that this Federal Government consists of a bal-
ancing, not only of the three departments in the National Govern-
ment itself, but a delicate balancinjg of State and Federal powers, and
that that balance must be maintained if the constitutional system of
government that %e have is to be preserved.

In at least 34 cases the Supreme Court lies never once wavered from
the principle that the rule of immunity is a reciprocal rule.

Tie Department of Justice would have us believe that, after 70 years
of continuous construction, the courts might wake up and discover that
they had been applying the wrong rule of law.
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The Department of Justice indicates that Collector v. Day was the
first case in which this principle was before the Supreme Court.

A careful search shows that, while we can understand, having
accepted, the principle of reciprocal inimunitv, no one would ever raise
the question i the United States Supreme Court. We do find, how-
ever, many State cases in which the question was raised, and we have
enumerated them in our brief. From 1864 to 1870, State immunity
was unanimously upheld by the higher courts of Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Connecticut, Georia, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Missis-
sippi, North Carolina, and Wisconsin, and no one of these cases was
ever taken to the United States Supreme Court.

Now, where do we get the initial basis of this so-called reciprocal
doctrine, as wIl as the origin of the so-called doctrine of national
supremacy? It is derived-at least, most of the legal scholars think
it is derived--from McCulloch v. Maryland, but it is distinctly im-
portant to remember that the emphasis that the )epartment of
Justice places upon the national supremacy through .MlcCullo& v.
Maryland is not the emphasis that applies today.

When McCulloch v. Maryland was decided, you had 13 States
riding rampant in their pristine position of power,'and they sought to
establish not a National Goverinent in \Vashittton, but only a
Federal system in the National Government undar granted powers
they can operate under, and Chief Justice Marshall himself in ihat
decision gave evidence of reciprocal features.

le said-
We bAre a principle which iE Wf for the States and Is safe for the Union.

We aro relieved, a- we ought to be, from cashing soverignty; from interfering
powers; from the repuisnaley between a right in one government to pull down
what there Is an seknoledged right In another to hfuild up; from the Incompati-
bility of a right in one government to destroy what thert N. a right In another to
preserve.

We respectfully submit to this committee that the peak of the
building up of the Federal sy3teni, what the Federal Government
should do in the advance of our frontiers, as 1 have indicated, was
reached with the Civil War, and since the Civil War there has been a
development in the Ivourse of time, a development of the national
power, and the issue before the Congress of the United States today
is whether the States shall be preserved in their entirety, anti w:e
consider that is perhaps the most vital isue of political significance
that hcs arisen since the Civil War.

Coming now to a group of cases which are sig nificint in this dis-
custion, we have the case of South Carolina v. United Starts, where
the United States Supreme Court authorized and held valid the
taxation of the liquor business when engaged in by a State, and in
that decision the Court said:

To preserve the even balance between the two governments and hold each in
its separate sphere in the peculiar duty of all courts, preeminently of this, a duty
oftentimes of great deikalcy aed difficulty.

Mr. Justice Stone reasserted the doctrine in Metcalf v. Mitchell,
in which he said:

The familiar aphorism IA "that as the means and instrumentalities employed
by the Federal Government to carry lute operation the powers granted to it are
exempt from taxation by the States, so are those of the States exempt from tax-
ation by the Federal Government."
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All other communications that give expression to these views are

dismissed by the Government in its brief as being dicta, and yet
they have not been able to marshall even one dictum contrary to
all of the decisions of the court.

Senator MILLER. May I interrupt you there?
You mentioned some State cases. 1do not remember the Arkansas

decision, but I want to inquire as to how the questions arose in those
State cases.

Mr. EPSTEIN. Typical of these is the case in the Indiana court of
Wl'arren v. fall. Tat says:

We start then with the constitutional fact that State governments are to exist
concurrently with the United States Government possessed of Independent powers
beyond the control of the United States Government, that they and their people
possess all powers not granted to the United States. The argument applies with
full force to the exemption of State governments from Federal legilatlveInter-
ference.

Cooley announced the reciprocal nature of the immunity rule. lie
said:

If the State cannot tax the nieans hv which the National Gove.-nment W.rforms
its functions, neither, on the other hanzd, and for the same reason, can the latter
tax the agencies of the State governments.

Senator MILLER. But this is the question that bothers me, just
how the question could arise in a State court on the authority or
power of the Federal Government to levy a tax on the income of
State securities; I just do not see how that question could get into
a State court.

Mr. EPsi tl.. There might have been a State license and the Fed-
eral excise tax, and it was an attempt by the Federal officer to collect
in the State court the excise tax of the'Federal Government.

Senator M4ILLER. Is there reference to those in your brief?
Mr. EPsT:IX. Each one is cited in the brief on pages 57 and 58.
Senator MILLER. Go ahead. I did not mean to interrupt you.
Mr. EPsTFiN. Now, the whole discussion of this particular session

has been given imipetus by the Supreme Court in its decision in
ldrcring v. GfrCiardi. If I may be permitted, I wish to review that
to emphasize it.

Gerhardt was an employee, not on fees, as mentioned in the debate
in the louse but a full-salaried employee of the Port of New York
Authority. his income was taxed by the United States, and the
Supreme' Court hehl it was taxable under the present income tax
law.

While in practically every case theretofore, the basis of tie taxa-
tion of the salaries of'individuals, or the exemptions, had been treated
in more or less this fashion.

We look to the functions that are being performed. If the func-
tions are governmental, then the immunity follows to those who
perform those functions.

For example, in Rogers v. Gracm, Rogers was the general counsel
of the Panama Railroad Co., a New York corporation, owning prop-
erty in New York State, and operating wharves and offices in New
York State, Rogers living in Now York State and working there.

The railroad operated steamship lines, ferries tourist hotels, and
carrying freight generally. The United States Supreme Court, held
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that his salary could not be taxed, as the Panama Railroad, although
a New York corporation, its stock being owned entirely by the United
States, it having been acquired as a part of the Panama Canal, was
an integral part of the Canal, and its operation an arm of the national
defense, an d, therefore, all of these other operations must be regarded
as incidental, and since the function performed by the Panama Rail-
road is a part of the functions of the national Oovernment, the others
were incidental and the individual officers were immune from taxation.

in the Brush ca.ie, Brush v. The Compndssioner there was a chief
engineer of the New York City water supply that was sought to
be taxed, and it was held in that case that his ialary was not taxable,
a salary paid directly by the city of New York aid the Court said
this was a function essential for the health and preservation of the
people of that city.

The CHAIRMAN. Which was an adoption of the former views of the
Court.

Mr. EPSTEIN. Not necessarily. The question of water supply as
an operation by a municipality had been previously decided by the
Supreme Court. The obligations of the municipality, the Court had
sustained in tort obligations, and the Supreme Court, in the Brush
ose, made clear that distinction. Two of the judges dissented.

Senator MILLER. The Brush case merely held for the first time that
the function of the water department was governmental?

Mr. EPSTEIN. ly point is not that, but the functions being defin-
itely those of the performance of the governmental function.

Senator MILLER. Then followed that question as to whether the
functions of a water company were governmental?

Mr. EPSTEIN. That is true.
But when you come to the Port Authority case, the United States

Government and the port authority counsel and the State of New
York, in their briefs and in their arguments before the lower courts
and in their arguments before the Supreme Court, deal solely with
the function itself, and counsel for the Government admitted before
the Court, as the brief shows, that if the functions were regarded as
governmental it would follow that the exemption of Gerhardt's
salary would be sustained.

The opinion completely abandoned the use of the functional test,
and it takes two tests with regard to the United States, and it says:

1. Is the act of Congress an act which Congress has the power to
enact?

2. Since Congress has the power to enact the statute if it did have,
did the Congress intend to grant an exemption as to the States?

Is the function being performed by the individual one which is
necessary to the preservation of the State as a State?

Is the burden so speculative and indirect that it does not affect the
function itself, leaving open entirely the question of the taxation of
those who perform directly governmental functions, such as the
governor or the legislators or others, leaving completely aside the
direct statements and leaving no doubt as to the point of view of the
court that the rule of the Poltork pwte, and the rule as to the immunity
of the States and the municipalities from taxation of their securities
remains substantially as it. did before.
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Mr. Justice Stone, for example, said:
Just what Instrunientalitiea of either a State or the Federal Governisent are

exempt from taxation by the other cannot be stated in terns of universal appliea.
tlion. But It has repeatedly held that those agencies through which either gov-
ernment immediately exercls its sovereign powers are immune from the taxing
power of the oth(r.

,Now, Mr. Justice Stone-and someone has said that soinetinies in
the decisions of the Supreme Court or of other courts, there is much
more dynamite in them than in the body of the decision, in which the
statement is made that the people are represented in Congress, and,
therefore, they can protect themselves against the action of Congress,
omitting entirely Marshall's warning tl at you must preserve that
balance between local and national governments, and omitting also a
discussion of the essential factors preserving an equal status of the
National Government with the State governments.

We submit to the committee that as to the National Government
and as to the Congress, one Congress cannot bind another, and the
power to legislate on matters which pertain to the fundamentals of
State immunity was never intended, and that there is a danger to
which the State cannot undertake to surrender.

The representatives of one State have no veto power in Congress
and the danger of group blocs forming, of one section of the country
against another and the minorities have no protection whatever.

The Federal Government acts by a majority of the Congres, and
not by unanimous vote, and the majority of the States would have it
in their power, unless the Supreme Court could, by interpretation of
the Constitution, prevent, victimize the minority, and we submit that
the victimization of the minority is not sound constitutional law.

I have reviewed the opinions of the Supreme Court in which they
have uniformly held that the interest on these bonds is immune from,
taxation.

I would like to call attention to the fact that, the States are not taking
a position on the question of the taxation of salaries. We wish to
make it clear that there is involved in that a constitutional issue which
may possibly be necessary to become a part of this discu&sion.

In regard to the retroactive feature, there is no reason to discuss
that.

The CIIAIRUAz. Do you think there is some difference between the
right of Congress to impose a tax on the salaries--on the salary of the
Governor of New York-and the right of Congress to impose a tax
on the income from securities?

Mr. EP8TSIN. Let me give you my analysis on that, Senator, if you
please.

The taxation of salaries may not impede the actual operation of
the Government, and, as has been pointed out by Mr. Justice Stone
it does not follow that the taxation of the salary of an official would
mean the nonperformance of his services, and it does not mean that
the State would lose revenues, or that you would have to increase his
salary.

The taxation of interest on bonds takes an entirely different turn,
and has an effect on the borrowing power of the State. So, you have
there a basis for distinction.
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But, ove, in the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Roberts in (lie
Brush case, and the resoning,which appears now to be the opinion of
the majority, in the Gerhardt ca-se, would indicate, as the Justice states,
an analogue in private industry in that, in that, type of industry being
performed, by individuals that takes them within the scope of the
Federal income tax, and the question of where you have no analogue,
but where you have the officer perforzinig a direct function of govern-
ment.

Then you come to the principle of Dobbins v. Commissioner, and
Collector v.Day. In the D.obbins case you had the captain of a revenue
cutter, and it was held that the county could not tax his salary, for
he was an agent performing the functions of the Government.

In Oollector v. )ay, there is a converse case. There is no evidence
that the court, even now, would go behind Mr. Justice Roberts. where
he states that you find an analogue.

You have the basic constitutional question in the case of the gov-
ernor as to the performance of governmental functions, just as you
have in the occupation of a policeman or a general of the Army who, is
going forth to war.

N e therefore MV, and I would like to draw my remarks to a con-
clusion because I have gone beyond my time, that w1 have two basic
principles of jurisprudence here involved:

1. That there be some reasonable predictability of the law itself,
whether it be essential to orderly society. The Department of Justice
and the Treasury desire to overthrow,'by doubtful statutes, decisions
of uniform effect, giving the exact meaning of constitutional provi-
sions and of legislative provisions, which the court has said is the
basis on which an orderly society should rest, in applying the consti-
tutional provisions, and I miglit add, by injecting liere in this recent
dispute as to the meaning of the words "advice and consent of the
Senate,"--

The CHAIRMAN. You are getting on dangerous territory, there, now.
Mr. EPSTEIN. I am merely using it as a parallel. Where you have

the word "advice" used witi the word "recommend," and where you
have "advice and consent" meaning "recommendation and consent,"
and you have, from George Washington's time down, an uninterrupted
practice and application, it may be, very well, an important reason
for applying that particular rnethod of construction to what hs
been an accepted meaning of the practice of a constitutionalprovision.

We have a governmental system in which it is absolutely important
that the States and the National Government, retain their proper
respect for each other. They are both operating under a constitu-
tion, and they should both operate under a constitution without dis-
torting it, not only front its original meaning but from its meaning
today, if we are to preserve our form of government.

It is said, when the constitutional delegates were meeing at Phila-
delphia, the people threw dirt on the cobblestones around the hall
so that they might be understood in their debates, and they came
out of there with the Constitution under which we have lived and
which has been interpreted uniformly by the Court on the particular
issues we have here.

I am reminded of the story of the Russian peasant and his son
going to market, trudging along a dusty road.

The father saw lying in the road an old hors"shoo and wanted to
pick it up, and asked his son to do it, and his son, having a load on
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irs back, did not want to bend down. But the father bent down
and picked up the horseshoe and stuck it in his girdle.

About 3 miles farther on, he came to a farmer that had a horse,
and lhe traded his' horseshoe for a bag of cherries, and he hobbled on,
and as lie went along munching thle cherries he would drop one, and
his son would bend down and pick it up and brush it off and eat it.

That happ-ted two or three times, until they were exhnusted and
tin the fathr turned to his son and said, "Son, you would not bend
down once to get a whole bag of cherries." An\d the son said, "It
takes a wise tmtan to see in a horseshoe a fresh bag of cherries."

We believe that there are those left who still have occasion to read
Genesis, and some still believe in it. I still believe in the value of
preserving the Constitution and the constitutional principles and
preserve it froin radical changes which may be inconsistent with our
orderly live, az 1i, as 1 said, tile preservation of the integrity of the
State is fundamental in our constitutional system.
I have just one word that I would like to add(, because, as I under-

stand, Senator Miller yesterday raised sonic question with regard to
tile dIue-process clause on outstanding State and municipal bonds.
1 cannot quite see how that question can arise, because there is no
contract in which tie Federal Government is wound when the con-
tract involved is the third contract with its bondholders, the State's
contract with its bondholders.

The fourteenth amendment has no application, and the fifth
amendment in no way binds the Federal Government to a contract
lIetweer, tile State and its hondhohlers to pay the bondholders a
certain amount of money.

So I cannot see where there is any protection in the fifth amend-
ment on outstanding bond issues, it the power is given to tax future
issues. I)o you follow my reasoning?

SenatorM ILIER. Yes.
Mr. EPSTIN. I meant merely to mention that because the question

was raised.
The State can in no way make a contract which can affect the

Federal Government by including back taxes.
Senator MILL.ER. I understand. That is nece&sarily tre as to

future issues.
Mr. FPsTF.ix. That is protection against the presently outstanding

iSues, for it is only a contract between the State and the individual.
Senator ,Mti,O'n. I believe there is something in what you say;

but I also believe there is something back in my mind about taxing
outstanding issues.

Mr. EPSTEIN. Naturally, I would like to persuade you; but I would
like for you to give careful consideration to what I said.

May I say that we are extremely grateful for the opportunity that
you have given us to present our case here.

Other attorneys general will offer their individual views on several
aspects of the question.

1 have covered it rather hastily, but I tried to give a full presenta-
tion of the matter.

The CHAIRMAN. We have listened with a great deal of interest to
your presentation, and we thank you, Mr. Epstein.

We will now hear from Mr. Raymond J. Kelly, corporation counsel
of the city of Detroit.
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STATEMENT OF HON. RAYMOND J. KELLY, CORPORATION COUN.
SEL, CITY OF DETROIT, AS CHAIRMAN OF THE SPECIAL INSTI-
TUTE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION IMMUNITIES FOR THE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MUNICIPAL LAW OFFICERS

Mr. Kr.vY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee: I am
appca'ring before this committee as corporation counsel of the city of
Jietrkit, tind as chairman of the special committee on tax immunities
of the National Institute of Municipal Law Officers.

The Niational Institute of Municipal Law Officers is an organization
of all city atton.e s, representing cities over 30,000 in population and
quite a number of attorneys representing cities having a smaller pop-
ulation. The organizatioA is supported entirely by the public funds
of cities. Barnet Ilodes, corporation counsel of the city of Chicago
and president of the National Institute of 'Municipal Law Oflicers,
has appointed the following city attorneys to serve with me on this
special committee: Ilarry Scale, city attorney of Mobile, Ala.; Josepy
Sharfsin, city solicitor of Philadelphia, Pa.; Austin Miller, city at-
torney of Jacksonville, Fla who is represented here today by Gov.
llutchinson city solicitor of Jacksonville, Fla.; Ray Chesebro, city
attorney of Los Angeles, Calif.; A. C. Van Soelen, corporation
counsel of Seattle, Wash.; Charles V. Lynch, city counsel of I aterson,
N. J.; Fisher Ilarris, city attorney of Salt LAke City Utah; Julian
W. Bernard, city solicitor of Norristown, Pi., and Cihares Z. hleskett,
of Cumberland, Md.

Our affiliated organization, the United States Conference of Mayors,
has offerl-d to this committee resolutions adopted by city councils
throughout the country on this taxation immunities question.

We concur in the legal brief that has just been presented, and I am
not going to cover any of the testimony that has been so ably pre-
sented by Mr. Epstein, and some points that will be brought out by
other witnesses.

Tite legal brief just presented by Solicitor General Epstein was also
presented on behalf of my special institute committee and the city
attorneys we represent.

After the President's message of last April 25, 1938, the institute
received some telegrams and statements from city attorneys stating
theIr views on the President's proposal. I ask that these statements
be incorporated in the record at this point as part of my testimony.
I do also tender for the record the answers of city attorneys to a ques-
tionnaire which was sent out, under directions or a resolution adopted
at the last national convention of city attorneys which was held in
Washington, D. C., December 5, 1938, through December 7, 1938, to
allow them to express their views on this important matter. I ask
that these answers be i|,'orporated in this record as part of my tes-
timony at this point.
I ask leave to have these statements presented In the record.
The CIRAmMAN. They will be received.
Mr. KELLY. I also want to tender the answers to the questionnaires.
The CHAIRMAN. They also will be received.
(The statements referred to by Mr. Kelly are as follows:)

The following are eixsmplc or replies reoelve by the National Institute of
Municipal Law Officers In April 1938 when an announcemnent was sent out to
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11unIclpalitiea that the Prcsid(-jit vas proposing tjksation of lcomne from municipal
bolnds and s.laries.

lFrom William Ii. Emersun, corporation counsel, HocheLter, N. Y.1

Your letter of April 16th In reference to congressional action on taxing of
municipal bonds received. The city of Rlochester is, of course, very much opposed
to an)y s-ch legislation and hopa, you %It] do anything in your pouer to present it.
If n cessary, or if )ou recommend it, probably someone from this office would
attend a coigresional hearing.

[From Walter L. Dickey, city solicitor, Portsmouth, Ohio)

I am in receipt of your letter rMlative to proposal of the President to secure the
pakzssge by Congress of a law taxing the Income of State and municipal bonds.

I ain wiring my Congressman, James 0. Polk, to oppose the bill and to further
contact you in the matter. A copy of the wire Is enclose .

This senis to be a pieans or method of taxing Individuals indirectly in order
that they may ,not fel the sting of taxation. A tax on municipal or State bonds
would be reflected in the interest rate of such bonds and would annually add to
our debt charge, and bonds Inside would increase our debt charge and further
limit oiur levy for operating expenses which is now too tow for satisfactory
operation.

I believe the measure should be opposed, and any assistance that we can render
further than a request to our Congressman to oppose the bill will be given by the
city of Portsmouth.

[From lHugh 8. Gamble, city attorney, Sioux Falls, S. Dak. telegramm)]

Sioux Falls and I feel confident the entire State are unalterably opposed to any
laws enacted by Congress taxing the income on municipal bonds and obligations.
This tax would raise interest rates to a point where their sae would be almost
prohibitive ad in many instances bankrupt several of the smaller towns and
cities.

(From 1i. W. Snodgrass, acting city solicitor, City Hall, Springfield, Ohio
(telegram))

Proposed taxation of bonds will be detrimental to our contemplated $135,000
issue of Works Progress Administration street improvement bonds. UVnalterably
oppsed to pasAfe cf any such legislation which will prevent cities from carrying
on work under INorks Progress Administration and other city financing.

IIfrom Harry Knudsen, superintendent, department of accounts and finances,
Omaha, Nebr. (telegram))

'Yhts department protesting strongly pausge of new law placing municipal bonds
on par with taxable com nercial bonds. Eliminating tax exemption for municipal
bonds will add new burdeu for additional interest and practically stop mninicipsl
improvement activities and in many cases will bankrupt cities where improvements
aTe solely financed by bonds. We urge you to use your Influence and voice protest
against such reasonable bfli.

[From Perry D. W\'ells, attorney and counsellor, Elgin, 111.1
The proposal to tax Income of State and municipal bonds and obligations will

be the "last straw" so far as municipal financing ta concerned.
In Illinois local municipal governments hate had their tax Income decreased

through the device of reducing asessed 'alistion of taxable properties. In addi-
tion, by means of bond financing the local governments have cooperated with the
Federal Government In financing improv'cment projects. While many of these
projects are of undoubted value, economic administration under normal circum-
stances would have postponed such construction until more favorable times.

The issuing of bonds to supp!enrent Federal funds In these improvements has
increased the bonded indebtedness of local admirdstrationa almost to the danger
po;nt. The taxing of the income from any further bond Issues will seriouly injure
If not destroy the market for munIcipal bonds.

If this proposal Is enacted into law, the cities wiU no longer be able to Join with
the Federal government In public works through the private sles, of their pecuri-
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ties. The burden will either fell entirelyI upon the Federal Governmnent for f-uch
fin..cing or else public iiniprovcnients b local Vovernilteits ' will cese.,

[Fro'4 I'ia
,

? F. Pransa, cf t coromnproller, lighlandI Park, 31A.I

Replying to your letter of April 16, 1038, A'llrv.-d to Mr. Earl I. Youg,
(ltRlttonty, r0g1rdiin & law Xt ing the incolie of State and municipal ls)iilol
afnd) oliligatlon. ,r. ig &tked ni to) anser.

The city of Highland Park hx, In estnintt. in its fiiildt:
Sinking fund ....................... -- ...... .. ,SI 403, 000. 51
Fire and police pension ............... ............ ..... . 318, 12.5. 95)
W a terr und ................ .. ........ 110,000.00
Fire Inunurance --------............. 18,0 00. 00
in o'AhIcb are bonds of other niudeipalitie., couilir-, slilul di-tricts, etc.

(Fros C. 1'. Jonis, orfy llorney, Dijrn, N. C]

For your itiforaintion I sonie three Ago , rotc ktIcr. to the two Senators fnms
North ('arolina&, and reqiu"totd tht the-y ii-e their vwte and iniluenoe against thit
rneasiire.

('rom Frank I'. Csesnssegs, oIry so7or, II'7df<enplI,, I'a.j

In reoipontoe to )-our letter. I Nitred ottr (origrvs,-stsi, lion. Itohert F. Itikh, awl
c-sch of our Ulnltedt State4 kenatorv, lon. Jo-eph F. hiffy ait ioni. Jaines J.
Davla, the foliowiing telegramn: "'le city of Willialin-porrl Ia, oppose pa." e
of the pending bill taxiig ieo ne on iililltIi;s ai oligtioi anid lrge
)O11 to vote against its .age."

(From Joseph SA-irfsi 't, eity oidtor, ii pfe, l's.j

This will acilnowlkdge recipt of %ours of April 16, 19,0, inonolig tic of a

iron 3s ! A. ctioih to eor edcral lg llti in ta iig litko lm of State Al niuilit.ll.'.d &nd ohltgstioio*.
I &nt, of cour e, )ery niich oppo-el to aiiy sii propot-al. If s-ieh legi.latnn

%ere ensetecd arndi hheld t titolttnal it would iiniox.ic a trvinesidous hanidicaja oi
the iunteipalitic.s and wouldd not only Kriously Inttrfere Aitlh the market for
future LVsues of inuilcipal bund., lint hi the ca-c of latt i.t.tues, i Ahich the nii-
ilimlity agreed to 4-ar the tax pa)rnet., It would inl .oe a burden on the

municipably which was not anticipated at the Itine of italie.

IFroi Alfred4l Clum, director of la%, Clvelaiud, OhluJ

Ans'acring your letter of April 16, 1938, relalih e to taxeA iniposed by the Federal
G oN enineit on State and liunlill bond., I have to alv that I have no href biut
Iny a.si'tant lis liurriedly collected the folho%%ing cilatlow- denying the right to
lnipo-, such tax on State and mtun!kipal bontidt: 26 1. C 1. 81, 85.

Municipal i:u4id.-: 121 U. H. 139.
Obligations of State: 26 A. !L. R. 513 (Ncb.) &td note- Cf. 269 U. S. 314; 277

U. S. 508; 279 U.S. 620; 282 V. 8. 216; 283 11. 8. 279; 283 Ii. .. 570; 283 U. 8. 2.",
282 t. S. 379.

IFrwn Fred E. Steele, city attorney, LI Cit--e, W .1

The coimmittees of the council have i1iteuctod JMe aM ciiy attorney to st t that
the conioron council of the city of la Cro-se 1. not oppjofd to the taxation of
Federal bond.i but on the contrary recnnends that the Federal Covenitnent
repeal the tax exemnption of all Federal bonds.

[Fron. Harry F. Weinberg, city attorney.. Duluth, Mlnn I
In rcply to your letter dated April 16, 1938, calling attention to the fact that

the PresIdcit of the United Statea Is likely to ak Congre.s for an act Im"ing a
tax on ltate and munielpa! bond,, I beg leave to enclo.e hecre- ith a certified copy
of a r solution that the city council of this city approved on December 30, 1937.

Am you will note from this rolutionl, the city -council ha.. already gone on record
by filing Its protest with the Mihincsota Senators and Congriessmnen against the
ypW of kgiolAtion to xhlch you have called attention. (The resolution mentioned

waa tendered for this reord by our affiliated organtization, the United Statet Con-
fereuie of Mayors, as part of M',ayor La G ua ia's te-liniony.)
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A BALLOT WAS Srr OuT To Ctry AnoRNaIv (oNAIsNO THE FOL~oWIN't
Viva qtvsruoss;

I. Are you In favor of reiliiat of all tat iliiliiliiiiiies oil uiinicllal bonds?
2. Are vou ila favor of remikoval of tai iinini itic of almrks of uiinciial

:.A0yok iii fm~or of lgi.4s.tion Allouig reciproc'al tatimli of hikomie from
1iiI1;ntcil)X&I Iolids?

i. Are you it, favor of legiSlMiloi ailo%%iig reciprocal tavatiowi of itn imil.
State anid Fedteral Salaries?

. Is rciprocal legislation practical? (Pieace attach a ineirtradUliu of ity
practical riasonsil ty ruch legislation m-oul,! work art i,iic hardship on your
citv---wo have rather Complete legal authorities.)

Attached hereto are tho ansiscra of city attorno)s formurnl to the Nalonal
Institute of NiMulipal JAw Officers It reply to the ipiostiohT.

TAIUL TION Or AisxS-ES ON" TAXATION IMMU. tIT IIALLOT SENT )ri Hi

NATIONAL ITTUI OF Mt.ildI'Atl.tw O u0sr.

The (olloving city attorney (excliling 0) mriiercml all tile f ve ions "N",,":

lilaoll E. Jam
Herbert S. lie:
Chri tian M.
Aubrev N. Irw
John Si'. MW'
Charles Z. lie$
Fisher larris.
HAN . ('e0set
Walter Ellis .
Walter J. Mat
AlMred Aiderao
A. L,. Love. .
Ralph Ohmn .
lharold J. Ecki

A. C. Vant &'
Mlaleohlu l1id.
Ralph II. Ea n
llfar I-Scale...
hlarold F. Thu

W. F. l)ickey.
Jehn 11. Goody
John T. ]larbrl
Frei. A. (iarkj
11. P. K1ulecri..
W. J. Carey...
Ilichard I. 0'
Win. A. Minih
Jances F. X. 0
Joseph 8harfhu
George E. liar
CharleS F. l.yn
Austin Miller..
Julian W. Ji-
William It. Cot
Ralph Rou'&0-.
W. J. Wynn...
J. lIsrey Roti
Ed. J. McKitl
Procto'r It. Pcri
Alton II. Sklnt
I)onald T. lill
B. U. Brower..
Raymond J. K
James (. Io110

122254 .'M -pp

INurtdrs In,,lwAe e'jfsr61 al1ks i I 1,)- hZ I uL %I
i1 .......-............ Mdii, WI. .

Sit-e ---------........... I ati,, O ho,
)u F ...................... ('alit.
In -------- l (............ (lendale, ('alif.

omnnloug---- .-------------- lit Paul lin.
k-ctt .................. . .. C1i1beriand, Md.
......................... Salt Lake ('it)', (taI.
ro- -...-................. .os A:ii gclk, 'lit.
. ... ................ I . F st Orage \'i J.

On -................... -- Norfolk, Vs.
...-...................... Aistin, Tex.
----------------------------. Topeka, hanot.r0,11t ......... ............. Barberton, Ohio.
len - .... ---... ------. --. -. S , .t (lie, %N it-0i.---l---------------------lDIIs ron010

_------_----- ......... Nelrth, N. Y.
.Mobile, Ala.

ine- ...-..........--- . l)eriport lousa.
.---- ..................... - - Portsarnit, Ohio.

y -- ....................... - - M oritg' ier,) Ala.
ck .... ............. .. . e' blo, ('olo.
Ivy----------------------- [A Grange, Ill.

-..... .................. al(a, Tex....... .............. . !) -I!^, , Te 1.------------------1-alur, !ll.
Connell. 1...17-----. billboornington, Ill.
an ....................... - -- xigtou, Ky.
'Brien ................... eark, N . J
n --------------------- Philadelphia, Pa.
tahorn- ..--........ ... Cleveland Hleights, Ohio,
ch ..................... Paterson, N. J.
......................... J acksonville, Fla.
iard .................... lorolih of Norritown, P&.
dit ...................... White Plain-, N. V.
.......................... )anvillo, Ill.
ey, - -........- ............ Birmlri ham Ala.

Illard ..................... - a iact, ia.
ey, Jr ------------------ little Hock, Ark.
kIn4- - ------------------ Council Bluffe ioa.
cr-...... .................. Kan a Cit ka .
ts------------------------ Cdar Rxapfd,ioa
---------------------------- Jaek.on, Mii.

elly ......... ------------ )etroit, Mich.
rook --------------------- J Joliet, Ill.
.2- 22

(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(8)

(ill

(3)

(14)

(12)

(13)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(122

(23)

(21)

(24)

(25)
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TABULMtION Or Awsuas oN TAXAMToN lMMUNITIXI I.%LLoT SrV.\T OU-? at
NATIONAL INSTITVTF OF MVNI.IPAL I' +W Ors-rcas--('oriIicd

(20) (GnsFon Tapgart ....................... (ran, itapld;, Mich.lIO h , . R110h ......... ......... . .... C'ovingztoll, Ky.
(27) J. W atle Waring .......... .......... ('har-ton. S. :C.

James C. Tornicy . ................... 8 raeu,e, N. Y.Perry 1). W ells .. .......... ........ ... I'Agh,, 111.
(28) Phi11 , i. )fill ..................... ('hArle-ton, W . 'a.

Arlkni T. St. l.omih ...................... Fliiectady, N. Y.
lawrntce It. Orml, ton ................ Wtcrto-ain N. Y.
H. C. WI n . . ............. Irx. ro, N. C.F. r. v'an ,= c .......................... 6e.,, htoi,+el icma.

(29) C. V. lIMHter. . .................. Roanoke, VD.

ZXPLANATIONS VaOd THOSE WHO AN.SXRFO "NO" TO ALL FIVr QVELTION'S

() Christian M. Oil;a Fresno, Calif. The city of Frceno, Calif., is 1akig
reaoonablv good care of its financial problemn,. Anty AIditional Ioirilniti from
without the city would depriho it of the benefits K.tiirkA by local ontrol of
inuncipal income aid cat go. Method of 'dcral taxation oiltih be earmfully
and strictly eircumnscri ,l.

(2) Aubrey N. Irwin; Glendale. Calif : DM riot Ar;iwcr No. ,5, i. v., I4 r"iprocal
legkl-ation piatical?

(3) John W. McCorinesoug: St. Paul, Minn.: Mce:nrandtan attse' ed-it
appears to mo that taxation f talarics received from municilpAlitle, as ,sell aq
the taxation of Income derived (rout muri pal bonds, uould merelyy add to the
already stagering coat of such goverrinents. Certainly taxation of municipal
botids would make them lest attractive to the in'etor, and the co.t to local
governments would iminediately Increae.

As to the taxation of municlral salaries, usould Fr-v that in the malni the FaIsrlei
of the emplo-ce of the city of St. Paul are batted on the cost of living wage
ordinance. In other words, we estaollshie<t our P,%l.Yis sore veari ago on the
basis of tho then existing salaries, s rompa ri.d to the citt of'livin. arid they
fluctuate, depending u on'such cost of li Ing it th area. It c' rr only rea-olabe
that In the event sir eamplo'es mere reilired to pay am' Ine<inife ta6 on their
alartes, the city would undou"tedly LIe alkAd upon to lerose their bNme pay to

compentate for such tax.
1 is, of all times, seems to me to be a time when munieiplities, and especially

the larger cities In this country, roust be glxen a fal chxnee to contim thei
existence. We are struggling day by day to 1itnal8iml our relief cts, and notLig
Should be added to our coat of government which would etdmanger ith I)ropvr
care cf tho-e on relief.

(4) Charles Z. Hleskett; Cimberland, Md.: Re trrks.---'lIe taxation of 1itunicl-
pal bonds can do nothing but deecse their deirallility as inxesttnents and tip
public would simply have to pay higher interest rates equal to the amount of
money that wold be ralscd by the taxes. In principle the pro1wsal is like payifig
yourwf rent for a house you own and itve Ir.. I an% oppoma to this exteisloi,
of the taxing power, and also taxation of municipal salaries (riot ,"an'ce of the
small cost to m) but because it Is another long step in the complete fedcralization
of the Nation.

(6) Ray L. Che-ebro; La Angeles, Ca!if.: Copiea of enclosed resolutions of
parties Interested here were yesterday inalled to our Senalors arid Weprese natives,
and copy of our letter. (Attached were a copy of Mr. Chechro's kiter to I[ram
W. Johnson, Senator, and copies of Resolution of the League of California
Municipalities Oporg Fe'teral Policy on Income Taxation, Resolution Heist.
Ing to Federal Taxation, Lo. Angeles Fire and Police Protective League l1esolo.
lion, All City Employees' Assoclatlon of Los Angeles, California, lesoluition,
Resolution by Executive Committee of the Civil erslec Protective J.¢ague,
and a Resolution, No. 37, by los Angeles Water and Power Emp!oyees' AmUoeis.
lion of the Ciay of Los Angrles-these resolution were tendered for this record
by Mat'or La Guardla and Mr. Fernhoff as part of their testimony.)

(6) Walter J. Maittison; Milwaukee, Wi. (letter): I an, retiring my ballot
on the question of tax Immunities on municipal bonds and municipal salaries
and as you will see my answer to the questions as to whether these immunities
should a removed Is "no."
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II the firit i;lae, o: the ql .tlotl of aarics of inlUntljal rlIloce4 mo fini

that t.ere are but '1 Iitatt.s In tl Uioi cihre ilicole tales prt il Aid the
to-eallt IllS log of iroilrilt, tv'ri e effects e oily In thoce 211 ale.

Thii i athas iv
n

r our utieri ai.,iig that 11.U1icipal Eslarics are fixed with a
view of the fact that they are e l ,, fro oi-ltcual iicoie tast.. If this iliiulity
from tases is rernos ed, it %sI ill sihil y iian lat t1ie varIoai citi,,, isill toe coIIj.llCd
to adi tLe alviijnt of F0 5- 5 se1 to ;revailis:v ssiaries ill order to put the
municipal e Oi'les cia 1. Kalme ia -is a- pItsale (llioW'cS inl like work.As far &N imuitcial Imu.ti are o.,ert 1, t , the eit) of %%isaukec \iill have no
fihd( debt arter 1013. .-k this pril4itx toj, lit vitally coictar uks. ilomeer, the
fact that our ,iiiiilcipnl onn. are, esCrNint fruvn Yed cral l.t( las evAhledl tie. city
to Iborrow inoiey at an itt r, At rate that rvil,:cts the ainvi1it of l't rat iIcorne-
tax excan t Ion. I can Ree no paftictilir rta-on ty tit'c tax lImunities should
be abolishe4.

(No. 5 not atmswered or ballot.)
() Harold J. rCkroat(; ltarb.rtoi, Oilo: Excn.sive cost of collection, juris-

diclional colillictq arisig lrm Is-ture ,f iullie eiljlo)m(,t. Widesprkan t differ-
en¢ca of rates of pay due s;)!0y to local tax revenue, soldd cflect uum-qual OpXua-
tiol of afleh laws. (Time fort', goirg i lilamai tl i '"'No" to No. 3.)

(0) A. C. Van &xcn; S astle Wal-.: lilctn ,ru tillielpal fill ic utility, ac-
tivity particularly in ligmit vid postr field, ii this city is good, ist re.ultcd In
low tates. Taxationi of lIoud's Aouli retarit further dvselopterit by (ity.

(l0) Malcolm I.insisey; l),,nsr, ('O.: WI-I liot snscr No. 5.
I11) italph Ii. Egain; Nt-a burgh, X. Y.: Did Lot amLsIer No. 5.
(12) larry Scale; Mobile, AIa. tletttr): I have ju.,t received the ballot onl the

queston "of the favoring of tax inoitmity vsel not oil municipal scurities anKI
salalis of municipal employ e s. I ain vert much surprised to learn that any
kneniber of the institute %ould recoinimend tRe reinoval of iininmmities, esjnetially
at a tine %%hen. the central (, vcrninuemt i, extending its ioners so rapidly +ith
the ce'altin ultimate dtect of ilestroying States' rights and il,,iiVidual lib-ties.
"Goie rimltic from ft di taect Is tyia iny."

One of the slrest Nay's to .n110le tie centrall Govtrninerit to whip the States
antd thir political silidivious Into lilis 1iii the lcdtal llicy is to give the
Federal Goserlrient tie right to less' taxes on Slate seCtelitied,. B)" the ilmposi.
tlon of a t asy tax the l'idskral Goverrmtwztl can deprive a aimlncipality of its
ability to market its bolds at hl gllv((y wcptable bids anld thereby prevent puiilic
Irpros cinecrts rcfilancllig, etc.

The Federaf Govtihnerit at this time depends on constant change of policies
and theories in ords r to detract the public 11ni! from miajer iies, and it is per-
hapi for that r(aton that .ome of our city attortevs have lott sight of the grave
danigcrs isolved it the prox.:.al 1(lmer considerationi tu fel that it Is safe 1o
depart from the iisdurm of our foefathers. The) mouli Neadily destroy our
dual form of goserrinac(it sail our syteiu of checks and balan-es 011 the theory that
we are no longer is ing i 1, or-ce aonl biggy days. I am afraid that these same
gentlemen no'Au also ;'ro e to sote for a chr,,ge in or an a nendctinlit to the
Tol Contnmsninerints oil the theory that they wscre a4dapted to conditions existing
during Moses' toJoiirii on the earth. Good princll.le. of government (dual form
of governneit for large ad diversified art:as, check, and balances) are just as
applicable to highly CEiCizId icopK' s as to groups Il the low-er atsgcs of develop-
mnent. just as other Irinciples gos erring humtiani conduct (the Ten Coiiand-
ments) are equally beneficial to all stages of civiliration.

I certainly hope that the institute %ill tile esury eflort to dtfcat the proposal.
(Also attached copy of letter to 5crator I'aiLhcad re al.oNe; and rote tlat

similar letters were sitt to each &,nator aud Congresrmsn).
(13) Harold F. Thn n; I)avcrport, Iowa: lie No. 5--it is merely an entering

wedge for h tultimate break-donuzi of constitutional limitaltlens on Federal ar.
State authority.

(14) John L. Gooiwyn; Mortgoroer , Ala.: M'syor W. A. Gunter has already
torrnimnieated his views in line %ith above to the Senators and iepresentatives
from Alabama.

(1.5) John T. ia.rbriek; pueblo, Colo,: The power to tax is the power to destroy.
(16) If. P. Kuce r; 49alla, Tex. (letter): I a&m returning herewith my balot

oa tastlun hnmunltics.
In connection with question No. 5 you are asking If rmlprocal legislation Is

practical. It is my firm belief that reciproeal legislation of this sort is impractical
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for sevc ral rsois. In the ,irt place, it iioiihi take 4,n action of (ongros'- tit
limiiit the taatio, of Fiederal securitle, ani ,laries of Feteral eril]oy'ees.
After thal l bee-i obt.in-d it Woill Ix- beees.-arv for each of the Statezi. to enact
iegaiiLtion to take aivantrige of this situmlon. Other' being 48 State', 48 different
lcgislttir would! have to Art on thit' nattor, and sinet, each State has different
tax laws ralical dis rimiination would inee.sarily reoilt either #against ole or
the rthcr, that i- either the Fo-ral ictiployt'

, 
or the StMe. city, or county eii-

plois"-. In Texa% we (do not iae anty tvlat(- ili'nie tax. Assumingr, therefore,
that (','igre.s sho)lal pa" a law autiwriizing tie taxalion of Fiteril salarie.4 on1
the ilactonle-ta! b&-i., thenl it wolul,l Is-incs,r.ry for the State of Txas to eact
legidl4ationi of a genei-ral nitire to Iko alvaitage of this situalior ait this ilniawe
ln entirl' new fiM of tIon oeni(l its !K-J)I..

Still ,111 other inlradtical ittiat-,)oi arises. front the faet that reciprocal legl.!ation
to IiN\ mind ou wi Ie ia flurther surreult-r of State's rights to the Feetral (loverr-

'!( -i. In (oth'r w tnlc, ('oi-grks acting on the, stilject first wotlid I-, In i lwiitioil
t(. iavrce the St aite iito legida ion ditch wotd le largely dictated by tir,

Stall Anal .i ieslave al.solilt-lA nothing to gaiii 1 the jroj)nc.I b calise
tuviul,, .I1 ihu r, are aro.r-, State, county, and city eirnliloyes t hLan there are Federal

eldlamee, in, ti, StIte whoe -alaries er Ixe r-aedlA by thl form it taf taatioa.
Since ilties In% Tex-" n ,i,'crt hi.rgtlv- for t

t
urir source of r oneii, ir direct taxatioli

ol the ad valiUanI L t'i, it woill vhilt -itig alutlitionial oirrah-I
r 

ofta.aton on
real "-Ixle owners kri 11lu ou ner'.lya' sailnrics %%tild ites italy hive taa IX'
raiiel int oraler to ,t'.t Ik, usj throigh iliuiie-tax pIasYmeiti to two aithoritie,
tht t\ ito the Fmderal (it, -ratiet arid t, tit' State (iovetrilielnt.

Agai, the inmhrceitii of fia a ll S ante or niuricinal s ecmriti,s 11i1 -r sucih
reiirocal plan woill tuna the m iir(et rt,.silt of ruling the la\es of the taxpayers
on1 futmir, t,'s'lrs of aonltl'. "This neces arily follow s because under the Texa,;
Constitultii )onds if co-iitits or cities ar5 direct obiligations and tre dkchargaable
through ad valo eil taation on) real c.-ate anlt I. rs-3ial property.
Th1. forvgoin, Ira the asin, covers ni. thought on the sihaiject.
(17) W. J. o'rey; lk ctur, ill.: Preserve at all osts the tiral form of goveri-

.ent. T ,ie States hatp ie.i,,'ed to thin'.'lvcs complete P),vereiglity " and have
delegattdl to the (vi trial to-ere inoeit ounly e.rtaimi powers. Tc ,4)Ocr to tax
the seser l Staites. th-ir lnaids, iiioni,4 officers imiplove-, iaurtiniientaliit ,
and subdixiskns have ncsm-r 1Kear ranted . If ifuat ever occuirs. scavca'cgiutt (,f
States will , dcstroted.

The cak-e of our lc-voltionArt' War was foundil on the declaration of our
Colonies tha! "Ta\altin without ;eilresit ,tion ii tvrann.'

"Taxation withort our coiieiut cannot I' tolerated."
Iteciprtcal taxation is intfsir to local sublivisions of State.
. inlcre', cot of finacticing, ttereb- decreafilng fact inleinie.

2. Ijcreses laxes on local taxpayers within the sulblivisions of State gov-
erInent.

3. Once adnit ti~e right to tax ay Feleral Goverunnenit of States and their sub-
division,, then States sovereigutv Is destroyed.

I. The Stales cannot tax te lkleral (
6

vernment i -itholt their conseaut, evi
houigh the tederl Governmient should lax the Stlates. ('onwnt inay be with-

drawn any time.
5. Added c-st of financing borne by local taxpayers of State subdivision will

not I:e re 1%ted to s~aid local taxpayers by any reciprocal taxes on Federal finances
sinee such reciprocal ta\es would go to the State.

6. Such added taxes for miu 'ilcial financing would have to be borne largely by
local real estate in States where 'here is no tax permitted on income.

(I) William A. Minihani; Lexington, Kv.: No answer to No. 5.
(19) Charles F. Lyneh: Pater.;o, N. J.: ,No answer to No. 5.
(20) Austin Miller; Jaclhsonvilhe, Fis. (stalcuent on attached sheet): Taxation

by the Federal Government of muinicip.l securities and the Falaries of municipal
oti ers is, In my opinion, lx)tih imipractical Arid would work extreme hardships
uapun inilcipalitie., among the reasols being the following:

(1) because of the recent depressions iany ninicipalitlea are finding it neces-
sary to refund their bonded de it. Any change It: the status of municipal bonds
would deter this refunding. 1Te fact "ti at these refunding bonds are tat free Is
one of tRe greatest incentives for the holders of the municipal bonds to cooperate
with the mlnipalitieA In their reminding prograin.

(2) Municipal salaries are in the insin ielow those of persons doing similar work
ili private elrploynueti. In faxing salaries the authority cliarged- with thls dtty
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hlx tai'e, intu tm.,ierotion tle fact that these tnuiacilal salaries are not tatable.
For public and political reasons the authority charged % ith fixing salaries, gen-
erally either the State irgi~iatore or town council or coninl ioi feels that it
safely cannot and therefore %ill riot increase the salaries of municipal oflTeers in
the event they do beuono taxable. E-en, however, should they Ix raised, the
burden would fall hark upon the taxpayers.

(3) Reciprocal taxation is not practical in that cities, counties, and eveil States
are not equipld to enforce taxation against Federal securities. Reciprocal taxa-
tlait would inean that the Federal Governiintt would get its full share of taxes
iiov. 'l by it upl.n municipal securities ald salaries in that its Invome Tax )e-
partmnIt t4 Vq~lil)led to Cnforce this taxation. Tle State taxing units, being
not so equipjld and has ing nto exterritorial jurimlictio., would be unable to
collect the taxes dle thei and therefore a reciprocal taxation would be recipro-al
in name only.

(4) reciprocal taxation would al in my opinion be extremely injuriomu to
the country as a whole in that it would cause a rivalry between governmental
ulnits to see which could tax the other the !oost. It would certainly be contrary
to the public policy of the coutlry as a whole said would work launch tnre injury
than etfect good.

(21 Julian W. Barnarm, borough of Norristown, Pa." I an) very definitely
opiposed to the removal immunities on municipal obligations for the very obvious
reas on that If the Federal Government places a tax on the obligations of Norri-s
town It only e ipels Norri-towe, to pass4 the tax on to the taxpayers of Norristown.

All of out presently exi'tiig bomugh bond carry tax free covenants by which
the borough obligates it-elf to pay any taxem that may be imposed upon the obli-
gation.

If these obligatlons did not carry tax free coveauanta they woulJ not be so readily
.leable, would not ring such an attraeti% e premium and would not be .aleable for

such a very low interest rate. There again the borough woald have to make up
this tax by exacting it from the taxpayer, of the lI)rough either in increased
interest rates, or in the lokis of principal prenlmn on the .ale of the obligations or
both. It islands to reason people are not going to pay lot or 1O5 for a bond yield-

4g la or 2 percent, or even 3 porcemt interest if they have to expend a large pro-
portion of their intert-t yield in payin.g taxation on the iuive-stment. Any way
you work it the lax would be iask-ed from tho-e %tho car le-t afford to pay to those
who can Iast affor,t to Iy-- the small iurolocrty ow ners of the borough.

I am not Ia favor of tte removal of tax hnniunities on the salary of Municipal
,anplo)ees for the very obvious rca-on that this again woul Ie pasliLg tha tax
on to the taxpayers of the bori-ugh.

If any of the emtloyce.4 of the borough of Norrktow were, in the opinion of
the borough comcil, receiving' too much nioney they would now have their sal-
aries reduced. lherefore, and qu iite oti iolisly if the -.alaries nio% payable to the
borough !inploy'ees wcre rehtced iy Federal taxation, the borough wouMl have to
mnako this lip it the form of salary inert'et. which again woull cme out of tax-
ation levied upon the taxpayrs, property ow ajers of the borough. Vurthe rmore,
it is an Indlirect anethod of taxation conpellig the borogh to lesy tax money
and turn it oer indirectly to the Feeral Goernmnerit. lit my estimation alI
taxes ought to be direct and visible. 'fle taxpayer ought to know where his
money iR going. When tle taxpayer paVs liL- tax nooey to the borough lie thinks
it is going to the borough. It is not fair, or ia my e-tihnatioa hone.t, to have that
diverted to the Federal or State Govermicnt. 'the Feleral or State (o,-crmiment
ought to be required to rake its own tax morey.

The Idea of reciprocal taxation of income 'ron mniumicipal tiomidi and reciprocal
taxation of State and Federal and nmilcilal a.% leric. is iity e-titnation foiolih,
lxeaiase presuinably if tho Federal Goveriunit pays s employee a salary, part
of which is immediatelv diverted to the Tre-A-urs" of a municipality, thel the
Federal Government has raied taxes, paid it out in mvlaries and had part of the
Federal Government taxes dix erted Into the minieipat, treasury. Pre.umnably the
Federal Govenoment would have to raie increa-eid taxes in order to comiensate
for the lom. of salaries to the Federal etnp.Iyees. The inumicipality cownter4 by
levying taxes upon the salary and obilgations f Federal Govertinment anal you
are running around it circle., and getting nowhere. It addition to that it would
be bounid to be unfair.

lc=iprocal legtlation would mean rothing to tle lo r\uuagh of Norristown siuce
the borough of Norri.ton n i4 not Iermitted, aulner Pei.vivania State corritito-
tion law, to levy Intcome taxcs or personal pr)pcrty taxe-. We get our revenues
exelusively out of real estate taxes.

(22) 'd. J. McKinley, Jr.; Little Hock, Ark.: No answer to No. S.
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(23) Alton II. Skinner; Kansi City, Kawts. (lett,:r atiaehed): This acknowledge
rceipt of your haillot on Tastion 'Imnitie.l. I will msk, shrt comment
on the answers I make to each of the five qiiestions siibmitted.

1. Are you In favor * * *. ?-No.
This for the reason- First, that all general obUgttlon bonds are pi from

taxation. .Muticipsdti.s are restrkctel lv the constitution and IAws of their
respective Statei and the charters of theit cities, fit the mrttor of borrowing
money.

Thc only puirpoe (or is,,uing lbcot.-ii In advace, of the collmtIon or th- Usxei
and rl-eAl assessnxent% ni,ecs mrv to pmy the n, ne, is that th- ,i:A'e i u',:o,.
ment conetruteted out of the lirt",ols othe bo,itd may b. cudiotrict, 1, in:n:di-
ately and by Its Lervic, rn!er stich, tIdditionail s.-rvicen to h, eOuiwaulity asJ toF ractically arn Its cot di:rinq the period neei.rv to rtire th., bonls. Were
it not thht the municijial boi , lid las irniniuiti e, ina'pcIrlitiel would not

have been able to patticlate In tMe l'"eleral program for work rMlief d irlns the
not )et ended p.-riod of ileprcsio!. Partieip.Atioii wo-ilt have amomited to si-ch
an Increase In t twqc that the people woult not hive suppoitot it.

2. Are yo, In favor of * * , ?-t-No.
In Kans,.*, the law r(euirts in all nn!eipalitie., that Mfore any person can

be appolinto to a pubic place, the position nust be created Anl the alarv and
term of office ixol. The employees working for the Tnublic, are specifically ex-
cluded from the benefits of the Scial ,-'ciritv Act. Employees siorking for the
public are stject constantly to the rick of losing their jobs without conipensa-
Ion, due to chanKes In the p)Cilical Cstrol.

Officers and emloyees In public office are conitintlv sbjet to the drain of
contributions because of the fact tht they are in pIu)l!c olflc,, avd this coatribu-
tlon demand costs more than the taxes iht might be levied already. The mt-
arles as ordliarily fixed In pu)lic poition', Is le-i tian the current Waries pald
In private In-tistries in most ca.t, for imiar work and rv..ponibility.

3. Are yoi In favor of 0 0 *
For the reason that municipal bondi are .,;goliable. They caill for a certain

aun of money to be paid. They are ordinarily rnittedl ani collected through
age:t y Ianks, aind in ths States where thy are isted, coupons which are due
and Paale are orlinarily subject to ,L receiveA for taxes, and It would be
absolutely hnpraclicab)e ti collct th saime other than by the usual form of In-
come tax now in mtS.

4. Are youi In favor * * * ?- No. (No comment.)
5. Is reciprocal legislation praetioml?---No.
The whole basis of thi scheikie of suggisted reciprocA legislation overlooks

this, to me, -ssential point: vis: That the power of oxitsniIs the power to destroy.
Taxation such as Is propoie'i. would be taxation by the federall Government
of
r 

munleipal governments. I believe it to be f'Mnlaniental that local government
should be administered by local officials. All sonree, of power Is in the people,
and If local 'officials do .not render proper servi,:e, the pu4plo have abundant
authority and power to change them as often t they require, under the law
fixing limited periods oA office,,, and eall g for p'tslic electlns.

The whole scheme of r-ciprocal legislation of the kind sugge.sted in the quay.
tiors Is to take from the people the power of government, including local govern.
meant, by the power of taxation, and to vest it in burea.s and autlorities distant
from the point of local government, and with peiople and persons who are not
affected by the specific rules adopted. It Is likewi-v ba.ed upon the mistaken
theory that the people are not capable of sMf-government, even In their local
cohmmnities, and that persons can adminis!ir such local government who are
not even residents of the community that Is tI be governed . Sich government
would be iased upon rules and regulations having the effect of law.

In a long experience In municipal affairs, I have discovered that each city,
town and village, county and township, has Its own peculiar problems and In
solving those problems 'the people resident in the community should be con.
suited, and they are capable of meeting the situation In a manner that best serves
the local community. Each and every attempt to destroy the Independence
of local governmett a d to take front the peo)!e reident In t6 local oonmunity,
is a step backward, and any person who advocates the same does not believe in
either a democratle or representative form of government.

Personally, I am absolutely opposed to such an infringcmet of the rights
of the people governed.

(24) )onald T. lines; Cedar Rapids, Iowa (letter attached): Enclosed find
ballot on taxation Inimunties. You will note that every question has been
answered In the negative.
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We take the position that tax on nutieipal bond,, or bond, of the State of Iowa,

by the Fderal Coverament is tunconsitutional unl.es.- pennisLion from the State
is first olbtaiicd. lut atiTih ng [.,r the sake of this discussion that such taxation
is c)nstitltionsal, uo are still Oplxised to the tax on mnicipal bonds, or on the
,ahliti(S of ntunlCiii l i ".ploV(c.

it is our position that a reciprocal tax on Federal bonds and the salaries of
Federal .m doye s ill Ile of n1o benefit whatever to the city of Cedar Rtapids as
a ,uni:ticiiality of the Si.tte of Iowa. Sach a reciprocal tas, if afrcctcd, would
be givcn to the State as an increased source of revenue and under the Iowa law
It1ere Is no imcthod by lhich this could Ix- rtallocated to the municipalities as
an ot.rst sgs i:nt afttiolal Federal ta,:ea they would have to pay on their
InuThiCi ial bods and the salaries of their employees. In other words, the city of
Cedar Itspidi and the tanIay' r ,of said city would be required to carry the burden
for this increased taxation. It night not he a direct burden but certainly in the
end the tsipa3ers would he forced to pay through an increased revenue or through
the tsediumn of a higher preniuna on 'he municipal bonds they might sell.

Before athy city in the State of Ioa. in my opinion, would be favorable to mid
tasatoi, c(%cat with the reciprocal clause included, there would have to be State
legislation ihkh would afford a medium through which a proportionate share
of the city's burden could be reallocated through funds received by the State
by the taxing of Federal bonds and the salaries of Federal employees.

I am not familiar with the legislation of other States but by and large I believe
that the cities throughout the country would find themselves In the same Position
as the cities of the State of Iowa.

(25) lHaymuomud J. Keliv: Detroit, Mich.: Attached newspaper clipping of
letter from! Mayor ltichard W. lHeaditig to the common council re tax immunites,
and directly bearing on the jclaestlonc asked in this ballot. (Supplemented by
or-I tc.tiniohr before thi committee.)

(26) Gan.rt Taggert; Grand itapkds, Mich. (attached note): As to number (5)
"J' reciprocal legi-1ation practical? ' will say that In my opinion it most emphati-
cally is not. It, the fir, t phlc the States'cannot deal on an equality with the
National Governmeint. It is much like a conte.t between a small boy and a
large man, the outcome of which might be delayed but would never be in doubt.
In my opinion, thi4 i4 s.hy the Constituation provides, as I read It, for Independence
between the States and the Federal Government, so that the Federal Government
cannot abuse its power. States right- are entirely wiped out, as I se it, if such
legblation is attempted, ad this I do not believe to be whole-some. It Is further
my sery firm conviction that it would take a conttitutioasl aiedment, at least
until the present decision of tie court are. overthrown.

(27) J. Watici Waring; Charleston, 8. C.: No answer to No. 5.
(28) Philip 11. lill; Charlc-tont, W. Va.: Added after "No" to No. 5-New

York am other mwney centers would get all benefit. We would get very little
benefit in return for investment we would lose in additional taxes nece.-ary to
.v higher rates aiccs-sarily required on bond issues subject to f xatlon or incomesuition.
(29) C. F. lliater; Roanoke, Vs.: Note: I suggest that each city attorney

present to his city council a resolution opposing any lelgLcatlon of this kind pro-
posd. loainoke's council has adopted such a resolution and copies hpve been
sent to Virginia's senators and rep reictatives.
The following city attorneys answered the questions as Indicated after each

narse (nunbers indicate explanations which follow this list):
(1) Ben 8. Wendelken Colorado Springs, Colo.

1. No. 2. Yes. 3. N o. 4. Yes. 6. Yes.
(2) L. E. IAtourctte; Portland, Oreg.:

I. No. 2. -. 3. See (2). 4. Fee (2). 5. No.
Wade De Woodv; Akron, Ohio:

I. No. 1. ,No. 3. No. 4. Yes. 6. -.

(3) F. It Fernhoff; Oakland, Calif.:
I. No. 2. Ye.i. S. No. 4. No. 6. No.

(4) Henry 8. Bralnard; Cleveland Ohio:
?. ,No. 2. Ve,,. 3. No. 4. No. S. No.

(6) Lolis L. Robert; Fvansville Ind.:
I. Yes. 2. Yes. S. Yes. 4. Yes. S. Yes.

Albert W. Blaek; Bay City, Mich.:
1. Yes. . Yes. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No.

W. Mayo Piayson; Portland, Maine:
1. No. 2. Yes. 3. No. 4. Yes. .-.
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Everett Ii. Dudley; Fitchburg Mass.:
I. No. 2. Yes. 3. ko. 4. Yes. 5. Yes.

James E. Greetie; I)eab:n, Mich.:
I. No. 2. Yes. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No.

(6) Harry Parkman, Jr.; Boston, Mass.:
L Yes. 2. ies. 3. Yes. 4. Yes. 5. See (6).

Maxwell Nirhols; Santa Barbara, Calif.:
1. Ye. . Yes. 3. Yes. 4. Yes. S.--.

(7) William It. Eerson; Rochester, N. Y.:
i. No. 2. Yes. 3. Yes. 4. Yes. 5. Cee (7).

8) Archer Bowden; San Jose, Calif.:
!. No. 2. Yes. 3. No. 4. Yes. 5. See (8).

Walter E. lielmkc; Fort Wayne, Ind.:
I. Yes. 2. No. 3. No. 4. Yes. 5. Yea.

Hugh 8. Gamble; Sioux Fallo, S. Dak.:
I. Yes. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No.

(9) Darlington IHooped Reading, Pa.:
I. Yes. 2. Yes. 3. Yes. 4. Yes. 5. See (9).

Al. J. Nelson; lubuque, Iowa:
1. No. 2. No. 3. Yes. 4. Yes. 5. Yes.

(10) Harold P. Hula; Pasadena, Calif.:
I. No. 2. No. 3. Yes. 4. Yes. 5. No.

(01) W. W. Kennetti; Knoxville Tenn.:
1. No. 2. Yes. 3. No. 4. Yes. 5. See (It).

Firinln Michel: Camden, N. J.:
I. No. 2. Yes. 3.- . 4. Yes. 5. --

(12) Paul A. Rieser; Poughkeepsie, N. Y.:
1. No. 2. Yes. 3. No. 4. Yes. 5. Yes.

(I) Ben S. Wendelken, Colorado Springs, Colo.: Answers "Yes" for No. 2 and
adds: "I see no logical reason for such immunity."

(2) L. E. Latourette, Portland, Oreg.: No. 3--If any legislation is adopted it
should be reciprocal; No. 4--If any legislation is Adopted it should be recipro1 al;
No. 5 (Letter)--In answer to question No. 5 of the enclosed ballot, we are of the
opinion that reciprocal legislation Is not practical for the following reasons:

I. Recipzocal legislation would grant to the State the right to tax Federal
Incomes and Federal bond Issues and the proceeds therefrom. This would not
berfit the cities as the cities on one hand would be called upxon, through a
higher Interest rate or a lower yield, to pay the tax which would be imposed upon
municipal securities by the Federal Government and would not benefit from
.whatever return the State enjoyed from the taxing of Federal salaries and Federal
i us.

2. Federal, State, and local bond Issues are largely concentrated In the financial
centers and this would mean that certain of the Eastern States would be afforded
revenue out of proportion to the tax upon the salaries and securities of that
particular State and ius subdivisions.

3. Reciprocal lax authority limited to the taxing of Federal salaries and bond
isues is root sufficient if equity is to be done to States such as Oregon. The
measure should go further and allow the taxingby the State and its political
subdivisions of real property holdings such as the vast forest reserves, grazing
reserves, wildlife refuges, as well as Government-owned bulhlings which now enjoy
tax excmiption, although the State and local government is burdened with much
of the protection and other services which these properties enjoy.

Attached is a copy of a resolution adopted by tMe council of the city of Portland
on January 19, 1939 (Ites. No. 21556 attached).
(3) F. B. Fernhoff. Oakland, Calif.: Answers "Yes" for No. 2 and adds: "But

only by constitutional amendment."
(4) lenry S. 11rainard, Cleveland, Ohio: Answers "Yes" for No. 2 and adds:

"But not retroactive"; answers "No' to No. 4 (with some doubt about it).
(5) Louis .L. RobelS, Evansville, Ind.: Answers "Yes" to No. I, Including

Federal and State; answers "Yes" to No. 2. Including Federal and State; answers
"Yes" to No. 3, including Feeral and State.

(6) lHarry Parkrvan, Jr., Boston, Mass.: Answers "Yes" to &No. 3, and of income
from Federal bonds by Stales; answers No. 5, "1 believe so. The opportunity
should be taken to stress the place of the cities In the governmental structure and
the necessity of revenue to replace any additional cost to the cities."

(7) William 1I. Emerson, Rochester, N. Y.: Answers "Yes" to No. 2, if recipro-
cal and if constant legally with immunity of mun!cipsl bonds; answers No. 5,
probably not.
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(8) Archer Bowden, San Jose, Calif.: Atulyters "Yes" to No. 2, if Feileral

enmployecs ;ay cities a tax; answers "No" to No. 3, reciprocity not avallatlle to
cities; answers "Yea" to No. -; answers No. 3, not in cae of baod,. income taxe*
not generally available to cts.

(9) l)arliugton looies; Reading. Pa.: Antswers No. 5 by letter, "'Tnclo.ed
herv,%ith plea.e find ballot on taxation imnoitie .

"I don't know how practical reciprocal Iegllatlon will Iw. It certalnly scnlus
to me that It should be rip.&ble to %ork out *ome practical arratgetrnt Ie ticen
the State and Federal governments oa thlq matter. it q certainly undesirable
to pernadt the limaauasities to coratilaue."

(10) liarold P. lihal; Paaderna, Calif.: Answers "Yes" to No. 3, if municipal
bLasris must be taxed; a, usr% "YeA" to No. 4, if ,cce*ssry; encloees note, "Feeeral
Income tax the semie as upon a private corporation, upoi the revenues of a sssunicl-
pality %ould naturally tend to inerea-e the cot of operations of the ,untipality.
Since the operations oi the municipality are burdened upon the citizens of that
community, and a large portion of the revenue iF ralsed from taxation, this latter
would, Irs ircct, cons titute a double taxation vhilch i funidanintally wrongg"

(11) W. W. Kcniaerly; itoxxille, Teimn.: AtisNers No. . UDess prx 'nrt source
of K, ox% ille's reveue Is ..hanged, Khnuxi ilie woldd r-ceise little if an)" benefit
fom reciprocal taxatlun.

(12) Paul A. ltie-er: Poughkeelvic, N. Y.: Ansawers No. 5 "Yes," if extended
to Ftate and federall alarles.

The following anservxi by letter (cxcelpt Willismn Chater, ly telegram) ifmates.t
of by ballot: (The nunubera ihdicMet tlir atiscra vhlch follow iasncdiately).

(I) George 11. I)rury ------------------------------ Waltham, Mass.
Harry ... ..i..rg ----- ------................... ulah, Min.

3 John F. lonner ................................ Minneapoli,, Minn.
8) William C. Chailer --------------------------- New York, N. Y.
(I) While It Is sonace hal late to reply to your ballot recently sent to *

I am Sensling yo1 this reply now4.
I cannot answer categorically your cluestdonnire, but I "ill Cndeavor to deal

with the various questions as uest I can ini view of the fact that I atn u.al,-e to
give a yes or nto atsI Ser to asy of them.

In reply to question No. 1, :?would say that I tan in favor, in punciple, of remov-
ing such tax lmmnunitle, btt believe that the prsnt would be an unfortunate
time to do it. Cities. and towns of Mas.aeh'stt', ard I iKlieve of the lhnole
country, are carrn isg very heavy burdens which fa!l principally u. n tile sAs ler
of real estate. lelicf of cities and toans at lreie,,t is to nv niud much mitre
important titan the broadening of the Lae of State aid Federal (loveraaneit t.x-
ation. The rentuxal of mtanicipal exeniptio:s would help only the State and
Federal taxes and would nike it harder\for cities malo tos ts to Ibtrow inoticy
and greatly hacre.' tlMe rates at %hich they auu-t retivw Illatiling o1igalns.
Under these ciretmstaie(*, removal of the'lax xeitiMs on suitniclktt hond!
would, In iny judgment, work more hard-hip on the hrre (u ni'r and rent payer
and would Ie nost ill adil ,d at the present tiane.

Question No. 2: As to question No. 2, 1 ani in favor of Luch removal on the
condition that the iaanlnitis of salaries of Fcdral employ (,(s trom State taxation
also be removed.

Question Nos. 3, 4, and 5: With regard to reciprocal taxation by legislation,
I have not a clear enough idea of the possibilities of reciprocal taxation to be
table to express a m'ell-cons d.rid opinion. As to bonds, of coure, I am (f opilon
hat the thing to do is to wait until a favorable time and repeal all tax ininsunitks,

Federal State, and municipal. I am in favor cf dolig nothing at the prcs-nttime. Perhaps, therefore, i am able to say categorically, "No," In answer to
Question No. 3.

With regard to question No. 4: If it is po&s.ible to remove tax Immunities of
Federal, State aJid municipal esuployces eoipletely, without a constitutional
amtndmtnnt, I an in" favor of it, but I ans not i, favor of any incomplete legislation
as to the practical details of which I am uninforsmd.

I am unable to answer question 5, as it Is not po.4ible for me to be present at
any hearing.

(2) Upon receipt teday of the ballot on taxation imrunit ies, I imin(diately advisd
the city council of the request of the National Institute of Municipal law Officers
that such ballot receive immediate attention, with the result that the city council
directed me to ,nail to you a certified copy of a re,solution adopted by the city
council on December 19, 1938, which you will find herewith enclosed, and which
doubtless will prove self-explanatory.
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Although the certified copy of the resolution enclosed hcrv ith does not con-
stitute a vote by me on the ballot i hich canie this inirning, you n a n1cverthelesm
make such use of this resolutIon as you may deeim necv..ary. (Ithlcaation
attached.)

(3) John F. IBonner, Minneapolis, Mim. (as distant city attorney): In the
t,baencv of the city attorney, I i answering )our imquriry.

I think the inquiry can best be answered by enckrsing hrcriith epy of rksolt
'Aon adopted by the city council on I)ectmbcr 9, 1938, cpacA of ihich hale Ieen
sent to the Senators and iepresentativea from Mlinne: 'a anti to the Confetence
on State l)efens. (lResolhition atlach,-d.)

(4) William C. Chandler, New York, N. V. (telcgramn. iteplying qmrtiunniire
taxation iminunities record rue as oplpsed to removal of irnlmlrlliti('i Uf j[Ir-sent
and until appropriate compensatory adjustments are made. Sho,0d itnmnmitfes
be removed from municipal bonds at once ali additional burden Nomi,,d be placed
on small taxpayer as stated hy John N. Sebrell in qintioe,; nire. llowevcr.
believe that plan can be worked out uhich would result irn climinalon or su.hton-
tial curtailment of existing fininunllics.

Mr. KELLY. I may Say on behalf of the special conimittee of tie
Institute that we are unnanmoiusly opposed to tlie taxation of incorre
from municipal bonds, and, es tie statement terdere(d for tile record
shows, city attorneys are almost unanimous in their opposition.

I do not want to duplicate any testimony which ins nlreadv been
given, but I do believe it well tiAIt I illustrate tie practical legal effect
of the President's proposal by taking as an example my own city of
Detroit.

Taking, for example, my own city of Detroit, the effect on tlre city
of Detroit of the proposal to authorie o Federal income tax on interest
yield of municipal bonds: Estimates of increased interest cost vary
troin one-half o.1 percent to 1 percent, with most authorities figuring
an 0.6 average increase.

In the course of the general refunding of Detroit bonds, in 1933
and 1934 a sum in excess of $200.000,000 of its bonded debt was
converted into callable bonds. Since 1934, approximately S80,-
000,000 of these bonds have been called for payment out of ime pro-
ceeds of refunding bonds sold at substantially, lower interest rates
than the bonds refunded.

This refinancing is saving the city of I)etro;t tie sum of $1,142,000
in interest charges each year. Tile city will still have tie sum of
approximately $115.000,COO of callable bonds benring an interest rate
of 4 p-rcent and higher, of which sumi $74,000,000 worth bear interest
in the arn.ount of 4, percent or higher. These bonds may he refunded
in a similar manner when market conditions and the credit of the city
permit. The city could readily save a additional $1,000,000 a year
in interest charges by reason'of such refutding. If Conress iook
immediate action to fax future issues without a constitutional nnend-
ment, and tire same was upheld by the Supreme Court, )etroit would
be unable to continue its refunding pro'rant as tile new is,-tics of refund-
ing bonds, if taxable, could not be s0d at a lower rate of interest or at
a sufficiently lower rate to create any substantial saving to the city.
On the contrary, if the proposal to tax future issues of State anl muni-
cipal bonds is to be provided by constitutional amnemndent, the city
would have sufficient timo to carry out its refunding jprograin and s av
tire taxpayers many millions of dollars in interest charge-A.

If tire legal right, as alleged by tliq office of the United States Attor-
ney General, to tax the income'from municipal bonds exists, the right
to tax the revenue of certain municipal departments could readily
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be asserted. The effect upon the municipal water deplrtrtment of
such a tax upon its revenue has been briefly estimated as follows:

After deducting an estimated depreciati'n allowable under existing
Federal income-tax laws, the water department of the city would
have had to pay a tax on a total income from 1921 to 1938-39 of
$7,300,000. The taxable income for this 17-year period varied in
amount front the sunm of $200,000 to $1,i00,G00 per year, with an
annual average of $430,000. The taxable income of this Depart-
ment for the next 13 years has beeti estimated to be in the total sum
of approximately M,70O,000, varying in amount from $100,000 to
$I,600,000 per neinuni \ ith an annual average of approximately
$670,000.

in addition to the added t(x;c\ive of a tax upon the revenue of the
system, tile cost of tin abrai.sl ted clangcs in the bookkeeping sys-
teim that would be required, sliould be taken into consideration. 'In
order to set up plant accounts in tie foerm demanded by the Federal
Government, a complete appraisal of (lie system would, be neees.rv
which, together i ith the ts',ckkeeping chainge, would involve ain
estiinatet expenditure of S200,000 with an added annual expense of
$25,000 to keep the changed sy;teni ip tol date.

Ptubliclv owned utilities are tiot operated for profit, but to render
service at the lowest possible cost. It is apparent that a tax Uilon the
revenue, together with tie additional expense of apprakil and c anged
bookkeeping systecin, now unnecessary. would constitute a tremendous
ald unjustitable burden upon tie water consumer.

1 gather tthe purpmse of tile proposed legislation here considered is
to reach largo incomes derived from the preent tax-exempt security.
While I confe.-;3 that I am not a ticancial expert, nor do 1 thoroughly
understand the economic-i of thi proposed kgiation, I do know that
a great portion, if not all, of (lie tax ditch tile government would
rceeive will be passMed on through the increa.ed rate of interest to the
already overburdened taxpayers of the mucicipnlity.

For'example, if thw lw haud been in etleit acid tle present bonds of
the city of Detroit \%ere chalrgd m~ith this increased rate of interest
instead of what they are now paving, int.'ad of tho city of Detroit
having to rai by taxation and" revenue; a tmm of approximately
$15,000,000 to umeet the interest on tle bond.l for tle current year,
tile city would d be obliged to raise approximately $3,000,000 more,
which would be a direct luctren uipon the taxpmyrs, the water users
and the car riders of the city of l)etmit.

In oiler words, , halever'the Federal Government might get in the
way of revenue would be more than olfset by the burden which would
be loaded on hcoie owners 'ho ty city taxe-s. Conceived, apparently,
as a way' to force wealthy investors to ptt their mneoCy else here than
in (iovcrmcnnt boc,,ls, ttis leoi-lation w ould Loomerang on those
least able to allord it. If the object of the proposal is to realize the
capital market and pour oil oi the national economic maccline, as
administration official. have said, it appears to me that there are
other methods of attack on the nationall economic problem that. would
do less harm and more gcod.
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STATEMENT OF HON. HARRY MoMULLAN, ATTORNEY ORNERAL
OF THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. M Mr. Chairman aid ,entlemmenm of time commmmitteo,
as the chief law officer of time State of North (arolina and on behalf
of my State, I respctfullv ask permission to state my objectiors to
the Federal proposals to t.x tio income fhora the bondins and sWuritiec
ipsued by mly State and its political subdivisions. InI my opinion
the Federal governmentt is wholly without costitutiolml'pwer to
as..ss such a tax unless and until tiat power is expre.sly vested in the
Congress by a constitutional amendment.

As one of tihe signers of the memorandum which the States have
placed before this committee I have formally registered my legal
objections to tlie proposals. I propose today to confine myself very
briefly to a di. emsion of tie sixteenth amendment.

In my opinion the phrase "front whatever source derived, without
apportionnnt" is used in the sixteenth amendment, cannot be
deemed to mean that the Comigres has the power to tax the income
from State and municipal bonds. The I)cparlmeut of Justice, I
know, take a contrary view, but in my opinion their view cannot be
supported except by ignoring the most perti,,ent fa,:ts in tie records
surrounding tie adoption and ratilicationi of that amendment.

In tie first place, it will be recalled that tie sixteenth amendment
was only made necessary by reason of time fact that the Suprente
Court in lPdlock v. Farmers' Lrown & Trust Copanly, 157 U. S. 42U
(1895), had held that mt tax upimn the incommne from rea estate amid per-
soilI property, was direct atI therefore subject to tie rule that it must
be akmportiond among the several States. This rule laid down by
the Supreme Court, mit we all know, made the taxation of income
from real estate and personal pro perty wholly impracticable. Time
oni solution therefore was to amnenid the Constitution. %

0om -)mmme 16, 1009, the thenm President of tie United States sent a
special message to time Congress in which lie recmmmneded that tie
both llouses propose an amendment conferring power upon the
National Government to levy an income tax "without apportionment
among time State..s ii liroportiom to population." On the very next
Iay a Semnate joinI resohilion wai introduced by Senator Brow'n and
it. iro%'ided.
that ('ongre. P'aill hve ipmer to lay and collet dijicci Ismc4 on income without
ai.;~rtomacnt amoumix the seersl Stttq according to population.

Subsequently ie Senate Committee on Finance substituted for
the word "dirert" in time above rcsoluti.n the phrase "from whatever
source derived." Thm,. stbstitulion was made without discussion or
explanation and accordingly it must be obvious to all constitutional
lawyers tImt it was intended only as a more precise and satisfactory
substitute for tie word "direct.'

Moreover, 0ae phrase fromm whatever source derived, without
apportionment" was never divimused in time Renate or House except
on one occAsion when it was obzrved that the phare wouh permit
tie taxation of individuals as well as corporations.

After the Senate joint re,-Atition had been adopted by the Congress
and it was already before the States for ratification, the'lien Oovernor
of New York showed s.0e apprehension that the amendment might
be interpreted to permit a tax upon State and municipal bond.
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However, as I study the record these npprehensionis were immediately
-- t to rest by three oiitstanidiig SeliatonN who wero iltilmately ideiiti-
tied with that alndll(llent. S'liator lnrah, oe of the moat ardent
proponents of the amendment, cnime out UIi tlhe floor of the Senate
11l4 expl~lied At great length that the a1edIne(llnlit U918 1ot intended
to permit such a tax na t i (overaior fromi New York feared might
result. Seimtor Brown, wvho intr mlured the 11ecllnent, also joined
Senator iorah id lie too mid tit it wts Wot intellnfld to extend Ithe
scope of the heleral (loverninent' taxing p)wer to subjects which
were heretofore inille. And I might adhi rentlheticallv that
the income frn St te anad limniijil )onds linA beeti held il,.11111le
rom Federal tax iii the I1// o'ek -, to which I hAve refolred, ly mery

one of the justicess. who sit. in the case.
Senator Ilihm Htoot of New York, mid by -Amie t) hav beetn

the actual driftsiniiii of the nmenilmen., litilijd lhe New York Ststo
IA'glsIlattlro that il his opilion the 0hliWidllizllt Coul lot be inter-
retd so us to wrinit it Federl tax ti , thw .-etirities of the State of
I'm York, Te answer of senator Hoot was iimedintelv publieixd

by the pavrs. It was referrl to As "an abile pre-entttion of his
InVA,_0I for diltring with (aoernor Hughes' views." Another piper
rharrclerii.d his letter as "dunti lswcnrlei" and said "MIr. [oot proves
the amendmnent does not ov*n a wAy for the la.atinn of State scuri-
ties." In ily opinion the States of ihe Union ratifted the amendllinitI
only after the apprehension exj)rcd hy the then (lovenior of New
York had been thoroughly allayed by'.e cmutor-, Borah, Rtt, And
Brown. In tlie case of my own*State, the messAge of the (governor
indicalted that lI' i s not in though accord with the views expressed
by (overnor Ili.ihes. Under these circumstoInees I fail to see how
under ony possibility the I)epartmpt of Justice con have Any reaFoi-
able hope of sustaining its imaterpntation of tlie amendment.'

The record f(lly proves that th resolittion wes itever pased in tile
('oigres.q, and the Amendment Was never mftilied by the States, kinder
ary ciretamstan a which would remotely support the proposition that
the States were fielding their immunity from Fed-eral taxes whilb at
the same time ti1e Feral (loveroment wes preerving its immunity.

Tiho amleiilment, 8enators Borah, Boot, and Brown sid at t6e
time, was adopted solely to overcome tie unworkalde rule thnt certain
direct taxes had to be Apportioned Among the States.

And now, if the committee will bear with me kind permlit mle to
deviate briefly fron the law, I should like to point out how seriously
the proposedl'tax will affect the State of North Corulina.

On June 30, 1038, the total State mid local debt in North Carolina
was $515,000,6S7. Broken oownl thii deibt is divided as follows:
County- ........................ ........ $147. 700, 245
District. ......... 22, St, 161
City .............................................. 1 M8 763, 478
State ......... ............................................ 161,931, 000
Floating dcbt, inlscellateoust, csti u i td ..................... 25,000,000

The annual bond interest cost of this State antl local debt is $27,-
798,000 per aminum.

As thc attorney general of the State it is not lIly province to estimate
the increa.ed interest cost which will result to tile State if, as Suid
when the income upon its bonds is subject to Federitl tax. But I am
advised on the basis of studies which i, e been made, that the interest
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Wae will itteremso, conservatively. At least Go poirils or i'# of I per-
cMI. This 11103111 thAst Nord; t'aroitia's State and~ local iiiteriost
cost Will illrASe ill %cc of $3,000 o00 pe year.

As our indebtedn"~ is only one-Ilkiril Sttle, 011-tlii ciY, anld onle-
Ihlifrd county, we Would have iiicwui~c lnxoe% to bo colloclt)l eneh yeAtr
from tilo ipp of file Stae of $1,000 000, for lite .Shlie, $11,o0,IO()
for (lie comilIies, and $1,0M1,000 from lite znu Iiicij'ahlitie',.

M~aniy au III ntics. estiwiute that (lie increased ini cost %% ill exceed 0
points, atI will lippmximmme 104) poiit('. Qulite ohi oludy, if t his is
so my estimates of tho ittervaed inlterest Cois inl (lie Stnte of North
Cartlina aire too low.

Mit whatever flie 11liuiilrtit may lbe, file iiicroau'd interest cost for
tile State littlt lbe providcid for. Ou)ir rovima u-t- i' already over-
burdiu'd( with demnavius and our taixes tire ASo colkcda ighk RS
they Shouhd go. I Ow face of E41 u1i1m0 opip4)tziioii (lie State 1i:1 heenl
compelled to include A ith its inicomne (atx a ! peicent states tax ill order
to provide for paitlit of file oprai ug c')~. oif itk school term a1111

oiler xl'mss o Stto ovmmmaeit.Thme In to tei thn var o~li citieS
anIi inustijipalities of Nort Ii (i liii iico ultI not be siihstimtially
incewqao4 wit hont cimingering Iltir Iiriiwiini st rue ture.

in coniclusionl, I should like to tix~m out (imt (lie St;ate of North
Carolimna call hope to gainri littlP f1 0111 tie right to) iAos atX
upon Federul lonids. hi (lie E nst place, file ii1timicipilitites anid coums-
ties aloln w.ho would suler ns I have inldicated,' to fte- Itune of About
$2,000,000 pier wear would have no light to levy incouse taxes mnid
accorthiilv thoey cold~ gainl niotllng. Ai for (lie Stv ittclifilte
ausonit of Fede'ral securities, held in North ('arolitia, is Complarastively
sinall. fit 1937 all fle bank-% in North C'mrlina held A total of S.117:-
000,000 of Fedleral uIliscaitiois. oni a smalIl amuont of Federail
securities4 arm hold bv individual tusxomwes.

It is telf-evident thiAt North Carolinat, and other Stites like it. has e
mun101 to l10e andl uiothlug to gaill by' (liC 1prop)Al Siibiited to
Congress. 'riese conideraions of los.s ant gain for outweigh tlie
efforts naIfe to roach itaxeil sourVes of income.

No poolisMade (lint the, Fedleral Govertiiient shill pay hack
to th ';realtes p political sudiviiioni w; compefintatimi for lo,,zoi fil
addiitionial revenue produced for the Fe-Ieral (ovem nient. fin the
event that such legislation lioi1m1l be enlacted by htrolior colistitli-
tional ~roceSS, it W01oul ill nsAt least fair that (lio itomiy collectedI by
(lie Fe leralh income tax sliou'd be0 reqtored to (ilie State and locali

r erninents to offset, as far A., it will geo, their increased cost of
orro-Ainig The net result of all of fil. wvouild 1)0 to pyramid ta~:a.

tion, wit lioiit prdeical benefit to either thle Federal or S. t ate (lorei-
mm&nt. The doctritie of immunity of taxation in our systenu of govern-
mnt, has been the national policy for more thait 100 years. The
fou-ndation of thle doctrine was consqidered to be (lie oweitiAl relation-
ship between the Fedeoral and Stiteo (overnoucuts. It canot be
abrogated without rak-ing manmy other problems of lntorgoverrnient
taxation.

Should we depart from thie time-honored principle suipported. by
the unanimous line of authjorities of (lie Sioprcnie C'ourt of (hue United
States, many questions Asill arise as to other fonwq of Federal and.
State taxation.
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If irnnonitv i. broken d'rwn---to illstrate, Ih FeNleral Govenimcnt
might, upan iphe rsaye p-iiwiple, (a% (le income. of municipally oper-
ateul ltowfer plants; the Ssters miglt tnx Yflerally owned lands which
are nut lice R as ezsiitial activities of the Federaf Governmelt. Vast
Aitd complex< Ior, ileas of Fetersl-Ststo taxation will necessarily arise
oice 11t1 ljricijplo uulim which itllminity is founled is put, aside.

Filkllv, I WAlit to 544V Ihlitt the sovereign State of North Carolhia
pnthtes'1 strongly agnait lhe Federal movement'ss Attempted iii.
va -si,' of (lie l0O-%enr-<hl d(i'rrine of States' nimmUiity from tax.
Jlecauge Ihat allvamiol is I bouul to Seriously disrupt the fiscal aTainrs
of I.0 Slh. \o we iii North ('arolina believe thlt the matter should at
least he refeired to dic States for their coji.elit by proper constitu-
tionAl process,. We wtk tile comluittee therefore, to confine such
aflirmaltive Actioni As i clioose$ to tike t;oiey to the Imethld of Consti.
tlntit 'al auneltidinetvll.I 10'Cf.A 14 1 A'. Tlhmi~k Y'mi, Mr..MIC.Mlh81..

1\ e % ill now he-es s until 2 o'dceck.
(Thervuljm. at 12:40 p. m., a ec s was taken mnill 2 p. i., of tile

snl:ce dly.)
AFTERNOON BE-9810N

(The 'onumit tee met, loarsuant to reces, at 2 p. m.)
The ('IAmIP.N. The committee will come to order. We will now

hieu.r fnipm Attorney (;cneral Wailsh, of .N'Afrland, for 10 minutes.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM 0. WALSH, ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE STATE OF MARYLAND

.\r. WALs1h. Mr. ('hniiruan al gentlemen of tile committee:
1 a111 1piewiring before y*Ou1 as the representative of tli State of

.MmIylauI, to object to tie Iroposel that (lie Federal governmentt
Imjnt o tnxeq on t1e bonds or other obligations of a State or any of its
p critical subiivisions, or on the income from such obligations. I am
not go)i g ihto any detnil As to the law. Mv observations are going
to lie giilen1 on lhe rounds that lhi. is a furler interference of State
rights.

The power to tax is a11 attribute of sovereignty, and it can only be
exercised over these -. hf art subject to the sovereignty which imposes
it. It follows that thie imlwsiion of a Federal tax on State and
inmm~iciJal obligations, o tie income from them; would mean that
the sovereignty of the national Oovernnu(nt is superior to that of the
Status, and as l see it, this would be contrary to the system of govern.
ment established by the Constitution.

Under the ('onslttution, the Federal Government was to be suprenie
in national affairs and the sovere i~ty of the States was to be recog-
ni;,ed in local aihis. The ('onstituion contemplated two separate
sovereignties, between which sovereign ties all the powers of govern-
ment were divided, those of a national character being conferred upon
tlie Federl Government, while all other proper governmental powers
were. reserve to the States, and at the same time certain rights, over
which neither sovereignty had power, were reserved to the people.
But the ('onstitution did not contemplate that Ilie national sover-
eignty should he superior to the State soverignty, nor that the State
sovereignty should be superior to thle nali -A /sovereignty. Each
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sovereignty was to be supreme over the matters allocated to it, and
up to tie present time our problem has ben to determino whether
a certain power belonged to the National Government, or belonged
to the State government, and in my opinion, the genius of the Ameti.
can people and of our institutions fias been able to solvo this problem
with a minimum of mistakes.

Now. however, we are confronted with tie afsertion that the
Federal Government possesses the power to tax tlie obligations of
the States or their subdivisions, andi in my judgment such action
would constitute a serious infringement on tie sovereignty of tieStates.

The Supreme Court bas repeatedly stated that the Feder 4 'Govern.
meant does not have the power to tax the obligation of the States amid,
as is conclusively shown im the brief of tW attorneys general filed with
this eomnmittee,*the sixteenth amendment to the oinstitition did not
confer any such power on the National Government. It, therefore,
follows that, if the present proposal is enacted into law, the Supreme
Oourt will have to declare it unconstitutional or retract what it has
been saving for the past 100 years or more, stl it does not seen to me
that the CongrCfs of the United States should pass a law which the
Supreme Court has clearly indicated is not constitutional.

The great majority of the people of Maryland firmly believe in the
maintenance of the rights given the Federal Goveinment by the
Constitution, and they believe equally in the maintenance of the
rights reserved to the States by that Same Constitution, and, in mY
opinion, they do not believe in seeking and sarching for new ways by
which more and more power can be given to the National Government
at the expense of the State. If this additional pouer of taxation is
to be given the Federal Goverinent it should, I think, be secured by a
constitutional amendment. If such an amendment were adopted
there would be no further question of the existence of the power but
I do not believe it is sound to attempt to exercise the power by a
statute, wh,,re so much doubt exists as to the constitutionally: of
such a statute. Furthermore if such an amendment is proposed it
should give the States the right to tax Federal securities, as well as
give the Federal Government the right to tax State securities.

In addition to the legal objections to the proposal, I am unable to
see afiy economic advantage in it.

It is admitted on all sides, that one result of the taxing of State
and municipal sectuities by the Federal Government will he to in-
crease the cost of State and municipal government. Time tax will
result in decreasing the price which can be secur d for the securities
or will require the payment of a higher interest rate, and so State and
local communities will be required to pay more money for the State
and local improvements which are built with the proceeds of such
securities. This of course, means that the taxes on the individualtaxpayers in each State, county, and municipality, will be increased,
or the amount of improvements which they coufd previously obtain
for a given amount of taxes will be increased'.

One of the purposes of the present proposal is to prevent the accn-
mulation of large amounts of tax-exempt securities by wealthy people,
with the consequent avoidance of taxation by such people.

I do not favor the avoidance of taxation by the rich, but it seems
to be conceded that a comparatively small percentage of outstanding



State tax-exempt securities are held by people of great wealth, so
that the situation is not as serious as many have been led to believe.
There is such a thing as tie cure being worse than the disease, and
personally, I would prefer that a few wealthy escape taxation rather
than have it further encroachment made on State sovereignty in an
effort to tax them.

Ever since the Constitution was adopted, there has been a contest
between the National Government and the States on the question of
the respective powers of each, and in this contest, the National Gov-
ernment has usually been the winner. Without stopping to colliler
the wisdom of the results up to this time, I think all will concede
that the powers of the Federal Government would be far greater than
they now are, had not the States, throughout the course of our Ihistory
nmale a determined effort to prevent tlie enlargement of the powers of
the National governmentt. And believing, as I do, that the real
welfare and happiness of the Ametican people are best served when
their local affairs are controlled by theirlocal State government, and
that the chief danger to the liberties of the people is to be found in too
much centralization of power in the Nationa Government, I am in
favor of continuously striving against the acquisition of any new
power by the National Government, unless that power is clearly
needed and is given to it by constitutional amendment.

The Cu.mIR.k-c Thak you, Mr. WalAh.

STATEMENT OF HON. ORAY MASHBURN, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF
THE STATE OF NEVADA

S\r. \lA8IImltwv. Mr. Chairmim and gentlemen of the committee,
if the committee please. I appear in my official capacity as the attorney
general of Nevada to present the project of my State against the pro-
posed taxation of State and municipal bonds."

Our opposition is ba-ed on two counts: First, we believe the proposed
tax is beyond the power of Congress to levy by statute; second, we
believe it to be economically unsound and detrimental not only to
the States, and to the State'of Nevada in particular, but also to the
Federal Government and the Nation as a whole.

The legal brief which has been submitted to this committee on
behalf of the attorneys general of the States demonstrates clearly, 1
believe, that a constitutional amendment will be necessary to invest
Congress with the power that the Treasury now claims for the Central
Governn.nt. No decision of the Supreme Court has even suggested
that the Federal taxing power extends to the fiscal operations of the
States and their subdivisions. Nor can any distortion of the six-
teenth aimeininent be successfully upheld so as to grant Congress
such power.

The contention of the i)epartment of Justice that the Federal
governmentt is the supreme taxing power in tids Nation expresses a
shocking concept of American government. The great body of
constitutional law which exists iii this country was founded upon the
premise that esich government must remain f(ree from interference by
the other. We concede that in its expressly delegated fields the
Federal Government is indeed supreme, but we insist that in the
exercise of their reserved powers, the States also are supreme and
cannot be impeded or burdened by the Federal Government.

112224"--Pt. 0-23
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The right to be supreme in the n anagenient of its own fiscal affairs
is one of the prime attributes of the sovereignty of any government.
If the Congress has the right to interfere with and disrupt the fiscl
operations of the States, th en the sovereignty which was guaranteed
to them by the Constitution no lower exists. It is our determined
contention that such an interpretation of our Constitution is com-
pletely unsound.

Th; State of Nevada has made, and is making every effort to carry
on its government at a minimum of expense. Nevada is in tho
peculiar position of being able to tax only 13 percent of the acreage
located within its territorial boundaries, sInce 87 percent of the State
consists of federaliv owned land. Nevertheless, Nevada has been
able to operate its government without the imposition of nuisance
taxes and income tax, and many other taxes which are accepted as a
matter of course in most States today. To tell ts that we may in
return tax Federal securities is simply laughable. We have no income
tax, and moreover, tile holdings of'Federal securities in Nevada are
negligible. If there was any real intention of eliminating immunities
and doing so on a reciprocal basis, we should like to sit down with the
Department of Interior and discuss the taxation of that 87 percent of
our lands held by the Federal Government.

There are now outstanding bonds of the State of Nevada in the
sum of $860,000. These bonds are entirely held by various public
funds of tie State of Nevada. These agencies moreover hold other
State and municipal bonds to a total value, including those of tile
State of Nevada, of $3,146,657.

Tie imposition of the proposed tax, even though limited to future
bonds would necessarily establish the constitutional power of Congress
to levy a tax upon bonds already outstanding and would unquestion-
ably result in depressing the market value of State and municipal-
securities. In addition, the bonds of the State of Nevada were
sold to these funds on the representation that they were free front
taxation. Tile money to pay tie taxes on them might therefore well
have to be paid directly by thie State. This would have a direct effect
upon the State since the loss iil1 be borne directly by the State and
its agencies.

.Norever, tile legislature of our State is now carefully investigating
a comprehensive refunding program. Should a tax be levied upon
future issues of State bonds, it would, of course, be necessary to
increase the rate of interest which these bonds would bear. Any
refunding would be seriously affected by this increased cost and a
complete disruption of the whole program would undoubtedly result.

In this connection, I desire to read into the record a ielegram
received by me from my Governor, lion. E. P. Carville. It reads as
follows:
lion. GRA MAsanaN,

Afforney General of Xerada, 1"asAfiton, D. C.
Desire you as representative of N'evada to inform Senate committee of the

determined opposition of our State to the imposition of a tax on State and munici-
pal bonds by congressional statute. Agree unqualifiedly with your conclusions
that such a tax is unconstitutional. Moreover, tax would be a severe hardship
upon our State and Its munlcipalities. Increased interest costs will substantially
raise the cost of government. Entire refunding program now being studied by our
legislature will be seriously Jeopardized. Authorize and instruct you to rtsist
this proposed tax both on constitutional and economic grounds.

E. P. CAVILLE,
Gortra or of Veradj.
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The CE'AIIUAN. Thr.nk you, Mr. MNishbura.

STATEMY" - OF HON. ABRAM P. STAPLES, ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. STAPI.ES. Mr. Chairman und gentlemen of tie committee, 1 011
ven- grateful for this privilege of appearing before this coflmittee in
my official capacity as attorney general of \'irginia and for this oppor-
tunity to pre- upon your consideration the interest,; of my State, as I
conceive them, with respect, to the proposed legil~ition 1low pending
before you, for I have received many requests from chambers of com-
merce and other organizations in Virginia to make a protest against
s ame.

The effect of tl,e proposal, as I understand it, Ls to imposea Federal
tax upon incomes derived from State and municipal securities-th%.
is, to remove from such securities the characteristic, now inherent in
them, of immunity from the burden of Federal taxation. I am told
that there are two outstanding purposes which are sought to be
accomplished: first, an increase of the Federal reventie; and second, the
removal thereby from the very wealthy of this source o? refuge and
escape from the payment of income taxes. So far as the first purpose
is concerned-the increase of the Federal revenues-I do not believe
it logical to achieve this at the expense of increasing the burden on
State and municipal treasuries.

For some years the Congress has found it necessary to supplement
local revenues with granta from the Federal Treasury running into
the billions of dollars in order for the States to take care of their social
security obligations and provide for the needy and unemployed. I
believe, therefore, from such study as I have been able to ni'ke of
the suliject, that any increase in Federal revenues from this source
would be more than offset by the enlarged needs for grants from the
national Treastry made necessary by the increase in cost of the
State and municipal debt service and the resultant depletion of the
local trea.suries.

But even if this be not true, and even if there would be a net in-
crease in the balance finally remaining in the Government Trcasury,
this proposed method of enhancing the Federal revenues at the
expense of the States, and through an indirect tax levied upon them
without their co sent, is wholly repugnant to our conception of the
fundamental principles inherent in the very structure of the State
and Federal Gov rnments.

While there is no present prospect that the Commonwealth of
Virginia will issu, any bonds m the near future, or in the distant
future either, foi that matter, her municipalities are constantly
growing and coralelled, or their governing authorities think they are
compelled, to issue bonds for improvements to conform to municipal
expansion. Furthermore, many county and municipal issues how
outstanding will hive to be refunded, in whole or in part, within a
few years. The increase in interest rates at which taxable bonds for
new improvements or taxable refundings must be sold %Nil pre nt
a most serious problem and in mnany cases inpose a tremendous
burden and hardship upon our municipal and county governments.

Tuniing next to the second main purpose of the proposed legisla-
tion, I believe the people of Virginia are in enthusiastic accord with
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the thought that it is highly desirable to prevent tax-exempt bonds
from being used by a taxpayer to avoid payment of such proper in-
come tax as the Congress may see fit to impose upon him. There can
be no doubt that very wealthy persons do escape surtaxes by this
means, and that it is ail evil which should be corrected. Bt, great
though (lie evil be, it is not nearly so great as (lint which would result
from this proposed thrust at the dignity and sovereignty of the States.
That Virginia and the other original 'States, when they created the
Constitution and the Federal Government, reserved this sovereignty
unto themselves, no one at all familiar with history will deny. But I
understand the 3ireau of Internal Revenue to contend before this
committee that there has taken place some sort of "metamorphosis
in the relations between the Federal Government and the States" and
that the State sovereignty, which our forefathers were so careful t.,
preserve as the fourdation upon which to erect the National Govern-
ment, has thereby become eclipsed and obliterated. It is true that
conditions brought about by the depression have necessitated a very
material expansion in the activities of the Federal Government, but
we of the State governments have been given to understand that such
activities were, for the most part, due to the emergency were only
temporary and would be followed, when times permitted* b6 a return
to normalcy. We have therefore dared to hope that such partial
eclipst of State sovereignty as may have occurred would be followed,
as all eLlipses are followed: by a return of the bright sunshine.

No one agrees more sincerely than I (to with the doctriiie that the
Constitution is not static but is and should be a live and breathing
instrument; that conceptions of powers thereby conferred on the
Congress or reserved unto the States should properly change as
conditions change, andi that the courts should take cognizance of
these changes. But to invoke this doctrine as a conclusion that State
sovereignty, the very foundation on which our Nation was erected
and has grown great, may be ripped out from under it and east into
the junk pile is an argument so utterly foreign to any I have ever
heard before, that I must confess to being completely astounded at
its advancement, and especially in such an exalted atmosphere as
thbs committee of the august Senate of the United States. The
supremacy of the Federal government, in its own proper sphere and
field, as delineated in the Constitution, we most cheerfully concede,
but just as earnestly (1o we insist upon the supremacy of the govern-
ment of our State in its proper field as'established by that instrument

The constitutions! immunity of the State governments from
Federal taxation is established by the decisions of the Supreme Court
equally as firmly as is that of the United States from State taxation.
The decisions likewise leave io doubt that such immunity is a necre-
sary attribute of sovereignty, and that a tax by either upon the income
from the bonds of the otier is an infringement upon that sovereignty.
That this is the effect of the Supreme Court's decisions I do not under-
stand to be controverted. The Bureau of Internal Revenue, however,
affects to find in the recent Gerhardt case a reversal of this doctrine.
But the opinion in that case was a discussion, not of the question of
whether State immunity In fact existed, but sohlv of the question as
to the nature of the governmental agencies or instrumentalities to
%ihich such immunity extended. The most far-reaching effect which
can possibly be given to the opinion is that a broader and more liberal
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rule of classification to determine immunity should be applied to
Federal Governmental agencies than to those of the States. That is,
a Federal agency, exercising given functions, knight be held immune
from State taxation, while a State agency, exercising identical func-
tions, might not he classified as enjoying immunity from Federal
taxation. I do not concede that the case goes so far as to hold this.
But I do vay thai it cannot reasonably be argued that it goes further.

It is mid also that Congress should help to persuade the Supreme
court t to reverse these decisions sustaining State sovereignty which
were rendered before the so-called metamorphosis and eclipse took
place. This request is entirely foreign to my conception of the func-
tion of the Congress. On the contrary, I have always thought the
Department of Justice was entrusted with the duty of persuading
the courts, and 1 am wonderin* whether the congressional action
asked for is souglit for its persuasive or for its supposed coercive effect
upon the Court. There are evidently some %,ho entertain the belief
that tile so-called metamorphosis has destroyed, not only tile sover-
eignty of the States, but the separate independence of the executive,
legislative, and judicial branches of the National Government as well.

-t. cannot )e mid that this congressional action is necessary in order
for tie Supreme Court to have an opportunity to overrule its former
decisions, because many cases come before it every year involving
the application of the immunity doctrine. Under these circumstances,
I confess I am at a loss to understand what the modern theory is on
which Congress is requested to enact a statute directly in violation of,
and in the very teeth of principles as firinly established by the decisions
of our Supreme Court, as these principles are. Whether such action is
calculated to build tip or to destroy public confidence and respect
for that much revered tribunal is a very delicate question and is one,
not for nie, but for ti1is committee and the Congress itself 'o decide.

Let ine state, in conclusion, that I do not wish to be understood as
opposing the submission to thme States of a constitutional amendment
pennitting reciprocal taxation by the State aid Federal Governments
of the income from each other's securities. It may be that the pro-
posed amendment would remove tile immunity as to surtaxes only,
or it might provide for the respective governments to transmit, each
to the other, any tax so collected. These are questions for Congress
in its wisdom to decide. But I do wish to urge on behalf of Virginia
with all the earnestness I possess, that under our Constitution, and
the methods therein provided for its amendment, the States should
be permitted to decide whether them h, s been, or should be, such a
metamorphosis in the fundamental principles of our Government as
that the hallowed traditions, sovereignty, and independence of Vir-
ginia, within her allotted sphere shall perish from the earth.

The CHAIRA.N. Thank you, Mr. Staples.

STATEMENT OF HON. GREEK L. RICE, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI

Mr. RIcE. 'Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of tile committee, if
the committee please, I represent the sovereign State of Mississippi,
and with your permission I should like to register my protest against
the recent proposals of the Federal Government to tax State and
municipal securities by a simple act of Congress. The detailed
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reasons upon which I base my objections to the proposal have been
fully and formally stated in the memorandum which I signed in my
offiial capacity as the attorney general of the State of 'Mississipp*i
along with the'attorneys general of the other States.

The committee has already had placed before it by the honorable
solicitor general of the State of New York the reasons why the con-
clusions advanced by the Department of Justice in its study are
unsound-nnd accordingly why their assertion that Congress can tax
State and municipal securities by a simple act of Congress is ill
founded. I shall content myself very briefly with pointing out to this
committee some of the absurd results which must inevitably follow
from the contentions advanced on behalf of the proposals.

Thus it is said that the sixteenth amendment must be read as vest-
ing Congress with the power to tax income from any source. If this
is true, I fail to see any logical reason why the rule would not be
extended so as to permit the Federal Government to tax the States
and their municipalities. Since the States have income and since the
language of the amendment is not confined to personal income alone,
what is there to prevent the Federal Government from taxing the
States or their cities on an income which they derive from municipal
power plants, from street-railway systems, from ferries and bridges,
and dozens of other governmental activities which produce revenues
and even upon the revenues derived from the collection of State and
local taxes? This may sound like an absurd and preposterous prop-
osition, yet the Federal Government has never answered the charge
that their interpretation of the amendment leads inevitably to the
taxation of State and city revenues. In my opinion it is no answer
to say that the Members of Congress as representatives of the States,
would not pennit such taxation. I am concerned not with what this
Congress will do or will not do in that respect; I am concerned with
the danger that some future administration might seize the current
intorpretation o! the amendment as a means of taxing State arid
municipal revenues.

I do not wish to labor this point, yet I think it is serious and warrants
a big discussion. Let us confine ourselves for a moment to a single
phase of governmental activity; the operation of municipal water,
power, and light plants. In the State of Arkansas, for example, the
city of Jonesboro, with a population of 12,000 people, operating a
municipal power and light plant, had a net income for 1936 of approxi-
mately $80,000 from its power and light plant alone. If thLq income
were taxed at an assumed rate of 13% percent (the rate which prevailed
under the revenue act of 1932) that city would pay the Federal Gov-
ernment a tax on its light and power'plant of $11,466.54. That, I
take it, is not a large amount when compared with the figures to which
the Congress of the U: cited States is accustomed. I do believe,
however, that tile citiZells of Jonesboro would regard it as a substan-
tial amount of money. For instance, in my own State of Missi-qippi
the city of Greenwood, also having a population of 12,000 derived a
not income in 1036 of approximately $143,000 from the operation of
a municipal light and power plant. "Based on the same assumed rate
of tax, the citizens of that city would have to pay the Federal Govern-
ment approximately $19,000 in taxes. I know definitely that in my
State that would be considered indeed a large sum of money.
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In Kentucky the city of Henderson, again a city of some 12,000
people, derived approximately $91,000 net income in 1936 from the
operation of its municipal light and power plant. Iere too the
federal tax would be in the neighborhood of $12 000. In the city
of Holland, Mich., a city of some 17,000 people, the municipal light
and power plant returned net income for 1930 of $187,000. JIere the
citizens would be compelled to contribute sonte $25,000 in estimated
taxes. Thus, you can see why it is that the mayor of the city of
New York when he appeared here before this committee the oiher
(lay, said that the proposal to tax State and municipal securities was
o1 which was ag aled by those who were opposed to muncipal
ownership of public-service functions.

The obviously hnmxssible results which flow from the position of
the Department of Justice are not restricted to their arguments with
regard to the meaning of the sixteenth amendment. Similar laws
run through their entire argument on the immunity rule. They
say that there are many fields in which the Federal Government can
tax State agents like the Government contractor and the Govern-
ment lessee. Of course these so-called analogies are just as incon-
sistent with the exemption of State and municipal revenues as they
are with the exemption of their bonds. And if the argument that
the power to tax involves the power to dearoy is only Ia relic of an
older jurisprudence" as the Department of Justice insists, I suppose
we can't complain if the Federal Government asks the State o7f is.
sissiplpi to file income tax returns. Certainly they have a ted that
there is no objection to the taxation of our bonds that would add to
the cost of our government. And so I suppose they are ready to say
that we can't complain that a tax on our revenues would add to the
cost of our government.

But there is an inevitable consequence from, all the arguments
which the Department of Justice has made which flatly contradicts
their own position. Every argument which the Department of
Justice gives against State and municipal-bond immunity would
make Federal bonds just as taxable by the States under the Constitu-
tion. Nevertheless the Department of Justice insists that the rule
is not reciprocal and that the States still may not tax Federal securi-
ties without Federal consent. It is given as an inconsistent analogy
to State-bond immunity that a Government contractor is taxable.
But the case which tLey happen to point to was that of a Federal con-
tractor not a State contractor. And so, if there is any inconsistency,
Federaf-bond immunity seems more directly affected by that case
than State-bond inmunity. They say that Marshall's dictum, that
the power to tax involves the power to destroy, is no longer a valid
objection to taxi tion of State and municipal bonds. But that state-
ment was made by Marshall in a case which concerned Federal im-
munity. In other words, if it is no objection that the power to tax
involves the power to destroy, 3fCult.,cA v. Maryland and every case
on Federal inununity which followed it. was incorrectly decided.

In other words, the Department of Justice argument proves to
much. They have insisted that the Federal Government is con-
stitutionally innune from State taxation. But their arguments, if
they were valid, would prove just the opposite. Unlike the incon-
sistent position of the Department of Justice, I submit that the
position of the States is consistent throughout. We say that neither
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the States nor tie Federal Government may tax each other if the tax
will impose a direct burden on governmental functions.

By resulting the law as it stands, the States submit that their
position avoids the absurdities into which the Department of Justice
has fallen. 1'e are not comllled to take the position that immunity
is a Federal monopoly while proving the contrary, nor are we con-
pelled by our arguments to claim the right to tax Federal revenues.

I submit, on behalf of the State of Mississippi, that any legislation
to tax the securities of the States and municilpalities cannot be upheld.

The CISAISIAN. Thank you, Mr. Rice.

STATEMENT OF HON. RALPH 0. BREWSTER, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MAINE, APPEARING ON
BEHALF OF HON. FRANZ U. BURKETT, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF
THE STATE OF MAINE

Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
Attorney General Burkett, of Maine, had been most anxious to
appear before your committee on behalf of the State of Maine and
to join with his brothers, the attorneys general who have appeared
here today in formal protest to this committee against the constitu-
tionality f the proposal under consideration. flowever, the legisla-
tive session in Augusta has made it impossible for him to get away,
and he has therefore asked me to appear on his behalf today as the
spokesman for the State of Maine.

The Department of Justice has submitted to this committee a
study in which we find the startling assertion (p. 10), attributed
apocryphally to Marshall--
that the principle of immunity pcotected the Federal Government against tax-
ation by the State, but did not reciprocally shield the States against the exercise
of the delegated, and supreme, taxing power of the Central Government.

In other words, we are told that so far as the Constitution is con-
cerned, the States themselves are subject to what is labeled by the
Department of Justice itself as the supreme taxing power of the
Central Government. The Department of Justice did not say that,
the Federal Government might tax only State bonds. The language
I have read claims that the principle of immunity does not shield
"the States" from Federal taxation.

Furthermore, it is my understanding that in his proseimtation before
this committee, the chief counsel for tle Bureau of Internal Revenue
referred to right of the Central Government to tax the instrumentali-
ties of the States. In other words, Mr. Chairman, we are told now,
for the first time in our history, that nothing in the Constitution stops
the Federal Government from asking the State of Nfaine to pay a tax
on its own security holdings, or even to file a Federal income-tax
return on its revenue receipts. Indeed, the logic of their contention
compels them to stand by such an assertion of power for their whole
argument in support of A literal interpretation of the words "from
whatever source derived" crumbles to pieces if they are forced to
admit that in the course of interpretation that phrase must not, hi any
way, be qualified.

In Maine we perform many public services for which we make
charges. We have toll bridges municipal utilities, and similar
public works. The committee will, therefore, see why we must view
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with genuine alarm an assertion of the chief legal officer of the United
States, that the State is absolutely subject to Federal taxation of
any kind, with the solo qualification that the tax be not discrini-
natory as between the State and a private person.

We must also take sharp exception to the contention of the Depart-
inent that the rule of intergovenmental immunity " under our Consti-
tution only works one way; that is, that the Federal Government
enjoys the full benefit of this necessary rule of constitutional inter-
pretation hut that, on the other hand, it does not shield the States,
against a direct application of the Federal power to tax. They
flatly as.ert (p. 9) that the rule of ilmunity is one of "Federal
supremacy." They say, of the many cases upholding the equal in-
munity of the Statc..i front the Federal power to tax, t at they cannot
"°confidently ho said to be good law today." And finally they make
the perfectly amazing statement that, though the 1Polloeh ae is the
law of the land today, "this is not a matter of great importance"
(p. 61).

It is our position that these sweeping assertions are in complete
error. For the past three-quarters of a century the United States
Supreme Court has never once deviated from the view that the im-
munity rule gives the States exactly the sane protection as it gives
the Federal Government. The department of Justice has tried to
build an argument by patching together a scrap of an argument from
one case, a dictum from another, a dissenting opinion from a third,
and so on. Their arguments had to be indirect, because every direct
expression by the United States Supreme Court, whether in majority
or minority opinions, would disprove tIhe Department's case. We
don't have to rely on indirect proof to show the equal application of
the immunity rule to the States. Even restricting our study to the
cases cited by the Department of Justice we have been able to list
no less than 34 clear recognitions by the Court of the reciprocal
character of this rule, as between State and Federal Governments.
A quotation of the language which the Court used in each of those
cases would no doubt be convincing. But the uniformity with which
the Court has upheld the reciprocity of the rule would "make such a
recital unnecessarily retetitious.

Typical of the Court s repeated statements of the reciprocal nature
of the rule is the following language usd by Mr. Justice Stone in
1936, when lie said that the immunity :ule "is equally a restriction on
taxation by either of the instrumentalities of? the other" (Un ited
State v. Clalf(,rnia.) Indeed, in many cAses the immunity of the
States and the reciprocity of the rule were about the only points on
which both majority and minority Justices were able to agree.

Many of these statements by the Court may be dicta. As a matter
of fact, the )epartment of Justice says that in-
only eight cases has a Federal tax ever leen declared Invalid by the Court as
Invading an immunity pertaining to the States.
The Department apparently feels that a doctrine isn't well supported
if it. has only eight United States Supreme Court holdings to back it
up. But few doctrines of constitutional law can boast one-half as
many supporting precedents. I suppose that the Wagner Labor
Act,'for example isn't any the less constitutional because it was up-
held in only one United States Supreme Court decision.
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We may ask then on what does the Department of Justice rely
when it urges (lat the States have no immunity whatsoever? Very
simply, it is this-that the Federal Government'is supreme, and only
this so-called Federal supremacy justifies immnunity. It is my con-
sidered judgment that such a coiitention constitutes a very dangerousattack on (lie States.

The States find a consistent philosophy in all these cases on the
immunity rule; that ii that governmental immunity lins always been

.insisted upon by the 6ourt to prevent the disruption of the delicate
balance of powers between the States and the Federal Government.
In other words, the rule it not based on tie supremacy of eithr
government. It is designed rather to avoid a one-sided supremacy
which might unbalance the Federal system. That reason obviously*
applies equally to the Federal Government and to the States. Whien
any of the early cases based the immunity of the Federal Govern-
ment on "Federal supremacy" it. is clear that they meant the suprent-
acy of the "Federal system" and not of the Central Government.
The preservation of the States is just as important to the preservation
of the Federal system as is the National Goveinment.

All the cases make it clear that there is no such thing as the suprem-
acy of the Federal Government--except, of course, in the fields which
the States have delegated to it. And the cases are just as unanimous
in insisting that the States are equally supreme in their field. In
other words, if supremacy is the reason for the immunity rule, there
is no difference between the Federal Government and the States
whatsoever. The States are as supreme in their field as the Federal
Government is in its field.

Tite Department of Justice tries to bolster lip its argument by certain
language in the recent case of I1drering v. G(rhardl. But there is no
intention whatsoever in that case to give the impression that the
States have lost their immunity from Federal taxation. In the first
place, Justice Stone clearly stated that State immunity was an estab-
lised and sound doctrine of our constitutional law. As a matter of
fact, be said that it had been decided-

That the taxing power of the Federal Government Is nevertheless subject to an
Implied re friction when applied to State instrumenta'ities 0 0 0.

And the Court also showed its concurrence in our interpretation of
the reason for that immunity. Justice Stone said:

The Immurtj which It implied was sustained only because It was one deemed
neoeary to protect the States from destruction by the Federal (axation of those
governmental functions which they were exercising when the Constitution was
adopted and which were essential to their continued exsterce.

In the second place, the Court laid down two careful tests for apply-
ing State immunity. Can we possibly assume that they would lay
down tests for applying the immunity if they meant to reject the
doctrine outright?

But the Department of Justice insists that there is a difference
between the Federal Government and the States sufficient to make a
difference in their immunity. Thus it is argued, that because the
States are represented in Congre they may not complain that a tax
levied against them by that Congress ms unconstitutional.

In reply, we express some amazement that the Department should
champion a suggestion, even though it may have slipped from the
pen of a distinguished jurist, that in effect would nullify the entirO
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reasoning of the doctrine of Marburyi i. .ladison. Constitutional
rights find their ultimate protection in the Suprene Court and are lot
to be compromise even by the will of Congrcss. To suggest. that a
challenge to the constitutionality of a statlte can be met with the
obvious irreevancy that the person or tlim State who challemtge,} fhe
act has no standing because lie was represented in Congress would
sWil to be a complete distortion, both of tle powers of Congress and
of dio duties of the Suprmo court . Since when hIm it lemn a valid
arlument that the Constitution of these UnitdA Nates doesn't protect
an American citizen or a State Ga the Uition because lie or it is repre-
sented in the Congress? Since when is the Congress free to disregard
the constitutional safeguards of the civil and religious rights of ninori-
ties because those minorities are represented in Conigress?

The Department of Justice's argument seen to say to the Stetes-
"What right have you to complain about this act? Tour own repro:
sentatives in Conress passed it."

But there are always minorities in Congress. They may represent
agricultural States, seacoast States, TAke States, cotton States, auto-
mobile-manufacturing State., oil States, and sometimes, I may add,
there are even Democratic or Republican minorities. Suppose the
majority of Congress in any such field should take action which
prepidices that particular minority in violation of the Constitution.
Canthe fact that thom minority States are represents in Congress
po%.ibly be a sufficient answer to them when they- seek to prove that
the Constitution forbids the action? In the last. analysts, such a
contention would simply substituted the will of a majority of Congres
for the interpretative protection of the Supreme Court.

Suppose some Congress decides to levy a discriminator' tax on
State bonds at a rate twice as high Rs that on any other bonds. It
would be cold comfort to the States if their own representatives had
passed it. It must be plain, Mr. Chairman, that the contention
misses the whole point o a written Constitution.

And if it is a question of the need for the immunity rule, may I
suggest that the States need immunity from Federal interference
much more than the Federal Government needs immunity from State
interference. If I may say so, the Federal Government sens strong
enough to protect itself these days. On the other hand, the States
which happen to be in a minority at any given tim, have a much more
real neel for protection against interference by the Fcderal Govern-
mont.
The Department of Justice argues, in effect, that Ildwtring v.

Gerhardt has abandoned the constitutional guaranty of equal sov.
ereignty as between State and Federal Governments in their respective
fields. Four Judges joined in the majority opinion in that case.
The record of each one of them makes it impolsibl to assume that
they meant to take any such drastic step. The brief which the States
have submitted in opposition to the )epartment of Justice's study
shows convincingly that every one of the Judges who took part in
the Gerlardt decision had joined in numerous cases, in which he
clearly reiterated the doctrine of equal State itmmunity. Mr. Justice
Stone, who wrote the Gerhardt opinion, also wrote'the language I
quoted above that the immunity rule-
is equally a restriction on taxation by either of the Instrumentalitis of the ether.
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The opinions of 'Mr. Justice Stone, aflirming the immunity of thie
States, number at least 20. ('hief Justie Hughes has 6iupported
State ianmunity in no les. than 18 opinion-. 1% r. Juilice l1randeis
has to his credit at least 22 reaffirmations of Slate immunity. The
same story applies to each of the other Jnstices. Each of them thas
repeatedly emphasizl the v.ery rule of equal State and Federal
immunity %Wicl tile Department of Justice dispute.

I submit on behalf of the State of ,Maine that this attack on our
immunity rorn Fe!eral interference is of grave concern. We ask
this co imitleo to repudiate any suggestion that the Slates which
you represent are not the constitutional eqalts of the Federal Gov-
ernment in the field of intergovernmental taxation. We urge that If
any step to lax the States be considered at all, it should be consil-
cr only with tie States' e3iisent, by constitutional amendment.
Taxation without consent is a protest that goes pretty far back into
the origins of American history.

STATEMENT OF HON. MAC Q. WILLIAMSON, ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Mr. WILLIAUSON. Mr. Chairman anti gentlenien of the committee:
If the committee please, I am here in my ollficiel capacity, as attorney
general of the sovereign State of Oklahoma, and witih the conunittee s
permission I should like to controvert briefly the facts recently ad-
vanced by the Department of Justice in support of the contention
that the Congress now has the power to tax the income from State
And municipal bonds under the sixteenth amendlment.

Our objection to these facts has been formally made in the mern-
orandum on behalf of the States, which I signed as attorney general
of the State of Oklahoma. As a result of the sluily there'made we
are ol the opinion that the sixteenth amendment was never intended,
and it does not, vest, Congres, with any power to tax State and mu-
nicipal securities. We think our conclusion is supported primarily
by the records surroundi)g the adoption of the amendment and
secondly by the judicial precedents of the Supreme Court of the
United States.

Before I touch very biefly upon my legal argument, I should like
to register, on behalf of the State of Oklahoma, my protest re arding
the proposals, from the economic and fiscal aspects. If aFederal
tax upon the income of State and municipal bonds will result in an
increased cost to the issuing body of from Go points to I percent, as
hms, been estimated, it wil mean an increased interest cost to the
State of Oklahoma and its cities, counties, and local subdivisions of
over $2,000,000 annually, assuming, of course, that after the passage
of an act to tax tile in'csie upon such bonds, there are isued and
outstanding the same amount of State and municipal securities as
were outstanding during the year 1937.

Moreover, in my State the privilege to tax Federal tecuriticts is more
or less of an empty gesture. hiubert b. Bowen, the State Ireasurer of
my State, hs4 advised that "if lite income from Federal and State
securities were taxed by both the Federal and State Governments, the
Federal Government would receive at least four times as much on
State securities as the State (of Oklahoma) would receive from a tax
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on Federal fecuritivs." I 1tdertan,! thiq is due to the fact that the
amount of Feleral securities. held within our State is relatively small.

With thik stoteneut I shall conclude mv brief reference to tile .o.
1101i11c ltirden which the enactment of .ih a tA(x uhild inipo.e Upol
the people of my State.

1 turn itow to the cirvm.,stances mdvr %%hih the sixteenth anend-
Inent wa- adopted.

The sixteenth nnendnent, a. we so Adl know, ;,,oviiles that "Tle
Congr-ts~ shall have jx)ver to ifav ard collect taxes on incomes from
whatever 4mrco denved, Aithout apportionimcnt among the several
States and without riard, to any census or enumrneration." The Dc-
partment of Jlistice builds its ca5e uponl the Ia.-Imj tioln that th0 words"from ,u whatever soilvo derived" i6 to Ie sttrippe,| from its context in
the amendinent and read "literally," as they put it. So read the
J)epartment arg.ies that it gives the C'ongross power to tax any or al
intcoxme, irrespective of itA source.

However, we have demonstrated ini the States' memorandum that
the phrase was intended merely as a substitute for the word "direct."
Thus we know that in% the Pilok cafe the Supreme Court of the
United States had decided in 1893 that an income tax upon the income
derived from real Ntate and upon the income derived from personal
property was it di,,t tax. AR such the tax could only be levied if it
wa.s apportioned among tile States of the Union.

I riml not point out how impracticable that reiuirement was. It
is dealt with at page 255 of the States' legal memorandum.

We have -hown that in 1009 President Taft called upon Congress
to "prolpve an ainekidiment to the Constitution conferring the power
to levy an income lax upon the National Government without appor-
tiunn erit , amng the States iii pro xjrtion to population."

That was on June 10, 1909. On June 17, Senator Brown intro-
duced Senate Joint Rec-olution 39, which provided:

The Co:,grcns shall have poMwer to lay and collect dircct tax(s (.n income v without
spportblerint amoug the several StattA according to population.

On June 28, a few days after Senator Brown introduced that amend-
went however, the &-t.nate Committee on Finance brought in Senate
Joint Resolution 40, which provided:

The Congress sfall haie poucr to lay and collect taxes on income, from what-
ever source derived, without t apportlor ment among the several States and without
iegard to any consua or enumeration.

Now the committee will observe that the difference between Senator
Brown's re-solution, which lie introduced immediately following Prosi-
dent Taft's inesssge, and the one reported out by the Senate Com-
mittee on Finane, is very simple: The word "direct" was deleted from
the first of these two resolutions and the phrase "from whatever
source derived" substituted in lieu thereof.
Now, one might well ask why the substitution? The answer, as I

e it, is this: The Supreme Court had previously encountered diffi-
culties in interpreting tile nature of direct and indirect taxes. It must
have been felt, therefore, that the troublesoe word "direct" could
be obviated and might well be and by the simple expedient of deleting
it from the amendment. The rcord is clear that the substitution
was made by the Senate Finance Committee without any explanation
on the floor of the Senate and it must, therefore, be obvious that the
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change was intended as a simple substitution rather than as a basic
change in the structure of the amendment itself. There was no dis-
cus*ion at all.

Now, let us check this explanation with the record of subsequent
events. In 1910 nfter the Senate joint resolution had passed the
Senate and the house and it was already before the States for ratifi-
cation, apprehenion was voiced in some quarters that the amendment
might he interpreted so broadly as to permit the Federal Government
to tax the income of State and municipal securities. However, three
outstanding and able Senators, namely, Senators Borah, Brown and
Elihu Root, took the pains each upon a different occasion, to teil the
Senate and the country at large, that the Senate joint resolution was
never intended to extend the Federal Government's taxing power to
the taxation of State and municipal bonds. The committee will recall
that in the Pollock case, though the Justices dissented on all of the
other grounds, they were unanimous in the conclusion that the Federal
Government had no power to tax the income from State and municipal
securities-instrumentalities of the States had been held immune.
Senators Borah, Brown, and Root took the position that the amend-
ment was not inte4ided to extend the Federal taxing power to sources
theretofore immune, . e., the income from State and municipal bonds.

Senator Borah delivered a lengthy and eloquent speech upon the
Senate floor. That speech has been reprinted in full as appendix A to
the States' memorandum and I trust that the committee will take
opportunity to read it in lull. I will not burden the committee with
lengthy quotations from that speech, but wiU content myself with
reading three short paragraphs from the Idaho Senator's summation.
Senator Borah said:

That the proposed amendment adds nothing to the taxing power of the National
Government. This power as complete, unfettered, plenary before. It can be
no more than thkt should this proposed amendment be adopted.

The propowd amrndment does not deal or purport to deal with the question
of power which Is alre.-Ay complete, but simply with the marner and method of
exercising and using that power.

The words' ,from whatever source" add nothing to the force of the amendment.
It Awcid, Ir constitutional parlance, ho just the same If it said "to lay and collet

taxes on Incomes without apportionment " for who could then say that you would
not have the right to lay taxes upon all incomes? The present taxing power
would not be a particle stronger if It stated "to lay and collect taxes upon all
property from whatever source."

Senator Brown, who introduced the amendment, fully supported
Senator Borah'a views. In a speech before the Senate, he said in
part:

I do not consider that the amendment In any degree whtevet will enlarge the
taxing power of the National Government or will have any effect except to relieve
the exercise of tha' taxing power from the requirement that the tax shall be ap-
portioned among the several States.

The third outstanding Senator to take this same view was Senator
Root of New York. Senator Root took the pains to address a long
letter to the New York State Legislature-because of its importance,
this letter, too, is printed as appendix B to the States' Memorandum.
Here again, I need not burden the committee with the reading of
long quotations from .Senator Root's letter. Suflice it to say that
Senator Root explained:
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T"| amendcnment dloes not alter or niodify the relation today exciting between
the Sta tes n d tMe Fcdcral Govcrnnnt. Th.%t rlatlion %ill re:rain the ane
trdr the amendment tot It is today without the amndment. It is conceded by
41 that the Guir,immitt cannot under the pre.-ent Constitution tax State ecur-
iti(se r State inmritrcntalities. Nor can the State lay its taxing finger on Federal
hunds or Fcflertl agincfa. Each is Ucyord the r.ach of the other &% far as
taxation Is concernol. The prp<sed anendminnt Is no sense seeks nor can It
r*-&asoraVly be argued1 to sliggc.t any cha.ige in the Independent or sover,-fgn
rights of ither s,)verelgnt as enjoyed and defined by the courts ever since the
Government was organirlt.

Now, I should like to make this very significant point: After
Senators Borah, Brown, and Root each took the pains to explain that
the amendment was not intended to enlarge the Federal Government's
taxing power, that it, was not intended to permit the Federal Govern-
mnent to tax the income from State and municipal bonds-those views
were never challenged, controverted, or questioned on the floor of the
Senate or House. Quite obviously then, the explanation by these
three able Senators fully allayed any fears which the States might
have had regarding the possible interpretation of the amendment.

Under these circumstances I fail to see how anyone can reasonably
come to the conclusion that the sixteenth amendment vests Congress
with the power to enact such legislation as has been proposed. In may
opinion th t legislation can only be Justified by ignoring the explana-
tions of the amendment made upon the floor of the Senate by Senators
Borah, Brown, and Root, and these explanations, I repeat, were never
challenged, controverted, or questioned in Congress.

I might add in conclusion that the sixteenth amendment has been
before the Supreme Court on a number of occasions, and the Court
has steadfastly refused to interpret the amendment as granting
Congress the power to tax subjects not theretofore taxable by the
Federal Government. Those cases are likewise dealt with in extenso
in the States' Memorandum (p. 344 et seq.), and I need not burden
the committee with the discussion of that point. In addition to those
cases which have interpreted the amendment, there are at least 22
cases in which the Supreme Court, before and after the ratification
of the sixteenth amendment, has said in no uncertain language that
the Federal Government may not tax the income from State and
municipal bonds. (See the States' Memorandum at p. 120.)

In view of those circumstances, I respectfully submit on behalf of
the State of Oklahoma the request that this honorable committee
report to the Senate of the United States that the taxation by the
Federal Government of State and municipal securities can be effectu-
ated only by the adoption of a constitutional amendment.

The 911AIRu. . Turn back in your statement. It seems to me
tha'. as to your statement as to the amendment finally adopted, that
the construction placed upon it is one which could properly be placed
upon it if it, read Congress shall have the power to lay and collect
taxes upon all incomes without apportionment among the several
States, and without, regard as to any census or enumeration that is
the amendment with the phrase, "from whatever source derived"
deleted.

Now, what significance d- you attach as to the inclusion of the
phrase "from whatever sot.re derived." I have not yet had an
explanation of what the purpose was in putting that phrase in the
Constitution.
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Mr. WILLIAMJSON'. Senator, I would s"y from every aspect of it.
it has the appearance of taking out the, more or les troublesome
word, "(direct.," and insert therein the phrase, "from whatever source
derived" in order to take away some truuble.ome construction which
we know had theretofore been experienced by th court in deciding
what were direct taxes.

The CHAIRS.AN. Why not leave out the words "direct" or "indirect,"
and not substitute anything for it.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Rvidentlv someone felt they should substitute
something when they took the wold "direct" out. When they took
this word "direct" out, nobody evidently stge-sted that they would
leave that out and have the phrase "from whatever source derived."
That means "direct" or "indirect."

The CHA ,A-,. To my mind I am almost ready to agree with the
able argument Mr. Epstein made this zoning, and the very excellent
arguments made since then that the trend of decisions is decidedly
against the Government's contention. You can dovetail them il
together, and you call say that the courts have collie to a conclusion
on that point. I am a lawyer, but, speaking as a layman, it is difficult
for me to read that language including that phras-, frontn whatever
source derived" without attaching sonic meaning to it. I do not think
the people of the United States are bound by w hat Senator Brown, or
Senator Root. or Senator Borali thought was 'neant by the language.
I think that the people of tie United States are bound ! y the language
inserted in this amendment, and I would he greatly enlightened for
your argument, and the arguments from now on would be directed to
clearing up that proposition, for I think that is the real question from
a legal standpoint.

"Yr. WILLIAMSON. I can 0nV say, taking this opportunity in my
final remarks to suggest that the gntlenen were somewl at "troubled
by tie word "direct," and they took it from the resolution, and
substituted these words thinking perhaps it would suffice.

The CHAIRMAX. I thank you for going into this question and I
would like to hear more about it.

Senator AUSTIN. May I ask a question. It has been my i. ipression
that the word "direct" did not modify the word "income," and there-
fore, the deletion of the word "direct" did not affect the meaning of
the word "income." You will note that the objective was to broaden
the class of things taxable w without apportionment. Therefore, does
it not. reasonably follow that the words "from whatever source derived"
should be co mnlcted with the phases following them, viz: "Without
apportionment", and so forth, rather than be treated as a substitute
for the word "direct"?

Mr. WILL[AMSO'. As I see it, the trouble with the word "direct"
has been up before. The Pollock caie had gone into that rather ex-
haustively some years before, and it occurs to me, and this is just
my opinion, that one of the members of this Senate committee had in
mind the history of the past, and the decisions of the courts in the
past. They were hoping, no doubt, to obviate the difficulty, and no
doubt to obviate this, and that they would arrive at a decision which
would comport in upholding the constitutional amendment. It occurs
to me they did it and eliminated this word "direct," anti used this
other phrase which, in my judgment, they believed would be easier,
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and more susceptible of a proper and constitutional interpretation
without trouble than the use of the word "direct."

Senator AUSTIN. May I ask you another question. I am not
challenging your views,'but, asking for illumination. )o you believe
by adding to the word "income," those words, "from whatever source
derived" anything was done with that proposal to amend the Con-
stitution that would make clear, that it included both direct and
ilirect taxes.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. 1 should say thlt they meant there to include
the t%%o taxes. I should "3 that it Meant inconic from whatever
source derived from what they discovered. I am inclined to thinki it
probably did, but, they certainly wanted to get away in any event
rom tho po.:ible conception oni the part of the courts that they
mere taxing directly. It occurs to me that they were wanting, if
possible, to get away from the prior conception of the courts as to
what constituted direct taxes, of course, 'witLout apportionrnent.

As I see it, that phase constituted a crux of that whole amendment
to the Constitution. That was the thitig which empowered the
Federal (0verninent to move in and levy these income taxes as I
see it.

Senator AusTIN. If you tied those words, fromm %,hatever source
derived", to the following words, "without alportionment among the
several States, and without any census or enumeration", I think you
have no need for your argument.

Mr. NVILLIAMj-So. I should say there will be some consideration
along that line.

Mr. ToBix. May I suggest, if it is in point that vie point out the
interpretation placed upon the phrase by the Senator from Vermont.
In the brief, page 339, there is the interpretation put upon it by Profes-
sor &cligman, thani whom there is no more ardent supporter of the
income tax, who sid:
* 0* te a*endvetit dcclarcs that an income tax esri hcr eforth be levied

without apportionment, no inattcr what the source may be, i. c., no matter
-A whether tle source is one that at present eesmit ates a|,otit.nn lit or one tiMt at
pjrc-erit does uot rcct.,-itate alportioumnent. WhenC the 0iidie mit Ftattss that
the Government shall have power to levy a ta\ "on iicortiot, from W'halever st,,ree
derived, without apportionment," chief emphasis is to be put upon the wort's

I without apportionment." The nords "from whatever source derived" arc
indeed no mere $urplufage. Oil the contrary their real import is to remove the
existing discrimination bet we, the various sources of income, so far as apportion-
ment is concerned, and to put those sources which, under the existing interpreta-
tion, can be taxed only through apportio:nment in the same category as those
sources which can now be taxed without apportionment. To say "from whatever
source derived" ii simply another way of saying "Irrespc<;ivo o(the source," or a
shorier sa- of saying "from all sources alike, whether the source te one that
previously made apportionment neessary or not." % that the amendment as
equivalent to the statement that "Congress shall bste power to lay and collect a
tax on incomes, whether previously laid by apportionment or tnot without appor-
tionment." it is accordingly a mistake to as.ume that Ie wor(ts "from whatever
s-ource derived" give the Governinert the power to tax the income from State or
muneipal bonds, for such a tax falls within the third category of income taxes men-
tioned above as being entiieiy beyond the taiiing power of the Fcderal Government.

There has been a suggestion that possibly they had in mind that
the court would construe the word "income" as" being income only
from salaries or wages as distinguished from income from property,
bonds, and so forth.

Mr. Totix. We believe that Profe.sor Seligman's presentation on
page 339 of the brief tends to show some light on the particular ques-

12220--Sq--t, 2---21
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tion raised by you. The whole controversy as to the word "direct"
has lasted in the court for several years.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you ver), much, Mr. Williamson.
We will next hear fromIMr. Thomas J. Ilerbert, attorney general

of the State of Ohio.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. HERBERT, ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. IERBEHT. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee,
Iam appearing here as the attorney general of the State of Ohio,
and I am taking the position followed by my predeceksor, and( the
procedure taken by the Governor of Ohio, who was attoniey general
previous thereto. "We are appearing here in opposition to'the pro-
gram of trying to accomplish those purposes by means of legislation
rather than a member. We are convinced that the sixteenth amend-
ment did not contemplate anything like it is proposing now.

As I read the Supreme Court prcednts, Congress has no power
to tax State and municipal securities. The entire question is whether
the Supreme Court can be prevailed upon to change its interpretation
of the Constitution in the absence of a constitutional amendment.
This question then resolves itself into a matter of what we lawyers
caU precedent.. Is the Court bound by its prior decisions? Should
the Court be bound by its prior decisions: To what extent and in
what circumstances will it disregard its own precedent? These are
are the questions which must underlie our treatment of the legal
problem before the committee.

Let us take up the first of these questions. Must the Supreme
Court follow its own previous decisions? The answer is "No."
There is nothing in our Constitution or in the rules of the Court which
compels the Court to adhere to precedent. But the history of the
past few centuries has made it a rule that our courts m~ill always
respect their prior decisions if it is at all possible. In other words.
adherence to the precedent of decided cases is certainly the rule in
American law.

Therm are very real reasons why that should be the rule. After
all, law is little more than an outline of the rules which govern the
daily conduct of men. If law is to have any value at all, there must
be some way of knowing what it is. Stability in the law simply
demands consistency.

Of course, that is not an inexorable demand. The courts will on
rare occasions reverse previous decision., but they have always made
it clear that it is a very rare exception which only drastic necessity
will induce the court to pursue.

But what are those drastic necessities which sometimes induce (he
courts to reverse themselves? 'rhe major ground as I see it is that
sometimes it is found that the reason for a rile has ceased to exist.
The corollary is that sometimes the customs of the community have
Bi chanted in certain sociological fields that the court will accept
today what it felt could not be accepted .50 years ago. Those are the
explanations for each of the cases or reversals to which the Department
of Justice points.

But it must be evident that those reasons do not apply here. The
rule of intergovernmental tax immunity is based upon the necessity
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of preserving the balance between our State and Feeral Governmerts.
Certainly, there is no one here willing to argue that that reason no
longer e.ists. Nor would anyone be willing to say that there would
not be a clear dislocation of ihat balance of power if wo should take
annually out. of thcr State and municipal treasuries over $100,000,000
for the sake of adding to the Federal revenues.

Chief Justice ,Marsluill phrae(l it that "the power to tax involves
the power to destroy." The Depm.rtnent of Justice is di.satisfied
with Mrshall on that point, although they ore very anxious to accept
his reasoning on certain other points which'cst.blislh Fcderml inununity.
But I think that that reasoning has as strong validity today as it ever
hal before. What is meant by "the power to destroy?" In behalf
of the States, I submit that the StAtes and their sitbdivizions are
destroyed as such if they are strippld of the means necessary to carry
out th(ir e,cntial functions of local government. The only purpose
for government in a democracy is to zerve its (it itens. And we cAnnot
do that if we are denied the revenues which are necessary to perform
theo services. In other words, take away a substantial portior, of
our revenues and you have to that extent destroyed our ability to
furetion as States.

The validity of the reason is to the power to destroy cannot be con.
sidered any longer in vacuo. However important were the reasons
of the Pollock decision of 1895, the importance of not changing the
rule now without a constitutional amendment is even more hnportant.
Our decentralized democracy has evolved since then on the bais of
that situation. If you suddenly change it, you will dislocate the
revenues of our State and Federal Governments and unbalance our
system. The passc-ge of time has inade it urinportant to speculate
on the petty leg.l ,rguments Pa to how lite cese should have been
decided. By now, legal speculation has turned into grim fact. You
cannot change this rtie without an actual disruption of the Federal
system.

1 know that Justice Holmes said that it is not necessarily true that
"the power to tax involes tile power to destroy." Of course, it,
isn't necessarily true. But I do not believe that Justice Hfolmes meant
to discard Marshall's statement in its entirety, lie never meant to
suggest that a te.x will be upheld if it is actually; destructive. Reading
both Marshall and Holnes, together on th'is point, the true rule
obviously is that the power to tax must. be denied when it actually
does involve the power to destroy.

Since the reasons for the adherence to precedent are exceptionally
strong in th.N field, it is obvious that the Court should not be induced
to Ecrap a century of precedent.

On behalf of the State of Ohio, I submit that an act to tax State
and municipal securities is plainly unconstitutional. Some will say
that I should then have no objections to its passage and the Supreme
Court can decide for itself. I answer that it would be deplorable for
Conress to show itself re-dy to disregard a rule of constitutional law
which goes to the form of our government. I would consider itdeplorable if a Congress should pas legislation in the field of inter-
governmental relations which is clearly unconstitutional under the
existing law. Whenever the Congress has paused acts of doubtful
validity in the past, the doubt existed because there was no Supreme
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Court decision directly on tile point. That is not this situation whero
tile Congress is being asked to pass an act which is obviously unconsti-
tutional unless there is a reversal. In times such as these, I feel
that Congres should set an example of respect for our Constitution
and our form of government and should repudiate the suggestion
that it should contribute, even by invalidI legislation, to a disrespect
of that Constitution.

If the committee plea4, I ask for a report against the validity of
the proposed legilation. If considered neceas4!ry, the way is opel) to
achieve the sme result by a constitutional amendment, without
set#ig any precedent for tampering Nsith the balance between tie
States ani the Federal government .

The CJIAirMA. Thank you, Mr. Herbert.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANCIS A. PALLOTTI, ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE STATE OF CONNECtICUT

Mr. PALOtrtI. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the conunittee,
I appear before the committee on behalf of the State of Connecticut.
I am proud to represent Connecticut, "The Land of Steady Habits,"
and to recall that just 300 years ago on January 14, 1639, the settlers
of Hartford, Windsor, and Wethersfield and those along the banks of
the Connecticut River united in tle adoption of the first written
constitution in American History, an event which stands unique of a
self-governing people. It was a 'brave act in those tines by which the
people recognized themselves as "sovereign" and this, mind you,
148 vears before the Constitution of the United States was written.

Connecticut never ratified the eighteenth anliendment to the
Constitution of the United States and Connecticut was right for the
eighteenth amendment was repealed by the twenty-first amendment
to the Constitution.

The sixteenth amendment to tile Constitution-- the amendment
now in question before your committee--was never ratified by Con-
necticut, and taking into con-ideration the disputes and misunder-
stand ings that have now come up as to what is meant by the sixteenth
amendment I am prouder than ever that I conic fro x Connecticut.
Connecticut, being law-abiding and upholding the Constitution,
recognizes that the sixteenth amendment is the law of the land, but
Connecticut emphatically disagree- with the effect, purpose and intent
that is now being attempted to be placed on the sixteenth amend-
ient. I am certain that nearly all the other States in the United

States would never have ratified the sLxteenth amendment if, for one
moment, they had the slightest idea that Congress would attempt
to do something that the sixteenth amendment never intended to do.

As attomey general for Connecticut I would like to discuss certain
of the legal arguments made by the Departmnent of Justice which my
State does not approve iof.

Connecticut, as usual, was one of the first States to see the patriotic
necessity of compelled action to combat these Federal proposals to
lax the States whether they liked it or not. My predecessor in office,
Hion. Charles J. Mclaughlin, now State tax connissioner, was one of
the organizers of the Conference on State Defense and has been
serving as vice chairman of that association through which State and
municipal officers are cooperating in the presentation of the States'
case.
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My ollice has consistently taken the position that the Federal
Government does not have any constitutional power whatsoever to
tax a single bond of the State of Connecticut, or any other State.
Attorney General Mclaughlin ruled last August that a $25,000,000
bond isue we floated then was beyond the Federal taxing power.
I held that view before I read the Department of Justice study.
And, after reading the very best arguments which the Department
of Justice is able to dig up,I an more firmly convinced than ever that
State and municipal bonds tire absolutely immune. Hardly an argu-
ment is made which does not fall apart under analysis. Hardly a
ease is cited whiI. does not bolster up rather thun weaken the tn-
munite of Government bonds.

But there is one particular problem to which I should like to direct
my remarks especially. I want to show how completely in error tle
I),partuient of Justice is when it argues that its tax plan is fair and
reasonable because it gives the States the same right to tax Federal
securities as it claims for the Federal (,overnmeni in taxing State
obligations.

The Department of Justice and the Treasury l)epartment tell us
that there is nothing for us to worry about in Federal taxation of
our State and municipal bonds, since they are willingto give the States
the "reciprocal" right to tax Federal securities. Thiat, we are told
should eliminate any objection which the States have. It is offered
as a magnificent gesture that puts the whole proposal on a high plane
of fairness and equality.

Before this committee, I sav that those apolo~ies and excuses for
this plan Aire utterly Lbsurd. "F[le plan is not fair. The plan is not
rei real. The plan gives the States io equalitv whatsoever.

mvein Connecticut are told, Mr. Chairman, that we may tax the
income on Federal bonds. But we have no lcrsonal income tax in
Connecticut. In other words, for all practical purposes, wL are not to
share in this Go-called fair way of avoiding discrimination. The plan
will cost our State and municipal governments over $1,600,000 in
extra interest cost every year. And, aside from the little we might get.
from our corporations, ly State is not to get a single cent in return
by taxing Federal bonds. In that respect we in Connecticut are not
alone. Sixteen States inI the Union do not have a personal income
tax. Just where do we fit into this picture of statutory reciprocity?

And then there is the case of our municiplhiti s and even the
municipalities of the States which do have an income tax. Connec-
ticut cities and towns would have to pay an additional $1,000,000 a
year in higher interest if the Federal Government should ever succeed
i taxing our bonds. Not one of our municipalities and, indeed not
one of the municipalities of any other State in the countryy would ilave
any way of taxing the income on Federal bonds.

M r. t'hain-ian, I know of many small towns and villages and school
districts in mv State which must shortly issue bonds and to which
even a few tfiousand dollars in additional interest cost would be a
calamity. And in many of 0lhem there probably is not even a single
holder of Federal bonds against whom a local tax might be leviedi. Of
course, that applies on a larger scale even among the States. Many
States have very few holders of Federal bonds within their borders.
As a practical matter, they are powerless to get hack a single cent in
taxation of Federal securities even if they should happen to have an
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income tax. In other words, they too aro not to share in this so-called
equality and reciprocity.

However, tLose points are largely fiscal father than legal. And the
legal objections to this so-called fair and equal plan are just as power-
fill. The department of Justice says tlt the Federal Government
has a constitutional power to tax the'bonds of Iay State or of any other
State in the Uiion. But they claim that it would take an amendment
to the Constitution for tie *States to tax Federal bonds, tuile,'; tie
Federal Government consents by statute. ltit so far as the States
are concerned, the Department insists that it does not make a bit of
difference whether the States are willing to give their content to Fed-
eral taxation or not. Even without a constitutional amendment and
even without their consent, the U!nited States Attornoy Generad says
the Federal Government may tax us and our bonds. fn other wons,
the Federal Government is to have an absolute right to tax the States;
the States are to have a permissive right to tax whatever Federal
instrumentalities the Federal Government will deign to permit and
only so long as the Federal Government will deign to permit it.

gut the committee must see that if we in the States have no consti-
tutional protection against any Federal taxation, as the Department
of Justice argues, then there is no constitutional objection to any
Federal taxation of our property, our functions, and our revenues.
Nothing in the Constitution would be left to make a future Congress
stop only with our future bonds. And what are we to get in return?
Only a very limited waiver of the Federal immunity. In other words,
if tfiis bill were ever upheld, the Federal Government would be able
to ta anything of a sovereign State and the States could only tax
whateverit happened to please the Congress of the moment to alow.

If the permission to the States to tax Federal income could be given
bT this Congress, it could be repealed by any subsequent Congress.
1fthe Federal Government has a constituIional right to tax the States,
it could do so even if a subsequent Congress repealed the permission
to the States to tax Federal income. It would not make any differ-
ence that. you gentlemen and the Members of this Congress would
agree that that would be a terrible injustice. The constitutional bars
would be down.

Then there is a similar point. The President of the United States,
the Department of Justice, the members of this committee, and the
attorneys general of the States all agree that there must never be
any taxation of the already issued exempt State and municipal secur-
ities. That could not be done in good conscience because it would bo
a breach of faith. But, Mr. Chairman, this whole Department of
Justice plan is based on the legal assumption that the United States
has the power to tax any State and municipal bond, outstanding as
well as future. And if this bill were constitutional, any future Con-
gress could come along and impose a tax on any outstanding State
and municipal securities even though they were i'sued before this bill
and even though they were sold with the'absolute understanding that
they would never be'taxed.

Now, I believe there is not a man on this committee who would
think of allowing Federal taxation of State securities without giving
the States permission to tax Federal securities. There is not a man
on this committee who would not consider it a grievous injustice to
continue taxing State securities after the permission to tax Federal
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securities was repealed. There is not a man on your committee who
would tolerate the taxation of outstanding exempt securities. But
have you gentlemen, or any other Members of $he Congress, the power
to binid and commit your successors to any policy which you think is
fair? Who can say'whether a future Congress could niot devise a
plausible "emergency" either for withdrawing or limiting the permis-
sion to the States to tax certain Federal income while continuing to
tax the States? And if this Congress attempts to assert the power to
tax the States, who can tell whether a future Congress wil not employ
that power to tax the outstanding bonds and even the State revenues
and property?

'Tlhe States believe that the Department of Justice does not. content-
plate any of these distortions of the so-called reciprocity and equality
which they urge. The Statei have the utmost confidence that no
Member o'f think Congress would tolerate the exercise of such powers.
But lie powers would be there. And it is a truism, Mr. Chairman,
that the possession of a power invites its exercise. Especially when
it. is a power to raise revenue by taxes.

This is not a matter of trust,*this is a matter of constitutional right.
The answer was given 120 years ago by Chief Justice Marshall in
McCulIocA v. Maryland. Tle great Chief Justice asked: "But is tbis
a case of confidence? Would the people of any one State trust those
of another with the power to control the most insignificant operations
of their State government? We know they would not. Why, then,
should we suppose that the people of any one State should be willing
to trust those of another with a power to control the operations of a
government to which they confided the most important and most
valuable interests?"

Gentlemen of the committee on behalf of Connecticut and the
other States of the Union similarly situated, I say that this statutory
"reciprocity" is no reciprocity at'all. It is inserted in this proposal
to give it a semblance of fairness. But it is clear that under it, the
States would not have the faintest chance for equality.

A statute cannot, give real reciprocity and it cannot give real
equality. The only way the States can be protected is by a constitu-
tional amendment. If they consent to a constitutional amendment,
their sovereignty is not violated. And if a constitutional amendment
restrict d the power of the Federal Government to the taxation of
their bonds, they iould ever face the prospect of being called on to
pay taxes upon their revenues and property. Finally, if a constitu-
tional amendment gave thdi States and the hminieipalftmes a reciprocal
power to tax Federal secuiAties no suhbseuent Congress would ever
be tempted to repeal tie rec.procal provision and destroy the equality
contemplated.

I submit, Nfr. Chairman, tlat a statute along the lines of that pro.
posed by the Department of Justice is a tremendous step toward
the end of State independence sad our Federal system. If the people
of the United States wish to change the form of their Government,
they are free to do so. However, the lesson of too many fallen democ-
racies in dther lands should kcep us from taking, any step in tie
direction of changing the form of our government WIthout the consti-
tutional permission of our people. I thank God that in Aierica
the Iveople still rule.

Tht: (HAIRMAX. Thank you, Mr. Pallotti.
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I have a telegram from the Governor of Connecticut, Raymond
Baldin, emplamzing his views which we %ill have inserted in the
record.

The telegram is as follows:
I want to be recorded as opipo*e' to any Federal tax on State and munkiipal

bonds. The proposal to tax State and municipal bonds places a tax upon a tax
and is an unconttitutional exercise of the Federal taxing power.

IlklUOND lIALDIn X,
Gore nor of ConPadi l.

I have a telegram from the Governor of Vermont, which reads as
follows:

I am oppo-ed. to anyv Federal taxation uf income from State bondq urde.s the
States are given the right to tax the income from Federal bonds.

Gizono 1). AnKI&N,
Gotrnor of Vtrmonl.

I have a telegram from the Goveitnor of W\voming, which reads as
follows:

The State of Wyoming is strongly opposed to Federal tax on State bonds.
Wyoming desires to be recorded among those States oppoeng this Federal measure.

NIEL 1. SMITH,
Governor of li'yoming.

I have a telegram from the Governor of Arknsas, which reads as
follows:

Federal tax or, Gtoverunent bonds wAiU constitute ana exaction froin the State
of Arkan-a by the Federal Government. The State of Arkansas owes more than
$140,000,000 which must be refunded. Legislation cannot be shaped to nullify
natural loss. Consequently upon sale of refunding bonds the Slate would inev-
itably be required. by purchasers to absorb the tax in less favorable interest rates
or discourted purchase prices. We strongly oppose such a neaure.

CARL E. iAILE', Gotcrnor.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES R. MORFORD, ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Mr. NOHORD. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, if
the committee please, 1 am appearing on behalf of the State of I)ela-
ware, in my official capacity as the Attorney General of the State, to
protest, both on constitutional and economic grounds, against the
proposal to subject State and municipal bonds to Federal income tax.
Prior to my election as Attorney General of Delaware, I served as city

solicitor of the city of Wilndugton for 3% years.
When the Treasury Department first issued its study on June 24

1938, in which it was claimed that the Federal Goveinment has a
supreme power to tax the States, my predecessor, lion. Percy Warren
Green, immediately directed his staff to give the subject study coln-
niensurate with its danger to the fundamental interests of the State.
After thorough research, the office of the Attorney General concluded
that the Treasury's legal arguments in support of its contention were
entirely in error.

Our'reasons for so thinking are embodied in the legal brief which
has been submitted to the committee, in the presentation of which I
have joined.

We submit that the Supreme Court has not deviated from the time-
honored and time-tested rule of reciprocal immunity from taxation
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and that the ancient uphorisin "the power to tax is the power to de-
stroy" hits lost none of its compelling force. Rather Ias (lie trend
of events emphasized its soudio,s.

The case of lhlrering v. Gcr ardl, 304 U. S. 405, UpOl which the
Treasury seems to rely very largely relies to support its position that
a congressional statute taxing State and municipal bonds would be
hl6 constitutional, did not we think, hold or decide any such thing.
Far from indicating that Congre&s "lad such power, the Court ex-
pressly referred to the Pollock iaqe, %'hich is the case. holding State
and municipal bonds immune from Fc(eral taxation, in support of its
reasoning. The Department of Justice itself, at page 61 o the study,
concedes that the "Pollock ase has been decided and it has not. yet
been overruled.' It is interesting to nute the statement following.
The study states, "At least in tle field of inter-governmental tax
immunity, this is not a natter of great importance." That is the
first time ini my experience as a lawyer thiat, lhave ever known of an
attorney advising a client, that a rtiling of the Supreme Court, cited
with alproval innumerable times, is "not a matter of great impor-
tance.t

However, while conceding the fact that te Pollock case has not
been overruled (lie department of Justice contends that there is a
"trend" toward the complete elimination of inter-governniental
immunity as far as the States are concerned. But in tle very cases
that (lie l)epartment of Justice relies upon to show this "trend"
against bond immunity, there are definite and strong statements
showing that, the PilO -k case is still authoritative. At the very last
term of the Court no less than four direct utterances of the Supreme
Court upheld the immunity of State and muni ,ipal bonds from
Federal income tax.

May I refer very briefly to those cases. In IIal v. lotrt State
Board, 302 U. S. 95 (1937), Mr. Justice Cardozo said:

By the teaching of the Pollock case * * * income tar, if made to cover
the interest on Government bonds, is a clog upon the borrow-ing.

In James v. Draro Coatrading Co., 302 U. S. 134 (1937), Chief Justice
Hughes said:

The riling In Pollock v. Farmer,' Loan & Trusl Company, 157 (U. S. 129),
related to net income, the uniforin ruling in such a case being that the interett
on Government securities cannot be included in a groxs income for the purpose.
of a tax on that income.
Again in lldrtriag v. Mountain Produears Corp., 303 U.'S. 376 (1938),
the Chief Justice repeated that a tax upon
the Interest payable on State and municipal bonds has been held to be Invalid
as a tax bearing directly upon the exercise of the borrowing power of the Govern-
ment,

citing for that proposition Pollock v. Farners' Loan d Trust Company.
And finally in Jdrering v. Gerhardt, 304 U. S. 405 (1938), which the
Department of Justice contends has opened the door to the taxation
of State andi municipal bonds, Mr. Justice Stone wrote concerning
the immunity of suc , bonds:

It (the immunity) has been sustained uhcrvas in Colledor v. Day the funetiuti
was one thought to be essential to the maintenance of a State government; as
where the attempt was 0 * * to tax income received by a private investor
from State bonds, and thus threaten impairment of the borrowing power of the
State.
again citing Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Company.
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In the brief which we have submitted to this committee on behalf
of attorneys general of 30 States we show that tie Pollock ieuc has
been expr-slv cited with approval ever since it was decided, no less
than 21 timt. A list of these cases aplwar on page 120 of tie brief
which has been filed before your committee. W e say, therefore, that
if there is any "trend" to be discerned it is one, not toward tho ulohi-
tier of bond immunity or reversal of the I'oll,d ease, but nther ote
showing clearly that the P'ollck c,ie is still the law of to laid.

We contend that favorable action on the Treasury's recominenda-
tion here would, if upheld by the courts, be a Federal coIlprini e of
the States' position as sovereign governments. Of cour- to thoss
who believe in the centraliziation and nationnlimtion of our (overn-
mont., this, too, I presume, is not a matter of great importance, but
to us, who still believe that the States are the most perfect expression
of our democratic institutions, and that local government is not only
able but is most fitted, to handle local affairs, it is a serious matter.
This country" was founded, and still exists, on the principle that it

was a federation of States. comprising in effect, indcpendeut nations
who retained the full power of sovereignty, subject only to the exercise
of certain delegated powers, which for the common welfare they had
ceded to the Central Government.

The fraimen of the Constitution never intended to set. a supreme
central government, and to my knowledge, never until this day have
proposals been advanced that open the way to such a result. 'I ho
entire body of our constitutional law, as interpreted by the Supreme
Court and experts in that field, rests on a diametrically opposite basis.

Nor did the adoption of the sixteenth amendment ( estroy this
constitutional concept. It is amazing to think that by the adoption
of an amendment containing the slightly ambiguous wods "front
whatever source derived" we are now said to have overturned our
entire governmental structure and set up a new structure of govern-
ment. Well may we quote the words of Senator William E. Borah
inca recent letter to the Conference on State defense :

To construe the proposed amendment so &s to ernable us to tax the ihsfru.
mentalities of the Strife would do violence to the rules Blid don o by the Supreime
Court for a hundred years, wrench the whole Constitmttiori from its lisrmonlos
proportions, and destroy the object and purpose for v% hch the whole instrument
was framed.

The State of Delaware protests the proposal also on econonio
grounds. In the year 1037, there was paid by the various govern-
mental units, that is, State, municipal and other local instrumental-
ities, about the sum of $1,106,000 in interest on bonds. If these bonds
are made subject to tax there would in all likelihood have been ark
increase in cost to the State of Delaware as a whole, of more than a
thin of a million dollars.

While, perhaps, this sum does not seem large, it should be remom-
bered that Delaware prides itself on its low cost of government. The
addition of this amount to the various governmental budgets would
have a tremendous effect on our tax rates. In the case of the States
alone, if the difference were to be made up by an increased income tax,
it has been estimated that the rate would go ip 16.4 percent.

The position of the State of Delaware on this question bears addi-
tional weight, because the proposed statute would include a peris-
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sion to the States to tnc Federal securities. Through such permission
it i.; quite probable that tile State of Delaware wou'id come out ahead
oi the transcaction, since, we believe that there are considerable hold-
ings of Federal securities which ivould be subject to the taxing power
of the State. But even though we might stand a possible chance to
break even, were such a statute to be enacted---nid subject to the
obvious contingency that it might at any time be repealed by the
('ongress--'ie ari, nevertieless unqualifiedly and absolutely opposed
to it.

Ve belie(, the proposed statute is entirely unconstitutional. Its
pas-sage would be an asuuption (,f a national power over the States
which cannot hoo tolerated. MNoreover front the economic viewpoint,
tile Nation as a whole suirets severely. Many States and most mrrunici-
palities, parti":larly tho it v, wouli L;e hird pres.-,d to zne-t the added
co whieh h -.1ch a tax would place upon them.

The State of Deilaware, therefore, urges that this committee report
to the Senate that thie proposed statute ik both constitutionally and
economirali" unsound.

Senator AUSTINc. May I ask a questions? ''here is a statement in
the study by the Departwent of ,Justice Ls follows:

More graphic evidece could not be pmse ted s to th esentlal fsirrtess of the
Federl ta, and m to its inomrscquernIl cifeet upon the operAtons of the
Government.

I ask you, who seem to have tile opinion that your own State might
break even, whetherr tint effect generally over the State would be
inconsequential so far as ti operations of government go, tire is
tire effect of increasing the cost of operations.

Mr. \Mo 0HoD. I (10. It wNuld increase the cost of the operations
of government, particular rly with municip.-lities.

Senator AUSTIN. Do you think it would be inconsequential?
Mr. MonroHD. do liot think it would be, so far as trie munii )4i-

ties are coirceined. I thik thaet so fer as the State and County govern-
ments are concerne4l, and of course, f om speaking only fori my own
"ake, I think tie State and countie-a wrail be better off financially
but, without mniipaities, where they depend ntirely for the reve-
nue to meet bond is.tres upon ar real-estate tax, that tie situation would
be a particularly smiouq one. As I understand, it has been estimated
by economists io have been given a grc-at deal of thought and study
to the subject, that the interest rte upon which new bonds would be
i-ued by municipalities throughout tino country will be increased by
approximately six-tenths of I percent. That alone is a tremendous
figure in cozsideriilg the cost of local government.
The CnlAIRMAX. Thank you, Mr. Moefurd.
We will next hear from Assistant Attorney General Rice of Utah.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. RICE, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF THE STATE OF UTAH

Ir. fic:. "Mr. Chnirtrn am gentlemen of the committee, I repre-
sent Attorney General Joseph (ez, of tire Stiate of Utah. With the
committee's permission I wonld like to discu4;s very briefly some of
the constitutional aspects concerning the proposals of the Federal
Government to tax State and municipal securities.
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Thii comunittee Ilia already heard, through the Honorable 0. F.
McShane. [Idustrial Commissioner of the Stto of Utah, of the c,'o-
nomie effects of such a tax upon local goven',nont in my State. I
shrill, accordingly, coicern myself solely with leval argunienit.

Oilier attorneys general have already, discusscd before this cont-
mitteo the legislative history of the .iixteenth aliendiultellnt. They
have shown that tie history of the aniendinent does not square with
the contentions advanced by the I)oparlnIt of ,1iitice in support
of the proposition that Congres- already has the constitutionad power
to tax State anti municipal securities.

Those of us who are lawyers knro% that law is one of the ,-ornerstmies
of organized society and that if laymen generally are to respect it,
there ntut be sonic way of knowing exactly what the law L;. In thi-
country and in England, that fact hrs been recognizol and the courts
have, (or three centuries, imposed! upon themselves the duty of respect-
Ing their own prior decisions. I do not intend, however, to advance

the ;eosition that the Supreme Court of the United States should not
be frc-o to reverse itself in certsn fields. Indeed, I believe that where
broad questions of social policy are involved, the Court should, vzs it
now does, feel free to hold that a niiniminm-wage law, for example, i
constitutional, notwitlstanding he fact that some years prior it had
held such a law unconstitutional.

However, I caln imagine no single field of law, constitutional orother-
wise, in which the reasons for adherence to prior decisions apply with
greater force than in the field of the fundamental relationship tween
the States and the Federal Government. We all know how unique our
American form of government is; it is a combination of coordinate
State and Federal sovereignties. The preservation of the delicate
balance between these two sovereign governments is something which
will always constitute one of the most difficult problems for our
statesmen and our courts. Indeed, the Supreme Court of the United
States has itself recognized lie difficulty of preserving this balance
(Sout/ Carolina v. United States, 19 U. S. 437, 448). The doctrine
which the States are here defending goes to the heart of our dual form
of government under zhle Constitution. In these days when the
forms of government are being destroyed in countless lands abroad
there cannot, in my opinion, be any more important question than the
preservation of our basic form of balanced government. These then
are ample reasons why we should, wherever possible, respect Supreme
Court decisions. Now then what are these decisions?

The first case involving the sixteenth amendment to reach the
Supreme Court was Bruwehabtr v. Union P. R. Co. (240 U. S. 1, 1916).
In this case the Supreme Court denied what the Department of Justice
now contends--that the sixteenth amen(ument constituted a new
grant. of power. Thus, the Court said:

It is clear on the face of thi text that it d-cs not purport to cunfer power to levy
income taxes in a general ser,--an autf, -ty already possesed and never ques-
tioned, or to limit and di.tingOith hetwt.o- one kind of income tase and another,
but that the whole purple of the autntidhnCit a-& to relieve all income taxes
when impox frrn, appx, rlionivnt fioi a consideration of the s-urce ilhente
the income was derived.

The Department of Justice now takes the view that the amendment
was adopted to give Congres" power to tax State and municipal
bonds-a power concededly not had before. Tile Supremte Court,
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however, dlid not think so) in the lBrushaber ca. e. Former Under
Secretary of the Treasury Niegill hais "aid of t1ikA CA,-:

Mr. Chief Jtistie White weii oilt of bij may top tata- ant I.~u tis~ c-f:i-
iusion -

thajt tl---
Amueiltiueril didl not e~t4!nt4 the tAiilig [o Ar t iliw FlbajCt.

In the language of tlhe Supremte (Court in the !i nzoa cf -

4 0 there 14 11- esimpe fromi the cog cuikimi th~st t he amneud iirt l
(IFa\% 11 for t he pi t po: O of doing aia I% ( or ilfth 0 tare A ith It iri nciple iipn m M~ich
the Poi.-xA cvve A-.L atcidted; thast is', of kterininig -A hctfikr a tax (! on ! -inc w
direct anot b), a vkmsdcrittiou 1f tile tuirlcn 1ulaim) on the I s~oI incolito 4l~,ori
Which it dlirectly ope rated, biut by t3kiuug into \ lkw the kI ' .ii \sN 1och ro a Ie t.n)1
the property fromt 'ahlch the incine 'a'as ,leri%,Ae, !,inle iii e'aprce- tcra:'s4 theC
Anu ~ridnuent proaide.A that income tawas, froma 'ahate'aer sulmq tiC ijoct-we msy
loe dfui cd, -cal1 nut ties aiIhjct to tho regidlati(ii of atkIJortiotmiealt.*

I shotlid like to point out ill passing tlit its; the (Court obevdill
its opinlionl, it exatmnitued both the hli-torv iml eircmtnane;suMrround14.
ing (lie titdoption of the anieldlinetlt. Also that the inefll)CtS, of t lie
Court who studied tlie history of tile alnei-Atilent il (lie IBruAff.be&
01ace were mulIv famniliar with tlie circitlnstaneezz suitrolildigiv tl
aidopttiont of thie amndmnt. Tile statesniell of that dauy were their
coiltemllorit i ies o11(1 tsoCiites.

The next eack before the Court wtis Mrsaton v. I1,1lic .1in~ii (Co.
Ihere again in contratlt to tite Departmnent's assertions of a nie%% Power,
the Court said:

* * *the provaisiaoni of the ri-0tLeith aninieto conferred tio nlew PO'a'ae of
taxation, 4 *$

Perck Ai Co. v. Loire (247 U. 'S. 1115. 1918) was i5te i eUt inmportant,
case. It jis es eiaiv si~piicimit bmm-ttl e lhere avfOiiii the Court hadtl
before it the I aistori~lld .uckgrounni of the .11110! lile.1t. T1tz1, tile
taxpayer's brief -iuecilicuiily (hbM m114 uItitut~*i Swlitor lloral'sIl. ad
Senator R~oot's opinionai. Gi~inag (tlew colusuermttnul to these ' iews.
.1 ttinllaimlls (Court staid:

* 0 As Pointed ouit lu rit d4kiOIL, it hnhe sixteiath alw ndmientl -loef
(not. extend the taxing power to ni-v or u'acepted -ubheclm-, tint rnmiy remoi es all
oeea~ioli, Vkhich otherviw meiuight exist, for ala 1l)Iportiohllakent arnong the States
of taxes ia&d onl Incomea, whet her it lie der'Lt froin one smiurve or Aniothor (citing
the Rrishobtir and .Stanton emnuuj.

The Decpartmnent oif Jtustice iii R strainedl otlort to get a~tav fromii
this positive obstacle toa their case, zsays (Dejntrilnent of Justice
Study, p. 20) thle Court "does not cot rect!v interpret tlie language
u1Sed b\- Mr. Chief Jrustice White in tile Iis ranal Starfoen cazre*.
From this I must, of course, disa'nf. A careflil reading of the llrootu-

ae mci shnwsi tlhat tite C'ourt's interpretation of tlue casze Wats -smii
finid COltS A-llllt w.~itht what Chief Juimte White s-id therein. A careful
reading of th0 I).-Partment of Justice Sttudy falik to Convitce tule tht
titey lImN e found toiy erI lir ill tlo Peek caice.

As oilpfwsed to th'ir 018a iat thle $1n ireiue Court 4iid unot ititerpret
thle IBrud)4 a case i'orrct iv, I nectd only point ;lilt that as recently
its 1925 the Suprenic Cout, in a tullttlini~s op)inionu said (.1 iftalf v
Alitt44id, 269 L . S. .514, 521):

* At I e tixteuth muiendim-tit dlid tiot extent the taxirg povicr to any
l1i% cixsa f'f *4Ilbj(eCts I Bruiilfr va. Uhfori 11. V. Co., 210 U. S. 1, 60 L,. Md., 493;~iat ,. PKJerk A& (1. 'a. Love', 247 V. 8. I6 0 * #.
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In I'tllcuits v. lBunn (2S2 U. S. 216, 1931) a tinanilnous, court agin
said, after the adoption and ratification of the sixteenth ainevdiient:

In the cas of tc obligalions of a $late or ,f ils JIlitical sut iviions, the subject
held to be exemp1 froi Fcderal taxation i. the priicilini. an1 interf'.1 Of the, o|ligsf-
tions ('ollock v. Frtrim" L.oan, & T. Co., 157 U. S. 429, 3SA, 39 L. 0. 759, S20,
821, 15 S. Ct. £73, -tipra). Thso, oN'gati(Ion cowtitlte t1t conlract wnahe by the
State, or by its political agency Iprsuant to its Wathority, and a tax upon the
amounts pa.%able by the terion of tl.e contract h.% tlhcrefre i.vn regarded as
IA-aring directly upon the exercise of the brruNing pouw r of the Government.

And so I could go on and cite to the committee such cases as Eisntr v.
Afqeombr, 252 U. S. 189, 1920; E'r, nts v. Gore, 2.53 U. 5. 245: A'atvinl
Lift Insurance Co. v. U,. S., 277 U. S. 508, 1923. All of these were
decided after the adoption and ratification of the amehndent and all
of these contain clear expressioins of opinicin which are directly con-
trar" to the views offered by the Department of Justice in their study.
However, all of these cases ae fully discussed in the St:ites' memoran-
duni and, accordingly, I shall content myself at this point with point-
ing out the following significant facts:

1. The history of the amenment inas already been before the
Court.. It has already examined the mes& ge ii which Governor
Hughes then of New York expressed the fear that the amendment
might be inte' reted so as to permit a Federal tax on State and
municipal bond the Court specifically rejected that interpretation
in favor of the assurances by Senators Borah, Root, and Brown, to
the Senate and the Nation," that the amendnen'; was not intended
to permit such a tax. The Department neverth less urges another
opportunity to present the history of the ameminent to the Court.

2. Taking p art in some of the'learding cases in the interpretation
of the amend ment were Mr. Chief Justice White and Mr. Justice
Sutherland and the present Chief Justice Hughes. Each one of these
Justices was, or is, peculiarly fitted to interpret the amendment in
the light of contemporary history. Each hns at one time or another
had opportunity to interpret th amendnit as the Department of
Justice suggests it should be interpreted. Each has joined his brethren
in hIolding that the amendment did not ve-t Congress with power to
tax subjects theretofore immune. The Department neverthele s
urges another opportunity to present the history of the amendment
to the Court.

3. Former Chief Justice White who had been all through the
Pollock cases was the first to say that the amendment did not consti-
tute a new grant of power. The Court subsequentlv accepted that
statement anti made it the basis of the Peck cse. "That view has
been concurred in by a unanimous court in a subsequent case in the
Mielcusf case.

4. There are many cases in which the Supreme Court, before and
after the ratification of the sixte. ith amendment, has said in no
uncertain language that the Federal Government may not tax the
income from State and municipal bonds.

From all of which it will be seen that the Department hopes thrAt if
Congress will but add the weight of its action to the study and if it
can have just one more chance it will convince the Court that all of
its prior decisions and statements of the rule of State immunity are
wrong. Just how the Dcpartment wold accomplish this complete
reversal of precedent is not clear--certainty they have failed to make
out a case that the prior decisions and statements of the rule are
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wron,. Of course, it wiav be that the Department hopes it can
convine the Court that oil their prior reason ng has not been consis-
tent. But under these circumstances the States submit that legisla-
tion which is clearly unconstitutional should not be passed.

I should stiv that in our o~kn State of Utah the Supreme Court has
interpreted this language, "fronm whatever source derived," in a case
found iii 79 P ,ee. (2) . 1 will not take time quoting from it. It L the
I'crdl co s decided on Februarv 9, 1938. It was held in that case (hat
the Constitution gave the National Federal Goverinnent the right
to u-o dhelgate!! powers. and also the State overnments capable ot
exertAising them, e.sentially both operations within the same territory
limits. 'flierefore the Constitution itself makes adequate provision
for preventing conflicts between them.

'There, you have the Bruslabrr case, and the Firrdl cast decided in
1938, and it -sems to me that the phrase, "from whatever source
derived" has been adequately determined.

1 thank you.
The Cu.-In,AN. I thank you, Mr. Rice.
We will noW hear front Attorney General George Couper Gibbs, of

Florida.

STATEMENT ON HON. GEORGE COUPER GIBBS, ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. Gians. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the conmnitteo: As
attorney general of Florida, I wish to place Florida in line with the
other States as opposed to the passage of any legislation at this time,
for two reasons: First, because we believe, as we have pointed out, in
our brief, and 1 will not encumber the record by a repetition, that
such a statute would be unconstitutional.

Sccoihd, for tl.e economic reason that Florida, suffering sogreatl
both fromn storms and financial depression, has found it very difficult
to come back again.

We now have sonie $450,000,000 of bonds outstanding. Some, I
regret to say, are in default, and many arn in tho course of refunding.

If we have to add to the present burden the additional burden of
six-tenths of I percent. it will be very hard for the municipalities, the
counties, the school districts, and the drainage districts, to refund
these bonds.

Through the generosity of the Federal Government, we are erecting
schools. We are raising part of this money by virtue of bonds. If
Oert n small amount were added to it, it N-ouid make it impossible.

I feel that the education of our children and thu furtherance of the
greater interests of the State, and when I speak of my State I mean
that my State takes its place, along with the other States, in its oppo-
sition to any increased taxation.

If, in the \visdoin of Congress, you see. fit to propose a constitutional
amendment, I am quite sure that, if the States consent to a constitu-
tional amendment, we will endeavor to pay the tax.

As to the question just raised, and the" argment, it seems to me
that there might be another reason, that tho construction that has
been placed was the construction that lies teen pointed out by Mr.
Tobin, because, if there had been any other construction, there might
have been an attempt by Congress to lay tax.
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The fact that Congre: never sought until this time to lay this tax,
as stated by Mr. Tobin, was tile view of Congress at that particular
time and tile people's As.sent.

You know those constructions, when they come up before a court,
are entitled to great weight.

I thank you, gentlemen, aril it is necessary to go ally further.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you, Mr. Gibbs.
We will now hear from three city attorneys; Mr. 0 Coo Farrier

assistant city solicitor of Philadelplda; Mr. GOV Iluthinson, of
Jacksonville, la.; and Mr. Julian W . Barnard, of Norristown, Pa.

We will now hear from Mr. Farrier.

STATEMENT OF 0. COE FARRIER, ASSISTANT CITY SOLICITOR,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. FAII :1. May it please the committee: I am here on behalf
of S. Davis Wilson, tile Mfavor of Philadelphia, and for him I speak for
2 percent of the population of the United States, and perhaps 5 per-
cent of the invested wealth of the United States.

The city of lhiladelphia has $537,000,000 of bonds outstanding
now. Those bonds ever" one, carry a covenant that all imposed
on the same after tlir i_,since shaft be paid by the city, or reini.
bursed to the investor for any tax he might have to pay.

Under those conditions, a 4 percent tax, imposed retroactively
upon our presetly issued bonds would result in tite imposition of
$18,000,000 additional tax upon our real property in tie city.

Now, we know that is a prohibition against the Federal*Govern-
meint levying direct taxes, except under certain conilitiois. I think
that prohibition extends to situations like ours, where you have a
situation that the direct result of the proposed legislation would be
the immediate imposition of $18,000,000 additional levy upoln the
city of l'hiladelphia.

Now, on tite other hand, if tile legislation you reconummd is not
intended to be retroactive but only prospective, I can say to you that
the city of Philadelphie has $100,000,000 outstanding of serial bonds,
which 'can be refunded at the end of 20 'ears or any interest-paying
period thereafter. They are 50-year bonds. Tlicse bonds are
paying anywhere from 4% to 5% peroont interest, and some of them
are bringing $134 on the open market today on $100 par.

If there i; legislation, prospective in its nature, that imposes, upon
our right to refund these bonds, a 4 percent tax, you have got about
$16,000,000 laid under tie property when we &le.'re finally to refund
these bem tds.

Th .. our situation, concretely, on this proposition.
I say to you gentlemen that tihe tax proposed to be imposed may

have a very grave purpose, amd, rclresenhing Mr. Wilson, I wish to
say there is not a more liberal man in the United States than he is,
afid I am not here imposing P'resident lRoosevelt's ideals. We are
satisfied to render unto Caesar the things that are Cacsars, but we
want to find out what belongs to Caesar before we believe in any such
legislation.

I say that this proposition, worked to the extreme of the Treasury,
is almost cannibalisite. It is the absorption by the Central Govern-
ment of any thing that has any economic value in the political Sub-
divisions ofthe State.
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Now, the Attorney General has submitted to you a brief, his White
Book. I do not want to go into the law on this'proposition. I could
very easily do so.

But I do say, however, after reading the Attorney General's brief,
that there is only one law that lie has invoked that should have any
influcrce with you, and that is the law of necessity. Necessity knows
no law, and if there is necessity for this tax, you can do, as fias been
done from the beginning of tihe, impose any kind of tax you please
and got away with it, if there is a neces-sity for it..

Now, I do not believe that there is any necessity, as you will find
from this hearing, in goingthrough the transcript, And you would not
be Senators if you did not have powers to analyze such situations.

I have not heard anybody say a word about the tax upon municipal
employees. That, I tiink,is as vital as the other.

Now, let me ask you to consider one thing, and that is this: Munic-
ipal and State employees are not protected by any labor laws.
They cannot privately organize. They cannot strike. They cannot
have a vote, and they cannot do anything but lick the boots of their
political bosses.

I say to you gentlemen from my own kniowledge from a study of the
conditions throughout the United States, and I do not get this out of
books, but I say that the municipal employees of the cities of the
United States are the poorest paid people who work for a living in the
United States today.

As to the IV. P. A. workers, and I can show you absolutely with a
table, if you care to have it put in the record, from my own analwis
of the 21,000 employees of the city and the county of Philadelphia.

Senator AUSTIN. I suggest that we have that added to the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you supply it?
Mr. FARRIER. I can supply it to you within a week.
The CHAlRMAN. Withuin a week?
Mr. FARRIER. Would that be too late?
The CHAIRMAN. I am a little afraid it would be.
Mr. FARRIER,. I can get it to you by Tuesday.
The GIHAIRLAN. We will be very glad to ha4e it.
(Subsequertly a letter was received from Mr. Farrier which will be

found at the conclusion of his testimony.)
Mr. FAR'IIER,. Now, I wish to go to another point.
Take nr-self for instance: I am in what may be called the higher

bracket. i am the sole support of 10 people. 'I have $11,000 a year
exeinp tion before I owe any taxes at all, and I get $5,000 a year, and,
there fo-'e, you can see that I am not personally concerned in this
question. I have not filed any income tax return'for years. I do not
have to.

But to take the practical side of it, the income-tax law says that
if you have a deductible income, you hAve to file an income-tax return;
if you have a returnable income, you have to file an income-tax return.

The tax is imposed upon these municipal employees, and if the in-
come earned by the employee is returnable, he must file a return, not
for the purpose of paving a tax, and you can see the condition that
would ari-se with the 1,000 employees in Philadelphia. That has to
be considered as a practical side of this question.

The next thing is, and this is also a practical proposition: As I say,
I represent one of the higher brackets of Philadelphia public employees.

112-25-39-pL 2-23
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As I L.ve shows you, I will pay no tax under any conditions, unless
you propose taxes to the last dollar. I would say to you that there
is not one in a thou-snd of the employees of the city that would over
pay the Goveniment a nickel on income from the city.

These are things that have to be considered. You have to bc-
practical, and if you are going to be practical, I say to you that there
is no reason to levy a tax on municipal employees, and that it will be
love's labor loit.

(The letter previously referred to from Mr. Farrier is as follows:)
F7SRUaM-v 13, 1939.

lion. Pittr.cs M. BRows,

tswle O1 ic, Building, IVastingfon, D. C.
DAR SZNATOr BitoWN: I an forwarding to you under separate cover copiy of a

report prepared after an exhauitive examiation, with respect to the standard of
wages in the municipal government of Philadelphia, as requested by the Speclel
Committee on Taxation of Governmental Securities and Salaries pursuant to
Senate Resolution No. 303, Seventy-fifth Congress. The report is taken from
"City of Philadlelphia: Classification and Compensation Plans of the Personal
Service In the Executive Del-Art ments;" approved by the Civil Service Commlssion
October 193M prepared tinder the direct ion of the Clii Service Commission by
J. L. Jacobs & Co., of Chicago.

You will note that on page 6 of this report It is shown that the emniploeof
Philadelphia number 22,018 and that the total salary items amount to $33,000,000.
This analysis shows that the average salary of municipal employes of the city of
Philadelphia is $1,523 per year. It Is patent from a consideration of this figure that
with existing exemptions and allowances that very few of these employes would fall
into the income-tax-paying cla"s. in addition, these emplo-ees iave no tenure of
office have no right, under existing laws, to collective bargaining and are not
eligible for protection under the Fderal social-security laws. Ihen it is on-
sidered that each one of these employee is subject at all times to the vicissitudes
of politics, it Is hard to understand why it is considered that they fall into the
same class as employees in industry and commerce.

I desire to point out that while the Jacobs report relates to a period for the
year 1030, that wage conditions In the city of Philadelphia, Inso-far As they relate
to municipal employees, have become worse rather than better, and economic
conditions have been such that the lpeneficial recommendations of the Jacohs
report have not been put inio effect.

The brief filed on behalf of the attorneys general of the States vyd cotnsel
for certain of their municipal subdivisions, while it is directed to t0e constitu-
tionality and legality of imoition of taxes on income derived from DiunicIpal
securities, is equally applicable to render the collection of taxes from Income de-
rived from services rendered to State or municipal governments invalid.

The power of the Federal Government to interfere with the internal manage-
ment of the State governments is withheld by the very structure of our form of
government and the Constittition, and the imposition of taxes on State and
municipal salaries is equally repugnant to the constitutional provisions and All
constructions placed thereon by the Federal Sopreme Court.

Thanking you for the hearing given me last Friday, I remain,
Yours respectfully, . o

Asieia si City ,oticito,.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you, Mr. Farrier.

We will now hear from Mr. Gev Hutchinson, of Jacksonville.

STATEMENT OF OOV HUTCHINSON, CITY SOLICITOR.
JACKSONVILLI, ILA.

Mr. IIUTCHINSON. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee:
I have been asked to represent, not onie my city, but the Florida
League of Municipalities, in this matter.

I represent, as stated, the city of JacIzonville. Judge Gibbs haa
spoken for our State, and I also heard tht ,wther attorneys general say
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they thought they could get by, and actually break even, if the legisla.
tion proposed was passed, but they have serious doubt about'the
effect that it will have upon the cities.

I lust want to talk to you about the economic features, foi I hr.ve
not had lime to go into tle law. I cannot add anything to the legal
phase of the situation, except I do heartily subscribe to the full state-
ment of Mr. Epstein submitted this morning, answering your ques-
lions as to the meaning of the amendment itself.

I think the explanation on page 339 of the brief is certainly clem
enough and adequate for me. I will admit, when I first got inter-
eated in this, I was a little puzrled with this matter, myself. But,
after making this investigation, I came to the conclusion that it
could not mean anything else except what Mr. Seligman said it
meant.

So, we say unequivocally that, considering all of the authorities,
and the adverse opinion of'the )epartment of Justice, that the Con-
grass does not have the legal power to pass any legislation along the
lines proposed.

Now, with reference to the economic aspect, of it. We are right
now in the middle of a refundin program and all of the cities in
Florida find it necessary to refundbonds on account of the economic
conditions. Judge Gibbs spoke about those conditions. I realize
with our small State we do not cut very much of a figure in our bonded
indebtedness. It is only $468,000,00, but n Iollar means as much
to us as to anybody else, and if the legislation proposed is passed, we
cannot refund any bonds.

The CHAIRMA2. You mean yol will be charged a higher rate?
Mr. IUTCHINSON Yes sir
The CHAIRMAN.. Roughly, what percent of the $450,000,000 of

bonds are in default?
Mr. lUrcuHNsoN. I do not know how much is in default, but., I

am sorry to say, a large percent, especially in the south part of the
State.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you say one-half?
Mr. IIUTcHINSON. Over one-lhaf, in the southern part of the State-

but, in the northern part, Jacksonville, my city, is on the preferred
bond list, and not in default.

But, as to the other cities in the league, there is a bad state of
affairs, and as far as we can ec~.onuical lyd o so, we have got to be
allowed to go ahead with our dividing program, or I do not know
what is going to happen.

Even with a rise of only six-tenths of I percent increase on 4 percent.,
the increase we will have ,to pay in interest is simply scandalous.
As a matter of fact I am satisfied that in Florida, for the reasons that
we have down there to personally state that the rise is going to be
considerably more than six-tenths of 1 percent. I do not see how
anybody would ever have a figure of that kind if they had Florida
in 13"1/1{1

Now, there is just one thing more I want to say, if the Counittee
please, and that is that even if Congres had the power to pass legisla-
tion and the reciprocal feature were included in it, reciprocity would
not be anything to us, and I. do not think it would mean much to any
other State, for the simple reason that the States are not organized.
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They have not got the machinery to enforce reciprocity. W\e cannot
go out and trace a man all over the country and bring him bauk and
make him pay texes.

Florida has a constitutional inhibition against income tax, and it
may be one of two States to do so, I say to you gentlemen that reci-
procity in Florida would not mean anything to us.

I want to put my league on record as being much op posed to any
legislation by Congress on the ground that Congress has no power
to pass any such legislation, and, in the next place, to say to you, as
Judge Gibbs did, that., of course, if any constitutional amendment is
proposed and Florida accepts it, that it will be glad to pay the tax,
but it is the present reaction in Florida at this time as evidenced by
two resolutions passed in the Florida Leaguo of Nfunicipalities, the
other day, and one by the city of Jacksonville, that if such amend-
ment is proposed that it absolutely prohibit any State, county, or
city revenues whatever.

Further the financial, loss which I mentioned, by the tax, be com-
pensated for by making adequate provison for the local taxation of
Federal properties in municipalities, to take care of Federally collected
income taxes.

For the present, I content myself by imploring you gentlemen to
oppose any legislation whatsoever along this line.

The CiAI.RAN. I thank you.

STATEMENT OF JULIAN W. BARNARD, BOROUGH SOLICITOR,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee:
I am the borough solicitor of Norristown, which is a borough, not a
city. In addition to that, I am a member of the executive committee
of the Pennsylvania State Association of Boroughs, and I have been
designated by the State Asociation of Boroughs to represent the
small towns of Pennsylvania throughout the State, there being 925
boroughs in the State, in whom reside 40 percent of the population.

It has not been my intention to devote any time to the legal aspects,
except for these several questions that have been asked during the
argument, and I want to be permitted to comment briefly upon the
interpretation of the sixteenth amendment.

It seems to me that it is well settled law that whatever statutory
matter comes before the Court for interpretation that the debates
or the statements of the legislators who enacted that statute are
taken into consideration a3 bearing upon the legislative enactment
and, therefore, I think the statements of the Senators who interpreted
the intent of Congress in submitting that amendment to the States
should be taken into consideration.

.In addition to that, I would like to direct to the attention of this
committee that we have had that amendment in effect for nearly 30
years, and during that time the Government of the United States and
the people have placed a uniform interpretation upon it., their interpre-
tation being that it did not grant any power to tax the instrumentali-
ties of the Government, or the local communities end States.

I submit to this committee that it is a matter of well recognized law
that the courts follow where they are interpreting language in doubt,
language in a contract and language in a statute, where the inter-
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pretations of the parties to that contract have placed upon that lan-
guage, that is enlightening, and should be borne in consideration, and
itsiould be borne in consideration the fact that the United States
Government and the people h ave not interpreted this for so long a time.

Now, let me go into what we are more concerned with in the small
towns of Pennsylvania, so that this committee may have some under-
standing of what. this might mean to the small towns, not for any
moment considering that such an act will be passed or will be con-
stitutional.

But, for the moment, let us state what it will do, and what it will
mean to the small towns. The small borough of Norristown is typical.
There are 40,000 people in Norristown, and approximately 10,000
more nearby.

I venture to say from my personal knowledge that there is not a
home in the town of NorriAtown worth $50,000. The average value
of homes is from $750 to $4,000.

It is an industrial community, and the homes are owned by the
workers as small home owners. The only source of revenue of the
Borough of Norristown and the boroughs in Pennsylvania is the direct
real-estate taxation, which has been reserved as a source of revenue to
the local communities. Our source of revenue is limited to 15 mills on
the appraised valuation of real estate. Our tax rate has been 15
mills for a good many years, and we are compelled by law to render
certain very necessary governmental functions, police and fire protec-
tion, maintenance of streets and highways, and sanitation and health,
and the borough officials are subject to imprisonment if they fail to
render those necessary governmental functions. They have to render
those functions out of the 15 mills of taxation on the small home
owners.

Now, in Norristown, we have outstanding approximately $1,000,000
in funded debt., which means to us in the debt level, that service, just
exactly one-third of our villages. It might well be argued that the
proposed tax is not a tax upon municipalities, but on the obligations,
and, therefore, it is not a tax upon government.

Let me say to you, gentlemen, that the burden will fall on the
municipalities, for several years we have had in force in Pennsylvania
a personal property tax, ind in 1935 it was placed at 8 mills. The
boroughs, being creatures of the States, are subject to the will of the
State, and that personal property tax fell on borough obligations as
well as any other obligations.

Now, it meant just this, when we would attempt to sell taxable
bonds, the purchaser, in bidding for those bonds discounted in their
interest rate the tax, and we found very definitely that we can save
money by paying that tax on the part of the borough.

In other words, where we issued a tax-free bond, there is no ques-
tion by the purchaser as to how much interest rate lie will have to
part with, and, consequently, we saved money.

The last issue of bonds we sold, we sold at IY percent interest.
And we have just floated a $100,000 loan at % of I percent interest.

Now, if this proposal goes through, it just means putting that bur-
den on the home owner, and the only way the borough can possibly
raise any money is to get it from some other source. We cannot raise
additional taxes if we want to, and we would have to curtail the police
service or the fire service or some other necessary service.
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Gentlemen, in conclusion, let me say that, as to whether or not the
borough of Norristown should send me hero was debated before the
borough council, the question of whether it would do any good, or
whether it was futile.

But, it was suggested that it was a matter of such desperation to
us th',t the borough voted to send me here if only to tell your com-
nitVe that they are afraid of it, and that they are against it.

'ne CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

COMMENTS sy THOMAS F. CHROTWAITZ, PRESIDENT, Tim PENNSTLVANIA STATE
A sOcIATION or BoRouGits, SUbMITTzD TO JULIAN W. BARNARaD, EsquiR,
BonouoH SOLICITOR OF THs BoRoroH OF NORRIS VOWN, rOR SUASMI&SION BT
HIM TO 7HI1 SPECIAL SENATE COMMIT ON INTEL.GOVERNMENTAL TAXATION

In Pennayvania we have the 4-mill State tax on municipal debts, a large part
of which Is'Incurred In the performance of State mandates (sewage disposal (or
example). Part of this State revenue is consumed in the procedure-the borou h
treasurer gets 8 percent for paying it; the tax collector gets up to 5 percent fr
collecting It; 2 percent im paid for going through the treasury, plus the additional
cts In tnvestigattons at Harrisburg. The same practice would develop with

Federal tax; the local community would have to pay fcr collecting it end trans-
mitting it, and the debt itself would be incurred In performance of a governmental
function in which perhaps, the Federal and State Government joined. In other
words, the dollar is reduced to about 80 cents before it Is a plied.

Government Is not divided into legislative, executive, and judicial branches as
distinctly and as importantly as the division in the national, State, and local
governnients. Note Judge Maxine's dkseussion in Commonwealth et rel. Smillie
Y. Niehelfweet t al. (327 Pa. 148). Of the three levels of government the local is
closest to the people. When you tax local government you are taxing the homeowner. In a growing number of States they are exempting the home owner from
local taxes by constitutional amendment. 11cre the Federal Government would
be imposing a tax on home owners, for all others could shift the butlen.

Any State or Federal taxes are particularly vicious at this time. A State tax of
4 mills (to which the Pennsylvania State tax on personal property has now been
reduced a to innicipalities) formerly was 10 percent of the interest rate. Now, it
is approximately 25 percent due to reduction of interest rate. The low interest
rate has encouraged in Pennsylvania the construction in large nu, mbers of boroughs
the local water plants, and alo the construction of sewsgc-dLsposal worls under
the State's rt-quirements. It is the low interest rate which permits this A bond
Issue Of $100,000 on a 2-percent basis would produce from $125,000 to $150,000 if
taxes were added to the Interest tate allowed. The very thought of Federal taxes
will deter municipalities from some of these undertakings. I have persnally
been identified %ith three municipal mater-plant projects duri~.g the past year.
They would never have been started wire it not for the low interest rates and labor
pad by the Federal Government.

Municipal employees differ in many respects from other employees. In the
first place they are not within the range of any social seurity acts. Many times
they are kept on the pay toll purely out of charity and because of long service.
They are never overpaid, and employers are not operating for proit-this any
tax placed upon employers cannot be passed on to eo;,samcr. Furthermore, the
mnunicipality as an emplover must continue in business, niust furnish continual
employment. This app'iea to both municipalities and school districts.

There is another elerrent that is entering into this picture. The freedom from
taxes by federally owned real estate, housing projects, etc. (thus redu:ing the
taxable property within the municipalities).

I note in the report the late case to the effect that damages for defective side-
walks cannot be collected against I. 0. L. 0. property.
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STATEMENT OF JULIUS HENRY COHEN, CHAIRMAN, LAW AND
LEGISLATION COMMITTEE, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PORT
AUTHORITIES

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cohen, we will now hear from vou, which
will be the final argument tonight.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee:
There are a lot of lawyers who have appeared before you, and we
cannot help but thank you and show our appreciation for the manner
in which these proceedings have been conducted.

In coming before you I feel as though I were coming before a court
and arguing my case before judges wfo have knowledge of the law,
and have briefs before them, and have serious doubts in their minds,
and I want to say that we have received not only a courteous but a
very patient anal careful consideration. We want to return this
courtesy accorded us by being helpful to you.

The task was assigned to me throughout this hearing of listening
to the questions asked from the bench, if you will pardon that expres-
sion, from every member of the committee, and to answer those
questions the best I can if I could be of any hell). I had hoped I
could do that, after preparation tonight, and I hope, before I leave
the stand t gve you an answer to a I the questions that have comefrom the bench."

First of all, it goes fur.danientally to the point of what your duties
are, and to discuss what the effect will be if you recomnmend the
passage of this legislation.

Let, me assume, for the purpose of this argument, that you will
have had the benefit of briefs and of oral presentation and that there
still remains a doubt as to the meaning of the sixteenth amendment.

What, then, is your duty? It so happens that that very question
was discussed at great length in the louse debate and I suggest that
ou read that discussion and read what some of the lawyers therehad to say."
As I sat in the gallery listening to the debate 1 should have liked

to go on the floor and participate in that discussion, for no one seemed
to realize adequately what the Government was asking to be done
here, and although it is very clear it has not been referred to as yet.

I ask you to turn to the White hook at page 84, reading:
The value of an affirmative direction by Congress, of course, lics in the fact

that the tax would be supported by the full weight of the presumption of consti-
tutionality which attaches to an act of Congreos. The ordinary ease relating to
tax Immunity has no such support; it arises merely because the tax offiials hae
applied a general statute to one claiming i:nmunity. lere, the decision would
be made In the light of a judgment by the Congrev" that the tax In question was
probably not forbidden by the implications of the Constitution. This deliberate
|udgmnut of the Congress could not but influence the decision of the Court.

So, you certify, when you recominend this, that you, as lawyers, are
satisfied that this is the proper interpretation of the Constitution, and
you are asked by the Department of Justice to give it the sanction of
your approval.

You are asked by the lawyers for the Government, in the White
Book, as lawyers, to put your stamp of approval on the law, so that
they may go then to the United States Supreme Court and say that
Congress has passed upon the question of constitutionality and that
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able lawyers in the Senate have l)hced their stamp of approval on
what the White Book declares to he the law.

Now, if you are in doubt as to the law, you certninily cannot in this
proceeding, as lawyers, do that. 'Chat is eleuientary lAw.

Every lawyer hire has heard a charge to the jury on the question of
reasonable doubt, and knows that the jury imust give the benefit to
the defendant of reasonable doubt, and if you leave the situation in
doubt and certify that you have no doubt, you violate your oath of
office as Senators, if you do that.

Now, we did not come here today with any expectation that your
own legal adviser, independently, had examine the conclusions arrived
at by the Department of Justice, and that he, as well as ourselves,
disa gres with every one of them. Ife caine to that conclusion after
careful examination, to an independent conclusion, as you will find
in this careful study of the law, which, obviously, can now be discussed
to the same extent as it would be in the United States Supreme
Court.

Senator M ILLER. Referring to the statement as to the duties of
Congress, or the duties to pass upon the constitutionality of the propo-
sition in the first instance, I was somewhat amazed after reading the
proceedings in Congress yesterday.

While I used to be a Member of the House and I have a great deal
of respect for the House and regard it as one of the greatest bodies in
the world, if I read this interesting statement, as one of the jurisdic-
tions, I do say, if we pitch our argument on the ground of non-
discrimination, which is, I think, the heart of the jurisdiction, if it be
sustained, then that is a stronger approach, and a more convincing
approach, that all discrimination be eliminated by giving to the States
the right to tax this kind of income from Federal sources, if back of it
is the idea of discrimination.

What are you saying if Congress would act negatively? It would
reinforce your judgment. I do not think there is any doubt about
that. In other words, tie record shows they want to test the problem
with no discrimination as the material thezne.

Mr. CotEN. If you will read that brief a little further, you will also
find that one of the Representatives said that he was going to voto for
this preposition with his tongue in his cheek, for he did not see how
the Supreme Court was going to hold it otherwise than as uncon-
stitutional and moreover, Congressman Reed quoted from questions
and answers of Mr. Morris before the Ways and Means Committee.
I shall not take time to read it, in order to avoid a too extensive
argument, but I ask you to make a note of page 42 of the hearings
before the Ways and Means Committee of the House, of January 28,
1939 in which Mr. Reed, of the Ways and Means Committee, put
Mr. Morris on the rack, and he knew it. lie sid:

Do you tell us you are ce'ar tbt thing Is constitutional?
And Mr. Morris, being a gentleman and an honest man, aid:
I would not be true to my consn;ence if I said it was entirely clear.
So, on the floor of Congrem, yesterday, Mr. Reed made the point

that the House and the Senate were being asked to certify to the
United States Supreme Court this construction of the Constitution
when the officer, in charge of the debate for the Department of
Justice, himself, after all of this study. was in doubt.
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The whole argument before the House yesterday was, literally,
"Put it up to the Supreme Court."

If a litigant wants a declaratory judgment from the United States
Supreme Court, he does not go to Congress, for an act, but he brings
a declaratory suit and then lets the Supreme Court pass upon the
question.

But to go to the Congress and say that you are going to put the
pressure of the Congress upon the Supreme Court to change what
they now consider is the law, I think, is not proper.

In this same discussion before the Ways and Means Committee,
Mr. Morris conceded that. Collector v. Day had not been overruled,
and that the Polloek coae (Pollock v. Farmers Loan & Tru-st Co.) .was
still the law.

Senator MILLER. .omeono just took the position that that was
the trend.

Mr. Coim.N. If you will read our brief, you will see there is not a
leg left to stand upon. You will find that there is no such "trend,"
find I challenge any law-er to read these two briefs and come to the
conclusion that the United States Supreme Court has overturned
Iprecedents of 120 years on the proposition of the reciprocal relation-
ship of the States and the Government.

Iwuint to elaborate on that a little bit more.
In the Gerhardt case we submitted the proposition that, if we

showed that the Port Authority was essentially a governmental
function, we did not care a fig about whether Mr. Gerhardt was per-
forming a governmental function in the capacity of an engineer or
int the capacity of accountantt or clerk.

We never got a chance to prove what his duties were as an official
of the State, but the Court said-let me interrupt my argument long
enough to say this-that the basis of the Government's argument
first was that we existed under a compact between New York and
Now Jersey, under the consent of Congress, and that subjected us to
the Federal courts; that we were engaged in the field of interitato
commerce, and, therefore, this gave Congress the power to tax, and
• ht we were engaged in the performance of a busine s function.

This issue now before you was not discussed by the Court. All the
Court said was that Wilson and Gerhardt and Mulcahev were not
shown to be performing duties any different than they wold perform
in a private business.

So, when we came back, with blood streaming down our faces and
our uniforms all torn, we sat down like good lawyers and took the
opinion and then we found that the Court had reaffirmed the immun.
ity of our bonds, and it was then we gave our opinion that our bonds
were immune.

If our bonds are selling$ at the same rate today, it is based on two
conclusions; first, the opinion of the Supreme Court, and the opinion
of the Attorney General of New York and the opinions expressed
by the 39 attorneys general, and, coupled with the Hughes opinion
there was a natural feeling on the part of investors that there was
nothbig to this-that it was .ust a debate and that when it got to
Congre-s it would not be passed, in the first instance, and, second, that
if it did the United States Supreme Court was not going to sustain
this claim.
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Now, let. me tell you this astonishing thing: Only within the past
month we have soll 16 or 17 million dollars of our bonds to life-
Insurance companies and savings banks, because their lawyers know
perfectly well that the po-ition of our bond as tax-immune i i not going
to be c hanged by the United Slates Supreme Court.

When you come to a review of the case-, you will fin(l this to be the
fact, thai whatever the rule may hiatve been regarding salaries, that
is not the same rule regarding bonds.

You asked Mr. Epstein this question about slaries, and that is a
cue to take them up in my note.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to get this one thing clear for a moment.
I have heard something today about analogues, and I want to know
is this, is analogue analogous to analogy?

Mr. COHEN. We have a lawyer on the bench was a dean of the law
school at Columbia, and he u.es such words as that. If I had to do
it, I would probably have said, "It has its analogy." In other words,
you get what is clearly meant.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, they are the same.
Mr. CoiiEN. lie said the duties are just the same as if performed

in a private capacity.
The CHAIRMAN. (loing back to the Senate's duty in the premises,

I would like to discuss a little what Assistant Attorney General Morris
said on page II of his letter of transmittal.

lie said:
Only by such legislat ion can these questions be sttled.
That is, the question of their constitutionality, by which he meant

tho questionable or doubtful constitutionality can be settled in no
other way, and that is as to the power of Congres, to enact a piece
of legislation, except by enacting it and presenting it to the Supreme
Court.

Ile says further:
The enactment of legislation under substantially similar circumstanees wasapproved by the Suprnee Court In Braos v. Gore. Thcre, in discussing the

propriety of its consideration and determination of a question which affected the
saLry of judicial officers, the Court noted the expres.sions of Members of the
Congress who, notwithtanding strong doubts as to Its constitutionality, bad
supported the legislation in order to secure a determination of such constitu-
tional questions which could not otherwise be settled. That the Court sanctioned
such a court e cannot be doubted.

It seems to me that is a fairly reasonable proposition, that if I am
ini doubt as to the constitutionality of this measure, and if I cannot
come to the conclusion that sociafly or economically speaking there
is a situation of unjust taxation, that this situation of unjusi taxation
should be remedied, would I not be justified in saving, as was said by
the .Member of the Senate who favored the legislation involved in
Ewvns v. Gore:

I have doubts about the constitutionality of this measure, but I think that the
constitutionality should be determined, and, therefore, with those doubts in mind,
I vote for the pass. e of this legislation, and present to the highest authority the
question of Its conatitutionality.

I think that that is the position of the Government lawyers in this
matter.

Mr. ConEN. Yes; but the Government itself tells you, "We do not
want you to submit the question alone as one of doubt, but want you
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to put your construction on it, so that they may have tile presumption
of constitutionality in arguing the case," and that is said in tie portion
that I quoted.

But, certainly, ii this legislation (toes pass. there will be naly
expressions on the fbior of tihe Senate as to the doubt of tile consti.
tutio alHity of the measure.

Now, I think, when we consider Erans v. lre, Congress was putting
up to the Supreme Court legislation it never passed upon. But hero
you are asking tie Supreme Court to reverse itself, and upon that you
negative any doubt. I find in Erans v. Core the following:

lhoes the sixteenth amenhinent alithorite and support thii tax arid the attend-
ant diminution; that is to say, does it bring thinn the taxing power subjcts
heretofore excepted? The court blow answered In the negative; and counsel for
the Govcrmanent say, "I is not, in riew of rectst decisions, contended .ot tWi#
arntndmnent rtndered anything tzraol at income thaI sas not so torable before." Wo
migAt rest the maler here but it stems bitter tAht our ritw and (he reasons therefore be
lifted in tAi* opinion, eren if there be some repetition of what recently has been said

in other oUs. Italics supplied.]
The whole argument has been that everybody has been mistaken.

Mr. Staim has been mistaken the lawyers for the Internal Revenue
Dep artment have been mistaken, the "United States Supreme Court
and everybody else haz been mistaken as to the constitutionality of
the sixteenth tanendment, and now somebody has discovered a new
construction to it, and, if you go to the Supreme Court., they will say
that is your construction.

We want to convince you that there is no basis whatever for expect-
ing such n changed attitude on the part of the Supreme Court, and
we say to you, with all the earnestness that we cat, that you cannot
have ony oubt when you get through studyIng this question.

You say that your namesake wobbled, but you cannot say that
Senator IBorah or Senator Root wobbled, but, if the country relied
upon them and relied upon what they said, and it has done so for
all of these years, and we have relied upo, it, is there any better
construction than that of what the intention of the people isT

"i1W CuAMs.N Mr. Cohen, I think, on that proposition, that the
people of the United States relied upon what the amendment said,
and not on what Senator Borah or Senator Root said.

Mr. CoHEn.. No, sir; I want to call your attention to one thing,
one factor. There is a complete answer on page 27 of this report by
counsel for the .'ommitteo). There is a very excellent article, whichi
suggest that you read in full, written in 1934 by Mr. William Anderson,
to whom Mr. Stai refers. This is what Mr. Anderson says and which
Mr. Stam adopts, and which we adopt:

Can It be a.iumed that Congrvrs, without diwu.-ion of the question by the
clumsy use of four words in the middle of an amendment, inter I to Introduct
a change of so tremendous significance? New and fundamentals powers are not
usually conferred by a single phrase found in a provision having a different pur-
pose. If the broad con'truetion would be applied to th. amendment, it i Ph
be even broad enough to tax the ir.cornei or revenues of the State or inncpai
governnientor then. ves. Furthermore, this broad coietruction, if taken literally,
would authorize th. irapsirinent of the obligations of contract.

That is perfectly obvious, and it, is true that the Government is
nttemptig to do that in our own port authority case. They are
attempting to tax our revenues as well as our securities.

The sixteenth amendment says, "from whatever r source derived,"
and they say that includes the revenues of the States and the cities
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themselves, and, when you go that far and endeavor to get that con-
struction, may I ask, did the people of the United States decide
an thing like that?

Senator MILiLR, In that connection, I doubt whether that question
can be answered In view of the record.

I was Interested In looking at the brief whore you gentlemen have
given us the benefit of the record. But only seven governors, In
submitting the sixteenth amendment, as proposed, to their legisla.
tures, really expressed an opinion on it, as I WTodrstand. They
were rather unequivocal in their statements as to this question that
had been raised by Governor Hughes and answered by Senators
Borah and Brown.

I am wondering, really, if you have any way of knowing, or havo
gone through these messages-all told, 52 mnessages-referred to in the
brief, and which were submitted to the logislatures of the various
States.

It is rather strange to me that only seven of the Governors did
actually call to the attention of the legislatures, that is, specifically
called the attention of the legislatures to this one question.

Mr. COHEN, Senator, we are sitting around a room, and about
nine lawyers have drawn a legal document, and one of us says, "I
think that paragraph might be construed to mean so-and-so,' and
all of the rest say, "No, it cannot mean anything of the sort," if that
interpretation would mean a conveyance of title to property which
the parties never intended to convey using that analog, of a convoiy-
ance as a grant of power, the rest of us saying, "No," and only ono
lawyer saying, "I have a little doubt," and the other lawyers saying,
"It is clear"; what would be the conclusion?

But here you are not dealing with an ordinary contract that has to
be interpreted according to the literal language.

If the people of the United States had understood that they were,
by such a construction of the grant of power, changing or overturning
the Federal system that had been maintained throughout the years
sustained by every decision of the United States Supreme Court, it
they had understood that the States were not to be supreme in their
field as the Central Government, is in its field and this was no longer
to be an Indestructible union of indestructible States, the amend-
ment would not have been adopted and you are now asked to say
that the people, because it was not discussed, ratified the things that
are now sought to be done.

Remember that this constitutional amendment was presented to
the people of the United States, with these other opinions, The
opinions of Mr. Root and others were considered and reiterated and
confirmed by a series of decisions of the courts of the land, namely,
that we are an indestructible union of indestructible States-

Senator MILLrE, The proponents will have to admit that at the
time the sixteenth amendment was submitted, as far as I know, there
was not any dispute or any question of the fact that as to whether or
not the Federal Government (lid not have the right to tax without
apportionment.

Mr. Coitn. Theqy had the power to tax iiw¢ome.
Senator Mi,x, m. I know that, but even under the Palloek case,

the Court was agreed upon this further proposition. that they did not
have the right to tax income from State securities,
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Now, I asked the question this morning, if, since the Pollock
decision, you can put your hand on anything that is convincing, that
actually shows where the Court is departing from that one principle.

Mr. CouEN, The cases that have boon decided since the sixteenth
amendment in which municip al and State bonds have been held to
be immune, ad the Pollock decision is still the law of the land.

If the sixteenth amendment changed it, what right had Governor
Hugh es, then a practicing lawyer, to advise the public that port au-
thority bonds were immune. He had been on the Supreme Bench of
the United States, and the sixteenth amendment was hold not subject
to the construction now urged, How could he then advise the invest-
ing public that the bonds were not immune from taxation; how could
he avoid holding in cases since then that municipal bonds and State
securities are not subject to taxation or how could he possibly advise
that the sixteenth amendment had changed the rule as it stood before?

Senator AusTiN. Would it not be a very strange circumstance that
the sixteenth amendment did not appear in those cases if it had any
bearing on them?

Mr. COJimN. Yes. That brings me to the question asked this morn-
ing. The lawyer did not answer it with the same knowledge of the
case that we have. Mr. Epstein is responsible for calling my attention
to it.

At the time :you asked the question, you asked if the question came
up about the sixteenth amendment, and the answer was no.

It did come tip in the Gerhardt case by the concurring opinion of
Mr. Justice Black. He invited his colleagues to reexamine the rule.
Not one of his colleagues accepted his invitation.

Now, up to that time, nobody had questioned it at all.
So, when you have the record of the interpretations concurrently of

distinguished lawyers in the Senate, when you have the contributions
of record of the United States Supreme Court in its decisions, and
when you have the whole country relying upon it, are you going back
and take the literal language or words separate from the context of
the instrument, separate from the concept of the Federal Govern.
mont itself, and say that Evans v. Gore was wrongly decided, and that
the Brushaber case was wrongly decided, and that the judges did not
know the history of their country?

This is not the situation where you have some doubt about some
social legislation; you are passive and want to put it up to the Supreme
Court.

Here you are asked to say that the American people deliberately,
with full knowledge, changed the form of our government and that
the- Supreme Court has been consistently In error.

Senator AUSTin. Let me ask you, before you leave that, calling
attention to page 20 of Mr. Stam's report, where he says:

It the only Income tax authorlsed by the sixteenth amendment is a tax on In-
come without regard to the source from whence derived, all of our inoometax
laws, beginning with the Revenue Act of 1018, would be unconatitutional.

Mr. Conres. I intended to suggest that the Congress has con-
tinuously asserted that construction of the Constitution, that It has
acted upon the advice of its own counsel and legal advisers not only
Mr. Stam but Mr. Oregg, and the Under Secretary of the "tr.asury,
and they have all said that the only way to approach this was by con.
stitutional amendment. Yet, you are asked, gentlemen, to throw

479
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overboard the onions of those who have madto a study of this prob-
lem, throw overboard the entire history of the construction, and to
"ay that, while you have some doubt about it, yet you want the
Supreme Court of the United States to pass upon it, and certainly
in such a case I do not believe that any senator would do that, and]
want to say that there Is no Senator, In my Judgment, that can, in
the light of this history say there is a reasonable doubt which would
lead the Judges of the Court to say that they had been in error,

You are not asking for a decision on a now question. You are ask.
Ing the Court to reverse their decision in E.anis v. Gore. You, the
Senators of the United States, and the louse of Representatives, are
saying to the Supreme Court, "You are all wrong."

Senator Miller, you know what motions for reargument or for now
trial or for newly discoveredd evidence are like.

Senator MILLER. I have had that experience.
Mr. CoHEN. You ask for some substantial evidence.
Now, read the White Book and see what newly discovered evidence

they have, and would you recommend a new trial on this? A letter
from a Senator to a friend 10 years after the event.

Senator AuSTIN. Do you not recognize that Congress has passed
upon this and has acted upon this in passing the tax laws?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir; and that is made clear also in Mr. Stain's
report, and also made clear in the report of the joint counsel of the
Finance and Ways and Means Committees, and also made clear in
the report of the Ways and hfeans Committee in 1022 or 1023.

Mr. Gregg wrote a very convincing opinion in which he referred to
Evans v. Gore and discussed the sixteenth amendment, and advised
the Ways and Veans Committee, and the Ways and Moans Committee
made a report, and they said that the only way to (to this % as by
constitutional amendment.

Can there by any clearer interpretation by the Congress?
Now, may I proceed to the next point?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. ConiN. I just want to make it clear to the committee about

this matter of salaries. A strong case can be made on the subject of
salaries,

You have asked this young man from Pennsylvania to send you a
report as to the amount paid salaried employees, and I suggest that
you get the result of the report on Federal employment, and you will
ind a full report on comparison of the pay of public employees as

corm ared withl private employees.
We have deliberately refrained from discussing that phase of the

question, for we are, ourselves, public employees, and it is not hi good
taste for us to discuss it. Our argument embraces a more fundamental
question.

But, let me sa this, that we point out in our brief that in a current
decision, the & l wU case, it was hold that the construction the Gov.
eminent is urging upon you is not sound when they say that Colketor
y. Day has leen overruled. The StdluwU case is authority for the
propouition that It has not been overruled. Furthermore, in the
Wg htington mse before the Board of Tax Appeals it was held that
the (JrIvrdl case does not reverse (oetor v. Day.

The O1mMAN. What were the facts in the *ilhtvell me and the
WrigAtington me; by what agency were they employed?
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Mr, Coii N, Wrlghtington wits employed its a lawyer for a town

In Now Jersey and '-io Board) hold that, as a lawyer for a town or city,
he is engaged III a governmental function.
Tho JIr1AIMAN. And the Government has appealed?
Mr. COHEN. Yes,
Senator AUSTIN, I should think that might be complicated by the

question as to whether the employment was for it long time or just
or it short tuen, or all the time,

Mr. COEN, Tlie Board held lie wts employed aill of the time.
Tiho CHAIRMAN. What were the facts in the Stillusdl case?
Mr. COHE;N, Stillwell was it master it chancery in Chicago, a court

officer, but he received his compnllilSlti oil out of tees from litigants.
The CIIAIRMAN. That is hardly clear-cut.
Mr. COURN. But it is helpful, for In the McLaughlin case it was

hel that where you got your foes from somebody else, it does not
make any ditrerence.

Nevertheless, the Government made the argument that the ellvering
v. Gerhardt case had reversed Collector v, Day and all previous opinions.
The circuit court of appeals said, in effect:

We have read IIcluering v. Gerhardt several times, and since the Supreme Coult
referred to Colleclor v. Day several times In its decision; as we read the opinion,
it actually reaffirmed Coliector v. Day.
The CHfAIRMAN. Distinguishing the facts?
Mr. Coih.N. Distinguish thing the facts.
We say in our brief that as to the salary question you do not have

to act upon that, because if the Government wins in tile Stillwell case
and the Wrighthington case, the States will have the right to tax and
the Federal Government will have the right to tax the salaries.

The thing is before the courts now, and there is no more to be argued
on that in view of the two appeals which will give the Supreme Court
the opportunity to pass upon that question.

Another decision on review is by the Court of Appeals of New York,
holding that counsel of the Home Owners Loan Corporation is not
subject to Federal taxation.

The State of Now York Is appealing, and Mr. Epstein is arguing in
the Supreme Court that "what is sauce for the goose is sauce for the
gander -that since they had hold that the Government could tax our
port authority employees therefore, the State of Now York can taxthe Home Owners Lyan corporation employees; and that what the
Supreme Court said In the 1 elvering v. I/erhardt case it will have to
say in this other case; that the rule works reciprocally.

And if that is established, you will have that principle established,
and you will not have to have any legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there any governmental function involved?
Mr. ConrE. Now just a moment; the Court went further in the

Gerhard case than it had ever gone before as to employees, and it
said that oven if the Institution is performing a gvernmental func.
tion, the individual who is doing the work is not performing a function
which is essentially h the service of the Government.

As they said, if the services have an analogue in a private field,
there is no imnmunity and so the Supreme Court said that if you do
not show it is a burden, or if the burden is speculative and conjec-
tural then it is not an interference with State sovereignty, as was
said In the dissenting opinion by Mr. Justice Roberts in the Brueh
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.caee. It is well settled that where the tax on the salary of a public
6mployeo was a speculative and conjectural burden on the State
there is no interference with State sovereignty.

That question was not argued in tho Gerhairdt case, and we were
not permitted to argue it, but the day will come when it will 1) argtud.

Th CHAInMAN. You do feel that the constructions with respect
to taxation on State securities by the Federal Government is on it
somewhat different basis than the question of the right to tax the
salaries of State officials?

Mr. CoumE. When we say "somewhat," wo are going into a wide
field. By that, I mean that it is possible for the Supreme Court of
the United States to hol that the salaries are taxable, and that the
securities are not taxable. I agree with you that the Supreme Court
can hold that certain salaries come under the sixteenth amendment,
"from whatever source derived," but I also agree with Mr, Stain
that you have got the same constitutional principle involved in the
case of some salaries as in the case of bonds.

Senator AUSTIN. Mr. Stare carries the theory to the extremity
that salaries of school teachers, State hospital employees, and other
employees performing functions which are not in( ispensable to the
existence of the State are subject to the Federal tax.

Mr. COHEN. For the purpose of this argument we will assume that
school teachers are not essential to the life of the community, or that
a doctor is not essential to the life of the community.

The CuIRnMAN. That is not the test. It is the distinctive question
of an essential governmental function.

Mr. COtN. The important question here is whether it would inter-
fore with those functions of government essential to the life of the
State, and that is the fundamental distinction between salaries and
bonds. You can argue on both sides. You can argue till the cows
come home on both sides of the question, as to salaries, but you
cannot argue it as to bonds, for the United States Supreme Court has
said that tio taxing of securities of the States or of tho municipalities
is beyond the power of the Federal Government. Such a tax is.
clearly a burden on government.

Senator MILLEs. See If I understand your position. It is this:
That the question herein Involving salaries is in such a condition now,
in litigation and In pending cases, that it can be determined from the
oases now pending ;that is, the right of the Congress and the right of
the States can be determined by virtue of the Supreme Court decisions
and that the right of Congress to tax bonds has been determined
already-determined that the Congress does not have the right to,
tax them.

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir; exactly.
Now, I want to turn to one matter. You were asking Mr. Ferguson-

certain questions when he was on the stand, and I should like more
completely to answer the questions; and, to do so, I am going to get
away from the port authority for a few moments.

Senator MILLun. You have reference to that question that I asked
about the statement he made that he could not have Issued the bonds
and sold them?

Mr. ConEN. Yes; that we could not have built the bridge.
Senator MI.LER, I think that that was just a slip of the tongue.
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Mr. Coitim, No sir; it was not; and before I am through, I will
convince you that h0 was right about it,

You will remember, Mr. Moses, of the Trihoroigl Bridge Authority,
gave you the saine opinion, and Mr. Costello, for the I)elaware Bridge
0., gave you the see testimony.
These men tre exports. These men do not come hero with state.

ments made on the spur of tho moment, and I want to prove to you
this matter in the most comprehensive way that I con. It will take
but a few moments, and it is very important.

In 1031 Governor Roosevelt asked me to serve as a member of the
St. Lawrence Power Commission, which was to consider the problems
of development of power in the St. Lawrence River, and I was made
vice chairman and counsel for that commission.

There served on that commission Mr. Robert Murray Haig, an oi.
nont economist, Mr. MoVickar, a professor at Columbia University
who had been a ta, export for years for the State of Now York anid
then Mr. Frederick M. Davenport, Mr. Thomas F. Conway, a3 Mr.
Samuel L. Fuller, banker, and myself, as vice chairman and general
counsel.

The task that we had was, How can we develop the power of the
St. Lawrence River as to got cheaper power for the farmers and other
people of tile State? We had to consider how that could be achieved,
and I hold in my hand the report of that committee. There are only
2 or 3 paragraphs which I shall submit to you, You will observe from
the more inspection of it that it was an exhaustive study. There are
masses of statistics and figures here, because it was contemplated that
the State of Now York would not spend a dollar of its own money, to
be raised by the general revenues, on the development of the St.
Lawrence power. It could not and did not have the money. So the
question was, How could you do this the way the port authority had
built its tunnels and bridges? I was then general counsel for the port
authority and the general counsel for the commission before the port
authority was created. Upon my report as the general counsel, the
port authority was created, and the whole scheme on which it was
built up was the report made to the State and adopted in the com-
pact. I had also been asked by Governor Smith to advise upon the
housing problem along the same lines.

Now as to housing. When they came to me they said' "We have
got to do something. The State has not got the money. Wo have got
ogt the money. And wehave got to have low-cost housing.

"We find that the cost of rooms per month in the tenement-house
districts and every other district depends very largely upon the Interest
cost upon the money you have to borrow, first and second mortgages,
and we tell you, Mr. Cohen, that for every I percent in interest that
you cut down, by any scheme that you work out, we can cut down the
rentals we have to collect $1 per month per room,"

What did we do then? We tried to see how low we could borrow
money. I do not happen to have here the recommendation for the
housing report, but I do have in the St. Lawrence report the advice to
use the "tax-exempt bond," because the tax-exempt bond everybody
understood would be a low cost.

Whether you are constructing low-cost housing or productive power,
or, like the port authority, bullying bridges or tunnels when you come
to estimate the cost of your enterprise, you have got to keep down the

12225o--pt. 2-2
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interest that you have got to pay, and if the interest charge is such
that the revenue will not. mot It, the prospective purchasers will not
buy the bonds.

go it was literally true that in View of the fiat that we wore build.
ing the first of the great bridges-until the Sa Francisco Bridge the
George Washington Bridge was the longest Single span ill the world-
we coull not have sold the bonds if the rate of interest had been
higher. The tax-exenpt feature was vital.

When we were planning that, tie investors looked at the figures.
They looked at. the estimate of the engineers, and they checked oil
the 'estimates of the engineer, and they considered our construction
costs, and then at the interest rates on the basis of tax innunitV on
our boods, and they said that that was it reasonable proposition.
Then they had to eonsider the prospective traffic, and they guessed
wrong andl we guessed wrong its to three of our three ventures, but
we guessed right as to the George Washington Bridge.

The Holland 'Tunnel was upon a different basis.
So you can see the interest rate which we pay turns upon whether

our bonl are tax-exempt, and that is a vitaIeolsideration, and the
fact is that we eould not have sold the bonds with the bonds taxable,
for the tolls would have had to have been much higher to met those
Interest charges, and tie bankers would not have recommended It,
and we could not have sol the bonds.

Senator MILtER. You mean that the tolls would have to have
been too high, and that the people would not have used the faoilitiosl

Mr. Coumv. Yes, sir' and that Is the fact, as stated by Mr. Forgu.
son, when you make them taxpaying bonds, we will have to raiso
our tolls, and then the public will not use our bridge. They will
use tile ferries.

I want you to understand that we have got competition.
They will use the ferries if they can got a cheaper rate, and, If we

are forced to pay taxes on our bonds, they will use the ferries and we
will not collect tile tolls.

Now, lot me point out another thing, and that will bring It home to
you in a practical way. We are not talking theory or along the lines
of mere blueprints. we have had to sell $250,000,000 of bonds. In
the case of the Camden Bridge, you could never have got a bridge
across the Delaware except wit low-cost financing.

Mr. Moses conceived the scheme of building thoTriborough on the
same basis as the port authority, and he got authority and also got
the money for the Henry Hudson Bridge, on the same basis, so that
now you can go from Fifteenth Street and Eighth Avenue to West.
chester County in 45 minutes. It used to take me 8 hours to do it,
and I pay 10 cents for this privilege. But Mr. Moses had considerable
diffoulty even on a 10-cent toll, in financing the project.

Now, Senator Logan is not here, but thlereis one question he asked
that I wanted to answer, and that was this: He asked the question of
one of the witnesses, What would happen if the Supremo Court said
that the sixteenth amendment meant exactly d"from every source"?
What would happen if we could not pay our ends? What would be
the situation?

As you know, there is no legal obligation upon the part of the State
to come to our rescue. They cannot appropriate moneys for such a
purpose now. I just cite that as an example,
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Now, I want to turn to thjo suggestion about refunding bonds, and

whether it would be possible to exempt thom.
In the first place, you have got the dill lety of defining "refunding

bonds." But let me call your attention to this fact: As we go head,
we are called upon to build other bridges and we are refunding, but
the tax that would affect now bonds would seriously affect us. The
Holland Tunnel, was the first tunnel rinder tle earth through which
gasoline vehicles were ever driven, where the ventiltion problem
was vital, was built it a cost of $50,000,000, That $50,000,000 was
paid for, one-half by the State of New York and one-half by the State
of New Jersey. The State of Now Jersey paid for it by a bond issue
submitted to the people of New Jersey. Now York paid for it out ofap~propriatioti.Then came the dpression. The people wanted a tunnel in middle

New York, the Lincoln Tunnel. Now, the Holland Tunnel was the
best business producer, and when you come to the World's Fair this
year, you will go through the Holland Tunnel--

The CHAIRMAN. It is a ery good thing we do not have any
Californians hero when you are advertising the World's Fair in New
York.

Mr. ConFN. I would be glad to have any people from California
here to go through our tunnels.

Now, hero was the State in the middle of the depression, and it
could not possibly appropriate the money for the new tunnel, It
(lid not have it and it could not raise any more money by bonds.
The people woufi not stand for it.

So, they said to us, "We will turn over the Holland Tunnel to you,
which is earning more than the interest on the $50,000,000 that it
cost, and you pool all of your enterprises together, and you raise
$50,000,000 on your bonds, port authority bonds, and pay back
$25,000,000 to each State, anrthen, on the strength of the revenues
you borrow more money and build the new tunnel."

And we (lid it.
Now, those new bonds we issued were not refunding bonds; they

were absolutely new bonds Issued by the port authority.
You have got ventures like that al around Now York.
The Mayor of Now York meant to tell you that new bonds will have

to be issued to safeguard the needs of the city. When we issue those
bonds the Congress of the United States extended their approval.

I wnnt to toll you something else. There came the depression after
we were authorized to build the Lincoln Tunnel, and we were required
togo in and got the money. Somebody had to lend that money,

It was during President Hoover's administration, and the question
was, what were you going to do about the depression, and it was said
tlat everbody had got to spend, and they said to us, "Do not spend
until you know you will get It back,"

The port authority was the model of the self liquidating. enterprise,
and since it would be furnishing employment,, an , at the same time,
creating something which would repay the loan that method wasapproved by Congress.'When we were ]lted by the depression, we 'came down here to the

R. F. C. and borrowed 37 Wmillion dollars on our bonds, and this money
we repaid within a year and a half, and the bonds were taken up,
But, before we sold those bonds to the R. F. C., they insisted, not on
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my legal opinion, as the general counsel of the port authority, but the
opinion of counsel selected by then that those bonds wore immune
from taxation, and Mr. Jones took the bonds on that asis, that they
were tax-immune, and they were sold all over the Country on the
opinion of counsel that they wore tax-exompt on the sixteenth
amendment as interpreted by the courts. TIhe Reconstruction
Finance Corporation took the bonds on the basis that they were
immune, and sold some of this kind of bond to the public a; tax
immune and made a profit on them,

Now, to come back to the point I wanted to make about the St.
Lawrence power project, I want to hand yon an extract from this
report of th St. Iwrence Power Development Commission and have
it incorporated in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be received.
(Ths extract from the report above mentioned is as follows:)

EXTRACTS Fnou TIM REPORT Or THE ST, LAWRENCE PowR DEVRLOPAENT
CoMMIssIoN SUBrED JANUARY 15, 1031, 'rO THE GOVERNOR (lioN.
FRANKLIN BD. ROOSEVELT) AND THE LEoISLATURE PRECEDINo Tun ADOPTION
OP THlE LEOISLATION OP 1031 CREATING THlE ST. LAWRENCE0 PowriR AUTHORITY,
CONSISTING OP ROBERT MURRAY IAMG, ChAIRMAN, JULIUS HENRY COHIIN,
VICE CII.I4nIAN AND COUNSEL, TnOMAS F. CONWAY, FusRDimeK N1. DAVENPORT,
AND SAS1UEI T . FULLER.

Extract from Chapter V: The Proposed Power Authority.
Subject matter: Financing the Project Through a Public Power Authority."
Discussing the matter of the value of bonds Issued by the Power Authority as a

basis for carrying on the enterprise the Commission unanimously said:
"Since bonds of such a public authority are not readily marketable unless they

are made legal investments for savings banks, trust funds and public officers
generally, legislative action Is requiredmaking them available for that purpose.
Action by the legislature in this regard is not taken except after most careful study
of the project and upon determination by the legislature that there Is no substan-
tal financial hazard In the enterprise, flence In considering the program of legis-
lation deallngwith recommendations by your Commissioners, consideration will
be given to the economic soundness of the enterprise. It is for this reason that
the boards of engineers and marketing exports have gone into such considerable
detail In their reports.

"Since the State Itself could engage In the enterprise, the property and the
securities Issued by the Power Authority are State Instrumentalities and will be
Immune from Federal taxation. This meapA a rate of Interest lower than that
upon which money can be borrowed through the method of private coerrate
finance. It means also the early amortization of the entire cost, and thereby the
ultimate elimination of Interest charges. Through this method, without the
use of its own credit, and without burdening the taXpayers, the State ultimately
acture a property out of the revenues derived from It. operation" (p. 85)

Extracts from t ia Report No. 4 on Questions of Law by Counse an Legal
Staff (p. 144):
ltsA pikblle corporate agency of the State of New York, Its property and Income,

securities and the income thnrefm, and all Its other activites, are exempt from
taxation by the United States.

"it Is one of the fundamental rules of our constitutional system that the United
Sttes may not levy taxes upon the property, activities, agencies, and instrumen.
talitles employed by the States for the exercise of their governmental powers.
Conversely, 1imilar protection Is extended to the United States from taxation by
the States. The eding cases which establish these correlative principles are
McCuloeA v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316 (1819)- Dobbins v. Commisoionsre. 10 Pet.
485 (1842); OO v Day, II Wall. 118 (1870); U. 8. v. Baltimore & OAio
Railroad 0o., 17 Wall, 82 2 (1872). I

"The principle, as stated n the famous phram of Mr. Chief Justice Marshall In
Mculo), v, Maryland is this:

"'That the power to ax Involves the power to destroy, that the power to destroy
may defeM t ana render useless the power to create; that there is a pain rpupanee,
In conferring on one government a pbwer to contel the cotistitutional measures
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of another, which other, with respot to those very measures, Is declare to be
supreme over tht which exerts the control, are propositions not to be denied.'
(p. 431.?

",In ti first of the cases dealing with the right of the State to bo exempt from
Federal taxation, coitedor v. Dan ay, oth uourt satie:

the States within the limits of their powers not granteduor, In the language of
the 10th Amendment, "reerved are as Independent of the general government
as that government within Its sphere to Independent of the States-'" (p. 124,)

"Jllasel on these four leading cases, the rule Of mutual exemption from taxation
apptiars to 1h0 applicable to any and all of the Instruntentalit Icn and agendes which
either sovereignty mnay select 6r use for the execut Ion of Its powers. Every ()xer.
eise of tho sovereign power for Its proper andi normal ends In wvhatever form and
through, whatever agency Is wholly free from any burden of taxation levied by tile
co-sovereignty upon any Instrumentality or form of tho activity."

Mr. CojmN. The point I want to make is that everyone who signed
this report, the lawyers, the economist, banker former Congressman,
certified to the Oovornmont of the State and tie Iislature that the
bonds of the St. Lawrenco Power Commission would be tax-immuno,
and they did it as you will see from this report, on the basis of the
Pollock case, an l all of the other cases clearly stat ig the legal situation
and the Legislature of the State of Row York and the Governor of the
State of New York, now the President of the United States, accepted
them on the basis of tax immunity. When you have ratified the
treaty with Canada, and the St. Lawrence Power Commission proceeds
to dto the job, it will do it on the basis that the bonds to be issued by
the authority are immune from Federal taxes.

Lot me call your attention to this point: Every one of those activi-
ties that it has been my privilege to be associated with housing
problemss and tunnels, port-authority problems, and St. 1,awrenco
Power Commission problems, have all been solved on the basis of low
interest rate, and, as one gentleman told you today, Mr. Chatters
low interest is one of the th ings necessary to the life o these municipal
and State ventures.

Now, we come to the conflicting point of view, as I see it. I mean
the Treasury's views urging the payment of high interest. There
Is the lender who wants to get high interest and the borrower who
wants low rates, Their interests conflict, but you cannot have high
interest rates If you are to obtain the flow of capital necessary to carry
on great public projects and create employment. You cannot have

.higi interest. rates or secure your low-cost housing, your bridges and
tunnels, and low power cost to the public.

What did the mayor of New York mean when he said, "This is the
answer to the utilities' prayer"? lie meant that very hanclicap
that interferes with reaching ]dagoal, and this interest rate, precludes
the municipality and the State from doing such things

So you have got their question of public policy. Do you want to
impose a burden upon all the States and municipalities in the form of
higher costs in the doing of these necessary things, because, perchance,
some of them may have been extravagant in some things?

That brings me to another matter. The question has been raised
that the Fed eral Government has been obliged, more and more, to
put up money for the States. If the policy urged here is pursued,
you f6rce everybody to come down here to the supreme borrowing
power, and you wilt have every munlcipality and every State asking
the Government to supply the money with which to do the thil gs
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that they need done, because they will not be able then to raise tie
money themselves.

Thtit is not soun(, not only from Jil economic point of view but
as hi11 been pointed out, it is Jil utnsotind thing from a sociI imnd
politivilt point of view.

If you still believe, as we' do, that the Sttes tire not to he provinces
of the Federil Government, wno if we tre not to have ii supervising
National (,overt meut, covering everything, getting Jill of the mones--
if you do not believe in that, you cannot sustain the position urged
here by the Department of Justice, and you cannot, (to it its a matter
of public policy, quite apart from the constitutional law.

So, I want to stress that, point that if the Federal Govornment
wishes now to stop the doing of those things the State governments
and the municipalities ought to (1o and could not (1o durinir the
depression-you cannot approve this measure.

Now, if you turn the argument to the interest cost an(1 the btrdn,
that will follow you must he convinced from the economic stu(lles
and the statements of till of these financial officers, tis to the cost
to the States and the municipalities, that they would have to spend
much more money, and that they cannot take on such a load.

Senator AVSTIN. There is one brief question: If we should tax the
salaries of Federal judges, would we not encounter the law as shown
In Collector v. Day to the sam( extent that we would encounter the
Pollock deciswn if we taxed the Income from State bonds?

Mr. CoiEN. Yes, and no. Understand, I am not evading your
question. I want to be complete in the answer. If you think that
the United States Supreme court is going to hol that every tax of
a salary of an employee or officer is inconsequential because the
burden is speculative or conjectural, then you will believe that the
Court will reverse Collector v. Day. If, however, you do not believe
that and say that It is a burden and not speculative, you put the
salary question in the same field as Collector v. Day, and you get
thes same result. Understand, please, that it. is only In those cases
whore there is no real burden that Collector v. Day does not control.
That is confirmed by the recent Stiiwell case.

There is another qualification you will get in the 8ilvell case,
and in the Wr'ghttngton ewe. The Board of Tax Appeals and the
circuit, court of appeals held that there were some cases where it was
clear that It was a burden, and you do not haf1e to show it was t
burden, and if you accept the construction of the Gerhardt case only
in the analogous ease of private employees, then you cono back to
Collector v. Day. That is all sub udice now.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cohen, to you think you could conclude In
a short time tonight?

Mr. CoHEN. I I can look over my notes tonight, I think I could
conclude very shortly tomorrow.

The CHAIRIMAN. WO will now recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

(Thereupon, at 8:10 p. m., the special committee recessed until 10
a, m., Saturday, February if, 1039.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL CoMIIITTEE ON TAXATION OF

GOVERNMENTAL SECURITIES AND SALARIES
Washington; ,. 0.

The special committee met, purstuant to recess, at 10:30 a. in. i
the committee room of the Senato Fintince (oninittee Senate Osaco
Building Senator Prentiss M. Brown, chairman, p)isidimg

The IAIRINIAN. All right, Mr. Cohen, I have your name here as
the next to be heard from, and I believe that you have indicated you
desire to make some additional remarks.

STATEMENT OF JULIUS HENRY COHEN-Resumed

Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman: There are one or two
things that I find in going ovor my notes that I neglected to cover
in the nature of a question that comes from the committee, or, as I
shall refer to you here as "coining from the bench," as if you were
a court.

The first point that I want to make at this time is that it fa quite
obvious that if the White Book construction upon the con~titutlon
is accepted, then there is no constitutional protection against Federal
taxation of State and municipal bonds, already outstanding, and we
must rely upon the assurance of the Congress.

Now then the Chairman said that, since it only involved al hun-
dred meIlion dollars there was no (langer of the Congress taxing out-
standing bonds. As to that you do not know how sorely tempted
you may be if we should go into a, var, and we seem to be in some
such danger now. No matter how scrupulous the lovormnent may
be, in its promises now, it cannot know what it may be called upon
to do, andit cannot be bound. And it would do what it did with
the gold clause in our Federal bonds. And I should like to cal

our attention in that connection to a quotation from page 103 ofbho brief:

Who can say whether a future administration or a future Cougres will be as
fair-minded a" this? Who can say whether a future Congress will hesitate fi
ellmiinatiig that itatutory "reel)roclty"? The States may have complete
confidonco In the proponents of this plan, but they rmponti to the language of
Chltef Justice Marshal I, In AicCdu och v. Alaryland:

But Is this a case of confidence? Would the people of any one State trust
those of another with a power to control the most Insignificant operations of
their State Government? We do know they would not. Why tlen, should we
suppose that the people of any one State should be willing to trust those of an-
other with a power to control the operations of a government to which they have
confided the most important and most valuable Interests? 489
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But the most glaring flaw In the plan of statutory "reciprocity" Is the simple
fact that It would yield to the Federal Government approximately five times as
much at the expense of the States as It would give the States at the expense of the
Federal Government. As the economic companion to this brief has demon-
strated after balancing all gains and losses, this "teclprocal" permission to tax
Federal Income would result In a net loss to the States of about $90,000,000 per
year in order to givo a net gain to the Federal Government of from $40,000,000 to
$90,000,000. f-oreover, a quarter of the States of this Union have no net per-
sonal Income tax at all; and the concentration of Federal bonds in a very few
wealthy States would leave the rest with practically nothing to tax. 'lheso
States would be forced to contribute million of dollars to the -Federal Treamury
every year without being able to recover a single cent by reason of the perminssivo
"reciprocal" right to tax Federal income. Of course, a., to those States, permisslo
to tax the income irom Federal bonds Is sheer farce. The same objection applies
to the municipalities and other governmental agencies of the States whose secorl-
ties would be taxed. True a few of the States might recover one-fifth of their
added interest cost, but their municipalities and political subdivisions would
have no power to tax the income from Federal securities and they, too, would
face the prospect that their gross loss would be their not loss.

The States prefer the constitutional protections, and so do In-
vestors.

Now, the next point is this: It was suggested here that there might'
not be any difficulty for the States which do not now have income-tax
laws and which therefore are not in a position to take advantage of
the opportunity to tax the Federal bonds which the proposal would
offer them. Of course, if there was nothing but an Income tax laid
on Federal bonds alone would be disoriminatory and therefore clearly
unconstitutional, And the people would not adopt such a general
State income-tax law. For Instance, take the States of Now Jersey
and Connecticut, which States have no Income-tax law, many citizens
would have to pay two taxes. There are in the northern part of
Now Jersey many residents who earn their livelihood in Now York
who would pay income taxes both in Now York and in Now Jersey
while those living in southern Now Jersey who earn their livelihood
In Philadelphia would pay income taxes both in Pennsylvania and
Now Jersey. This explains why public sentiment in such States as
Now Jersey is against a State income-tax law, Nor would consent
by the Federal Government to State taxation of Federal taxation be
a sufficient inducement to persuade States like New Jersey to Impope
on its people the heavy and unfair burden of double taxation. I tis
Important to avoid discrimination against those States which do not
have Income-tax laws and which for sound reasons cannot enact
them.

Now, It was suggested yesterday that there was a trend of judicial
opinions towards the change In the interpretation of the sixteenth
amendment. But there is in fact no such trend. Immediately pro.
ceding Hevering v. erhardt there was argued the Bekins case which
involved the congtltutionality of the Bankruptcy Act, In which the
United States Supreme Court hold it was unconstitutional, Mr.
Sumnors, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, obtained
leave to argue the Bekins ease in the Supreme Court and Mr. Jackson,
Solicitor General, appeared in support of the constitutionality. Ques.
tions from the bench were directed to whether or not the Congress
could tax municipal bonds, and the Solicitor General, in making reply
to the question whether the bonds of municipalities w5ukl be subject
to Federal tax, answered, "No." Certainl the Solicitor General
did not believe at that time that there was any "trend" in the United,
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States in the direction of taxing municipal bonds. He said directly
that municipal bonds would not be subject to Federal taxation.

When didthe so.called "trend"' begin? Did it begin with the deci.
sion in the Bekins case? Certainly not, because in the case referred
to we have a' typical illustration tlat you cannot get at this exceptLy getting the consent of the States, and in the first case the Saprome
Court hed that there was no consent, and in the second case they
found that there was consent.

When, then did the trend begin? When the White Book of the
Department of Justice was written? You cannot find in that book a
single case in which the courts held that municipal bonds could be
taxed or that there was a trend in that directiQn, not one case. I
will say this to accnnt the proposition: Every player of a piano knows
that when you have to interpret a great composition you have to
read the notes carefully. To get the correct effect of Chopin, Pad-
orewski and the ot!er hstbrs'5f the piino you must follow the com-
poser where the"inarks are pianissimo igin very softly, gradually
reaching tlwblimax, where it is marked fort|, ino, bit if some young-
ster som4eties even an infant prodigy starts tfrplay he begins to pump
hard iotnediately and, spls the composition. The same error is
mad9q;by some conductors. A Vhat w* have tried to do is to show you
tha4our frlendtv havo4 read tho cgiposition incorrectly. We have
stu led these otdnlons nd wd'wow th at ore is no ' ch emphasis ast say theiso,, " f . .

Sow when you c ar th& end Af Ite whole o, like the
tices in the Unit tatuSup n Cci ,you wil ,want to know
at is the "end ret ' W t a oirik to get ot of this thing?
ore can he tic es~t) 1W thoe ry tatemon t and analyses
de by Iq. LuW#d M ento.

ow, let 4s look a tis sjUInto ou will have 0 billion dollars
o tax exem 0O tater ing, fedl it. nd muni al and If you

going t nd you wiO contain to have bonds
are of e same o nato as yptl have lay. If that is

true then where are, fl.on. ro except to the so-called"ha "?
Cha Lamb ot4wa. i In which disclosed that the

way roa ig came about was that China am burnt down and
after it burn down some Chinamen foun mt pig and, tasting the
meat, found i ' table. Thereafto burnedi cown the barn in
order to get roas 4  gQo ,frjwoh conies the expressiont, "Why,burn down the 'barn, togi roast pig?" Now, the objective here i
t6 stop theso havens of escape for ich men and 08 billion dollars
and more wl be available for them for a long time to come under
the present plan. The result will be that the pig will escape from the
barn while you are burning it down and in the end you will have
burned down your barn any then you will go next door and find your
pigr in another.arn with Ids tail nicely curled and grinning at you.
You are rising the antipathy of the whole country. The people

know what this means the harm that will be done by this proposi, and
you hear it not only iron the greatest city In the county, but from
the smaller ones like Norristown, Pa.

One other thing I want to cover. You spoke about the present trend
of the Congress with reference to the removal of tax Immunity from
tax-free Feoeral agencies and securities. May I call your attention
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to the fact that every one of those agencies remains legally Immune.
We have a similar problem with respect to such agencies as port au-
thoritles-it is not uncommon for them to make lump-sum payments
to the municipality in liou of taxes. Tax these agencies, and ake away
this immunity and see what happens: Governor's Island, the Federal
Reserve bank, the post offices throughout the country, the Federal
post office in Now York, and, as I have said the post offices throughout
the country, the timber and oil laids would be subject to tax.

The CHAIRMAN. What I meant to infer was this, that the trend
oers to indicate a great many people of the country feel and think

there ought to be some contribution on the part of the Government
in this respect.

Mlr. CotmN. There is such a trel in Now York, and in New York
we are working out a system with reference to the port authority
whereby a payment to the city of New York in lieu of taxes comes from
tile tax-iitine agency.

There is nothing immoral about tax exemption, It is a matter
solely of public policy. If you (1o not want to cut down surtaxes
there is to sound reason whry the dual relationship of the States and
the Federal Government should be changed, and certainly you will
not (to such a radical thing without the consent of the people who are
affected by it.

The CliAIRIMAN. I would like to lhve you, in the last few minutes,
tell us what your ideas are as to the substantial difference if any, in
the justiflcation if there is any, for the taxation of State salaries, such
as tie salaries of the Governors of the States, as distinguished from the
taxation of the securities issued by thoState, because that undoubtedly
is going to be the point before the Senate.

Mr. COHWN. I wold like Mr. Chairman, to have 4 or f additional
mhmites to discuss that field.

Of eour.4e, from an econonsic point of v'l,,w, there is in some of the
cases an attempt to distinguish between .the taxation of salaries and
the taxation of bonds, and t fit difference is pointed out in the opinions
of the United States Supreme Court, leadllg to the apparent con-
clusion that the taxation of salaries of some cafsses of employees does
not necessarily involve a burden on a State, btt in the Gerhardt case
upon which the Government relies, the particular salaries they involved
was held not to be a burden, and taxing of the bonds was held not be
justified. Indeed the Court itself makes a clear distinction between
taxation of bonds and the particular salaries there in issue.

I rendered an opinion immediately after the decision in the Gerhardt
case vs the general counsel for the port authorities, as to the immunity
of our bonds, pointing out this distinction, and I should be very glad
to sibit to the committee a copy of it.

Thte CHAIRMAN, I believe that It wold be helpful indeed.
Mr. CoHeN. I thought that I had a copy of it here, but I find that

1 do not have it hero but we will be very glad to submit a copy and
also a copy of the opinion of the Attorney General making the same
distinction.

(The opinions above referred to are as follows:)
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LEOAL OPINION ON IMUNITY OF PON' AUTHORITY JIONDS AND IIEvIONUZE FROM

FEuDanAL INcOMbi TAXATION
ooMes of Ffrk C. ergulon, ('hlrmns

T'rHE PORT OP Now YORK AUTHORITY,

JULIUS lHENRY COnEN, sq,, Ala $1$ lUS8.

General Counael, the Port of New York Authority,
III Righth Avenue, New York City.

NIT )MAN MR. COIIN. In view of the Inquiries that have been received from
various quarters as to the possible effect of the Supreme Court's decision in
Heh'ering v. Gerhardt and related cases upon the tax Immunity of port authority
revenues and bonds, I wish vo would, as general counsel, adise me whether you
see any reason for changing the views heretofore expressed by you that portauthority bonds and revenues are Immune from Fiderai Income taxes.

(Signed) F. C. FanousoN,
Chairman.

Tita PORT Or Nzw YORK AUTHORITY,
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL,

New York City, May 31, 1088.
lie: Federal taxation (Port Authority bonds and revenues).

Hon. FRANK C. FERGIUSON
Chairman, the I'ort of kew York Authority,

111 Righth Awnue, New York, N. Y.
MY I)'AR MR. CHAIRMAN: In the past I have advised you that the bonds and

revenues of the Port of New York Authority are not subject to Income taxes
levied by thu Federal governmentt under the United States Constitutiion In Its
present form. Yua have requested me to advise you of the effect, If any, of the
recent decision of the Supreme Court Ini the eases of llch,ering v. Gerhardt
Ilelvering v. Wilson, and lielering v. MAdrihy (herein referred to as the Oerhard)
eoses), decided May 23, 1938.

In response I beg to advise you that after a most careful study I fnd nothing
which leads Jns to modify jay prior opinion. My reasons may be stated sunt-
inarily as follows:

(a) The Court considered only the question of the taxability of salaries.
(b) go far as port authority revenues are concerned, the prevailing opinion

expressly disavows any Intent to declare them taxable.
(o) So far as port authority bonds are concermaed, tile prevalling opinion

expressly cites the borrowing power as a function typlcally Immune from taxation.
The Court determined at the very outset that the sole point at Issue in the

Gerhardt cases was tile taxability of the salaries of certain port authority em.
plovecs. Mr. Justice Stone, speaking for the majority of the Court and referring
to iheso employees only, says

"A nondliscrfminator, tax laid on their net income, in common with that of all
-other members of the comuninty, could by no reasonable probability be consid-
ered to preclude the performance of the function which New York and New Jersey
have undertaken, or to obstruct It more than like private enterprises are ob-
structed by our taking system. Even though, to some unascertalnablo extent
the tax deprlves the States of the advantage of paying loss than the standard
rate for the services which they engage, It does not curtail any of those functions
vhich have been thought hitherto to be essential to their continued existence as

States. At most It may be said to Increase somewhat the cost of the State
governments because, In an Interdependent economic societv, the taxation of
income tends to raise (to some extent which economists are not able to measure
* * 4) the price of labor and materials.

He says that to hold these salaries Immune would, so far as the States are
concerned, constitute only "a theoretical advantage so speculative In its character
and measurement as to be unsubstantial," and reaches the conclusion that a tax
on the salaries of employees "derived from their employment In common occupa-
tions not shown to be different In their methods or duties from those of similar
employees In private Industry," Is a tax which "neither precludes nor threatens
unreasonably to obstruct any function essential to the continued existence of the
State government."
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In so dolng, he expressly says that no opinion is expressed as to "whether a
Federal tax may be Imposed upon the port authority Itself with respect to Its
receipt of Income or its other activities."

In the prev ling opinion Mr. Justice Stone discusses generally the Imnmunity
of the 11nitedi States from dtato taxation and the hnmunity of the several States
from Federal taxation. With respect to tile Immunity ot the States and their
Instrumentalities, he formulates two guiding principles:

First. That certain functions of the States are Immune from Federal taxation
by reason of their Inherent nature.

Second. That at this inherent Immunity does not extent to cases where the
burden on the State Is "speculative and uncertain" and where immunity from
taxation would not afford "tangible protection to the State government."

These are not announced as novel principles changing the settled law. Oil the
contrary they are said to be deduced from prior cases cited In the opinion. Mr.
Justice lIack (who concurred with the majority only In the result) stands alone
in urging In il concurring opinion that tile entire doctrine of State hnnmuity
be reexamined.

In considering the question of V- i %xabIlity of the salaries of port authority
employees, the prevailing opinion cunines itself to tile question whether a tax
upon the salaries would burden the itinctions being performed by the port authority
on behalf of the States of New York and New Jersey. To tills extent, a change
in the Court's attitude is made, since In the past, salaries of State and municipal
officers have been held Immune merely because they were such officers (Collector
v. Day, 11 Wall. 113; Brush v. Commissioner, 300 U. S. 352). Howeovor, the
opinion does not even purport to affect the direct Immunity of the State itself in
accomplishing Its sovereign purposes through the use of State agencies or Instru-
mentalities, or Its exercise through them of Its borrowing power.

If an attempt were made to tax the bonds or revenues of the port authority,
there would be no scope for a holding that the tax would not obstruct the func-
tions performed by the States through the port authority. In such a case the
burden would not be "speculative and uncertain" but quite the contrary. The
Court would be obliged to hold that this immunity constitute$ a "tangible pro-
tection to the State government," as compared with Its holding in the ease of
salaries that the immunity there considered Involved "a theoretical advantage so
speculative in its character and measurement as to be unsubstantial." I

The port authority is not a private corporation whose activities and profits
inure to the benefit of private individuals. It is a public instrumentality of the
States of New York and New Jersey, created solely as governmental machinery
through which to finance, construct and operate certain highway facilities and
other public Improvements in the port of New York district. While it has legal
title to Its moneys and properties, nevertheless, in the ultimate analysis these
moneys and other assets are those of the two States. With respect to these
moneys and properties, it Is in the position of a trustee for the two States. All of
the revenues (after operation, maintenance and debt service, and after setting
aside certain sinking funds and other reserves) are held by it for use "* * * for
such purposes as may hereafter be directed by the two said States" (see. 2,
C. 48, Laws of N. Y. 1031- see 2, C. 5, Laws of N. J. 1031).

A tax upon port-authority revenues would directly affect and reduce moneys
available to be expended by the two States for State purposes which like all port.
authority moneys, are held in trust for the two States. Moreover, since revenues
set aside as security for bonds and to pay the principal amount thereof cannot
be deducted in computing net taxable Income under the revenue act, such a tax
would reduce the amounts available for these purposes and directly obstruct the
functions performed by the States through the port authority in financing public
Imp movements.

Port-Authority bonds are quoted on a yield basis. A tax upon the income
derived therefrom would reduce proportionately the amount which the port
authority could obtain upon Issue and sale, It would also increase proportion-
ately the amount of interest which the ort authority would have to pay. Here
again the burden of the tax and the beneit of the immunity are direct and obvious.

The taxability of port-authority salaries was decided under the second principle
laid down by the majority in the Gerhardt cas,,-.tho principle of burden. In the
case of revenues and bonds, the burden Is clear, and the only question which can

In the GteAerdt ceds, no proof was offered As to the eiectoth thx, sine the courts in thepat hd hld
that Federal taxes on state and munlopoll salarles were Dnvelld without requwnnl 5v JU16 ploow of the

ON. a th tM of an attempt to tai bonds or revenues, suh of Would be onei, an 1; burden.
someo #el Weiul tl dwonstrated.
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arise Is as to the inherent nature of the functions performed by the port authority
on behalf of the two States.

These functions Include among others, the bond.Issuing function, the functionof collecting tolls upon hiighway facilities, and the functions of constructing,
operating and maintaining highway facilities and port and harbor Improvements,

In an effort to Indicate the nature of the State functions which the majority
holds immune from Federal taxation upon the basis of the decided cases, Mr.
Justice Stone In the Gerhardt cases uses a variety of different pharses-"a function
which pertained to State governments at the time the Constitution was adopted,
without which no State 'could long prehorve its existence,'" "the essential opera-
tions of government which they have exercised from the beginning," essentiall to
the maintenance of a State government," "essential to the preservation of State
governments," "an Indispensable function of the State which cannot be delegated
io private Individuals, " and "any function essential to the continued existence of

the State government" as contrasted with "one which could be carried on by
private enterprise, and * i * not one without which a State could not con-tlnuo to exist as .a governmental entity."

It will be noted that each time it Is indicated that the function must be essential.
Also, that in two Instances it Is suggested that the functions must be such as were
exercised by the States at the time the Constitution was adopted, and that In two
instances the immune functions are contrasted with those of private enterprise.

The phraseology used by Mr. Justice Stone should be compared with that used
by Mr. Justice Itoberts in Allen v. Regents, decided by the Supreme Court on
the same day that the Gerhardt cases were decided. In the Allen case the courts
held the operation of a football stadium by a State educational Institution to be
taxable, because it constituted "the conduct of a business comparable In all
essentials to those usually conducted by private owners," and because it was "a
business which went beyond usual government functions."

As indicated, both the Allen and Gerhardt cases were decided the same day.
In both cases Mr. Justice Stone and Mr. Justice Roberts were with the majority,
Both cases are said to be based upon prior decisions. Clearly the difference in
phraseology In the two opinions Indicates no Intent to lay down different rules-
the less so since the nature of the function was directly at issue in the Allen case
but was not considered as all in the Gerhardt cases.

Apparently the Court has a concept difficult to phrase, as to what constitutes
a State as a functioning governmental entity. Both justices, presumably, used
different phraseology In seeking to express the same concept, but undue stress
should not be placed upon the exact words used In either case. The Court has
frequently cautioned the bar that the language of its opinions must be read In
the light of its actual decisions (Puerto Rico v. Shell Co., 82 L. Ed. 170, 179, and
cases cited therein).

It would be unprofitable at the present time to attempt to forecast all of the
activities which tlie Court will hold are comprised within Its concept of a State
as a functioning governmental entity. In any event it seems clear that at the
very least the Court will hold that the functions usually and normally exercised
by the States at the time of the adoption of the Constitution are Immune from
Federal taxation.$

The borrowing function (exercised through the issuance of bonds) has been
exercised by the States "from the beginning," and one cannot conceive of a State
existing as a overnmental entity without power to exercise this function both
directly an trough Its political subdivisions or other public Instrumentalities.
I In the (OtcAordi cases, the prevailing opinion (referring to dctore v, Dor, It Well. 113), says "The Court

pointed out that the States were in eL'tencq as sueh (rovermental) olities when the Constitution was
ted* * that it (the Constitutlon) presu posw the continued existence of the States and their

continue perorman, free of ihhbitio I by the national taxnt Power, of 'the high &n responsIble duties
signed to theta In the constitution * ', "

in this conetion, the opinion In the Oehards coe, contains a footnote referrin to the slayuvtr.tto
eeoie, 16 Wali. K, in whi eases It was said (at p. 83) with respect to the thirteenth and fourteenthsne dlments;
,e the Dreasure of all the excited feel-S growing out of the (Cili) War, our statesmen have still

believd that h existen of the States wit powers for domestic and local government, Ineluding the
regulation of civil rights, te 'Hts of person amd of propett, was esuntlai IoTbe pafet wotkinS of out
co cx nment. r~*.e~a~o r~rla seta b ef~~h~i,gmlex form of i9ene0 .-

Ut whAteyer fluctu~tonsaty boe ee thetp oj.ubllo opinion thi subject dunit the period
of our national existence we th nk It wllba s Ci ourt so ftr as Its actions require It has
.lways held, with a ale;ey and "1 even ni d, the bawoe etwen otate and edrslopwe, I, nwe trust
that ah T% continue to be the history, o01 is relation to that suhiect so lo as It shsU have duties to per-
loam wih end of It a canstru tjonof ln6 Constitution, or oI Its parts."

And teL. Cnv. orree5, 7rl il. 71, in whiqh it rasidthst" * 0 thepeopleefah Statecom.
pose a Btt, h own government, ad en dewedwith all abrunctions essential to separate and

%de ent 61xistnof amd that ". 'In many Hroles of te Constitution the neesary etistenos
ofth te,11 and, within their proper spheres, th indpendent authoity of the Mtatus Is distinctly
recognized."
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In the Gerhardt cases, indeed, Justice Stone cites the borrowing power as a
typical function which is immune front Federal taxation by its Inherent nature,
saying that Immunity from Federal taxation has been upheld whore"* * * the
function Involved wM ono thought to he essential to the maintenance of a State,
government: as where the attempt was * * * to tax Income received by a
private investor from State bonds, and thus threaten Impairment of the borrowing
power of the State; Pollock v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co., 157 U. 8. 429 * * *

In the case of Metcalf v. Mitchell (200 U. 8. 514), decided In 1025, Mr. Just ice
Stone also cited the borrowing power as a typically Immune function saying that
obligations sold to raise public funds are so Intimately connected with the
noeisary functions of government, as to fall within the established exemption."

In the present tor of the Supreme Court, Chief Justice Hughes writing the
majority opinion i James v. Dravo Contracting Co., 82 L. Ed. 125 decided Decem-
ber 0, 1037, said: "The uniform ruling * * * has beeen Nhat the Interest
upon 'Government securities cannot be included In gross In~come for tho purpose
of an income tax computed upon net Income."

In the same case, he said "That doctrine recognizes the direct effect of a tax
which 'would operate on the power to borrow before It is exercised' (Pollock v.
Farmers' Loan 7 T. Co., 157 U. 8. 429, 39 L. ed. 759, 16 S. Ct. 673 supra) ant
which would directly affect the Government's obligation as a continuing security.
Vital considerations are there involved respecting the permanent relations of the

Government to investors in its securities and Its ability to maintain its credit--
considerations which are not found In connection with contracts made from time
to time for the services of Independent contractors."

You will recall that In 1925, while he wan engaged in private practice Mr
H~ughes rendered an orinion to the port authority I stating that the Port oF Ne;w
York Authority bonds "are not subject to taxation by the Federal Government,"
and that "The Incomo of these bends will be likewise free from Federal tax-
atioll * * *."

In Willots v. Bunn (282 U. 8. 210), decided In 1931, the Chief Justice again
sald:
"* * * a tax upon the obligations of a Stato or of Its political subdivisions

falls within the constitutional prohibition as a tax upon the exercise of the hor-
rowing power of the State. * * *,

"The limitation of this principle to Its appropriate applications is also important
to the successful working of our governmental system. The power to tax is no
less essential than the power to borrow monby and In preserving the latter It
is not necessary to cripple the former by oxtendln the constitutional exemption
from taxation to those subjects which fall within the general application of non-
discriminatory laws * * *.

"In the case of the obligations of a State or of its political subdivisions, the
subject held to be exempt front Federal taxation Is the principal and interest of
the obligations. Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & T. Co. (157 U. S. 420, 584-580,
39 L. ed, 759, 820, 821, 15 S. Ct. 073, supra). These obligations constitute the
contract made by the State, or by its political agency pursuant to Its authority,
and a tax upon the amounts payable by the terms or the contract has therefore
been regarded as bearing directly upon the exercise of the borrowing power of thegovernment. * * *IF

The Court there distinguished between the immunity of the Interest on State
and municipal securities from Federal income taxation and the taxability of
profits derived from the sale of such bonds. In the case of a tax on the former,
the court found there Is a burden--in the case of a tax on the profits " *  * * we
have nothing but assertion and conjecture." (282 U. S. atp 231.)

In each of these instances there was cited the case of -olUock v. Farmers Loan
thTrust Co. (157 U. S. 429), In which It was said "It was long ago determined that
the property and revenues of municipal corporations are not subjects of Federal
taxation."

The Pollock case cites Mercantile National Bank v. New Vork (121 U. S. 138),
in which It was said, "Bonds Issued by the State of New York, or under its author-
ity by Its public municipal bodies, are means for carrying on the work of the
government, and are not taxable oven by the t1nited States * * $l0 r

There Is no Intimation In the Gerhardt cases that the Count will depart from this
well established rule relatin to the tax immunity of bonds. On the contrary
as I have already Indicae, the Issiatice of bonds to raise public moneys Is cited
as typically illustrative of Immune functions.

I This oiioree to~ spot fud dlty ltdnohucupon theta tltV ef the malarieeo Itsz
lo . IhOht e;ustlethetetore iout pq diMcuty n coneuin wI is our cellsues a the rt.
gritis without depatting from the prlnelples exprtssd In his IM opinion,
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As to the taxation of rovenues--practlcally the entire Incowe of the Port of

Now York Authority is derived fiem tolls levied pursuant to statutory authority
for the use of the Interstate vehicular bridges and tunnels which it operates.
The function performed by tie port authority on behalf of the States in collecting
these tolls is comparable to the function trorsited by State officers In collecting
fees for licenses Issued to motor-velicle owners and operators. In MIorf v, BinQe.
tnan (208 U. H. 407), decided In 1930, Mr. Justice t one characterized such a fee
as a charge for the privilege of tsilng hilghways maintained by the State, saying,
"The mamer of Its collection, not unlike that of a toll for the privilege of entering
and using the highways, definitely Identifies It as a charge for the privilege."

They are comparable to other fees imposed pursuant to State law for services
rendered to the general public as for example tile "harbor fees" upheld In Clyde
Mallory Lines v. At4ab111 (203 T1, H. 261), whIch Mr. Jutitice Stolle characterized
as "a charge made for the policing of the harbor * * *."

The function of levying and collecting fees and charges of this general typo
has been exercised by or on behalf of the States from the earliest tim.s, and it Is
Impossible to conceive of a State as a governmental entity without power to
exercise such an important function as this. It sees clear that like the borrow-
lg power, It Is the type of function which the Court has li mind as clearly essen-
tial to the existence ofgovernment.

The attitude of tile (Court on this point Is foreshadowed by its observation with
respect to taxes upon the Income prodIced by the Investments of the States and
their political subdivisions and public Ilstrunentalitles, In the Gerhardt Cases,
in illustrating the extent to which Immnity has been upheld, the majority opinion
points out t at It Ila$ been upheld where al attempt was made "to tax Income
received from the investments of a municipal subdivision of a 8tate," citing United
States v. halt. & Ohio U. ft. Co. (17 Wall. 322).

As I have already Indicatedit a tax upon port authority bonds or revenues would
directly bmrden and Impair (and perhaps entirely nullify) the ability of the States
through the port authority to perform the functions of construethig, maintaining,
and operating interstate vehicular brilges ami tunnels. Those vehicular crossings
are part of the highway systems of the two States. The function of providing and
maintaining adequate streets and highways has been a function exercised by the
States "from the beginning," and Is one of their most Important functions.
Without our public highway systems, the country cotuhl miever have developed.

The power to build and maintain public highways, either directly or through
appropriate public Instrumentalities, lies always been a characteristic f the States,
and this important function meets every test of a State function which by reason
of Its nature Is Immune from Federal taxation.

In conclusion, mentloi should be made of the fact that the prevaillg opinion
In the Gerhardt cases contains tho passing comment that the Port of New York
Authority Is not a political subdivision within the meaning of the phrase as used
in the section of the Treasury department legulatlonms in effect prior to January 7,.
1038, which provided that. "compeunsation received for services rendered to the
State or a political subdivision thereof," should not be Included in gross Income for
tax purposes under certain cireumstances. The Court at first pointed out that
the revenue act (lid not authorize "the exclusion from gross income of the salaries
of employees of a State or a State-owned corporation'

As an additional reason why the above-quoted regulation was not in point, the
Court then made the passing'comment that Port Authority employees were not
employees of the State or a political subdivision thereof "within the meaning of
the (above quoted) regulation."

The Immunity from taxation, however which Is discussed in the Gerhardt cases
and In my present opinion is not al Immunity which arlsa either from the
Treasury Department legulatlotis or from the revenue act. It arises from the
Federal 'Constitution.

The Immunity of the States and their agencies front Federal taxation cannot be
cabined within the limitations of the term 'political subdivision" either by regula-
tion of the Treasury Department or an act of Congress.

If an attempt is made to tax the bonds or revenues of the port authority the
question before the Court will not be whether It is a political subdivision within
the meaning of the regulations or the act, bu whether the functions burdened by
the tax are of a type Immune from taxation, As Indicated, I am of the opinion
that the Court will not depart from the established rules of constitutional law
but Instead will hold port authority bonds and revenues Immune from taxation.

In this connection, the language In Unifed States v. Hafl. & Ohio ft. R. Co.
(17 Wall. 822) (where municipal Investments were held to be Immune from taxa-
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tion) is significant. The Court said: "It is not necessary to discuss the question
whether thl city is a municipal corporation."

It said that the test was whether the city was "acting In Its capacity of an agent
of the State, delegated to exercise certain powers for the benefit of the municipality
called the city of Ualtimoro,"

The Court asked: "Did it act as an auxiliary servant and trustee of the supreme
legslative power?"

There Is no reason. to believe that the Supreme Court of the United States will
at any time countenance the destruction of the essential sovereignty of the State
through Federal taxatlun of the revenues or the borrowing power of the State, its
politicall subdivisions or public instrutmentallties. It must never be forgotten
that the power to raise revenues ond the power to borrow moneys are necessary
to the very existence of any government. Without these powers no government
could exist,lispeetflly submitlted. (Signed) JULIUS HENRY Conli,

General Counsel.

TuostsoN, WooD & florFAN
ATTonNiEYo AND COUNsIHEORS AT LW,

Hon. FRANK C. Vew York City, May 81, 1988.

Chairman, Pori N ew York Authority,
IN-Uioth Arcnue, New York City.

DEAR MA. FERouso: We have read the opinion of the honorable Julius Ienry
Cohen of even (into herewith and for the reasons expressed therein we are of the
opinion that the Income on the bonds of the Port of Now York Authority an(I the
revenues of the Port of Now York Authority are exemnpt front Federal Income
taxes under the Constitution of the United States as now In force.

Very trtily yours, (Signed) Titoso, Wool) & IhOFV.%IAN.

OPINION ON MMINITY FROM VE'DLERAL INcomn TAXES OF THaE I)vrENUEs AND

BONDS OP Tilt POR OF NEW YOiiK AUTItOHITY

By JOHN J. BENNETT, Jr., Attorney General, State of Now York

STATE or NEw Yoni
DEPARTMENT OP LAW

ALBANY
JON J. BENNETT, Jr.

Attorney General JUN. 24, 1038.

Hon. MonRs S. Tn.M.tIN,
Slate Comptroller, Albany, N. Y.

DEAR Sin: I am in receipt of your conuunication of Juno 10, 1038, in which
you state that "recent deOisions of the Supreme Court of the United States
(llelvering v. Gerhardt: Ileleering v. W'ilson; and Ilelvering v. Mulcnhy), 82 L. Ed.
adv. ops.) 012, decided May 23, 1038, have caused inquiries to be nade con-

cerning the tax hnmllnity of'revenues and bonds of the Port of Now York Au.
thority." You ask for ty opinion on the tax Immunity of the revenues and bonds
of the Port of Now York Authority.

After a most careful study of the various pertinent opinions of the Supreme
Court of the United States, I am firmly of the opinion that both the tolls and
revenues of the Port of Now 'ork Authority, and he interest pald by It upon its
bonds, are iIaimunie from Federal taxation under the United States Constitutlon
ai now in force.' The most recent opinions of the $upremo Court, as well as
those from the earliest date, reaffirm the principles upon which this constitutional
immunity Is based. In the following discussion I shall consider (1) tile Imunity
from Federal Income taxes of the interest derived from special revenue bonds of

II have heretofore e pressed the opinion that the Injerest upon there bends iA Immune from Federaltaon. 8 nlon oFbruryn [4, addr dto( epsrtment of taxation and finance. 8 Sll. .olf.f lole M1. 0, addrem d to nt o omptroll r adising that Ionds of the Dutal aud Fort erie I'uolo
rtge Athrt re im ue. My present oplnlo fets forth more tilly the reasons for my oonoiulon

with respect to Oon, and also 0!vu my opinion with rsPect to revenues.
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the typo issued by the Port of Now York Authority and similar agencies; and
(2) the immunity of the tolls and revenues of such agencies from Federal Income
taxes. These will be viewed: First, from the standpoint of the Federal Con.
stitution (the relation of the sovereign States to the National Government, and
the bases of the Immunity derived therefrom); second, from the statutory view.
point, the immunity of tie tolls and revenues, as well as the interest on special
revenue bonds issued by such authorities, under the existing revenue acts.

T03 CONSTITUTIONAL IMMUNITY O Tilt INTUIIEST FROM 8PECIAL fitVENUE BONDS
ISSUeD BT STATS AGENCIES AND OF TUN TOLLS AND RVENUS Or SUCH AGENCIES

The doctrine of the immunity of the States and their agencies from Federal
taxation arises from the inherent nature of our form of Government which is a
Federal system consisting of a National Government and various State govern-
ments. The National Government on the one hand, and the States upon the
the other, are each sovereign and supremo in their own spheres. The taxing
power can be used as a moans of regulation,$ and to permit one government to
be taxed by another would be to make it subordinate and subject to the one exer.
cising the taxing power. As the United States Supreme Court has itself pointed
out, 'tho Constitution presupposes the continued existence of the States as gov-
ernmental entities 3 endowed with all the functions necessary to separate and
independent existence (Ilelvfring v. Oerhardt, 82 L. Ed. (advops.) 002, decided
May 23, 1938; Coilecor v. Day, 11 Wall 113; The 81au4ghter-Ioona Cases, 16 Wall
38; Lane v. Oregon, 7 Wall 71). For this reason, the Court has consistently held
that any attempt by the National Government to levy taxes which would burden
or obstruct the States in the performance of these functions is entirely repugnant
to the Constitution.

That the power to raise funds for public purposes is most essential to the con-
tinued existence of the State, is not open to question. Without it, no govern-
ment could long exist. As was said by Hamilton in The Federalist, No. 30:

"Money is with propriety considered as the vital principle of the body politic;
as that which sustains its "lie and motion, and enables It to perform Its mosi
essential functions. A complete power, therefore, to procure a regular and ade-
quate supply of it, as far as the resources of the community will permit, may be
regarded as an Indispensable ingredient in every constitution. From a deficiency
in this particular, one of two evils must ensue; either the people must be sub-
Jocted to continual plunder, as a substitute for a more eligible mode of supplying
the public wants, or the Government must sink into a fatal atrophy, and, in a
short course of time, perish."

Hamilton was, of course, arguing for a constitutional grant to the National
Government of power to raise moneys for national purposes. tie had already
characterlsed the lack of such power as a "great and radical vice in the construe-
tion of the existing confederation." te was not, however, arguing that such sower
should be granted at the expenso of the States, but recognizing that the states
already had this essential power, he was arguing that the National Government
needed it likewise (The Federalist, No. 15).

Tie essential power to raise funds for public expenditure may be exercised In
a variety of ways. It includes not only the power to lov and collect taxes and
assessments for public benefits, but also the Imposition of fees of various kinds,
and the raising of funds upon bonds or other obligations.

The United States Supreme Court has frequently stated that the borrowing
power, exercised through the Issuance of bonds by the State or its public agciuies,
Is so essential to the State that the interest paid upon such bonds is Immune from
Federal taxation. In the Gerhardt case, supra, the prevailing opinion, citing
Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., 157 U. S. 429, says that the bond issuing
function "was one thought to be essential to the maintenance .f a State govern-
ment" and that to tax income received by a private investor from State bonds
would "threaten impairment of the borrowing power of the state."

t lliitrations of the exercies of the tatins power as a mein of regulation Include protective tariffs, taxes
imposed on the undistributed peoltt of corporations, and the taxes Imposed in some States upon chain
sto continued existence of the States depends not only upon ponstitutional g uds but also upon fun.
mental considerations o pul to lic. "The twrlorial extent of the Nation. an the dtvermitiesofin.

dustry nd climate, s Well6 t t Aifferens In opinion held by the inhabliats., of different eiIows, or
tuh isto tke necessary the exetonco of tohe states as utlf-overgnf entities. The Instinct of our peopleso et findosv sment son among other things n the "Htome Rule" proviiions o our State

nttution. If 1:0 States had not estlt as governing entities at the time of the adoption of the Con.
stitution ,i would been nooassry too aireat them.

* 12225"--PIL 2-27
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Mr. Justice Stone who wrote the provaillng opinion In the ftrhiardl eascalho
wrote the prevailing opinion In Afetca(f v, Milchd (260 I1, S. 814), In which it wax
said that obligations sold to raise public funds are "so intimately connected with
the necessary funotions of government, as to fall within the established exemp.
tion."
In Jams v. Draro Contracting Co,, 82 L. Ed. (adv. ops.) 125, decided by the

Supreme Court only last December, the prevailing opinion refers to "the uniform
ruling" that Interest on Government securities is not subject to Income taxes,.
and says:

"That doctrine recognizes the direct effect of a tax which 'iWould operate onl
the pow'erto borrow before It is exercised' (Pollock v, Farmers' Loan i 1 co,,
157 p. S. ,2e , 30 L. Ed. 750, 18 S. Ct. 073, supra) and which would directly affect

the Government's obligation as a continuing security. Vital colniherations are
there involved respecting the pernianent relations of the government to Investors
in its securities and Its ability to maintain its eredit-conslderations which are
not found in connection with contracts made front time to thn, for the services
of Independent contractors."

The opinion In thle Pravo case was written b~y Chief Justice H~ughjes,' who Also.
wrote the opinion fin the ease of Willccuda v. Bun 282 11. S. 2116, In which hie said:

lot* a tax upon the obligations of a State or of Its political subdXivisions
falls within the constituttional prohibition as a tax upon the exercise of thle borrow-
Ing power of tho State. * * *

Hrn the ease of the obllgatlons of a State or of Its political subdivisions, the
subject held to ho xenpt from Federal taxation Is the principal and Interest of
the obligations. Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & T, Co. (157 U. S. 429, 584-586,
80 T1. ed. 750, 820, 821, 15 S. Ct. 073, supra). These obligations constitute the
contract made by the State, or by its political agency pursuant to its authority,
and a tax upon the amounts payable by the terms of thne contract has therefore
been regarded as bearing directly upon the exercise of tie borrowing power of
tie Government. * * *"

Tie Chief Justice drev a line between taxingt the Interest paid upon bonds
issued I) the States or their public agencies and taxing the profits derived upon
the resale of stuch bonds by % holder, pointing oult that a tax upon the interest
directly burdens the borrowing power of the State, whereas the effect itpon the
borro ing power of a tax upon such profits is purely conjectural,

In the Pollock case, it was ald:
"It was long ago determined that the property and revenues of nlunieil)al eor-

porations are not subjects of Federal taxation."

and in Metranfile National Bank v. New York (121 IT. 8 138) It was said-
"Blonds Isstied by the State of New York, or tinder its authority by Its public

municipal bodies, are means for carrying on the work of the government, and'
are not taxable even by the United States, * * *."

In none of these cases is any distinction made between bonds Issued directly
by the State and those issued by Its political subdivisions or other public agencies
to raise public funds pursuant to State law, anti In my opinion no sound basis
for such a distinction can be found.

The Port of Now York Authority is one of a grouip of State agencies, solnetimes
generically referred to as "authorities," created by thle State, like cities and
counties, to facilitate the carrying on of State functions. In this group are
included among others, the Trlborough Bridge Authority, Buffalo and Fort
Erie Public Bridle Authority, the Lake Champlain Bridge Commission, tho
New York State Bridge Authority, and many others.

In each of these Instances, the primary motive leading to the creation of the
authority has been to provide an appropriate method of financing public inprovet.
ments.4

The result both from the legal and the practical standpoint has been that
moneys to construct the public Improvement have been provided through the
Issuance of bonds secured by and payable solely from the revenues of the public
Improvement. Precisely the same result would have been reached It the Stats
hail exercised its borrowing power directly-isuing Its own special revenue bonds-
with a provision that they should b secured by and payable from the revenues
of the public Improvement, and that the holder should have no, reourse against
any other moneys or asets of the State.

'In loua Mr. ChaIes 1 . Ithas, medK.ed, on opinlen to the Port of Now York Authority, Writing
Sbnds would em Dtrrom~ bOth vscerat and Stat# latlOn,

411't the of certain of the authoritles mentioned, there was lbs additifte moive resUlting fnMofsfr to at4 ings aency to gct for t woovernments e. g.,New Yora ersey, Neo or Man
Veiul~n, New York id tthe Dominion of antdai.
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These so-called authorities are not soparate from the State and sovereign In
their own right, as the State is separate from tlie National Government and Indoo
pendently sovereign. They are biut creatures of the State or States which brought
them Into existence, and constitute but a convenient method wherel)y the State
exercises its borrowing power and other functotns.

They differ from cities, counties, and Incorporated villages in that the power
vested in them by the State are limited to a more restricted field. For example,
the State Bridge Authority has powers only with respect to certain bridges which
forin part of the State highway system. C.p ties have powers with respect to
highways ht also have many other powers. In thin r et, the so-eailed authori-
ies are like school districts and other districts created by the State for limited

and specific purposes.
From the standpoint of the exercise of the borrowing power, I can no more

distinguish between the bonds Issued 1y ono of these quthorltios and special
reventte bods issued by the State, than Imako distinction between bonds Issued
by a innielpality and bonds Issued i the tame of the State, but payable only
rom the taxes and revenues received by such mttniulpality.

From the legal standp~oint, these authorities are trustees and agents of the
State, exercising Its borrowing power pursiant tu its authority and on Its behalf.
Front the practical standpoint, the proceeds derived from the sale of such bonds
are as nuclt subject to the disposition of the State as though the bonds had been
Issued by the State Itself.*

I find nothing In any of the opinions of the Suprme Court which suggests that
the imunity of the State borrowing power front Federal taxation Is dependent
ipen the purposes for which it is exercised. Stich a doctrine would permit the
National Governnmtent (through the exercise of the taxing power) to control and
override the legislative determinations of the States. It would enable the Na.
tional Government to regulate the States in their performance of the functions
reserved to then inder the Cotsttttion.

The argument that a tax 'utpon t ie intest paid by the State upon Its bonds is
a tax upon the holder and not uipons the Issuer, andthat therefore the Inmunity
accorded to the State's borrowing power does not extend to such a situation, ts
In my opihniomn un~sound~. It ignores tlto "vital considerations" mentioned In the
Dravo cast "resp~ectintg the pertinanmit, relations of (lio Government to Investors
In its secturtiles and Its ability to maintain its creditt" A tax upon the interest
paid )y the State upon its bonds would directly affect the amount received by
the State on the sale thereof and the atiouut paid by the State throughout the
lifetime of the Issue in the form of interest. Such a tax would mean that the
State would receive less moneys upon the original sale and would pay out larger
suin in the fern of interest. These burden# are not it any sense speculative
and uncertain, bit are evident, direct, and universally recognized.

I must emphasizo that tire case of Ilhring v. Gerhardt, supra, contains nothing
whatsoever to indicate a holding that the bonds of the Port of New York Au-
thority or of any other political subdivision or public agency of the State are
subject to Federal taxation. In that case the Court held only that the salaries
of certain Port Authority employees were taxable. The provilig opinion bases
this result upon the ground that a tax upon the salaries of employees "neither
prechldes nor threatens unreasonably to obstruct any function eSntial to the
continued existence of the State government" and that "Ia nondiscriminatory tax

.laid upon their trt inconte in common with that of other members of the com-
muity could by no reasonable J)robability be considered to preclude the per-
forniaico of the function which New York and New Jersey have undertaken?'

This case indicates that the State immunity may not be extended to situations
where (as in the case of salaries of enrplos) the Supreme Court considers the
burden on the State to be speculative an conjectural.1 In the case of bonds a
very different situation is presented. The Court would be fovoed to find that the
burden would not be speculative and uncertain. In such case the Immunity
from taxation would, in the phraseology of the Gerhardt cas.t, constltuto such a
"tangible protection to the 8tate government" as to come within the immunity
doctrine.

In the foregoing portion of this opinion, I have considered the general question
of the taxab ity of Interest upon bonds of the Port of Now York Authority,

In the ca, of the Port of New York AuthorIty pecifieely, the statutoo provide that any toils r ree
nus remtsnl after operatln, MsAinteos.nr deb serviT eToc con be ezpndd otit "1qm I.uoh pxipos
aItiay beresI be dtfectedly the two Mid Artt" (oh. 4 o ' ew Vot o! I h of New Isrilef
,'T1E'motlon for oentot the Qtrftnf4se on tbis ad other points baa ben i de, and i stay hisbeen tiprated byF ptbepms osurf Ipondnl orhe motion.
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Whether such bonds be held by the State or by a private investor. I have done
r because the taxability of such Interest in the hands of a private investor
direetly affects the market price of the bonds. and I have assumed that you are
Intarestd in the market value of the bonds hold as investments by the State,
as well as the question whether the interest therefrom received by the State
Ift.f is subject to Federal taxation. I should add that in my opinion the interest
received by the State or Its political subdivisions or other public agencies upon
their Investments (even though the investments are the obligations of private
corporations) are not subject to Federal taxation, In the Gerhardt case supra,
It Ii said that the doctrine of immunity from Federal taxation extends to oa00
w1e an attempt is made "to tax income received from the investment of a
mu delpal subdivision of a State," citing United States v. Rft. & Ohio It. R. Co.,
17 Wall 22. A fortiori the Income received by the State itself from its invest.
ments is immune.

Turning now to the question of the taxability of tolls and revenues received by
the port authority, which constitute the security for and source of payment of Its
bonds, I am of the opinion that, like interest paid upon the bonds, those tolls and
revenues are Immune from Federal income taxes under the Constitution of the
United States as now In force. In the Gerhardt case supra, the four justices who
comprised the majority, expressly disclaimed any attempt to pass upon the quo.-
tion "whether a federal tax may be Imposed upon the port authority itself with
respect to its receipt of income or its other activities, # but to my mind other
pronouncements of the Supreme Court make it clcar that such a tax would be
held invalid if an attempt were made to impose it.

In the Gerhardt case, the prevailing opinion states that the essential operations of
the State governments which they have exercised from the beginning are immune
from Gederal taxation. It contrasts such functions with those which could be car-
ried on by private enterprise and which are not ones without which the States
could continue to exist as governmental entities. This opinion cites Colleclor v.
Day; Th* Slaughter-IHouse cases, and Lane County v. Oregon, supra, where stress
was laid upon the fact that the Constitution prestpposes the continued existence
of the States and their continued performance, free of inhibition by the national
taxing power of the high and responsible duties assigned to them under the
Constitution. The cases cited above clearly indicate that the Supreme Court has
no disposition to uphold Federal taxation of those functions of thie State govern.
ment. which are deemed to be necessary attributes of them as governing entities.

It is unnecessary In this opinion to list all of the State functions which come
within this definition. It is enough to point out that since the rule derives from
the fact that the Constitution assumes the continued existence of the States, the
list must of necessity Include all functions normally and usually exercised by the
States at the time of the adoption of the Constitutifn. From the standpoint of
the Constitution the States as governing entities must at least be deemed to
retain those attributes which they possessed at the time of its adoption.

As indicated above, the States have always ossessed the power, obviously
essential to their very existence, to raise public Funds for public purposes. The
borrowing power discussed earlier is but one phaso. The general power includes
the power to raise moneys through the levyng of taxes through the levying of
assessment for benefit through the charging of fees, and in other ways.

The United Stales v. Ball & Ohio 8e. . Co. , suprao, which held unconstitu-
tional taxes upon revenues of a city derived from Its investments in railroad bonds,
is based upon the fact that the revenues in question were public revenues. The
court said:

"We admit the proposition of counsel that the revenue must be municipal' in
its nature to entitle It to the exemption claimed,"
and points out that if the city should assume to act as a trustee or a private
Individual, a different situation would arise, saying:

"The corporation would therein depart from its municipal character., and
assume the position of a private trustee. It would occupy a place which an
individual could occupy with equal propriety. It would not in that action be
an auxiliary or servant of the State, but of the Individual creating the trust.
There Is nothing of a governmental character In such a position. It is not
nece m r, however, to speculate upon hypothetical Cases.

The Court pointed out that what was actually Involved was "an Investment"
made "for thme benefit of the city solely," and concluded:

I Oiled In the prevaliog opinlon In the Getheu uo. fIT'W Court um the word "1municp1l" as synonymu with "public."
ie nsoutw, footnote 9.
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"We are clear In the opinion that the present transaction Is within the range

of the municipal duties of the city, and that the tax cannot be collected."
I am firmly of the opinion that all revenues of the State which are of a public

nature are immune front Federal taxation, and that this rule applies equally to
the revenues of Its political subdivisions and other public agencies. Apparently
the only exception which the Court wilt make to this general rule has b6en In the
cases where tho State has undertaken an enterprise which from any standpoint is
charactcrlstically private in its nature-such as the operation of retail liquor dis.
pensaries, Ohio v. 7lldverig (202 U. S. 300), and of football stadia, Allen v. Regents

L82 L, ed. (ady, ops.) 076), decided May 23, 1038.II
It is clear that the Federal Government has no constitutional power to Impose

taxes upon a State or any agency thereof with respect to its income derlh ed from
State or local taxes. It is equally clear that such a tax could not be imposed with
respect to moneys scoured fron assessments for benefits, from gasoline taxes, or
from fees charged by the State department of taxation and finance (or licenses
Issued to owners and operators of motor vehicles. Fees similar to'thoso last
mentioned have been characterized by the Supreme Court Itself as a charge for
the privilege of using highways maintained by the State comparable to a toll for
the privilege of entering and usig highways, Atorf v. Iingaman (298 U. S. 407).
The tolls charged by the two States through the agency of the Port of Now York
Authority for the privilege of using the interstate vehicular bridges and tunnels
which form part of their State highway systems stand upon the sase piano.

Practically all of the revenues of the Port of New York Authority are derived
from the operation of these interstate vehicular bridges and tunnels. As Indicated
above, the construction, operation, and maintenance of these portions of the State
highway systems is one of the most Important functions performed by the two
States through the agency of the port authority.$ Providing adequate public
highway facilities has been a normal and usual function exercised by the State
since colonlal da either directly or through their political Subdivisions or other
public agenciesrus

A tax upon the tolls collected by the port authority would not only be a tax
upon public rovenueA derived from tolls charged as a foe for the privilege of using
Statoighway facilities, but would directly burden and impair Fhe function per.
formed by the States, through the port authority, In constructing, maintaining,
and operating their public highways.

TI E IMMUNITY Or Tilt INTEREST FROM SPECIAL RNVENUR BONDS ISSUED BY STATA
AO8NCIES AND OF THE TOLLS AND REVENUES OF SUCH AOXNCIES UNDER THU
REVENUE ACTS

In the preceding part of this opinion, I have confined my attention to the con-
stitutional questions Involved. As indicated, I am of the opinion that the reve-
nues of the Port of New York Authority and the Interest paid by it upon its
bonds are immune from Federal income taxes upon constitutional grounds. I
should add that In my opinion they are also exempt under the Revenue Acts of
1030 and 1038. Section 22-B of the act of 1036 provides:

"The following Items shall not be Included in gross Income and shall be exempt
from taxation under this title:

"(4) Interest upon (A2 the obligations of a State, territory, or any political
,subdivision thereof * ,,s

Section 110, subdivision (d), of the act provides that:
"Income derived from any public utility or the exercise of any essential govern-

mental function and accruing to any State, territory, or the District of Columbia,
or any political subdivision of a State or territory, or Income accruing to the
government of any possession of the United States, or any political subdivision
thereof,"
shall be exempt.

Those provisions exemplify a policy which Congress has followed with great
consistency-a policy of exempting public officers and bodies from requirements

nt 'rh: rsesauvh id in Ohto v. Itdemlyl and A lemv. Rennt. were le" tax* Pot incom3 iw.
IT Tunnel was not constructed by the port authority aow mi taine and

operated b it. It was orlitinally conastrute byhe two States themselves at"ti directly throuth their
rective ~on~el comitaulong, The oriin i olland Tunncl treaty provided tht9 the gross revenqaqf
the tunnel shOUld be paid directly ot the State treasuries. It w.as tntl11931, that the duty of colleat'
l tois upn this tunnel was tranerred to the port authority In ald of itaseelise of the borrowing power

of th two states.liThe minues of the common council of the city of Nsw York I; t-m priod fm 1678 to 1.7 show that
#t that time the eit wars exertsing the go ernmental o ios of ull roe typlly nianteser
the common counei onaJnuary I&; at p. 4n4,yo. S Maute of the CommOn uci o tasOityol
92w York, .1676-7, publishedtin eight volUmeS, 1006, wnder the authority of the city Of New YorK
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which It Is deemed necessary to Impose upon private persons and corporations.
This policy Is seen In the provisions of the Nt lonal Hanking Act, where public
bonds are made exempt from the restrictions placed ) upon national banks in under.
writing or dealing with seotritiee. It Is soon in the Social Security Act, whoro the
States and their political subdivisions and Instrumentalities are exeml)ted from
the requirements of the act. It Is seen In title 2 In the National Industrial Re-
covery Act and subsequent legislation where grants are authorized to States,
municipalities, and other public belies, but not to private inllividuals or private
corporations. It Is seen in the Wagner Labor Act which (toes not applyto the
States or their political subdivisions. It is seen in the Securities Act of 1933 and
In the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, neither of which apply to securities Issued
by the States or their political subdivIs ons or instrunientalities. Tile wages
and hours bill will not alply to the States or their political subdivisions.

In making a distinction between the States and their public agencies on the
one hand and private Individuals and private corporations on the other, Congress
Is but recognizing an underlying antd fundamental difference between govern-
mental affairs and private business. I do not mean to Imply that Congress tas
invariably exempted public bodies froin the purview of Federal legislation, but I
do feel that the attitude of Congress lit title regard Is so well established and Is
based upon such obvious grounds of public policy that consideration must be
given to It in Interpreting the revenue acts.

I can conceive of no reason which would lead Congress to make distinctions
between different types of State agencies front thle standpoint of taxes upon their
revenues or the Interest upon their bonds. For example, If the State sLould
decide to divest itself of its governmental character and enter upon a business
that is purely private In its nature (as the retail sale of liquor has been held to bo)
I can conceive of no reason which would lead Congress to say that the profits
derived from such a business enterprise should be exempt fromin hcomo taxes if
the business was carried on directly by the State or a county, but that they
should be sub cot to taxation If the State created a special agency for the pur.
pose. To find such an arbitrary Intent in the Rovenoue Act ol930 is to assumo
that Congress in adopting that act intended to regulate and restrict tie states
In their method of carry hig oil public affairs. Whether or not stch pover to
regulato the States exisis I cannot believe thai the revenue acts represent an
attempt to do so.

Classification for tax purposes must obe reasonable, and a distinction between
public bonds and public revenues on the one hand and private bonds and private
revenues on tile other is ani eminently reasonable classification. A distinction
between bonds issued pursuant to tate law to raise public funds for highway
improvements, dependent solely upon the type of public agency whieh the
state elects to use as Its bond issuig instrunlentality, would, lit s opinion, be
unreaponablo.

Lastly, it must he said that the phrase "political subdivision" is not a term of
art having a precise meaning. Like the phrase "municipal corporation," Its
meaning is vague and uncertain, and must usually be sought in the context and
the surrounding circumstances. I have heretofore expressed the opinion I that
the Buffalo and Fort Erie Public B!ridge Authority is a political subdivision of
the State within the meaning of the section of the New York State Income tax
law which exempts "interest upon the obligations of the state of Now York or
of any municipal corporation or political subdivision thereof." See for example:
People ex rel. Buffalo & Fort Rrie Pnblic Bridge Authority v. Dais, et at (277
N, Y. 202) anti Gaynor v. Marohn (208 N. Y. 417).

I reached this conclusion because I could not Impute to tis legislature of this
State an Intent to make an arbitrary and unsound distinction between different
types of public obligations. 'or the sante reason, I ame of the olInion that the
Port of Now York Authority and similar public agencls are within the Intent of
the provisions of the revenue act exempting public revenues and the Interest
upon public bonds from Federal Income taxes,

In reaching this conclusion, I am tot unntinful of the fact that the prevailing
opinion In the terhardt case, aupra, contains a passing dictum to the effect that
the port authority is not "a political subdivision within the meaning of tile reg-
ulaton-of the Treasury Department-as orlgilnally ronvlgated." The rgu.
Itlon of the Treasury Department in question purported to create an exemption
In favor of employees whore none was provided In the revenue act Itself. This

i a"oP Ilon of May 8, 1904, to Ihn. bth. Colo, deputy oommiluoner sad counsel, depatment of14UU90 & can ot,



mueh, however, cannot be Igimulrd: Still anlothIer article of the Treasury Dopart-
tenl Reglatlons (reg. 80, art. 22 () (l)-11 1034; reg, 91, art. 22 (b) (4)-I,

1936) It ifltnes the term "political snhdh lsvil ' as ihcludlug port amid harbor dil.
trIet and it Is to be presmnedi that (ie long commtlmuw(I exlstenco of these rogdla-
tlons ImI been aorgleseed In )y the (Ongress.
III conclusion, therefore I beg to advise you that the revetimes of the Port of

New York Authority, and the litrest pald upon Its bonds like thoso of other
State agencies, are |minumto fr.m Federal Income taxes both on Constitutional
and statutory grounds.

Very tr lY yours, (8igied) JOHN J. BEN T, Jr.,
Attorney General.

Mr. Coiim. Here is the sitati tion that we face, lore are $200,000,-
000 of free bonds, and the Court held our bonds taxable, and we
extimined the ouiion in the Gerhardt ease and wrote a very careful
opinion on it, and that opinion points out, first of all, as this brief
signed by the Attorney General )oints out, that there has been no
-difference of opinion in the United States Supreme Court from the
beginning to the end as to the immunity of bonds, and in the next
place we point out that In the Gerhardt ease that distinction was made
and the reasons therefor you will find In the opinion. But the Court
says, as to taxation of salaries, the burden is speculative and uncertain.
Judge Roberts said, on the other hand, lit the Roberts-Oh, yes, in
the l1rushaber case that the burden of a tax upon the income from
bonds was not speculative, but was real. Sometimes we fall into
the error of the misuse of words. When we say "damages must be
ascertained 1 y the jury," we do not mieann to convoy the i lea that the
(lalnages are too speculative to be determilied, but rather that the jury
has the task of doterming what. the daniage is.

You are familiar with tin' figures of Dr. ljtitz; we think they are
*coisorvativo; we base it on the observation of other exports. The
Supreme Court has recogmized that. there is a burden in tie case of
bonds. But as to salaries they say the burden is not a burden upon
the State as to certain classes of on ployees since the employee pays it
out of his own pocket, and it may not come out of the State. I can see
by the expression on Sonator Auistin's face that lie is not convinced by
that argument. May I say I am not convinced personally, but that is
beside the point we aro now considering as to whether the courts will
continue to extend that exemption further, and the Circuit Court of
the Eighth Circuit refused to extend tie Gerhardt case; the Board of
Tax Appeals has refused to extend it because they say that proof of
burden is not required in the case of clearly governmental officers.

The CHAIRuAN. Is this the situation, that is, if the sixteenth
amendment has not changed the rule in Collector v. Day, then the bill
passed by the House the other day would be clearly unconstitutional?

Mr. Cotirw. Right. In other words, what you are faced with is
that if you interpret the Constitution of the United States as they
want you to and say that the sixteenth amendment means "from
whatever source (letiver i" as that includes any compensation or
any interest on a bond' then you are putting upon the Constitution
an interpretation that. leans clearly against all these cases and you
imperil t-he situation with reference to the securities of this country,
with reference to revenue, and that is the reason why the lawyers here
are fearful that if you put an interpretation such as asked for, you are
imperiling the whole structure of our Government,

It rhe I3! Revenue Act ts Identlcl In this rspet,
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The CHAIRMAN. I think you have made your position sufficiently
clear.

Mr. Coup-N. May I go back to one feature of my statement in
order to wind up my argument? i ask you gentlemen to boar in
mind when you come to study this record, as a court, after getting
the briefs and arguments: That a revocable privilege in exchange for
an absolute power is not a reciprocal relationship; reciprocal im
munity is equitable and mutual, but that is not reciprocity, which is
one-sided and which presumes to exchange a mere withdrawable con-
sent for the permanent surrender of a sovereign power.

Your own counsel has pointed out the only safe way to work that
out.

Who appears in support of this proposition? Any State by Its
governor or attorney general, any city by its mayor and any official
or officer of any city, and any bona fide officer of any State. Who
appears in support of this? Why have fears been expressed? We
are disturbed because we have duties to those to whom we have sold
our bonds-we have a duty to act in good faith; and we have "further
duty to preserve the States in their sovereign powers."

The GHAIRnMAN, Thank you, Mr. Cohen. I want to correct one
statement that you made. I do not want It to be stated that I am
committed to the proposition of allowing further exemption of the
interest on State or municipal bonds. I made that as a suggestion
only but I did not mean to say that I had necessarily reached thatonclusion.

Mr. ConEN. If I gave you that impression, I ask to be permitted
to withdraw it and make it clear that I did not so understand you.

The CRAIRMsAN. Certainly, Mr. Cohen.
Mr. Marsh, the committee will allow you 10 minutes to make your

observations at this particular time.

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN 0. MARSH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
OF THE PEOPLE'S LOBBY, WASHINGTON, Do 0,

Mr. MAnsit. The name Is Benjamin C. Marsh, executive secretary
of the People's Lobby with headquarters here in Washington. I would
like first to read a brief statement, and express the hope that if there
be questions that the time so consumed will be added to the time
allotted me.

The government bonds were issued, tax exempt, primarily to keep
down the alleged cost of Government operation, as the low tax rate
gave the appearance of a very low cost of public ownership financed
through bonds. This illusion disappeared as the loss to the Govern-
ment from the sort of income taxes that would be levied upon incomes
of large holders of Government bonds, tax exempt, is being appre-
ciated.

I might put it this way more concisely. America is permitting
itself to be bankrupt because of its policies.

I saw Governor Hughes quite a bit, because when he was governor
he appointed me to an unpaid job as secretary of a State committee
on distribution of population. I appreciate thoroughly the significance
of his statement as Governor that 'the Constitution is what the judges
say it is," but the constitution cannot supersede economics, and we
are in the most serious position in our country's history, so serious
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that we are arming to see our way out with the suggestion that the
Lord will provide an enemy.

The suggestion made by Mayor LaGuardia that the Federal Gov.
ernment should remit to the cities and States revenue which the Gov.
ermnent derives from taxing interest, on State and local bonds is
thoroughly vicious. The untaxed selling price of taxable land in
New York City is over seven billions of doll ars. A -percent tax upon
this untaxed value of taxable land in New York City would be
$70 000,000. Mayor LaGuardia's plea would be just an added bonus
to thie land speculators of the city who run it today as they have in
the past.

Now lot me call this to your attention, that Mayor LaGuordia and
others have been here to Congress from time to time asking for
hand-outs, and New York City is now getting a big hand-out from the
Federal Government.

Taxing income from Government bonds will tend to force cities and
States to a more intelligent tax system as current budgets will reflect
more fairly the actual outlays which g overnment is incurring.

ri. Cohen remarked during his address to the committee that we
here are lawyers. I ain not a lawyer, but I do know that no law
enacted by any legislative body can repeal any economic law,
whieh, after 6 years of New Deal administration and legislation is
at least seeping through to the conscience of the American people.

Please allow me to call your attention to a statement made by the
Twentieth Century Bulletin, entitled "Debts and Recovery" because
they reach the same conclusion which I think the committee should
keep in mind. They state that it is estimated that individuals hold
about $80,000,000,000 worth of bonds in 1034, which has fallen
slightly since, and that "tax-exempt holdings of well-to-do individuals
range from $10,000,000,000 to $15 000,000,000 while relatively little
is heold directly by persons in the fowo brckets, and I would feol
like ti snake and traitor to have tax-exempt bonds while others are
paving Federal, State, and local taxes.

The CHAIRAN. How could you remove that feeling? By selling
the bonds and buying something else in their place?

Mr. MARSH. Then I make somebody else do it. You cannot change
a system of that kind by simply letting the other follow dothat pnrt
of it. "The committee is emphatically of the opinion that while
sounder debt p01cies can help to forestall depressions and ease crises,
thby cannot alone bring recovery."

I recently analyzed a capital set-up of corporations and I found
rather striking figures, using the last figures thien available. At the
close of 1935, thelatest year for which the Bureau of Internal Revenue
has published final figures, the total reported assets of 418,205 cor-
porations which returned balance sheets shows $303,180,231,000. Of
the total reported net profit less total tax of the 415,205 corporations
covered, amounting to $4,778,059 000, the uppest one sixth-humdredth
got $2,875,700, or over three-fifths, and of the cash dividends paid
amounting to nearly $5,900,000,000 they accounted for a little under
half-almost $2 700,000,000.

In addition, they had approximately $14,000,000,000 of tax-exempt
investment. Now we are fast running the country into debt, at least
three and a half billion dollars a year. You have got to raise money,
and you cannot keep on borrowig forever and a day.
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I am not a lawyer, but I have studied the English. language, and It
seems to me that it is quite obvious that the constitutional amend-
ment, which provides that the Government can tax income from what.
ever source derived, means just what it says.

Of course I know what the real Issue is. I have had the pleasure
of knowilg ktr. Cohen for nany manny years, and he is very plausible
and a good lawyer. This is not basically a legal question as we see it,
because whether a constitutional amendment is needed or not, the
question is: Are you going to continue to raise about two-fifths of
the total cost of the Government by indirect taxes on pay rolls, by tax-
ing the people with a deficit Icorme and continually creeping upon and
reducing the Incone of the consuming taxpayer? One thing the Ov-
ernment can do, as the Scripps-Howard papers have pointed out re-
peatedly, is to tax the tax-free Government bonds; otherwise there is
no use in raising the tax rate or the income-tax rate. We have to
raise between two and three billions of dollars additional every year.
If we do that we will not, by the way, exceed the proportionate tax of
Great Britain or of Italy or of France or of Germany, because while
the amounts pail are lower, considering the cost of living, Germany
is getting approximately one-third of the nation's total income in taxes.

I think that there is no question that the Congress will tax salaries
of Govornmont employees reciprocally. We could increase income.
tax rate, and the Government coull )rovi(lo for reciprocal taxing of
salaries of Government officials.
The Federal Government hs assumed already a large part of the

obligations of local and State governments, and taxation of income
from Government bonds which will compel wealthy people and large
corporations to pay more taxes, will tend to shift the larger part of the
cost of Government upon those who are best able to meet it, and will
help equalize the cost of government between Federal and State and
local governments.

The CIHAInMAN. Thank you, Mr. Marsh.

STATEMENT OF DAVID M. WOOD, OF THOMPSON, WOOD &
HOFFMAN, MUNICIPAL BOND 0OUNSEL

The CHAIRMAN. We will be glad at this time to hear Mr. David M.
Wood, of Thompson, Wood & Hoffman municipal bond counsel.

Mr. WooD. My name is David M. Wood, a member of the firm of
Thompson, Wood & Hoffman, municlh)al bond counsel.

To understand the Constitution of tho United States it is not sufi-
dient merely to be able to read English. The constitutional guaranties
of habeas corpus, trial b, jury, indictment by a grand jury, due
process of law the prohibition of bills of attaider and oxpost facto
laws, and so forth, require for their understanding a luowledgo of
history and of the common law. These phrases can be charaoterixed
as a sort of verbal shorthand tlat are unintelligible to anyone not
familiar with the symbolism, and I think that every lawyer discovered
that the first timelie tried to explain to a client why the Constitution
did not guarantee him a jury trial. And I remember one client of
mine telling me the Constitution guaranteed him a jury trial and
I did not krow what I was talking about.

The fact of the matter is that words on a statute or the Constitution
must be interpreted not by what they mean to you but to the people.
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who use thon, and words chago their meaning from time to time.
For instance, you read that somebody in George Washington's time
said that ho was "biundling," and I t link that it would be a mistake
to say that he was wrapping li packages lst night. The same thing
is trite with reference to the sixteenth amendment. You cannot
interpret that amendmnott without knowing something of Its back-
ground anl some fairly intimate knowledge of the governmental
structure of that amondment. So let its take a look it the govern-
mental structure.

The United States is it sovereign itself, but it is also a federation
of the sovereign States. These -States acquired their sovereignty,
according to the Supreme Court of the United States, on July
4, 1776, as stated in 'Illaie v. Coxe's Lessee (4 Cranch 200), and
the first attempt at Federal organization of these States was under the
Articles of Confederation, under which they declared they were
sovereign an( they reserved their sovereignty. When the Thirteen
Sovereign States ratified the Constitution of the United States they
did not surrender their sovereignty to the Federal Government but
expressly created a Government with limited powers and reserved all
their powers unto themselves, under the Articles of Confederation,
the second article of which declared:

Each State retains its sovereignty, freedom, and Independence, and every
power, Jurlsdiction, and right, which Is not by this confederation expressly deli-
gated to the united States, in Congress assembled.

The Supreme Court of the United States has always recogn ized
that sovereignty, and I would hero read to you a quotation of Justice
Bushrod Washington, tI 11orcheeter v. Th4 8?ate o Georgia (6 Pet. 517),
way back in the year 1832, and it is very different from the way the
Federal Government interprets the relationslip between the Federal
Govornmont and tile Stotes. Justice Bushrod Wiashington said:

The powers exclusively given to the Federal Government are limitations upon
the State atthoritles. lift, with the exception of these limitations, the States
are su reme; and their sovereignty can be nio more invaded by the action of the
General Goverunont than the action of the State governments can arrest or
obstruct the course of the national power.

So wo have in this country a very unique phenomenon of two
sovereignties operating in the saedn territory, and that is a system
which many attribute to the survival of democracy in this country.

In order to preserve this sytom of division of powers, which the
Constitution clearly Intended to establish, it has been necessary for
each sovereignty to so exercise its powers ts not to impede the opera-
tloiis of the other.

As each sovereignty possesses, and imst possess, the power of
taxation, and as that power can be exercised to destroy the subject of
the tax, the courts of neither sovereignty can exercise the power of
taxation so as to Impede the operations of the other sovereignty,
That applies not only to the States and the Federal Government but
to other instrumentalities-whatever instrumentalities they see fit
to use, and those instrumentalities are not merely exempt from such
taxation, but they are inunune from It, because they are not witldn
the jtrisdieflon of the taxing authority. The States are inmmuno from
the taxing power of the United States just as much as if they were not
within th territorial limits. And so that has been applied to the
taxation of public securities for the reason that the issuance of pubio
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securitios is the exercise of public power to raise revenue. Therefore
the courts have hold that to tax such bonds, or the income derived
therefrom, is in effect to tax the exercise of a sovereign power, hence,
to tax the sovereign. The burden of the tax would fall u pon the
issuing sovereign, but as a sovereign is not subject to the taxing juris.
diction of another sovereign, such taxation is therefore invalid.

Now, I said a moment ago that the immunity applied to every
municipality. As a matter of fact, the United States government
employe private cc rporations through which it exercises its govern.
mental powers, and, if it authorizes such a corporation to issue bonds
in furtherance of governmental functions, the courts hold those bonds
cannot be taxed by the States. The Federal land banks is a typical
instance, and national banks is another. In short, every sovereign
possesses the right to exorcise its governmental functions through
such agencies as it chooses to establish, free from the control of any
other sovereign.

The purpose for which the bonds are issued is immaterial, for the
Supreme Court said in Farmer's Bank v. Minnesota (232 U. S. 510)
that the "issuing of municipal bonds was the performance of a gov.
ernmental function within the established doctrine," and denied the
contention, made in the briefs of counsel, that the purpose for which
the bonds had been issued was determinative of the validity of the
tax.

These rules of constitutional law were well established prior to the
sixteenth amendment and the sixteenth amendment mado no change
whatever in them. Prior to the amendment Congress possessed the
power to tax income "from whatever source derived." T here was no
limitation to the taxing power prior to the sixteenth amendment,
except as to the manner to be levied.

These words, therefore, "from whatever source derived," added
nothing whatever to the plenary power of taxation which Congress
already possessed, and you may ask why were they, put In thle ameond-
mont? To answer why, you have got to go back to the Pollock case.
In the Pollock cas the Supreme Court (lid not hold that the Congress
had no power to levey any sort of income tax. It simply held that a
certain kind of income tax was of the nature of a direct tax, and that
the tax had to be apportioned in the manner required by, and in con.
formity with, article I section 0, clause 4, of the Constitution. In
determining this question of direct tax the Court had to look to the
source of income, and the Court did not hold that all taxes upon in-
comes were direct taxes but only taxes levied upon income derived
from real and personal property. As to these ta\es, the Court held
that taxes upon income from such sources partiok of the nature of
direct taxes and were, therefore, subject to the constitutional rule of
apportionment.

And when Congress attempted to approve such an amendment it
had two things in mind: First, the necessity of avoiding the require.
ment of apportionment; and second, in the Pollock case it looked to
the source of income in reaching the determination whether the tax
was a direct tax or an excise tax. All the debate indicates that is all
Congress had in mind, and never discussed municipal boods prior to
the time that they adopted the joint resolution; all the debate was on
the necessity of avoiding apportionment, in levying an income tax.
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Now without referring to the numerous investments of the United
States Ateel Corporation and others, it probably occurred to some-
one to Insert in the amendment, just as cautious lawyers are apt to
do, the words "from whatever source derived" to make it clear that
regardless of the source of the income, article 1, section 0, clause 4
of the Constitution was inapplicable.

Now I think that is borne out by the history of the amendment
in the Aenato. Those words were added to the amendment in com-
mittee. After the committee reported it, it was adopted by the
Senate, as 1 recall with no debate, or very little, and it was passed
b both Houses of Congress with very little debate. Is it conceivd
ale that if the Congrem intended by the use of those basic words
to make a revolutionary change in the amendment that there would
have been no debate, and no suggestion was made that such a change
was intended, and the words ordinarily had no special sigificance to
anyone until Governor Hughes expressed the fear that these words
might be construed as to subject the incomes derived from State and
municipal bonds to taxation. Governor Hughes' views were imme-
diately challenged on the floor of the Senate by Senator Brown who
introduced the amendment, and by Senators Borah, Bailey, and hoot,
and Senator Borah made a very lengthy speech denying that the
amendment had any such intent, and Senator Borah was a leading
advocate of the amendment. Senator Brown agreed with Senator
Borah and Senator Root and Senator Bailey concurred with Senator
Borah's views.

Now when the administration came to read the sixteenth amend-
ment tiey read it this way: "The Congress shall have power to tax
incomes from whatever source derived." I can do mighty queer things
with the English language that way. For instance, "All work and no
play makes Jack," just by putting the period and without completing
.the sentence, and Senator Root realized that way back in 1918, and
let me read you what lie said: "If we want to consider a proposition
not a part but the whole of the language must be road together."

It is very curious that Senator Root anticipated by 13 years the
tactics of the present administration and the Department of Justice.

Now these words in any event are not Without ambiguity. I know
that the Department of Justice contends that they are absolutely free
from ambiguity. It is not so. There are certain Incomes whichT are
not subject to tax under the sixteenth amendment, and even the
Department of Justice would not question that. For instance is the
salary of an ambassador of a foreign country subject to tax under the
sixteenth amendment? No. If Congress always possessed the power
to tax incomes "from whatever source derived" why then, have the
courts, both prior and since the amendment, declared that it cannot
tax income derived from State and municipal bonds? The reason is
that In common with all governments the United States can exercise
its taxing power only over persons, property, and business subject to
its jurisdiction. It is unable to tax the States and their bond Issuesi
not because of any defect in its taxing power, but because the States
are no more within its political and tadng jurisdiction than an ambas.
sador, accredited to this country by a foreign government, is subject
to such jurisdiction.

The salary of an ambassador of a foreign country, residing in the
United States, Is not subject to 6n income tax because, a th rop4.,
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sontatives of a sovereign, Ie is Immune from the political and taxhg
jurisdiction of the United States. The States being themselves,
sovereignties are, likewise immune from the political and taxing
jurisdiction of the Nationai Government.

The representatives of foreign sovereignties are exempt from the
tax jurisdiction of the United States. The States are themselves
sovereign States and exempt for tile same reason.

When you confer the taxing power upon tile United States or upon
any government, you confer upon it the power to tax pemons and
businesses subject to its jurisdiction lnd not a power to tax anything
be ond its jurisdiction, and just, as the salary of a foreign ambassador
is Myond file jurisdiction of the United States the States and their
income and bond issues ao equally beyond the jurisdiction of the
United States, just as the United States is beyond the jurisdiction of
the States for exactly the same reason.

Now a question was asked Mr. Cohen about the distinction between
the power of taxation of salaries and taxation of bonds and interest
upon bonds.

While the courts, both before and since the ratification of the
sixteenth amendment, have recognized the limitations which the
system of dual sovereignty has imposed upon the taxing powers of
the States and of the Federal Government, they have also been
aware that these limitations must not be extended too far or they
likewise would impair, if not destroy, the very system the existence
of which they wore necessary to preserve. Both the tates and the
Federal Government must raise revenue and, if the principle of
immunity were carried too far, the reciprocal immunities would
seriously impair the ability of each sovereign to raise revenue. The
courts have, therefore, refused to apply the doctrine of taxes, which
are not leveid directly upon the exercise of a sovereign power, but
which affect it only remotely. Titus, while Chief Justice Marshall
denied the right of a State to tax the operations of a person employed
by the National Government to assemble supplies for the Army, he
admitted Its right to tax his property.

In the very first case Chief Justice Marshall said:
" sos It be necessary to emtplo persons for the Army, would It be understood

that tUnited States could tax ae performance of any such? Of course not.
Mnd later on when the United States established charity and

relgous institutions, as for military purposes the courts held that
the States could not tax those institutions. The States cannot tax
the national banks without the consent of the United States but no
one has ever contended employees of a national Link do not have to
p y State income taxes. This distinction is brought out by two cases

e ltdverng v. Oerhardt (304 U. 8. 405), and cases involving the
taxation of bonds of governmental agencies, or the Income derived
therefrom. For instance, the courts have declared that a national
bank is a Federal instrumentality and cannot be taxed by the States,
but as I have stated no one claims that the immunity of the bank
Involved the immunity from taxation of the salaries of its officers.
Likewise, although the Supreme Court of the United States held, in
Smit v. Kanm Oitl 2VI~l & T Cust Company (258 U, S. 180), that the
bonds of the Federal land banks cannot be taxed by the States, yet
when the Supreme Court of Mississippi in Parker v. TMs Mississippi
Stals 7W* Commisott (178 Mississippi 680), sustained a State tax
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on the salary of the vice president of the Federal Land Bank of

ow Orleans, the Supreme Court refused to review that decision
(302 U. S. 742). In short the power to tax the income, or property
of a person employed by a govonmmental agency and the power to tax
the agency itself or its operations, rest upon entirely different prin.
ciples.

Now here the Suprene Court of the United States did not consent
to that taxation of the vice president of the Land Bank of New Orleans.

The CHAIIRAN. Is it correct that the Federal land batiks are
agencies of the Federal Goveniment?

Mr. WOOD. They are agencies of the 11pited States Government,
and that was so held in that cause. That distinction has always been
recognized and was not opposed by the decision in the Gerlardt case.
How far that case goes, I do not know. I am prepared to say on the
other band certain employees of the States or subagoncics may be
subject to that taxation. On the other hand I do not know just where
to draw the line of distinction. It will probably take years of legs.
nation and decisions of the courts to reach a concision as to that.

There is one, other point that I would like to make and that is to
call your attention to some of the significance of the interpretation of
the sixteenth amendment advocated by the Department of Justice,
that this sixteenth amendment was a new grant of power and it is
not subject to the other limitations contained in the Constitution,
such as the inability of the Government to tax Income front State
and municipal bonds, etc. WVell, now, if that is so, it has some very
peculiar significance. If the sixteenth amendment is a now grant of
power, then it authorizes the levy of a direct tax without being subject
to the limitation of apportionment, and we give the Congress the
oer to tax the income of our Federal judges, although the Supreme

Court said the Congross cannot reduce the salary of the judge during
his term of office. Many other limitations in the Constitution would
be wiped out by their interpretation of the amendment. I do not
know how many, but there are many of them. For instance if you
follow their interpretation, the Congress can tax the income of the
States and of the municipal corporations because tinder their theory
of the meaning of the amendment the States and municipalities have
incomes and they are subject to the tax and as a matter of fact the
briefs assert their rigit to tax the authorities, and as I read the White
Book they assert the right to tax the revenues of the State andMunicipalities.

The AtiRuAt;. This proposal to tax the securities of the State is
not direct. It is indirect.

Mr. WooD, I think that i, is direct.
The CHAIRMAN. Well they do not propose to tax the income of

the States and issues of the State bonds. They propose to tax tho
income from those bonds when received by indIviduals and corpora-
tions, and that is the opinion I have, and when I say that it is direct
and not indirect, that is, so far as the Individual is concerned. It
probably is indirect upon the State in causing its bonds to be issued
at a higher rate of interest to protect the public but I do not find
when Ihave read the so-called White Book that it is the opinion on
the part of the Government that it may tax the State itself.

Mr. WooD. Well, Senator, the beat eAidence of intention of anyone
is what he actually does. Now, the United States In a certain ease
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of one State attempted to asess taxes upon the issue of bonds or
Maine; later on they reversed that ruling but they did try to collect
taxes on the Delaware Bridge bonds, and they tried to tax the port
authority, and I do not tiink the Treasury Dopartment and the
Department of Justice attempted to tax them, burthey are actually
attempting to levy such a tax rlit now.

I do not think insofar as bonds are concerned it is a direct tax, but
it is true that It is paid to the Government but you tax the purchaser
of the bond, and file fact that somebody else pays it is immaterial.
Tie CHAIn MAN. When you charge a municipality $1,000 for giving

advice as to the floating of the bond issue, and you pay an income
tax on that $1,000 to the Federal Government, do you think the
Federal Government has taxed the municipality?

Mr. WooD. No. That is a very remote tax. Tie courts have held
that the tax on the income is a tax on the bond itself in the very first
decision, and the Supreme Court said that was income tax, and the
Supreme Court in the ease of 11'8eton v. OhVarle8on said that it was a
levying of a tax upon the net interest received by the taxpayer, and
he was required to lose all the interest he received on the investment,
and the Court said that so far as that amounts to a tax upon interest
derived from such source it was unconstitutional, and held when you
levy a tax directly.

Now when a transaction such as you have in mind occurs, the tax
Is very remote because the tax is on my net income.

The CHAIRMAN. Isn't that identical
Mr. WOOD. No, sir.
The CIHAItMAN. But suppose that a man held $10,000 of municipal

bonds and the return was $250 and the man's income other than that
Was fifteen hundred dollars, annd he would not pay a tax on it?

Mr. WOOD. But the municipality issued the bond, and I do not
think it is a question of whether the money goes to the owner, for the
Constitution covers that and the question is: Did it burden the
municipality, regardless oi where it went? If it put a burden on the
municipality then it is unconstitutionnl. Now the courts have dis.
tinguished such cases as you have in mind, for instance, tax upon
interstate commerce, If you levy a tax on the gross income derived
in interstate commerce, that is unconstitutional, because that is a
burden on commerce.
I The reciprocal immunity from taxation of the United States, the
States, and of their instrumentalities of government has been recog-
nized by the Supreme Court for generations. In every decision
rendered, construing the sixteenth amendment, the Supreme Court
has held that it did not extend the taxing power of Congress to new
or previously excepted subjects. In short, the Court has recognized
it for what it is-an amendment to an existing Constitution which
must be construed as a part of that document and in harmony with
all of Its provisions. The Court has never made an unjustifiable
assumption that merely because, in an amendment relating to taxation,
is to be found the obscure phrase "from whatever source derived," the
people intended to abandon the fundamental concept upon which
the Federal Government is based, and to establish,, in place-of "an
indestructible Union of indestructible States" a highly centralizedl
National Government.
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STATEMENT OF CARROLL S. SUOHR, SECRETARY, OALIFORNIA
STATE COMPENSATION FUND

Mr. BuctiF.R. I am chief counsel of the State Compensation In-
surance Fund of the State of California. I will speak very briefly
and extemporaneously, and in speaking of this I may state that I
also represent not only our State compensation fund, and for brevity
hereafter I will speak of it as the State fund but also 10 other State
funds operating tlie business of workmen's compensation insurance in
this country. The argument which I will present in opposition to a
tax upon governmental securities applies to the funds of other States
as well as those of California. Twenty-five years ago, the people of
our State having decided that they deiired the benefit of social legls.
lation known as the workmen's compensation insurance system,
amended its constitution to enable its legislature to enact laws to put
such a system into effect. And I want to speak upon the effect we
believe this proposed legislation will have directly upon the State
funds, and indirectly upon the system of workmen's compensation
insurance system and upon injured employees.

California was one of the first States to enact the workmen's com.
sensation Insurance system, and I may bo allowed to say that our
ompensation Act has been copied by over half of the States that

now maintain workmen's compensation.
The CHAIRhMAN. When was that? What year was that?
Mr. BUcHER. 1013.
The CHAIRMAN. We passed ours in 1011.
Mr. BucHEn. I know that there are four States ahead of us. Under

our law it is mandatory that every employer carry a policy in some
insurance company or in the Stale fund directing him to obtain a
certificate to allow him to insure, and he must protect his employees.
Under our law also the State fund must insure every employer who
seeks a policy large or small, based upon the hazards of the employ-
ment. That does not apply to the common carriers.

The result of that is that the State fund is burdened with lorgo
amounts of small and hazardous employers who cannot secure certifi-
cates of insurance because of their assets.

Without the large risks no State fund can survive because the large
risk is the profitable risk to a State fund. It is the same as the long
and short hauls in the railroad system. Without the short haul tile
railroad company is prejudiced, so we must maintain the State fund
in its relationship to the larger employers to survive. As stated by
Mr. Justice Shaw in passing on the constitutionality of the State fund,
if the State fund does not exist in California there is no place for the
mall employer, and he cannot obtain, his insurance to protect his
injured employees.

Now, what is the effect of this on the fund? The competition
between the State fund and the private insurer is so keen that we
must maintain 2 percent of dividends on it to our insurance owners.
If we out down and reduce our dividend as much as 2 percent then we
are left holding the stock.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not now subject to income tax so far as the
Government is concerned.

Mr. BucHER. No sir,
The CHAIRMAN. And California has a State income-tax law?

122286-80-pt. -- 28
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Mr, Mucmit. Yes
Tie CHAIRMAN. So your concern is taxation of municipal bonds

and securities?
Mr. BucHa. Yes; all our assets must be Invested in what are called

tax-exempt securities, because we can 'nvost only in those securities,
Taking tile year 1038 as an example, we owned approximately
$14 000,000 in tax-exempt securities. 6

T1he C'uIAIrMAN. I just wanted to get it clear that the proposal of
the Government would not reach your income at the present time.

Mr. Bucuven. I (oar that it would alreet our income upon our tax-
exempt securities, which we own. On the basis of $15,000,000-
I may not be correct, Sonator Brown, but we would be subject to a
direct tax of $75,000 a year, and on top of that, If the Congress should
provide for such tax, and if not this Congress then another Congress
night provide for tax on our income which would not only impair our

integrity bit completely involve the State fund, becausein the event
we have to pay a tax upon our n, inicomo, not only income from tux-
free securities, we would have to pay a tax of $75,000 to $550,000 per
year, and for that reason, and for the effect that it would have upon
the fundamental principles of the Workmen's Compensation Act,
0,000,000 wage earners in California would be very seriously affected.

The CHAIRMAN. There is no proposal to extend the taxing power to
State corporations, and so ont, in this proposal?

Mr. Bucitvr. No- that is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That is my understanding, and I want to make that

clear. Of course, it is possible in the future that may be done, so
your argument is sound, but I do not think that there is any present
Intention to tax such institutions.

Mr. Btci-:u. And just one last thought: If the State fund is
prejudiced, if it is interpreted as taxing such institution, the wage
earners of California and of all the other 10 States maintaining State
funds will suffer.

Now, with that remark, I will submit my written statement to the
committee.

Twenty-five years ago the people of our State, having decided that
they desired the benefit of social legislation known as the workmen's
compensation insurance system, amended its constitution to enable
its legislature to enact laws to pit such a system Into effect. At that
time workon's compensation laws were believed to be ultrasocialistic
and radical and were opposed by employers generally. During the
years following such legislation, workmon's compensation has become
so beneficial, not only to the employee but to tle employer, that there
are now few employers who will admit that this system Is other than
a conservative one and that industry is benefited equally as well as
labor.

By the amendment to the constitution, our legislature was instructed
not only to provide for a complete system of workmen's compensation
but was specifically instructed to create the State compensation insur-
ance fund and in compliance with' tids mandate such fund was
established.

The Workmen's Compensation Act is founded upon the theory of
insurance and that the cost of providing for industrlil accidents should
be borne by the industry causing sue accidents. Its cost is a tax
upon the industry, which is then added to the cost of production and
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eventually distributed anmong the people. The passage of at compen.
sation act without it provii on for State insurance would have so
completely deooralized business lit California that our courts would,
without hesitation, have declared the law unconstitutional if the
legislature had not at the same time created a State fund and estab.
allied a system whereby employers could protect themselves byinsurlne.

The fund is therefore a governmental agency of the State created
for the purpose of collecting and distributing con sensation imposed

on the industries and without profit to itself or the State.
Emplo yrs in California are comelled by law to carry insurance,

and a failure to do so Is a crime. No employer may conduct business
unless lie carries insurance and unless lie is able to obtain it, lie cannot
fulfill the requirements of the law. Thousands of employers carry
insurance with the State fund who cannot obtain insurance elsewhere.
This is because of either bad experience of those employers or extra
or unusual hazards surrounding their industries. Under the Cali-
fornia law, the State fund is oblhged to write compensation insurance
for every employer who seeks it, upon the payment of the required
premium. Small farmers hazardous enterprises--such as mines,
window washers, steeplejacis, and others-are able to fulfill the require-
ments of the law only because the State fund is in existence.

The fund is in open competition with private carriers but operates
without profit. The excess between administrative cost and losses
on the one hand, and the premilums, on the other hand, is returned
to the employer-policyholder in dividends. The competition between
the State fund and the private carrier is so keen that unless the present
divident-payment scale is maintained the larger and better classes
of risks will desert the State fund and nsure with the private carrier.
This will seriously impair the integrity of the State fund, because it
cannot successfully write business alone for the small or the extra-
hazardous employer for the premium rates established by the State,
and If the State fund should fail, the small employer will beleft without
Insurance and his employees will be unprotected, according to the
solvency of the employers.

Because the State fund is a State institution as distinguished from
a private carrier of insurance, it is admitted that it can be and is,
more liberal In the settlement of its claims, and because of the State
fund being in competition with the private carriers, and its liberal
policy, the private carter is, of necessity, more liberal in the payment
of'Its claims. If the State fund should retire from business the
injured employees would suffer by a more restricted policy of claims
adjustments. The State fund was not organized to put the private
companies out of business, but to assure the employers of Californit
that an agency existed that was required to write their business regard-
less of the type of the hazard surrounding it,

It is therefore necessary for the protection of the wage earner that
the itegrity of the State fund must be preserved.

During the year 1938, the State fund of California owned tax-
exempt securities of the par value of $14,719,000 upon which it
received interest in the sum of $450,044. A tax based upon this
income alone would amount to $74,250. A tax upon other net income
of the State fund would amount to $880,000, making a total of $624,280
annually. These taxes would be deducted from the dividends paid
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to our poliyholders. If this deduction should be made, it canmot be
disputed that the "cream" of the State compensation insurance
business in California would leave the State fund and insure with the
private carriers. The competition is so keen that a reduction of the
normal annual dividend rate of 2 percent ;s sufficient to drive theIrger policyholder away from the fund.

Tito State fund does an annual gross premium business of
$11,000,000. The total dividend disbursed In 1038 upon the 1037
business amounted to $3,220,000. Therefore, if we should e charged
with a tax upon the incomes of our tax-exempt securities-and allof
our securities are tax exempt, because we can only invest in such
classes of securities-such tax would be deducted from our dividends,
the favored and profitable risks would leave the State fund for pri-
vate carriers, the fund would be loft with the nonprofit and extra-
hazardous risks with wldch it could not survive, and it would events.
ally be forced to retire. Such a condition would result in chaos In
industry in California, depriving the injured employees of the coin-
ponsation benefits to which they have become accustomed during the
past 25 years,

It is, therefore, with the utmost conviction we urge upon your com-
mittee to give full consideration to the effect the imposition of a tax
upon such securities would have upon the State funds in this country
and the indirect effect it would have upon the millions of employee,
wbo rely upon workmen's compensation insurance for theirmaintenance
in the event of injuries causing disabilities.

STATEMENT OF R, GRANVILLE CURRY, REPRESENTING ALBANY
PORT DISTRICT COMMISSION

Mr. Cunny. May it please the committee: My name is R. Granville
Curry, and I am a member of the law firm of Curry & Dolan Wash-
ington, D. C., and I appear on behalf of the Albany Port district
Commission of Albany, N. Y., t urge three points. In arguing this
matter, I wish to deal more With the practical side of the question
rather than the legal phase which has been argued so ably here before
the committee.

(1) That Congress do not undertake to tax the income from bonds
Issued or to be issued by a State or an instrumentality thereof, such as
the Albany Port District Conunission.

(2) That Congress do not undertake to tax the income of State
employees or employees of State agencies, including this Conmission,

(3) That in any event before attempting to enact Federal laws
providing for such taxes there should first be obtained an amendment
to the Constitution ratified by the States in the manner provided in
the Constitution authorizing such legislation.

The Albany Port District Commission was created as a State
agency under the laws of the State of New York in 1025, to provide
develop, and maintain port and'terminal facilities at Albany and
Rensselaer on the Hudson River, following careful surveys made by
the War Department and an act of Congress making provision for
deeping the Hudson River and tho reestablishment o7the deepwater
port at Albany (Rivers and Harbors Act of March 3, 1028).' The
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Federal project was subject to the conditions that this State agency
would be created to provide appropriate ort facilities.

Pursuant to such legislation the Feoeral Government has spent
over $5,080,000 in deepening the Hudson River to and from the
port of Albany, thus daking-t available to ocean-going vessels; andt1ioe Alb~any Port District Commission, as an agency of the State of
Now York, has spent over $7,780,000 in providing a modern and
etllcient port.

In order to pyida hinds to carry out the purposes for which the
Albany Port District Conunisson was created, the Albany port dis.
triet was established as a taxing area embracing the cities of Albany
and Rensselaer. Under this legislation bonds issued by the Conmis.
sion are a lion upon the real estate within those two cities.

Acting rnder authority of the State laws, the Albany Port District
coinis.sion in the development of the port of Albany has issued
$7,830,000 of bonds of which as of January 1, 1939, $7,107,000 were
outstanding. This compares with the assessed valuation of real
estate in Albnny and Rensselaor of approximately $248,000,000.
Budget requirements of these cities to provide for interest on funded
debt and bond retirements amounted to approximately $277,000 for
the year 1038.

While there appears to be no proposal to tax income from any State
bonds which have already been Issued, a position w1tich seems fair
and equitable, yet any provision for taxing the income on future bonds
of the Albany Port District Commission would impose unjust burdens
upon this State agency and the taxpayers supporting it, and this, it is
respectfully submitted, would be In contravention of the Constitution.
The Imposition of a tax on new bonds of the commission would un-
doubtedly raise interest rates and render the bonds loss attractive.
The effect would be added costs, which would increase the not de.
ficiency of the commission each year and the two cities would be
called upon to raise the money. Real estate is already overburdened.
With present taxes and a recent recommendation by the Governor of
Now York for an additional tax of $1 per thousand on real estate,
property owners are bocondng more and more dissatisfied with the
increasing tax burden upon their properties. Even now the burden
is almost unbearable particularly for owners who have only small
incomes in wages or salaries.

The Albany Port District Commission believes that to impose taxes
upon the income of its bonds would be an unconstitutional invasion
of State authority contrary to principles repeatedly recognized by the
Supreme Court of the United S tates and accepted a Inherent in our
form of government. The authorities in support of the position of
the States have been presented in detail by the attorneys general of
the States and need not be repeated her. They are convincing that
Federal legislation is not justified and that in fairness so serious an
Invasion of State rights should not be attempted without obtaining
in the appropriate manner and after full discussion and consideration
by the States an amendment to the Constitution specifically providing
for Federal taxation of State agencies and the come from bonds
thereof.

The Albany Port District Commission also respectfully submits
that State employees such as those of the commission should not be
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subject to the additional burden of Federal taxation. Generally
speaking their salaries are low, promotion is extremely slow, and their
tenure of office uncertain.

On behalf of the Albany Port District Commission, I wish to expros
appreciation for this opportunity to set forth its position in this
proceeding.

STATEMENT OF DANA B. VAN DUSEN, GENERAL COUNSEL OF
THE METROPOLITAN UTILITIES DISTRICT OF OMAHA

Mr. VAN D,sE.v. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the coninitteo:
I wish to endorse everything that is saidin the brief on the Constitui-
tional imnmunit, of States and municipal securities defending the
continued integrity of the fiscal power of the States, because in this
problem our governmental agency has the same interest, as the States
themselves. -However, I wish to relate my remarks directly to the
public service which I represent.

The Metropolitan Utilities District of Omaha is all agency created
by the State for the primary purpose of operating and managing all
public utilities acquired by the city of Omaha, with the added power
of giving service throughout the State as conditions and their judg-
ment in(-icate is beneficial. The boarA is nonpartisan-it consists of
three Republicans and three Democrats. We are the managers of
water and gas properties, the legal title to which resides in the city of
Omaha, and which properties were acquired by the exercise of the
power of condemnation of the city, and paid for by the issuance of
city bonds, combining the features of a pledge of revenue and also
the pledge of the general taxing power.

The city of Omaha is a home-rule city, and as such may be de-
scribed as an independent sovereignty able to confer upon itself, and
to exorcise, all powers except those which may be prohibited by the
constitution or general laws of the State. This power of home rule
is an expression of the desire for, and the desirability of local self-
government, which permits the citizens of Omaha to deal with
governmental and economic problems in the light of peculiar local
conditions. Because of local conditions, as well as a belief in the desir-
ability of municipal ownership of essential services, the late United
States Senator Robert B. Howell championed the movement by which
these two utility properties were acquired, and became the first man-
ager of the district. In the supply of water we are, of course a
monopoly while in the supply of gas we are hi competition with other
fuels and in increasing competition from electric energy.

In our own State we have been declared by our supreme court to
be exempt front all taxation. This exemption, of course does not ex-
tend to te Federal income tax on employees, as to which the utilities
district has no objection, provided it is not retroactive. However,
our general exemption from taxation was one of the inducements
which led to the acquisition of these properties because it permitted
their acquisition at a lower initial cost, permitted their operation at
lower cost, and has made it possible to give the masses of people service
In the necessities of modern life at a cost much lower than previously
they had been compelled to pay.
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In the operation of these properties the effort has been devoted to

giving service to the entire population at the lowest possible rate coni-
sistent with accumulating ad equate funds to pay off the purchase
bonds. Because the rates for water and gas have been reduced to the
lowest possible level, it would be dlifllicult, perhaps iflipomible, to pay
off these bonds at maturity if the slightest. finaneitd lburdeo is added
through any form of taxation. If that burden is added, it will then
become necessary to seek from the legislature the power to issue re-
funding bonds, a power which is not at present available, and which
might not be obtained from the legislature in time to avoid difficulty.
Any immediate taxation would therefore present an immediate press-
ing problem endangering the stability of this publicly owned institu-
tion and complicating its future.

In viewing the effect of proposed legislation upon a utility such as
ours, the fact that our outstanding bonds have been largely amortized
or retired, is a mere incident which (10es not affect principles. If in-
come from the present bonds is taxed, it would seem that the burden
would fall on the individual owners; but in the event of any now issue,
though the tax would be collected from the holders, it would in reality
be paid by the district--n the form of an increased interest rate.
Therefore, we view the situation the same as if we were now about to
acquire our existing properties and issue bonds in payment therefor.

If the utilities district is permitted to continue without the added
burden of taxation, it will pay off its bonds at maturity, and then
being entirely free from debt, ivith no dividends to pay to stockholders,
it will be able to give service to the people at a cost unprecedently
low, which is considered the most desirable objective. On the other
hand, since the district automatically becomes the operator of any
public utility acquired by the city government, it would be possible
to use the revenues of the district to finance any publicly owned serv-
ice enterprises, or generally to assist the public in improving the com-
munity for the benefit of all citizens alike.

The advantage derived by the utilities district by its exemption
from taxation is not an advantage peculiar to it in its corporate capac-ity but quite to the contrary is passed on to the mass of the people.
This is necessarily true since the service which we render is available
to and made use oY by almost 100 percent of the population. The
freedom from taxation makes available to these people an essential
service at the lowest cost, thus lifting a part of the cost of Govern-
meht from the shoulders of those least able to bear the burden of
taxation which all American theories agree should be placed upon
the shotlders of those best. able to boar the burden.

Taxation has no limit whatever, and is, of course, the power to
destroy; any proposal to subject these properties to taxation en-
dangers the success of the policy of essential service at the lowest
possible cost, and also endangers the possibility of acquiring new
properties for the purpose of similar services which have become or
are becoming essentials of modern American life. The freedom to
solve the local problems of the municipality and adjacent municipali-
ties will be restricted, and very probably to the detriment of the
citizens concerned.
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We fool that any first stop on the road to the taxation of these
enterprises is one which will inovitabv be followed by further steps,
until finally every possible form of taxation will be imposed upon
these properties. Beyond all question any taxation imposed upon
these services must inevitably result in an immediate increase in rates,
and this increase in rates will result in hardslip to those least favorably
situated ecinomically and, of course, will result in groat dissltisfae-
tion. Furthermore, any increase in rates must necessarily result in
an advantage to the privately owned electric utility which supplies
the source of energy, as fuel, in competition with gas and any ad-
vantag given to this competition must necessarily result in a diminu-
tion in the value of the competitive properties already acquired by
publi, funds and devoted soely to the public benefit. Indeed, the
imposition of any tax burden will be everywhere throughout the
United States a serious blow to municipal ownership, which, if it has
no other merit, and It does, is a constant throat to any overly avaricious
private public service.

It seems to the metropolitan utilities district of Omaha that there
may well exist a distinction between the desirability of tax exemption
in the case of necessary mass public service and those enterprises
undertaken by the authority of he States which do not concern com-
men living needs. Therefore, it seems to us that any indiscriminate
policy of taxing all activities, whether of the Federal Government or
of the States and their agencies, is unwise, and ignores important
differences which should be given consideration. In this we believe
our own situation is distinctive and requires separate consideration.
Even assuming that an unrestricted policy of tax immunity for public
enterprises is open to question, the fact remains that the problem of
disthiguishing between those services which are fundamental and
those which are merely convenient the problem of how far any such
tax program should go, is delicate, Iar-reaching, and requires judicious
study. It is not true that the destruction of all tax immunities of this
character is necessarily a benefit to the mass of the people and it is
their benefit which would be the objective of any such program.

The CnAinmAN. I have a telegram from the Governor of Maryland,
Herbert -R11 O'onor, which should be Incorporated into the record:
Senator PRXNTIRS M. BRowN,

Chairman Special Committee on Taxation of Governmental Securitie,
Senate Office Buildipg, Washington, D. 0.:

Permit me to register Ptate's opposition to Federal taxation of Maryland
securities as well as securities of State governmental units for two-fold reason
that such impost would adversely affect quotation of State county, and munic-
ipal securities without corresponding benefit to National government and be.
cause such impost Is contrary to the fundamental separation of State and Federal
sovereignty. Kildly record this expresslou before your committee and favor us
by making our opposition known to other members.

IIERDFRT R. O'Conon,
Governor of Aaryland.
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The ChAIRMAN. I also have 4 telegram from the Governor of the
Stato of Washington, Clarence D. Martin, which I wish to Incorporate
into the record:
lion. PIENTiSS BnowN

United States Senalor Senate Offce Building,
IVa8hington, D. .

Re Federal tax on State and municipal bonds: Federal taxation of State and
municipal bonds has recently been considered by our State finance committee.
It is the considered opinion of our committee that such legislation would not be
beneficial to majority of people in this or any other State. Such a tax would
result in coupon rates of interest being increased sufficiently to cover tax In
higher brackets. Burden of Increased Interest rates would fall on average tax-
payer and leave bondholder In same not position now held. Request you place
S tate of Washington before your Committee on Intergovernmental Taxation as
opposed to Federal tax on State and municipal bonds.

CLARENCR D. MARTIN,
Governor, State of Washington.

(The following letter was later received and ordered to be printed
in the record:)

CONVERENcE ON STATE Dm, IsuO,

lon. I'RXNT15 M. BROWN, oNew York, N. ., February #7, 1989.

Chairman, Special Committee on Taxation of Governmental Securities
and Salaries,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DZAR SENATOR: It has just this moment come to my attention that there

appears on pages 312-318 (pt. 2) of the printed record of the hearings before the
Special Committee on Taxation of Governmental Securities an.. Salaries, a
proposed report from the Committee on Taxation of the Chamber of Commerce
of the State of Now York over the signature of the chairman of that committee.

No action was taken by the Chamber of Commerce on the basis of this report,
and I understand that the matter Is still pending before the executive committee
of the chamber. The proposed report of their committee on taxation was not
intended to be a public document and Its presence In my files and subsequent
Inclusion In the list of resolutions offered to your committee was an inadvertance,
for which we must apologize both to your committee and to the chamber.

As you know, we have requested the deletion of the proposed report from the
record, but the advanced status of the work being done in the Printing Office
makes this Impossible.

I therefore respectfully request that you include this letter as a part of the
record.

Respectfully yours, AUSTIN J. TomN, Executive Secretary.

The CHAIRMAN. We will now recess until Tuesday morning at
10 .m.

('hereupon at 12:40 p. m., a recess was taken by the committee
to Tuesday morning, February 14, 1030, at 10 a. m.)


